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 Reader’s Notes

 I have written this book to be accessible to a wide academic audience, 
not only specialists in Iranian studies. This goal has led me to adopt a 
few stylistic decisions that I outline below. 

Dates. F or simplicity’s sake, I use only Common Era dates in this 
study; the bibliography, however, preserves solar and lunar  hijrī  dates as 
they appear in the publication, with the CE equivalent given in brackets. 

Non-Roman Scripts. When tr ansliterating Persian, I adapt the system 
used by the  Encyclopædia Iranica  with the following adjustments: the 
special characters  š , č , ž , g  , and  k  have been replaced with the digraphs 
sh  , ch , zh , gh, and   kh ; ṯ  is rendered as  s, and   ḏ as  z (t hough I occasion-
ally keep  ḏ when it corresponds wit h the modern pronunciation  d , as 
in  shavaḏ ). In addition, I write the unstressed indefinite marker as  -i to
disambiguate it from the stressed  yā-ye nesbat; t hus  mard-i (“a man”)  
vs.  mardi (“manliness”). F or Arabic and Turkish, I follow the system 
used in the  International Journal of Middle East Studies ; for Greek and 
Georgian, I refer to the Library of Congress and the American Library 
Association Romanization Tables; and for Middle Persian, I use D.N. 
MacKenzie’s  A Concise Pahlavi Dictionary  (London, 1971). 

Names . Names of places, individuals, dynasties, and texts follow 
established English spelling whenever possible. I also anglicize two 
important poetic forms, the qasida ( qaṣīda) and t he masnavi (using 
the modern Persian pronunciation of  mathnawī ); these complement the 
more well-established ghazal form (also “ghazel” in Merriam-Web-
ster). When transliterating names and titles, I refer to the linguistic con-
text they are most associated with: for example, al-Rāghib al-Iṣfahānī 
and Fakhr al-Din Gorgāni both lived and worked in Isfahan at around 
the same time, but as the former mostly wrote in Arabic and the latter 
in Persian, I render their personal names and the names of their works 
accordingly. To make this transition a bit less bumpy, I “fix” certain 
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x Reader’s Notes 

words – “Abu/Abi,” “Ibn,” and  Kalīla & Dimna  – to be consistent across 
languages. I hope this approach allows for an unobtrusive read. 

Pronunciation . In pronouncing Persian words, readers can observe 
these guidelines: 

 • The unmarked consonants  b , d , f , g , h , j , k , l , m , n , p , s , t , v , and  z are 
pronounced as they are in English. 

 • Marked consonants –  ḏ ,  ḥ ,  s ,  ṣ ,  ṭ ,  z ,  ż , and  ẓ  – are there for 
philological purposes only; they can be pronounced exactly as their 
unmarked counterparts. 

 • The digraphs  ch , sh , and  zh  correspond to  church , shy , and  azure
respectively. 

 • R  is lightly trilled, as in Spanish and Italian  rosa , caro . 
 • Kh  sounds like “ch” in German “Bach.” 
 • Gh  (classical pronunciation) sounds like “r” in French “Paris.” 
 • Q  (classical pronunciation) is a voiceless uvular stop, like “k” but 

further back in the throat; the “c” in “caught” comes close to this 
sound. 

 • The characters ʿ and ʾ represent  ʿayn  and  hamza  respectively; both 
can be pronounced as a glottal stop, as in “uh-oh.” 

 • There is a clear distinction between short  a  (“dad”) and long  ā
(“father”). 

 • The other vowels  e , i , o , and  u  are pronounced as they are in Italian 
and Spanish. 

 • The diphthongs  ay  and  ow  rhyme with  lay  and  low . 

 To exemplify some of these rules, the names of the three major char-
acters of  V&R  are pronounced as follows: Vis rhymes with “peace,” 
Mobad with “nomad,” and Rāmin with “raw mean.” 

Citations . When citing major primary sources, I include a locator in 
the body text for quick reference. The form of this locator depends on 
the nature of the book: (#) refers to line number(s); (#.#) indicates sec-
tion.line; (#/#) indicates page/line; and (#:#/#) indicates volume:page/
line. Note that the page number only points to that page where the cited 
passage begins, and not the entire range. 

Editions . Vis & Rāmin  has a long publication history: it was first 
printed by Lees and Ali (Calcutta, 1865), followed by the critical edi-
tions of Minovi (Tehran, 1314 [1935]), Maḥjub (Tehran, 1337 [1959]), 
the Iranian Culture Foundation (eds. T‘odua, Gvakharia, and Aʿyni; 
Tehran, 1349 [1970]), and Rowshan (Tehran, 1377 [1998]). In this mono-
graph, I adhere to the Iranian Culture Foundation (ICF) edition, which 
I consider the best suited for scholarly research. A digital version of this 
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 Reader’s Notes xi

edition is available at the TITUS (Thesaurus Indogermanischer Text- 
und Sprachmaterialien) Project: visit  https://titus.uni-frankfurt.de/  
and click on Text Database, then New Persian (accessed 1 June 2022). 
 V&R  has been twice translated into English, first by George Morrison 
(Columbia University Press, 1972) and then by Dick Davis (Penguin, 
2008); to facilitate comparison, I frequently include the corresponding 
page number of the Davis translation in brackets. Thus, for example, 
the citation (136/110–11 [96]) means you will find the Persian text on 
page 136, lines 110–11 of the ICF edition, and the English on page 96 of 
Davis’s translation. I use similar notation when cross-referencing other 
primary texts with their established translations, in which case I include 
the name of the translator: e.g., al-Nadīm,  al-Fihrist , 2:327–31 (Dodge 
719–24). Readers working with other editions or translations of  V&R
may refer to the concordance in  appendix C  of this book. 

Translations . All translations from  Vis & Rāmin  are mine; while I 
greatly admire the work of Morrison and Davis, I felt it better to offer 
my own renditions for the sake of assuming full responsibility for how 
I read the Persian text. All other translations are also mine unless oth-
erwise noted. Passages from the ancient Greek novels are from the 
anthology edited by Bryan Reardon (University of California Press, 
1989), while those from the twelfth-century Greek romances are from 
 Four Byzantine Novels  (tr. Elizabeth Jeffreys, Liverpool University Press, 
2014). 

Geography . There are two main theatres of action in the story of 
 Vis & Rāmin , described with an eclectic set of toponyms. To the west 
is the land of  Māh  (Old Pers.  Māda , Gr. Media), also sometimes called 
 Kuhestān  (the Persian equivalent of the medieval Arabic name for the 
region,  al-Jibāl ); its capital is known as  Māh-ābād  (often  Māh  for short), 
as well as by its historical name  Hamadān  (ancient Ecbatana). This is 
where Vis and her family are based. The fiefdom of  Gurāb , where Gol 
lives, is situated a little ways to the south. To the east is  Marv (Old 
Pers.  Marguš , Gr. Margiana, now Merv), often with its full name  Marv-
e Shāhejān  (or  Shāyegān ), which provides the name of both the king-
dom and its capital city; the text also uses the medieval name  Khorāsān
to describe the wider realm. This is the homeland of Mobad and his 
brother Rāmin. For the sake of clarity, I will regularize this range of 
terms and speak of Media and Khorasan as the regions, and Hamadan 
and Marv as their capital cities. 

 A few other places to note: The fortress of the “Devils’ Grotto” 
( eshkāft-e divān ), where Mobad imprisons Vis, might be placed in the 
Ghor province of modern Afghanistan, guessing from Shahru’s male-
diction, “Perish Ghor Mountain, perish the Fortress of Ghor!” ( ma kuh-e 
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ghur bādā ma dez-e ghur , 273/51 [238]). I have used the coordinates of the 
Ghorid capital, Firozkoh, to mark its approximate location – with the 
caveat that there is no necessary correlation between such place names 
in the imagined geography of  V&R  and the physical earth.  Khuzān , 
where the Nurse is from, is also a bit of a mystery; Minorsky rules out 
any connection with the southwestern Iranian province of Khuzestan 
and suggests a number of tentative alternatives, possibly somewhere 
in the Koh-i-Baba mountain range in today’s central Afghanistan. For 
a detailed discussion of  V&R ’s geography, see Minorsky,  Vīs u Rāmīn , 
167–75, and for more on the cities of Hamadan and Marv, see Bosworth, 
 Historic Cities of the Islamic World , 151–3, 401–6. 
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and every one of you who have helped me on this journey. 
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and ethos for an alternative conceptual framework; and Maya Barzi-
lai taught me how to communicate with an audience beyond my field. 
Above all, I owe an inexpressible debt of gratitude to Kathryn Babayan 
for her boundless hospitality, stimulating conversations, incisive cri-
tiques, unwavering support, and the constant mantra that has served 
me so well: think again, think more, think deeper. Here’s to many more 
years of camaraderie and friendship. 
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 LOVE AT A CRUX 
 
 
  
   

Boy bring round the wine
and give me some

for love that at first seemed easy
turned difficult

—Ḥāfeẓ
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  Yek-i bud, yek-i nabud  
Zir-e gonbad-e kabud  

 It happened, and it didn’t, too, 
 Below the dome of midnight blue. 

  – Persian proverb, said at the beginning of a fairy tale 

 Once upon a time, there was a king named Mobad Manikān, who ruled 
the land of Iran in peace and prosperity. But one fateful day, at the 
gathering of his nobles in celebration of the New Year, Mobad’s eyes 
fell upon the lovely queen Shahru, and he was smitten then and there 
with desire for her. Although he promised her the world in exchange 
for her love, the queen protested that she was too old to accept. Unde-
terred, Mobad proposed a counter-offer: if not Shahru, let him wed her 
daughter – if she were to bear one – for she would surely inherit her 
mother’s beauty. To this the royal pair agreed, sealing the deal with an 
exchange of oaths and a contract on painted silk. 

 Years later, the queen did indeed give birth to a daughter named 
Vis, who grew into the most beautiful woman the world had ever seen. 
But Shahru had forgotten her promise and instead betrothed Vis to 
her – Vis’s – brother, Viru. Upon hearing this news, Mobad flew into 
a rage, marched his army into Shahru’s domains, and brought Vis by 
force back to his palace, where he married her. It seemed that the king 
had secured his prize; but he did not count on the resistance of his 
new bride. Determined to preserve her virginity for the one she con-
sidered her rightful husband, Vis commanded her Nurse to curse the 
king with a spell of permanent impotence, then shut herself away in 
her chambers, waiting for the day her beloved Viru would come to the 
rescue. 

   Prologue | In Which Love Has Many a Tale 

  



4 Love at a Crux 

 But, much to Vis’s dismay, that day never came. 
 Instead, the man to come knocking at her door was none other than 

Prince Rāmin, Mobad’s younger brother. Rāmin and Vis had spent the 
first years of their lives together under the care of the same nurse, and, 
while escorting her back to the palace, the prince had fallen in love with 
his childhood friend. At first, Vis vehemently rejected his advances, but 
after much deliberation and soul-searching, she finally consented to the 
illicit union. 

 With this fateful decision, we find our three protagonists caught in a 
love triangle, and as befits this classic scenario, Vis and Rāmin will have 
many adventures as they plan their next tryst, while evading Mobad’s 
attempts to catch and punish them. At times, these adventures end on 
happy and even humorous notes (at least for the lovers), but more often 
than not, they end badly for all parties involved – particularly Vis, who 
repeatedly suffers humiliation, abuse, exile, and imprisonment for her 
perceived violations of the social order. And here, something unusual 
happens: instead of steadfastly weathering these trials, the protago-
nists’ will to persevere gradually buckles and finally breaks, and Rāmin 
abandons Vis to marry another woman named Gol. This betrayal pre-
cipitates an explosive confrontation between the erstwhile lovers, one 
that nearly results in their deaths. It is painfully clear to all at this point 
that Vis and Rāmin’s story will never end successfully until Mobad is 
out of the way, and so, reconciled at last, the lovers launch a full-scale 
revolt against the king. Before their armies meet, however, Mobad is 
unexpectedly killed – gored by a wild boar. It is thus in the shadow 
of death that Vis and Rāmin finally wed and ascend the throne, in a 
happily-ever-after that cannot fully shake off the long years of personal 
suffering and political chaos that went into its making. 

 So goes, in brief, the story of  Vis & Rāmin  ( V&R ), one of the first 
romances of New Persian literature and the focal point of this book. As I 
hope to have shown in my summary of its plot, there is much in this tale 
that will register as familiar with scholars of romance. Its central themes 
of passionate love, obstacles and adventures, and the ongoing quest for 
union should likely “rhyme,” so to speak, with memories of narratives 
we have heard and read before; those familiar with the love triangle 
between Tristan, Isolde, and Mark in particular may have experienced a 
moment of  déjà vu . 1  Such familiarity would only emphasize some of the 
plot’s more curious features: the persistent use of doubles (Shahru and 
Vis, Viru and Rāmin, Vis and Gol), the controversial matters (both then 
and now) of incest and adultery, and the protracted falling in and out of 
love in a genre that conventionally subscribes to the notion of true and 
enduring love at first sight. Perhaps most interesting of all is the way the 
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text seems to anticipate and then thwart the expectations of its readers – 
and even its characters – at certain critical junctures: Viru appears well 
poised to take up the role of the romance hero, but never does; Rāmin 
breaks faith with his sworn beloved (while Mobad, ironically, remains 
faithful); a bizarre accident takes the place of a climactic battle. It is 
in this generic interplay of the conventional and the unfamiliar that I 
situate my study. As I explain below, I see  Vis & Rāmin  as residing at 
a crossroads of literary history – a radical renovation of older models 
that anticipates later developments across the broad flank of southwest-
ern Eurasia. By bringing these models together and connecting them 
through  V&R , I hope to offer one example of what we might discover 
if we enter the “Global Middle Ages” – or, perhaps more appropriately 
in this case, a  globally minded  Middle Ages – from the vantage point 
of Persian: about the romance and its genealogy, about transregional 
explorations of love, and about evolving notions around the links con-
necting language, the imagination, and truth. 2  

 A Heterogeneous Text 

 Across the domains of history, language, modality, and genre,  Vis & 
Rāmin  is a profoundly heterogeneous text, a quality that makes it par-
ticularly apt for approaching the Middle Ages as a network of diverse 
but interconnected histories, deeply engaged with the legacies of the 
ancient world. The tale’s history is a textbook exemplar of these tempo-
ral and geographic connections: though written in New Persian verse 
in 1054, its origins go back to the Parthian period, most likely the first 
century ce, placing it in the same general milieu in which Greek prose 
narratives about love, the so-called Greek novels, were being composed 
in the eastern provinces of the Roman Empire. 3  It is not altogether 
unsurprising, then, to find elements in common between  V&R  and the 
Greek material, especially in terms of structure, motif, and theme. 4  Yet 
at the same time, the story’s medieval version draws heavily from the 
conventions of Arabic literature and the hermeneutics of Islamic phi-
losophy and theology. Tracing these linkages not only makes plain the 
intersectional history of  V&R , but also that of the romance genre more 
broadly, a method of storytelling that spread and circulated across a 
vast span of time and space. 

 The history of  V&R ’s transmission also tells a tale of hybrid modali-
ties. The story was almost certainly performed orally, and while there is 
no evidence of it being written down early on, it is possible to suppose, 
as Abu Hilāl al- Aʿskarī (d. after 1005) asserts, that “the [ancient] Per-
sians, who had songs ( ashʿār ) to propagate their deeds and memorialize 
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their wars, used to record and preserve [them] in their treasuries.” 5  
However it was transmitted in late antiquity, the occasional references 
to  V&R  found in medieval Arabic sources definitely indicate that it was 
known in the urban centres of Iraq and Iran, particularly Baghdad and 
Isfahan, in terms suggestive of both written and performed variations. 
For example, in one of his  fārisiyyāt  (“Persian poems”), the Abbasid 
poet Abu Nuwās (d. 813) mentions the  firjardāt  (> Mid. Pers.  fragard , 
“book” or “chapter”) of Vis and Rāmin in one of his verses; comment-
ing on this line, Ḥamza al-Iṣfahānī (d.  971) explains that this is “a 
well-known fable among [the Persians]” ( uḥdūtha lahum maʿrūfa ) and 
glosses the word  firjardāt  as something “similar to odes” ( ka-l-qaṣāʾid ). 6  
In that spirit, the critic and littérateur al-Rāghib al-Iṣfahānī (fl. before 
1018) cites the following “Persian song” that, he claims, was popular 
among the urban elites of his day: 

وأمهٮا  علامٮا  ٮا   وٮٮكب عٮاءك العرٮٮاعٮٮا 
عر كرام ڡعٮٮا الڡارسٮااٮٮا معسر مں العرب الـ   ـ
 وٮس دامٮں ٮكرة وعسٮاوأسڡٮاها مدامة ٮازعٮها 

 Sing us a song, O serving-boy, and sing it well –  
 enough with your singing in Arabic! 

 For we are an honourable gathering of the noble Arabs, 
 so sing to us in Persian! 

 And serve us an ancient vintage 
 that Vis took from Rāmin, morning and night. 7  

 This little piece offers a helpful glimpse into a probable performance 
context of  Vis & Rāmin , and presumably tales like it, within the courtly 
milieu of eleventh-century Isfahan: recited out loud, quite possibly sung, 
at the salons and gatherings of the city’s upper crust. The appreciation 
for “local colour” in this poem is also notable: as Arabic was far and 
away the dominant language of educated discourse at this time, we can 
imagine how the collective “we” of al-Rāghib’s circle might laughingly 
admonish their serving boy that they don’t need to listen to his attempts 
at entertaining them in a language they know better than he. 8  We will 
see a similar interest in  V&R  as a distinctly regional tale when Fakhr 
al-Din Gorgāni, a near contemporary of al-Rāghib’s who also lived in 
Isfahan, presents it to the city’s governor as a popular yarn now made 
suitable, thanks to his poetic intervention, for courtly consumption. 

 Thus we arrive at the text at hand, a “cultural palimpsest,” as Dick 
Davis nicely puts it, of the broad literary history of the Near East: het-
erogeneous and composite, encompassing performative and scribal 
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modalities, and accumulating aspects of diverse discursive legacies – 
the Greek novel, Arabic lyric poetry, New Persian epic, Neoplatonic 
metaphysics, and Islamicate political theory – across the  longue durée  
of the Parthian, Sasanian, and Islamic stages of its transmission. 9  This 
internal diversity has afforded scholars a wealth of angles from which 
to approach this text: philologists and linguists have long recognized 
the value of  V&R  as an early testament of the New Persian language, 
while historians have pored over its pages in the hopes of gleaning new 
insights into the politics, culture, and society of ancient Iran, or indeed 
of Iran in the eleventh century, when the poem was written. 10  

V&R  plays a significant role in Persian literary history, too, although 
here its reception is somewhat more chequered. While none deny 
that it is one of the earliest Persian romances extant, it has often been 
described as an odd and not altogether successful foray into the genre; 
Davis again supplies the choice metaphor in calling it a “cul-de-sac” 
in Persian literary history. 11  Quite a few modern critics have expressed 
their dislike of the poem, most vituperatively Italo Pizzi, calling it “the 
stupidest, clumsiest, and most tasteless poem to ever emerge from 
the hands of a miserable poetaster,” and even some medieval readers 
found its contents scandalous. 12  The decisive vote, however, was cast by 
Neẓāmi Ganjavi, the most influential romancer in the history of Persian 
poetry. He knew  Vis & Rāmin , and composed his  Khosrow & Shirin  (w. 
ca. 1180) on its model; and while it remains a point of debate whether 
this reflects Neẓāmi’s admiration for or disapproval of his source, there 
is no question over his spectacular success in supplanting it. 13  In the 
following centuries, Neẓāmi’s collected works, known as the  Khamsa  
(“Quintet”), became a literary touchstone, imitated time and again by 
celebrated poets such as Amir Khosrow (d. 1325), Khwāju (d. 1352), 
Jāmi (d. 1492), Navāʾi (d. 1501), and Hātefi (d. 1521). The story of Vis 
and Rāmin, meanwhile, was never again told in Persian, and to this 
day, it remains an obscure entry in the canon, rarely taught in Iranian 
schools. 14  

 The general study of  V&R , with some important exceptions, has thus 
acquired a distinctively hourglass shape, with much of the scholarship 
looking through the text, as it were, to view what came before and after 
it, much as one holds a paper to the light to discern its watermark. 15  
A significant factor that encourages this way of reading, I believe, is 
the impact of institutional discipline. By and large, the academic frame 
through which  Vis & Rāmin  has chiefly obtained its value and relevance 
has been the study of Iran and of Persian literature more broadly – an 
approach that tends to privilege the vertical over the horizontal, the dia-
chronic over the synchronic, and the family tree over the neighbourhood 
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community. This framework, however, is not so well suited for handling 
the rather astonishing diversity of non-Iranian and non-Persian sources 
that went into the making of New Persian romance, evident not only in 
the composite history of  V&R  but also in other near-contemporaneous 
examples of poems that explicitly drew from Hellenistic and Arabic 
sources. From the standpoint of Persian literature, these texts certainly 
mark a significant moment – namely, the establishment of a new genre – 
but if we look beyond that frame, it is clear that they are participating 
in a much larger discursive practice, advancing a long-standing and 
transregional conversation about romance and romantic love: a begin-
ning and a continuation at one and the same time. The singular aspect 
of  Vis & Rāmin  within this textual group, however, is its pronounced 
self-reflexivity, the way it and its characters seem to knowingly deviate 
from the expectations to which they hold themselves. This suggests a 
keen interest and sustained engagement with the idea of romance itself, 
perhaps to such a degree that, if we were to apply Sarah Kay’s insights 
on parody, we could say that  V&R  plays a pivotal role in founding the 
genre in New Persian literature, even if its protagonists, and some of its 
more radical experiments, were never revisited. 16  

 In short, I would like to present  Vis & Rāmin  not only as an early 
generic experiment in a nascent national literature, but as a reconsti-
tution of and response to older traditions of narrating the affairs of 
lovers, now retooled to produce new kinds of meaning in the rapidly 
changing oikoumene of the early eleventh century. When approached 
from this angle,  V&R  emerges as a  crucial  text – in the literal sense of 
the word – in the history of romance. Appearing at a crux of intersect-
ing literary traditions, it recasts elements from the ancient past and 
forges new possibilities for the genre at the dawn of the new millen-
nium, anticipating many of the distinctive characteristics of the “medi-
eval romance” as we have come to recognize it today. The purpose of 
this book, then, is to facilitate an awareness of these connections and 
explore their implications, hopefully to the benefit of Iranian studies 
and its neighbouring fields alike. Just as I assert that we cannot fully 
understand  Vis & Rāmin  without placing it within a multilingual and 
transregional history, I would also contend that  V&R , and the New 
Persian romances in general, must form an integral part of that his-
tory. A globally minded study of  V&R  stands to tell us much about the 
spread, diffusion, and function of the romance from the largely unex-
plored vantage point of medieval Iran, providing a bird’s-eye vista of 
what has been said and done before, and allowing us to take in a wider 
view of the many routes that this literary and intellectual endeavour 
has traversed. 
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 Re-cognizing Romance 

 I have thus far been content to describe  Vis & Rāmin  as a romance, using 
the term both to indicate a distinctive field within Persian literature and 
to suggest possible lines of affinity with other literary traditions. This 
needs some clarification, however, given the notoriously broad valences 
of the word across time, place, and context. The Old French word  romanz , 
from which “romance” derives, simply designates any text in the ver-
nacular, without (too) much in the way of generic connotation. 17  This 
stands in sharp contrast with the romance in modern English, where 
it is highly generic – the adventure story, the high fantasy, the chivalric 
quest, the erotic thriller – and is almost always negatively compared 
against the novel. 18  The modern term also evokes a distinctive sense 
of affect, as in the way one “seeks romance” in the personal ads of a 
newspaper or dating app. Given the fluidity and fuzziness of the term, 
and the fact that there is no obvious analogue for it in ancient and medi-
eval Greek, Arabic, or Persian, one might well be tempted to abandon 
romance altogether in favour of something more culturally specific. 19  

 Indeed, recourse to the Persian offers a compelling alternative. 
 V&R  self-identifies as a  dāstān-e ʿāsheqāna , a phrase that has gone on 
to become the standard word for romance in contemporary usage. 
Loosely rendered as “love-story” (but see below), the  dāstān-e ʿ āsheqāna  
captures in a nutshell the core premise of the narrative tradition I’m 
interested in: stories about love, and more specifically, about a love 
affair between two people. As I argue in chapter 1, when this motif 
appears at the centre of a narrative, it provides that narrative with 
a strong motivating force, moving it in certain anticipated directions 
and mobilizing it for particular purposes within its local context. 
This tight functional and etymological interplay of motif, motive, and 
motion gives the love-story a certain generic coherence that is quite a 
bit tighter and more traceable than the more open-ended domain of 
romance. 

 And yet, for the purposes of this study, romance still matters – 
indispensably so. For while I perceive certain tendencies, proclivities, 
and habits in my survey of stories about an amorous couple, they are 
always and necessarily imbricated with other generic aspects as well, 
and in that respect, a more capacious term is needed. This is especially 
visible when reading tales about lovers against tales about heroes, 
whose characters mingle and merge, whose topoi combine in ever-new 
arrangements, and whose horizons of expectation and preoccupation 
converge to form expansive vistas of possibility. Thus, if we situate the 
 dāstān-e ʿāsheqāna  within a wider discursive spectrum that encompasses 
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the two nodes of love and chivalric exploits – what Cesare Segre con-
siders the “constitutive model” for most medieval romances – we have 
a dialectic to work with, a zoom-in lens on one hand and a panoramic 
view on the other, that allows us to place the local texts in conversation 
with their temporal and geographical neighbours. 20  Important theoreti-
cal contributions to (romance) genre studies, such as those of Patricia 
Parker, Jacques Derrida, and Barbara Fuchs, further help us to think 
beyond taxonomical structures and “to recognize romance within a 
variety of genres … as a set of strategies that organize and animate nar-
rative.” 21  A comparative study of  Vis & Rāmin  cannot therefore dispense 
with romance, a term that offers tremendous analytical purchase pre-
cisely because of its diffuse, affective, and even inauthentic qualities. 
Exploring the productive yet irreducible tension that emerges between 
the  dāstān-e ʿāsheqāna  and the romance, terms that are clearly related yet 
not interchangeable, activates a networked reading of the Persian mate-
rial that is not easily accomplished by emic labels alone. 22  

 For the purposes of this book, then, the love-story is the topic; 
romance, the hermeneutic. It is eminently useful that romance, while 
being a familiar genre in English with a rich scholarly and critical tra-
dition at its back, is a term that stubbornly resists absolute definitions 
and confounds any master narrative about origins or ontology. When I 
describe  Vis & Rāmin  as a romance, then, I mean it as a proposition: not 
that it “is” a romance, but that it is thinkable as romance – that it can 
be read romantically. This mode of engagement invites a  re-cognition  
of the romance through  V&R : by harnessing that sense of rhyme and 
resonance that it triggers in me (and presumably other readers), I aim 
to help us rethink the paradigms by which we define the cultural, geo-
graphical, and temporal borders of medieval Afro-Eurasia, especially 
in those moments of  apparent  but not necessarily “real” affinity across 
them. 

 But what does it mean to read romantically? My answer to this ques-
tion is perhaps better shown by example than described in abstract. 
Here is the introduction to the love-story of Pyramus and Thisbe, as 
told by Ovid in his  Metamorphoses : consider, as you read, the presenta-
tion of the characters, the architecture of the setting, and the crucial 
function of the wall. 

 Pyramus et Thisbe, iuvenum pulcherrimus alter, 
 altera, quas Oriens habuit, praelata puellis, 
 contiguas tenuere domos, ubi dicitur altam 
 coctilibus muris cinxisse Semiramis urbem. 
 notitiam primosque gradus vicinia fecit, 
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 tempore crevit amor; taedae quoque iure coissent, 
 sed vetuere patres … 
 fissus erat tenui rima, quam duxerat olim, 
 cum fieret, paries domui communis utrique. 
 id vitium nulli per saecula longa notatum –  
 quid non sentit amor? – primi vidistis amantes 
 et vocis fecistis iter, tutaeque per illud 
 murmure blanditiae minimo transire solebant. 

 Pyramus and Thisbe – he, the most beautiful youth, and she, loveliest 
maid of all the East – dwelt in houses side by side, in the city which Semi-
ramis is said to have surrounded with walls of brick. Their nearness made 
the fi rst steps of their acquaintance. In time love grew, and they would 
have been joined in marriage, too, but their parents forbade … There was 
a slender chink in the party-wall of the two houses, which it had at some 
former time received when it was building. This chink, which no one had 
ever discovered through all these years – but what does love not see? – you 
lovers fi rst discovered and made it the channel of speech. Safe through this 
your loving words used to pass in tiny whispers.   ( Metamorphoses  4.55–61, 
65–70) 23  

  This scene lays out many of the elements that I recognize as prototypical 
in the structure of the love-story: the young and beautiful protagonists, 
the resistant parents, the instinctive rise of desire not  despite  but  because  
of the lines that declare a state of separation. In foregrounding the mud-
brick partitions of his setting, Ovid emphasizes their dual function as 
structures that join even as they divide: the shared wall between the two 
families is the very device that makes it possible for them to become 
neighbours, thus providing the medium by which Pyramus and Thisbe 
discover and declare their affection, setting the story of their love into 
motion, and producing their eventual metamorphosis. Love is not pos-
sible, in other words, without a barrier to overcome; affinity cannot be 
recognized except through the screen of difference, and radical trans-
formation cannot be achieved unless one passes through that veil. 

 It is this kind of “romantic” modality I suggest we adopt when plac-
ing  Vis & Rāmin  and the New Persian tradition in which it takes part 
into a globally minded conversation about romance and romantic love, 
an encounter that elicits the (mis-)recognition of the Self in the Other, 
kindles the desire – the attraction – to better understand that Self-in-
the-Other, and thus re-cognizes both entities in the process. 24  I expect 
the biggest danger with this mode of engagement “that is both close 
and distant, foreign but familiar,” as Paul Zumthor puts it, lies in “the 
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deceptive ease with which this  déjà vu  can be muffled as it comes in the 
door, and then become caught in our own systems of resemblances.” 25  
It would not do to hide the fact, therefore, that this book is (and must 
be) a highly personal narrative in the end, one in which my positional-
ity (background, knowledge, expectations, values) plays a fundamen-
tal role in informing and shaping my encounter with the love stories 
of the past; I must proceed fully aware that whenever I “recognize 
romance” in  V&R , I am likely to  mis -recognize it at the same time. But, 
if we ultimately accept this hermeneutic, for all its pitfalls, as a form of 
re-cognition – of rethinking both the texts and the ways we draw rela-
tionships between them – it should still prove productive, especially in 
a moment when the concept of a global Middle Ages has seen increased 
interest and significance in the academy and beyond. 

 The Medieval Globe 

 One question the New Persian romance helps us reconsider is in what 
ways and to what extent we can (or should) place the rise of this literary 
genre within the temporal framework of “medieval” history, a term that 
is undeniably Eurocentric in its origins. Some scholars, Thomas Bauer 
for one, have strongly argued against the application of this framework 
to non-European contexts: 

 Terms like “Islamic Middle Ages” and “Arabic postclassical literature” are 
not as harmless as they seem, but inevitably carry a strong political con-
notation. According to the Hegelian teleological worldview that is behind 
them, Islamic culture has to fulfi ll one single important task, that is, to 
bring classical thinking (here: science and philosophy of antiquity) to 
the West during the “dark” Middle Ages … As has been realized repeat-
edly, the mentality of the people of these “Middle Ages” was anything but 
“medieval,” rather more akin to the mentality of Renaissance and baroque 
Europe. The inevitable connotation of the construction of “Islamic Middle 
Ages” is to deny Islam’s own history, and to derive its history exclusively 
from a European point of view. 26  

 To circumvent the teleological bias that Bauer describes, some historians 
of Muslim or Islamicate civilization(s) avoid the term “medieval” alto-
gether; Hodgson’s “Middle Period” or Fromherz’s “Second Axial Age” 
are notable examples. 27  Another common designation for this period, 
especially in the arenas of Arabic and Persian literature, is “classical,” 
as we see in the work of Mahmoud Omidsalar, speaking here on the 
great poet Abu al-Qāsem Ferdowsi (d. 1020): “Being a contemporary 
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of Europe’s ‘medieval period’ does not make Ferdowsi a ‘medieval’ 
author, nor does it make other classical Muslim scholars of the Middle 
East ‘medieval men.’” 28  

 While I fully acknowledge the validity of these critiques, particularly 
as they highlight the importance of engaging with systems of thought 
on their own terms, I see a few compelling reasons for using, or rather 
repurposing, the term medieval – again, not as a definition but as a 
proposition – that I will now lay out. First of all, I intend the word in a 
way quite different from the quotations above, which seem to under-
stand it less as a temporal and more as a social-cultural descriptor, 
with implicit (or for Omidsalar, explicit) connotations of stagnation 
and entropy, an indicator of a civilization’s “distance from its former 
intellectual and artistic achievements,” as he puts it. 29  However – apart 
from the natural objection that, even if it was only limited to western 
Europe, medieval cannot (or should not) imply a singular “mentality” 
that applies to every context – I worry that this insistence on separate 
timelines, so strongly founded on the assertion of cultural difference 
and vertical notions of progress and decline, obscures the fact that these 
societies  did  exist at the same time and  were  in close and continuous 
contact with each other. The medieval globe, as Valerie Hansen writes, 
was a highly connected world where “what happened in one place pro-
foundly affected the residents of other distant regions,” and to insist 
on some clean temporal-spatial break between neighbouring regions 
can produce odd results: “it seems rather artificial,” Samuel Lasman 
observes, “to declare that Richard I Coeur de Lion is a medieval figure, 
while his opponent Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn Yūsuf ibn Ayyūb is not.” 30  This inter-
connection can be found in literary aspects as well; Emily Selove reminds 
us that “medieval European literature evolved in tandem with, even 
partly as a result of, contemporaneous Arabic literature, the authors of 
which, in turn, drew no less from classical texts for inspiration than did 
their European fellows.” 31  Thus, if the term medieval can be repurposed 
“to look at larger global patterns during a particular period of history,” 
then that for me justifies its use – at least for this endeavour. 32  

 Naturally, a globally minded study does not need to be global in 
the literal sense, and thus I propose a term to both refine and deepen 
the connections I seek to make visible: the  Helleno-Abrahamic complex , 
essentially a shorthand for what Michael Sells calls “the legacy of the 
encounter of Semitic prophetic traditions with the Graeco-Roman cul-
tural world.” 33  Hellenistic learning, particularly in areas like Galenic 
medicine, Aristotelian logic, and Neoplatonic metaphysics (although 
naturally received and conducted along diverse terms), played a critical 
role in the literary and intellectual cultures of medieval Christendom 
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and Islamdom alike, including the many religious minorities that inhab-
ited both zones. 34  Intertwined with this legacy is the equally significant 
element of Abrahamic monotheism: the fact that Judaism, Christianity, 
and Islam, despite their numerous internal disagreements and external 
competition with each other, all participate in a shared and mutually 
intelligible set of premises about a single God, a divine revelation con-
veyed by a mostly overlapping group of prophets, a similar eschatology, 
and so on. In this way, the threads of Athens and Jerusalem, to use the 
common metonym, weave a massive, if loosely connected, discursive 
network that enmeshes northwestern Europe, the Mediterranean basin, 
western Africa, the Levant and Mesopotamia, the Arabian peninsula and 
the Horn of Africa, Anatolia and the Caucuses, Iran and Afghanistan, 
Transoxania, and the northern Indian subcontinent within its fabric. 
When mediated through this “intellectual superstructure,” as Christian 
Høgel puts it, referents like “Aristotle,” “Alexander,” and “Moses” gain 
meaning and significance for communities as distant and different from 
each other as Seville and Samarqand – a significance not so easily shared 
with, say, the “Sanskrit cosmopolis” or the cultural institutions of China – 
allowing for some baseline level of recognition between them. 35  

 The advantage offered by this mode of engagement is that it forges 
a middle path between purely formal literary comparison on the one 
hand and the discipline of source research ( Quellenforschung ) on the other, 
allowing us to think both historically and dialectically: to quote again 
from Michael Sells, “Rather than focusing upon the textual ‘borrow-
ings’ of one tradition from another, it seems more profitable to see these 
traditions as competing within a partially shared intellectual and sym-
bolic world, defining themselves in conversation with one another and 
against one another.” 36  Such a “conversational” approach, favouring 
routes over roots, speaks well to Karla Mallette’s likening of the cos-
mopolitan languages of this complex – Latin, Arabic, and Greek – to 
the tribal rug: “it is fluid and flexible, yet at the same time it provides 
a structure for thought: the warp and woof of grammar; the lexicon 
of symbolic representation.” 37  Though my study is more attuned to 
concepts and narrative types than to the languages themselves, the 
metaphor of the rug still works extremely well in setting up the Hel-
leno-Abrahamic complex as a landscape that both resists notions of cen-
tre and periphery and accommodates multiple levels of comparative 
reading. This holds true not only at sites of intense interlinguistic and 
interconfessional exchange, such as Sicily or Andalus, but also between 
locales that had no direct or sustained contact with each other. By no 
means should this imply agreement or uniformity; it rather allows us 
to approach this space as “a broad and open system of distinct and 
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yet interrelated regional cultures that come to display … some highly 
marked common ways of artistically and intellectually expressing simi-
lar preoccupations and needs.” 38  Engaging with the medieval globe 
in this manner allows us to study texts, ideas, and genres from a per-
spective that, while not omniscient, invites approaches that are more 
open-ended and inclusive than what is usually visible from within the 
frameworks of nation, language, or even civilization. 39  

 This roundabout path brings us back to the romance as an extremely 
productive site for the comparative study of medieval Afro-Eurasia at 
a large scale. When looking at the texts and narratives that circulated 
most widely and successfully across (and beyond) this complex, they 
seem to fall into a type that I might call wisdom literature, a class that 
includes the writings of Plato, Aristotle, and Galen, tales of the proph-
ets, the story of  Barlaam & Josaphat ,  Kalila & Dimna , the  Sindbād  cycle, 
and the Alexander Romance. 40  (I mean “wisdom” in its most general 
sense here, in that all these examples purport to pass on useful knowl-
edge of this world and/or the next in some way.) But alongside these 
texts, Daniel Selden argues that another kind of narrative experienced a 
similarly widespread expansion along the same pathways as Hellenistic 
thought and Abrahamic monotheism: the “Ancient Novel,” by which he 
means the long-form love-story: 

 Between 450 bce and 1450 ce, readers across the Levant, North Africa, and 
Europe were united by complex networks of interrelated texts, attested in 
a multiplicity of languages, that contemporary scholars call the Ancient 
Novel. All available evidence points to the Afroasiatic origins of the nar-
rative devices that typify these compositions, whose several types show a 
diff usional pattern from the Levant around the Mediterranean and into 
Europe, southward through the Ḥijāz and Yaman to Ethiopia as well as 
eastward across Īrān to India and central Asia. 41  

 The reason why the romance is so well suited for exploring the global 
medieval stems from this intertwining of a distinctive set of novelistic 
narrative devices within the intellectual superstructures of Helleno-
Abrahamic thought – facilitated, Selden adds, through a long train of 
multi-ethnic and transregional empires competing with and succeeding 
one another, including the Achaemenid, the Macedonian, the Roman, 
the Sasanian, and the Umayyad and early Abbasid caliphates. This is 
the general backdrop for my study, though the scope is much more 
limited: while Selden takes nearly two millennia of history into view, 
with a concept of the “novel” that is quite capacious (probably why he 
refers to its “several types”), I am specifically interested in the eleventh 
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and twelfth centuries, when a particular “type” of love-story, mediated 
through Neoplatonic and Abrahamic hermeneutics, came to acquire a 
new degree of cultural capital in multiple locales across this complex, 
developing novel ways of talking about love in regard to the human 
and the divine. In this regard, transregional comparisons can be both 
enlightening and fruitful, allowing us, whatever our discipline, to recast 
our object of study in a broader field of horizons, and thus perceive with 
more clarity what might be distinctive, or not, about the specific texts 
and traditions we study. 

 As a final point, there is something distinct about the romance form 
itself, in terms of the ways it engages with difference, that make its 
study particularly useful for investigating the Middle Ages as a time 
of diverse meetings. An important pioneer in this regard is Geraldine 
Heng’s  Empire of Magic , where, casting the romance (like Selden) in 
extremely broad terms, with subgenres of chivalry, chronicle, travel, 
hagiography, and so on, she argues that its “re-beginning” in north-
western Europe is in no small part due to the Frankish encounter with 
distant lands and foreign peoples during the Crusades, and whose 
recourse to pleasure and the fantastic allow its participants to “trans-
act” the trauma of that encounter in a process of collective identity for-
mation in a way that other genres such as history or chronicle could not 
manage. 42  Her account offers an interesting parallel with a line of schol-
arship in Classics, from Tomas Hägg’s  The Novel in Antiquity  to Tim 
Whitmarsh’s  Dirty Love , that similarly correlates the (re-)beginning of 
the ancient novel with the emergence of a heterogeneous and impe-
rial Hellenistic world, probing and disrupting the boundaries of Self 
and Other. 43  The New Persian romances of the eleventh century both 
support and complicate this association. On one hand, they coincide 
with the rise and expansion of the Ghaznavid and then Seljuk empires 
(the latter, of course, bringing us to the same tumultuous encounter 
that Heng describes), suggesting in their range of sources a similarly 
global, or at least hemispheric, horizon of cultural engagement and 
aspiration. At the same time, they conceive of the Other on far more 
than ethnic or cultural grounds, and in this regard in particular,  Vis & 
Rāmin  has much to say.  

 The upshot of all this is that to place the New Persian romance within 
this framework offers an implicit but productive challenge to the idea of 
medieval romance itself, a chance not to expand the concept to include 
non-European representatives but instead to question, variegate, com-
plicate, and even break it apart from within – as, I will argue,  V&R  
actively does to the genre at its own moment in time. Thus, rather than 
acting as a site where modern white European-Christian identities have 
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been retroactively located, the medieval romance can be repurposed 
as a tool for investigating the “polycentric and multivocal entangle-
ments” that characterize not only the literal landscapes in which they 
were composed but also the literary landscapes they imagine – how 
they both arise from and construct the global. 44  It is in this light that 
the Persian material stands to enrich our understanding about what 
romance  means  as an idea and what it  does  as a widespread mode of 
writing – romance as a noun and romance as a verb – wherever we hap-
pen to position ourselves. 

 On Mythos and Ethos 

 To illustrate this notion of romance as a noun and a verb, let us look at 
a short but key passage in  Vis & Rāmin , occurring at a charged moment 
in the story’s plot. Vis has just directed her Nurse to use the charm of 
impotence on Mobad; meanwhile, Rāmin has fallen head over heels in 
love and is now wandering the palace gardens, reciting Vis’s name in a 
trance-like litany. Their paths will join in the upcoming chapters, mark-
ing the start of the “official” romance. Perhaps it is no coincidence, then, 
that the narrator stops at this juncture to address us directly: 

 حه ٮا داٮه حه ٮا رامٮں حه ٮا ساهٮکوٮم ٮا ٮو ٮک ٮک حال آن ماه 
 ٮه درد دل ز دٮده حون حکاٮدٮه کڡٮاری که حون عاسق ٮحواٮد 
عاسڡاٮه  داسٮان   ٮدو در عسق را حٮدٮں ڡساٮهٮکوٮم 

 Let me tell you about that Moon’s every circumstance – with the Nurse, 
Rāmin, or the King – in a language that will spill bloody tears from the 
sympathetic eyes of lovers. Let me tell you a romance ( dāstān-e ʿāsheqāna ) 
in which love has many a tale ( fasāna ).   (112/68–70 [75]) 

 This is where the term  dāstān-e ʿāsheqāna  appears in the text; I glossed it 
as “love-story” above, but let me now further unpack its connotations. 
 Dāstān  establishes the work as a narrative of some sort, roughly equiva-
lent with the Old French  conte  and  estoire , the Arabic  qiṣṣa  and  ḥadīth , 
and the Greek  diēgēsis  and  aphēgēsis ; but without further information, 
we could guess nothing about the narrative’s content and contours. 45  
That information is supplied by the second part of the term,  ʿāsheqāna , 
which tells us that this  dāstān  is deeply invested in the topic of love. This 
topical label is enough to invoke what Hans Robert Jauss calls a “hori-
zon of expectations” in the minds of its readers, recalling other narra-
tives about love and inviting a comparison between them: the recurring 
patterns of setup and denouement, themes and motifs, that encourage 
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the mental formation of implicit links between a series of individual 
texts. 46  

 The word  ʿāsheqāna , however, does more than simply announce the 
main topic of the narrative and invoke its associated expectations: it is 
formed by taking the word for “lover” ( ʿāsheq ) and investing it with 
an intriguing adverbial force – a “lover-ly” story. Thus, the  dāstān-e 
ʿāsheqāna  presents  Vis & Rāmin  as a tale in the  manner  of lovers, orient-
ing its readers towards a certain modality of reading. To respond fully 
to the story, this term implies that the audience must engage with it as 
lovers themselves, identifying with its characters and shedding tears in 
sympathy with them; they enact and participate in love’s story even as 
they read it. The term encodes, in other words, something of a user’s 
manual: the invitation, and perhaps even the injunction, that readers 
must read its narrative  romantically . In this way, the text articulates its 
identity not just as a thing but as a method – a noun and a verb. 

 This adverbial mode of reading love stories, I believe, plays as vital 
a factor in tracing the romance genre as the material topic itself. It pro-
duces what I might call a fellowship of discourse and praxis oriented 
around love, a fellowship that presumes on one hand an open com-
munity of lovers, wherever and whoever they may be, and a discursive 
affinity with like-minded texts. “Come, sit ye down, ye who have been 
born under the same fate [of love-sickness],” writes Shot‘a Rust‘aveli, 
the author of the Georgian tale  The Knight in the Panther Skin  (w. ca. 
1220). The narrator of  Livistros & Rodamne , a Byzantine romance writ-
ten in the late 1200s, invites “every benevolent soul educated in love / 
and nobly graceful heart amorously disposed” to “listen to an amo-
rous tale that I wish to recount,” while the audience of the Old French 
tale of  Floire & Blancheflor  (w. ca. 1150) – “all those / who bear the 
burden of love’s woes” – is promised, “if you will hear my tale, you 
may / learn many things about Love’s way.” 47  Across these assembled 
cases, love – more specifically, the state of being a lover and the ethical 
questions that accompany this commitment – offers a common place, 
or topos, where the fictional and historical participants of romance 
may gather and converse. In other words, while the characters of these 
stories inhabit different diegetic worlds, they nevertheless talk to each 
other – and readers talk to them – in the extra-textual imaginary of 
romance. To participate in this wider discourse gives the romance an 
intrinsic sociability, a sense of customs, codes, and norms by which 
noble people perform their love and know their own nobility through 
that practice: “The noble lover loves love-tales,” as Gottfried von 
Strassburg writes. 48  All the more interesting, then, that the medium 
that helps create and perpetuate this social bond is not expressed as 
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“truth,” per se, but as  myth  – a “tale” ( fasāna ), as the narrator of  V&R  
puts it. 

 The dāstān-e ʿāsheqāna , in sum, offers a way of thinking about romance 
as a dialectic of matter and manner: the  mythos  (or narrative) of the love-
story itself, and the  ethos  (or ethics and customs) of loving romantically, 
whose interaction produces what we might call a genre, at least in John 
Frow’s terms: “a schematic world, a limited piece of reality … populated 
by specific players … infused with a moral ethos which brings with it 
certain attitudes to these players.” 49  I admit that my use of these Greek 
terms is a little unorthodox in this context, but I hope that their novelty 
might facilitate a fresh comparative engagement with the amorous nar-
ratives of the Helleno-Abrahamic complex, gesturing towards previous 
discussions of genre as “institution” and “ideology” without being too 
beholden to the theoretical paradigms on which they were founded. 50  
This dialectic also helps me establish a more precise set of parameters for 
talking about romance, which, as we know, has the capacity for a practi-
cally infinite range of applications. The main prototype that emerges out 
of this method is what is commonly called the “idealistic” or “idyllic” 
love-story, a narrative whose basic myth is succinctly described by Ste-
phen Trzaskoma as follows: “Boy and girl meet. Boy and girl fall for each 
other. Boy and girl become separated and face trials and tribulations. 
Boy and girl are reunited and live happily ever after.” 51  It is this narrative 
kernel, as I explain in the next chapter, that informs my own horizon of 
expectations in this study. 

 Finally, there is a useful correspondence of mythos/myth and the 
Persian word  fasāna  (line 3 of the passage above, a variant of the word 
 afsāna ) that speaks to one of the overarching themes of this book: the 
complex relationship between story and history. While the  afsāna , like 
the mythos, can technically denote any story about the past, it typi-
cally connotes a lingering ambivalence about the veracity of that story’s 
contents. 52  The “lying” dynamic introduced by this term plays out on 
many levels. For us in the modern period, it strengthens the potential 
ties between the Persian tale and the generic label of romance, given the 
latter’s long association with fiction and fantasy. 53  But in the milieu of 
 V&R ’s composition, it also conjures a rich philosophical conversation 
about the ability of the human mind to apprehend reality through the 
imagination – the mental production of believable images, or simply 
make-believe. I render this activity as “phantasy,” a spelling meant to 
distinguish it from the modern connotations of “fantasy” and to recall 
its roots in the Greek verb of making something appear as an image, 
a concept quite close to the Arabic term  takhyīl . 54  Finally, the prob-
lem of verisimilitude reminds us again of the likelihood of our own 
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 mis -recognition of what we see, warning us to be on guard against neat 
categories such as fact versus fiction, or simple equivalences such as 
the  dāstān-e ʿāsheqana  with the romance. To think of narrative as myth, 
then, reminds us that all narratives must practice a kind of deception, 
presenting an inherently messy world as though it were orderly. The 
world of the  afsāna  is a world where the truth is forever debated and 
debatable – a quality that ironically makes the myth far more akin to the 
“real” world than its name would imply. 

 In a way that rivals its complicated relationship with reality, the 
romance mythos also raises challenging questions about time – relating 
the past to the present and vice versa.  Vis & Rāmin  was written at a 
moment in time when not only its pre-Islamic milieu was ancient his-
tory, but even the “classical” age of early Islamic history – the life of 
the Prophet, the Umayyads, the early Abbasids – was now removed 
from the present at a distance of some centuries. From that perspec-
tive,  V&R ’s readers would have observed a number of ruptures sepa-
rating them from those multiple pasts: with the collapse of the Abbasid 
caliphate and the rise of new polities and political orders under the 
Ghaznavids and Seljuks, they could have seen themselves as inhabit-
ing a temporal moment somewhere in between the foundational stories 
of their heroes and the impending, though unforeseeable, final era of 
the Eschaton. I would consequently argue that the term medieval, in 
its literal sense as “middle age” ( medium aevum ), again proves useful, 
not only in our modern frame of connected histories through romance, 
but also from the perspective of the texts themselves. The Iranian reas-
sessment of myth in the tenth to twelfth centuries – that is, stories of 
the ancient past with less-than-absolute claims to positive historicity – 
can be understood as a medieval project in the sense that it displays an 
engagement with multiple chronological frameworks, multiple sources 
of authority, and multiple temporalities with different but no less valid 
claims to truth, setting “a horizon upon which various communities ret-
roactively located moments of significant transition or becoming,” and 
leading to a tension between exalting and regretting the present age. 55  

 It is in this light that the theme of multiplicity – the “many” ( chandin ) 
tales of love within  Vis & Rāmin ’s pages – gains its significance. It is 
clear from this passage above that the story of Vis, the tale’s luminous 
“moon,” stands at the centre of the narrator’s attention; but through 
her interactions with the Nurse ( chapter 2 ), the King ( chapter 3 ), and 
Rāmin ( chapter 4 ), three additional accounts emerge about what it 
means to be a lover, each one conditioned by that character’s personal-
ity, social position, and philosophy of love. Together, they form a mul-
tilayered, polyphonic discourse in which indiv idual voices, and their 
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associated world views, converse and intermingle , each telling us their 
side of the story, ready to contest and even refute the assertions of 
their interlocutors. In a manner akin to the novel, then – we might call 
it novelistic –  V&R  incorporates multiple discursive fields or genres 
within itself into a kind of heteroglossia. The implications of this dis-
cursive mixing are not insignificant; as Frow writes, “Genre theory is, 
or should be, about the ways in which different structures of meaning 
and truth are produced … it is central to human meaning-making and 
to the social struggle over meanings.” 56  Not only do genres organize 
discourse into recognizable patterns, they invest those patterns with an 
authority that in turn informs the way we read the world around us, 
projecting a distinct view of the world – a “reality” – and inscribing it 
with truth-value, significance, and meaning. Thus, by bringing many 
tales of love into deliberation,  V&R  demonstrates how the love tale 
becomes a site for interrogating multiple and sometimes incompatible 
ways of articulating the real. 

 These notions of polyphony and heteroglossia I mentioned above 
are, of course, key terms in Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory of the novel, 
though it must be admitted that he would question their application to 
premodern examples. 57  Nonetheless, his emphasis on discourse is very 
helpful, for unlike the psychological orientation of the realist novel, 
with its interest in the subjective histories, experiences, and inner lives 
of its protagonists,  V&R  foregrounds the role of language in giving 
shape to the reality its characters perceive around them. If a character’s 
discourse can produce “the position enabling [that] person to interpret 
and evaluate his own self and his surrounding reality” (and here we 
might note the same dynamic at work in the Arabic word  manṭiq , simul-
taneously an “utterance” and a “logic” that both informs and is formed 
by that utterance), we can conceive of the story’s three main characters 
not as flesh-and-blood people, but rather “images of language,” avatars 
of discursive practices that converse and clash in the open landscape of 
romance. 58  In other words, we have in the text three distinctive theories 
( theōria  being the Greek word for a “looking at,” a “beholding,” like 
the Arabic  naẓar ) of love that engage in the “project of approaching 
the truth,” as Shadi Bartsch puts it, through the discursive eyes of Vis, 
Mobad, and Rāmin – a heteroglossia of ways of seeing, rather than of 
individual subjects. 59  Through this multiplicity of perspectives,  V&R  
affords itself the critical distance necessary to produce a second order 
of analysis, attending not only to the plot but for how we are meant to 
understand it. It performs, I suggest, a meta-reading of itself and its 
generic framework: more than a story about lovers, it is a story about 
stories, particularly the stories that lovers tell about themselves, probing 
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their various claims to truth and moral authority. Thus, the dynamics of 
compositeness, fragmentation, and indeterminacy that lie in the text’s 
origins replicate themselves in the narrative arcs of its characters. 

 Love at a Crux 

 Earlier, I described  Vis & Rāmin  as a text that lies at the “crux” of a 
number of Late Antique traditions, now recast into the emergent New 
Persian idiom of the eleventh century and telegraphing developments 
characteristic of the romance in a number of other (often courtly) lit-
erary traditions within the Helleno-Abrahamic complex. 60  Hence the 
book’s title –  love at a crux . But this title also alludes to a darker side of 
the story, one in which  V&R , quite graphically, places  love on the cross  as 
well: even as it elevates romance as a premier genre of writing, it simul-
taneously tortures the genre, twisting its norms to undo themselves, 
breaking it apart to reveal its blind spots, and splitting its main charac-
ters into various simulacra, broken and stymied by their own self-image 
as the literary embodiments of untenable discourse. The doubt and dis-
orientation generated by this violence result in numerous instances of 
mis-recognition, false starts, and a pervasive uncertainty about what 
happens next; yet they also, in the long run, excavate new possibilities 
for the romance myth and raise nuanced insights about the nature of 
its ethos. 

 My account of how this happens begins with a retrospective look 
at the usual functions the love-story played in the centuries preceding 
 V&R ’s composition in 1054. As discussed above, the romance mythos 
stands at a certain distance from the authoritative referent of history; 
as such, critics held it in dubious esteem, at best a charming tale for an 
evening’s entertainment, at worst a bunch of stuff and nonsense. But 
in the first chapter, I describe a literary movement that took place in 
the eleventh century that explored how the romance’s connection with 
 Phantasy  could be used to produce truth for its readers, albeit in uncon-
ventional ways, and show how a particular attention to the measured, 
ordered, and ornamented word – poetry – played a key role in this pro-
cess, giving the love-story a claim to prestige that it had not previously 
enjoyed. Through this complex enmeshing of history and imagination, 
the romance bends time, warps space, and creates alternatives that are 
unthinkable in the realm of the real, yet no less meaningful for it. 

 But what new meanings emerge out of this manipulation? In the fol-
lowing three chapters, I turn to a close analysis of  V&R ’s main protago-
nists, pulling out their distinctive and often conflicting theories about 
being a lover in the world, not in the sense of their personalities as in 
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traditional character analysis, but rather through the literary matrices 
that establish the logical and moral universes in which they operate. As 
Tzvetan Todorov reminds us, “The point of view chosen by the observer 
redelimits and redefines his object”; each character thus offers a point 
of entry into a field of intertextual discourse in which the very means 
of establishing truth come into view, producing a complex literary text 
that rewards multiple readings from multiple angles. 61  To facilitate this 
dialogue, I pair each character with a set of interlocutors that strike me 
as productive, at times in sustained comparison, at others merely ges-
turing towards potential affinities, the goal being not to insist on the 
necessity of any one particular connection, but to highlight the range 
of insights that a variety of theoretical approaches might generate. By 
reading and conversing with these figures as “images of language” – 
discourse concatenated and embodied in literary entities – we can fol-
low their journeys as they assess, and subsequently challenge, the logic 
of their own formation. 

 The story of Vis brings up the most immediately striking aspect of the 
text, namely its open treatment of adultery; hence the title of  chapter 
2 , Ethics . Vis’s decision to “abandon” her first husband and to “cheat” 
on her second has typically been read as a shocking divergence from 
the strict moral codes th at characterize the Persian love-story, isolating 
her as an “anomaly” in the tra dition. 62  But if we situate  V&R  within the 
romance’s long-standing ethos of fidelity to the beloved, a more com-
plex picture emerges: like the heroines of the Greek novel, who strive 
to act “within bounds of familiar and socially acceptable female behav-
iour,” Vis’s ostensible departure from the norms of fealty and chastity 
paradoxically stems from her desire to uphold those values at any cost. 63  
The paradox of this treacherous fidelity shakes the romance to its core, 
undermining the moral authority of its central ethos and passing the 
power (and responsibility) of choice to Vis herself, who goes on to forge 
a radical ethics in which public scandal becomes the very proof of her 
inner virtue. Vis’s actions thus no longer appear as a flippant disregard 
for the romance “contract,” but a careful interrogation of that contract’s 
ability to deliver on its promises. 64  In this regard, Vis sets a precedent 
in Persian literature in which the heroine not only plays the leading 
role but also raises the most challenging questions, making visible the 
cracks in the romance armature that neither her husband nor her lover 
can ignore. 65  

  Chapter 3  turns to the fortunes of Vis’s husband, Mobad, to assess 
the stakes of romantic love from the angle of  Politics . Mobad’s narrative 
provides a counterpoint and parallel to Vis: just as adultery produces 
a gap between Vis’s current position and the self-image she desires, so 
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too does it separate Mobad from a long-standing discursive tradition 
of divine kingship. According to this language, Mobad is the King of 
Kings, the Shadow of God on Earth, a position that vaults him to the 
top of a gendered and social hierarchy and endows him with both the 
might and right to dominate men (as king) and women (as man). Yet 
even as he exercises this authority, his power erodes and wastes away; 
it is as if, as the text eloquently puts it, he is a prisoner of his skin, a 
metaphor not only of his aging and impotent physical body, but also of 
the language of unlimited power that constitutes his social being and 
subjective identity. This chapter explores how kingship – the epitome 
of authority – contains within it the seeds of its own impotence, such 
that any man (un)fortunate enough to be exalted by this position must 
in the end be consumed and devoured by it. These themes resonate 
strongly with similar cases in medieval French and German romance, 
and I will turn to them frequently to explicate by comparison. 

 If Mobad cannot escape the political language of kingship, neither 
can Rāmin, the poem’s minstrel, avoid his entanglement with the tradi-
tion of lyric. In  chapter 4 ,  Affect , I explore how Rāmin signals generic 
shift through in-text musical performances, endowing his character 
with a distinctive voice that heaves with sighs of unrequited love, per-
sonal abjection, and perpetual longing – tropes familiar to readers of 
troubadour  canso s and Arabic  ghazal s alike. But Rāmin has a problem: 
his signature mode has been transplanted into the heteroglossic setting 
of the romance, where love  is  (ideally) reciprocated and power rela-
tions  are  (supposedly) symmetrical. This gap thereby engenders a kind 
of showdown between multiple ways of seeing and speaking on the 
condition of love that refract and scatter any shared expectations about 
what it means to be a lover. Rāmin’s sense of self, like that of Vis and 
Mobad before him, cannot emerge from this story unscathed: he too 
finds his persona threatened in fundamental ways, and over time, his 
performance as a devoted and selfless lover flickers and breaks apart, 
giving way to a suicidal rage and despair at a world that cannot support 
his self-image. 

 Across these three chapters, a common pattern emerges: while Vis, 
Mobad, and Rāmin are all guided to an extensive degree by the personae 
they inhabit, (in)formed by historical discursive practices that articu-
late a certain view of the world and theory of the self within it, they 
find themselves slowly forced into situations where the logic of that dis-
course no longer makes sense. This allows for a certain self-reflexivity: 
like Aegialeus the fisherman, who “stands both inside the story, liv-
ing its fictions, and outside it, exposing them,” the characters are split 
into the dual position of both performing the roles that constitute their 
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personae and recognizing the limits of those roles at the same time. 66  
Though their narrative arcs break down for differing reasons, they col-
lectively point to a shared overarching failure: the failure of the roman-
tic mythos itself, caught in a self-destructive loop, unable to arrive at 
its usual destination. In this way,  V&R  submits not only its characters 
but also its very generic identity to an extended ordeal that tests the 
limits of its capacity to make sense in a senseless world. The romance 
has arrived at its own moment of crux, no longer capable of pointing a 
clear way out for its characters without damaging its integrity. Eventu-
ally, the pressure becomes unbearable: the narrative creaks and groans 
under its own weight, its foundations crack, and the walls must soon 
come tumbling down. 

 This takes us to the final chapter,  History , in which we confront the 
stunning fact that, perhaps for the first time in the genre’s history, the 
titular protagonists of a romance  have fallen out of love ; their promised 
stories have failed to deliver, and with nothing left to cling to, their 
mutual ardour gives way to hatred. This leads to an explosive clash 
between Vis and Rāmin, first in written, then oral, then finally even 
physical form. In the first stage of this slow-burn climax, long regarded 
as the finest moment in the poem (especially by premodern critics), Vis 
mounts a blistering assault on Rāmin’s conduct, denouncing his fixa-
tion on the affective condition of love at her expense; then, by recording 
this history as a document, with her physical wounds as its proof, she 
defends her memory in her readers’ minds, laying claim to something 
that looks suspiciously like “real” history. In the final bout of this con-
test, against the backdrop of a freezing blizzard, Vis and Rāmin abandon 
each other to perish in the snow. Though they turn (or are turned) from 
this self-destructive course at the last second, rescuing the story from 
what would have been a shocking outcome, their brush with death is 
the catalyst that allows them to discover a new freedom to act, and thus 
a new kind of nobility ( āzādi ), for the very first time. Just as the lovers’ 
relationship must be broken before it can be reforged, we might extend 
this metaphor to the genre itself: the death of one kind of romance and 
the birth of another. 

Vis & Rāmin  is thus a highly self-reflective text, turning the mirror 
on itself to re-cognize and critique the many discourses that inform 
its composition; in bringing these conventions to a point of logical yet 
irresolvable crisis,  V&R  helps instigate something of a paradigm shift 
in how the romance is viewed and the kinds of work it can do in soci-
ety. 67  To end the book, then, I take a step back to consider what has 
been gained by this new style of romance, and whether that gain sug-
gests a self-conception that invites us to look beyond the boundaries of 
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genre itself. To judge from the story’s ending, it seems that the conven-
tions of romance, already broken down and reworked, are now being 
put towards ends that place the genre into conversation with ongoing 
attempts to make sense of the world through other means – history, 
philosophy, lyric poetry, theology, and so on – a world in which many 
a tale has love. 

 Although each chapter of this book is built around a particular theme 
or character, it also follows the chronology of the overall story, taking us 
from start to finish across  Vis & Rāmin ’s 127 episodes. In this way, those 
unfamiliar with the text will be able to follow a sometimes-convoluted 
plot without getting too lost (though readers can also consult  appen-
dix A  for a quick synopsis). This linear arrangement also advances my 
claim that, across the many tales of love within its pages,  V&R  slowly 
performs a romantic reading of romance itself: for if we conceive of the 
romance as the affective encounter of Self and Other, the dynamic of 
affinity and difference between  Vis & Rāmin  and its informative codes 
produces both a fresh account of generic self-discovery and a vivid 
exploration of what it means to be in the world as a lover. 



 It was the autumn of 1051, and another sleepless night for Fakhr al-
Din Gorgāni. For seven months, the air of Isfahan, where Gorgāni 
lived and worked as a poet and courtier, had reverberated with the 
boom and blare of drum and trumpet as one embassy after the next 
marched down the city’s streets, paying homage to its new sultan, 
Ṭughrıl Beg of the house of Seljuk. From the Caesar of Constanti-
nople came prisoners and tribute; from the King of Syria, a glittering 
ruby; from the Qarakhanid prince of distant Kashgar, gifts and a pact 
of friendship; and above all, from the Abbasid caliph in Baghdad, 
the coveted robe, banner, and rescript of investiture that proclaimed 
Ṭughrıl’s dominion over all the lands of Islam. 1  Change was afoot, the 
hubbub seemed to cry, and Gorgāni might well have whiled away his 
hours of insomnia wondering what the future held in store, both for 
him and for the new political order in which he played some small 
part. 

 In both scope and consequence, the changes wrought by the Seljuk 
Turks would indeed prove to be enormous. After overthrowing their 
former masters, the Ghaznavids, in what is now modern Afghanistan, 
the Seljuks began a highly successful campaign of westwards expan-
sion, conquering the Iranian plateau, subduing the Islamic heartlands 
of Iraq and Syria, and eventually crushing the Byzantine army at the 
battle of Manzikert in 1071. This event marked a major turning point 
in the demographic and political history of the region, as it opened 
up Anatolia to Turkoman settlement on one hand and prompted the 
launch of the First Crusade on the other. One result of this domino 
effect was a massive shake-up of peoples and cultures: within a gen-
eration, Arabs, Greeks, Franks, Turks, Kurds, Persians, Georgians, 
and Armenians were intermingling in close and sustained contact, in 
the battlefield, the court, the bazaar, and the bedroom, engendering 
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new forms of cultural production even as they struggled for political 
dominance. 2  In this light, the Seljuk conquest of Isfahan in the middle 
of the eleventh century stands as a convenient milestone in the his-
tory of the western half of the “Afro-Eurasian oikoumene,” as the 
historian Marshall Hodgson calls it – the interlocking belt of urban 
settlements, cultural complexes, and agrarian empires running from 
China through India and the Middle East to the Mediterranean, north 
Africa, and Europe – an event heralding a political, demographical, 
and even literary sea change whose ripples would be felt across the 
region throughout the eleventh century and beyond. 3  In this context 
of political reordering, peoples on the move, intercultural encounters, 
and novel literary experiments, we might then imagine Gorgāni, and 
the poem he would go on to write, as standing at a crucial moment – a 
crux – of a wide and interregional history. 

 Gorgāni’s poem,  Vis & Rāmin  ( V&R ), is generally recognized as 
one of the first major romances of New Persian literature, a work that 
helped establish the genre as a significant and prestigious one within 
the nascent literary language. More broadly, however, it figures in and 
presages a pattern of literary activity that took place over the follow-
ing 150 years across the western oikoumene: the sudden resurgence of 
romance at the Byzantine court in the years 1130–60, for example, or 
the poems of Chrétien de Troyes and his many followers in the 1170s 
and beyond. It even proved directly influential at the Georgian court 
of Queen T‘amar (r. 1184–1213), where it was translated as  Visramiani  
and set the stage for Shot‘a Rust‘aveli’s  Vep‘xistqaosani  ( The Knight in the 
Panther Skin ). This general picture, as I discuss elsewhere, suggests that 
the “discoveries” of romance in Iran, Byzantium, or Western Europe are 
not isolated incidents but are at some level interrelated, part of a general 
trend that took place in various forms across Persianate, Hellenistic, and 
Latinate literary spheres over the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 4  To be 
clear, this proposition is not contingent on a paper trail of the transmis-
sion and translation of specific texts (although that certainly happened 
in some cases, such as the Persian-Georgian connection), but rather on 
the concurrent emergence of comparable habits of romantic writing and 
their associated patterns of thought – what I refer to in shorthand as 
shared patterns of mythos and ethos – in the wake of these massive 
sociopolitical upheavals: a growth of many trees that, taken together, 
constitute a forest. While it is not the intention of this book to offer a 
comprehensive account of this phenomenon, I begin with the premise 
that it is valid and indeed crucial to think of the Persian romance as 
part of this interconnected world, so that when we do see moments of 
similarity or convergence with neighbouring traditions, we might be 
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able to appreciate the scope of these connections and better consider 
their ramifications. 

 So what might the history of romance look like, if we tell our story 
from the vantage point of Isfahan in the middle of the eleventh century? 
From this outlook, a few salient accounts suggest themselves to me. The 
first is a story about the literary elevation of legends, folklore, and fairy 
tales within elite circles, a move that reverses a long-standing scepticism 
about the place of such narratives within the field of serious discourse. 
As we shall see, the overwhelming majority of Islamic sources that 
mention this genre before the eleventh century describe it as a myth, 
fable, or fabrication – a narrative light on substance, usually frivolous in 
nature, with at best a tenuous grounding in worldly time. The second 
story, then, is about how Persian romance authors developed strategies 
for making the timeless timely for their audience, investing the fantastic 
and verisimilar landscapes of their tales with immediate significance. 
It was not a foregone conclusion that these strategies would emerge or 
prove successful; when tracing the fortunes of the love-story in Arabic 
and Persian writing, for example, we find them develop in markedly 
different directions. Thus, the last story this chapter will tell is a story 
about the power of poetry, the verbal technology through which the 
poets of the early eleventh century could spin narrative straw into gold. 

 The chief protagonist of this account, of course, is Fakhr al-Din 
Gorgāni, to whom I now return. Eventually, the fanfare and commo-
tion that had so disturbed Gorgāni’s repose died down, and the new 
sultan whom he served got to work. Isfahan had long been extolled as 
the greatest city of the Iranian west, the “second Baghdad” of “Persian 
Iraq” ( al-ʿirāq al-ʿajamī ), with a diverse yield of crops, a flourishing 
silk industry, and at least a hundred thousand people living within its 
circular walls. 5  But by the time Ṭughrıl passed through its gates, the 
city was in dire need of a “doctor,” as Gorgāni puts it (23/32), having 
suffered badly from decades of drought and political strife. The daunt-
ing task of healing the city fell to one Abu al-Fatḥ Moẓaffar, a young 
bureaucrat from Nishapur who came to be well regarded for his com-
petency and professionalism. His policies seem to have worked: a year 
later, the traveller Nāṣer-e Khosrow, passing through Isfahan in June 
of 1052, recorded that “everything in the city is flourishing, and I saw 
nothing in ruins.” 6  While both Ṭughrıl and Nāṣer-e soon moved on to 
continue their adventures elsewhere, Gorgāni, for reasons known only 
to him – “I had some work to do in Isfahan” is all he divulges on the 
matter (27/10) – remained in the city and entered the service of Abu 
al-Fatḥ. Thus it is in Isfahan, perhaps on a fine spring afternoon in the 
early months of the year of 1054, that our story of the story begins. 7  
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 An Act of Creation 

 We know very little about the author of  Vis & Rāmin , beyond contex-
tual speculation and what we can glean from the poem itself. 8  His 
relational name ( nisba ) suggests that he or his family hailed from the 
land of Gorgan, a wide plain on the southeastern littoral of the Cas-
pian Sea, and it is possible that he got his start at the court of the local 
Bavandid dynasty there. 9  If this is the case, he could very well have 
seized the opportunity and entered Ṭughrıl’s retinue as the sultan 
passed through this region on his way to Isfahan. Gorgāni’s profes-
sion can also be inferred with some confidence: given his career with 
the Seljuks, we can surmise that he was either a professional poet or 
a secretary with literary aspirations. The latter scenario seems to me 
the more likely. Professional poets, at least the ones who won the 
most approbation at court, earned their bread and butter by com-
posing in the qasida form – the panegyric ode that was performed 
at public occasions to celebrate and immortalize the sovereign – and 
while it seems that Gorgāni did compose short poems under the pen 
name “Fakhri,” we never hear him remembered for his encomiastic 
work, if indeed he wrote any. My guess, then, is that he was first and 
foremost a man of letters, what one would have called an  adib  in his 
time. 

 But lettered he was indeed. As one would expect of someone in his 
line of work, Gorgāni knew Arabic and was well versed in its litera-
ture, evidenced by his numerous references to and paraphrases of the 
Qur’an, hadith, Arabic proverbs, and lines by famous Arab poets such 
as Imruʾ al-Qays, Abu Tammām, and especially al-Mutanabbī. 10  More 
remarkable, however, is Gorgāni’s knowledge of astronomy. In his 
famous “description of the night” ( V&R  87–91 [51–4]), he names all but 
two of the forty-eight constellations enumerated in Ptolemy’s  Almagest , 
of which several Arabic translations had been made by the tenth cen-
tury; Paul Kunitzsch deems it probable that Gorgāni had recourse to 
a celestial globe or al-Bīrūnī’s manual of astrology,  Kitāb al-tafhīm  (w. 
1029), in composing this scene. 11  Gorgāni was also well acquainted with 
philosophy: this we can tell from his opening doxology, where he para-
phrases, point by point, an account of God’s creation of the universe 
written by Avicenna. 12  The great philosopher had resided in Isfahan 
from 1024 until his death in 1037 – only fourteen years before Gorgāni 
arrived – and so his access to this material is easily explained. This is 
perhaps the most significant detail of our poet’s intellectual pedigree, 
for it allows us to put his work into conversation with Avicennan meta-
physics and love theory. 
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 There is one last facet of Gorgāni’s learning, however, that has most 
captured the attention of modern scholars, and it is perhaps best intro-
duced by turning to the poem itself. One day, we are told, Abu al-Fatḥ 
asked his poet if he knew anything about the tale of Vis and Rāmin. One 
can almost hear the curious tone of the Nishapuri governor, eager to 
learn about the local culture of this city under his care, some thousand 
kilometres removed from his own: “They say it’s something truly fine, 
that everyone in this land loves it” (28/30). Here, in his own words, is 
Gorgāni’s response: 

داٮاستٮکڡٮم کان حدٮٮى سحت زٮٮاست مرد  سش  آورده  کرد  ز 
داسٮاٮى ٮکوٮر  زان  ٮوسٮاٮىٮدٮدم  حرم  ٮه  حر  ٮماٮد 
زٮاٮش ٮاسد  ٮهلوی  ٮٮاٮشولٮکں  ٮرحواٮد  که  هر  ٮداٮد 
ٮداٮدٮه هر کس آن زٮان ٮٮکو ٮحواٮد معٮى  همه  حواٮد  کر  و 
سمارد  حٮری  هر  وصف  حو ٮر حواٮى ٮسى معٮى ٮداردڡراوان 

   I said, “It is a very beautiful tale ( ḥadiṡ ), compiled by six wise men ( mard-e 
dānā ). I have never seen a fairer story ( dāstān ); it is like nothing but a gar-
den in bloom. But its language is  pahlavi , and not everyone who reads it 
out understands what it seeks to make clear ( bayān ). Not everyone knows 
that language well, and even those who do, do not fully grasp its substance 
( maʿni ). It includes abundant descriptions of everything, [but] when you 
read it out, it doesn’t have a lot of meaning ( maʿni ).”   (28/31–5) 

 Little could Gorgāni have guessed how much his mention of  pahlavi  – a 
word notorious for its ambiguity, yet tantalizing in its implications – 
would impact the modern reception of his poem. The most common 
reading of  pahlavi  is “Middle Persian,” a southwestern Iranian lan-
guage, written in a modified Aramaic script, which served as the offi-
cial  lingua franca  of the Sasanian Empire (224–651 ce). Knowledge of 
this language, and in particular its script, was in rapid decline among 
the Muslim population of Iran by Gorgāni’s time; as the tenth-century 
geographer Abu Isḥāq al-Iṣṭakhrī writes, “Pahlavi” ( al-fahlawiyya ) is the 
language “in which are written books about the Persians of old and 
their exploits, and which Persians themselves cannot understand with-
out it being interpreted.” 13  Gorgāni’s discussion of  V&R ’s  pahlavi  reso-
nates with this assessment: following his comments that not everyone 
can read or understand the language well, he goes on to characterize 
his source as a “book” ( daftar ) that the people of “this land” (presum-
ably Isfahan) use to study the “sweet speech” ( lafẓ-e shirin ) of  pahlavi  
(28/39–40), and will later show off his philological chops in explaining 
the etymology of words such as Khorasan (176/1–4 [139]) and Rāmin’s 
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name (527/85 [491]). For scholars eager to learn more about the liter-
ary traditions of pre-Islamic Iran, about which we know so little, the 
suggestion that  V&R  was derived from such an antique source was an 
exciting prospect indeed. 14  

 But pahlavi  bears a number of additional valences that complicate this 
account. Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ uses  al-fahlawiyya  to indicate the northwestern 
Iranian dialect of Fahla, a region roughly commensurate with “Persian 
Iraq” (the ancient province of Media, and the medieval one of Jibal), 
while other writers use it in an even looser sense to denote anything 
temporally or culturally “Parthian”; that is, evocative of the heroic days 
of yore. 15  Gorgāni contributes to the ambivalence, moreover, by adding 
a second linguistic term to his introduction:  fārsi  (what both al-Iṣṭakhrī 
and Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ call  al-fārisiyya ), another toponymic designation 
that refers to the language of the people of Pars/Fars in southwestern 
Iran. 

 ٮکڡٮٮد آن سحٮداٮان ٮٮسٮںکٮون اٮں داسٮان وٮس و رامٮں 
 کحا در ڡارسى اسٮاد ٮودٮدهٮر در ڡارسى کڡٮں ٮمودٮد 
 درو لڡظ عرٮب از هر زٮاٮىٮٮٮوسٮٮد ازٮں سان داسٮاٮى 
 ٮرو زٮں هردوان زٮور ٮکردٮدٮه معٮى و مٮل رٮحى ٮٮردٮد 

 Now those previous masters of speech ( sakhon-dān ) told this story of 
 Vis & Rāmin ; they showed skill in speaking  fārsi , for they were authori-
ties in  fārsi . In this way, they composed a story with strange words from 
every language in it. They took no trouble with motive ( maʿni ) or anal-
ogy ( maṡal ): they did nothing to ornament it with these two [devices].  
 (29/50–3) 

 This turnaround is quite dramatic: in the matter of a few lines, we 
have shifted from  pahlavi -literate “wise men,” compiling a book that 
is beautiful but verbose and lacking in significance, to these “authori-
ties in  fārsi ” who produce a strange concoction of linguistic hybridity 
and “words gone obsolete” ( lafẓ-hā mansukh gashta-st , 29/59). This 
terminological scrambling makes Gorgāni’s introduction an intrigu-
ing puzzle for philologists, who have published many a learned 
study in the search for the exact identity of his source(s), be they 
in prose or in verse, Pahlavi or Persian. 16  (My own best guess, for 
what it’s worth, is that the “six wise men” would likely have hailed 
from the same class of landed nobility [ dehqān s] and priests [ mobed s] 
who are mentioned in the compilation of the  Shāhnāma , while the 
“masters of speech” – literally “speech-knowers,” but translated as 
“experts,” “authorities,” “eloquenti,” “écrivains,” and “poeti” by 
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Minorsky, Morrison, Gabrieli, Lazard, and Norozi respectively – are 
likely a different group of people who had produced some kind of 
prose New Persian rendition, analogous to the early prose transla-
tions of the  Shāhnāma . Gorgāni probably worked from this latter text, 
and he could have made recourse to the former as well, in the event 
that it was indeed used as a primer for Middle Persian in Isfahan.) 17  
However, if we set this matter to the side for a moment, an underly-
ing pattern comes to light. Whether  fārsi  or  pahlavi , Gorgāni’s dis-
satisfaction with the tale’s language, however “sweet” it may be, is 
quite evident, and this raises a more fundamental question: Why this 
focus on words, meanings, and expression? Why take such pains to 
describe the codex and evaluate its authors’ linguistic and literary 
competence? 

 One line of explanation holds that the invocation of an “old book” 
is a common trope, found in many medieval literary traditions, that 
helps justify the story as an authoritative account from the past – an 
especially useful strategy when its contents appear on the surface to be 
fantastic, what we might today call fictional. 18  Given the prevailing atti-
tude towards fanciful stories in Gorgāni’s milieu, which I will discuss 
further below, this could well be a significant factor; however, it does 
not seem to be the primary one here. 19  Gorgāni’s focus is rather trained 
upon  language , particularly on the relationship of speech ( sakhon ) to 
wisdom ( dānesh ), terms that appear in his critique of both the “wise 
men” and the “masters” who preceded him. Marred by prolix descrip-
tion and archaic diction, he says, the language of his source(s) obfus-
cates the qualities of elucidation ( bayān ), analogy ( maṡal , a word that 
can also be glossed as “example,” “simile,” and “parable”), and mean-
ing ( maʿni ) that are so important to good writing. This last term,  maʿni  
(Ar.  maʿnā ), which I have purposefully rendered in my translations 
above with a variety of words – “substance,” “meaning,” “motive” 
– is perhaps the most significant locus for exploring the interplay of 
utterance and thought. Attempting to capture this range of meanings, 
as well as its relative untranslatability into English, Alexander Key 
glosses  maʿnā  as “mental content … the content of our minds that can 
be expressed through speech”; as such, it plays a central epistemologi-
cal role in the philosophical, theological, linguistic, and poetic theories 
of medieval Islamic cultures. 20  In highlighting these devices, Gorgāni 
announces his radical break from the old way of telling the story and 
the new one he is about to perform: 

 حکٮمى حاٮک اٮدٮسه ٮٮودستکه آٮکه ساعرى ٮٮسه ٮٮودست 
 که اکٮون حون سحں مى آڡرٮٮٮدکحااٮد آن حکٮمان ٮا ٮٮٮٮٮد 
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کسادٮد  ٮر  حکوٮه  را   ٮرو وزن و ڡواڡى حون ٮهادٮدمعاٮى 
 ٮه وزن و ڡاڡٮه کردد ٮو آٮٮںڡساٮه کر حه ٮاسد ٮعر و سٮرٮں 

 Back then, poetry was not a craft; there was no quick-witted sage. Where 
are those sages, that they might see how people create discourse now, how 
they have brought forth ideas ( maʿāni ) and imposed rhymes and metre 
upon them! … However sweet and pleasing a fable may be, it becomes 
something new ( now-āyin ) with rhyme and metre.   (28/36–8, 43) 

 This passage offers important insight into Gorgāni’s attitude towards 
his source, which he presents not as a memento of the ancient past, to 
be cherished and preserved as though in a museum, nor as a fount of 
wisdom and authority in its own right, but as a fable or myth ( fasāna ) 
that through the art of discourse can be transformed into a modern 
work of art, possessed of aesthetic beauty and intellectual substance. 21  
A telling resonance emerges here between Gorgāni’s description of 
poetry as a professional craft ( pisha ) and the treatise on the “craft of 
speech” ( ṣanʿat al-kalām ) by Abu Hilāl al- Aʿskarī (d. 1010). As the lat-
ter writes, the vocal form ( lafẓ ) must suit the mental content ( maʿnā ) 
as clothing suits the body, avoiding prolixity, disharmony, and the 
use of rare, ugly, obsolete, or technical words – precisely the defects 
that Gorgāni critiques – in order to hit the mark, a property that critics 
describe as  iṣāba  (correctness) or  ḥaqīqa  (accuracy, truth). 22  There is 
something powerful and provocative in this convergence of language 
and truth in poetry, an act that Gorgāni describes as a kind of “cre-
ation,” using a verb ( āfarinand ) that is typically reserved for God. 23  It is 
clear that poetry, in Gorgāni’s view, is far more than the arrangement of 
rhyming words; it is a method of knowledge production, carried out by 
the wise. “If a learned man ( dānanda ) took the trouble,” he concludes, 
“it would become as beautiful as a storehouse full of jewels” (29/54). 24  
Here, at the intersection of phantasy, discourse, and wisdom, treasure 
may be wrought. 

 We thus find in this introduction a detailed manifesto, in a sense, 
of the broader literary movement that took shape in the early elev-
enth century, in which Persian court poets recognized new possibili-
ties in the popular stories, evening entertainments, and legends of the 
distant past and embarked on a project of imbuing them with mean-
ing in hitherto untried and unthinkable ways. This process entailed a 
complex reappraisal of the relationship between elevated discourse 
( sakhon , in some ways comparable to  logos ) and the production of 
mental contents both rich and profound. 25  For unlike other textual 
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traditions inherited from the pagan past – philosophy, medicine, moral 
guidance, history, and so on – the love-story had no clear purchase on 
an inherent value or truthfulness to it; thus the act of refashioning 
this material into something valuable was not so much an act of dis-
covering the diamond in the rough, as the saying goes, but of  creating  
diamonds out of so much charcoal; the end result is of an entirely 
“new manner” ( now-āyin ) in relation to its source. As a result of these 
efforts, a distinctive literary genre, what we now retrospectively call 
the romance, emerged as a viable and prestigious kind of writing in 
New Persian and, as time went on, the Persianate world at large. 26  To 
explain how this happened, I will first discuss general classifications 
of and attitudes towards narrative in the Islamic middle ages, then 
show how the association of certain topics with certain temporalities 
could affect both the generic shape of various mythoi and their recep-
tion among the intellectual elite. 

 Legends and Legerdemain 

 As Northrop Frye remarks, “Any serious discussion of romance has 
to take into account its curiously proletarian status as a form gener-
ally disapproved of, in most ages, by the guardians of taste and learn-
ing, except when they use it for their own purposes.” 27  This seems 
especially apt when looking at the literary theory of both Hellenistic 
and Islamicate tradition, for in neither case does the love-story receive 
much critical interest. Part of this neglect can simply be chalked up to 
accidents of timing and circumstance: the ancient Greek romances, 
for example, emerged centuries after the canonical genres had been 
established, and thus fell outside the purview of traditional criticism. 28  
Similarly, in the Islamicate context, the lion’s share of critical analysis 
was concentrated on the dissection and analysis on the qasida and its 
variants, which, due to its ancient pedigree and important role in the 
public sphere, had long held pride of place as the noblest poetic form 
and the highest register of speech (short of the Qur’an itself). Other 
poetic forms, such as the quatrain and masnavi, garnered scant atten-
tion in comparison. 29  

 In addition to these external factors, however, there are aspects about 
the topic, content, and especially truth claims of romance that worked 
against its reception in educated and courtly circles. Famous among 
scholars of the ancient Greek romance are the words of the Roman 
emperor Julian (d. 363): “For us it will be appropriate to read such narra-
tives as have been composed about deeds  that have actually been done ; but 
we must avoid all fictions ( plasmata ) in the shape of historical accounts 
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( en historias eidei ) such as were circulated among men in the past, for 
instance tales whose theme is love ( erōtikas hypotheseis ), and generally 
speaking everything of that sort” (my emphasis). 30  Another intellec-
tual of late antiquity, Macrobius (fl. early fifth c.), writes that while 
philosophers could avail themselves of “fabulous narrative” ( narratio 
fabulosa ) to speak about certain “holy truths … beneath a modest veil of 
allegory,” they should shun “narratives about the imaginary fortunes 
of lovers” ( argumenta fictis casibus amatorum ), which in his view have no 
place but in the nursery. 31  In both cases, we see a general suspicion held 
towards the “shaped” or “made-up” narrative ( plasma ,  fictum ) that  imi-
tates  reality without conveying it, diverting one’s attention from what 
“actually” happened to what didn’t. The verisimilar tale, known as the 
 argumentum  in medieval Latin, was perhaps the most untrustworthy 
kind of narrative one could encounter, an indeterminate third category 
of story that fell between those that claimed to possess truth ( historia ) 
and those that made no pretence of having it ( fabula ); as Morgan writes, 
“What makes them dangerous is that they blur an essential dividing 
line between truth and untruth, that they invite a confusion between 
what is and what is not real.” 32  

 We find similar attitudes towards “fictional” narrative in the 
vibrant literary milieu of Abbasid Iraq. Ibn Qutayba (d.  889), for 
instance, advises that anyone wishing to relate an amusing yarn 
( mazḥ ) should ensure that “the story is true or nearly true, timely, 
and appropriate,” a sentiment repeated by later writers such as 
Muḥammad al-Ghazālī (d. 1111) and Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 1201). 33  In an 
interesting metaphor, Abu Ḥayyān al-Tawḥīdī (d.  1023) compares 
fairy tales ( khurāfāt ), such as those found in the  1001 Nights , to a kind 
of rust ( ṣadaʾ ) that darkens the lustre of eternal truths; while their 
appeal to the senses makes them attractive to women and children, 
he writes, those of mature intellect can (and should) polish the rust 
away and dispense with phantasy altogether. 34  The same convictions 
appear in an anecdote related by Abu Bakr al-Ṣūlī (d.  ca. 946), in 
which an Abbasid prince boasts to his grandmother of the “books 
of tradition, jurisprudence, poetry, language, history, and the works 
of the learned” that adorn his library, “not like the books which you 
read excessively such as  The Wonders of the Sea ,  The Tale of Sindbad , 
and  The Cat and the Mouse .” 35  This evident association of fantastic 
tales with women and children is a significant point: by naming the 
books he reads (or owns, at least), the young prince declares his 
entry into the privileged world of adult manhood, while implying 
an almost causal link between the stories that women allegedly enjoy 
and their inferior place in patriarchal society. 
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 The distinction of narrative kinds along lines of utility, truth-value, 
and (male) nobility is on full display in the  Fihrist  ( Catalogue ) writ-
ten by the Baghdadi bookseller Abu al-Faraj al-Nadīm (d.  ca. 995), 
which provides a detailed snapshot of Abbasid book production and 
consumption at the turn of the millennium. 36  Of the  Fihrist ’s ten chap-
ters, only two deal with narrative at all; the rest are concerned with 
scripture, exegesis, grammar, law, philosophy, and similar topics. The 
first,  chapter 3 , details the writings of rapporteurs ( akhbārūn ), gene-
alogists ( nassābūn ), and scholars of transmitted sayings and customs 
( aṣḥāb al-aḥdāth wa-l-ādāb ), categories that, by their very nomenclature, 
make an explicit claim to the historical past, to real people who really 
existed. 37  To be sure, this does not rule out the inclusion of stories that 
modern readers might consider fantastic, nor does this reduce them to 
“neutral” accounts of the “facts”; in al-Nadīm’s list of the works attrib-
uted to the historian Ibn al-Kalbī (d. 819), for example, we find accounts 
of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, the reign of al-Ḍaḥḥāk (the notori-
ous serpent-king), and the “language of the birds” ( manṭiq al-ṭayr ) – a 
Qur’anic story about Solomon (27:16) that became a prominent vehi-
cle for allegory in the works of Avicenna, al-Ghazālī, Sohravardi, and 
Aʿṭṭār. 38  These stories, though, are gathered together as “Accounts of 
the Forefathers” ( akhbār al-awāʾil ) and thus presented as part of the col-
lected lore of the Arabian tribes; as scholars like Tarif Khalidi, Tayeb 
El-Hibri, and Samer Ali argue, these discourses provided the raw mate-
rial for the forging of communal memory, providing a field on which 
contemporary literati engaged with ongoing moral, political, and ethi-
cal debates in the pursuit of both figural and literal truths. 39  

 Such pursuits, however, seem quite removed from the second cat-
egory of narrative we find in the  Fihrist  (chapter 8), which is devoted to 
what al-Nadīm calls “evening tales” ( asmār ) and “fairy tales” ( khurāfāt ), 
along with books on “tricks” ( ḥiyal ) and “talismans” ( ṭilismāt ). 40  The 
etymology of these first two categories is quite revealing. The  khurāfāt  
are supposedly named after a man named Khurāfa, a member of the 
Banu ʿUdhra (a tribe that lent its name to a whole ethos of chaste love, 
called  ʿudhrī ) who was abducted by the jinn. He returned to the human 
realm with incredible tales of what he had seen during his imprison-
ment, and thus the “sayings of Khurāfa” ( ḥadīth khurāfa ) became a 
shorthand term for anything difficult to believe or unprovable. 41  Even 
more interesting are the  asmār . Derived from the verb  samara , “to while 
away the night,” these tales indicate first and foremost a particular per-
formance setting, or more appropriately, performance time: stories told 
in the evening, within by association semi-private or private spaces like 
the symposium ( majlis ), the court’s inner circle, the bedchamber, and 
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so on. While there is no  a priori  relationship between the  asmār  and their 
contents, we see from their close association with the  khurāfāt  that they 
tend to gather about them the aura of the fantastic:  The Wonders of the 
Sea ,  The Tale of Sindbad , and the like. 42  This helps us understand, further-
more, the rationale for their inclusion with tricks and talismans. Like 
other kinds of magic, the pleasure (and purpose) of the fairy tale lies 
precisely in the ruse of making the impossible seem possible.  

 It is here, under the broad heading of evening tales and fairy tales in 
the  Fihrist , that we find the love stories – the narrative core of the amo-
rous romance genre, as discussed in the prologue – gathered together 
in subgroupings such as “Those lovers who loved before and during 
Islam and had books composed about them,” “Those lovers whose 
records entered the evening tales,” “Names of humans who loved jinn 
and of jinn who loved humans,” and so on. 43  There are two inferences 
we can make from this section. First, the number of titles (some 140 by 
my count) and proliferation of subgeneric labels suggest that narratives 
about love, though perhaps not prestigious, were certainly popular. At 
the same time, their collective placement under the broader heading 
of what we might call “legends and legerdemain” casts doubt on their 
value as sources of communal authority, thanks to a constellation of 
factors: their usual performance context, their association with women 
and children, the nature of their contents, and their ties with foreign 
(non-Arab) cultures. In this regard, the emerging picture of al-Nadīm’s 
readership seems to resonate well with Morgan’s description of the 
educated elites in the era of Julian and Macrobius: “Though people of 
some sophistication bought and enjoyed novels, they seem to have read 
them within a frame of cultural values which somehow consigned the 
pleasures of novel-reading to the categories of the insignificant or in 
some way ambivalent.” 44  While accounts and reports of the past, how-
ever fluid and contested, afforded readers an opportunity to make 
sense of their present, contents deemed too unreliable or incredible 
were  by default  excluded from this discourse, relegated to what Misk-
awayh (fl. 950–83) described as “fanciful tales with no use but to bring 
on sleep and to entertain.” 45  

 I emphasize “default” because, as we shall see, being listed as a fairy 
tale or evening tale by no means excluded such stories from the patron-
age economy of “useful” discourse; the point is rather that they needed 
to employ a variety of legitimating strategies to get there. The  khurāfāt  
(so called by al-Nadīm) of  Kalīla & Dimna  – a collection of animal 
fables originally stemming from the Sanskrit  Pañcatantra , rendered into 
Arabic by Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ (d. 757) – is a great example of this: while 
talking-animal stories would have had no obvious use-value in and of 
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themselves, Kalīla & Dimna  ’s self-historicization, impeccable style, and 
diegetic performance setting as a dialogue between a king and his vizier 
all helped the text foreground its status as a book of practical philoso-
phy, such that, as Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ writes, “the animal is a diversion; 
what the animal says, wisdom and education” ( ṣāra al-ḥayawān lahwan 
wa-mā yanṭiq bihi ḥikmatan wa-adaban ). 46  Similarly, the  Maqāmāt  of Badīʿ 
al-Zamān al-Hamadhānī (d. 1008), often singled out by modern schol-
ars eager to locate the first openly fictitious work of Arabic literature, 
were admired by medieval readers not (only) for their creative phan-
tasy but for their verbal elegance, and were thus regarded as a high 
achievement in the art of the epistle. 47  “True” evening tales about “real” 
people, to which I will return, also had a ready claim to the attention 
of elite audiences, who perceived themselves in the accounts of their 
forebears. Even the stories of the  1001 Nights , as the chronicle of Ḥamza 
al-Iṣfahānī (w. 961) suggests, were known to move between the field 
of instruction and entertainment, depending on the manner of their 
presentation. 48  

 The task at hand, then, is to follow the processes by which the love-
story, another kind of narrative whose contents were understood to be 
of dubious intrinsic value, made its way into the prestigious circles of 
learned discourse. Our best route towards answering this, I think, is to 
attend to the crucial role of  topic  in medieval narrative, and observe how 
different subject matters lent themselves to different literary strategies, 
dominant thematics, performance settings, and audience receptions. In 
so doing, we stand to not only refine our understanding of narrative 
genre in the Islamic Middle Period, but also how genre itself makes 
certain claims upon time: on time’s conception, emplotment, and verac-
ity. As Mikhail Bakhtin noted with his famous notion of the chrono-
tope, narrative space and time are closely intertwined: we will see the 
ramifications of this insight when we explore two topics closely asso-
ciated with the modern concept of romance: refined (“courtly”) love 
and exemplary (“chivalric”) heroism, which might be boiled down to 
manifestations of inner and outer nobility. 49  

 Heroic Lives and Amorous Tales 

 To explain why the notion of topic plays such a vital role in tracing 
the identification, function, and reception of various literary genres, we 
need to look back to the roots of Perso-Arabic genre criticism, which 
stem from engagements with the tradition’s master form, the qasida. As 
the Abbasid critics understood it, the qasida was a polythematic perfor-
mance that could be broken down along the lines of thematic content, 
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emotional tenor, and the rhetorical aims of its various motives: praise 
( madīḥ ), desire ( nasīb ), blame ( hijāʾ ), ridicule ( hajw ), eulogy ( thanāʾ ), 
wisdom ( ḥikma ), and so on. 50  This attention to the interplay of theme, 
mood, and intent also informed the critics’ subsequent classification of 
the “incidental” poems that emerged over the first centuries ah, often 
as independent elaborations or spin-offs of qasida motifs. The ghazal, 
whose name is derived from the Arabic verb  ghazala  – “He talked, 
and acted in an amatory and enticing manner, with a woman, or with 
women” 51  – is only the most famous example of this; in addition, labels 
such as wine poem ( khamriyya ), hunting poem ( ṭardiyya ), renunciation 
poem ( zuhdiyya ), garden poem ( rawḍiyya ), prison poem ( ḥabsiyya ), and 
so on are readily found in anthologies and collected works. 52  

 The usual Arabic word to describe these distinctions is  gharaḍ , mean-
ing the “aim” or “purpose” that informs the poem’s composition. 53  For 
comparative purposes, however, I find that the word  topic  is another 
useful way to express this confluence of content and expression, espe-
cially thinking etymologically back to its Greek ancestor  topos , namely 
a “site” of communal discourse, a common-place around which and 
over time develops a core of central ideas ( maʿānī , also possibly glossed 
as “themes” and “motifs”) and ways of talking about them. 54  Curtius’s 
discussion of the classical  topoi  as “storehouses of trains of thought” 
that “can serve a practical purpose” seems quite comparable. 55  In this 
way, poetic topic aligns – or at least interacts – in meaningful ways not 
only with the matters of rhetorical intent and social function expressed 
by the  gharaḍ , but with the notion of poetic style as it came to be articu-
lated in Persian literary criticism. The poet Khāqāni (d. ca. 1195), for 
example, uses topical markers to contrast his novel style ( shiva ) against 
that of his predecessor ʿOnṣori, saying the latter “never declaimed 
about philosophy, homily, or renunciation” ( na taḥqiq goft-o na vaʿẓ-o na 
zohd ); this shows how we can think about subject matter as implying a 
certain method and purpose, in addition to bare content. 56  

 So far, I have been speaking only of relatively short poems as they were 
discussed and classified by medieval critics; even the longest qasidas 
rarely exceed two hundred lines. But what is interesting is that the lens 
of topic seems to have guided the reception (and much later the critical 
analysis) of larger units of discourse as well. Beyond the monorhyme 
qasida and its derivatives, one of the few poetic forms that enjoyed 
widespread success in Persian is the masnavi, a form that utilizes a sys-
tem of rhyming half-lines (—a • —a / —b • —b / —c • —c) and can 
thus continue for thousands or even tens of thousands of verses, giv-
ing it a functional range similar to that of prose; as the critic Shams-
e Qays wrote, it is a form eminently suited for versifying “extended 
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stories and long tales” ( qeṣaṣ-e moṭavval va ḥekāyāt-e derāz ). 57  Perhaps 
because it was never formally theorized, the generic labels of masnavi 
poems tend to follow the same topical orientation as their short-form coun-
terparts. Most of the New Persian narrative poems of the eleventh to thir-
teenth centuries describe themselves in literal terms as a “story” ( dāstān , 
 qeṣṣa ,  ḥekāyat ), “report” ( ḥadiṡ ,  khabar ), “fable” ( afsāna ), “evening tale” 
( samar ), “book” ( daftar ,  nāma ), and so on, to which they would often 
append some descriptive or topical label(s) to better inform the reader of 
their theme and contents. For example, many works set in the  Shāhnāma  
cycle describe themselves as “ancient” ( bāstān ), conjuring images of pre-
Islamic kings and heroes, while accounts of Alexander emphasize the 
auspicious aspects of his legendary reign, such as Neẓāmi’s “book of 
honour” ( Sharaf-nāma ) and “book of felicity” ( Eqbāl-nāma ), and Jāmi’s 
“book of wisdom” ( Kherad-nāma ). 58  In comparison, amorous romances 
like Gorgāni’s  Vis & Rāmin , Neẓāmi’s  Khosrow & Shirin , and Jāmi’s  Yusof 
& Zolaykhā  describe themselves as a “love-story” ( dāstān-e ʿāsheqāna ), 
a “book of desire” ( havas-nāma , albeit implicitly), and a “book of love” 
( maḥabbat-nāma ) respectively. 59  In this basic strategy of self-identification 
through the rubric of  narrative + topic , these Persian titles are quite simi-
lar to common naming conventions found throughout the western oik-
oumene of antiquity and the Middle Ages. 60  

 These markers suggest that narrative genres did indeed exist for 
medieval writers and readers – not as a formal taxonomy, but as a 
practical nomenclature grounded in the loose affiliation of topics, 
themes, expectations, and features, akin to the way one might find 
books arranged in a public library (mysteries, thrillers, fantasy, etc.). 
The systematization of these genres seems to have begun in the early 
modern period, when critics and littérateurs again utilized topic as an 
analytical tool. As Pasha Khan has shown, the  Ṭirāz al-akhbār , a manual 
of storytelling written circa 1631, lists four “particular narrative situ-
ations that called for a particular kind of text … battle, courtly gath-
erings, beauty and love, and trickery” ( razm ,  bazm ,  ḥosn-o ʿeshq , and 
 ʿayyāri ). 61  The first two of these topoi, the feast ( bazm ) and the battle 
( razm ), lent their names to the eventual establishment of the  bazmiyya  
(“court epic”) and  razmiyya  (“war epic”) genres in Indo-Persian liter-
ary scholarship. 62  Notably, the Iranian scholar Moḥammad- Aʿli Tarbi-
yat, writing in the 1930s, calls  Vis & Rāmin  the oldest extant “ bazmi ” 
poem in Persian literature; he is clearly drawing from this older termi-
nology that identifies the banquet as a foundational site in narrative 
poetry. 63  

 It is important to stress that these critics did not think of these topi-
cal genres as independent, either/or categories – and neither should 
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we. Just as contemporary audiences would expect a qasida to contain a 
number of thematic movements in its declamation, so too they would 
anticipate a long-form narrative to visit multiple topoi, from feasting 
and fighting to love and courtship and back again, including in its ambit 
other speech genres as well: homily, praise, exhortation, jokes. That said, 
however, it does seem to be the case that a particular topic will often 
assume a central enough position that it comes to (in)form the narrative 
as a whole, both in terms of the text’s overarching structure and in the 
way readers were likely to engage with it. Roman Jakobson describes 
this as the “generic dominant,” that is, “the focusing component” that 
“rules, determines, and transforms the remaining components.” 64  By 
bringing this distinction to the corpus of medieval Persian narratives 
available to us, we can begin to distinguish certain conventions, “hab-
its” so to speak, around the narration of particular topics, an approach 
that should bring us close to reading these works in something akin 
to their own terms, while gaining insight into how romances (in the 
broad sense of the word) unfold in various ways and prioritize different 
aspects of their thematic repertory. 65   

 As I mentioned in the prologue, there is a particularly strong rap-
port between stories about lovers and stories about heroes, one that I 
would like now to explore further. 66  In terms of plot, both story types 
tend to frequent the core topoi of the romance in the broad sense of the 
word – love, adventure, feasting, and fighting – producing that generic 
interconnectivity and modulation discussed by Khan above. Yet as a 
dialectic, they also recall the themes of  amor  and  militia , which schol-
ars like Dennis Green and Cesare Segre have identified as the central 
dynamic at the heart of Western European romance. 67  As the pioneering 
work of Julie Scott Meisami has shown, the same themes are productive 
to consider in the Persian case too, as it is precisely these two aspects of 
noble male conduct that, when successfully aligned (she argues), result 
in the embodied image of the ideal king and perfect human ( al-insān 
al-kāmil ). 68  But beyond their value for literary analysis, the themes of 
love and heroism also allow me to suggest two focal points that have a 
significant impact on the structural features of the resulting narrative 
and on its social reception. When placed in the position of the generic 
dominant, these foci will tend to produce amorous love stories on the 
one hand and heroic life stories on the other, each with their distinctive 
features and implications. 

 Let me show what I mean first with a look at the conventional fea-
tures of the Persian “heroic” narrative poems, in comparison with 
neighbouring traditions. They tend to name themselves via an estab-
lished formula: the “book” ( nāma ) of the principal hero, such as the 
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 Garshāsp-nāma ,  Bahman-nāma ,  Farāmarz-nāma ,  ʿAli-nāma , and many oth-
ers (though there are of course exceptions, like the  Haft paykar ). Other 
family resemblances include the use of the “epic”  motaqāreb  metre, and 
the self-designation as  bāstān  (“ancient”) – a label that, like the French 
 roman d’antiquité , establishes some kind of association with the distant 
past. Because their focal point is the hero (typically male, but with nota-
ble exceptions like the  Bānu-Goshasb-nāma ), these narratives generally 
assume a biographical framework, beginning with the circumstances of 
the protagonist’s birth and childhood, elaborating his many deeds and 
adventures, and concluding with his death. 69  The story can be extended, 
of course, by relating the exploits of the hero’s ancestors or descendants, 
or by combining multiple biographies into a broader account about the 
fortunes of a tribe, dynasty, or kingdom – what Malcolm Lyons, draw-
ing from Viktor Shklovsky, dubs “linking.” 70  In this light, these works 
compare well with stories that utilize terms like  archē  (“the beginning of 
[the account of]”),  vita  (“the life of”),  historia  (“the story of”),  sīra  (“the 
life story of”),  gestes  (“the deeds of”),  saga  (“the things said about”), 
and so on – all referring in some way to the life, deeds, or account of the 
titular protagonist or collective. 71  This biographical framework estab-
lishes, in other words, the mythos of the heroic tale. To illustrate what 
this might look like in practice, here are the opening lines of the Byzan-
tine tale of  Digenēs Akritēs : 

 Praises and trophies for the achievements 
 of the thrice-blessed Basil the Frontiersman, 
 the bravest and most noble, 
 who possessed his strength from God as a gift 
 and has overcome all of Syria, 
 Babylon, and the whole of Charziane, 
 Armenia and Cappadocia, 
 and Amorion and Ikonion as well, 
 and that famed and still great fortress, 
 powerful and well-fortified, 
 Ankyra I mean, and all Smyrna, 
 and he subjugated the land by the sea. 
 I shall now reveal to you the deeds 
 which he performed in this present life …   (1.1–14) 72  

 As this introduction makes clear, the life story of Basil the Border Lord 
will be the focal point of the narrative, and any amorous encounters 
that may occur will fall within the organizing structure of the heroic 
biography. To return to Shklovsky’s terminology, the heroic biography 
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can serve not only as a narrative “link,” but as a “frame” as well, as 
H.T. Norris describes the Arabic  sīra : “The main character is intro-
duced and at the end bows and makes his exit; in between, a life-
story is told or interest is sustained by a repetitive series of combats, 
amatory quests, fantastic escapades, poems and anecdotes.” 73   Digenēs
Akritēs is a great example of this, as the first episode that kicks the nar-
rative off is an amorous tale – an account of how Basil’s father, an Arab 
amir, fell in love with a Byzantine noblewoman, converted to Chris-
tianity, and settled in the Anatolian frontier. The  raison d’être  of this 
episode, however, is not the love-story itself, but rather to set the stage 
for the arrival of the central protagonist, a hero who is accepted by the 
story’s community as both real and significant within their collective 
memory, giving him, as Panagiotis Agapitos writes, a “mythological-
historical” character. 74  

 I cite  Digenēs  because it, like some of the other Greek narratives, is 
particularly good at summarizing the plot at the outset, but there are 
many texts from Iranian sources that show a strong affinity to its model 
in terms of both mythos and ethos, ranging from the Middle Persian 
 Kār-nāmag ī Ardašīr ī Pāpagān  (“the book of the deeds of Ardashir, son 
of Bābak”), in which a love-story serves as the catalyst that launches the 
hero’s rise to the throne, to the many “secondary epics” set in the world 
of the  Shāhnāma . 75  The chapter introducing the topic of the  Garshāsp-
nāma , for example – notably titled “On Garshāsp’s Manliness” ( dar 
mardānegi-ye garshāsb guyad ) – outlines for its audience the generic topoi 
that its protagonist will visit: 

 ٮکى ٮامه ٮد ٮادکار از مهانز کردار کرساسب اٮدر حهان 
آموزکار  ٮٮد  و  داٮش  از   هم از راز حرخ و هم از روزکارٮر 
 ز حوٮى و زسٮى و سادی و عمز ڡرهٮک و ٮٮرٮک و داد و سٮم 
 ز مهر دل و کٮں و سادی و ٮرمز ٮححٮر و کردٮڡرازی و رزم 

 There was a book ( nāma ) about Garshāsp’s deeds in the world, a memorial 
of the great, full of wisdom and sage advice; of the secrets of the heavens 
and the times; of cleverness and trickery and justice and oppression; of 
good and evil, joy and sorrow; of hunting and nobility and fi ghting; of 
heart’s love, vengeance, joy, and feasting.   (19/11:1–4) 

 While the topic of love is not absent from this list of contents, we can see 
that the dominant themes of this narrative are heroic: feasting, fighting, 
vengeance, hunting, cleverness, trickery, and the noble struggle of good 
against evil. The poet, Asadi Ṭusi, goes on to describe how his Garshāsp 
is in fact a better exemplar of these virtues than the famous hero Ros-
tam, and that the benefit of reading these exploits, as mentioned in the 
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passage above, is that the reader will obtain a great deal of wisdom, 
advice, and knowledge of the world through following this biography. 76  
The story itself, of course, follows the biographical model. It begins with 
Garshāsp’s lineage, birth, and childhood, then follows his many trav-
els and adventures (including a romance with the Caesar’s daughter) 
until it reaches the end of his life. This compares fruitfully, by the way, 
with another work whose origins lie in the eleventh century, and whose 
story, like  Digenēs  Akritēs, is set in the Arabo-Byzantine wars of the early 
Islamic period: the Arabic  sīra  of the princess Dhāt al-Himma. Its com-
piler opens the work by delineating its subject and explaining its social 
function as follows: “The storytellers ( ruwāt ) have told this amazing tale 
( sīra ʿ ajība ), and the marvellous accounts ( aḥādīth gharība ) [of the deeds] 
of the pre-eminent therein; and so I desired to assemble a tale ( sīra ) that 
would be a pleasure for its listeners, with something of benefit inside for 
all those who study it.” 77  In all three texts, the heroic figure thus provides 
his or her tale with both its structural armature and dominant ethos: a 
celebration of chivalric and “manly” deeds (even when performed by 
women). 78  This is quite different from the amorous narratives – what I’ve 
been calling the love-story mythos – to which I now turn. 

 While heroic stories recount the life and deeds of a hero, amorous 
tales are concerned first and foremost with the love affair between two 
people, a topical orientation that bears immediate implications for the 
titling conventions, typical characters, narrative structure, anticipated 
topoi, and organization of time and space found in these works. 79  The 
protagonists of the amorous tale consist of a boy and a girl who are 
invariably young, noble, and exceedingly beautiful; both receive sub-
stantial (if not perfectly equal) narrative attention, and their names 
typically inform the title of the work; for example,  Vāmeq & ʿ Azrā ,  Khos-
row & Shirin . 80  The topic of love also establishes the diegetic bound-
aries of the love-story, which typically begins with the onset of love 
and concludes with the lovers’ eventual reunion, either happily in 
marriage or tragically in death (two major Persian romances,  Varqa & 
Golshāh  and  Layli & Majnun , contain both endings). 81  While some of the 
most successful romances add little embellishment to this basic plot – 
Longus’s  Daphnis & Chloe , or Neẓāmi’s  Layli & Majnun  – others utilize a 
wide range of adventure motifs to expand the story to globe-trotting 
dimensions. Perhaps no one describes this repertoire better than Theo-
dore Prodromos (fl. mid-twelfth c.), who begins his romance with a 
sneak peek of what his readers can look forward to: 

 These [are the adventures] of the silvery girl Rhodanthe with the 
lovely garland 

 and of the valiant and comely youth Dosikles, 
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 the flights and wanderings and tempests and billows, brigands, 
 grievous eddies, sorrows that give rise to love, 
 chains and indissoluble fetters and imprisonments in gloomy 
 dungeons, grim sacrifices, bitter grief, 
 poisoned cups and paralysis of joints, 
 and then marriage and the marriage bed and passionate love. 

 (20/1.17–24)82  

 As a Byzantine writer, Prodromos is consciously evoking a specific 
tradition of amorous narrative – what classicists usually now call the 
Greek novel – that dates back to the first centuries ce. But in general 
terms, and with some adjustments, this could be the synopsis of many 
a love-story in the broader region, stretching from the eastern Medi-
terranean to the Iranian plateau – namely, the contact zone between 
two major centres of multi-ethnic empire, the Hellenistic (then Roman) 
and the Persian (Achaemenid, Parthian, Sasanian). 83  We find elements 
of this narrative, for example, in the “Persian” tale (that is, attributed to 
Persian sources by Greek writers) of Odatis and Zariadres as related by 
Athenaeus of Naucratis, in which the lovers meet in a dream, and, after 
some travel, tricks, and adventure, meet in person and elope together. 84  
Thanks to the wide geographic distribution that this imperial context 
made possible, it seems that the building blocks of this mythos were 
distributed across the Hellenistic, Islamicate, and Latinate cultural 
zones, adapted to local contexts and in conversation with local forms: 
examples include martyrologies told in early Christian communities, 
Arabic reports ( akhbār ) about chaste ( ʿudhrī ) lovers, the Komnenian 
and Palaiologan romances, and narratives like  Floire & Blancheflor  and 
 Aucassin & Nicolette  in western Europe. The love-stories coming out 
of eleventh- and twelfth-century Iran draw heavily from the same 
set of elements, and should therefore be considered as part of the 
same general literary ecosystem, not only in terms of narrative features 
(mythos), but also in their similar value systems and social norms (ethos). 
I emphasize here that I think of these two aspects, the mythos and the 
ethos, as interrelated but nonetheless distinct: even when two narra-
tives might diverge in terms of their plot ( Kallirhoe  versus  Daphnis & 
Chloe , for example, or  Khosrow & Shirin  versus  Layli & Majnun ), we can 
still discern strong affinities in their moral and ethical codes. 

 While the distinction of amorous and heroic tales allows us to draw 
clearer lines for comparison in the historical and cross-cultural study 
of romance, it also surfaces another element that seems to have carried 
more immediate relevance for medieval readers, especially in the Byz-
antine and Islamic milieux (although analogues with western Europe 
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also suggest themselves): the tale’s relationship with time, affecting 
thereby the timeliness of its telling. Bakhtin’s notion of the chrono-
tope is well suited for discussing this relationship: as he observes, time 
happens differently in particular kinds of literary space, and space 
works differently in particular kinds of literary time. 85  But in addition 
to this important insight, the chronotope also invites us to consider the 
ways that a narrative situates itself in the past and uses that setting to 
stake some kind of claim onto the present. In that regard, a simple but 
crucial distinction emerges between heroic and amorous narratives: 
since a hero, by definition, is a figure who, by collective consensus, 
 matters  to a particular community at a particular moment in time, sto-
ries about a community’s past heroes obtain a self-evident relevance 
to the present. Another way of saying this is that the value of heroic 
narratives must partially be supplied by its historical readership, “the 
social acceptance of or response to literature,” as Frye puts it. 86  While 
tales about Moses would be of intrinsic interest for readers brought 
up within Abrahamic sacred tradition, for example, they would have 
no such relevance in the Shinto milieu of medieval Japan. The love-
story, by contrast, bundles its meaningfulness within its topical and 
temporal boundaries: by making its topic the story of a love affair, and 
following that affair from beginning to end within the confines of its 
narrative, it provides its own relevance; it “matters” in and of itself. 87  
The upshot of all this is that a heroic story points to and relies on an 
external framework of the past, and is thereby  timely  for its intended 
audience, while a story about love is internally sufficient – it is, in a 
theoretical sense,  timeless . 

 It is this distinction, I suggest, that helps us think about how differ-
ent kinds of narrative interact with historical time in different ways and 
make differing claims on their audiences’ attention, explaining why 
some would be readily picked up as relevant and meaningful histories, 
while others would be regarded as fairy tales of far less consequence. 
Navigating this issue of reception is by no means a clear-cut task of 
separating “fantasy” from “history” but rather invites an array of strat-
egies by which the timelessness of the former can be brought into the 
timeliness of the latter. For example, Wen-chin Ouyang notes how the 
life story ( sīra ) of the hero ʿUmar al-Nuʿmān – a name that invokes 
both pre-Islamic and Islamic temporalities – “purports to have started 
in a time immemorial” and unfolds in a landscape that is “both his-
torical and ahistorical,” ultimately producing not a “factual” account of 
the past, but rather one that “imagines community as genealogy, here 
of the Muslims, and against the ‘other,’ in this case, the Christians.” 88  
In this way, as Thomas Herzog has shown, the  sīra  genre could make 
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a convincing claim on its timeliness for contemporary audiences as 
“serious, truthfully transmitted, educational accounts of history,” and 
indeed drew from the same literary strategies that characterized those 
of Arabic historiography. 89  

 So much for heroes, those paragons of communal remembrance; 
but now, what about lovers, especially those who come across as 
purely invented figures, who come from foreign (non-communal) 
sources, or whose stories take place in the ambivalent era of “once 
upon a time,” or, in its Arabic and Persian analogues, “it was and it 
wasn’t” ( kān wa-mā kān ;  yek-i bud, yek-i nabud )? As figures primarily 
defined by their private experiences of love rather than their exem-
plary public lives, lovers cannot necessarily avail themselves of the 
same strategies for their stories to be entered in the register of con-
sequential writing. In the next section, I will explore this facet of 
the love-story in the context of the emergent New Persian literature 
of the tenth and eleventh centuries. This period marks a significant 
development, and perhaps – if we discard the advantage of hindsight – 
a surprising one. As the Iranian polymath al-Bīrūnī (d.  ca. 1048) 
wrote at the time, all serious work should be done in Arabic; his 
native Persian, in contrast, “suits nothing but stories about kings and 
evening entertainments” ( lā taṣluḥ hādhihi al-lugha illā li-l-akhbār al-
kisrawiyya wa-l-asmār al-layliyya ). 90  Such would prove to be the case, 
in a manner of speaking: although New Persian was firmly estab-
lished on Arabic models, the fortunes of the love-story in the former 
language first followed and then sharply diverged from the trajec-
tory set by the latter. 

 By Way of Symbol 

 The Abbasid era of the ninth and tenth centuries is often remembered – 
perhaps with a touch of romance – as a Golden Age of translation, 
a time when, as Dimitri Gutas writes, “almost  all  non-literary and 
non-historical secular Greek books that were available throughout 
the Eastern Byzantine Empire and the Near East were translated 
into Arabic.” 91  Gutas’s qualification is instructive here: while some 
narratives did make it through the “needle’s eye” of the Christian 
Syriac community, ranging from the Alexander romance of Pseudo-
Callisthenes, stories from the apocryphal New Testament, and some 
martyrologies, it seems from the paper trail that translators were 
almost exclusively concerned with the “useful” strands of Hellenistic 
writing – medicine, astronomy, philosophy, and ethics – while the 
likes of Homer and Euripides were left high and dry. 92  
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 On the Persian side, however, things get a little more complicated. 
There is no doubt that, in a manner similar to the translation of Greek 
into Arabic, many scientific, historical, and political works were also 
being translated into Arabic from Middle Persian, often by Iranian con-
verts to Islam. 93  Yet the Persians were also closely associated with fan-
tastic narratives; as al-Nadīm writes, 

 The fi rst people who composed fairy tales ( khurāfāt ), some of them in 
the speech of animals, were the ancient Persians ( al-furs al-uwal ), who 
put them down in writing and stored them in their libraries … The Arabs 
translated this literature into Arabic, whereupon it was taken up by the 
masters of style and eloquence, who polished it, adorned it, and made 
their own compositions in its matter.   (2:321 [Dodge 713]) 

 The association of such “false” narratives with “foreign” elements is of 
course not unique to the Arabic case, and it perhaps serves as a good 
illustration of the cultural porousness (and concomitant anxiety) they 
represented, the love-story chief among them. 94  But when we explore 
further the kinds of tales al-Nadīm directly attributes to the Persians, 
an interesting distinction emerges. He assembles these books into two 
groups: the first, entitled “The evening tales of the Persians” ( asmār al-
furs ), contains works like  The Bear and the Fox ,  Fairy Tale and Amusement , 
 Rūzbih the Orphan ,  The Miserly King , and other titles that evoke the fairy-
tale world of the  1001 Nights , which is of course also present under its 
Persian title of  Hazār dāstān  ( A Thousand Tales ). Worth a special note are 
a number of titles that follow the formula  Hero X & Hero Y  that is distinc-
tive of romance, corroborating the description we find of these tales as 
a kind of evening tale in the Persian sources. 

 The second group, however, has a very interesting title indeed:  al-
kutub allatī allafahā al-furs fī al-siyar wa-l-asmār al-ṣaḥīḥa li-mulūkihim , 
which translates as “the books that the Persians composed for their 
kings on biographies and true evening tales” (or possibly “on true 
biographies and evening tales”). 95  Either way, the title makes clear a 
close connection between truth and worthiness: we can infer that these 
stories were recognized as having value, and were told to kings and 
other nobility in the intimate settings of the evening. While they are 
distinct from the genealogies and accounts that al-Nadīm treats else-
where, in that their authorship and/or transmission history is com-
paratively murky, these evening tales and biographies nonetheless 
purport to relate the stories of noteworthy men, with the additional 
claim of being “true” ( ṣaḥīḥ , the same term used to describe authentic 
sayings of the Prophet) in their contents. The titles we find under this 
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rubric corroborate this impression: we find tales of the heroes Rostam 
and Esfandiyār, the story of the rebellious general Bahrām Chubin, and 
the “book of deeds” ( kārnāmaj ) of King Anushirvān, alongside more 
general works on governance and kingly protocol, such as  The Book 
of Customs  ( Aʾ īn nāma ) and  The Crown and the Good Omens Their Kings 
Gained from It  ( Kitāb al-tāj wa-mā tafāʾalat bihi mulūkuhum ). The most sig-
nificant of the works listed in this section, from the standpoint of this 
study, is undoubtedly the  Book of Lords  ( Khudāy-nāma ), a Middle Persian 
chronicle whose contents (in translation) provided an important source 
for the  Shāhnāma s written by Ferdowsi and other poets. 96  Such topics 
both invoke the aura of historical authenticity discussed in the “heroic” 
tales above – indeed, the Middle Persian  Xwadāy nāmag  was Arabized as 
 siyar al-mulūk  (“biographies of the kings”) – and make clear their claim 
to immediate relevance for a ruling elite. 97  

 This might explain, as far as the historical record shows, why these 
“biographical” evening tales, alongside other works of advice and proto-
col, stood as much stronger candidates for translation during the Abba-
sid period than their “fantastic” counterparts: we might think of them 
as functionally adjacent to the popular Middle Persian genre of wisdom 
literature ( andarz ). 98  This can be seen in the career of Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ, 
who translated into Arabic a number of Middle Persian works on courtly 
etiquette and  savoir-faire , including  Kalīla & Dimna , the “great” and 
“small”  Books of Customs  ( al-Ādāb al-kabīr ,  al-Ādāb al-ṣaghīr ), the  Book of 
the Crown  ( Kitāb al-tāj ), the  Book of the Way  ( Āʾīn-nāma ), and the  Book 
of Lords  ( Khudāy-nāma ). The ninth century saw a development of great 
importance, when figures such as Aʿlī b. Dāʾūd and Abān al-Lāḥiqī 
experimented with casting these stories into a kind of verse called  muz-
dawij , formally identical to the masnavi; both authors used it to versify 
Kalīla & Dimna, and the latter may have tackled narratives such as the 
 Life of Ardashir , the  Life of Anushirvān ,  Barlaam & Josaphat ,  Sendbād the Sage , 
and other Sasanian works in like manner. 99  These choices show a consis-
tent preference for narratives of biography, advice, and truth, whether in 
the figurative or literal sense. Yet, crucially, these versifications have not 
stood the test of time: they did not seem to supplant their prose sources 
(Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ’s  Kalīla  remains to this day a primer of literary Arabic), 
nor, judging from the total absence of extant copies, did they seem to 
have garnered much attention among the literati of their day. 100  

 Thus, in the arabophone milieu of Baghdad, we do not find much 
interest in taking what would have been understood as fairy tales 
( khurāfāt ) – love stories in particular – out of their intimate performance 
context and into the more public arena of “official” court poetry, domi-
nated as ever by the qasida. There is no doubt, of course, that they were 
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abundantly available, but they were not marketed as prestigious works 
of literature, and their versifications did not set any kind of major prec-
edent. Where they do show some staying power are in various  adab  
works, including biographical dictionaries of poets, theoretical and 
practical essays on love and refined behaviour, and thematic antholo-
gies of prose and poetry, written over the course of the ninth and tenth 
centuries. 101  In an interesting coincidence, these various generic strands 
were gathered, not long after the composition of  Vis & Rāmin , into a 
stand-alone work called the  Maṣāriʿ al-ʿushshāq  ( The Dying-Places of 
Lovers , w. between 1063 and 1100) by the Hanbali traditionist al-Sarrāj 
al-Qāriʾ. As the title suggests, this book was fully dedicated to recount-
ing the exploits, poetry, and often tragic deaths of famous lovers of the 
past, and many similar works were later composed on its model. 102  It 
could be thus said that the mid-eleventh century saw some important 
steps in the institutionalization of narrative love literature as estab-
lished genres in both Arabic and in Persian, yet these two institutions 
coalesced in markedly different ways. The Arabic narratives continued 
to take the form of collated short-form anecdotes ( akhbār ), usually orga-
nized under biographical or thematic rubrics – a form quite different 
from the Persian versified romance. 

 While all this activity was going on in Abbasid Baghdad, a new 
kind of literary Persian began to appear in the eastern Iranian lands, 
clad in Arabic script and infused with many Arabic elements. 103  
This new idiom was actively patronized by local elites of Iranian 
and Turkic stock, most prominently the Samanids (819–1005) and 
Ghaznavids (977–1186), based in what is today Uzbekistan and 
Afghanistan; in a sense, it may be considered the first prestige ver-
nacular to emerge in the territories under Muslim rule – one that 
would go on to become, in no small part thanks to the Seljuks, one 
of the major “imperial languages” of Eurasia in the second millen-
nium. 104  Unsurprisingly, the most prominent field of literary activity 
in this new language was the qasida, thanks to its central role in court 
ceremony and encomium, but at the same time, Persian poets and 
writers were also experimenting with long-form narratives, both in 
prose and in verse. The prose examples before the year 1000 are fairly 
limited, and their titles cover the familiar topics of biography and 
advice: the Samanid official Abu Manṣur b. ʿAbd al-Razzāq commis-
sioned a prose  Shāhnāma  in 957, and around the same time Abu al-Fażl 
Balʿami and his son ʿAbu Ali respectively composed prose transla-
tions of Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ’s  Kalīla  and al-Ṭabarī’s  History . The works 
in poetry run a similar topical circuit: Rudaki (d. ca. 940) versified 
Kalīla & Dimna   (and also  Sendbād the Sage ) on the basis of Balʿami’s 
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translation, and Masʿudi Marvazi (ca. 912) and later Daqiqi (d. 976) 
did the same with Abu Manṣur’s  Shāhnāma . Other poets versified 
books of knowledge – the  Āfrin-nāma , a collection of morals and 
aphorisms, the  Dānesh-nāma , a  summa  of natural philosophy – and 
the lives of great and holy men: Farāmarz, son of Rostam,  Barlaam & 
Josaphat , Zoroaster, Joseph. 105  

 Taken together, these examples reflect the same general interest in 
practical knowledge that we observed in eighth- and ninth-century 
Baghdad, with similar topics and many of the same titles circulating 
in both contexts. While it is possible that tenth-century poets also 
versified independent love stories, there is no record of such works, 
suggesting that whatever might have been done in this vein did not 
receive much contemporary attention, and when episodes of love and 
adventure did (hypothetically) appear, it seems likely that it would 
have been through their inclusion within the overarching topical ori-
entations of biography and wisdom. For example, the love-story of 
Yūsuf and Zulaykhā (Joseph and Potiphar’s wife), a popular episode 
in the “tales of the prophets” ( qiṣaṣ al-anbiyāʾ ) genre, was versified 
at least twice in the tenth century, once by Abu al-Moʾayyad Balkhi 
and again by an otherwise unknown poet by the name of Bakhtiyāri; 
while we don’t know whether these early versions employed the 
heroic-biographical framework used by Pseudo-Ferdowsi (Amāni?) 
in the eleventh century, or the amorous frame of the love affair that 
we see in Jāmi’s 1483 rendition (though I strongly suspect the former), 
the fact that its male protagonist is a prophet makes the inclusion of 
this tale in the category of “true and important things that happened” 
unproblematic. 106  Another useful case in point is the  Shāhnāma : while 
there has been a fair amount of debate among modern scholars about 
whether this compendium of stories is best understood as history, 
epic, or advice, the rubrification of its episodes under the reigns of 
its various kings suggests that contemporary readers understood the 
text as having some link to the “real” past, and in this way, the mod-
ern labels converge to an extent. 107  The preface to the prose  Shāhnāma  
commissioned by Abu Manṣur describes these commitments in no 
uncertain terms: 

 They called (the book)  Shāh-nāma , – so that men of knowledge may look 
into it and fi nd in it all about the wisdom ( farhang ) of the kings, noblemen 
and sages, the royal arrangements ( kār-u-sāz ), nature and behaviour, good 
institutions ( āyīn ), justice and judicial norms ( dād-u-dāvarī ), decisions 
and administration, the military organisation ( sipāh ārāstan ) (in) battles, 
storming of cities, punitive expeditions ( kīn khwāstan ) and night attacks, 
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as well as about marriages ( khwāstarī ) and respecting honour ( āzarm ) … 
everybody has some utility to derive from the book ( dārand tā az-ū fāʾida 
gīrand ). 108  

 It is in the  Shāhnama , however, that we can begin to observe the begin-
nings of a major shift taking place. The long-standing prestige of the 
 Book of Lords  ensured that it had already been translated into both Ara-
bic and New Persian prose, as well as at least two tenth-century ver-
sifications by Masʿudi Marvazi and Daqiqi. After the latter poet died 
in 976, Abu al-Qāsem Ferdowsi, a member of the landed gentry of Tus 
(near modern-day Mashhad), took up the baton and completed his 
work in 1010, resulting in a  tour de force  of some forty thousand lines 
that is widely considered one of the finest works of New Persian litera-
ture, and certainly one of its foundational texts. Though it was not the 
first composition of its kind, Ferdowsi’s  Shāhnāma  marks a significant 
turning point, not only in terms of era – marking the transition from the 
fourth/tenth to the fifth/eleventh centuries, and from the Samanid to 
the Ghaznavid dynasties – but in the fortunes of the love-story in Per-
sian. The structure of the text, in which every chapter details the reign 
of a particular king, shows how closely the heroic biography aligned 
with historiography: yet within the framework of a grand chronicle, Fer-
dowsi was able to fold a great deal of material into his text that had long 
been confined to informal and oral settings, and might not otherwise 
have been deemed fit for independent versification: legends, folklore, 
and, of course, tales of love. 109  

 This brings us to the first of two legitimating strategies that helped 
usher the New Persian romance into being, one that has an interesting 
analogue in western Europe. As Dennis Green has argued, the works of 
Virgil and Geoffrey of Monmouth (despite their many differences) both 
offer an account of the historical past to which its intended audience 
would have felt an immediate connection: the founding of Rome for one, 
the fortunes of the kings of Britain for the other. Within this temporal 
space, gaps begin to open up – intermissions, so to speak, between one 
event in the chronicle and the next – and it is in these narrative pauses 
that romance begins to appear. A famous example in the European con-
text are the romances of Chrétien de Troyes, which take place at the time 
when Arthur has reached the apex of his power; one manuscript even 
embeds these tales in their appropriate place inside Wace’s  Brut , a verse 
rendition of Geoffrey’s  Historia . 110  Similarly, the love-story of Bizhan and 
Manizha takes place in the pause between the moment the king Kay 
Khosrow has defeated his adversaries and his dramatic abdication of 
the throne. In these “ecstatic” moments, standing outside ( ekstasis ) the 
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historical account, the space emerges for stand-alone episodes of love, 
adventure, and derring-do that do nothing to advance the chronicle, 
but rather flesh out the heroic biographies with more (openly fanciful) 
material so as to enrich their value as  exempla  for the audience. 111  

 This is not, however, a matter of covertly smuggling the love-story 
into elite discourse – for such cases exist in Arabic too, such as we see in 
the histories of al-Masʿūdī and al-Thaʿālibī – but of proudly declaring 
its value even as it stands outside the flow of time, independent of its 
historical framework. 112  This takes us to our second legitimating strat-
egy: the coexistence of literal and figurative truths, brought together 
by a knowingly complex use of language. Here, too, Ferdowsi serves as 
our oracle of times to come. Anticipating Gorgāni, he instructs his read-
ers on how they are to approach and understand the manifold stories 
contained within his work: 

 ٮه ٮکسان روسں زماٮه مدانٮو اٮں را دروغ و ڡساٮه مدان 
 دکر ٮر ره رمر معٮى ٮردازو هرحه اٮدرحورد ٮا حرد 

 Don’t suppose this to be lies and fairy tales! Don’t consider time’s passage 
in a single way! Everything in it accords with wisdom, or else procures 
meaning ( maʿni ) by way of symbol.   (1:12/113–14) 

 There are two significant injunctions here. First, Ferdowsi’s readers are 
not to consider his stories as falsehood ( dorugh ), nor as fables ( fasāna ) – 
that is, not to put them in the same categories as al-Nadīm’s  khurāfāt  
and  asmār . Though they are already anchored within the past by means 
of their historical frame, they also carry within themselves, or rather 
within their telling, matters of substance and value. The second injunc-
tion in this passage is even more striking, for it suggests that time itself 
can happen, and be interpreted, in more than one way. As I speculated 
above, a distinguishing chronotope of the love-story, alongside other 
“fairy tales,” is its internal sufficiency, its relative timelessness. What 
Ferdowsi might be suggesting, then, is that the historical past is not nec-
essarily the only kind of time that makes things meaningful, and that 
other kinds of temporalities must be understood on their own terms. If 
the fables do not show an obvious connection with reason or wisdom, 
they can nevertheless produce mental content ( maʿni ) for its audience 
“by way of symbol.” With this statement, Ferdowsi announces his 
crossing of the threshold into the figurative and multi-temporal world 
of poetry. Symbols demand a hermeneutic process far more involved 
than the straightforward  do s and  don’t s of royal testament and books 
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of protocol; they require the attentive and active engagement of the 
reader, a willingness to ponder and interpret the words on the page 
and glean their inner meaning. We arrive, in this way, at something 
akin to Geraldine Heng’s understanding of romance “as a mode of nar-
ration in which history and fantasy jostle together and collide, vanish-
ing each into the other, without apology or explanation, at precisely 
the junctures where both can be mined to best advantage.” 113  Through 
their art, poets could recover narratives that, having “no history in 
themselves” (as Althusser puts it), had previously been downplayed 
or ignored in other genres of writing, and distil them “into a set of 
ideological propositions that … allow the tale to circulate throughout 
the empire in its entirety as a parable, ubiquitously valid irrespective 
of time, ethnicity, or place.” 114  It was this step, I believe, that helped 
produce the efflorescence of romance in New Persian at the dawn of 
the eleventh century. 

 A veritable epitome of this process plays out in Ferdowsi’s introduc-
tion to the story of Bizhan and Manizha, one of the most prominent 
romances within the  Shāhnāma ’s pages. Like  Vis & Rāmin , the tale of 
Bizhan likely has roots in the Parthian period, and indeed many schol-
ars perceive a close relationship between the two legends. 115  It is also 
notable that the hero Bizhan appears in other chronicles that draw 
from the  Book of Lords , such as those of al-Ṭabarī (d. 923) and Thaʿālibī 
(d. 1038), but only as a minor lord and exclusively in the contexts of 
politics and war ( razm ). 116  Only in Ferdowsi’s account do we see these 
episodes paired with scenes of courtly gatherings ( bazm ) and amorous 
encounters ( ḥosn-o ʿeshq ), leading some scholars to speculate that the 
love of Bizhan and Manizha was not part of the  Khudāy-nāma  tradition, 
but rather “an isolated short romance” that Ferdowsi versified inde-
pendently before eventually working it into his (much) larger poem. 117  
The tale opens to a dramatic scene, a night so dark and ominous not 
even the stars dare appear; unable to sleep, the poet summons a “kind 
one” ( mehrbān ) who lived in his house and asks “her” (the gender is 
indeterminate, but there are conventional reasons to imagine a “she”) 
to keep him company. 118  

 سب ٮٮره حواٮت ٮٮاٮد همىمرا کڡت سمعت حه ٮاٮد همى 
داسٮان  ٮکى  ٮا  مى   ز دڡٮرت ٮرحواٮم از ٮاسٮانٮٮٮمای 
 همه از در مرد ڡرهٮک و سٮکٮر از حاره و مهر و ٮٮرٮک و حٮک 
 مرا امسب اٮں داسٮان ٮازکویٮدان سروٮں کڡٮم ای ماهروی 
ٮهلویمرا کڡت کر حون ز مں ٮسٮوی  دڡٮر  از  آری  سعر  ٮه   
 کٮون ٮسٮو ای ٮار ٮٮکٮسٮاسهمت کوٮم و هم ٮذٮرم سٮاس 
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 She said to me, “Why do you always need your candle? Does sleep never 
come to you on a dark night? Serve the wine, and I’ll read for you from the 
book a tale of yore, full of stratagem, love, tricks, and combat – all befi t-
ting a man of culture and consequence.” I said to that cypress, “My moon, 
recite for me this tale tonight!” She replied, “If, while you listen, you bring 
what is in this  pahlavi  book into verse, I’ll read for you and accept your 
thanks. Now listen, my discerning friend.”   (3:305/18–23) 

 This passage brings together many of the tell-tale elements of amorous 
romance as we have tracked them in the Perso-Arabic milieu, and figu-
ratively demonstrates the process by which it enters a new social regis-
ter of learned and elite discourse. Ferdowsi emphasizes the “ancient” 
( bāstān ) provenance of this tale, an association reinforced by its  pahlavi  
character and/or language, while his description of its contents – love, 
war, and adventure – presage the same situations as described in the 
 Ṭirāz al-akhbār . The setting of its performance confirms its status as an 
“evening tale” ( samar ) read aloud from a book, the sort of thing peo-
ple would tell each other as they waited for sleep to take them. 119  The 
additional possibility that the narrator of this story is a woman, like 
Scheherazade of the  1001 Nights , would fit the gendered association 
of these tales with the harem and the nursery. 120  It is this companion, 
furthermore, who plants the hint that there may be something more to 
this tale than what such associations would typically suggest: under the 
right conditions, it becomes worthy of a cultured gentleman’s consider-
ation. For this to happen, not only verse is needed, but a good versifier: 
a  niki-shenās , which I render as “discerning,” but more broadly connotes 
a person who can recognize the  goodness  and  value  in a thing, perhaps 
where others may not. 

 Why Read Romance? 

 Ferdowsi’s Shāhnāma  broke important ground by incorporating a huge 
variety of genres, the love-story among them, within the overarching 
framework of a historical chronicle, while urging its readers to seek 
deeper meaning in the poetic language of their telling. This was but 
the harbinger, however, of the literary movement to follow. Within a 
decade after Ferdowsi’s death in 1020, a cluster of texts emerged in the 
court of Maḥmud of Ghazna that can be said to mark the advent of 
the New Persian romance, utilizing a similar set of self-justifying strat-
egies. ʿOnṣori, one of the pre-eminent poets of the Ghaznavid court, 
versified three amorous stories from Greco-Bactrian lore; his contempo-
rary, Aʿyyuqi, did the same with a well-known Arabian legend. 121  Then, 
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about twenty-five years later, under the aegis of the newly established 
Seljuk sultanate, Gorgāni composed  Vis & Rāmin  from his  pahlavi  book. 
The diversity of these sources speaks eloquently of the interconnected-
ness of the narrative traditions we find in this region, despite and across 
linguistic and political boundaries. As a group, though, they point to 
some notable trends. For one, these choices of source material reflect 
an invigorated attention to the ancient or pagan past (even the Ara-
bian tale is set in the final days of the  Jāhiliyya , the “age of ignorance” 
before Islam), showing a significant connection between “antiquarian 
interests” and romance that Agapitos has identified across the Persian, 
Byzantine, and Frankish cultural zones. 122  Equally important, all three 
poets took the novel step of shedding the historical scaffolding that had 
propped up the love stories found in the  Shāhnāma  and other accounts, 
such that they were no longer presented as episodes of a larger story 
but stand-alone narratives in their own right, producing a shift from the 
heroic-biographical framework of the chronicle to the amorous frame-
work that sets the love between two people as its generic dominant. 123  
Thus, for the first time, we see the production of long-form narratives 
that no longer leverage the historical past – that is, the communal Self – 
to justify their relevance for their elite patrons, but offer instead diverse 
and novel ways of romantically connecting their audience to Others 
across great distances of time, culture, and geography. 

 At this point, I would like to zoom in to look more closely at the spe-
cific language and self-presentation of these pioneering works, beginning 
with our best representative of the Hellenistic elements in this movement, 
Abu al-Qāsem ʿOnṣori (d. after 1031). As the poet laureate at the court 
of Maḥmud of Ghazna (r. 998–1030), ʿOnṣori is best remembered for 
his panegyric qasidas; however, as mentioned above, he also versified 
three long-form narratives that appear grounded in the heritage of the 
“Hellenistic Middle East,” as Nikolaus Overtoom puts it. 124  Regrettably 
little of his  Shādbahr & Aʿyn al-Ḥayāt  ( Happy-Fortune & Spring-of-Life ) and 
 Kheng-bot & Sorkh-bot  ( White Idol & Red Idol ) remain; 125  but his  Vāmeq & 
Aʿzrā  ( The Lover and the Virgin ), as Hägg and Utas have shown, is a close 
adaptation of the story of  Metiochos & Parthenopē , a romance of some 
popularity that dates back to the first century ce. 126  Though we possess 
only fragments of the poem now,  Vāmeq & Aʿzrā  clearly shows that the 
main features of the Greek novel were present as a romance prototype 
in the eleventh century and, in all probability, the preceding centuries as 
well. 127  Many of the common topoi of that genre occur in this text, includ-
ing a love-at-first-sight scene in front of a goddess’s temple, symposia on 
the nature of love, soliloquies on separation, blame, and self-remonstra-
tion, friends and guardians who act as the lovers’ go-betweens, musical 
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interludes, and so on. We can also surmise from a later prose summary 
of the story, embedded in the  Dārāb-nāma  – another narrative with strong 
resemblances to the Greek novel tradition – that a rival lover captures 
and enslaves Aʿzrā (despite her fierce resistance), precipitating a series 
of adventures in which she performs the role of “chaste virgin” that her 
name declares. 128  

 While ʿOnṣori’s versification project, in and of itself, demonstrates an 
important connection between Greek and Persian love stories, it would be 
especially interesting to know why he embarked on this project to begin 
with. After all, there is no apparent reason to do so: the obviously pagan 
environment of the text, combined with the long-standing scepticism 
about the suitability of love tales for serious study, would make its accep-
tance as a work of any value or relevance an uphill battle from the get-go. 
We do know from al-Nadīm that  a  book by the name of  Vāmeq & Aʿzrā  – 
though the title is too generic to be of much use – was in the possession 
of the court librarian, Sahl b. Hārūn (d. 860); but in that regard it is only 
one of the dozens of other like volumes that were written, collected, and 
eventually lost. 129  The anthologist Dowlatshāh Samarqandi, writing in the 
late fifteenth century, offers a further insight, if not for its historicity than 
for the point it illustrates. He relates that a book called  Vāmeq & ʿ Azrā  was 
brought before the Abbasid governor of Khorasan, Aʿbd Allāh b. Ṭāhir 
(d. 844). The bearer of the gift promised that it was a sweet and wonder-
ful tale, but when the governor learned that it had been compiled by the 
“sages of King Anushirvān,” he replied, “We read nothing but the Qur’an 
and the prophetic traditions,” and ordered the book thrown in the river, 
and all other books by Zoroastrians and the ancient Iranians burned. 130  

 Set against this context, ʿOnṣori’s handling of the foreign and non-
Islamic elements of his source is quite remarkable. Situated on the island 
of Shāmis (Samos), populated by characters like Foluqrāṭ (Polykrates), 
Ifoqus (Ibykos), and Heghsefuli (Hegesipyle), the Greek environment 
of the tale is palpable and pervasive; even some proper names are direct 
translations of the Greek:  Metiochos  >  Vāmeq  (“Lover”),  Parthenopē  > 
 ʿAzrāʾ  (“Virgin”),  Erōs  >  Dusti  (the god of love), and so on. Yet rather 
than minimize these elements as a domesticating strategy, ʿ Onṣori instead 
draws analogous relations between them and his own milieu. For exam-
ple, when the lovers first encounter each other at the temple, the narrator 
pauses the story to inform the reader, “Whenever you hear this ‘ haykal ’ 
[lit., ‘figure’], know that it is the Pahlavi name for ‘idol-house’” ( chonān 
dān ke in haykal az pahlavi • bovad nām-e bot-khāna tā beshnavi , 90/77); the 
latter term is a common trope in Persian love poetry, particularly in the 
setting of eastern Khorasan (modern-day Afghanistan) with its rich Bud-
dhist heritage. 131  Later on, ʿOnṣori proposes a kind of cultural mapping 
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between pagan and Islamic theology; when the minstrel begins singing 
the secret ( nohoft ) songs of Dionysos, the narrator aligns the latter with 
the figure of Hārūt (see Qur’an 2:102), one of two angels who taught 
magic to humankind: “Understand Diyānūs as the name of Hārūt – in 
Greek, [call] him Diyānūs” ( diyānush rā nām-e hārut dān • be yunāni u rā 
diyānus [khwān] , 106/189). 132  By forging such relations between the dis-
tant (foreign) past and the modern (Islamic) present, ʿOnṣori lays the 
groundwork for making the contents of this love-story productive and 
beneficial for his audience, despite its cultural difference. This didactic 
element could explain the function of some of the extended passages in 
the extant testimonia, such as the discourse on the invention of the lyre 
(106/198–235) and the symposium on love (100/151–78), in which Aʿzrā 
asserts the connection between love, youth, and similitude, motifs that 
echo contemporary philosophical writing on the topic (and directly per-
tain to the next two chapters of this book): 

 کرو مر دل ٮٮر را ٮٮـ[ر ٮٮست]ازان ٮٮکر دوسٮى ٮٮر ٮٮست 
کٮد  ٮرٮا  مرد  او  رای   ز کوهر هٮر مهر [ٮٮدا کٮد]همه 
ٮحهر]حه ٮرٮا ٮٮرٮا رسد دل ٮمهر  کردد  آمده [ٮازه  ٮٮار   
 کى همت ٮـ[ـهمٮا ٮر آٮد همى]کو همٮا ٮود در حور آٮد همى 
 دل مرد ٮرٮا ٮود مـ[ـهر حوی]ز ٮٮران ٮٮاٮد حٮٮں کڡت کوی 
 مکر دوسٮى کان ٮمـ[ـاٮد حوان]همه حٮر ٮٮری ٮذٮرد ٮدان 

 The shape of Love [= Eros] is not old, for his arrows [are not intended] 
for the old heart. The young man follows all of Love’s counsels; virtue, by 
its nature, [fi nds] love. Because the youth meets a youth with love in his 
heart, the one who’s reached the beloved [blooms in the face]. Whoever 
has a match, it is always fi tting that like and [like should come together]. 133  
Such words must not be said about the old; it is the young man’s heart that 
[seeks love]. Know that everything grows old, save for Love, who remains 
[young]!   (102/172–7) 

 Although we unfortunately lack the introduction to  Vāmeq & Aʿzrā , 
scenes like the one above suggest that ʿOnṣori was interested in explor-
ing how narratives set in a context quite different from his own could 
still be harnessed for useful ends – an enterprise that recalls the mul-
tiple understandings of the past that Ferdowsi had invited his readers 
to adopt. Much as modern fantasy and science fiction do today, ʿOnṣori 
seems to use the exotic setting of his story to fashion a parallel uni-
verse through which readers can gain practical wisdom, contemplate 
the nature of love, and possibly obtain other kinds of knowledge as well. 
The novelty of ʿ Onṣori’s approach can be best appreciated by comparing 
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it to that of his colleague al-Bīrūnī, who claims to have translated all 
three of ʿOnṣori’s romances into Arabic prose, calling them, like the 
other stories about old kings and nightly tales that he associates with 
the Persian heritage, “silly and frivolous things to aid the digestion” 
( mā yujrī majrā al-aḥmāḍ min al-hazl wa-l-sakhaf ). 134  In turning the story 
into New Persian verse, on the other hand, ʿOnṣori seems to have held 
that poetry can expand the accepted perimeters of what constitutes use-
ful knowledge, and transform the phantasy of romance into something 
historically relevant. 

 This proposition gains much clearer explication in  Varqa & Golshāh  
by ʿOnṣori’s contemporary, Aʿyyuqi, who had chosen as his source 
the Arabian tale of ʿUrwa b. Ḥizām and his beloved Aʿfrā. 135  Like Fer-
dowsi before him, Aʿyyuqi includes a paean to  sakhon  (“discourse”) in 
the opening of his work, a term that, as mentioned above, has some 
grounds for being equated with  logos  – “the pregnant, elevated, elabo-
rated word” – a register of speech that lays claim to higher levels of 
meaning. 136  This is what he has to say on the matter: 

آراسٮهسحں ٮهٮر از ٮعمت و حواسٮه  کٮح  از  ٮهٮر  سحں 
ٮسسحں مر سحں کوی را ماٮه ٮس  ٮٮراٮه  مرد  ٮں  ٮر  سحں 
کں  کوش  و  ٮسٮو  سحں  داٮا  کى ٮامذ دکر ز آسمان حر سحںز 
کسذ  ٮکردون  سر  را  مرد  کسذسحں  هامون  سوی  را  کوه  سحں 
ٮهستسحں ٮر ٮو ٮٮکو کٮذ کار زست  ٮسون  ٮماٮذ  ره  سحں 
سمر  اٮں  سحں  ٮسٮرٮں  که کس ٮٮست کڡٮه ازٮں ٮٮسٮرٮکڡٮم 
ٮمامحٮٮں ڡصه ٮ.ى را کس از حاص و عام  اٮسى  و  وزن  ٮذٮں  ٮکوٮذ 
سودسحں ٮى سک از ٮظم رٮکٮں سوذ  ٮاٮٮں  مساطه  از  عروس 
 حمال از حرد حواست حواهم همىسحں را ٮٮاراست حواهم همى 
عحب  سرکذسٮى  آورم  عربٮٮظم  کٮب  و  ٮازی  احٮار  ز 

   Discourse is better than blessing, wealth, or treasure adorned; discourse is 
substance enough for the poet, and sufficient ornament for a man. Hearken 
to the sage’s words and attend, for nothing but discourse comes from the 
heavens. Discourse turns mortal faces to the heavens, and pulls the peaks 
down to the plain. Discourse will turn your vile acts to mercies and show 
the path to paradise. I’ve told this evening tale ( samar ) in a sweet discourse 
that none before have uttered; none among the great and small have told the 
story in such faultless metre and composition … Discourse, without doubt, 
gains colour when ordered; a bride becomes proper once arrayed by her 
attendant. So shall I ever array my discourse, seeking beauty from wis-
dom. I bring a tale into verse, an amazing event from the books ( kotb ) and 
chronicles ( akhbār ) of the Arabs!   (4/9–15, 5/3–5) 137
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 It is hard to miss the bold tenor of the poet’s tone; despite having 
selected a story that al-Nadīm lists among the “fables” and “evening 
tales” concerning the affairs of lovers, Aʿyyuqi is confident that he can 
transform it into a work of high literature, drawing our attention not to 
the content of his material but to its language and the form in which it 
arranged. 138  There is an aesthetic pleasure behind Aʿyyuqi’s description 
of  Varqa & Golshāh  as an “astonishing” ( ʿajab ) tale: the ability to produce 
wonder ( taʿjib ,  taʿajjob ) is one of the tell-tale signs that discourse has 
had its intended effect. 139  In other words, the fable cannot be simply 
distilled into didactic elements to be viable; it is poetry itself that trans-
forms it into a work that will both serve and delight its audience. Not 
everyone can pull it off – indeed, Aʿyyuqi claims that none before him 
have ever done so – it requires one who is knowledgeable and skilled in 
the arts of the word. 

 Alongside the essential elements of rhyme and metre, Aʿyyuqi uti-
lizes two narrative techniques to better impress his audience with the 
significance of his work: generic interplay and the manipulation of time. 
It is important to note that the tale had already been “romancified” 
by the time Aʿyyuqi got to it: like the more famous story of Laylā and 
Majnūn, the loves of ʿUrwa and Aʿfrā originally coalesced out of the 
assemblage of reports ( akhbār ) about the life of ʿUrwa and the ghazal 
poetry attributed to him, with versions appearing in the works of Ibn 
Qutayba (d. 889), al-Masʿūdī (d. ca. 956), and Abu al-Faraj al-Iṣbahānī 
(d. 972). 140  With each successive iteration, the tale became more elabo-
rate and picked up the structure and motifs characteristic of the Greek 
novel, such that in Abu al-Faraj’s account it begins with two perfectly 
matched cousins who grow up in proximity and discover their mutual 
love as they enter adolescence, followed by separation, false graves, 
tokens, disguises, go-betweens, and other common staples. Aʿyyuqi 
adds an epic twist to these elements by interspersing them with scenes 
of abduction, combat, and heroism. By combining the topoi of the feast 
( bazm ) and the battlefield ( razm ) with lyric performances ( sheʿr goftan ), 
he thus reworks the story into a highly dramatic and generically sophis-
ticated work of art. 

 As important as these aesthetic innovations, however, is the story’s 
surprise second ending, which takes us back to the matter of time. In 
the Arabic versions, the lovers eventually die of broken hearts and are 
buried together, while all who knew them mourn the passing of two 
innocents, too pure for this world; this is the typical ending of  ʿudhrī  love 
stories. In  Varqa & Golshāh , however, the Prophet Muḥammad suddenly 
appears on the scene, offering to revive the lovers on the condition that 
the Jews of the city convert to Islam. To this everyone readily agrees, 
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and the story concludes with the usual marriage and happily-ever-after. 
This new ending tells us a lot about the generic expectations of ʿ Ayyuqi’s 
audience and the literature fostered under Ghaznavid patronage; it 
seems that the tragic ending of the original tale did not sit well with 
this audience, who may have anticipated something a little more in line 
with the conventions we find in the Greek novels. 141  The added motifs 
of redemption and mass conversion also invest the story with a salvific 
character, which is not altogether surprising; Maḥmud of Ghazna, after 
all, actively cultivated a reputation as a  ghāzī  – a warrior in the service 
of Islam – in his propaganda. 142  Such would be the value, then, of a tale 
of love (and war) that takes place at a crucial moment in sacred his-
tory and transforms itself at the last second into a story of the victory of 
Islam over unbelievers. 143  In both ʿ Onṣori’s and ʿ Ayyuqi’s work, then, we 
see the common goal of refashioning legendary material into a narrative 
medium that speaks to contemporary interests, demonstrating that truth 
and timeliness can be found in even the most fanciful of tales. An appre-
ciation for different modalities of time, an openness to cultural difference 
as a site where learning can happen, and a careful attention to language 
are some of the key and underlying features of this enterprise. 

 Like Kingly Pearls 

 In this chapter, I have attempted to unpack the details of a process that 
Bo Utas summarizes in a single sentence: “On the whole, stories of vari-
ous types ( dāstān ,  qiṣṣa ,  ḥikāyat ,  afsāna ) were held in low regard, unless 
they were adapted and integrated into literary works of high stand-
ing.” 144  The roads to this outcome were many. One was to assert, in vari-
ous ways, the historicity of the tale, as history was already accepted as 
a serious field of writing; another was to explicitly cast a manifest fic-
tion (talking animals, for example) as a didactic tool, as Macrobius and 
al-Tawḥīdī recommend. So much for  historia  and  fabula , to go back to the 
classical distinction. But the third and most challenging prospect was to 
deal with the verisimilar narratives of  argumentum : the frivolous tales 
and pseudo-histories, the fables and legends of people who may have 
never existed and whose lives were of uncertain import for present com-
munities. When setting Gorgāni’s versification of  Vis & Rāmin  within 
this context, we can now understand it not as an isolated incident, but 
part of a broader literary movement that invited a new engagement 
with the fantastic and the foreign and that sought to incorporate those 
elements into the domain of intellectual inquiry – a new method of 
doing philosophy, so to speak. In this way, the rise of the New Persian 
love-story and its entry into the field of prestigious literature fits into 
the broader phenomenon of medieval romance as “a kind of thinking,” 
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as articulated by Little and McDonald: “a thinking, moreover, about 
things that other genres cannot or will not think about, as well as a think-
ing about genre itself.” 145  Like the European romancers a century later, 
these Persian poets present their work as an unprecedented in(ter)ven-
tion in their communal past and present, an astonishing alchemy of the 
word that transforms the meaningless into the meaningful. “Through-
out all I have said in verse, I have pierced pearls of meaning,” writes the 
author of the  Homāy-nāma , another romance tentatively dated to the 
middle of the eleventh century, “Who else has told such a story? Read 
it from end to end; study it.” 146  Gorgāni describes the transformation 
he has wrought and the knowledge that can be gained from his  Vis & 
Rāmin  in very similar terms: 

کراڡىسحں را حون ٮود وزن و ڡواڡى  ٮٮمودن  زاٮکه  ٮکوٮر 
 ٮه کار آٮدت روزی حون ٮحاٮىٮحاصه حون درو ٮاٮى معاٮى 
ٮسٮار  الڡاظ  از  ٮاٮد  حو اٮدر زر ٮساٮده در سهوارمعاٮى 
ڡروزان حون سٮاره زان مٮاٮهٮهاده حای حای اٮدر ڡساٮه 
 ٮدان ٮا زان ٮسى معٮى ٮداٮٮدمهان و زٮرکان آن را ٮحواٮٮد 
ڡساٮههمٮدون مردم عام و مٮاٮه  ٮهر  از  حواٮٮد  ڡرو 

 Discourse is fi ner with metre and rhyme than in haphazard array [prose], 
especially as you discover meanings ( maʿāni ) therein that will one day 
benefi t you when you read it … Ideas ( maʿāni ) shine brilliantly from the 
words like kingly pearls set amid gold, placed here and there in the fable, 
blazing from within like stars. 147  The great and the wise read it to grasp 
many concepts ( maʿāni ), while the common and middling folk recite it for 
the sake of the fable.   (28/41–2, 44–7) 148  

 It is in Gorgāni’s injunction that we be on the lookout for  maʿāni  – even 
in a story culled “from the evening tales ( samar-hā ) of events ( khabar-hā ) 
told by raconteurs” (31/1) – that I want to both situate  Vis & Rāmin  
within the broad history of romance and frame my engagement with 
its many “fables” of love. Though it had never gone out of fashion, the 
mythos of a young couple who fell in love, were separated, and, after 
many adventures, came back together (or perished in their grief) was 
now being  re- fashioned in radical ways: conveyed in a new language, 
deployed in new contexts, and directed towards new purposes. Remem-
bering that, only a century earlier, Ḥamza al-Iṣfahānī had described 
 V&R  as a “fable” ( uḥdūtha ) – a word that, according to some medieval 
lexicographers, “peculiarly signifies  that [kind of story] in which there 
is no profit nor any truth ; such as amatory stories …  a laughable and an 
absurd story ” – Gorgāni’s project, and the New Persian romance more 
broadly, was made possible by a profound appreciation for the ability 
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of well-crafted poetry, what Davis compares to the “jewelled style” of 
Greek and Roman rhetoric, to invest narrative with multiple layers of 
meaning. 149  In declaring its “doubled” nature, entertaining on the sur-
face but inwardly instructive for a select readership, Gorgāni sets up his 
 V&R  to follow a similar path to success that had been taken by  Kalīla & 
Dimna  centuries before. 

 Following the work of Gorgāni, and the literary movement in which 
he participated, brings the mythos of the love-story to a crossroads in 
the history of Persian literature, pointing to a huge diversity of input 
sources and a wide horizon of possible outcomes. One way of explor-
ing this crossroads would be to do a deep dive into the intersection of 
Greek, Arabic, and Iranian elements in the creation of the New Persian 
romance, with a chapter dedicated to the works of ʿOnṣori, Aʿyyuqi, 
and Gorgāni respectively. However, I have chosen to instead focus on 
 Vis & Rāmin  for the following reasons. First, there is too much to say 
about all three poets to cram into a single book; I would prefer to give 
the works of ʿOnṣori and Aʿyyuqi their due attention in separate proj-
ects. But secondly, Gorgāni’s distinctive approach to making the love-
story of Vis and Rāmin meaningful for his audience employs discursive 
techniques that are unprecedented for his time, introducing novel prob-
lems and complications to the genre that I do not see in its regional 
antecedents. As discussed in the prologue,  V&R  is distinguished by its 
vividly drawn characters, rich in their inner lives and embodying com-
plex and conflicting models of being in the world. By focusing on this 
aspect of the poem, we can expand the scope of our consideration from 
a heterogeneity of sources to a heteroglossia of discourse; the latter, I 
believe, is ultimately the feature that gives  V&R  its historical impor-
tance, demonstrating at an early stage one of the key tools of “think-
ing romance” that made it such a successful genre, not only in Persian, 
but across the medieval Helleno-Abrahamic complex. For in contrast 
to Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ’s repeated insistence on the allegorical nature of 
his fables, Ferdowsi’s idea of wisdom by means of symbol, ʿOnṣori’s 
antiquarianism, or Aʿyyuqi’s sacred history, Gorgāni’s multivalent lan-
guage exploits and amplifies the very “craftiness” that made Abbasid 
critics distrustful of the love-story – the verisimilitude that could “trick” 
the reader into believing its fantasy – in conveying its mental content. 
As the film-maker Abbas Kiarostami famously said, “We can never get 
close to the truth except through lying”; as we enter the unstable world 
of  Vis & Rāmin , a landscape of fractured identities, mistaken personae, 
false starts, and ethical paradox, we might adopt this as our adage as 
we follow the twisting paths trod by its three protagonists: Vis, Mobad, 
and Rāmin. 150   



 From the roof of her palace, with her Nurse standing by, a young 
woman named Vis silently watches as two noble houses engage in a 
game of polo. On one side of the field rides her brother, Viru, crown 
prince of the western land of Media; on the other, King Mobad and his 
younger brother Rāmin, sovereigns of Khorasan in the east. It is not 
the game itself that has so captured Vis’s attention, however, but the 
champions at the head of the two teams, for her life is closely bound 
up with theirs. Viru is her former husband, Mobad her current one, 
and Rāmin her lover: a strange state of affairs brought about by an 
equally strange series of events. Vis had been betrothed to Mobad long 
before she was born, but when she came of age, she was married to Viru 
instead and rejected Mobad’s claims when he tried to assert them. Frus-
trated, Mobad finally turned to war and stratagem to abduct Vis from 
her home in Hamadan and steal her away from Viru – only for Rāmin, 
in turn, to steal her away from him, inside his own residence in Marv 
to boot. The fallout of this affair, when the secret broke loose, was so 
bad that it drove the two houses to the brink of war for a second time, 
and though their rivalry is by no means resolved, the three lords have 
agreed to channel it, for the moment at least, into a less deadly contest 
on the polo grounds. 

 With the memory of these events fresh in her mind, Vis contemplates 
her brother and Rāmin as they ride up and down the field, “preferring 
them over so many men”; then suddenly, the colour drains from her face, 
her brow furrows, and her body begins to tremble (173/106–8 [137]). 
The Nurse, looking on, is nonplussed at this sudden loss of composure. 
“Why do you struggle so against yourself?” (174/111), she demands, 
proceeding to remind her charge of the many blessings she enjoys: Is 
not Vis queen of the East and the West, the most fortunate woman of 
Iran and Turan? Is not her husband the King of Kings, with two princes, 
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Viru and Rāmin, at her beck and call? How could she lament her fate, 
which has allotted her such a paradise on earth? Aghast at what these 
questions insinuate, Vis turns upon her Nurse with a furious rebuke; 
there is nothing joyful about her situation as far as she’s concerned. 
Despite his wealth and power, Mobad is old and repulsive, while Viru 
is as beautiful as the moon – and just as remote and out of reach. And 
then there’s Rāmin: a dashing fellow on the surface, but all lies and flat-
tery underneath, a libertine who does not seek virtue in love ( najuyad 
rāsti dar mehrbāni , 175/139). The Nurse has congratulated Vis on her 
multiple suitors, but it is this very abundance that lies at the root of 
her misery. Too many claim to be her lover, but none are up to the task; 
regardless of her choice, Vis will be stuck with a man who will prolong 
her personal hell, rather than deliver her from it. 

ٮه کاه مهر ٮا صد ٮار ٮى ٮار مٮم ٮا ٮار در صد کار ٮى کار
مں از هر سه همى سوزم ٮر آذر همم ٮارست و هم سو هم ٮرادر

 With a lover, I am helpless in a hundred ways. At the time of love, I am 
loveless with a hundred lovers. I have a brother, lover, and husband; from 
all three, I ever burn in fire.   (175/141–2 [138]) 

 In this declaration, we can detect a familiar echo of the ethics of 
romantic love even as we know them today: quality over quantity, 
the superiority of a satisfying and enduring match over a train of 
unhappy affairs. The search for the one true love is a familiar trope 
in romance narratives, and when Vis wistfully remarks at the end of 
her plaint that if fortune had truly favoured her, her only lover would 
have been her first and lawful spouse Viru, we might expect her read-
ers to nod their heads in approval. Yet this sentiment, perfectly apro-
pos within the conventions of Vis’s self-narrative, sets up a striking 
tension between the ethical worlds of the text and its audience. Vis’s 
desire to reunite with her legitimate husband also implies a wish to 
commit incest with her brother, a twist that renders the normative 
solution as transgressive as the problem it seeks to resolve. The same 
taboo, in fact, hovers over Vis’s relationship with Rāmin as well, for 
having shared the same wet nurse, they too count as siblings, accord-
ing to Islamic law. Thus, the most and second-most preferable options 
for Vis become impermissible from the moral standpoint of Gorgāni’s 
audience, while Mobad, “not merely the most appropriate partner, but 
the only possible one, from a legalistic Muslim point of view,” is the 
only match that she and her literary ethos cannot countenance. 1  Thus 
we arrive again, now on the level of textual and social norms, at the 
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same dilemma: a proliferation of bad options at the expense of any-
thing good, a juncture at which every road leads to perdition. 

 This scene at the polo game provides a succinct illustration of the 
broad phenomena I am concerned with in this book: the dissolution 
of norms and expectations, the collapse of guiding principles, and the 
death of immanent resolution, experiences that alienate the story’s 
actors from the moral and generic givens of their theoretical worlds. 
As I argued in the previous chapter, these processes pop into relief as 
soon as we read  Vis & Rāmin  from the standpoint of genre, looking for 
patterns of mythos and ethos across multiple traditions of amorous nar-
rative, including the Greek novels and their Byzantine revival, ancient 
Iranian accounts of love and adventure, the “evening tales” ( asmār ) 
that boomed under the aegis of the Abbasid caliphate, and the chivalric 
romances of the Latinate west. What binds these literatures together is 
their participation in an ethos of love that, as a kind of shorthand, we 
can call  romantic : a way of thinking, talking, and performing love that 
still persists in phrases such as “falling in love,” “love at first sight,” 
“you complete me,” and so on. A fundamental premise of this ethos 
is that everyone has that special someone – the perfect match, the irre-
placeable complement – and it acts within the mythos of romance with 
the force of a “simple truth,” as Whitmarsh puts it, a force as persistent 
and inescapable as gravity. 2  It shapes the plot, conditions its characters, 
and, most importantly, establishes a certain range of actions as morally 
imperative, with especially strong ramifications for the codification of 
women’s comportment and the regulation of female sexuality. 

 Embedded as they are in the logic of the text, these practices are rarely 
spelled out in any systematic or prescriptive fashion, but are rather 
most likely to emerge when the pressure to violate them increases. Vis 
is in good company in this regard, for a host of romance heroines have 
performed what it means to love romantically under severe duress. At 
the prospect of a second marriage, Kallirhoe declares, “To know no 
other husband – that is dearer to me than parents or country or child” 
(49/2.10); a thousand years later, we hear the echo of these words when 
Rhodanthe tells Dosikles, “May I be kept pure and preserved either for 
you / or for the sword, but not for [the rival lover] Gobryas” (66/3.521–
2). 3  “A prayer towards two niches is not licit” ( ravā nabvad namāz-i dar do 
meḥrāb , 187/24.86), maintains Neẓāmi’s Shirin, while Fenice, the heroine 
of Chrétien’s  Cligès , promises her lover, “My heart is yours. My body 
is yours. No one will ever learn base behaviour from my example, for 
when my heart surrendered to you, it promised and gave you the body 
so that no one else would ever have part of it” (342/5234–9 [Staines 
151]). Tormented at the prospect of her integrity broken, of her heart 
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and body divided, Vis clearly shares in those values; but unlike her 
counterparts quoted above, she is denied any clear path towards imple-
menting them. Caught in an impasse where no lover is the “right” 
choice, she is doomed to “fail” the moral expectations of her story; and 
when she finally does commit to a path, it unleashes a torrent of recrimi-
nation and vitriol that will dog her not only for the remainder of the 
story, but in the collective memory of New Persian literature. 4  Vis her-
self is not immune from the sense of having failed her obligations in 
some way. Though she stridently defends herself in public, she freely 
acknowledges her shame, frustration, and disappointment in private 
moments such as this one. 

 There is, however, a silver lining in this cloud. Though a source of 
incredible angst, the problem of multiple lovers also affords Vis a pecu-
liar kind of freedom that is rarely available to the heroines of premodern 
romance. Caught in a situation in which there is no clear or pre-defined 
answer for what the right choice should be, Vis must choose which-
ever “bad” option makes the most sense within  her  world view, thereby 
acknowledging the emergent gap between her deliberative process – 
that is, her  theōria  or way of seeing things – and that of other characters 
and readers. (I should add that when I speak of “choice,” I mean this in 
terms of performance models, rather than, say, a psychological analysis: 
I am tracking Vis against the established personae of romantic narra-
tives and their typical trajectories.) By following her through this pro-
cess, the text takes us into uncharted narrative territory that opens up 
complex questions about subjectivity, agency, and ethics, particularly 
as they pertain to her position as the story’s female protagonist. As Vis 
struggles with her dilemmas, so too may we as readers, both then and 
now, find ourselves challenged to make sense of a romance that know-
ingly turns convention against itself, undercutting its internal logic and 
destabilizing its coherence. But in this critique and subsequent refash-
ioning of romantic love, we stand to discover both new horizons of pos-
sibility in the romance and new understandings of what it means to be 
in the world as a lover. 

 The Ethos of Romantic Love 

 To begin my discussion, I will situate the ethos of romantic love within a 
broader historical context, not to give a full account of the notion (as that 
falls far beyond this book’s purview) but to bring out a particular point 
that has significant implications for the first major act of the story: the 
tale of how Vis and Rāmin came to be together. 5  This point, in its most 
basic form, is the notion that erotic love ( erōs , later  ʿishq  in Arabic) is the 
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product of  the Self recognizing itself in beholding the Other . One of the more 
famous early articulations of this idea occurs in a discourse embedded 
within Plato’s  Symposium , when the playwright Aristophanes recounts 
the following myth. Long ago, he says, humans were not the shape they 
are now, but were completely round, with four arms, four legs, and two 
identical faces (189e). These spherical humans were so powerful that 
Zeus, to limit their might, split them into two halves. “This,” Aristo-
phanes concludes, “is the source of our desire to love each other”: 

 Love is born into every human being; it calls back the halves of our origi-
nal nature together; it tries to make one out of two and heal the wound 
of human nature … When a person meets the half that is his very own, 
whatever his orientation, whether it’s to young men or not, then some-
thing wonderful happens: the two are struck from their senses by love, by 
a sense of belonging to one another, and by desire, and they don’t want to 
be separated from one another, not even for a moment.   (191d, 192b) 6  

 This myth, although only one of many accounts of love offered in the 
 Symposium  (and possibly a satirical one at that), encapsulates some key 
elements that inform the driving ethos of many a love-story. Unlike 
other conceptions that depict love as a purely external force acting with 
impunity on its victims, Aristophanes balances that force with an equiv-
alent inclination that stems from within, an interior drive that forever 
longs for an ancient wholeness lost in primordial time. Thus ingrained 
in the very core of the human subject, love does not require any active 
awareness, effort, or cultivation; the only external stimulus required is 
the presence or recognition of its long-lost mate, and then its seeds will 
burst into flower. Kleinias puts it well in the Greek novel  Leukippe & 
Kleitophon  when he compares this love to spiritual pregnancy: “When 
a young man feels the first stirrings of love within him, he needs no 
instruction in how to bring it to birth” (103/1.10). 

 Such is the nature of the force that arises when beings of similar attri-
butes, kindred spirits, and like disposition are brought together and 
recognize themselves in each other. Plotinus (d. 270) refers to it as  sug-
geneia  (“same-kind-ness”) in the  Enneads , describing love as “the long-
ing for beauty itself which was there before in men’s souls, and their 
recognition of it and kinship with it and unreasoned awareness that it 
is something of their own” (III.5.1); the term was adopted into Arabic 
as  mujānasa  (from the same root word of  genos  >  jins ) or  mushākala  
(sharing the same form,  shakl ). 7  Thus, for example, the philosopher 
al-Kindī (d. 873) writes that “whoever falls in love, falls in love only 
with the person to whom he was originally attached and of whose stuff 
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( ṭīna ) and substance ( jawhar ) he is,” while the physician Muḥammad 
b. Aḥmad al-Tamīmī (d. 980) defines love as “the craving of every soul 
for its similar and kindred partner ( mushākilihā wa-mujānisihā ).” 8  In 
fact, though the  Symposium  was unknown by name in the Arabic tradi-
tion, the myth of Aristophanes resurfaces in multiple Arabic texts, from 
poetic anthologies (e.g.,  Kitāb al-zahra ), philosophical treatises (e.g., 
 Rasāʾil Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ ), to this excerpt from a courtly  majlis  (“sympo-
sium”) on love whose proceedings were related by al-Masʿūdī (d. ca. 
956): “If certain philosophers are to believed, God, in his wisdom and 
great goodness, gave every soul at its creation a rounded form like a 
sphere. Then he divided them in half and placed each half in a different 
body. When one of these bodies meets that which encloses the other 
half of its own soul, love is of necessity born between them owing to the 
fact that they were once one.” 9  Thus, as Joseph Norment Bell asserts, 
“by the late second/early ninth century at the latest, affinity or simi-
larity ( munāsaba ,  mushākala ,  mujānasa ,  tashākul , etc.), together with the 
corollary motif of the mingling of lovers’ souls, seems to have become 
the most widely agreed upon element in Muslim definitions of love.” 10  

 Affinity, of course, can be recognized along many different lines, such 
as character, disposition, or physical appearance; as Plato writes in the 
 Symposium , the best kind of love is found in the meeting of similar intel-
lects (typically between two men), an intercourse that produces chil-
dren of thought, rather than of flesh and bone ( Symp . 208e–209e). It is 
striking, then, that in his comments on affinity in the  Kitāb mufākhirat 
al-jawārī wa-l-ghilmān  ( Book in Praise of Slave-girls and Boys ), the Basran 
essayist Abu ʿUthmān al-Jāḥiẓ (d. 868) stresses that “proper” or “cor-
rect” love – unlike the kinds of affection that one feels for, say, their 
possessions, children, or homeland – can only appear across the line of 
gender: “If complementarity ( mushākala ) is added to affection ( ḥubb ) 
and to passion ( hawā ) – I mean the similitude of nature, that is the affec-
tion of men for women, and women for men, which is ingrained in the 
males and females of all animals – then it becomes proper love ( fa-ṣāra 
dhālik ʿishqan ṣaḥīḥan ).” 11  This insistence on a kind of congruency and 
similitude that runs across (and despite?) the lines of gender is one 
of the most distinctive generic signals of the romance in the historical 
contexts of the Greek novels, Arabic love stories, and Persian romances 
alike. It is one of the strongest arguments for reading this mythos, to 
which I now turn, as a long-standing and intercultural narrative prac-
tice across the literary traditions of the ancient and medieval Middle 
East. 12  

 The idea that love arose from the meeting of two perfectly matched 
souls provided the foundation for the ancient Greek novel, what R. Bracht 
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Branham calls “a new myth, that of  eros  in the cosmopolitan Greek world 
that surrounded the ancient Mediterranean”; the mythos, consequently, 
tends to commence at that decisive moment of encounter and recogni-
tion. 13  For instance, the  Ephesiaka  begins by introducing a young man 
and woman, Habrokomes and Anthia: children of the Ephesian upper 
crust, as beautiful as gods, and totally uninterested in matters of love. 
But then, on the day of the festival of Artemis, the two youths happen to 
lock eyes and fall into a lovesickness so powerful that they cannot recover 
until their parents agree to marry them (130/1.3–7).  Kallirhoe , another 
early novel, follows the same pattern, introducing first the titular hero-
ine, beautiful as Aphrodite, then Chaireas, handsome as Achilles, both of 
noble stock. Heading to the festival of Aphrodite, the two meet in a chance 
encounter: “At once they were both smitten with love … beauty had met 
nobility” (22/1.1). These literary habits and conventions persist into the 
love stories of the Islamic world; if we fast-forward to the tale of Qamar 
al-Zamān and Budūr in the  1001 Nights , we shall see the two protagonists – 
who, like Habrokomes and Anthia, had pooh-poohed any prospect of 
betrothal – fall desperately in love at first sight and desire nothing less 
than perpetual union. 14  The same fate will befall Vāmeq and Aʿzrā, two 
noble cousins who bump into each other at the temple of Hera: “The 
hearts of the two youths began to seethe; it was as if all sense had left 
their souls. / From one glance all upheaval will arise, the sharp fire of love 
will enter the mind” (92/89–90). Time and again, the love is instant, all 
consuming, and irreversible, and the archetype of attraction-in-likeness, 
so well illustrated in the myth of Aristophanes, plays out as the normative 
relationship to exist between the protagonists of the romance mythos. As 
Massimo Fusillo writes, 

 The narrative organization of the Greek novel seems almost to materialize 
this desire for symmetry, which is an internal reality to the subject: the 
two elements of the couple are represented as indistinguishable parts of 
a whole, insisting on their parallelism, which thus becomes the principle 
rhetorical fi gure upon which the entire story constructs itself. 15  

 Indeed, the concept of symmetry is so fundamental that we often find 
it extended to the level of physical appearance. We find both elements 
at work in Aʿyyuqi’s  Varqa & Golshāh  and Neẓāmi’s  Layli & Majnun : as 
in the Greek novels, the hero and heroine are born of noble families 
and exceedingly beautiful; in addition, they are paternal cousins, and 
grow up in the same household, with their mutual affection growing 
into erotic love as they come of age (a setup quite similar to that of the 
Greek novel  Daphnis & Chloe ). Aʿyyuqi reproduces this affinity on the 
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level of language: by replacing the lovers’ names with the ambiguous 
pronoun “one” (and taking advantage of the fact that Persian has no 
grammatical gender, including in its numbers and pronouns), he flat-
tens them into interchangeable ideal figures whose only match is their 
mirror image: 

دوسٮان دل  و  ٮکام  کرازان  حو دو سرو ٮوذٮد در ٮوسٮان
ٮکى سٮم ساعد ٮکى سرو ڡد ٮکى ماه عارض ٮکى لاله حد
کى اٮں اٮں عم ٮوذ و آن ٮٮت عم ٮٮکحای ٮوذٮد هر دو ٮهم
هم از کوذکٮسان ٮٮٮوست مهر ز رڡت ڡصا وز کذست سٮهر

 They were like two cypresses in the orchard, swaying to their beloved’s 
delight: one with moon-like face, one with tulip cheeks, one with silver 
arms, one of cypress height. They lived together in one place, for this was 
the uncle’s son, and that the uncle’s daughter. By the passage of divine 
decree and the turning of the sphere, love took hold even in their child-
hood.   (6/7–10) 

 The physical isomorphism of true lovers appears across a wide range 
of medieval romances, raising some interesting implications for the 
increasingly blurred distinction of Self and Other across the lines of 
kinship, ethnicity, and gender. For example, when Qamar al-Zamān 
(of the Khalidan Islands) and Budūr (of China) are laid side by side, 
they “looked as though they were twins ( tawʾamān ) or full brother and 
sister ( akhawān munfaridān ).” 16  The protagonists of  Aucassin & Nico-
lette , though hailing respectively from Christian and Saracen families, 
receive identical descriptions in which only the gendered pronouns are 
swapped: “S/He had blond, tightly curled hair, lively, laughing eyes, 
an oval face, a high, well-placed nose.” 17  The similarity of Floire and 
Blancheflor, another Christian-Saracen couple, is so exact that it leads 
onlookers to repeatedly mistake them for siblings, and on one occasion, 
for two women. 18  Across these cases, we can see how the motif of the 
perfect match, once extended to the domain of the body, can produce 
suggestive moments of ontological slippage, resulting in doubles and 
duplicates (at one point, Budūr impersonates Qamar, then proceeds to 
seduce the “real” Qamar, as Qamar) and infusing even strongly exoga-
mous relationships with the same incestuous overtones that underlie 
the myth of Aristophanes and, interestingly, Zoroastrian accounts of 
creation as well. 19  Both of these potentials will be exploited to powerful 
effect in  Vis & Rāmin . 

 Even as the premise of “like unto like” encourages a tendency to 
flatten the hero and heroine into mirror images of each other, it also 
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generates a new ethos that Michel Foucault dubbed a “new erotics,” one 
whose paradigms of love and loving differ considerably from those that 
characterize classical antiquity. 20  If, in this new schema, love is under-
stood to arise from a meeting of soulmates, to betray that bond would 
be an act of violence not only on the beloved, but on the self. Conse-
quently, the obligations of love are redistributed along a reciprocal axis 
in which both sides of the equation are beholden to the other in similar 
ways. Chastity, virginity, and perseverance attain paramount impor-
tance in this system, attaining the rank of a “lofty form of existence” that 
demonstrates the lovers’ self-control ( sōphrosynē ) and purity of spirit. 21  
As David Konstan observes, the usual topoi of the Greek novel brings 
these virtues to the foreground; subjected to raids, captivity, enslave-
ment, natural disasters, and a litany of other forces outside their control, 
the only thing the protagonists can manage through these trials is their 
inner constancy, their unflinching fixation upon their one and only. 
“What makes the heroes special,” he concludes, “is not the nature of 
their love – as  eros  functions as a uniform force upon all – but the quality 
of their practice of it, especially in the face of adversity.” 22   

 While Konstan’s (and Foucault’s) observations are best understood 
as general, with many complications to be teased out in the fine details, 
their foregrounding of congruity, reciprocity, and fidelity helps us per-
ceive an important thematic link between the Greek material and later 
Islamicate texts. One of the most famous dicta around love in the medi-
eval Arabic tradition is found in the  Kitāb al-zahra , an anthology of poetry 
compiled by Ibn Dāwūd al-Iṣbahānī (d. 910), which relates the follow-
ing hadith: “He who loves, remains chaste, hides his love, and dies is a 
martyr” ( man ʿashiqa fa-ʿaffa fa-katama-hu fa-māta fa-huwa shahīd ); to this, 
Ibn Dāwūd adds a corollary: “And if the two lovers are not chaste and 
commit sin, it is incumbent on both of them that they abandon their love 
for each other.” 23  Although scholars doubted this saying’s authenticity, it 
was immensely popular in the medieval Islamic world as a pithy, if par-
tial, vindication of erotic love. According to this premise, falling in love 
is involuntary, and therefore not un-Islamic, but the way lovers respond 
to their condition will reveal the base or refined quality of their spirits; 
love thus acts as a sort of litmus test, an opportunity for those afflicted 
by it to show their inner strength and nobility – essentially a revalida-
tion of  sōphrosynē  in an Islamic context. Ibn Dāwūd found no shortage of 
examples from the Arabic poetic tradition to illustrate this position, and 
indeed the entirety of the first half of the  Zahra  is dedicated to naturaliz-
ing it through this corpus and exploring its manifold implications in the 
context of his own society. 24  One of the central figures in his canon is the 
poet Jamīl, who recites the following lines about his beloved Buthayna: 
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ومں ٮعد ما كٮا ٮطاڡا وڡى المهد ٮعلق روحى روحها ڡٮل حلڡٮا
ولٮس اذا مٮٮا ٮمٮٮڡض العهد ٮامٮا ڡاصٮح  زدٮا  كما  ڡراد 
وزاٮرٮا ڡى طلمة الڡٮر واللحد حالة  . على  ٮاق  ولكٮه 

 My soul joined with hers before we were created, 
 or a drop of sperm, or babes in the cradle. 

 As we grew, so did our love, 
 and even in death, the covenant shall not be broken. 

 It remains eternal, visiting us in the darkness 
 of our graves and tombs. 25  

 These verses not only affirm the pre-eternal nature of Jamīl and Buthay-
na’s love, something that existed long before they were born, but also 
emphasize – crucially – the  covenant  incumbent on them by dint of this 
connection. This covenant, as we will see, is often something of a two-
edged sword: here, it offers the lovers access to a kind of immortality, 
but at the cost of their agency. By claiming Buthayna as his soulmate, 
Jamīl has prescribed everlasting fidelity from her  even before her birth , 
effectively robbing her of any say in the matter. Deep beneath the 
mutual sighs and embraces is a restrictive pressure undergirded by the 
threat of violence, no better illustrated than in the following anecdote 
related by Abu al-Faraj al-Iṣbahānī: 

 ٮم ڡال لها: ٮا ٮٮٮٮة، أرأٮت ودي اٮاك وسعڡى ٮك ألا ٮحرٮٮٮه؟ ڡالت: ٮماذا؟ 
 ڡال: ٮما ٮكون ٮٮں المٮحاٮٮں. ڡڡالت له: ٮا حمٮل، أهذا ٮٮعى! والله لڡد كٮت
 عٮدي ٮعٮدا مٮه، ولٮں عاودت ٮعرٮصا ٮرٮٮة لا رأٮت وحهى أٮدا. ڡصحك وڡال:
 والله ما ڡلت لك هذا الا لاعلم ما عٮدك ڡٮه، ولو علمت أٮك ٮحٮٮٮٮٮى الٮه
 لعلمت أٮك ٮحٮٮٮں عٮري، ولو رأٮت مٮك مساعدة علٮه لصرٮٮك ٮسٮڡى هذا

 ما اسٮمسك ڡى ٮدي.

 Jamīl said, “Buthayna, having observed my fondness and passion for you, 
will you not reward it?” She replied, “With what?” He said, “With that 
which happens between two lovers.” She said, “Jamīl, is this what you want 
( a-hādhā tabghī )?! 26  By God, your feelings for me were far from it; for if you 
had requested even the hint of something suspicious you would never have 
seen my face.” Jamīl then laughed and said, “By God, I only said that to 
know how you would react. If you had accepted my off er, I would know that 
you would accept it from someone else too, and if I had seen you in favour 
of the idea, I would have struck you down with this sword in my hand.” 27  

 This tale exemplifies the cautionary notes that Helen Morales and 
Simon Goldhill sound against Konstan’s model of romantic love: 
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symmetry does not guarantee equality. 28  Although their “covenant” 
places similar obligations towards both lovers, the threat of violence 
facing Buthayna should she fail to meet those expectations – a threat 
she cannot hope to direct back at Jamīl – is impossible to miss. Because 
of this imbalance, it is often the female protagonist who takes centre 
stage in the Greek novels, at least insofar as these narratives are more 
interested in seeing how many assaults she can stave off (while fanta-
sizing them in the process) then they are in the hero’s parallel travails. 
After escaping numerous attempts at rape and seduction, Leukippe 
is forced to undergo a public ordeal to prove her virginity before she 
can be wedded to Kleitophon (280/8.13–14); Anthia remains chaste 
despite being married twice and working in a brothel, even killing 
one of her assailants (143/2.9, 2.13, 157/4.5, 163/5.7); so too will the 
Persian heroines Golshāh and Layli vigorously defend themselves 
from unwanted male attention. 29  The preservation of male virginity 
(“if one can speak of such a thing,” quips Kleitophon, 271/8.5.7), on 
the other hand, tends to be presented along different lines: as an ideal 
(but non-essential) virtue in the Greek examples, or as a gesture of 
fidelity to another man in the Persian. 30  

 The idea of love springing from affinity and complementarity is 
extremely widespread, found in many fields of discourse and in multi-
ple Near Eastern languages, but it plays a particularly significant role in 
the love-story mythos as manifested in the Greek novels, Arabic  ʿudhrī  
tales, and Persian romances, providing it with a bedrock principle that 
informs (but cannot fully control) the genre’s ethos, as Vis herself puts 
it: “It is because this heart of mine has a foundation of stone ( bonyād-e 
sang ) that loyalty abides in it” (367/13 [335]). The love-story, in other 
words, can be said to be built around the topos of love at first sight 
and the ethical imperative of fidelity at all costs. At the same time, the 
extension of similarity from the domain of the spirit to the realm of the 
body introduces a number of possible forms of slippage that make 
the  recognition  of love at first sight, and the  implementation  of its ethical 
imperatives, a much more difficult prospect than one might initially 
think. This backdrop is vital for understanding Vis and the choices she 
makes over the first third of her story: like her Greek and Arabic coun-
terparts, Vis is committed to a theory of love that is simultaneously 
idealistic, restrictive, and unstable, in which the dual norms of amo-
rous reciprocity and gender inequality – what we might describe as the 
intrinsic tension of a modality of seeing that both requires and erases 
the distinction of Self and Other – attempt to reinforce each other, while 
their inherent paradoxes and explosive consequences lie waiting in the 
shadows. 
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 Conflicting Signals and False Starts 

 With characteristic insight, Dick Davis remarks that the beginning of 
 Vis & Rāmin  is riddled with “conflicting signals” and “false starts” that 
immediately preclude an unambiguous reading of the text. 31  This is 
especially true when we read the poem against the backdrop of the first 
encounter discussed in the previous section, which reveals an elabo-
rate, almost methodical manipulation of the tropes that characterize 
this moment. Such manoeuvres do not merely spice up the story with 
additional intrigue, or delight the audience with unexpected twists; 
they unsettle the convention of recognition itself, raising the disturbing 
possibility that Mr. and Mrs. Right could misidentify each other, or even 
worse, that such a couple may not exist at all. Were such a scenario to 
occur, it would open the floodgates to a slew of unexpected questions 
usually foreclosed by the ethos of romantic attachment. 

 These possibilities are introduced right at the get-go, in the story’s 
opening scene: a “joyous springtime festival” ( khorram jashn bud andar 
bahārān , 34/22 [1]), the celebration of Nowruz at Mobad’s court. Both 
the spring and the festival are suggestive elements: many of the Greek 
novels, as well as  Vāmeq & Aʿzrā , begin with a gathering of some kind, 
such as a wedding or a deity’s holy day. These occasions provide a 
platform to introduce the story’s protagonists, often along with their 
parents, and provide the appropriate context for the love encounter 
to take place, setting the story into motion. 32  The season, too, marks 
an appropriate time for love, “the air being then temperate, springs 
of water most abundant and the world indued with a pleasing coun-
tenance,” as the author of the  Qābus-nāma  writes. 33  The heady sights, 
sounds, tastes, and smells of this banquet make every promise of this 
expectation: the amorous, nearly hungry glances exchanged between 
the lords and ladies, likened to lions and gazelles; the wine-full gob-
lets, loosening tongues and opening hearts; the musky fragrance of 
trees in bloom; the songs of birds and minstrels comingling in the air 
(34/33–9). The moment seems clearly primed for an erotic encounter, 
perhaps one that will identify the principal lovers of the story, like  Kal-
lirhoe  or the  Ephesiaka , or a marriage that will lead to the birth of the 
protagonist(s), like  Vāmeq & Aʿzrā . What happens next, however, does 
both and neither of these things. 

 Here are the events in brief: as he presides over the banquet, Mobad’s 
eyes fall upon Shahru, the beautiful queen of Media; summoning her in 
private, he invites her to be his consort, as “either wife or lover” ( yā joft yā 
dust , 39/6 [5]); Shahru, though expressing some interest in the proposi-
tion, turns it down on the grounds that she is too old; Mobad then requests 
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her daughter, if she were to bear one; Shahru agrees, and the two sign a 
contract to that effect. I discuss the politics and economics of this transac-
tion in detail in  chapter 3 , so for now I will only focus on the implications 
it has for the story’s narrative expectations. Rather than establishing the 
characters’ functional roles through generic signals, this meeting splits 
and scrambles them into multiple possibilities. We see this in the ambigu-
ity of the scene, thrumming with erotic energy and filled with flirtatious 
dialogue, yet unfulfilled with any of the conclusive signs of Love’s arrows 
having hit their mark. The way in which Mobad first beholds Shahru sug-
gests one modality, but his bargaining with her suggests another. Shahru’s 
response implies that the desire for union is by no means one-sided, but 
that age might preclude them from following the script of young lovers. 
The indeterminate nature of their love is reinforced by the odd ratio-
nale of Mobad’s counter-offer, in which he claims that Shahru’s unborn 
daughter will be a suitable replacement for Shahru herself, “since the fruit 
will doubtless resemble the seed” (41/39). This is a strange (yet logical) 
twist on the convention of similitude: as we saw, the inner compatibility 
of two souls is usually reflected by their outward appearance, so it only 
stands to reason that the attraction Mobad feels towards Shahru will trans-
fer perfectly onto her mirror image. The contract that emerges from this 
meeting, then, doubles Shahru into two figures: the powerful and desir-
able queen who says no, and the younger version of herself who, Mobad 
hopes, will say yes; through the latter, Mobad also attains the former and 
original source of his desire. He reiterates this rationale years later, when 
he tells Shahru, “Because I was a suitable  dāmād  for you, God gave you this 
daughter as my due” ( cho man budam torā shāyesta dāmād • be bakht-e man 
khodā in dokhtar-at dād , 53/47 [21]). This line has an interesting ambiguity 
bound up in the word  dāmād , which can mean either “bridegroom” or 
“son-in-law”: by using this term, Mobad splits the objects of his desire into 
unstable and fungible roles, with Shahru as his prospective lover and/or 
mother-in-law, and her daughter/double Vis as his prospective lover and/
or daughter-in-law. As a result, and not incidentally, Mobad splits himself 
into two personae as well: that of Shahru’s husband and Vis’s father, and 
of Vis’s husband and Shahru’s son, all coexisting as possible modalities of 
engagement. 

 This is a revealing moment. By invoking the expected topoi of the 
love-story and then diverting them towards new and unexpected ends, 
the opening scene of  Vis & Rāmin  thus fulfils and denies its usual func-
tion. We have a love affair, but one that was negotiated and not instantly 
born; we have a wedding, but between an old man and an unborn girl. 
Although our story has introduced love as its primary theme, setting 
itself up as an amorous tale or what we might recognize as a kind of 
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romance, it has split its initial characters into multiple personae, a move 
that destabilizes the default premise of love as a meeting of kindred 
spirits and raises some troubling ontological questions: What exactly 
is the thing loved? Where does it reside, how is it knowable, and can 
it be mis-/recognized? The theme of doubling, paired with the notion 
that love can be transferred from one identical body to another, is espe-
cially insidious, and a crucial means by which the “many tales of love” 
(112/70) of  V&R  disrupt and hijack one another. It is our first sign 
that both the common conventions of the love-story and its associated 
“rules” of romantic love are running off track in this story, a disrup-
tion, as our narrator predicts, that will come with severe consequences 
for Mobad and Shahru, and, by extension, for Vis and Rāmin: “Look 
at what hardship they fell into, when they gave an unborn child into 
marriage!” ( negar tā dar che sakhti uftādand • ke nā-zāda ʿarusi rā bedādand , 
41/53 [8]). 

 This, however, is only the first of our many false starts. After the 
meeting of Mobad and Shahru, the romance resets, in a way, to pres-
ent us with another opening scene, as familiar within the scope of its 
conventions as the previous one. Though Shahru, already advanced in 
years, might have signed the contract confident in the likelihood that 
she would never become pregnant, the improbable, as it is wont, comes 
to pass: “the withered tree once again turned green” (42/10), and Vis 
comes into the world. 34  She is sent to the province of Khuzan to be raised 
by the Nurse, and there we meet another child: 

همٮدون داٮکان ٮر حاٮش لرزان ٮه داٮه ٮود رامٮں هم ٮه حوزان
حو در ٮک ٮاغ آذرکون و ٮسرٮں ٮه هم ٮودٮد آٮحا وٮس و رامٮں
ٮه هم ٮودٮد روز و سب ٮه ٮازی ٮه هم رسٮٮد آٮحا دو ٮٮازی
ٮه ٮحم هر دو در ٮوم اوڡٮاده هٮوز اٮسان ز مادرسان ٮراده
ٮٮسٮه ٮک ٮه ٮک کردار اٮسان ڡصا ٮردحٮه ٮود از کار اٮسان

 Rāmin was also with the Nurse in Khuzan, and she fretted over him the 
same way. Vis and Rāmin were there together, like poppy and wild rose in 
one garden. The two darlings grew up there together; day and night, they 
were together in play … They had not yet been born of their mothers, nor 
even conceived, [but] fortune had settled their aff airs and written out their 
deeds, one by one.   (44/49–51, 54–5 [12]) 

 This passage is loaded with suggestive cues. The repetition of the phrase 
“together” ( be ham ) and the simile of the garden recall the introductory 
scene of  Varqa & Golshāh , whose protagonists “lived together in one place,” 
“like two cypresses in the garden”; meanwhile, the allusion to their (love) 
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affairs being written out even before they are born recalls the famous line 
of Jamīl: “My soul joined with hers before we were created.” These cues 
prime the audience to expect and accept the love between the boy and 
the girl as the inevitable product of their natural affinity, placing their 
story within a similar horizon of expectations as those of the Greek novel 
and Arabic  ʿudhrī  tales. Yet there is some massaging of the details. For 
example, both Aʿyyuqi and Gorgāni include in this scene a nod towards 
the unchangeable will of destiny; but where the former is confident that 
the garden scene is indicative of divine approval, the latter is far more ten-
tative about making this connection, speaking of his characters as though 
they are about to do things God would  not  approve of, even if He fated 
them to happen: “One mustn’t blame them, for the road of God’s decree 
( ḥokm-e yazdān ) cannot be blocked” (45/58), he concludes. Equally strik-
ing is what goes unsaid. Though all signs point towards the children 
falling in love, Gorgāni does not follow Aʿyyuqi in explicitly confirming 
that it happened; on the contrary, Rāmin mysteriously disappears from 
the scene altogether (the Paris manuscript includes a line telling us that 
Mobad recalled him to his court at the age of ten), leaving us wondering 
what sort of affection ever did or could have blossomed between them. 35  
We are thus left with another generic setup with no follow-through, blur-
ring the identity of the “lover” still further in the process; Mobad and 
Rāmin have both been introduced as possible candidates for the role, but 
the authorial voice refrains from passing any final judgment. 

 At this point, now, the text has twice established the conditions for 
romance to begin, but without bearing fruit: two beginnings of a love-
story without any love. Incredibly, this process is not yet complete. After 
what must have been a blissful childhood spent away from the court, Vis 
too comes of age, growing into a young woman of astonishing beauty, 
and her mother recalls her to Hamadan. Here, the story “begins” for 
a third time, giving its readers another chance to (re-)calibrate their 
expectations and determine who will ultimately be Vis’s paramour. 
The latest candidate, I imagine, might have come as a bit of a surprise. 
After hosting an extravagant welcoming party for her daughter, Shahru 
immediately gets down to business, saying to Vis, 

مادر  ٮداٮم درحورت سوٮ.ى ٮه کسور ٮاٮوت  ٮدر  حسرو  ٮرا 
ٮداٮم  ٮه ٮاهمسرت دادن حون ٮواٮم همسر  ٮرا  کٮٮى  در  حو 
در اٮران ٮٮست حڡٮى ٮا ٮو همسر  مکر وٮرو که هسٮت حود ٮرادر

 Your father’s a king, your mother a noble lady; I don’t know any husband 
in the realm who is worthy of you. Because I don’t know anyone equal to 
you in the world, how could I give you to one not your equal? There is 
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no one in Iran worthy of marriage with you, save Viru, who is your own 
brother.   (49/3–5 [17]) 

 Shahru’s assessment invokes the long-standing principle of worthiness 
and equality characteristic of romantic love: only one who can rival Vis 
in beauty and nobility can claim to be her lover. We have already seen 
this ideal produce couples of twin-like resemblance and/or make them 
members of the same family; now, taking advantage of its Zoroastrian 
setting, in which endogamy is a frequent feature,  V&R  pushes the lat-
ter tendency to its logical conclusion. 36  The text, in other words, utilizes 
the norms of two “worlds” – the cultural milieu of the poem’s dieg-
esis, and the generic logic of like unto like, especially when we recall 
Aristophanes’ myth of lovers having once shared the same body as 
well as soul – to produce what must be the most suitable partner for 
Vis’s love-story: her brother. As we saw at the beginning of this chap-
ter, Vis seems to accept this outcome without doubt or hesitation; on 
hearing her mother’s proposal, “love stirred within her heart, and she 
silently indicated her consent” ( bejonbid-ash be del bar mehrbāni • nomud 
az khāmoshi hamdāstāni , 49/10 [18]). This wordless reaction, showing 
that Vis has elected for the “way of silence” ( khāmoshi rāh ), meets with 
Shahru’s full approval (49/14–16) – and quite likely that of Gorgāni’s 
readers, too, given the widespread hadith that on a proposition of mar-
riage, a woman’s silence is her affirmation ( idhnuhā ṣumātuhā ). 37  It also 
concords with a well-established trope in the love-story mythos: one 
need only review Kallirhoe’s embarrassed silence when she first sees 
Chaireas (22/1.1), ʿ Azrā’s attempt to conceal her feelings (94/103–4), or 
Charikleia’s bold (if ironic) statement that “silence becomes a woman” 
(371/1.22) to find the literary precedents on which Vis models her 
behaviour. 38  It is tempting, then, to guess that her shy but joyful reaction 
evokes the innate, intuitive, and already-present love of kindred spirits 
that provides the  sine qua non  of romantic love, and it is significant that 
she agrees to this match without having yet seen Viru in the flesh, at 
least as far as the text allows us to know. This will prove a crucial point 
later in the story, when she looks on (adult) Rāmin for the first time. 

 One might well postulate, then, a reading of the tale in which, by 
every indication, the best-suited match for Vis is her brother Viru, and 
Shahru acts quickly to bring this narrative to its rightful conclusion: 
after determining an auspicious date with her astrologers, she conducts 
the wedding herself, saying, “There’s no need for a document with the 
priest’s seal” ( be nāma mohr-e mobad ham nabāyad , 50/30). This language 
is a little suspicious.  Mobad , of course, is also the name of the King of 
Kings, and  mohr  (“seal”) is iconographically identical to  mehr  (“love, 
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contract”). It would not be far-fetched to propose a double entendre 
here – “there’s no need for a document of Mobad’s love/contract” – 
suggesting that Shahru has not at all forgotten about the old contract and 
is acting swiftly to shore up her realm against the Great King’s author-
ity. Politics aside, this narrative trajectory seems to point in a direction 
quite different from the one indicated by its title, which is, after all,  Vis 
& Rāmin , not  Vis & Viru . Eventually, the power of the titling convention 
will prevail, pushing Viru to the sidelines as Rāmin steps in to replace 
him; but the fact remains that up to this point,  Vis & Rāmin  has done 
quite a lot to confuse the usual order of events. The contract betrothing 
Vis to Mobad, Rāmin’s abrupt appearance and then disappearance dur-
ing Vis’s childhood, and now the marriage of Vis and Viru have funda-
mentally transformed the internal dynamics of the love-story that will 
ensue, destabilizing the mutual love of its protagonists from its usual 
protected status as an  a priori  given. The question of who will possess 
Vis’s love is no longer a foregone conclusion; it has, on the contrary, 
transformed into a site of negotiation, persuasion, and violence – all 
practices that undermine the very integrity of that relationship. 

 Vis Unveiled 

 We can begin to dissect the vexed relationship between “natural” and 
negotiated love with the following scene in the Greek novel  Kallirhoe . 
The protagonists have met, have instantly fallen in love, and are now 
married; fuming at this news, one of Kallirhoe’s former suitors com-
plains to his fellows, 

 If one of us had married her, I should not have been angry; as in athletic 
competitions, only one contestant can win. But we have been passed over 
for a man  who made no eff ort to win the bride , and I am not putting up with 
that insult. We have lain waking at the door of her house, we have curried 
favour with her nurses and maids, we have sent presents to the servants 
who brought her up … And with kings competing for the prize, this nancy-
boy, this worthless pauper carries it off   without lifting a fi nger .   (24/1.2, my 
emphasis) 

 Inadvertently, the suitor has hit the nail on the head: Chaireas, unlike the 
other suitors, did not need – and in fact  needed not to need  – to do any “work” 
to win Kallirhoe’s affection. This is the fundamental premise of romantic 
love: it is  already there , waiting to be awakened. Any form of persuasion, be 
it kind words, material gifts, or physical force, is not only unnecessary in 
this scheme, but self-defeating, for it would expose the bond as counterfeit, 
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something that can be won, lost, and haggled over, and not the pre-eternal 
affinity of true lovers. Gottfried von Strassburg puts it well in his  Tristan : 
“When anyone enters at Love’s door who has not been admitted from 
within, it cannot be accounted Love, since it is either Deceit or Force.” 39  The 
lover who seduces his beloved, in other words, is not a lover at all. 

 Despite this premise, or more likely because of it, the prospect of seduc-
tion and/or betrayal is never far from the consciousness of romance. Even 
those love stories that treat the effortless love of their protagonists as a self-
evident fact often expend a great deal of effort attempting to disprove it, 
as if doubting it could really be so. The women, in particular, are thrown 
into situations of utmost duress and watched like hawks for the slight-
est lapse of behaviour (e.g., the anecdote of Jamīl and Buthayna cited 
earlier). It is precisely this landscape that colours their actions as heroic, 
even miraculous: the fact that they manage to come out on top, defying 
the odds stacked against them, makes them the exception that proves the 
rule. Writing on the context of medieval French literature, Howard Bloch 
calls this the “woman-as-riot” motif, in which “no position of innocence is 
possible”; the same motif is perfectly captured in the Arabo-Persian  term 
 fitna , which signifies both temptation (by, for, and of women) and civil 
strife. 40  As Fedwa Malti-Douglas, Afsaneh Najmabadi, Zahra Ayubi, and 
other scholars have documented, this trope appears across a wide range of 
texts and narratives, from the tale of Yūsuf and Zulaykhā (Joseph and Poti-
phar’s Wife) to the queen’s orgy in the opening of the  1001 Nights , to the 
“wiles of women” premise of the  Sendbād-nāma ’s frame tale. 41  Vis herself 
articulates it numerous times, such as in her paraphrase of the well-known 
hadith describing women as “deficient in faith, endowment, and reason”: 42  

ٮمامٮد  ازٮرا حوٮش کام و زست ٮامٮد ٮا  آڡرٮٮش  در  زٮان 
دو کٮهان کم کٮٮد از ٮهر ٮک کام  حو کام آمد ٮحوٮٮد از حرد ٮام

 Women are incomplete in their creation, for they are lustful and of ill 
repute. They’ll lose two worlds for the sake of one desire; when desire 
comes upon them, they never seek honour in wisdom.   (136/110–11 [96]) 

 In this regard,  Vis & Rāmin  is no different from its generic neighbours 
in the Greek novel. Seduction attempts, both failed and successful – 
Mobad’s on Shahru, and subsequently on Vis; Rāmin’s on the Nurse; 
and finally the Nurse’s on Vis, on Rāmin’s behalf – proliferate in the 
opening act of the story, testing the moral fibre of its female characters. 
However, the outcome of these various probes turns the typical func-
tion of seduction, such as we see in a story like  Kallirhoe , on its head: 
rather than serving as a litmus test that distinguishes true love from 
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false – the heroine falls for her beloved without any effort on his part 
and stops at nothing to thwart the efforts of others to obtain her love – 
it becomes the very process that brings the lovers together in  V&R . By 
flipping the script in this way, Gorgāni’s narrative casts the authenticity 
of its love affair into permanent doubt and brings a number of generic 
unthinkables into play – the idea that Vis’s love could transfer from one 
person to another, or the shocking revelation at the polo game that she 
would rather be with someone  other  than the titular hero – along with a 
host of new ethical problems accompanying them. 

 The engine that makes this transformation happen is, again, a kind 
of doubling. As noted above, the text went out of its way to comment 
on the decorum and propriety that Vis displayed in her meeting with 
Shahru; but in a scene prior to this, we are fed a very different image of 
her. This comes in the form of a letter, written by the Nurse to Shahru, 
in which we see a direct and causal relation forged between the girl’s 
sexual maturation and the “riot” of anxiety that follows: 

سد ٮوسٮان  سرو  همٮالای  که  حو ڡد وٮس ٮت ٮٮکر حٮان سد 
کٮسواٮش کمٮد  ٮازٮده  حو  ٮازواٮش  ٮلورٮں  کٮده  آ سد 
ٮٮرورد را  ٮٮازی  دل  ٮاز  ٮه  سر زلڡش ٮه . ٮر ساٮه کسٮرد 
مامش ٮرد  سد  ٮامه ای  داٮه  ز  ٮامش  سهر  در  سده  ٮراکٮده 
ڡراوان  که حون ٮو ٮٮست ٮد مهری ٮه کٮهان کرده  سرزٮش  ٮامه  ٮه 
ٮدادی حٮری  دحٮرت  سرای  ٮه مں دادی ورا آٮکه که زادی 
ٮاز ٮحه  آمد  اٮدر  ٮرواز  ٮه  کٮون ٮر رست ٮٮش مں ٮه صد ٮاز 
کٮرد اٮٮاز  ٮک  حود  کام  ٮه  کٮرد  ٮرواز  کر  که  ٮرسم  همى 

 When statuesque Vis grew to such a height as to rival the garden’s cypress, 
her crystalline arms grew plump, and her locks became like a snatching 
lasso; when the tips of her tresses cast shadows on the rose, when she 
nurtured desire with her charms, her name spread throughout the land, 
and the Nurse sent a letter to Vis’s mother. She scolded her mightily in the 
letter: “There are none in the world as unkind as you! … You gave your 
daughter to me when she was born, but provided nothing suitable for her. 
Now that she’s grown before me with a hundred graces, this fl edgling fal-
con will soon fl y off , and I fear that when she does, she’ll fi nd some mate 
to her own liking.”   (46/1–5, 8–10 [13]) 

 To bolster her case, the Nurse concludes the letter with a litany of damning 
testimonials that portray her ward as proud, vain, and extravagant: never 
satisfied with her clothing and accoutrements, demanding to accompa-
nied by no less than eighty ladies in waiting wherever she goes, insisting 
on the finest silk brocades for every occasion, and taking her meals in 
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golden dishes. These details, though often used as a sign of pre-Islamic 
excess, also promote the image of Vis as a moral degenerate in the eyes of 
her audience, as the use of gold and silver vessels (usually paired with the 
wearing of brocade) is forbidden in Islamic law. 43  The sum impact of this 
depiction is to immediately cast doubt on Vis’s chastity and virtue; indeed, 
the Nurse takes it as given that if Vis were left to her own devices, her 
insatiable appetites would soon drive her to “fly off” and take whatever 
lover she desired. The only solution is for Shahru to take charge and get 
her married before she does something that would irreversibly disgrace 
the royal family. 

 Like many other opening scenes in the poem, the Nurse’s letter seems 
calibrated to destabilize the typical figures of the love-story, in this case 
splitting Vis into two competing personae, the pure maiden on the one 
hand, the woman-as-riot on the other. This move is especially damaging 
to Vis’s subsequent attempts to control her image, as the virtuous per-
sona she cultivates can hardly survive even the suggestion of possible 
degeneracy: as Bloch writes of the precarious nature of virginity, “the 
mere thought of losing it is sufficient to its loss.” 44  The Nurse continues 
to push her disparaging comments about Vis well into the story, telling 
Rāmin, for example, “You don’t know how self-obsessed she is, how 
far she is from being tamed of her innate disposition” ( nadāni k-u che-
guna khwish-kām ast • ze khu-ye khwad cheguna dir-rām ast , 124/187 [86]), 
and it does not take long for Rāmin and Mobad to start repeating and 
perpetuating this narrative themselves. If Vis wishes to walk the path 
of the romance heroine, she has a steep climb ahead of her; the prereq-
uisite aura of impeccable modesty has been compromised even before 
she enters the story, casting her under a cloud of perennial suspicion in 
which even the most righteous words or gestures can be used as further 
evidence of her fallen or fallible state. 

 The ramifications of this double bind begin to present themselves 
immediately after Vis’s marriage to Viru. The wedding party is still in 
full swing when Zard, Mobad’s half-brother and chief minister, appears 
with a letter from the king, requesting that Vis be brought to him in 
Marv immediately. While a wedding is the ideal moment, narratively 
speaking, to throw a wrench into the works, there is further significance 
in the timing of Zard’s arrival. Mobad could not have dispatched the 
letter from far-off Khorasan knowing that Shahru would soon break 
her promise and marry Vis to Viru; indeed, the language of his missive 
conveys a confidence that she has been faithfully keeping his bride-to-
be reserved for him until the proper time. But that time has apparently 
arrived, and to understand why, we may think back to a crucial devel-
opment: “her name [had] spread throughout the land.” 45  Word of Vis’s 
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beauty – and sexual availability – has gotten out, forcing Mobad’s hand: 
he must seize his prize before another man snatches it from him. 

کٮون کان ماه را ٮردان ٮه مں داد  ٮحواهم کاو ٮود در ماه آٮاد
که آٮحا ٮٮر و ٮرٮا سادحوارٮد  همه کٮعالکى را حان سٮارٮد
حواٮان ٮٮسٮر زن ٮاره ٮاسٮد  در آن زن ٮارکى ٮر حاره ٮاسٮد
همٮسه زن ڡرٮٮى ٮٮسه دارٮد  ز رعٮاٮ.ى همٮں اٮدٮسه دارٮد
مٮاد آن زن که ٮٮٮد روی اٮسان  که کٮرد ٮاسٮوده حوی اٮسان
زٮان ٮازک دلٮد و سست راٮٮد  ٮهر حو حون ٮر آری سان ٮرآٮٮد

 Now that God has given me the moon ( māh ), I do not wish her to be in 
Hamadan ( māh-ābād ), where the young and old alike are philanderers, 
wholly given to womanizing. The youth are the worst: full of tricks in their 
debauchery, constantly seducing women, always thinking of frivolity. 
May no woman see their faces, lest she adopt their contemptible natures! 
Women are fragile hearted and weak minded; they fall into any nature you 
bring to them.   (54/51–6 [21]) 

 Mobad then segues into a familiar refrain, asserting that no woman, 
however noble or austere she might be, can resist the honeyed words of 
rakes and dandies (which he mimics in an amusing parody at 54/60–4: 
“I am miserable and anxious on account of your love, I relinquish life 
in my pain and suffering for you,” etc.). In this respect, Mobad echoes 
the sentiment expressed (or suggested by) other members of the older 
generation, namely that Vis cannot be trusted with the preservation of 
her virtue: “Although Vis is pure and unsullied,” he concludes, “my 
heart is filled with anxiety on this account” ( agar che visa biāhu-vo pāk 
ast • marā z-in ruy del andishnāk ast , 54/66). There is no small irony in 
these repeated expressions of the woman-as-riot motif, given the fact 
that, as the clamour around and about her intensifies, Vis herself has 
yet to utter a single word; it is her mere presence as an object of desire, 
and the concomitant  possibility  of her being seduced, that has generated 
the riot we see before us, a riot brought about by the presumption that 
Vis is incapable of rising to the standard set by the impossibly virtuous 
heroines of the romance mythos. 46  The solution to the dangers posed 
by and to Vis, as Mobad perceives them, is for the “moon” ( māh ) to 
be spirited away from its abode ( māh-ābād ) without delay, a grim pun 
foreshadowing the themes of exile and homelessness that will be such 
a dominant aspect of her story. 

 Although Vis had abstained from speaking up to this point, Mobad’s 
letter, directly impugning her virtue and accusing her of a crime she 
might commit in the future, seems to strike a nerve: in a poignant 
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indication of events to come, her first vocalization in the story does 
not take the form of intelligible speech, but emerges as a wordless cry 
( bāng ) of outrage (55/83). She then chastises her mother for making the 
contract, sarcastically asks Zard if polyandry is a custom in Marv, and 
sends a message of her own back to Mobad: 

ٮرادر ٮاٮسٮه  ٮاک  حان  حو  مرا حون دٮده ساٮسٮست مادر 
ٮٮر موٮد  عرٮٮى  در  ٮحواهم  ٮسازم ٮا ٮرادر حون مى و سٮر 
ملا کوٮم ٮدارم در دل اٮں راز حواٮى را ٮه ٮٮری حون کٮم ٮاز 

 My mother is as becoming to me as my eyes, my noble brother befi ts me 
as much as my pure soul. I mix with my brother like milk with wine; I 
don’t want old Mobad in some foreign land! How could I exchange a 
young man for an old? I speak frankly; I keep no secrets in my heart.  
 (58/123–5 [25]) 

 This is the first time that Vis verbally expresses her feelings, and as we 
can see, she makes no bones about her commitment to her brother, what-
ever the cost. That cost will indeed be high, if she insists on speaking so 
“frankly” to the king; such public excoriations, standing in sharp con-
trast with Shahru’s diplomatic language, are not only politically risky 
but also undercut the narrative that Vis seeks to establish about her vir-
tue. Even as she passionately declares her loyalty to Viru, she confirms 
the Nurse’s description of her as a proud and refractory woman who 
disrespects the authority of her elders and superiors. 

 We can further appreciate the paradoxical effect of Vis’s ethics in 
another exchange that takes place a little later in the story. Having been 
spurned once, and now stymied in his attempts to capture Vis by force, 
Mobad sends another emissary to speak with her directly, promising 
her the keys to his treasury if she will consent to the marriage. This new 
bargain, with the unsubtle suggestion that her loyalty can be bought, 
so enrages Vis that she responds with a wholly unconventional gesture, 
tearing open her garments from neck to navel, “fearlessly” ( bi-bāk , also 
translatable as “shamelessly,” 76/2) beating her breast, and firing back, 
“See you don’t ever think you’ll bring me down from this fortress alive!” 
( negar tā to napendāri ke hargez • marā zenda be zir āri az in dez , 76/12). 
This striking combination of visual and verbal defiance instigates yet 
another instance of doubling, one that hinges on the double entendre of 
the imperative verb to look or behold ( negar ). While Vis’s explicit mes-
sage is that Mobad should “see” that he not misapprehend the plain 
reality standing before him that she will never be his, her message is 
mediated through the implicit command that he perceive this reality 
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through the act of beholding her partially disrobed body. As this image 
appears before Mobad’s emissary, and by extension, Mobad’s visual-
ization of that image, the narrator’s language, right on cue, shifts into 
the familiar tropes of the woman-as-riot: “a rush of love’s sedition, a 
clamour, a body-melting catastrophe, a beguiler of hearts” (76/4 [41]). 
Thus, when Vis bids Mobad to behold the “naked” truth of his pros-
pects, her body emerges as a site where both temptation and moral 
guidance can be found. 

 The intentionality behind this gesture deserves further consider-
ation, as it speaks to what I will be describing further on as Vis’s meta-
knowledge of how her body is seen in her story, not only by its physical 
actors, but by the narrative tropes and expectations behind it. Vis seems 
to be fully aware of the destructive power of her beauty, yet instead of 
hiding it, she actively deploys it to destroy the desiring gaze altogether, 
calling on the beholder to apprehend  through  her a higher value system 
rooted in the ethics of romance and authorized by divine sanction. It is 
to this latter theme she now turns, continuing her reply to Mobad: 

حه عذر آرم ٮدان سر ٮٮش دادار و کر ٮا او حورم در مهر زٮهار
ٮاٮواٮى ٮٮر  که  ٮو  ٮٮرسى  مں از دادار ٮرسم ٮا حواٮى
کحا اٮں ٮرس ٮٮران را ٮکوٮر ٮٮرس ار ٮحردی از داد داور

 Were I to break faith in love with him [Viru], what excuse could I bring 
before the Creator, on the other side? I  fear  the Creator, though I am young; 
how do you, a feeble old man, not  fear  Him? If you are wise,  fear  the Lord’s 
judgment, for this  fear  is better in the elderly.   (77/27–9 [42], emphasis 
added) 

 Through this admonition, Vis brings together two separate bases for 
moral action and presents them as mutually compatible and intercon-
nected systems: the law of like unto like that demands total fidelity to 
her other half, and her four-fold invocation of pious fear ( tars ). It goes 
without saying that this should, on the surface, render her a paragon 
of the virtues of steadfastness and loyalty so vaunted by the Greek 
and Arabic love-story traditions. It furthermore gestures towards the 
redemptive qualities of romantic love as they were understood in the 
literary heritage of Gorgāni’s background, such as the famous dictum 
that he (or she) who pursued chastity in love would die a martyr. But 
the critical irony is that, in speaking frankly in defence of these norms, 
Vis steps outside their bounds and thus supplies endless ammunition 
for her critics to portray her as shameless and headstrong, the very 
traits that distance her from the ideal persona she seeks to inhabit. This 
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irony calls attention to the impossibility of her innocence, the paradox 
of romantic virtue being placed squarely on the sexualized, immanently 
fallible female body and the political claims made upon it. In a poignant 
reflection later on, the narrator muses on how little control Vis has over 
her social reality, as all this clamour, shame, and subjective splitting is 
ultimately the product of a simple and unavoidable occurrence – the 
onset of puberty. “Look at how the world toyed with her! It raised her 
in joy and delight, brought her up in honour and esteem. But when 
her height became the bane of the straight cypress, and the full moon 
became enslaved to her face, and the tulips of her cheeks came into 
bloom, and two pomegranates ripened from her silver breast; the 
world turned from the path of kindness, and all her fortunes changed” 
(112/63–7 [75]). 

 Yet Vis’s choice to respond to this reality through a distinctive prac-
tice of self-exposure, “unveiling” her mind and body alike to the public, 
raises important questions about the possibility and efficacy of pursuing 
such wilful actions in a world that is saturated with competing discursive 
pressures and set within the highly mediated environment of the court – 
a problem that Mobad and Rāmin will also confront in due course. If, as 
Foucault put it, the only meaningful action available to the protagonists 
of the Greek novel was to work upon the self, accepting one’s inability 
to alter external forces and focusing instead on the preservation of inner 
integrity, it seems that Vis is pushing against this limitation in provoca-
tive ways. While some characters, such as Shahru, are quite adept at act-
ing through the constraints of their situation, managing their speech and 
navigating the ins and outs of protocol to arrive at their desired outcome, 
Vis rejects such manoeuvres as incompatible with her persona; superfi-
cial propriety means nothing to her if it risks compromising her baseline 
ethics. By declaring her desire to walk in the footsteps of past romance 
heroines, then exposing the impossibility of doing so in her own story, Vis 
stands poised to reconfigure the orientation of the ethos of romantic love 
itself, from an inward-facing practice of self-discipline to an outward-
facing struggle for a world in which her words and deeds can operate 
in transparent accord, ideally without bringing shame on herself in the 
process. In articulating this desire, Vis also expresses a kind of alienation 
from the narrative that has prevented her from realizing it, as though she 
were exiled in a land that refuses to see things her way. Her discursive 
sense of exile will soon be coupled with a physical one, brought about by 
a forcible relocation from Media to Khorasan – from Māh to Marv – in 
which her endogamous family unit will be broken and supplanted by 
an exogamous replica: the mirror image of the thing she wants, but not 
the thing itself. 
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 From Māh to Marv: A Tale of Three Seductions 

 Vis’s steadfast adherence to an ethics of fully aligned words, acts, and 
principles produces yet another form of doubling in the text, this time 
on the level of the poem’s implicit narrative. As she has made clear, Vis 
identifies herself as the protagonist of a narrative whose title would be 
 Vis & Viru ; once separated from her husband-brother, her true love and 
perfect match, she repeatedly affirms her commitment to be faithful to 
him at all costs until their eventual reunion. (Indeed, Francesco Gabri-
eli suspects that Viru’s role might have been much more prominent in 
other versions of the legend.) 47  But this, of course, is not the title of the 
present story – much to Vis’s chagrin. How, then, are we to transition 
from the love-story we seem to be reading,  Vis & Viru , to the “official” 
tale of  Vis & Rāmin ? 

 The shift will not be an easy one; after all, by the very fact of her self-
identified role, Vis will never willingly consent to an affair with Rāmin. 
The imposition of  Vis & Rāmin  over  Vis & Viru  can only be brought 
about through non-consensual means: war, abduction, seduction, emo-
tional blackmail, and other forms of physical and psychological coer-
cion. To force the romance of Vis and Rāmin into being, however, has 
some significant ramifications for the romance itself. As noted above, 
the whole point of romantic love is that it emerges of its own accord; 
any “work” done to make it happen is proof of its inauthenticity. The 
introduction of coercion, then, as a  necessary and constitutive element  
of the love-story of  Vis & Rāmin  is a move that will wreak havoc on 
the stability of the work’s foundational ethos and the inner lives of its 
characters, ultimately casting into doubt the validity of any and all such 
attachments. 

 The violence is at first glance most visible in the public theatre of 
war between Khorasan and Media, in which many men – most notably 
Vis’s father, Qāren – lose their lives. Generically speaking, however, this 
is but a trivial detail – raids, battles, and wars are standard elements 
of the love-story’s narrative vocabulary and leave little impact on the 
protagonists’ inner steadfastness: as Vis proudly asserts, the loss of her 
father has only strengthened her resolve to resist Mobad’s overtures 
(78/32–3 [42–3]). Far more significant is the violence of seduction. It 
does not take long for both Mobad and Rāmin to realize that pursuing 
Vis directly is a lost cause; only by gaining mastery over her guardians, 
Shahru and the Nurse, can they hope to obtain their desire. The hero-
ine’s journey from Māh to Marv, from the endogamous  Vis & Viru  to 
the exogamous  Vis & Rāmin , is thus the product of a complex chain of 
psychological violence, running along the line of the mother-daughter 
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relationship: in their individual ways, Mobad and Rāmin “convert” 
Shahru and the Nurse respectively to their side, who then act as their 
proxies in inflicting the same coercion on Vis herself. 

Vis & Rāmin  is quite striking in the way it emphasizes the trauma of 
this journey: the inner struggles of Shahru, the Nurse, and especially 
Vis all receive sympathetic and nuanced exploration in the scenes that 
lie ahead. But on top of this quality, which is notable in and of itself, the 
violence does an interesting kind of work on the ethos of romantic love 
as well. It essentially smashes the code apart, studying its component 
parts, revealing its inner paradoxes, and showing how, as I postulated 
at the beginning of this chapter, it cannot ultimately guide its practitio-
ners to felicity. If romantic love is to be rehabilitated, it must acquire a 
level of sophistication that would allow it to function in the complex 
and messy conditions of the “real” world. Leyla Rouhi emphasizes this 
point in her discussion of the Nurse, whose task, she writes, “consists of 
deciphering certain codes for the young girl, who hitherto has chosen 
to read the signs of honor and shame in more literal ways. It is thus no 
longer a question of employing ruses to facilitate a clandestine sexual 
encounter, but of a young woman’s education within a system whose 
elaborate codes of conduct are prone to entirely contradictory inter-
pretations.” 48  As painful as it is, Vis’s seduction also signals a riposte 
to the Greek and Arabic love-story models she so identifies with, with 
the takeaway lesson that simply being faithful may not be enough to 
survive. 

 The journey begins with Shahru, who had withdrawn with her 
daughter to the fortress of Gurab, while Viru counter-attacked and 
drove Mobad from the battlefield. 49  The victory is short-lived, however: 
a revolt in Daylam to the north calls Viru away, leaving Mobad free to 
devise another plan. The king is not the least bit dissuaded by Vis’s 
rejection; he continues to see her as rightfully his, and hearing his emis-
sary’s report of her beautiful body has only inflamed his desire further 
(79/58, 74 [45]). Moreover, he learns that despite her marriage to Viru, 
Vis is still a virgin, a fact that he takes as sure proof that God has sanc-
tioned his claim on her (he later says this explicitly at 85/14, 17). The 
narrator gives us a bit of backstory at this moment: although the astrol-
ogers had chosen the most auspicious day for the wedding, Vis hap-
pened to be menstruating at the time, making her ritually impure and 
unable to consummate the marriage, for “if the woman keeps this state 
hidden from her husband, she will become eternally forbidden to him” 
( v-agar zan ḥāl az-u dārad nehāni • bar u gardad ḥarām-e jāvdani , 80/67). 50  
But because Vis will not budge in her commitment to Viru, Zard advises 
Mobad to target her mother instead, to first “give her abundant hope in 
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your beneficence, and then instill the fear of God” ( be nikuyi omid-ash 
deh farāvān • pas āngāhi be yazdān-ash betarsān , 83/58) – a variation of the 
classic carrot-and-stick manoeuvre. 

 Both lines of attack succeed in hitting their mark. The description 
of the king’s gifts is one of the more sumptuous displays of material 
wealth in the poem, leaving Shahru astonished and dazzled. However, 
the  coup de grâce  seems to come not from the carrot but from the stick, 
delivered in the form of a long and bombastic letter that thunders with 
the vehemence of a popular preacher: “Think of your eternal shame 
when your soul sees the Judge,” it reads, “Think of the Creator’s judge-
ment, the terror of Hell, and the end of things!” (84/5–6 [48]). Mobad 
forcefully reminds Shahru that she has sworn an oath ( sowgand ), given 
a pledge ( paymān ), and signed a contract ( ʿahd , 85/11–13, n5, cf. 41/
49–51); and while oath-breaking is generally not a good thing in any 
case, it is especially serious in the Zoroastrian milieu of the story, where 
the covenant, deified as the sun god Mithra ( mehr ), counts among 
the most sacred and inviolate of undertakings. 51  With the fear of God 
freshly awakened within her ( ze yazdān niz āmad dar del-ash bim , 87/49 
[51]), Shahru opens the castle gates and surrenders her daughter to 
the king. As portended by the ominous writhing of the constellations 
above, this development will prove ill-fated, but it is worth noting how 
the narrative quietly absolves Shahru of any direct responsibility for 
bringing it about. 52  Twice, she has been placed in an impossible situ-
ation; had she reneged on her sacred oath, one wonders if the heav-
ens would have been any less offended. Shahru therefore emerges as a 
woman who is forced to choose the best of two reprehensible options, 
rather than one who is easily diverted from the right path by treasure 
and trinkets. 

 This concludes the first seduction scene, which, I hope to have 
shown, has already deployed the motif in a way contrary to its usual 
function as a site to reaffirm the trope of women’s susceptibility to mate-
rial temptation; it instead portrays Shahru in a highly sympathetic light 
and sets the precedent for a similar moral crux that her daughter will 
face as well. 53  The second seduction scene is of no less importance, mark-
ing a pivotal juncture that not only brings Rāmin back into the flow of 
events, but also establishes the Nurse as one of its central actors, and no 
mere sidekick to Vis. Like many literary nannies, the Nurse is distin-
guished by a number of singular traits: her inferior social status relative 
to the rest of the cast; her pragmatic and down-to-earth attitude towards 
love and sex; her role as a mediator between the lover and beloved; 
and her association with the arts of witchcraft and enchantment. 54  All 
these aspects will come into play in the drama to unfold, revealing how 
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the Nurse, though often acting behind the scenes, is possibly the most 
influential character in the story. While Shahru played a role in allow-
ing Vis to be separated from Media, that does not necessarily dimin-
ish her daughter’s emotional ties to her husband and homeland; the 
Nurse, in contrast, has a much more invasive surgery to perform. She 
will sever the emotional bond between Vis and Viru and replace it with 
one between Vis and Rāmin: a transfer of Vis’s love from her blood-
brother to her milk-brother, made possible by the careful manipulation 
of romantic norms and logic. 55  

 This process is set into motion immediately following Vis’s capture in 
Gurab. As Mobad and his company triumphantly march back to their 
capital, a chance breeze lifts the curtain over Vis’s palanquin; Rāmin, 
riding alongside, catches a glimpse of her face and literally falls head 
over heels in love. But the feeling, for once, is not mutual: lost in her 
grief, Vis remains unaware of Rāmin’s presence, and upon arriving in 
Marv, she immediately shuts herself away in her chambers. With no 
way of reaching her, the besotted Rāmin can only wander hopelessly 
through the palace gardens, until, to his surprise and joy, he runs 
across his old Nurse. He begs her to intercede on his behalf, but the 
Nurse, like Shahru, is not an easy nut to crack. Although she is moved 
by Rāmin’s plight, she attempts to dissuade him from his obsession, 
insisting (truthfully) that Vis is far too proud and committed to heed 
his advances. Nothing that Rāmin can say will change her mind, and as 
his desperation grows, he turns to more drastic measures. “You know 
so many words ( sakhon ) at the time of speech, and have so many skills 
( honar ) at the time of action,” he cries, “Join well the two together, and 
lay a snare for Vis!” (127/233–4). 

کسٮد و داد ٮوسى حٮد ٮر سر ٮکڡت اٮں و ٮس او را ٮٮک در ٮر
ٮٮامد دٮو و رڡت اٮدر ٮں اوی وزان ٮس داد ٮوسش ٮر لب و روی
ٮو کڡٮى ٮحم مهر اٮدر دلش کاست ز داٮه زود کام حوٮش ٮر داست
حٮان دان کش ٮهادی ٮر سر اڡسار حو ٮر زن کام دل راٮدی ٮکى ٮار

 He said this, and then drew her tightly to his chest. He kissed her head 
over and over, and then her lips and face; the demon came and entered her 
body. 56  He soon attained his desire from the Nurse; you’d say he planted 
a seed of love in her heart. Know that once you’ve taken pleasure of a 
woman, you’ve placed a bridle over her head.   (128/237–40 [88]) 

 Although Rāmin is often singled out in the story as the one with the sil-
ver tongue, in this scene we behold the limits of his power of persuasion: 
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after a series of useless entreaties, he can only resort to “seduction” in 
its most crude and physical form (the phrase “attained his desire” is as 
suggestive in Persian as it is in English) to get what he wants. Yet as the 
Nurse rises from his side, she praises him for the compelling power of 
his peculiar brand of rhetoric: “O you seductive speaker! You’ve beat us 
all in eloquence!” ( bedu goft ay faribanda sakhon-guy • bebordi az hama kas 
dar sakhon guy , 128/243). This tongue-in-cheek assessment of Rāmin’s 
verbal prowess, ironically juxtaposed against a moment in which he has 
both confessed his dire need of the Nurse’s speech and demonstrated 
the impotence of his own, casts his eventual attachment to Vis in an even 
more ambiguous light. Rāmin’s attempt to gain access to Vis by force-
fully planting the “demon” of love in the Nurse essentially amounts 
to a kind of rape by proxy, a demonic act no less violent in its implica-
tions than Mobad’s abduction of Vis from her home in Media. It also, 
as Nahid Norozi observes, effectively inverts the women-as-riot motif 
to identify Rāmin as the primary “corrupting force” in this process. 57  

 It would be easy to forget, in moments like these, that Rāmin is the 
ostensible hero of the poem, and that even Mobad does not lack for 
redeeming qualities. The depiction of both brothers here as equally sin-
ister and predatory figures shows that the narrative voice has aligned 
itself, to a degree, with Vis’s perspective, telling the story in a way that 
she might tell it. It has adopted, in other words, the voice of a non-
existent text, the love-story of  Vis & Viru , in which Vis is expected to 
love and be loyal to Viru at all costs, and in which Mobad and Rāmin 
are the enemies, the illegitimate claimants to her love. The shift into this 
point of view also transforms the Nurse from helpful go-between to 
evil temptress, no longer facilitating the union of deserving lovers but 
instead posing an existential threat to Vis’s moral and spiritual integ-
rity. 58  Indeed, it is immediately after the appearance of the “demon” 
in this scene (whom we will soon meet again) that the narrator begins 
calling the Nurse a “sorceress” ( jādu , 129/264, 130/1), an epithet never 
used for her before. 

 This change of perspective has important implications both for the 
theme of doubling I have been exploring throughout thi s chapter and 
my overarching argument about the use of heteroglossia in  V is & Rāmin , 
a love-story “in which love has many a tale.” Vis’s is not the only view-
point the narrator will assume; as we will see in the following chapters, 
we will also be given a version of events from the eyes of Mobad and 
Rāmin, who each see themselves and the other characters in radically 
different lights. In that regard, it is important to emphasize that what 
we are witnessing is not the Nurse’s transition from loving nanny to evil 
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witch, or Rāmin’s from romantic lover to sexual predator, but a dou-
bling of these figures into both/and personae. It is precisely this fractur-
ing of vision that allows Vis to start exploring the ethos of romance in 
multiple dimensions, rather than a black-and-white, two-dimensional 
space, such that she herself can ultimately step into the both/and per-
sona of the faithful adulteress, seeing her choice as simultaneously licit 
and illicit and grappling with the moral problems that accompany such 
a stance. 59  

 With this thought in mind, we are now set to track the last of our 
three seduction scenes, the seduction ( fariftan ) of Vis by the Nurse, a 
slow-burn process featuring a series of extended, and often explosive, 
dialogues between the two women. Though rich in evocative detail 
and insightful expressions, a blow-by-blow account of this conver-
sation would require a great deal of space, more than what can be 
afforded here; but the following scene serves well as a representa-
tive example to observe which approaches fall flat and which eventu-
ally stick. Now fully “persuaded” to act as Rāmin’s agent, the Nurse 
returns from the garden to find her charge weeping in bed. When 
asked what is the matter, Vis confesses she has just woken from an 
erotic dream of Viru (132/30–40). Seeing her opportunity, the Nurse 
responds, 

ٮحواهى در حهان حسٮں حر او کس ٮو ٮا ٮٮمار وٮرو ماٮده و ٮس
حداٮت را حو وٮرو ٮٮست ٮٮده کٮده مرو  اٮدر  که  کڡٮى  مرا 
مٮٮو ٮه  ٮرورده  ٮٮست  ڡرسٮه  اکرحه ساه و حودکام است وٮرو
سٮاٮان کسور  حهان  دلٮران  ٮه مرو اٮدر ٮسى دٮدم حواٮان
کحا در هر هٮر کوٮ.ى حهاٮٮست وزٮسان سٮر مردی کامراٮٮست
ور اٮسان عٮٮرٮد او مسك ٮاٮست کر اٮسان احٮرٮد او آڡٮاٮست
ٮرادر را  موٮد  ساه  کوهر  ٮه  ٮه ٮحمه ٮا ٮه آدم ساه و مهٮر
زٮں در  دٮو  و  زمٮں  ٮر  ڡرسٮه  ححسٮه ٮام و ڡرخ ٮحت رامٮں
کروکان سد همه دلها ٮه مهرش ٮه وٮرو ٮٮک ماٮد حوب حهرش

 You’re only destroying yourself for Viru; in all the world, you seek none 
but him. You told me that in “stinking Marv” there is no slave who could 
be your lord like Viru. Though Viru’s a proud king, he’s not an angel 
raised in the heavens! I’ve seen so many fi ne young men in Marv, world-
heroes and kingdom-conquerors! … Among them is a lion among men, 
a propitious hero; you’d call him a world in every skill. If they are stars, 
he is the sun; if they are ambergris, he is pure musk. His line makes him 
a lord and king over other men, for Mobad is his brother: happy-named 
and fortune-bright Rāmin! An angel on earth, and a demon in the saddle! 
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His handsome face is very much like Viru’s, and all hearts are hostage to 
his love.   (134/63–6, 70–4 [94]) 

 This opening foray by the Nurse is deceptively sophisticated, for 
it challenges Vis to re-evaluate her choices on a number of levels. 
The first and most obvious level is her usual appeal to pragmatism, 
the admonition that Vis is pining away needlessly for an unobtain-
able beloved when there are many other fish in the sea. In this way, 
she is also appealing to Vis’s self-acknowledged desire; we can almost 
see her wink as she calls Rāmin a “demon in the saddle.” Finally, the 
Nurse offers a tempting reinterpretation of the laws of sexual symme-
try, presenting Rāmin as a virtual clone of Vis’s husband, a doppelgän-
ger unto whom her desires can be diverted without any apparent loss 
of integrity. This proposed substitution recalls to mind Mobad’s origi-
nal plan of swapping out Vis for Shahru, and as noted then, it raises 
a lingering question about the ontology of love: as it is understood to 
be the image of the beloved that penetrates the eyes and brands itself 
upon the soul, one could say that the lover is technically infatuated 
with the beloved’s  image  rather than the person him or herself. By this 
logic, Rāmin, like Viru, becomes a perfect match for Vis, forming “two 
halves of the same apple” (134/81), as the Nurse says. In a sense, the 
Nurse is not asking Vis to break the rules, but to hack them, treating 
the ethos of romantic love as a tool that expands her agency, rather 
than a code that limits it. 60  

 Though initially taken aback by the Nurse’s “upside-down speech” 
( vāruna goftār , 135/90), Vis quickly rallies. “Shame on you, for both my 
sake and Viru’s” (135/96), she replies, before launching into a general 
diatribe oddly reminiscent of Mobad’s earlier rant about the people of 
Hamadan, lamenting the weakness of women, the treachery of minstrels, 
and the horrible fate awaiting those who give in to temptation: “On this 
side, shame and dishonour, on that side, the fires of Hell, equally innu-
merable!” ( bedin sar nang-o rosvāyi-sh bi-mar • bedān sar ātash-e dozakh 
barābar , 137/129). Undaunted, the Nurse presses her attack from a num-
ber of other angles, making various appeals to fate (“Fortune snatched 
you from Viru,” 138/147), love (“When love comes to you, you must 
bear its burden,” 139/172), health (“Don’t cast your youth to the sea, or 
melt your silver body in burning toil,” 143/62), and sex (“You haven’t 
yet experienced this pleasure – you don’t realize that life without it is 
joyless,” 147/126). She concludes her monologue with a dose of peer 
pressure, in which she tries to convince her obstinate protégée that all 
high-born women, “while they each have noble husbands, secretly take 
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another for their lovers” ( agar che shu-ye nām-bordār dārand • nehāni digar-i 
rā yār dārand , 147/130). 61  

 These passages have often been cited as evidence that  Vis & Rāmin  
imagines a “kinder” social world for women, where flings and affairs are 
taken with a tolerant shrug and the turning of a blind eye, as opposed to 
comparable discussions on love and marriage in medieval Iranian and 
Islamic contexts. 62  Perhaps – but if so, Vis’s moral outrage during these 
conversations displays her continued alienation from this world; she 
does not espouse a liberal disregard for the conventional rules around 
women’s behaviour, as is sometimes suggested, but a staunchly con-
servative desire to uphold them. Increasingly alone and isolated, she 
sees herself fighting a desperate battle to preserve her virtue against 
what seems to be an entire world aligned against her, trying to tempt 
her into betraying her original commitment: the basic paradigm of the 
love-story mythos, in other words, especially as we see it in the Greek 
novels. Thus, if we concur with Vis’s self-identification as the heroine 
of (the non-existent romance of)  Vis & Viru , then nothing less than a 
full paradigm shift is necessary before she is even willing to consider, 
let alone commence, an illicit affair with a man she appears to loathe 
with all her heart, breaking her vows to the man of her (literal) dreams. 
In that sense, this is not a kind world at all; though surreptitious, the 
levels of coercion required to force this shift will be as troubling as they 
are traumatic. 

 We must therefore turn to the moment of Vis’s capitulation alert for 
clues that would explain what compelled her to make this self-damning 
choice. It begins as the Nurse returns to Rāmin and admits that even 
she cannot sway the queen: “Flattery, tricks, spells, deception – these, 
before her, are like philosophy before drunkards!” ( farib-o ḥila-vo nirang-
o dastān • bovad pish-ash cho ḥekmat nazd-e mastān , 149/174). Frustrated, 
Rāmin once again resorts to violence, or at least its threat. He instructs 
the Nurse to deliver one more message to Vis, presenting her with a 
stark choice: either she give him a chance, or he will kill himself; should 
she choose the latter, he will hold her accountable “before the Judge 
who will mete out justice, who will give justice to the whole world” 
(151/204). 63  The threat of suicide has an electric impact on the Nurse, 
anxious for the well-being of her foster son; it also changes the nature 
of her discourse with Vis. In their subsequent conversation, she begins 
her plea on an entirely new note, revealing for the first time her own 
private fears: 

آواز ٮسٮست  ڡرو  سرمت  مرا  ٮحواهم کڡت ٮا ٮو ٮک سحں راز
که ٮرسد هر کسى از مردم ٮد همى ٮرسم ازٮں از ساه موٮد
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روزکارم کردد  ٮٮره  کرٮسان  دارم ٮرهٮر  سرزٮش  و  ٮٮک  ز 
که در دوزخ سوم ٮد روز و ٮد ٮام ڡرحام ٮه  ٮرساٮم  ٮٮر  دوزخ  ز 
وز آن رحسار زرد و اسك حوٮٮں ولٮکں حون ٮر اٮدٮسم ز رامٮں
ٮکٮرد ٮردان  مرا  او  مرگ  ٮه  ٮمٮرد ٮاکه  او  که  ٮرسم  همى 
مٮالای را  رواٮت  او  حون  ٮه  مکں ماها ٮدان مسکٮں ٮٮحسای

 I’d like to confi de one secret in you – shame before you has stopped my 
voice. I  fear  King Mobad in this, as all people  fear  the wicked; I  fear  shame 
and retribution, for through them my days grow dark; I also  fear  Hell in the 
end, that in Hell I’ll be cursed and disgraced. But when I think of Rāmin, 
of his pale face and bloody tears … I fear that he will suddenly perish, and 
that God will judge me for his death. O moon, do not so! Have mercy on 
that wretched one – do not stain your soul with his blood!   (151/211–15, 
223–4 [112], emphasis added) 

 The Nurse is finally speaking Vis’s language: rather than belittling her 
ideals as naive or old-fashioned, she accepts her view (her  theōria ) and 
places herself within it, conspicuously echoing the four-fold expression 
of fear – fear of political blowback, public shame, and divine retribution – 
that Vis herself had articulated to Mobad. She then adds her own anxiety 
to the stakes, saying that she too fears for Rāmin’s life and for her own 
damnation, if he follows through with his threat. Her request, then, is 
both a confirmation of Vis’s values and a plea that she look beyond the 
most direct or superficial means of pursing them, to rethink love not as 
an act of withholding or forbearance, but rather of mercy, compassion, 
and self-sacrifice. The appeal works: as Vis listens to her Nurse’s words, 
“mercy ( bakhshāyesh ) for Rāmin welled in her heart, and out of affection 
( dusti ), Rāmin’s adornments took hold” (152/233). As I mentioned in 
the prologue, the recognition of romantic love in others is a powerful 
force – perhaps one strong enough to be considered a fundamental ele-
ment of romance writing – in producing individual change and group 
fellowship: it results in the conversions of Anthia’s various suitors 
( Ephesiaka  143/2.9, 160/5.2, 5.4), Layli’s husband Ibn Salām ( Layli & 
Majnun  160/33.85–93 [Davis 103]), Asmat to Avtandil ( The Knight 
in the Panther Skin  40/¶239–49), and the Emir in  Floire & Blancheflor  
(164/3123–32 [Hubert 106/2864–76]), among other examples. Yet here, 
as before, the conversion is complicated by its mediation through the 
Nurse: Vis sympathizes with the Nurse’s sympathy for Rāmin, just as 
Rāmin seduced the Nurse to seduce Vis (we might also note the absence 
of  ʿeshq  or  mehr  in this passage, which are the two most common words 
in  V&R  to describe romantic love, and rather a set of emotions that 
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seem to arise out of a sense of justice and compassion). 64  This may 
explain why Vis’s conversion to Rāmin does not result in her gaining a 
clearer sense of purpose but rather obfuscates the one she had, casting 
her into a lasting condition of doubt and ambivalence. 

 Presented with a choice that cannot fit within the black-and-white 
schema of romantic attachment, Vis, for the first time, is unsure what 
to do: should she double down on her principles, gambling with the 
lives of those she has no desire to hurt (Rāmin, perhaps, but especially 
the Nurse, her surrogate mother), or should she compromise them? 
The text, with striking sensitivity, describes her experience of losing 
this moral clarity as a profound feeling of shame, as though she has let 
herself down: “From shame ( az sharm ), her face burned in two colours, 
sometimes flushed, sometimes pale. From shame, her body was like a 
spring of water, sweat dripping from her like lustrous pearls” (153/238–
9). Vis’s embarrassed silence – the same sign of her consent to marry 
Viru – is all the proof the Nurse requires to know that she has at last suc-
ceeded in changing her mind, not  despite  but  through  the ethical commit-
ments of romantic love, now challenged and reconfigured. The ironic 
result is that Vis ultimately becomes the agent of her own seduction: 
rather than violate the rules of romance, she reconsiders them in such 
a way as to conceive of adultery as an act grounded in, not contrary 
to, the bedrock principles of her character. In learning to accommodate 
these new considerations in her self-view as a virtuous person, she will 
enter a long period of trial and tribulation, similar to – yet quite dif-
ferent from – those of her predecessors, in which the conventions that 
dictate proper action in a highly stratified social setting are destabilized 
and opened to question, breaking ground for new possibilities of action, 
even as the normative regiments of protocol are breaking down. 

 A New Covenant 

 Though she has now permitted herself to at least contemplate the pos-
sibility of an affair, Vis is no less determined to manage the terms of 
the liaison. So far, she has refused even to look upon Rāmin, let alone 
negotiate with him face to face. While this could be construed simply 
as a sign of Vis’s pride, as we heard the Nurse complain above, it may 
reflect a more interesting meta-knowledge of the rules of her genre. In 
the mythos of romantic love, one of the most common routes to love is 
through the gaze, either through a direct encounter with the beloved, 
or through his or her mental image via a portrait, a dream, or a vivid 
description. 65  Rāmin experiences this first-hand when he beholds Vis 
atop her palanquin: 
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ٮو کڡٮى حورد ٮر دل ٮٮر ٮاکاهکحا حون دٮد رامٮں روی آن ماه
حو ٮرکى کر درحٮش ٮڡکٮد ٮادز ٮست اسپ که ٮٮکر ٮٮڡٮاد
هم از ٮں دل رمٮده هم ز سر هوشکرڡٮه زاٮش دل معر سر حوش
ازان ٮسٮد ٮه ٮک دٮدار ازو دلز راه دٮده سد عسڡش ڡرو دل

 When Rāmin saw that moon’s visage, you’d say he was suddenly struck 
by an arrow: he fell from the back of his mighty horse like a leaf blown off  
the tree. His brain began to boil from the fi re in his heart; soul and reason 
fl ed from body and mind. Love for Vis entered his heart through his eyes, 
sealing his heart in a single glance.   (94/17–20 [57]) 

 This classic scene, loaded with familiar motifs (one might recall the 
scene where Arcite “cast his eye upon Emelya / And therwithal he 
bleynte and cride, ‘A!’” in Chaucer’s “The Knight’s Tale,” 40/1077–8), 
both links  Vis & Rāmin  to the broad network of romance narratives I 
discussed earlier and shows that the “physics” of this world are no dif-
ferent. By abstaining from any face-to-face encounter with Rāmin, Vis 
seems to be deliberately avoiding the chance that she might be struck 
by Cupid’s arrow, circumventing the conventional route to love in this 
literature – that is, until she has been convinced of the moral value of 
her decision to do so. If Rāmin’s moment of falling in love was a matter 
of chance, as it so often is, Vis is determined to have hers as a matter of 
choice. Thus, with Vis’s consent, the Nurse finds an opportunity for her 
to look upon Rāmin from the roof of her pavilion: 66  

ٮو کڡٮى حان سٮرٮں را همى دٮد همى ٮا وٮس رامٮں را همى دٮد
کرد ٮٮه  را  وٮرو  مهر  و  وڡا  حو ٮٮک اٮدر رخ رامٮں ٮکه کرد

 Vis stared at Rāmin long and hard; you’d say she beheld her own sweet 
soul in him. As she scrutinized his face, she laid waste to her love and loy-
alty to Viru.   (154/21–2 [115]) 

 The signs are incontrovertible, and her worst misgivings confirmed: in 
recognizing herself in Rāmin, Vis understands that he was her destined 
lover all along; she had been duped, so to speak, by the conflicting sig-
nals and false starts of the story’s opening. And yet, even as love wells 
in her heart as she gazes on Rāmin, Vis’s confidence in the authority 
or authenticity of that beholding, encapsulated in the litmus test of 
love at first sight, could well be shaken. After all, the Nurse was quite 
right about his appearance: “He’s just as you said,” Vis remarks, “He 
looks very much like auspicious Viru” ( be farrokhbakht-e viru nik mānad , 
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155/30–1). But this visual congruity raises troubling questions: if Vis 
beholds herself in Rāmin, and if Rāmin in turn resembles Viru, then 
 what exactly is she seeing?  Is this love she feels truly instigated by Rāmin, 
or could it be her innate response to seeing Viru’s  image  before her, just 
as she had desired his simulacrum in her dream? Has she fallen out 
of love with Viru, or could her love have simply been transferred to 
his alter-ego? The implications these questions have on the stability, 
even the viability, of romantic love are devastating: never again can she 
trust her eyes and heart to distinguish the real from the replica, to know 
beyond all doubt that the one she loves is the one she  thinks  she loves. 67  
The notion of transferability, which she found so offensive in Mobad’s 
contract with Shahru, has now reappeared in her own life, forcing her 
to question her presumption of love as a “final condition” and instead 
reconsider it as something vulnerable to change and evolution – a shift 
from an absolutist to a responsive understanding, in other words. 68  
How Vis responds to these possibilities, both in thought and action, will 
tell us (and her) much about the basic question of who she is and how 
she understands herself through the practice of love, with significant 
implications for her self-conception as a figure who makes historical 
choices for which she is accountable, as we will see in  chapter 5 . Her 
focused gaze on Rāmin, as a result, reflects nothing less than a moment 
of intense  self -scrutiny, a practice of coming to know the self through its 
mirror image that, as Shadi Bartsch has shown, is deeply rooted in clas-
sical thought and philosophy. 69  

 Indeed, this act of beholding instigates a protracted battle within 
Vis’s soul, in which the demon of love ( div-e mehr ) wrestles with her 
sense of shame ( sharm ) for mastery of her heart (155/37, 45). 70  The 
latter ultimately carries the day, and Vis departs the rooftop telling 
herself that she will never consent to a relationship with Rāmin. But 
on conveying her decision to the Nurse, Vis receives an unexpected 
shock. The Nurse is more committed than ever to seeing Vis and 
Rāmin together, and will not take no for an answer: “If you’re going 
to be so unpleasant ( bad-khu ), it’s not worth staying with you,” she 
replies; “let the land of Marv with Mobad be yours, let the land of Māh 
with Shahru be mine” (158/18–19). For Vis, this is a bitter betrayal. 
Having been parted from her mother and husband-brother, the Nurse 
is the only family left to her, as they both know well. “How could I live 
here without you?” she responds. “You are just like my mother to me!” 
( abi to chun tavānam bud idar • ke to hasti marā hamtā-ye mādar , 159/27 
[120]). 71  This comparison of the Nurse to Shahru not only expresses 
Vis’s emotional attachment to both but also recalls her mother’s 
decision to give her up to Mobad. The Nurse’s threat to repeat this 
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abandonment represents the worst emotional violence she knows she 
can inflict. Defeated, Vis accepts the Nurse’s terms, with one last mis-
erable rebuke: “The torment you’ve put me through weights heavy on 
my heart. Without it, I would harbour no desire there” ( marā āzār-e to 
sakht-ast bar del • v-agar na hich kām-am nist dar del , 160/49). If there 
were any illusions of anything “romantic” in the story of how Vis and 
Rāmin got together, they are dispelled for good in the wake of this 
haunting conclusion. 

 The Vis that emerges out of this experience is a far more complex figure 
than the proud and defiant princess we met at the beginning of the story. 
Set up as a bargaining chip between two noble families before she was 
born, the constant object of scrutiny, plots, and counter-plots, abducted 
by a jealous king, and now threatened by her surrogate mother (who is 
pressured, in turn, by her surrogate son), Vis has shown herself capable 
of fierce and determined resistance against every new obstacle that has 
been thrown in her path; but the loss of clarity and shifting moral terrain 
of the story has made it impossible for her to stand her ground – at least 
not on the terms she had originally intended. The end result bears some 
resemblance to the love potion in the  Tristan & Isolde  cycle, which places 
two people in the unworkable situation of loving each other despite their 
own preference to the contrary. But in contrast to this, Vis’s seduction is 
realized not by external magic but a combination of broken expectations, 
chimeric solutions, and physical and psychological violence, recasting 
the love of Vis and Rāmin not as the expression of an intuitive attach-
ment, but as the outcome of a sequence of social and generic transgres-
sions. This point must be emphasized especially in anticipation of the 
chapters to come, in which injustice becomes the central thematic of her 
later laments, letters, and attempts to reassert herself. 

 Although she has been pushed into a relationship she never desired, 
Vis is nonetheless careful to maintain control; if she must be with Rāmin, 
she will negotiate the tryst on her terms. She empties her quarters of all 
servants and grants Rāmin access through the roof. Upon beholding his 
beloved, regally sitting upon her throne, the happy lover springs into 
an impromptu encomium, until Vis cuts him off in a tone that leaves 
no guessing as to the seriousness of the situation. “I’ve sullied my pure 
body, I’ve annihilated loyalty and shame,” she says bluntly. “Speak – 
what are your intentions with me, a friend’s or an enemy’s? You are 
like a bloom that fades in a single day, not like agate and turquoise” 
(163/46, 50–1 [126]). Chastened, Rāmin solemnly swears he will never 
break faith; only then does Vis return the oath, giving him a nosegay of 
violets (165/82, or as Hedāyat suspects, “forget-me-nots”) as a token of 
their vow. 72  The story has come full circle: the disastrous pact between 
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Shahru and Mobad has been replaced with a new love/-covenant ( mehr , 
a word whose valences I’ll explore further in chapter 3) between Vis 
and Rāmin, though not without serious doubts and trepidation. 

 It is around here that the narrator makes the following remark: 
“Although there was no limit to her modesty, destiny stole shame from 
her eyes” (170/43 [133]). This is an interesting observation to make, 
especially at this critical juncture where Vis stands at the point of no 
return, violating both her personal vows to Viru and her public obliga-
tions towards Mobad; it seems to remind us that, despite crossing these 
lines, she has always been an ideal candidate for the role of romance 
heroine. Like many of the other characters we have put her in conver-
sation with, Vis firmly adheres to the fairly conservative principles of 
shame, modesty, and total devotion to her male beloved, yet there is 
something “off” about the narrative frame guiding her (her “destiny”) 
that sends her story awry. Indeed, I do not think it an exaggeration to 
say that the love-story of  Vis & Rāmin  was wrecked even before it got 
started, sabotaged by a series of false flags, doubled personae, visual 
replicas, and the total breakdown of trust. This is why the ceremony of 
the covenant is so important to Vis: if there is one thing left for her to 
stand on, it is the fundamental ethos of fidelity. While the trustworthi-
ness of Rāmin as the object of her love may still be an open question, 
she has the ability, through her fidelity, to show that her love itself is 
beyond all doubt – not because of an accident of fate, but because she 
recognized and accepted it. Now, she is ready to demonstrate her love’s 
reality, to make it real in fact, through the praxis of unwavering com-
mitment, even at the risk of social disgrace and personal harm. 

 Her first test of this new praxis of romantic love is quick to appear on 
the horizon: Mobad overhears the Nurse whispering about the affair 
and launches a furious verbal assault on Vis, accusing her of what 
she had long feared: “You’ve abandoned righteousness and religion – 
you’ve become despicable in the eyes of all!” ( ze din-o rāsti bizār gashti • 
be cheshm-e har ke budi khwār gashti , 169/30). But Vis, having grounded 
herself in the moral rectitude of her choice, is decisive in her response: 

ٮه کش کرده ٮلورٮں ٮازو و دست ز ٮحت ساه حون سمساد ٮر حست
را ما  ٮاداڡراه  ٮه  ٮرساٮى  حه  کامکارا ساها  کڡت  را  مرو 
ٮهڡٮى ٮا  آهو  که  کردی  ٮکو  سحٮها راست کڡٮى هر حه کڡٮى
دٮدکاٮم آور  ٮر  حواهى  وکر  کٮون حواهى ٮکش حواهى ٮراٮم
ٮازار ٮه  کں  ٮرهٮه  حواهى  وکر  دار حاودان  ٮٮٮد  حواهى  وکر 
رواٮست را  حاٮم  و  حان  را  ٮٮم  حهاٮست دو  کرٮں  رامٮٮم  که 
حداوٮدست و ٮار و دلٮر و دوست اوست دلم  آرام  و  حسم  حراغ 
که مں حود حان ٮرای مهر دارم حه ٮاسد کر ٮه مهرش حان سٮارم
زٮدکاٮى ٮٮرد  ٮا  ٮٮرم  مهرٮاٮى و  وڡا  رامٮں  از  مں 
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ٮماٮد حاوٮدان  ٮام  اٮں  مرا  سٮاٮد حان  مں  از  ٮو  ٮٮغ  وکر 
ٮه صد حان مى حرم مں ٮام حٮٮں که حان ٮسٮرد وٮس از ٮهر رامٮں

 She leapt from the king’s throne like a tall boxwood, crossed her crystal 
arms, and said, “O mighty king! Why do you threaten us with retribution? 
All you have said is true; you’ve done well not to hide our faults. Now, if 
you wish, kill me! Drive me away! Gouge out my eyes! Keep me forever in 
bonds! Strip me naked, and parade me in the market! Over both worlds, 
I choose Rāmin: the life in my body, the soul in my life, the light of my 
eyes, the ease of my heart, my lord, lover, friend, and darling. So what if I 
give up my life for his love? I live only for love’s sake! I shall never cut off  
love and loyalty from Rāmin until they are cut off  by death … And if your 
sword takes away my life, this name of mine will forever remain: ‘Vis gave 
up her life for the sake of Rāmin!’ I’d give up a hundred lives for such a 
reputation!”   (170/44–52, 60–1 [133])) 

 With these words, Vis appears to have taken full ownership of her 
affair with Rāmin: even as she acknowledges its transgressive appear-
ance, she proudly accepts it as her legacy in the world, even her key to 
immortality, as a testament to her virtue and steadfastness. Moreover, 
by openly declaring this love-based commitment for all to hear, she 
seeks “to make their mutual answerability  authoritative  for others,” as 
Paul Kottman writes on Romeo and Juliet, thus pointing to the newly 
public-facing dimension of her ethical project. 73  

 Such bold proclamations, however, cannot entirely mask the fragil-
ity of Vis’s position. As her earlier conversation with Rāmin implies, 
Vis seems inclined to suspect that he is not capable of upholding the 
high expectations she has of him (and of herself), despite his promises 
and protests to the contrary. Though founded on vows that uphold 
the fundamental ethos of romantic love, the affair remains an uneasy 
arrangement at best: structurally faulty, stretched to the limit, and 
prone to collapse. With her new love-story raised over such a weak 
foundation, it is no wonder that she is unconvinced that this is or will 
be the right choice for her; as a result, she will be beset with episodes 
of doubt, anxiety, and self-remonstration for all but the last pages of 
her story. Indeed, in the very next scene, we arrive back at the polo 
game where we began this chapter, in which Vis, her eyes lingering 
over Mobad, Rāmin, and Viru below, confesses to her Nurse with a 
wistful sigh: 

ٮٮودی وٮرو  ٮحر  دلارامم  ٮمودی ٮاری  مرا  ٮحٮم  اکر 
ٮٮهره دوسٮان دسمں آٮٮں ٮه موٮد حڡت مں ٮودی ٮه رامٮں
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 If my fortune had aided me, my beloved would be none but Viru. Neither 
Mobad nor Rāmin would have been my mate, those contemptible friends 
who behave as foes.   (176/147–8 [139]) 

 There, in a nutshell, lies the ambiguity of  Vis & Rāmin : though presented 
as a love-story that invokes a familiar narrative structure and metaphys-
ics of desire and attraction, the love of its protagonists is destabilized by 
the introduction of a seemingly more-perfect match – Viru, whom Vis 
will lose and never regain – twisting the instinctual and mutually con-
sensual love that makes up the bread and butter of the romance mythos 
into an unwilling relationship forged through coercion, calculation, 
and compromise. Vis’s nostalgia for the simplicity and moral clarity of 
that first relationship, hovering over her world like the moon in the sky, 
beautiful yet unattainable (175/137), speaks meta-volumes about the 
degree to which the ethos of romantic love has lost its innocence. 

 The world we have entered is a world where a clear-sighted and 
unveiled ethics is no longer possible. As Vis has discovered, to simply 
proclaim her commitment to the ideal practice of total fidelity to the 
perfect match, while chiding the older generation for not recognizing 
that ideal – speaking truth to power, as it were – does not and can-
not resolve her story in the happily-ever-after of union or martyrdom 
that is so often forthcoming in the romance tradition; on the contrary, 
it only sabotages the very virtues she hopes to embody. To meet this 
challenge, she must therefore complicate the ideals she once embraced 
with such devotion, blindly repeating commonplace tropes about 
women’s weakness and imitating the archetypes of previous literary 
lovers; her discourse, like the myth of romance itself, must acquire a 
lying dimension as it seeks to uncover and articulate (the) truth. Thus 
we are left with the paradox of Vis: the faithful adulteress, a woman 
roundly condemned as a creature of loose morals and unbridled pas-
sion by the people around her (both diegetic characters and historical 
readerships), yet whose actions, when we look closely, are motivated 
above all by an unflinching dedication to the  possibility  of righteous-
ness, even when it seems impossible, and the courage to look for it in 
the most unlikely of places. Despite her “official” status as a sinner and 
an outcast, Vis remains an exemplary figure in the story, for she has 
discovered the paradoxical lesson that, as Sufi poets would later like 
to say, a deep commitment to inner principles may necessitate actions 
that appear to run against their outer implementation. This self-damn-
ing choice complicates and critiques the ideal of romantic love and the 
ethical codes that it mandates. 



 It is a sad irony that Vis, having claimed she would “give up a hundred 
lives” to be remembered as one who died for her loyalty in love, would 
soon become notorious for her infidelity to her husband, King Mobad. 
Our first extant response to  Vis & Rāmin , found in the  Bahman-nāma , a 
narrative poem written between 1108–11 in the region of Azerbaijan 
by the poet Irānshāh ibn Abi al-Khayr, attests to this early reception. 
Although the  Bahman-nāma  follows the usual biographical path of a 
heroic tale – the life and adventures of Bahman, son of Esfandiyār – the 
first major episode in the story recounts how the young prince fell in 
love with and married a woman who eventually betrays him. This event 
calls to Irānshāh’s mind the versification of  Vis & Rāmin  done by his 
predecessor Fakhr al-Din Gorgāni, and he does not mince his words in 
sharing his opinion of it: 

که دلها ز مهر زٮان کرد سرد ٮکى داسٮان کڡت کوٮٮده مرد
کام سراٮحام  سادی  آعاز  ز  ز رامٮں و از وٮسه زست ٮام
همان وٮسه کر رام سد ٮاسکٮب ٮکارٮں سحٮهای ٮٮد و ڡرٮب
که داٮه ٮٮسٮش ز ٮٮرٮک و ٮٮد حٮان ٮٮک دل موٮد مسٮمٮد

 The poet [Gorgāni] told a story that froze men’s hearts towards women: of 
Rāmin and infamous Vis; of joy at the beginning and pleasure at the end, 
with elaborate talk of shackles and shenanigans, when Vis could no longer 
wait for Rāmin; of sad and helpless Mobad, when the Nurse “bound” him 
with tricks and spells.   (179/2847–50) 1  

 Irānshāh’s depiction of Vis as a wanton woman will probably not come 
as a surprise, even though it disregards the complex ethical dilemmas 
she faced; the fact that her choices ultimately result in an extramari-
tal affair – humiliating the man who, as noted last chapter, is legally 
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speaking the only possible match for Vis – is enough to earn his cen-
sure. 2  Mobad, on the other hand, elicits his pity: he describes him as 
aggrieved ( del-tang ) and helpless ( mostmand ), a victim of the Nurse’s 
sorcery in particular and the wiles of women in general. 

 Passages like this suggest that a sympathetic reading of Mobad – 
positing him as a hero whose tragic story provides its presumably mature, 
male, and courtly audience with a cautionary  exemplum  against over-
associating with women – was one of the possible and indeed prominent 
ways medieval readers engaged with the poem over the thousand-year 
course of its reception history. 3  Nor was this limited to premodern or 
Middle Eastern contexts. In the first assessment of the poem in Western 
scholarship, a 1869 article by Karl Heinrich Graf, we hear the echo of 
Irānshāh’s sentiments: “The only noble characters present, as we see it, 
are the king, who is constantly denied, betrayed, and ultimately killed 
by sheer bad luck, and his stepbrother and vizier Zard, who is treacher-
ously murdered. Not so Rāmin or Vis, despite all the exuberant praise 
and musk-scented descriptions of [their] beauty.” 4  Some thirty years 
later, Baron R. von Stackelberg also expressed his disappointment at the 
poem’s denouement, one that “does not coincide with our view about 
the issue of the tragic crime and its expiating.” 5  That “tragic crime,” in 
his view, was Mobad’s marriage to an unborn girl, an opinion shared by 
Henri Massé in his 1959 translation of  V&R : if not for this one “unthink-
ing act” ( acte irréfléchi ), Massé writes, the king would have ended his days 
in joy and prosperity. 6  In these readings, Mobad’s personal and political 
collapse, wreaked by those who should have been closest to him, stood 
out as one of the more memorable plots within the story, a tale about the 
precariousness of kingship and the perfidy of the heavens. 

 It is a testament to the power of shifting cultural attitudes that, as 
Vis’s star rose, Mobad’s declined. Even in the 1950s, scholars like Vladi-
mir Minorsky and Jan Rypka had soured on the king, the former call-
ing him “brutal” and “weak,” the latter “ridiculous” and “pitiful.” 7  
Similar characterizations appear in studies by Minoo Southgate, Julie 
Scott Meisami, and J.-C. Bürgel, all published in the late 70s and 80s, 
who saw Mobad as the counter-foil to the lovers: where Vis and Rāmin 
give themselves to love, Mobad is the “cold moralist,” interested only 
in law and contracts (Bürgel); where Rāmin realizes the error of his 
ways, Mobad falls victim to his own concupiscence (Meisami). 8  Schol-
ars exploring the ancient Iranian background to the tale, furthermore, 
have produced readings of Mobad that establish him as nothing less 
than a sorcerer-king, a perversion of the priesthood he embodies in his 
violation of the sacred laws of family relations and bonds, both between 
brothers (Mobad–Rāmin) and between brother and sister (Viru–Vis). 9  
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 In addition to reflecting shifts in contemporary mores, these differing 
perspectives may also tell us something about the role of genre: what 
kind of story is  Vis & Rāmin?  In that regard, the distinction of heroic 
and amorous orientations of romance, as discussed in  chapter 1 , can be 
helpful in sorting out the various responses that readers have brought 
to that question. For those steeped in Aristotelian literary theory, he 
is a perfect example of the tragic  hero , brought down by a single yet 
fatal flaw. But for readers who foreground the  love-story  within the text, 
Mobad easily falls into the role of the “Villain,” the figure who, accord-
ing to Propp’s terminology, “disturb[s] the peace of a happy family”; 
Sādeq Hedāyat, writing in 1945, invoked the same narratological view 
in describing Mobad (along with Viru!) as the “great Obstacle” ( māneʿ-e 
bozorg ) of the plot, the agent who keeps the lovers apart and prevents 
the resolution of their love-story. 10  

 This split decision among the critics, feeding Mobad into multiple 
possible personae, is further enabled by the machinations of the text 
itself. In a manner very similar to what I discussed in  chapter 2 ,  V&R  
deploys convincing narratological cues to suggest both readings as 
plausible. This ambiguity, in Dick Davis’s opinion, places Mobad along-
side Vis as one of the most complex characters in the story, “whose 
hopeless psychological situation flickers wearily from patience to 
self-assertion to fury and back again.” 11  Recent studies have sought to 
engage with this complexity; Christine van Ruymbeke suggested that 
Mobad should be read as the protagonist of both the heroic and the 
amorous readings of the tale, such that he becomes its tragic lover/hero; 
while I explored how his multiple personae drive him down paths that 
are mutually anathema to each other, undoing the assumed harmony 
that is presumed to exist between lover, ruler, and the “perfect man” 
( al-insān al-kāmil ) in Islamic philosophy. 12  Although I will revisit some 
of the points made in that study, my proposition here is a little bit dif-
ferent: where before I read Mobad as containing multitudes, here I want 
to delve further into the underlying unicity of those multiple perfor-
mances. Regardless of whether we read Mobad as hero or villain, lover 
or legalist, the various roles that assign him a central and authoritative 
position in society uniformly limit and undercut that authority, pushing 
him to the margins of acceptable action and leading to his experience 
of self-entrapment, self-alienation, and self-destruction. The apparent 
disharmony of superficial obligations belies an underlying harmony of 
the same fundamental problem: the discursive forces that make Mobad 
who he is unmake him in the same motion. 

 Mobad is uncannily similar to Vis in this regard. Both characters 
appear as “images of language” who “long to be embodied,” to use 
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Mikhail Bakhtin’s terms, by attaching themselves to external and well-
established plots – Vis as the faithful romance heroine, Mobad as the 
glorious king – and in making that attachment, both stake a claim in 
the sublime, the transcendent, and the immortal. Both outwardly pos-
sess an abundance of choice – Vis has her pick of lovers, Mobad’s word 
is law – yet both come to recognize the poverty of their plenty; Mobad 
even repeats Vis’s exact words to describe his own situation, saying “I 
ever burn in fire” ( hami suzam bar āzar , 235/33, cf. 175/42), as he too 
laments the way the stars have apparently forced him to violate the 
mandates of his literary and political role. Though narrated from differ-
ing perspectives of gender and power, my accounts of Vis and Mobad 
are in a sense two versions of the same story: both figures are forced to 
confront the aporias inherent within their mythic characters, disrupt-
ing the respective practices (ethos) that first promised and then denied 
them coherence and autonomy. 

 In developing these themes of dissociation and self-alienation, Mobad 
takes us further into the murky topic of the “self” in  Vis & Rāmin  
and the discursive networks in which it participates. Navigating these 
waters is a tricky business, as the gap between modern and medieval 
modes of subjectivity is so wide that any attempt to translate the lat-
ter into a contemporary episteme is highly fraught; as Paul Zumthor 
asserts, “When a reader of our century confronts a twelfth-century 
work, the time span separating them distorts and even destroys 
the relationship that is normally produced by the text’s mediation 
between author and reader.” 13  Nevertheless, our focus on the love-
story might allow us at least to approach subjectivity from an oblique 
angle, reading it from the outer position, if not the inner perspective, 
of the desiring self. As I postulated in the previous chapter, romantic 
love is contingent on two acts, the  recognition  of the Self in the Other, 
followed by the  desire  for union with that Self-in-the-Other, a being 
both part of and exterior to the lover: it is through this process that 
the heroes of the romance mythos represent themselves to others and 
come to know themselves. (I want to add here that, while I anal-
yse this dynamic through the medieval concepts of  mushākala  and 
 munāsaba  – similitude and affinity – I see intriguing resonances with 
Lacan’s theory of the mirror stage, and so I will occasionally invoke 
Lacanian terms to gesture towards directions for possible inquiry.) 14  
But as we have seen,  V&R  raises the real possibility of  mis -recognition 
within this literary field; through Mobad, we can consider the impli-
cations of this possibility when brought to the domains of patriarchy, 
sovereignty, and the kinship networks that form the basis of dynastic 
power. 

̱
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 As Gorgāni tells us, his composition is a love tale that tells many tales 
of love, some of them written between the lines of its explicit account 
of  Vis & Rāmin . Having explored the unnamed romance of  Vis & Viru , 
I now follow another implicit tale, the love-story of  Mobad & Vis  – or 
perhaps more fundamentally  Mobad & Shahru  – to discover the nature 
of his recognition, the source of his desire, and the way these enwrap a 
set of transcendental discursive codes that simultaneously produce and 
dismantle his power and authority. This account of Mobad Manikān, 
with its connotations of a man driven against his will towards his own 
destruction as if under the control of some malignant spell, produces 
one of the more troubling and uncanny stories of  Vis & Rāmin . 15  

 “All Kings Were His Slaves” 

 Its title notwithstanding, it is easy to see why Mobad could be (mis?-)
taken as the hero of  Vis & Rāmin . Witness the opening lines of the story: 

سمرها اٮدر  ٮاڡٮم  حٮرهاٮوسٮه  اٮدر  راوٮان  کڡت  ز 
ٮه ساهى کامکاری ٮحٮٮاریکه ٮود اٮدر زماٮه سهرٮاری
ز ٮهر او ٮه کٮٮى زٮده ٮودٮدهمه ساهان مرو را ٮٮده ٮودٮد

 I have found, written amongst the evening stories of events told by rac-
onteurs, that once upon a time there was a king, blessed and auspicious 
in kingship. All kings were his slaves; they lived in the world for his sake.  
 (31/1–3 [1]) 

 This introit places Mobad at the front and centre of the emergent nar-
rative, and all but one of the surviving manuscripts of  V&R  go on to 
flesh out his character with a litany of royal attributes: a rain cloud of 
generosity, a shining sun at the feast, a raging lion in battle, the master 
of the world from east to west, a man favoured by the celestial bod-
ies above, whose every day was a victorious Nowruz, and so on and 
so forth (31/4–21). These descriptions are significant not only in their 
abundance (with the Istanbul manuscript piling on another fifty lines in 
this vein) but especially in their semiotics. 16  “Power,” as Aziz al-Azmeh 
writes, “is by nature enunciative”; by fixing Mobad in a particular spa-
tial and ritual setting, adorning him with meaningful emblems and 
accoutrements, and investing him with established figurative qualities, 
the opening lines of  V&R  “speak” him into, and consequently allow 
him to embody, the role of an easily recognized ideal figure in Gorgāni’s 
milieu: the  shāhanshāh , or King of Kings. 17  Although versions of this 
title date back to ancient Assyria, it came to be particularly associated 
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with the Persianate tradition of kingship, thanks to the aggressive pro-
paganda of the Achaemenid and Sasanian empires (550–330 bce and 
224–651 ce). 18  It fell out of use for a time after the Muslim conquest of 
Iran, but the late Umayyad (early eighth c.) and especially the Abbasid 
caliphs (eighth and ninth c.) revived many of the old Sasanian proto-
cols and ceremonies as part of their enunciative vocabulary of imperial 
power – occasions in which the recitation of poetry played no small 
role. 19  In this way, the performative presence of the universal sovereign 
remained in play, and by the tenth and eleventh centuries, regional 
Iranian dynasts adopted the role, and even the King of Kings title, for 
themselves. 20  

 One of the central rituals that was used to re-present this ideal figure 
was the celebration of Nowruz, the “new day” of the Spring equinox that 
announced the end of Winter and the return of life and prosperity. The 
Sasanian custom of holding coronation ceremonies on this day was con-
tinued, in a more limited fashion, by the Abbasids, Buyids (tenth c.), and 
the Ghaznavids (eleventh c.), who marked the occasion through the ritual 
exchange of gifts. 21  Being such a key signifier of universal kingship, and an 
occasion to reassert and reforge the bonds of authority and fealty between 
the king and his subjects, it is no surprise to find Mobad demonstrating the 
magnitude of his dominion with a Nowruz feast of his own: 

ٮه حسں اٮدر سراسر ٮامدارانحه حرم حسں ٮود اٮدر ٮهاران
ز هر مرزی ٮری روٮ.ى و ماهىز هر سهری سٮهداری و ساهى
کرکانکرٮده هرحه در اٮران ٮررکان و  ری  وز  آذرٮاٮکان  از 
ز سٮراز و صڡاهان و دهسٮانهمٮدون از حراسان و کهسٮان
حٮان کاٮدر مٮان احٮران ماهٮسسٮه در مٮان مهٮران ساه
ٮه ٮں ٮر زٮور مهٮر حداٮانٮه سر ٮر اڡسر کسور کساٮان
روسٮاٮ.ى دمٮده  دٮدارش  حو حورسٮد حهان ڡر حداٮ.ىز 

 What a joyous springtime festival, with the great and famous assem-
bled throughout! A king and commander from every city, a moon and 
fairy-face from every march; the cream of the nobles, whether from 
Iran, Azerbaijan, Ray, Gorgan, Khorasan, Kuhestan, Shiraz, Isfahan, 
and Dehestan … The king sat amidst them, as the moon sits among 
stars, the crown of conquerors upon his head, the ornament of the Lord 
of Lords upon his body. Light shone from his countenance: the royal 
 farr , like the world-illuminating sun.   (34/22–5, 29–31 [1–2]) 

 For historians of ancient Iran, this scene might call to mind the famous 
reliefs of the Apadana Stairs in Persepolis, on which delegations from 
the Achaemenid Empire’s far-flung territories line up to present the 
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King of Kings with the choice products of their native lands ( figure 1 ). 22  
While Gorgāni, like his peers, would have had only limited (and fairly 
distorted) knowledge of the historical dynasty, the symbolism of this 
ceremonial tribute would have been quite familiar to him; he even 
depicts the Seljuk sultan, Ṭughrıl Beg, receiving gifts from his vassals 
in a similar manner (13/63–81). 23  Mobad’s visual appearance in this 
passage is also evocative of ancient Iranian iconography and mythol-
ogy. The Achaemenids depicted themselves wearing solar crowns that 
figured their bodies as the bridge between heaven and earth, a visual 
motif that lived on in the flames and haloes that illuminated the faces of 
saints. It appears here as the  farr , the radiant light shining from Mobad’s 
sun-like countenance; in this way, he joins – or at least appears to join – 
the ranks of the great sovereigns of the past. 24  

 Comparing the king to the sun is far more than poetic flourish; it 
provided a powerful metaphor for articulating the nature of univer-
sal kingship. We see this in the  Kutadgu Bilig , a mirror for princes 
written in 1066 that sought to incorporate “Irano-Islamic ideals of 
statecraft … as part of an Inner Asian Turkish literary heritage.” 25  In 
this passage, the sovereign, “Rising Sun,” explains the significance 
of his name: 

 The sun, you see, never wanes but is always full, its brightness is constant 
and excellent. That is how I am too: full of justice, and with no defi ciency. 

   

  Figure 1   : Persepolis, Iran, Apadana: Procession of Tribute-Bearers, Syrian 
Dele gation, Eastern Stairway. University of Chicago, Oriental Institute, ORINST 
P 29002 .  
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Second, when the sun rises, it sheds its light on all creation without being in 
any way diminished thereby. This justice of mine is likewise undiminishing; 
my deeds and words are for all creatures unvarying and constant. Third, 
when the sun rises and warms the earth, myriad fl owers bloom. Similarly, 
when my law extends over a land, that land prospers, though it be stones 
and rock … Finally, the sun’s abode is stable, its foundation fi rm: the constel-
lation of the sun is Leo; its house never moves and so it never falls to ruin. 26  

 In this account, the king is nothing less than a beacon of perfect jus-
tice and the source of life and prosperity – firm, unwavering, and 
eternal. 27  His connection with the sun marks him not only as the best 
of men but also as an icon of divinity, reflecting celestial power and 
enforcing its will at one and the same time. This singular role implies 
a perfect union of sacral and temporal authority, a concept strongly 
articulated in Sasanian theories of kingship with manifest carry-
over into the Islamic period. 28  The founder of the Sasanian empire, 
Ardashir I (d. 242), proclaimed himself the “image [also seed] of the 
gods” ( čihr az yazdān ), a term with conceptual echoes in the Islamic 
royal title  ẓill allāh fī al-arḍ , “the Shadow of God on Earth.” 29  New Per-
sian renderings of Sasanian political treatises, such as the Testament 
of Ardashir in the  Shāhnāma , or the Letter of Tansar in the  History 
of Tabaristan , declare religion ( din ) and dominion ( shahriyāri ,  molk ) 
to be born of the same womb, a proverb that appears across Ara-
bic, Persian, and Turkish works by the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Muḥammad 
al-Ghazālī, Neẓām al-Molk, and Yūsuf Khāṣṣ Ḥājib. 30  Mobad’s very 
name invokes and reinforces these ideal convergences: as the narrator 
of  V&R  says, “The world called him ‘Shāh Mobad,’ for he was both 
priest ( mobad ) and wise sage” ( jahān-ash nām karda shāh mobad • ke 
ham mobad bod-o ham be-khrad rad , 32/16). This pun is deeply mean-
ingful; while it is possible that an ancient form of Mobad’s name may 
point to a different etymology, the link between the Priest and the 
King established in this line would not only evoke the general concept 
of divine kingship for contemporary readers, but also invite compari-
son with the prototypical exemplars of that tradition. 31  

 Within this context, the Priest-King  par excellence  is none other than 
the mythical figure of Jamshid, whose story had been recently been 
given a vivid retelling in the  Shāhnāma . Here, the etymology can indeed 
be instructive:  Jam  is the ancient Indo-Iranian god Yama (or Yima), the 
lord of the dead in Vedic tradition (his name also means “twin” – more 
on that in a moment!), while  shid , from Avestan  xšaēta , means “radi-
ant” or “shining” (the same epithet as the sun,  khwar-shid ). 32  These two 
aspects tie Jamshid to both the concept of solar-celestial kingship and the 
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prospect of immortality – a  sol invictus , as it were. He is remembered in 
the Avesta as the “the sunlike-one of men,” who “made from his author-
ity both herds and people free from dying” (Yasna 9.4); the  Shāhnāma  
repeats this tale, affirming that for three hundred years, no one experi-
enced sickness, old age, or death (1:44/56 [Davis 7]). 33  He goes on play a 
pivotal role in the foundation of human civilization, gaining mastery over 
all living things (including animals, demons, and other non-humans), 
introducing advanced technologies (weaving, building, mining, and 
sailing), dividing society into the four canonical castes (priests, warriors, 
farmers, and artisans), and establishing Nowruz to mark the triumph of 
Summer over Winter, of light over dark, and of life over death. 34  Through 
these acts, many Muslim historians saw Jamshid as the Iranian analogue 
to Solomon, the great prophet-king of Abrahamic tradition. The analogy 
is especially visible when both kings command the demons (or the jinn) 
to lift their thrones into the air, symbolically placing themselves at the 
meeting point of heaven and earth; it is at this moment, al-Bīrūnī adds, 
that Jamshid’s throne shone as bright in the sky as a second sun. 35  

 Through the simple dual meaning of his name, Mobad activates this 
living tradition that binds secular and spiritual authority into a single 
figure, a connection that Jamshid himself articulates as he ascends the 
throne in the  Shāhnāma : “I am endowed with divine  farr , and I pos-
sess both kingship ( shahriyāri ) and priesthood” ( mobadi , 1:41/8 [Davis 
6]). This semantic slippage fuses Mobad into the horizon of expecta-
tions set by his mythical predecessor; if there is was any doubt about 
the intentionality of this coincidence, it would likely be dispelled when 
Gorgāni credits him with the founding of Nowruz ( yek-i jashn-e now-
āyin karda bod shāh , 33/20), a celebration traditionally attributed to Jam-
shid instead. 36  While to be so closely associated with the greatest world 
sovereign in history might not seem like bad publicity on the part of 
our king, it does raise some significant warning signs; after all, Jamshid, 
for all his glory, does not come to a good end. In most accounts, the 
god-like power to ascend to the heavens and ward off death goes to his 
head, and he begins to boast that it is he, and not God, who adorns the 
world with his beneficence and blessings. 37  The instant he articulates 
this hubris, expressing his desire for power beyond his purview, the  farr  
vanishes from his countenance, leaving him vulnerable to the onslaught 
of the serpent-king Żaḥḥāk, a monstrous hybrid whose insatiable appe-
tites call to mind not only the destructive toxicity of the snake ( aži ), but 
the demonic force of concupiscence ( āzi ,  āz ). 38  Żaḥḥāk eventually over-
throws the king, hunts him down, and has him sawn in half, bringing 
the “twin” – or “doubled” – ontology encoded in Jamshid’s name to its 
literal fulfilment ( figure 2 ).    



  Figure 2: The execution of Jamshîd by the order of Zahhâk (detail from 
Shâhnâmah, Spencer Collection, Pers. ms. 3). Courtesy of The New York 
Public Library.   
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 Thus, as Mobad appears on the stage of  Vis & Rāmin , sparkling with 
Jamshidian splendour, he summons the memory of a myth that antici-
pates both the heights and perils of divine sovereignty: the undying 
sun, cloven in twain by the demon of desire. Though neither Jamshid 
nor Żaḥḥāk are physically present in  V&R , they are still “there” in 
both symbolic and even material ways, hovering over the characters 
like unquiet ghosts, particularly during Mobad’s fateful meeting with 
Shahru. This encounter demonstrates how the Jamshid-Mobad connec-
tion is far more than an analogy or a case of parallel accounts: it is a 
spilling over of one story into another, the stubborn persistence of a 
past that has never quite passed. Desire lies at the heart of this ever-
unfolding history, evident in both the fortunes of Mobad the man and 
in the mythos of divine kingship that he embodies. 

 Beholding Mehr  

 True to the rhetorical tradition of  barāʿat-e estehlāl  (“ingenuity in the open-
ing”), the introductory scene of  Vis & Rāmin  captures a complex entan-
glement of politics and erotics that will carry on through the entirety of 
the work and dominate Mobad’s fortunes within it. 39  While the Nowruz 
banquet is a standard set piece for the enunciation of a vertical hierarchy 
of political authority, particularly in the qasida genre, its appearance in 
the romantic framework set by  Vis & Rāmin  also creates the perfect  locus 
amoenus  for love, introducing a horizontal counter-force through which 
that hierarchy can be turned on its side and renegotiated. We can detect 
these two vectors at play in the visual “camera work” of the scene: as 
it enumerates the kings, princes, and heroes who have assembled at 
Mobad’s court, the narrative gaze is compelled to pull back from the fig-
ure of the king himself to take in the full panorama of the occasion. Not 
just Mobad, but “everyone” ( hama kas , 35/43) has gone out to celebrate, 
all wearing “crowns” ( afsar , 35/46), though made of tulips, of their 
own: “A group taking joy in horse-riding, a group in music and dance, 
a group drinking wine in the orchard, a group picking flowers in the 
garden, a group by the river, a group in the tulip-field” (35/47–9). As 
the scene before us widens in scale, the once-towering figure of Mobad 
gets lost in the crowd, reduced to merely one of the many revellers at the 
feast: “the King of Kings had  also  gone out for this purpose” ( shahanshah 
niz ham rafta bedin kār , 35/51). This momentary glimpse of an alternative 
order, flattening the established political hierarchy into a new economy 
of play and desire, could well serve as a premonition of events to come. 
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 The full integration of love into politics immediately follows suit, 
with a long list of the beautiful queens, princesses, and noble ladies 
that parallels the previous catalogue of noblemen, adding weft to the 
warp as it were: “the idols of China, Turkestan, Byzantium, and Barbary, 
of violet locks, rosy face, and jasmine-white breast” ( botān-e chin-o tork-o 
rum-o barbar • banafsha-zolf-o golruy-o saman-bar , 37/76). As in Helle-
nistic culture, gazing at beautiful figures – “a kind of copulation at a 
distance,” as  Leukippe & Kleitophon  puts it (183/1.9.4) – was counted a 
highly erotic activity in medieval Islamic society: “the eyes fornicate” 
( al-ʿaynān tazīnān ), writes Hojviri in his  Kashf al-maḥjub  (w. ca. 1065), 
citing a prophetic hadith. 40  Thus, as the women in this procession strut 
across the page like models on a catwalk, both the diegetic and extra-
diegetic participants in this scene are drawn into a voyeuristic position 
that borders on the illicit. 41  When Shahru, the queen of Media and fair-
est of them all ( nekutar bud-o khwashtar , 37/81), appears at the end of the 
procession, she outshines her peers with a vivid description of her grace 
and elegance, just as Mobad shone above his; the king, it seems, has met 
his match. As such, he immediately takes an interest in her: 

ٮه سان ماه ٮو ٮر کاه ٮٮساٮدٮه ٮٮهاٮ.ى مرو را ٮٮش حود حواٮد
. صد ٮرگ ٮک دسٮه ٮدو دادٮه رٮک روی آن حور ٮری زاد
ٮدو کڡت ای همه حوٮى و کسىٮه ٮاز و حٮده و ٮازی و حوسى
ٮو ٮاٮ.ى در ٮرم ٮا حڡت ٮا دوستٮه کٮٮى کام راٮدن ٮا ٮو ٮٮکوست

 He summoned her to meet him in private, sat her upon the throne like the 
new moon, gave her a bouquet of roses that matched the colour of that 
fairy-born houri’s face, and said with a smile and a wink, “May you always 
be gay and joyful! You ought to join my embrace, as wife or as lover, for it 
would be good to take pleasure in the world with you.”   (38/3–6 [5]) 

 In this passage, the first thing that may strike the reader attuned to 
the conventional signs of romantic love is their total absence: Mobad 
does not cry out as the arrow of love pierces his heart, nor does he 
fall ill with melancholy as desire disturbs his inner equilibrium. The 
controlled manner of his proposition instead bespeaks an assured 
confidence in his position of power; the terms of his offer reinforce 
its appearance as a contractual exchange of love, objectified and com-
modified in the currency of beautiful bodies. Yet despite this practised 
ease, the stakes of this negotiation are suspiciously high. In return for 
Shahru’s partnership – notably with no stipulation of marriage – Mobad 
will make her the effective power behind the throne: “I shall always be 
yours to command, just as the world is at my beck and call” (39/8). The 
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material aspect of this offer shines through in subsequent lines as he 
promises to choose her over all that he has, bequeathing to her his heart, 
soul, and  property  ( māl , 39/10). It is a “kingly” offer indeed, one that 
may appear an overpayment for sex or companionship, no matter how 
pleasant, especially for a man who presumably has an entire harem at 
his disposal. 

 Shahru’s response shows that she, too, is perfectly capable of playing 
the game Mobad has initiated. “O you who obtain all your desires in the 
world,” she protests, “How could I join with a husband, having borne 
so many children – all of them warriors, captains, and kings?” (39/13, 
15–16). Her deferential tone and playful reference to her mature age 
(while pointedly silent on her marital status) do not fully disguise the 
underlying message of this rejoinder, a subtle reminder to her audience 
that she is the matriarch of a large and powerful family, not some small 
fry to be gobbled up by the king. Nonetheless, we may not be amiss if 
we also detect a note of desire in Shahru’s voice as she veers down mem-
ory lane, reminiscing over the many sleepless eyes and broken hearts 
she left behind in her youth: “My beauty made slaves out of kings,” 
she recalls, perhaps with a wink of her own, “my perfume revived the 
dead!” (40/24). 42  This flirtatious exchange, unfolding against the estab-
lished backdrop of the two monarchs’ near equivalence, surfaces the 
interplay of erotics and politics in the world of  Vis & Rāmin . Within 
the amatory milieu of the Nowruz banquet, Mobad and Shahru can 
negotiate power and pleasure alike, forming political bonds through 
their enjoyment and appreciation of a shared aesthetic sensibility. In 
this light, the implications of Shahru’s desirability to Mobad – and even 
of Mobad’s to Shahru – will come into focus. 

 To further explore the nature of this complex attraction, negotiated 
by a subtle thrust-and-parry of words, we might, as we have with 
Mobad, consider the symbolic implications of Shahru’s name. On the 
surface, it is merely a contraction of her full name,  Shahr-bānu  (“lady 
of the realm,” 37/81), but the shortened form  Shah-ru  (“king-face”) 
introduces a wide range of suggestive connotations. As discussed in 
the previous chapter, the advent of desire was often thought to occur 
at the moment of recognition, of seeing something of the self, a “same-
kind-n e ss,” within the other, leading to the simultaneous experience 
of self-alienation, brought about by the realization that the “self” is no 
longer whole (and indeed never was) and by the obsessive longing 
for union – for healing the wound – at any cost. Given that Mobad’s 
entire identity has been wrapped in the powerful discursive tradition 
of universal kingship, his encounter with Shahru suggests that a similar 
moment of crisis, though in a manner quite different from the codes of 
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romantic love, is now taking place. Mobad knows himself as the bearer 
of divine authority (the  farr ), yet he nevertheless perceives that same 
aspect in Shahru’s radiant, kingly face, and thereby desires it as his own. 
As a result, he too experiences – perhaps for the first time – a sensation 
of  lack , the loss of self-sufficiency: the thing that he thought was his, and 
his alone, turns out to be already there, external to his person. It is as 
though, Jamshid-like, a second sun has risen in the sky. 

 The meeting of Shahru and Mobad, then, brings out many of the same 
elements of mutual recognition discussed in the previous chapter, and 
as I also mentioned, all the narrative cues are in place for the blossoming 
of love to ensue. However, there is one decisive factor that makes this 
impossible. Shahru is the one to express it: alas, those halcyon days of 
her youth are long gone, and to pursue love now, she maintains, would 
only court disaster; “The world will heap shame and disgrace on anyone 
old who plays at being young” ( har ān pir-i ke bornāyi nomāyad • jahān-
ash nang-o rosvāyi fazāyad , 40/28). This argument, it is worth noting, is in 
perfect accord with the literary and political wisdom of Gorgāni’s day: 
 Vāmeq & Aʿzrā , for example, declares that “the heart of the young man 
is [the seeker of] love; such talk does not concern the old”; the  Qābus-
nāma  concurs, “That a prince in old age should indulge in his passion is 
a matter of grave concern.” 43  By invoking this sage advice, Shahru not 
only extricates herself from a delicate position, but reaffirms her status 
as a member of the ruling class, conducting her affairs according to the 
same standards that her male counterparts should hold themselves to. 44  
It is a good reply, a  javāb-e niku  as the narrator says (39/12), and Mobad 
is rightly pleased with her verbal acumen (40/30). 

 The implications of this defence, however, are far from innocuous. 
This is the first hint we are given – and an oblique one at that – that 
Mobad may be in anything other than the prime of his youth. This little 
detail severely undercuts the image of Mobad we were fed in the open-
ing pages of  V&R , which painted for us a classic portrait of the universal 
sovereign, not merely vigorous but practically  ageless , in the mould of 
Jamshid; given the verbosity of the poem’s introduction, it is almost 
as if the text has gone out of its way to bury the issue of Mobad’s age 
before it could surface. While Shahru has suggested, in her diplomatic 
way, that this might be something of a sticking point, it will take the far 
more outspoken Vis, upon being summoned to Mobad’s court, to state 
the matter plainly: “Your mind has gone defective in old age” ( ze piri 
maghz-at āhumand gasht-ast ), she replies, “how could I let go of a young 
man for one who is old?” ( javān-i rā be pir-i chun konam bāz , 57/115, 125; 
she later gives him the unflattering epithet  fartut , 76/9, which roughly 
translates as “dotard”). This development introduces a worrying twist 

̱
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to the conventional dynamics of love: for if, returning to Propp, the 
Villain of the typical love-story is  external  to the lovers – tempests, ban-
dits, recalcitrant parents, and so on – that dynamic gets inverted in the 
case of Mobad, for whom the only obstacle to his desire turns out to be 
 himself , in his aging physical body. This possibility introduced, Mobad 
finds himself on the brink of turning into his own Villain. 

 All of these connotations, unarticulated except through the subtle 
hints of courtly exchange, might help us understand why Mobad proves 
so insistent on pursuing this relationship, one way or another. Even as 
he congratulates Shahru for finding so elegant an excuse, he fires back 
with a surprising counter-offer: if he cannot have her, then he must have 
her daughter. 

روزکارمکٮون کر ٮو ٮٮاسى حڡت و ٮارم سادی  ٮه  ٮٮاراٮ.ى 
ٮه کام دل صٮوٮر ٮا سمں ٮهز ٮحم حوٮش ٮک دحٮر ٮه مں ده
ٮود دحت ٮو مٮل ٮو سمں ٮرکحا حون ٮحم ٮاسد ٮى کمان ٮر
سراٮمٮه ٮٮکى و ٮه سادی در ڡراٮم اٮدر  آڡٮاب  ٮاسد  که 
مهرٮاٮى آڡٮاب  ٮاٮم  آسماٮىحو  آڡٮاب  ٮحواهم 

 Now if you won’t be my mate and lover, and fi ll my days with joy, give me 
a daughter of your seed, for it is good for the pine and jasmine to be united 
in joy. Since the fruit will doubtless resemble the seed, your daughter, like 
you, will be of jasmine breast. I shall fl ourish in joy and success when the 
sunlight is in my abode. When I gain the sunlight of [your] love, I shall not 
desire the sunlight of the heavens.   (40/37–41 [7]) 

 In the previous chapter, I discussed how Mobad’s request manipulates, 
in a seemingly cynical way, the romantic principle of like unto like, in 
the way it implies that the  image  of the beloved is the real site where the 
recognition of inner affinity takes place, such that, in this case, Shahru 
could be swapped with her mirror image with no impact on the rela-
tionship. But there is something striking about Mobad’s choice of words 
that suggests that gaming the system is not his final, or only, inten-
tion. Three times he refers to Shahru’s “sunlight” ( āftāb ) as a beneficial 
presence that, when brought into his “abode,” will sustain and nourish 
him. The sun, as we know, is strongly associated with the institution of 
universal monarchy in general, and in particular with its prototypical 
avatar, Jamshid. The allusion is no accident, for it will later be revealed 
that Shahru is indeed the direct descendant of the sun king himself. 45  
Thus, the thing that Mobad desires in Shahru will also be present in Vis: 
her royal lineage, the divine light of Jamshid’s house that may one day 
illuminate his own. 
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 This gesture is profoundly unsettling, both for Mobad’s public posi-
tion and his inner psychology. He entered the narrative essentially as 
the reincarnation of Jamshid, the universal Priest-King/Perfect Man 
of unbounded dominion. 46  Yet his encounter with Shahru splits that 
inner self apart: as he beholds the Jamshidian presence in her radiant 
countenance, he apprehends the reality that he is not actually his self-
image and must now struggle, in the manner of a romance lover, to 
close the gap, to get that image back through union with it. The prob-
lem with this, and what makes it different from a romantic encounter, 
is that the whole point of the universal monarch is that there can be 
only one, not two; recognizing himself in another destabilizes the fun-
damental core of that identity. This upset instigates some potentially 
radical renegotiations of both power and gender between the two 
monarchs, some of which are suggested even in this initial passage. 
Mobad’s request for Shahru’s sunlight places her in an elevated posi-
tion as the “sun” above him, anticipating the way she will later scoff 
at the need for a priest ( mobad ) to officiate the marriage of Vis and 
Viru (50/25–35 [19]) and threaten to overthrow Mobad after he has 
apparently killed her daughter (273/51–121 [238–41]). His expressed 
desire for her “seed” ( tokhm ), furthermore, subtly casts him in the pas-
sive role as the seed’s recipient, the soil in which it will be planted – 
a role that was typically associated with the female in Aristotelian 
and Avicennan theory. 47  These are only hints, of course, but they seem 
to foreshadow Mobad’s physical impotence and, more importantly, 
to underscore the many complaints of helplessness and emasculation 
(e.g., “What man am I, who cannot overcome a woman?” 290/27) he 
will express throughout  Vis & Rāmin . 

 The main takeaway, in the end, is this: the exchange between Shahru 
and Mobad, though depicted in a way intended to declare Mobad’s 
royal authority over all others, simultaneously makes visible the tenu-
ousness of that authority. He emerges from this encounter far less in 
control of the scene than he would like his vassals – or his readers – to 
believe: less a master of, and rather subject to, a range of external dis-
cursive forces that both make and unmake his kingly persona. It also 
places him in the middle of a paradox: the scene shows how kingship 
constitutes itself as an embodiment of  mehr  – bringing together the 
Persian word’s superficially disparate meanings of “sun,” “covenant,” 
and “desire” – such that it is no longer a static “thing” within the 
sovereign but rather external to and desired by him, even while insist-
ing that he must refrain from desiring, at least (and especially) as he 
enters old age. Mobad’s claim to Jamshidian power thus puts him at 
the edge of a precipice from which the slightest slip could send him 
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tumbling; indeed, if he were to most faithfully follow the footsteps of 
his mythic counterpart, that slip would be self-inflicted: a product of 
his own desire. 

 The Sacred Bond 

 I would like to explore this theme further through the mechanism 
of the covenant ( paymān ) between Mobad and Shahru, sealed by an 
exchange of solemn oaths ( sowgand ) and a contract ( ʿahd ) on painted 
silk (41/49–51). The narrator strongly reacts to this artifact, describing it 
as a “trap” ( dām ) set by the faithless world to ensnare the unsuspecting 
king: “Wisdom did not reveal to him the secret that his doom would be 
born from the mother” (42/3–5). There is, however, a profound irony in 
this depiction, given that the contract is, in its own way, the very thing 
that gives Mobad his authority in the first place. 

 We can explore this paradox by considering the relationship the text 
sets up between the contract, the trap, and the motif of the  band  (cog-
nate to the English words “bond,” “band,” and “bound”) that dom-
inates Mobad’s story. The bond is a device that both empowers and 
limits: while the bonds of friendship join people together, and the bonds 
of loyalty ensure communal and political stability, these benefits come 
with the loss of a certain amount of individual freedom. 48  Such give-
and-take dynamics pervade any kind of social relation, but they play 
an especially vital role in Mobad’s case, due to the unique relationship 
between kingship and justice in Persianate political theory. We see this 
connection succinctly illustrated in the  Kutadgu Bilig , when King Rising 
Sun informs his vizier, “Know then that I am Justice … for justice is the 
foundation-stone of sovereignty.” 49  The King, in other words, is Justice 
embodied; for him to break his word (his bond) would countermand 
his social function and disrupt his claim to rule. 50  The contract is thus 
a symptom of Mobad’s desire to be obeyed; it announces his entry into 
the symbolic order of kingship. Through the exchange, he claims the 
authority to rule as King, but he also gives up his autonomy, being now 
ruled by the sublime Kingly body he claims for himself (but which is 
not, in fact, his). It is exactly along these lines that Mobad, in entering 
a contract with Shahru, both claims his authority over Vis and becomes 
subject to that authority. 

 Let me elaborate on this further, taking into account the dual posi-
tion of the king as both servant and embodiment of divine justice. 
When Mobad sends his emissary Zard to fetch Vis from her mother, 
he includes in his message an emphatic exhortation to righteousness 
( rāsti ), couched in a conspicuous invocation of God and His will. 
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ٮود دادکر  ٮام  ٮه  ٮامه  حداٮ.ى کاو همٮسه داد ڡرمودسر 
ٮه ٮک موی اٮدران کری ٮٮاورددو کٮٮى را ٮهاد از راسٮى کرد
ز مردم ٮٮر داد و راسٮى حواستحٮان کر راسٮى کٮٮى ٮٮاراست
رهٮموٮىکسى کر راسٮى حوٮد ڡروٮى را  او  ٮٮروزی  کٮد 
که عر راسٮى را کاسٮى ٮٮستٮه کٮٮى کٮمٮا حر راسٮى ٮٮست
همٮسه راسٮى ورزی و کوٮ.ىمں از ٮو راسٮى حواهم که حوٮ.ى

 The name of the Judge was at the head of the letter, the Lord who always 
ordains justice: “He made righteousness the foundation of the two worlds, 
bringing in not a hair of crookedness. Just as he adorned the world in 
justice, so too he sought justice and righteousness from mankind. He who 
seeks excess in righteousness will have success as his guide. There is no 
alchemy in the world save righteousness, for there is no defi ciency in the 
glory of righteousness. It is righteousness that I ask you to seek; that right-
eousness you always practice and speak.”   (53/37–42 [21]) 

 The steady repetition of the terms “justice” and “righteousness” in this 
passage points to the united roles of Priest and King envisioned in the 
myth of universal kingship, insisting that to obey the king and hon-
our the terms of the contract is to follow the righteous path that God 
demands of His followers. Indeed, Mobad opines that the miraculous 
birth of Vis, thirty years after the compact was made, is a clear sign of 
his divine support: “God has upheld my hopes; with this contract, he 
has made my desire licit” ( kojā yazdān omid-am rā vafā kard • bedin pay-
vand kām-am rā ravā kard , 53/50, cf. also 85/14). He will frequently refer 
to the contract’s authority in this manner to validate his actions, posi-
tioning himself as the wronged party who is bound – not by his will, 
but by God’s – to seek and execute redress on behalf of the divine: “you 
cannot escape the  bonds  of the heavens, the fate that God has spun for 
you” ( ke natvāni ze band-e charkh jastan • ze taqdir-i ke yazdān kard rastan , 
75/19 [40]), or later, “remember the Judge’s court, the terror of Hell, the 
recompense of God” ( be yād āvar ze dāvargāh-e dādār • ze howl-e dozakh-o 
farjām-e kerdār , 84/6 [48]). 

 Thus we behold the king’s entry into the symbolic. He has poured his 
authority into the agreement, such that it is now an extension or pros-
thesis of himself: an attack on the contract is an attack on the king. 51  But 
this symbolic objectification of the self, turning it into a kind of mate-
rial commodity, comes with interesting and perhaps unexpected con-
sequences. Even as the contract grants Mobad authority over Shahru, 
it externalizes that authority and subjects him to its rule at the same 
time. That is to say, the extent of Mobad’s power will now be measured 
by his ability to uphold and defend the contract, making him entirely 
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dependent on its enforcement; as King Rising Sun puts it, “What kind 
of ruler would I be if my wish went unfulfilled and if none of my com-
mands were carried out?” 52  This places the ruler on a slippery slope: 
as Ernst Kantorowicz has shown, the symbolic authority invested into 
institutional mechanisms of kingship, such as oaths, treaties, and rit-
ual practice, could become so powerful that they allowed a king’s foes 
to claim that they were in fact defending the symbolic King from his 
human representative – “the king body natural becomes a traitor to the 
king body politic” – saving him from himself, so to speak, by removing 
him from power. 53  

 The symbolic extension of power is not limited to the contract alone, for 
the object of that contract, by proximity, will also receive a share of that 
infusion of kingly authority. In this case, it is the person of Vis: now that 
Mobad has invested his power into the right to claim and possess her, she 
too becomes a signifier of that power and a manifestation of its triumph 
(or failure). If she abides by the contract and marries him, she will visibly 
display the efficacy of his authority; but if she refuses or defies him, that 
will carry the opposite effect, manifesting the limits of his power in the 
visible world. Mobad has thus incorporated Vis into the apparatus of his 
kingship and made her its most critical cornerstone. As king, he  must  pur-
sue Vis’s love – the very act that, as an old man, he should  not  be doing. 

 This unhappy misalignment of Mobad’s physical and symbolic bod-
ies sets off an explosive chain reaction. Zard speeds back to Marv, burst-
ing into the court in a cloud of dust, an entrance so dramatic one might 
suppose that some army has descended upon the capital. And, in a way, 
it has: after the usual benedictions upon his liege (including the con-
spicuous prayer that he “bind the demons, like Jamshid,” 60/152 [27]), 
Zard cuts right to the chase, informing Mobad that Shahru has broken 
the covenant and given Vis to Viru instead, an act he portrays as nothing 
less than open rebellion, saying that the people of Media now recog-
nize only Viru as their king (61/170–4). Hearing this, the noblemen in 
attendance join in the outrage, gnashing their teeth and promising each 
other that Mobad’s retribution will be swift and terrible: “Fate has rung 
the death-knell upon all who live there, now that the property of one 
is now another’s!” (64/31). The king, meanwhile, remains pointedly 
silent, “bent and burning in the fires of anxious thought” ( shāhanshah 
zamān-i bud pichān • del andar ātash-e andisha suzān , 64/34). He may well 
have realized that he, the king, has been stripped of all choice: he must 
either act as his nobles expect him to or lose their loyalty and thence his 
kingship. And so, like it or not, he marches his army to Media, facing the 
highly unlikely gamble that waging war on Vis’s family will somehow 
win her over to him. 
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 This new reality receives dramatic illustration when the armies of 
Khorasan and Media collide on the plains of Dinavar. The battle scene 
teems with references to the original Nowruz banquet where Mobad 
declared his universal kingship, a once-bounteous land now stricken 
with blight. The munificent rain clouds thunder with the promise of 
war, while the joyful tunes of the minstrels and nightingales give way to 
the blare of fife and trumpet; the musky incense that filled the air is now 
ash and smoke; the season is no longer the time of love and rebirth but 
instead the age of war and destruction. The gruesome metamorphosis 
continues as men die in the embrace of the defiled earth: 

سورٮحٮانحدٮک حارٮر همحون درحٮان حسم  دو  از  ٮرسٮه 
ٮں از  رسٮه  زٮدکاٮى  ٮه ٮٮسش ٮرده کسٮه حود و حوسںدرحت 
ٮٮرٮدحو حٮحر ٮرده را ٮر ٮں ٮدرٮد را  زٮدکاٮى  درحت 
زمٮں از حون مردم حون مٮسٮانهوا از ٮٮره کسٮه حون ٮٮسٮان

 Four-feathered arrows of white poplar sprouted like trees out of luck-
less eyes; the tree of life grew from the body, cloaked by helmet and mail. 
When the dagger rent the cloak from the body, it felled the tree of life. The 
air became a reed-bed of spears; the earth became a wine-cellar of men’s 
blood.   (71/84–7 [35]) 54  

 In her analysis of this scene, Meisami is quite right to read these images 
as a signal that Mobad’s legitimacy is on the wane, a consequence of 
Mobad’s “unjust war” against the ostensibly vassal kingdom of Media. 55  
Unjust is undoubtedly how the Medes perceive his actions, and so too 
the world at large, it seems, having collectively “lost hope of his  farr ” 
( jahān az farr-e u bobrid ommid , 72/93). But it is crucial to stress that this 
 injustice  is, at one and the same time, an expression of  justice . As we have 
seen, the text has gone to great lengths to show how Mobad understands 
himself within the discursive system of divine sovereignty, in which 
he stands as the bearer of a sacred office and executor of God’s justice 
upon the land. From that standpoint, the contract has been violated, 
his authority has been challenged, and the only “right” thing to do, as 
Mobad’s nobles so forcefully expressed, is to bring the oath breakers 
to justice. Paradoxically, then, Mobad’s loss of authority is a product of 
that very authority: rather than “use it or lose it,” as the saying goes, 
the exercise of kingly power here seems to effect its own disintegration. 
Something doesn’t add up here; we are left with a sense that the king is 
a patsy somehow, that the text has rushed to declare him guilty of injus-
tice before we can realize the underlying illogic of his situation. When 
carefully examined, the simple narrative that Mobad has brought ruin 
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to the garden of kingship may not prove so tenable; the blight, perhaps, 
was there all along. 

 The Iron Band 

 So far, I have concentrated on the way Mobad’s symbolic personhood – 
his performative persona as universal king, in the mould of Jamshid – 
gains control over his personal agency, jerking him about like a marionette 
on invisible strings. (Gabrieli’s comparison of  V&R ’s characters to 
“puppets” is quite germane in that regard, though not in the way he 
meant it.  )56 I now turn to the physical constraints that block him from 
his desire, in what is perhaps one of the most famous aspects of his 
character: the iron band that “binds” ( bandad ) his “manhood” ( mardi , 
110/16). According to Meisami, this is a symbol that “figures his moral 
incapacity, as it identifies his confusion of love, and of the lover’s goal, 
with concupiscence: the physical possession of the beloved.” 57  While I 
am fully on board for taking both the material and semiotic aspects of 
the talisman into consideration, I might suggest a slight rephrasing of 
this interpretation, so that it is not so much about his “moral incapacity” 
(which I do not perceive, at least not when reading the story from his 
perspective), but rather the  moral questions that arise in the face of incapac-
ity : the confrontation, in other words, with the limits of the physical 
body, with old age, and with death. 

 The critical scene takes place shortly after Mobad has captured Vis 
from Gurab and brought her to his palace. Although, as Vis acknowl-
edges, he has made no sexual advances towards her, she cannot afford 
to let him change his mind, and so orders her Nurse to “do some trick” 
( yek-i nayrang sāz , 110/16) to keep things that way; else, she will commit 
suicide on the spot. Muttering that the army of some “demon sorcerer” 
( div-e jādu , 110/28) must have invaded Vis’s heart, the Nurse fashions a 
charm of copper and brass, binds it with an iron clasp, and buries it by 
the side of the Murghab River, leaving a mark at the site. (The Georgian 
 Visramiani , by the way, adds some interesting details about the Nurse’s 
talisman, which are worth a look: “Then the nurse took copper and bone, 
and with some sort of enchantment made a talisman; two in the likeness 
of Moabad, and one of Vis; she uttered some charm, firmly welded them 
one upon another with iron … These two bonds were made in such a 
manner that as long as they were welded together, Moabad should be 
bound with regard to Vis, and if anyone undid these, at that moment 
he [Moabad] would be unbound.” 58  Though it is not found within the 
Persian text, I am struck by the theme of doubling in this passage, in 
the way the talisman explicitly represents two kingly figures, the mortal 
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and the symbolic, such that the “binding” of the latter to Vis simultane-
ously “binds” the former from her.) 59  “I’ve done what you ordered,” the 
Nurse announces on her return, “on the condition that when a month 
has passed, your evil fortune comes to an end” (111/40–1); at that time, 
she plans to destroy the talisman, rekindle the king’s desire, and ensure 
that the married couple will finally have joy of each other. 

 But such was not meant to be. In a bizarre twist of fortune, the river 
suddenly rises in a great flood, washing away the bank, the mark, and 
the talisman itself, leaving Mobad forever bound in a state of magi-
cally induced impotence. The narrator comments on this newfound 
condition with a good deal of sympathy, comparing Mobad to a beggar 
watching wealthy people walk by, or a chained lion observing prey it 
cannot catch, but it is the final phrase of this aside – “You’d say his skin 
was a prison on his body” ( cho zendān bud gofti bar tan-ash pust , 112/60 
[75]) – that is the most poignant. Mobad’s self-entrapment captures 
the unsettling recognition that we are all, in a sense, prisoners of the 
bodies we are born into – bodies that drive a wedge between us and our 
self-image, even as they make our image visible – recasting the Nurse’s 
talisman into a powerful metaphor about the rupture between physi-
cal and symbolic selves that, I would contend, is a driving thematic 
in  Vis & Rāmin  as a whole. While forms of bodily alienation can occur 
around many aspects of identity, Mobad’s struggle revolves around two 
points that lie at the extremes of human particularity and universality: 
his status as the King of Kings, ostensibly marking him as one of a kind, 
and his status as an old man, placing him under the same process of 
aging and death that all must undergo. Reconciling these two positions 
generates an exceptional amount of tension within his character: for a 
man whose entire identity is constituted by the timeless imagery of the 
universal king, as the sun that “never wanes but is always full,” whose 
house “never falls to ruin,” to realize its impossibility – that it is, essen-
tially, a  myth  – produces a profound moment of reckoning with a self-
hood whose integrity, even as (and possibly  because ) he contemplates it, 
starts to unravel before his very eyes. 

 The motif of self-entrapment that runs through Mobad’s story casts 
the mythos of kingship in a very different light than its more celebra-
tory accounts; for an instructive comparison, we can return again to 
the  Bahman-nāma . Much like Mobad, Bahman discovers that his wife, 
Katāyun, has hatched a plot to overthrow him in concert with her lover, 
Loʾloʾ, who, like Rāmin to Vis, is also her milk-brother. Bahman meets 
this threat head-on, waging war against the rebellious army and exiling 
its leader; he reserves his worst punishment, though, for his treacher-
ous wife, whom he has stripped, drawn, and quartered, throwing the 
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remains of her corpse to the dogs (179/2840–5). Mobad makes an inter-
esting contrast to Bahman: though he seems eager to project himself as 
adhering to a similar ethics, he consistently pulls back from its most vio-
lent implications. When he first learns of the affair, for example, his first 
move is not to directly punish Vis, but to ask Viru to discipline ( befar-
hang ) her on his behalf, framing it as an act of mercy: “Were I forced to 
discipline them,” he explains, “I would do damage beyond measure: 
I would burn Vis’s eyes with fire, crucify the Nurse, and drive Rāmin 
from my city, never to speak his name again!” (169/36–40 [133]). This 
is virtually the same course of action Bahman carried out, suggesting 
that there is a shared ethos between the two texts around the kingly, or 
manly, way to respond to adultery; yet Mobad, while saying he would 
follow it, rarely does so in practice. 60  

 Why this hesitation? It may signal Mobad’s love for Vis, such that 
he cannot bear the thought of punishing her as protocol demands. Or 
it might evince a more cynical view that Vis, as the scion of the line of 
Jamshid, is only useful to him alive and in one piece: while he might 
assuage his wounded honour by maiming or killing her, he would ulti-
mately deprive himself of the sublime kingship he seeks for his own. 
But on top of these equally plausible explanations falls a crushing, if 
mundane, reality: where Bahman was young, Mobad is old, and impo-
tent to boot. The stark implications of this fact emerge in a conversation 
between Mobad and his mother, in which, having admitted that Rāmin 
will continue to cuckold him under his nose, the king concludes that he 
must kill the two lovers if he is ever to salvage his kingship: 

ٮکه کں ٮا ٮسٮٮد هٮح هسٮارمرو را کڡت ٮٮکو ٮاسد اٮں کار
ساهىکه رامٮں ٮا زٮم حوٮد ٮٮاهى کاه  مں  ٮر  ٮدٮام  کٮد 
حه ٮاسد در حهان زٮں ٮٮک ٮدٮرٮکى زن حون ٮود ٮا دو ٮرادر
مدارا از  کست  ٮر  ٮکٮاره  آسکارادلم  راز  اٮں  کردم  ازٮرا 
ٮکڡٮممں اٮں ٮٮک از ٮو ٮسٮاری ٮهڡٮم ٮو  ٮا  سدم  ٮٮحاره  حو 

 He said to her, “Can this be right? What sensible man could allow Rāmin 
to court destruction with my wife and dishonour my royal position? How 
can two brothers share one woman? What shame could be worse? My 
heart has completely turned away from leniency, which is why I am reveal-
ing this secret. I’ve long hidden this shame from you, but now that I have 
no choice, I’m telling you.”   (189/7–11 [151]) 

 As Mobad is careful to emphasize, this is a matter in which he has “no 
choice”; regardless of his personal feelings towards Rāmin, his “royal 
position” ( gāh-e shāhi ) must call the shots, thereby turning the odious 
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crime of fratricide into a legitimate and indeed the only “sensible” 
course of action open to him. 61  But his mother, appalled at the pros-
pect, quickly supplies a counter-argument. “No sensible man would cut 
off his own two hands!” (189/16), she retorts, reminding Mobad that 
he is old, infertile, and childless; if the royal line is to survive, Rāmin 
must live. The king thus finds himself caught between a rock and a hard 
place, in which the “sensible” demands of kingship point in contrary 
but equally self-destructive directions: either he kills Rāmin and termi-
nates the dynasty, or lets Rāmin live at the cost of his office (and most 
likely his life). 62  Either way, he commits a kind of suicide – a “senseless” 
act that is, at the same time, the only “sane” thing to do. 

 This troubling paradox stems from what Kantorowicz has theorized 
as the “doubled” body, or  gemina persona , of the king: a mortal man who 
embodies immortality; the image (simile) and the servant (executive) 
of God; the binder of the Law and the one bound to it. 63  The problem 
for Mobad is that his symbolic authority is now too far invested in Vis, 
who categorically dissociates herself from his mortal body by dint of his 
old age: in this process, he has not been doubled so much as split, the 
two aspects of his identity fundamentally estranged from one another. 
These inherent tensions, however, are invisible to the naked eye, espe-
cially Mobad’s. Too deeply buried within – or constructed by – the 
common-sense tautology of kingship, which holds that a king  should  
be in a position to do what he likes, Mobad can only sense the presence 
of these conflicting pressures; but it would be absurd, from his per-
spective, to suggest that there is something about his power that makes 
him powerless. All he knows is that he has been wronged, but every 
effort to do his job and implement justice circles round like a boomerang 
and hits him instead. 64  His attempts to make sense of this impasse raise 
questions about the nature of power, probe the categories of truth and 
falsehood that supposedly allow his justice to function, and conclude 
with a dramatic crisis brought about by the loss of that clarity. 

 Un/knowing the Truth 

 The question of “knowing” the truth, and the repercussions that it has 
for decisive action, receives detailed treatment in two stories I would like 
to mention by way of comparison. In a famous episode of the  Shāhnāma , 
the king Kay Kāvus faces a tough decision when his wife Sudāba comes 
to him claiming she was raped by his son, Siyāvash, while his son pro-
tests that this is a false accusation in revenge for his rejection of her 
advances – a version of the famous Joseph and Potiphar’s Wife motif. 65  
These contrary assertions put the king in a position similar to Mobad’s, 
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for if Sudāba’s accusation is true, he must kill his son, and if it is false, 
he must kill his wife (2:225/340, 368). Given the seriousness of the mat-
ter, Kāvus is under enormous pressure to do  something , yet any action 
he takes will necessarily entail the loss of something precious to him; 
as one of his advisors warns him, “If you want to find [the source of] 
this talk, you’ll have to smash the jug with a stone” ( cho khwāhi ke payda 
koni goft-o guy • bebāyad zadan sang rā bar sabuy , 2:232/451). Eventually, 
Kāvus decides to subject his son to an ordeal by fire, in a half-hearted 
attempt to deflect the responsibility of judgment onto another entity. 

 A similar dilemma appears in the tale of  Tristan & Isolde . When King 
Mark is confronted with the seemingly damning evidence of Tristan’s 
blood on his bedclothes, he struggles to accept it as the final proof of 
his nephew’s affair with Isolde, retreating instead into a state of wil-
ful uncertainty that receives eloquent description by Gottfried von 
Strassburg: 

 He believed one thing, he believed another. He did not know what he 
wanted or what he should believe. He had just found Love’s guilty traces 
in his bed, though not before it, and was thus told the truth and denied it. 
With these two, truth and untruth, he was deceived. He suspected both 
alternatives, yet both eluded him. He neither wished the two of them 
guilty, nor wished them free of guilt.   (15250–70 [Hatto 242]) 66  

 Such self-imposed ignorance, of course, cannot fix the structural fault 
at work in both cases, but merely provides both kings with the tem-
porary survival technique of delayed judgment. (Mark, too, resorts 
to subjecting Isolde to an ordeal that, thanks to an ingenious trick on 
her part, buys them both some time.) Although Siyāvash survives the 
ordeal, Kāvus’s subjects nevertheless curse Kāvus as an unjust tyrant for 
arranging it (2:236/498 [Davis 226]). King Mark, this time in Béroul’s 
account, faces a similar crisis: he knows there will be “serious trouble” 
( grant luite , 54/1118) if he punishes Tristan and Isolde for their affair, 
but, as one man tells him, “if you do not now take cruel vengeance, 
you have no rightful claim on this land” (90/1903–4), and the barons 
who currently support him will revolt (29/583–8, 619–24). This leaves 
him with only one other exit, and an ironic one at that: “Unless I drive 
them out of my land, the villains [i.e., his own barons] will no longer 
fear my power” (150/3189–90). Both kings thus find themselves in the 
paradoxical position in which they must undermine or destroy their 
power to prove they ever had it – to “smash the jug,” as it were – and 
although they opt for different solutions, they arrive at the same self-
destructive result. 
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 These examples demonstrate how the aura of sovereign power is in 
some ways susceptible to the same “observer effect” described in phys-
ics: as soon as it is measured, tested, or otherwise probed, it changes 
and risks falling apart. They expose, in other words, the lying dimen-
sion of the kingship myth. Like other mythoi studied in this book, the 
story of the universal king is very good at hiding its own counterfeits, 
at presenting an image of the world  as though  it were natural and real; 
yet, as Slavoj Žižek puts it, “if we come to ‘know too much,’ to pierce 
the true functioning of social reality, this reality would dissolve itself.” 67  
Mobad’s existence is so bound up with this false reality that he can nei-
ther escape nor confront it – for both would be a form of suicide – yet he 
can sense, like Kāvus and Mark do, that any exercise of his power will 
paradoxically result in its loss. His only hope, then, lies in maintaining 
the dual practice of un/knowing the world around him: of seeing and 
suppressing what he sees, of miming the decisive actions that certainty 
requires. Examples of this practice are scattered across  V&R , especially 
in Mobad’s dealings with his wife and brother: the way he overhears – 
but pretends he didn’t – their secretive whispers during his drinking 
party (221/50 [183]), or when he symbolically cuts off a lock of Vis’s 
hair in his garden instead of killing her as he originally swore to do 
(297/141 [262]). However, there are two cases that are especially useful 
for unpacking the political and personal ramifications of un/knowing 
that I will explore below. 

 The first case occurs in the immediate aftermath of Mobad’s conver-
sation with his mother. After convincing the king that killing Rāmin 
will not resolve his problem, she redirects his ire towards the exogenous 
Others in his life, Vis and Viru, claiming that it is they who have rebelled 
against his authority. Presented with this easy out, Mobad leaps into 
action, writing a ferocious letter to Viru in which he threatens to invade 
Media again if he doesn’t give up his claim on Vis once and for all. Con-
spiratorial language pervades the letter’s opening: “Who commanded 
you to pursue injustice ( bidād ) and seek power over me? Who’s your ref-
uge? Who’s behind you?” (191/48–9 [154]). This flurry of accusations 
leaves Viru nonplussed; he puts down the letter and asks aloud, “Who 
is he angry with? He placed my sister within his harem, then kicked her 
out in the middle of winter. It was he who struck, then he who cried foul: 
indeed, he’s the one who’s shown two kinds of injustice!” (194/98–100). 
Significant here in this confused pointing of fingers is the lack of clar-
ity: Mobad seems unable to believe that Viru could really be the leader 
of this imagined rebellion, while Viru perceives a deranged monarch 
injuring himself and then pinning the blame on his subjects. Both sides 
go back on high alert, and war nearly breaks out again, until Mobad, 
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realizing the mortal danger that this puts him in, finally backpedals and – 
fulfilling Viru’s perception – blames his advisors for misleading him, 
again with the telling keyword: “I did not know they were committing 
injustice!” ( bidād , 197/48). 68  Ironically, as a result of his attempt to locate 
and then to crush the source of his injustice, Mobad nearly instigates an 
actual revolt, and throws his own partisans under the bus in the pro-
cess; every attempt to clarify the picture only seems to drag him down 
further. As a result, we may begin to speculate that the “enemy” that 
Mobad faces cannot be externalized as an outside threat: the maleficent 
forces working against him seem to originate from within the very insti-
tution that he embodies. 

 The consequences of knowing too much are not limited to the politi-
cal domain, but spill over into Mobad’s sense of self. After mending 
fences with Viru, but still stinging from his embarrassing retraction, the 
king privately admonishes Vis with the complaint that if it weren’t for 
his brother, she’d have no cause to leave him. Of course, as we know 
from  chapter 2 , this is not at all true, and Vis counters his admonish-
ment by bringing back the “twins” motif that played such a crucial role 
in her story. Describing Rāmin and Viru as brothers, with Shahru as 
their mother (199/19), Vis splits the identity of her lover into two near-
identical figures and challenges Mobad to determine once and for all 
which one is the source of his displeasure: “Sometimes you say, ‘Viru 
was with you,’ and fault me for having seen him, while sometimes you 
say, ‘Rāmin was with you’; why do you blame me so?” (199/7–8). Hav-
ing once again shaken Mobad’s confidence in his knowledge, Vis volun-
teers to swear an oath before the sacred fire attesting to her innocence, 
to which the king, still longing to “release his heart from the bonds of 
doubt” ( band-e gomāni , 208/168), readily agrees. 

 This is the famous ordeal episode that many scholars have compared 
with the story of Tristan and Isolde, and although the motif is found 
beyond that one pairing, the comparison here is apt in that the kings 
in both tales organize the ritual in the hope that it will restore their 
authority. 69  True to form, Mobad’s attempt produces the opposite of its 
intended effect. On the appointed evening, he assembles the priests, 
officials, and officers of his court to witness the event, but even as he 
does so, Vis, Rāmin, and the Nurse flee the city, leaving him alone – 
the pyre burning but no one to pass through it – and more humiliated 
than ever. This drives the king into a frenzy: handing his entire kingship 
( shāhi sarāsar , 208/2) over to Zard, he takes to the wilderness, hunting 
high and low for Vis, chanting her name as though it were a mantra. 
(Such a total withdrawal from politics for the sake of love, as the tale 
of Bahrām Gur in the  Shāhnāma  reminds us, is seldom an appropriate 
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move.  )70 As he roams the landscape, Mobad blames love for dragging 
him to these depths: 

روزکارم درٮعا  کڡٮى  سٮاه و کٮح و رحت ٮى سمارمهمى 
ٮرڡساٮدم سراسر  دل  ٮهر  کٮون ٮى ساهى و ٮى دل ٮماٮدمز 
مرا اٮں عسق ٮا اٮں عم حه ٮاٮستٮه ٮٮری کر ٮٮودی عسق ساٮست
ٮٮرٮدٮں عم طڡل کردد ٮٮر دلکٮر مردم  کردد  زار  حون  ٮکر 
ٮرکرٮدم کٮٮى  ز  را  ٮدٮدمٮهسٮى  دوزخ  او  هحران  ٮا  که 
ٮواٮا ٮودم  عاسڡى  ٮٮش  داٮاز  و  ٮٮٮا  حوٮسٮں  کار  ٮه 
ٮاٮواٮم ٮس  عاسڡى  در  حٮان کسٮم که کر ٮٮٮم ٮداٮمکٮون 

 He said, “Alas for my fate! I have scattered my innumerable soldiers, treas-
ures, and belongings to the winds for the sake of my heart, and now I’ve 
lost both my heart and my kingship … Even if love in old age is not a 
seemly thing, why must this love of mine come with this pain? This duress 
would turn a child into a dejected old man; look, then, at how wretched 
it’s made an old man! I chose a creature of Paradise from the world, such 
that in her absence, I see only Hell … Before I became I lover, I was capa-
ble, both wise and perceptive in my aff airs. Now, as a lover, I have become 
totally incapable, such that even if I see, I do not perceive.”   (209/19–20, 
27–9, 33–4 [172]) 

 Mobad’s self-diagnosis certainly accords with the common-sense 
understanding of love as a destructive force that addles the brain 
and turns kings into slaves, and as such, it provides him with a last 
resort in his ongoing search to know the source of his failure: as 
Rāmin and Viru have both been tried and discarded, he can at least 
accept the dignity of being laid low by a force too powerful for any 
man, even the King of Kings, to conquer. The story of losing it all for 
the sake of love is indeed a mythos that offers some kind of redemp-
tion for its protagonists, most famously in the figure of Majnun, the 
“madman” persona that Mobad is now taking on with his obsessive 
wandering. 

 And yet beyond the apparent similarities of these two characters – 
at least for this moment in the story of  V&R  – there lies a fundamen-
tal difference. Majnun’s desire is directed towards an external object, 
and ostensibly, Mobad’s is too; just as Majnun fell abject and even-
tually disintegrated in his love for Laylā, Mobad seems to be doing 
the same in his love for Vis. But Vis, as we have seen, was theorized 
(“beheld”) by Mobad as a double of Shahru, who, as the descendant 
of Jamshid, is in turn a reflection of his  image of himself . Therefore, 
while an initial reading of this scene might suggest that Mobad is so 
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stricken by love that he no longer cares about his kingship, I would 
argue that the distinction of love and kingship here is itself a false 
one: Vis  is  his kingship, the substance of his sublime authority and 
the mirror that makes it manifest. 71  His abandonment of the material 
trappings of authority suggests that he is once again experiencing 
something of a gap between its mundane aspects and the sublime 
reality behind it, such that Vis is the only thing “real” about his 
power – all else is temporary, ephemeral, and ultimately meaningless. 
This possibility may help us consider Mobad’s obsession with Vis 
as something beyond the concupiscent force of passionate desire; it 
emerges out of his very sense of self and expresses an ongoing search 
for the “Real-Truth” (as Shahab Ahmed glosses the word  ḥaqīqa ) that 
is simultaneously part of and external to his divinely invested body. 72  

 It is precisely here that the self becomes its own adversary. Returning 
to the passage above, we can see that a central theme of Mobad’s lament 
is his old age, a condition that automatically forecloses any possibility 
of union with Vis, and thereby the consummation of his kingship: she is 
as unattainable as eternal youth. Thus, Mobad’s search for the transcen-
dent and undying Jamshidian sovereignty that he apprehends in her 
angelic features inevitably instigates and then exacerbates his separation 
from it, and he experiences instead a sense of imprisonment by and from 
within his own skin – to revisit the narrator’s phrase – that both bars him 
from Paradise and traps him in Hell. Yet although he has confronted 
the source of his problems (the self), he cannot ultimately “know” it, as 
knowledge entails action, and any action, for him, entails suicide (self-
destruction). His state of perpetual un/knowledge, such that “even if I 
see, I do not perceive,” is thus not only a strategy for continued political 
existence but is also expressive of a fundamental limit in his capacity for 
self-knowledge – a kind of existential blind spot, as it were. 

 I suggest that desire resides at the heart of this blind spot. As we have 
already seen, sovereignty is not something Mobad simply “has,” as 
though it were part of his body; it is acquired and maintained through 
an act of will. Yet it must present itself  as if  it were innate and inherent, 
blinding itself to its own founding impulse, for how else could it retain 
its transcendental claims? Mobad’s confrontation with his aging body 
as the chief obstacle of his self-fulfilment has already brought him to 
the verge of exposing the myth of his authority, but it is his mother, 
understandably concerned at her son’s relentless decline, who gets to 
the heart of the problem in the following exchange: 

کحا از حواب ٮرٮاٮ.ى در آٮٮدٮه ٮٮری هر کسى ٮٮکى ڡراٮٮد
ٮٮوٮٮد ٮاحوٮى  راه  ٮر  ٮحوٮٮددکر  ٮرٮاٮ.ى  کام  ٮٮری  ز 
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همان موی سٮٮدش ٮهٮرٮں ٮٮدکحا ٮٮرٮش ٮاسد سحٮرٮں ٮٮد
دلم زٮں آز ٮو ٮسٮار رٮش استٮرا ٮا ٮٮر کسٮى آز ٮٮش است

 Goodness increases for everyone in their old age, for they have emerged 
from the slumber of youth. They pursue no longer this evil road, and seek 
not the joys of youth in old age, for old age is their strongest constraint, 
and white hair their best guidance. Your desire ( āz ) has grown since 
you’ve become old; my heart is quite wounded by this greed ( āz ) of yours.  
 (214/53–6 [176]) 

 What distresses Mobad’s mother here is that the normative relationship 
between age and desire has been somehow flipped in Mobad, result-
ing in a trajectory diametrically opposed to the “natural” process. She 
tellingly describes old age as a kind of constraint – a  band , the same 
word that describes Mobad’s impotence – as a  positive  influence that 
directs people towards the good. By restraining, reducing, and ulti-
mately destroying worldly desires, the constraint of old age ideally acts 
as a device that both liberates and ennobles: in freeing people from the 
world, it confers a form of sovereignty. 73  But what she fails to recognize 
in this account is the inseparable link between power and desire, such 
that Mobad’s love for Vis is concurrently the articulation of his kingship 
and the expression of his very self. Old age cannot stymie this desire, 
and actually seems to increase it, for the further Mobad sees himself 
pulled away from his self-image, the more his longing for it intensifies. 
Mobad’s bondage, then, is not liberating but crucifying, keeping him 
simultaneously and irreconcilably bound  to  Vis by his desire for king-
ship, materialized in the sacred bond, and bounded  from  her by the 
iron band, the curse of impotence that, in the end, seems to signify the 
inexorable reality of aging and death. 

 To read Mobad’s desire as one originating from and expressive of 
the self bears important implications for the use of the word  āz  in this 
passage, a word that, as discussed earlier, both invokes the name of the 
ancient demon of insatiable desire and evokes the rapacious greed of 
the serpent-king Żaḥḥāk. By reconfiguring  āz  from an external force 
to an internal and even self-generated presence,  V&R  grants it a con-
ceptual correspondence with the Islamic notion of the “commanding 
soul” ( al-nafs al-ʿammāra , cf. Qur’an 12:53), comparable to the “animal 
soul” ( al-nafs al-ḥayawāniyya ) in Avicenna’s terminology. 74  This ani-
mate faculty, in contradistinction to Avicenna’s “articulate soul” ( al-
nafs al-nāṭiqa ) – which Gorgāni describes as both the “speaking soul” 
( nafs-e guyā ) and the “holy spirit” ( ruḥ-e qodsā , 6/80) that God bestowed 
on humankind – is notorious for its ability to mis-recognize worldly 
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pleasures as the ultimate good, standing in the way of attaining what 
it truly desires. 75  This new conceptualization of  āz , which I think has 
analogues in the  Shahnāma , thus produces in the tale of Mobad a much 
more radical version of the Jamshid myth: no longer a warning against 
kingly hubris, but against the hubris of kingship itself. 76  It also offers an 
account of desire that unfolds along the opposite trajectory of the clas-
sical model: instead of love entering from outside and disturbing the 
mind, the mind projects its desire outwards and is disturbed by what it 
sees. We will observe the grim consequences of this destabilization in 
the climactic scene that follows. 

 Smashing the Mirror 

 One of the most striking features about Mobad’s character throughout 
 V&R  is that, for the most part, he abstains from exercising the violence 
that is the prerogative of his kingship. This stands in stark contrast 
not only with comparable examples in epics such as the  Bahman-nāma , 
but even with  V&R  itself, whose story is framed by an extensive pane-
gyric to the ascendant king of Gorgāni’s era, the Seljuk sultan Ṭughrıl 
Beg. Like Mobad, Gorgāni presents Ṭughrıl in the familiar role of 
the universal sovereign, whose unification of religious and politi-
cal authority is emphasized by his Muslim name, Muḥammad: “He 
appeared out of the east, just like the sun; he obtained the dominion 
of the King of Kings, just like Jamshid” (10/11–12). As such, Ṭughrıl 
and Mobad provide useful parallel performances for comparison and 
contrast. 77  

 Especially informative is Ṭughrıl’s exercise of power and violence, 
which gets a strikingly detailed exposition during his conquest of Isfa-
han. Gorgāni begins his account with the declaration that, had the sul-
tan not been “exceptionally just” ( sakht ʿādel ), he would have not left a 
brick of Isfahan standing (18/4–5), backing this with a citation from the 
Qur’an (27:34, on the story of Solomon, no less) that claims that when 
kings enter a city, they despoil it (19/10). Instead, Ṭughrıl instituted a 
“better way” ( rasm-i nekutar , 19/12), favouring his former enemies with 
gifts, lands, and high positions. These munificent acts, however, are 
couched in language thick with violent overtones: even as he rewarded 
those who submitted to his rule, Ṭughrıl “ground their crimes under his 
foot, so that none would complain of his anger” (18/7), and “cleansed 
the city of ill-wishers” (19/17). In one instance, 

سٮردٮد مى  مردم  ٮه  را  رعٮت را ٮه دٮوان عمر کردٮدکروهى 
ٮرٮدٮد زٮاٮهاسان  ڡرماٮش  ٮه دٮده مٮل سوزان در کسٮدٮدٮه 
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ٮرڡت و سهر ٮى آسوب ٮکذاستٮس آٮکه رٮح حوٮش از سهر ٮر داست
ٮٮاسد کس  ٮر  او  رٮح  ٮا  که ٮا آن رٮح مردم ٮس ٮٮاسدٮدان 

 There was a group treading over the people, libelling the populace in the 
tax records. On his order, their tongues were cut out and their eyes pierced 
with red-hot needles. After that, he removed his molestation ( ranj ) from 
the city, leaving it in peace, so that his  ranj  would affl  ict no one: it would 
have been too much for the people [to withstand].   (19/18–21) 

 The main point to extract from this episode is that violence, when 
wielded by a king, is not only  justified  but indeed  required  as an expres-
sion of the king’s justice. In the domestic sphere, it is easily compared 
with Bahman’s brutal dismembering of his wife, or with the way the 
king Nushin-Ravān executes one of the women of his harem by hang-
ing both her and her lover upside down, covered in blood ( Shāhnāma  
7:175/1064 [Davis 801]). The idea(l) consistently on display in these 
examples is that the wrath of a king is both terrible and unbearable, 
and Mobad gives voice to it himself when he warns that his punishment 
of Vis “would do damage beyond measure” were he to inflict it; his 
request that Viru do it for him is thus meant to be construed as a sign 
of kingly magnanimity. But as the foundations of Mobad’s legitimacy 
begin to crack, we can observe how quickly and easily the discourse can 
change around him: when he forbears from inflicting harm, it is now 
a sign of weakness, while his acts of war and violence now affirm his 
injustice and tyranny. It is almost like the lifting of an illusion: the act is 
one and the same, but the mythology surrounding it has dissipated, the 
Shadow of God on Earth giving way to reveal a mere man, desperate 
and terrified. It is thus with the final exposure of the lie that Mobad’s 
kingship hits rock bottom, dragging the king down with it; and like the 
rest of his misfortunes, it is curiously – and necessarily – self-inflicted. 

 The episode begins with yet another assault on Mobad’s kingdom. 
The Caesar has invaded the western frontier, and Mobad – perhaps 
relieved to face at last an enemy of flesh and bone – readies his army 
for war. But then he hesitates: What to do about Vis, who seems to be 
a liability wherever she goes? After some deliberation, he imprisons 
her in a remote fortress known as the “Devils’ Grotto” ( eshkaft-e divān ) 
and takes Rāmin along on his campaign for good measure. At first, the 
plan seems to work; after winning a decisive victory over the Romans, 
Mobad returns to his capital confident that his suzerainty over all other 
kings has been restored (260/8 [224]). But the victory proves illusory; 
no sooner does he reach Marv than he learns that Rāmin had long ago 
slipped away to be with his lover. 
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 Learning this news sends the king over the edge. He orders his army, 
still weary from the campaign, to march on the Devils’ Grotto, leading 
the rank and file to openly grumble at his leadership for the first time 
(260/18–23). But such trifles are now beyond Mobad’s consideration; 
roaring like an animal (261/28), he bursts into Vis’s bedchamber, where 
he comes face to face with the scene he had both longed and dreaded 
to behold: there is Vis, weeping in the middle of the room; there is the 
improvised rope ladder that afforded Rāmin a hasty retreat. Transfixed 
before this image of his wife, only one degree short of  in flagrante delicto , 
Mobad can no longer seek refuge behind doubt and dissimulation but 
must take in the full view of his fundamental powerlessness. No matter 
how well he plays the part of king, Vis, and the sublime kingship that 
she embodies, will never be his; he will always be met by her persistent 
question, “How could I let go of a young man for one who is old?” 

 Neither Mobad nor his kingship can survive this knowledge. Every-
thing he thought he had achieved has gone up in smoke, and in a final 
irony, he finds himself, the King of Kings, now asking his wife what he 
should do with her ( naguyi tā che bāyad kard bā to , 267/138). Brought to 
this state, the only recourse left to him is violence, no longer rational-
ized in the rhetoric of justice and order, but a raw unbridled anger at 
the futility of the entire system. “You fear neither God nor man,” he 
complains to Vis, “Neither wounds nor fetters nor admonitions, nor 
contracts nor oaths have any effect” (267/136, 141). With all his options 
exhausted, Mobad makes a new promise – to break his own: 

حورم زٮهار ٮا ٮو حون ٮو حوردیکٮم کردار ٮا ٮو حون ٮو کردی
رامٮںحٮان سٮرت کٮم از حان سٮرٮں ز  ٮٮٮدٮسى  هرکر  کحا 
ٮه هرکر در دلت زو ٮاد ٮاسدٮه رامٮں هرکر از ٮو ساد ٮاسد
ٮه ٮو ٮا او ٮسٮٮى مست و محمورٮه او ٮٮش ٮو کٮرد حٮک و طٮٮور
سازی رود  ٮماٮد  ٮو  ٮا  او  ٮوازیٮه  دل  ٮماٮ.ى  را  او  ٮو  ٮه 
که ٮر هر دو ٮٮالد سٮک حاراٮه حان حٮدان ٮهٮب آرم سما را
مرا دسمٮٮرٮں دسمں سماٮٮدسما ٮا دوسٮى ٮا هم ٮماٮٮد
ٮسازٮدهر آن کاهى که ٮا هم عسق ٮازٮد مں  حان  ٮدٮٮر  ٮحر 
دل از دسمں ٮٮردازم ٮه ٮک ٮارمں اکٮون ٮر سما کرداٮم اٮں کار

 I’ll do to you what you’ve done to me; I’ll break my oaths as you’ve bro-
ken yours. You’ll be so sick of your sweet soul, you’ll never again think of 
Rāmin, nor will he ever delight in you, nor will you ever hold him in your 
heart, nor will he play the harp and tambour before you, nor will you sit 
drunkenly with him, nor will he play the lute for you, nor will you make 
eyes at him. I’ll bring such ruin upon you two that it would make a granite 
boulder weep. As long as you are lovers, you are the worst of my enemies, 
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and every time that you make love, you do naught but wreck my soul. 
Now I will turn this deed upon you, and rid my heart of this enemy once 
and for all.   (268/160–8 [232]) 

 The anaphora of Mobad’s oath recalls to my mind the dying words of 
King Lear, “Never, never, never, never, never” (V.3): below its primal 
anger, it expresses a profound mourning, the realization that his dream 
of kingship – and with it, his self-image as a beneficent king – has been 
irretrievably lost. Perhaps goaded by the knowledge of the futility of it 
all, Mobad finally snaps, declaring he will turn “this deed” upon Vis – 
analogically her betrayal, but syntactically her lovemaking – in what is 
doubtless the most violent passage in the story. Seizing Vis by the hair, 
Mobad drags her along the ground, binds her limbs “like a thief,” and 
whips her, “over and over, upon her back, her haunches, her breasts 
and thighs, until her frame split open like a pomegranate, and blood 
dripped from it like pomegranate seeds; her blood flowed from her 
silvery limbs like wine spilling from a crystal goblet” (269/175–7). 
He then turns on Vis’s Nurse with even more fury ( z-ān bishtar zad , 
269/181), continuing his assault until both women lose consciousness. 
Mobad slams the door behind him and leaves them to die. 

 Beyond what this scene tells us about Mobad’s relationship with 
Vis, it reveals even more about his relationship with himself. In finally 
witnessing Vis’s refusal to love him – the very  impossibility  of her love, 
in fact, due to his aged body – Mobad comprehends the lie of his sub-
lime authority, brought out by his mortality. Perhaps this is why, in 
his fury and despair, he targets the sexualized areas of Vis’s body in 
his attempt to do the same “deed” to her that she has been doing with 
Rāmin. This is the only way he can obtain his desire: the virginal blood 
of Vis in his bed chamber, announcing the union of the two houses 
and the integration of Jamshid’s line into his own. At the same time, 
his conscious act of breaking the covenant – the network of symbolic 
bonds that held his kingship together – signals an attack on the insti-
tution itself. Mobad has finally made good on his repeated threats 
of doing “damage beyond measure” to those who betray him; he is 
finally acting the part of the king. Yet the kingship dies even as he con-
summates it; his sublime body is no more, his claims to transcendence 
are denied. No longer able to close his eyes at the reality Vis forces 
him to perceive, he smashes it, and her: the mirror of his self, the icon 
of his sovereignty. 

 We thus arrive at a turning point, both in Mobad’s textual presenta-
tion and his self-understanding. Until now, as Massé notes, the king’s 
repeated efforts to maintain public order and his personal dignity 
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were conveyed with a certain amount of pathos, given the inherent 
impossibility of his situation, and his many monologues in which he 
wonders out loud what on earth he can do to deliver himself from his 
predicament are some of the most profound ruminations on choice 
and agency in the story as a whole. 78  But his futile act of violence, 
like all his other efforts, only further transforms his kingly justice 
into the worst form of oppression – even when similarly violent ret-
ributions are tolerated and even celebrated in kings such as Bahman 
and Ṭughrıl Beg. (Rostam’s pitiless murder of Sudāba after the death 
of Siyāvash also comes to mind.) Mobad, for his part, seems more 
shocked than anyone in beholding this image of himself, stripped of 
justice and even reason. “I have done that which I never have done nor 
will never do,” he later laments to Shahru; “I have destroyed my glory 
and your reputation” ( bekardam ān che pish-o pas nakardam • shokuh-e 
khwish-o āb-e to bebordam , 271/17 [236]). In the culmination of the sui-
cidal trajectory we have observed developing across his story, the king 
has inflicted the mortal blow on himself, effecting the collapse of his 
moral authority. 

 This new reality receives ample treatment in the aftermath of Mobad’s 
attack. When Shahru learns what he has done, she reveals the extent to 
which Mobad is in fact subject to her, and not the other way around. 
“From west to east, men will gird themselves to avenge the blood of 
Vis!” (274/62), she declares, describing – in a nearly perfect inversion 
of the threats Mobad’s courtiers had once made against the Medes – 
the “storm of destruction” that will rain on the land of Khorasan 
(273/57–61). She ends her denunciation by calling on God to witness 
that the king to whom justice has been entrusted has turned to tyranny: 

ٮردٮاری و  حکٮم  ٮو  که ٮر موٮد همى آٮش ٮٮاریحداٮا 
که هست اٮدر ٮدی هر روز ٮدٮرحهان دادی ٮه دست اٮں سٮمکر
ٮٮدکاٮت ٮر  همى  ٮه ٮٮدادی همى سوزد حهاٮتٮٮحساٮد 

 O Lord, you are wise and forbearing indeed, that you do not rain fi re upon 
Mobad! You put the world in the hand of this tyrant, whose evil gets worse 
every day. He is not kind to Your servants; he scorches Your world with his 
injustice.   (277/116–18 [241]) 

 As the theory goes, an unjust king is no king at all, and with Shahru 
now declaring him tyrant, Mobad’s fall from power is both inevitable 
and justified. Ironically, the only one who can save him now is Vis, and 
so Mobad, dejected and listless, restores her to his side at court; in this 
concession, he at last gives up the struggle and accepts his impending 
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doom: “As long as Vis is my mate and beloved, my only business will be 
suffering” (278/139). By this means, the narrative architecture finally 
falls into place along the axis of Lover – Beloved – Villain that it needs 
to resolve itself, yet through a method that severely undercuts the sense 
of it all. 

 The final blow to Mobad’s symbolic authority comes shortly there-
after, back in the royal garden in spring, the  locus amoenus  where our 
discussion began. 79  The narrator lays out the scene in such detail that 
it could be staged: Mobad sits at the head of the assembly, with Vis at 
his side; to his right is Prince Viru, to his left, Queen Shahru. Rāmin sits 
opposite (in opposition to) the king, and before him stands a  gosān , a 
kind of professional minstrel (300/12). This arrangement suggests that 
the  gosān  is a mouthpiece for Rāmin, who – as we will discuss at length 
in the next chapter – is a singer himself. 80  With all our  dramatis personae  
assembled, the  gosān  performs a lay “in which he hid the state of Vis and 
Rāmin” (300/15): he sings of a tree grown atop a mountain, a crystal-
line stream flowing by its base and a “Gilani bull” champing at the flow-
ers. If the significance of this image is a little opaque to modern readers, 
it was probably more apparent in Gorgāni’s time, for in the  Shāhnāma , 
the king Nushin-Ravān has a similar dream, which Bozorj-Mehr cor-
rectly interprets to signify a strange man living in his harem. 81  But for 
those who might have missed the connection, some manuscripts of 
 V&R  include a reprise of the song that fully spells out its meaning. Vis 
commands the  gosān  to “pull back the curtain of our love” with another 
performance in the mode of  rāst  (an established mode in Persian music, 
but also the word for “right,” “true”); the obliging musician repeats 
his tale, explaining that the tree, lofty but immobile, represents Mobad, 
who watches helplessly as Rāmin the bull despoils the garden and 
muddies Vis’s limpid waters (301/24–40). 82  He concludes both songs 
with a parody of the benediction ( doʿā ) that typically closes the qasida: 
“May the water of this spring be ever-flowing, and from it, the Gilāni 
bull ever-grazing!” (301/39, also 301/23). If the garden was once a site 
where Mobad ritualized his authority, now it has become a carnival, an 
anti-ritual in which the minstrel (and behind him, Rāmin) can twist the 
conventions of courtly panegyric to mock the king to his face. 83  

 Mobad responds to this open challenge much in the same way he did 
to Vis: in a last-ditch effort to keep his authority alive, he turns to physi-
cal violence, leaping at Rāmin with his dagger. But here, as with Vis, his 
old age betrays him; with a nimble feint, Rāmin disarms his brother and 
casts him off the dais. In this symbolic deposition, the king is essentially 
incapacitated – “his comprehension broken, his power gone” ( gosasta 
āgahi-o rafta niru-sh , 302/53) – and he makes only incidental appearances 
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as the text moves on to the last major obstacle separating the lovers: 
their own deteriorating relationship. Commenting on this poignant 
image, the narrator remarks that love ( ʿeshq ) and drunkenness ( masti ) 
had brought the king to this wretched state (302/55–6); given the sym-
bolically charged context of this scene, however, it seems clear that we 
should look for meaning in these words beyond their literal valence. 
Interpreting them through the framework of this chapter, I would sug-
gest it is not a carnal passion that has ensnared Mobad, but rather desire 
as a self-constituting act, a reaching out for the Self through its (mis-)
recognition in the Other. The product of this encounter is a story – a 
myth – about the self, whose image of reality gains authority as if it were 
real. Mobad’s drunkenness – his state of being able to see, but not to per-
ceive – speaks to his unknowing participation in that myth, a discursive 
imprisonment from which he can never break free. 

 “The World Is a Dream” 

 These scenes above show how Mobad plays a vital role in develop-
ing  Vis & Rāmin ’s underlying interest in the relationship between 
discourse, desire, and the real. With devastating precision, the text 
dismantles the mythos and ethos of universal kingship, just as it had 
done for Vis in its takedown of romantic love, narrativizing the break-
down through the eyes of the theory’s avatar. Mobad enters the story 
secure in his belief that divine authority emanates from him as surely 
as the sun radiates light; but after experiencing his body animated 
by this power, compelled to act in ways seldom of his choosing, he 
comes to realize that he is little more than a slave to the discursive 
forces that crowned him. The hierarchy, in a sense, has been doubled: 
not only does he embody kingship, but kingship embodies him. Thus 
the normative social world that his position projects, with him as the 
master of other men and women, is simultaneously flipped into its 
inverse, such that his kingship and even his life are entirely dependent 
on the young woman he once claimed as the sign of his authority. As 
Zard puts it, any attack on Vis is an attack on himself: “If you plunge 
your dagger into lovely Vis, your pain from that wound would only 
increase” (297/139). It is very much as Kantorowicz writes on Shake-
speare’s  Richard II : “Instead of being unaffected ‘by Nonage or Old 
Age and other natural Defects and Imbecilities,’ kingship itself comes 
to mean Death, and nothing but Death.” 84  We can only imagine the 
epistemic horror this revelation might entail, as Mobad gazes into the 
void of his own irrelevance; as this new and terrifying self-knowledge 
sinks in, it provokes a fascinating glimpse into the phenomenology of 
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betrayal, no longer by Vis per se but rather the very discourses that 
constitute his sense of self and the world. 

 One of the masterful strokes in the execution of Mobad’s character 
is that the dynamic interplay of power that both creates and destroys 
plays out along multiple axes of interpretation. This solves, in one way, 
the initial problem I posed in this chapter about how we are to read 
this text: its many tales in this case tell different versions of the same 
story. For example, if we read  V&R  as a mythos of romantic love, Mobad 
adopts the functional role as the Villain, the “key” who starts and stops 
the narrative: the intrigue begins the moment he claims Vis for him-
self, standing between her and her preferred option(s), and it cannot 
come to an end until that claim is somehow neutralized. By virtue of 
this function, Mobad both writes the tale and writes himself out of it. 
The same suicidal trajectory holds if we approach  V&R  from another 
vantage point ( thēoria ) that takes him for the story’s Hero, the mythos 
of universal kingship. In stepping into the persona of King of Kings, he 
gains tremendous authority, yet at the same time surrenders himself 
to its tyranny and must in the end sacrifice himself at its altar. Villainy 
destroys the villain; kingship devours the king. 

 Crucially, this self-generated collapse is not a foregone conclusion, 
but rather unique to Mobad’s case; other kings (or nobility) who fall 
in love, such as Dionysios in  Kallirhoe , the Emir of  Floire & Blancheflor , 
and the King in  Varqa & Golshāh , rescue themselves (and their rule) 
by relinquishing their claim and assuming a paternalistic relationship 
with the united lovers, converted from foe to ally. 85  But the difference 
between them and Mobad is that their stories understand desire as fun-
damentally extrinsic, and often inimical, to their royal position. By that 
account, a king, and really any mature man in full control of his facul-
ties, can and should control his desire and dispense with it when need 
be, especially as he eases into old age. Mobad’s authority, however, is so 
deeply bound up with the fortunes of Vis and Rāmin that he can in no 
way dispense with them, neither by letting go of his love or letting go of 
them: the only dispensable figure in the equation is ultimately Mobad 
himself. By challenging the conventional narrative in this way, Gorgāni 
puts a new model of kingship on the table, a theory in which the very 
act of performing “king” is in itself an act of desire; thus the seeds of the 
king’s demise are built into his (self-)creation. 

 Mobad’s story thus proposes a far deeper and more problematic 
interrogation of the desiring self than what first meets the eye. The ini-
tial “moral” that one might take away from his story was that he fell 
victim to love: had he been more circumspect in managing his gaze 
(per Cyrus’s recommendation in the  Cyropaedia , later reiterated in 
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the  Qābus-nāma ), or made sure not to let women mix with politics (as 
Neẓām al-Molk advises), he could have avoided his evil fate. 86  Mobad 
himself expresses the latter diagnosis on more than one occasion, blam-
ing his woes first and foremost on his own mother: “My mother threw 
me into this disaster, for she warmed my heart towards Rāmin. It’s only 
just that I am stuck in misfortune, for I bound my affairs to the words 
of women!” (516/16–17). This statement is a classic example of the mis-
recognition that has plagued Mobad throughout his story: while pity-
ing himself as a man ruled by women, he fails to perceive how this 
relationship is itself a symptom of the self-image to which he has sub-
jected himself. That is to say, if Mobad is drawn to Shahru because it is 
in her that he recognizes his own ideal self, then it places his desire for 
her/himself as the agent of his simultaneous self-fashioning and self-
destruction. The author of the  Qābus-nāma  illustrates this paradox beau-
tifully in his chapter on love ( ʿeshq ), where, we might recall, he reminds 
his son that an elderly king should never ever fall in love. But shortly 
after pronouncing this advice, he admits, “However much I may tell 
you this tale, I know that, if love falls upon you, you will not implement 
what I have said. I myself recite the following verses to old men ( pirān-
sar ) on the condition of love”: 

ٮاٮد که حو عذرا و حو وامق ٮاسدهر آدمٮ.ى که حى و ٮاطق ٮاسد
مؤمں ٮٮود که او ٮه عاسق ٮاسدهر کو ٮه حٮٮں ٮود مٮاڡق ٮاسد

 Any human who is alive and in possession of their mind ( nāṭeq ) must be 
like [the lovers] Vāmeq and Aʿzrā; 

 Anyone who is not like this is among the hypocrites: there is no believer 
who is not a lover. 

 “But however much I have spoken in this way,” concludes the author, 
in a delicious self-subterfuge, “you must not act on this poem.” 87  The 
message, in other words, is that the ideal king must, and can never, free 
himself from desire, no more than he could free himself from himself. 
Indeed, one variant of the second verse replaces the word “believer” 
( moʾmen ), with its strongly Qur’anic overtones, with the more univer-
sal word “person” ( mardom ), such that it becomes an almost perfect 
echo of a proverb the narrator of  V&R  quotes when speaking of Mobad 
and his desire for Vis: “A person who does not love is not a person” 
( har ānk u nist ʿāsheq nist mardom , 83/52). 88  In these cases, the paradox 
of desire ceases to be an issue unique to kings or believers but perti-
nent to humanity at large: to be alive and to possess  noṭq  (the faculty 
that allows for thought and speech, like Aristotle’s  logos ) necessarily 
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constitutes humans as not just speaking, but desiring animals. 89  Desire, 
then, lies at the heart of the properties that give life to humankind, by 
which humans know themselves and make their humanity known; yet 
at the same time, it is the force that drives all people to ruin. 

 The paradox lying at the heart of Mobad’s identity might help us 
begin to grapple with, if not make sense of, the seemingly senseless 
manner of his death, which takes place in the final pages of the story. 
Vis and Rāmin have joined forces and launched a coup against the 
king; now pushed to make a final, desperate stand, Mobad marches 
to join Rāmin in battle. But before the two armies can meet, Mobad’s 
camp is suddenly set upon by a ravening boar. Showing none of his 
characteristic hesitation, the king leaps on his horse and charges “like 
a lion” at the beast; but his javelin, to his dismay, misses the mark 
(518/33–4 [485]). The enraged boar knocks Mobad to the ground and 
gores him open from navel to chest: “The light of love dead in his 
heart; the fire of vengeance likewise extinguished” ( cherāgh-e mehr 
shod dar del-ash morda • hamidun ātash-e kina fesorda , 519/39). As sud-
den and brutal as it may be, perhaps the most disturbing after-effect 
of this scene is its punishing humiliation. Mobad seemed on the verge 
of a small moral victory, riding out to meet the enemy in a final blaze 
of glory. But he is even denied the satisfaction of taking down the 
boar; the image we are handed instead is rather that of a man, already 
defeated and broken, now ignominiously crushed as though under 
the heel of some spiteful god. 

 There is no doubt that the scene bears the hallmarks of divine retri-
bution: one is reminded of an incident in the  Shāhnāma , when a wild 
stallion appears out of the blue, kills the wicked King Yazdgerd with a 
kick to the head, and then vanishes; the  Bahman-nāma , too, ends with its 
unjust protagonist getting devoured by a dragon. 90  Given the originally 
Zoroastrian context of the story, and the (possible) ancient identity of 
Mobad as a sorcerer-king, there may be some symbolic significance to 
the boar itself, for in the  Mehr Yašt  of the Avesta, the god Mithra ( mehr ) 
assumes the shape of “a sharp-toothed he-boar” (18.70) to punish those 
who have broken sacred oaths: “He cuts all the limbs to pieces, and 
mingles, together with the earth, the bones, hair, brains, and blood of 
the men who have lied unto Mithra” (18.72). 91  More immediately, the 
image of Mobad’s cloven body recalls the death scene of the great Jam-
shid, sawn in half by Żaḥḥāk. 92  Considering Mobad’s ontological bonds 
with both  mehr  and Jamshid – the (broken) contract of love, the fall 
of the royal sun – these symbolic and intertextual elements produce a 
convincing case that the king got nothing less than what he deserved. 
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The narrative seems eager, in fact, to insist this was the case: as Rāmin 
enters Marv following the king’s demise, we are told that its inhabitants 
“had suffered under Mobad for years” (524/49 [489]). Perhaps justice 
has finally been served. 

 But even as it tells this tale, the story seems unwilling to fully embrace 
its self-justification; having followed the embedded paradoxes of 
Mobad’s life, we now know too much. This is evident in this scene’s 
framing: rather than moralize about what Mobad should or should not 
have done in the domain of politics, the text instead uses his death as 
an occasion to meditate on the strange and senseless ways of the world, 
a place where time marches on with little regard for those it crushes in 
its path. The narrator opens the episode with a poignant question about 
our inability to understand – “Although we experience much of the 
world, how can we open the hidden lock ( band ) of its secrets?” (517/1) – 
then develops that theme in a tone of personal distress: 

وزٮں اٮدٮسه ام سودا کرڡٮستمرا ٮاری ٮه حسم اٮں ٮس سکڡٮست
زماٮه کست  اٮں  حٮست  وزو ٮر حان ما حٮدٮں ٮهاٮهٮداٮم 
موٮد حو  سهاٮساهى  حهان را زو ٮسى ٮٮک و ٮسى ٮدحهاٮداری 
ڡرحام روز  ٮاسد  حوارٮش  ٮماٮد در دل و حسمش همه کامٮدٮں 

 This is truly astonishing in my view, and I am gripped by the melancholy 
of these thoughts. I don’t understand this turning fate and the many pre-
texts it makes on our lives, such that a world-king like Mobad, who did 
much good and evil in the world, would end his days in such wretched-
ness, with every desire in his heart and eye unfulfilled.   (518/19–22 [484]) 

 This outburst of illicit rage, a literary technique that also occurs in the 
 Shāhnāma , profoundly challenges the legitimacy of any interpretive 
attempt to rationalize, or even fully understand, the question of what 
went wrong for Mobad. 93  That may well be the fundamental point: 
time, as the narrator puts it, does not  deserve  to be understood, nor even 
its name to be pronounced ( kojā dahr ān nayarzad k-ash bedānand • va yā 
khwad bar zabān nām-ash berānand , 520/57). Thus Mobad, whose aged 
body manifests a visual icon of time and its passage, offers far more 
than a negative  exemplum  on the conduct of kings; the “universal king” 
myth simply creates the discursive field for this inquiry to unfold. 
Rather, he provides, alongside Vis and Rāmin, a study on how humans 
use discourse in their ongoing desire to make sense of the senseless. 
The self-defeating trajectory of his narrative, however, tempers the tran-
scendent quest for meaning with the ultimately illusory nature of the 
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effort. “The world is a dream,” the narrator remarks, “and we are [but] 
phantoms within it” ( jahān khwāb-ast-o mā dar vay khayāl-im , 517/3). 
If the other protagonists in the story seek life beyond death, Mobad 
balances this with a story of death within life, showing how desire 
produces what is perhaps a uniquely human experience of mortality. 
To be human is to desire; to desire is to die.  



 For all the pain and heartache its characters endure,  Vis & Rāmin  has 
its fair share of tender, joyful, and even funny moments. Take, for exam-
ple, the scene after Vis has gone public about her affair with Rāmin, 
and Mobad has asked Viru to discipline her accordingly. But when Viru 
takes his sister to the side, complaining about the dishonour she has 
brought upon him and their mother, the bulk of his chagrin appears to 
be directed at her choice of lover. “If you had to do it,” he seems to say, 
“did it  have  to be with a minstrel?” 

حرا او را ز هر کس ٮر کرٮدیٮکوٮ.ى ٮا ٮو از رامٮں حه دٮدی
ٮحر رود و سرود و حٮک و طٮٮورٮه کٮحش در حه دارد مرد کٮحور
ٮوازدهمٮں داٮد که طٮٮوری ٮسازد دسٮاٮى  و  راهى  او  ٮر 
ٮهاده حامه ٮرد مى ڡروسانٮٮٮٮٮدش مکر مست و حروسان

 Will you not tell me what you saw in Rāmin? Why choose him, of all peo-
ple? What treasure does that treasurer possess, save for lute and song, 
harp and tambour? All he knows is how to string up a tambour, and strum 
some melody on it in some mode. No one sees him except roaring drunk, 
pawning his clothes to the wine-sellers.   (172/73–6 [135]) 

 These misgivings raise intriguing questions about Rāmin’s character 
and role. One would assume, on the basis of the story’s title, that Rāmin 
is supposed to be the male counterpart to Vis, her perfect mate; accord-
ing to the love-story convention of sexual symmetry, as discussed in 
 chapter 2 , the two protagonists should be basically identical in terms 
of their youth, beauty, noble lineage, and inner virtue. While Rāmin 
certainly meets the first three of these criteria, the characterization of his 
lifestyle we get here may yet cast some doubts on his credentials for the 
job. At the same time, the two particulars singled out in this passage – his 
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skill at music and his love of wine – link Rāmin to themes strongly asso-
ciated with Persian and Arabic lyric poetry. We would do well, then, 
to begin our study of Rāmin by investigating the various personae he 
might bring into play in  V&R . This journey will lead us through the 
boundaries of genre and into the hinterlands where literary systems 
mingle, break down, and challenge established practice – a process that 
mirrors the events of the narrative that contains them. 

 Some valuable work has already been done to excavate the various 
“Rāmins” present within this narrative, offering us a number of options 
for how we might read this character against a broader network of liter-
ary types and tropes. T‘odua suspects that in some now-lost versions of 
the  Vis & Rāmin  cycle, Rāmin was not a prince of good breeding, but a 
“roguish, vagabond minstrel” ( navāzanda-ye qalandar-o velgard ), perhaps 
a popular hero akin to Samak-e ʿ Ayyār or Robin Hood – not a bad fellow, 
but certainly not one bound to the mores and niceties of the ruling elite. 1  
Conversely, Meisami contends that Rāmin is meant to evoke the courtly 
lover  par excellence , “weeping, sighing, and wasting away with love.” 2  
This persona, whose apotheosis was often located in the desolate lover 
Majnun, was enormously widespread and productive in early Islamic 
and particularly Abbasid literature, with striking parallels observable 
with the personae cultivated in Occitan and Catalan lyric forms cen-
turies later. 3  Putting these readings together, Rāmin comes across as 
something of a composite figure, simultaneously multiple and indeter-
minate, with one foot in the court and one foot outside it. 

 This fuzziness around Rāmin’s identity is explicitly supported by the 
rather odd way(s) by which he enters the text. He first appears, along-
side Viru, among the heroes in Mobad’s entourage during the New Year 
celebrations (34/27 [2]); but the next time we see him, he is but a babe, 
raised alongside Vis under the Nurse’s care (44/49 [12]). Then, after 
a mysterious absence for a number of chapters, he pops up again at 
the siege of Gurab, where we learn that “ever since childhood, Rāmin’s 
heart had secretly harboured desire for Vis” (80/77 [45]); but then, on 
catching a glimpse of her face on the return trip to Marv, he falls (liter-
ally) head over heels in love (94/14–33 [57–8]). As any account that 
manages to accommodate all these details would strain the bounds of 
credulity, Ḥamid Aʿbd-Allāhiyān believes that Gorgāni’s work must 
actually be a synthesis of two discrete storylines, one about the rivalry 
between two princes, the other about a queen’s affair with a court min-
strel of low birth, producing in Rāmin a doubled persona who cannot 
fully reside in either role. 4  

 Despite these narrative and typological bifurcations, our multiple 
Rāmins do share a common ground, and that is in their association with 
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the ghazal, a “lyric” poem (I’ll explain the scare quotes below) that 
takes love as its central theme. Formally, the ghazal is quite distinct from 
the masnavi – being short in length, closely associated with music, and 
structured around monorhyme – and it has a long history going back 
to the Abbasid period in Arabic poetry that I will discuss further on. 
As Meisami observes, because of its basic orientation around the theme 
of love, the most prominent speaking voices of the ghazal are all lov-
ers of some kind, such that both its “courtly” and “roguish” personae 
express their love along similar, if not identical, lines: they venerate the 
beloved above all else, they have little concern for social propriety, and 
they mingle metaphoric and literal drunkenness in their speech-acts; 
J.-C. Bürgel sees Rāmin as the figurative embodiment of this underlying 
ethos. 5  As the story’s minstrel, Rāmin inculcates and develops a distinc-
tive voice that is not only mediated through song but also grounded in 
the thought patterns of that medium. The ghazal thus provides a net of 
sorts that allows us to hold and work with his many personae. 

 This internal multiplicity produces a very complex set of discursive 
relationships when brought to the romance, however. We start with a 
figure cast as the co-protagonist of a long-form narrative about love, 
with all the expectations that accompany that mythos; but at the same 
time, that figure’s speech-acts evoke another kind of protagonist who 
is closely tied to the lyric “I” of the ghazal and its various modes of 
expression. Rāmin, like the author of  Guillaume de Dole  (c.  1209–28), 
thus “plays on the parameters of two textual traditions (romance and 
lyric), but in incorporating one type of text into another he troubles 
these parameters as he evokes them.” 6  With multiple backstories, 
inhabiting multiple personae, and projecting multiple expectations of 
behaviour, he will inevitably overflow the boundaries of his character, 
regardless of how we choose to read him. Not only a hybrid creation, 
Rāmin is also a figure whose actions hybridize the textual fabric of his 
story; in a variation of my earlier phrase, he stands with one foot in the 
romance and one foot outside it. 

 This intertextual and genre-minded approach to Rāmin’s character 
will help us consider what happens when he evokes the persona(e) 
of the ghazal, an established poetic tradition with its own distinct his-
tory, and “posits another language” (Maureen Boulton’s phrase) that 
disrupts the norms and best practices that usually hold fast in the love-
story universe. 7  I will expand on the qualities of this “other language” 
later, but for now let’s note that it shifts the emphasis from  reciproc-
ity  to the  yearning for reciprocation  – an affective stance with significant 
ramifications for the narratives it invokes and projects. By introducing 
a discursive heterogeneity that will ultimately lead to love’s collapse in 
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the overarching story, Rāmin plays a crucial role in realizing the text’s 
broader investigation into the ways that discourse can fashion subjec-
tive experience and connect it with the real, transforming the phantasy 
of  Vis & Rāmin  into an imagined experiential history, as I discuss further 
in  chapter 5 . The story of how this unfolds will not only prove relevant 
to this particular text, but should also help us develop our account of 
the complex interactions possible between “lyric” and “romance” in 
Persian and other medieval literary traditions. 

 Lyrics, Episodes, and Adventure-Time 

 As Patricia Parker and Barbara Fuchs have argued, some of the distinc-
tive features of romance – as a modality of narration, rather than as a 
historical genre – are found in its handling of time and space: its incli-
nation towards delay and digression, its open landscapes and mean-
dering plot lines. 8  Even as these strategies stall the story’s forward 
momentum, they can also provide room for the incorporation of mul-
tiple kinds of speech into the textual fabric, shifting their formal and 
generic contexts. In this process, the codes that inform and structure 
discourse are defamiliarized and brought into the open as constructs to 
be evaluated against others, producing a degree of critical distance and 
self-reflexivity, a mode that Mikhail Bakhtin describes as “novelistic” 
in the way it is “always criticizing itself.” 9  This is especially evident, as 
scholars of romance in Old French have observed, with the insertion or 
intercalation of lyric performances in the narrative. 10  Just as we might 
look for tragic or comedic models of reality in texts that are not, strictly 
speaking, comedies or tragedies, we can discover through Rāmin and 
his performances distinctively “lyrical” ways of engaging with the 
world that put him at odds with the other major characters of  V&R . 

 Rāmin’s entry into  V&R  as an active character produces significant 
transformations in the structure, pacing, and rhythm of the story’s 
narrative. As noted above, he is largely absent from the opening 
chapters of the book, which are devoted to the story of Vis’s birth, 
first marriage to Viru, abduction, and second marriage to Mobad. 
Even after the affair begins, the narrative focus turns not to Rāmin 
but to the king, who must battle his own demons in the face of this 
crisis. Up to this point, one might sense that Rāmin is something of 
a functional character, a place holder and not the focal point of the 
story; he is there to be loved by his lover and envied by his rival, 
with little of his own to contribute besides the conventional gestures 
of the ardent suitor. But as the mists of doubt and confusion that 
cloud the early chapters of  V&R  dissipate, a new reality comes into 
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view: it is finally clear that Vis and Rāmin are madly in love and 
will go to any lengths to be together, while Mobad, admitting but 
not accepting this state of affairs, must keep them apart to the 
extent he can. So – what next? Where will this love triangle take our 
protagonists? 

 In a word: nowhere. Caught in a situation in which no side will back 
down, the characters can only spin their wheels in frustration, while the 
focus and momentum of the first quarter of  V&R  gives way to a series 
of episodes that repeat what is essentially the same story over and over 
again: the king tries to separate the lovers, the lovers outsmart him for a 
while, the king comes to his senses and/or realizes the trick, and the lovers 
must once again part ways. Like episodes in a sitcom, the love-story has 
entered a “floating timeline” of stasis, destabilization, and restoration – 
a temporal loop from which there is no seeming escape (see table 1). 11    

 This change in the story’s trajectory maps remarkably well onto 
Bakhtin’s concept of “adventure-time,” which he used to analyse the 
Greek romance (or novel) against other novelistic works. Adventure-
time, Bakhtin proposed, is part of the chronotope – “the intrinsic 

  Table 1  : The Four Episodes   

  Episode    Description  

 1. The Ordeal  Mobad asks Vis to undergo an ordeal by fire to prove her 
innocence; on the day of the trial, she escapes Marv 
along with Rāmin and the Nurse and takes refuge in 
Ray; the brothers are eventually reconciled through the 
mediation of their mother. 

 2. The Bed Trick  After a drinking party, Mobad takes Vis to bed with him, 
but Vis has the Nurse take her place so that she may join 
Rāmin on the palace roof; when dawn arrives, she hastily 
returns to bed and convinces Mobad she was there the 
whole time. 

 3. The Devils’ Grotto  Before marching off to fight the Roman emperor, Mobad 
sequesters Vis in a remote castle called the Devils’ Grotto; 
Rāmin deserts the army and joins Vis; when Mobad 
returns from his campaign, he discovers the treachery 
and beats Vis but restores her to favour after Shahru’s 
intervention. 

 4. The Garden  Mobad leaves town for a hunting trip; Rāmin again deserts 
camp, but cannot gain access to Vis’s chambers; Vis climbs 
out her window and joins him in the palace garden; 
when Mobad returns the next day, she explains she had 
been carried there by an angel. 
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connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships” – distinctive to 
this genre, which constructs its stories around two basic moments in 
time: the moment when the lovers meet and fall in love, and the moment 
when they consummate that love in marriage. 12  Between these two 
nodes lies a timeless void, an “extratemporal hiatus” that can expand 
or contract  ad infinitum  to accommodate however many episodes the 
storyteller desires to include, with no repercussions on the overarching 
plot. “In this kind of time,” Bakhtin writes, “nothing changes: the world 
remains as it was, the biographical life of the heroes does not change, 
their feelings do not change, people do not even age. This empty time 
leaves no traces anywhere, no indications of its passing.” 13  Although his 
object of study was the “ideal” Greek novel of the Imperial period, this 
description certainly applies to  Vis & Rāmin  as well, whose protagonists 
will pass through thousands of lines of text and  ten years  of diegetic 
time, with no fundamental change to their lives or relationship. 14  

 Interestingly, Francesco Gabrieli, a contemporary of Bakhtin (though 
probably unaware of his theories), arrived at the same conclusion in his 
study of  V&R , in which he observes that the basic intrigue – the meeting 
of the lovers, the point at which Bakhtin’s adventure-time is activated – 
is established barely a quarter of the way into the narrative, leaving us 
with a new  status quo  that will not easily be resolved: 

 With the aid of the Nurse, Rāmin has subdued Vis, who is at fi rst resist-
ant to his ardour, [and] the adultery is consummated; the remaining three 
quarters of the work should have been fi lled with adventures, such as in the 
story of the sorceress of Ireland [Isolde, I presume?], in which the narra-
tor’s creative genius would have introduced novel and interesting episodes 
to add variety to a uniform situation that is, at its root, always the same. 15  

 Notable is the ready familiarity with which Gabrieli spells out the rules 
of this literary game as though they were common knowledge, a telling 
indication of the degree to which these conventions had been estab-
lished and internalized over centuries of repetition. 16  Though he is not 
aware of the chronotope as a theoretical concept, he clearly expects 
Gorgāni to take advantage of this time-space and give his readers some-
thing to enjoy as the plot turns about itself in the meandering manner 
discussed by Fuchs and Parker. The problem, in other words, is not the 
circularity of the episodes, but that they are “as monotonous and clum-
sily told as one can imagine,” filled with “interminable laments” and 
“melodramatic declamations” that are devoid of “real storytelling.” 17  

 It is precisely at this juncture that Rāmin leaps into the spotlight. 
Though he has a monologue or two prior to this, they are nothing 
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in comparison to the dense accumulation of songs we are about to 
encounter. In the episodes that follow, Rāmin will sing paeans to love 
in Mobad’s court, bellow out ballads while riding on horseback, ser-
enade the wind on the eve of separation, and intone silent melodies as 
he wrestles with his heart. In total, Rāmin has some thirty performances 
to his name, with a complete monopoly over the  in situ  songs and the 
lion’s share of the poem’s interior monologues (see  appendix B ). These 
performances reach their highest rate of frequency in these cyclical epi-
sodes, this adventure-time where “nothing changes,” fundamentally 
altering the feel and flow of this section of  Vis & Rāmin . 

 What are we to make of this? Why is it that Rāmin comes to life at 
a moment when everything else is in stagnation? In historical terms, 
the shift may substantiate the hypothesis that this section of  V&R  is an 
amalgamation of discrete episodes that utilize the same  status quo  as 
their point of departure and return, stories in which Rāmin played the 
leading role. Generically, too, Rāmin’s poems bolster his (self-)image 
as a classic romance hero, helplessly caught in love’s embrace. Many 
are the romance lovers who, unable to “do” anything for themselves, 
occupy their stage time with laments, soliloquies, and expositions about 
their inner state. 18  Both explanations are perfectly adequate, but I sus-
pect that more insight can be gained by taking up Boulton’s observa-
tions on the Old French material: “However marked a disruption the 
lyric insertions cause, they nevertheless form part of a greater whole. 
If they alter the meaning of a work, they also help to create that mean-
ing.” 19  Below their elegant surface, a forceful current runs throughout 
Rāmin’s lyrics; they do a kind of work, despite their appearing not to, 
that will transform the text that houses them and advance a distinctive 
argument about discourse, power, and love. 

 For starters, we might consider the phenomenological experience of 
reading through one of these episodes, in which the narration is inter-
rupted time and again by Rāmin’s songs. The constant digressions 
naturally affect the story’s pacing: we lose the thread of the plot, time 
slows to a snail’s pace, and our attention is drawn away from what’s 
happening to what’s being said about it; as Gabrieli puts it, the action 
“seems reduced to simply an introductory or concluding caption to 
the rhetorical declamation.” 20  The songs thus reproduce the narrative 
stasis of adventure-time on the level of perception and diction. This is 
probably no coincidence: as Meisami argues, this “timeless” quality 
is part and parcel of the ghazal repertory, whose speakers exemplify 
“the various states and stages of a fictionalized, idealized experience of 
love, an underlying narrative from whose episodes the poet selects his 
topic.” 21  She posits a mythos, in other words, implicitly encoded inside 
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the ghazal’s poetics, that resists or stands outside the “normal” flow of 
time. 22  As Rāmin embraces his role as the story’s minstrel, challenging 
and at times drowning out the voice of its narrator, he consequently 
introduces an alternative narrative, one that unfolds not so much 
between the lines as between the minutes. 

 This bifurcation of the narrative into two parallel lines raises impor-
tant questions about authorial power, narrative control, and violence. 
Although Rāmin repeatedly uses his songs to declare his powerlessness 
in the face of Love and Destiny – the default position of lovers in the 
mythos of romantic love – we must not forget that there is one crucial 
moment in which he proactively intervenes in the story’s development. 
As we saw in  chapter 2 , Vis did not fall in love with Rāmin in her child-
hood or by a chance encounter as an adult, as is the usual case; rather, 
Rāmin had to win her over by having the Nurse act as his proxy, and the 
only way he could win over the Nurse was by physically forcing himself 
on her. This violent intervention remains embedded in the core of his 
relationship with Vis, no matter how much he might try to bury it under 
the verbiage of his lyrics. By competing with the narratorial account and 
imposing their own report of what happened, Rāmin’s songs manifest 
this unresolved tension: just as the romance was brought into being by 
a violent act, so do the songs echo and indeed amplify the violence, 
extending it from the level of the body to the level of discourse. They 
re-enact and perpetuate the initial transgression that was required to 
make the affair possible in the first place. 

 In this way, Rāmin is both like and unlike Vis and Mobad. In the two 
previous chapters, I sought to demonstrate how the latter characters 
invoke, by virtue of their emblematic or typological status, a particular 
narrative world (mythos) and its associated practices (ethos) through 
which they see, understand, and conduct themselves. In a basic sense, 
they manifest the contract motif we have seen running through the story, 
for as they invoke these discourses to give their lives identity and pur-
pose, they thereby submit themselves to that discursive power, which 
limits their range of choices in any given scenario and sometimes backs 
them into a corner. The same process holds true for Rāmin, but with 
an important complication: while the personae of romance hero/ine 
and universal sovereign are relatively stable, their fundamental norms 
and expectations visibly consistent across the  longue durée , Rāmin is 
anchored in a repertory of affective postures – not a single “code” but a 
dialectic tradition, steeped in the language of lyric – that invoke in turn 
a variety of latent narrative worlds and practices. This makes his char-
acter something of a chameleon, shifting across courtly, libertine, and 
even homiletic modalities of lyrical speech as need and circumstance 
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require. Thus, while Vis and Mobad are largely judged (and judge 
themselves) along the conformity of their acts with their speech, Rāmin 
foregrounds the notion of speech  as  act – the manipulation of discourse 
as a means of shaping and even controlling the time-space in which life 
happens – both in its successes and, more importantly, in its failures. In 
the sections below, I will conduct four case studies, following the four 
episodes in succession, to explore the interaction of song and story that 
Rāmin brings to  V&R  and unpack its long-term consequences. 

 Episode 1: Mode Switching 

 Now is an appropriate time to clarify my use of “lyric” in this discus-
sion, as it is a term, like romance, that we cannot apply to a medieval 
Persian or Arabic literary context without some reflection on what 
we mean by it, especially when writing in English. In the tradition of 
Anglo-American literary criticism, lyric has generally come to be under-
stood as an expression of interior feeling, “utterance overheard,” in John 
Stuart Mill’s famous phrase, when the poet (as Northrop Frye later put 
it) “turns his back on his listeners.” 23  This notion of the lyric as a private 
and personal expression of the poet’s interior state has a discrete his-
tory that cannot be automatically applied to a context like Gorgāni’s. 24  
At the same time, there is still a semantic distinctiveness to the lyric that 
is grounded in the “I” of its first-person speaker, which, “although fre-
quently no more than a grammatical cipher, nonetheless fixes the plane 
and modalities of discourse to the exclusion of any narrative element,” 
Paul Zumthor writes. 25  From this standpoint, we might re-envision the 
lyric as turning its back not on the audience but on diegetic time: it 
interjects a pause, so to speak, that produces in Peter Haidu’s words 
“not so much the absence of narrative, as the continual negation of a 
narrativity insistently invoked.” 26  

 Both understandings of the ghazal-as-lyric are on display in Robert 
Dankoff’s pioneering study of  Varqa & Golshāh  (w. ca. 1030), the first 
romance in Persian literature (as far as we know) to intercalate ghazals, 
in their formal aspect, within its narrative. 27  Dankoff writes, 

 The ghazals serve to give the reader or listener an occasional glimpse into 
the character’s inner state at various points in the story, whether critical 
or not; and the characters often seem to be refl ecting aloud, rather like an 
“aside” in drama, not caring whether anyone else hears their laments. 28  

 To his credit, Dankoff does not universalize this temporal stasis as a 
uniform feature of the ghazal writ large – indeed, he notes that the 
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intercalated lyrics in the poem’s Turkish adaptation (w. 1342) are much 
more engaged with the plot, even moving it forward at times. 29  His 
point is rather that the ghazals of Aʿyyuqi’s  Varqa & Golshāh  introduce 
a  shift  in the narrative, a distinctiveness of sound, voice, space, and 
time that we might recognize through the contemporary notion of 
lyric. This shift is made possible, in part, by the text’s use of formal 
and paratextual markers. When a character in  V&G  pauses to recite a 
poem, the rhyme scheme changes from the masnavi’s rhyming hemis-
tichs to the monorhyme of the ghazal; when the monorhyme ends, we 
can be sure that we have re-entered the narrative. The performances, 
moreover, are visually identified in the manuscript with the heading 
 sheʿr goftan  (“the recitation of a poem”), followed by the name of the 
poem’s reciter. These explicit cues mark the poems as discrete discur-
sive units, open to being declaimed (perhaps even sung) in a man-
ner that distinguishes them from the surrounding masnavi. 30  Akin to a 
prosimetrum,  Varqa & Golshāh  thus maintains a clear division between 
story and song, two discursive modalities with their own conventions 
and expectations. 31  

 In comparison, the lyric performances found in  Vis & Rāmin  are 
quite different. The text rarely makes use of headings to announce a 
soliloquy, the rhyme scheme does not change, and the speech events 
are considerably longer than those of  V&G , often running at thirty 
lines or more. Rāmin’s songs, in other words, are devoid of sharp 
boundaries to offset them from the surrounding text. They are rather 
narrativized, woven into the story through diegetic phrases – such as 
“He said to his heart” ( bā del goft ), “He sang a song” ( sorud-i goft ), 
or just “he said/sang” ( goft ), and so on – all using the verb  goftan , a 
word whose range of connotations include regular speech, the dec-
lamation of poetry, and the singing of songs. 32  The lines between 
these categories are rarely discrete and often intersect, and with the 
exception of a few moments in which the text makes the performance 
context explicit – “Playing the tambour, [Rāmin] sang a sweet song” 
( sorud-i goft khwash bar rud-e ṭanbur , 254/130), for example – it is up 
to the reader to decide how to “hear” these performances, whether as 
poems, songs, monologues, or even interior thought. My discussion of 
Rāmin’s “lyrics,” therefore, must be understood within the boundar-
ies of air quotes, not  as  but rather  as if  they were ghazals, producing 
what Bakhtin calls “the novelistic image of lyrics (and of the poet as 
lyricist).” 33  We might think of this as a kind of  abstraction  of the lyric, 
in that the lyricality of Rāmin’s speech-acts is obtained not through 
explicit markers but by the reader’s cultural and intertextual literacy. 
It is the language of these passages (their tone, motifs, and images), 
as well as their diegetic setting (banquets, bedchambers, the open 
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plain), that invites a lyrical reading of their contents – a reading that 
invokes the ghazal tradition and relies on its conventions in making 
itself meaningful. 

 This shift from a “formal” to a “modal” way of reading lyric presents 
an interesting conceptual opportunity. Although we lose the security 
of knowing what these passages “are,” in the sense that their final sta-
tus as “song” or “story” is always open to debate, we can divorce our 
concept of the “lyric” from the ghazal form and reconfigure it in more 
general terms as a modality – a way of thinking, speaking, and acting 
around love – that can be abstracted and translated from the ghazal 
into other literary forms through linguistic and performative cues. In 
the analysis below, I will call this, to play off the linguistic term of code 
switching, a kind of  mode switching . As a method that capitalizes on the 
space between the poet, narrator, characters, and audience to produce 
narrative through a multiplicity of discursive modes, mode switching 
highlights the work’s self-consciousness as a heteroglossic composi-
tion, a written text that adopts the speaking voice of the oral storyteller, 
who conveys in turn the speech-acts – spoken, written, thought, and 
sung – of many different figures in a variety of discursive stances and 
registers. 34  To follow these shifts in mode requires us to imagine the 
text not as a stand-alone medium but rather a component in a larger 
network of media, including elements of body, sound, and space, that 
come together in the production of a story. 

 The first episode, which relates Vis’s ordeal by fire, is an ideal place 
to demonstrate the mechanics of this mode switching and to observe 
how certain passages call attention to themselves as song-like through 
sonic and diegetical cues. It begins with a common if crucial marker of 
time – “one day” ( ruz-i , 198/3), that is, once upon a time – signalling to 
the audience that we have entered the episodic cycle of adventure-time, 
opening with the stasis of Mobad and Vis sitting together at court, while 
Rāmin lurks on the sidelines, waiting for his chance. Unhappy with the 
swirling rumours of his wife’s infidelity, Mobad asks Vis if she would 
swear an oath to the contrary before the court and the sacred fire. To 
this Vis readily agrees, but when the flames are lit, she prepares to turn 
the tables on her accuser: 

مرو را کڡت ٮٮکر حال اٮں مردهمان که وٮس در رامٮں ٮکه کرد
ٮدٮں آٮش ٮحواهد سوحت ما راکه آٮش حون ٮلٮد اڡروحت ما را
اٮدر از  ٮکرٮرٮم  دو  هر  ٮا  آذرٮٮا  ٮه  هم  را  او  ٮسوزاٮٮم 

 Vis turned to Rāmin at that moment and said, “Look at this man, who’s 
built a great fi re, hoping to roast us on it. Come, let’s away from here; we’ll 
burn him instead upon those flames!”   (202/59–61 [164]) 
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 As we can see, the Vis of this episode, a trickster who delights in hood-
winking her husband, is a far cry from the austere maiden we came to 
know in the first third of the story, another clue that this and other epi-
sodes could well have come from a variety of sources. With the Nurse’s 
aid, the three conspirators loot the royal treasury, scramble through 
a secret passageway in the bathhouse, scale the garden walls using 
Rāmin’s turban as a rope, and flee the palace dressed in women’s cloth-
ing, “hiding their faces like demons” (203/85). In the mounting excite-
ment, the narrator gains prominence as an active storyteller, directly 
addressing the audience in a manner comparable to Béroul’s  Tristran , 
with phrases such as “Look how she pulled off her trick!” ( negar z-ānjā 
cheguna sākht dastān , 203/78) and punctuating the story with didactic 
asides that reflect on and interpret the narrative as it unfolds. 35  Once 
they have found refuge in the city of Ray, the lovers settle in for a long 
sojourn of drinking and dalliance, a period that affords Rāmin ample 
opportunity to serenade his lover. The transition from story to song, and 
from the narrator’s voice to Rāmin’s, is announced by a diegetic event: 

کهى طٮٮور و کاهى حٮک در ٮرٮسسٮه ٮٮش او رامٮں دلٮر
دلٮوازانهمى کڡٮى سرود مهرٮازان ٮوای  و  دسٮان  ٮه 

 At times with harp, at times with tambour, charming Rāmin sat before 
Vis, and sang the song of lovers in the mode and melody of “Lovers.”  
 (205/126–7 [168])36  

 This transition is an excellent example of the “as-if lyrical” reading dis-
cussed above. On one level, it explicitly identifies the performance as a 
“song” ( sorud ); it adorns this “fact,” furthermore, with additional details 
that draw us into the imaginary soundscape of the world, allowing us to 
“hear” how it might have been played and the mood it would have con-
jured. Yet at the same time, the performance that follows complicates our 
ability to treat it literally as a song text: it does not transition to monorhyme, 
and at thirty-seven lines it extends far beyond the typical length of the 
early ghazal form, which tends to hit its upper limit at around twenty. 37  
But despite not adhering to the formal features of a ghazal, it still manages 
to capture the ghazal’s feel by virtue of its performance setting, literary 
topoi, and sonority. Consider how the song begins, in which five of the 
six opening lines end with the rhyme / -im / (breaking with my standard 
practice, I render the Persian here in transliteration so that all can follow): 

hami gofti ke mā do nik yār- im  • be yāri yek-digar rā jānsepār- im  
be hangām-e vafā ganj-e vafā- im  • be chashm-e doshmanān tir-e jafā- im  
cho mā rā khorrami-o shādkhwāri-st • bad-andishān-e mā rā ranj-o zāri-st  
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be ranj az dusti siri nayāb im  • ze rāh-e mehrbāni rokh natāb im  
be mehr andar cho do rowshan cherāgh- im  • be nāz andar cho do beshkofta 

bāgh- im  
ze mehr-e khwish joz shādi nabin im  • ke az piruzi arzāni bedin- im  

 “We are two dear lovers,” he sang, “the other’s sacrifice in love. 
 We are loyalty’s treasure at the time of loyalty; we are merciless ar-

rows in the eyes of our foes. 
 As we enjoy delight and merriment, our enemies suffer trouble and 

misery. 
 No toil makes us tire of love, our heads never turn from love’s way. 
 We’re like two shining lights in love, like two gardens in bloom in 

dalliance. 
 We experience nothing but joy in our love, for we deserve this joy in 

our success.” 
 (205/128–33 [168]) 

 The high frequency of the same rhyme throughout this opening pas-
sage, especially in the context of a wine song, suggests an aural kinship 
with the ghazal form; one might think of it as an extended  maṭlaʿ , the 
opening line that sets the tone of the piece and utilizes the same double 
rhyme as we hear above. Its distinctive sonority, furthermore, suggests 
that this section of  V&R  is a very singable one. Following this introduc-
tion, Rāmin’s song changes tactics and begins a series of blessings and 
benedictions, first on Vis, then Rāmin, then Media and its people: 

khwashā visā neshasta pish-e rāmin • chonān kabg-e dari dar pish-e shāhin  
khwashā visā neshasta jām bar dast • ham az bāda ham az khubi shoda mast  
khwashā visā be kām-e del neshasta • omid andar del-e mobad shekasta  
khwashā visā be khanda lab goshāda • lab āngah bar lab-e rāmin nehāda  
khwashā visā be masti pish-e rāmin • ze ʿeshq-ash kish hamchun kish-e rāmin  
zehi rāmin neku tadbir kardi • ke chun visa yek-i nakhchir kardi  
zehi rāmin be kām-e del hami nāz • ke dāri kām-e del rā nik anbāz  
zehi rāmin ke dar bāgh-e beheshti • hamisha bā gol-e ordibeheshti  
zehi rāmin ke joft-e āftāb-i • be farr-ash harche to khwāhi biyābi  
hazārān āfarin bar keshvar-e māh • ke chun vis āmada-st az vay yek-i māh  
hazārān āfarin bar jān-e shahru • ke dokht-ash visa bud-o pur viru  
hazārān āfarin bar jān-e qāran • ke az posht āmad-ash in māh-e rowshan  
hazārān āfarin bar khanda-ye vis • ke karda-st in jahān rā banda-ye vis  

 O happy Vis, seated before Rāmin, like the graceful partridge 
before the falcon. 38  

 O happy Vis, seated with wine-cup in hand, drunk from wine and 
beauty both. 
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 O happy Vis, seated in heart’s delight, while hope in Mobad’s heart 
is dashed. 

 O happy Vis, her lips parted in smile, then pressed against Rāmin’s lips. 
 O happy Vis, drunk before Rāmin: her religion is love, like that of 

Rāmin. 
 Well done, Rāmin! – you planned it well, having captured a prey 

such as Vis! 
 Well done, Rāmin! – glory in your heart’s delight, for in heart’s 

delight you have a good mate. 
 Well done, Rāmin! – in a heavenly garden, forever with the May-time rose. 
 Well done, Rāmin! – you’re paired with the sunlight, you’ll gain all 

you desire from its radiance ( farr ). 
 Thousands of praises on the land of Media ( māh )! For a moon 

( māh ) such as Vis has come from it. 
 Thousands of praises on the life of Shahru! For her daughter was 

Vis and her son was Viru. 
 Thousands of praises on the life of Qāren! For from his loins came 

this radiant moon. 
 Thousands of praises on the smile of Vis! For it’s made this world 

the slave of Vis! 
 (206/134–46 [168]) 

 Probably the most impressive aspect of this song for most listeners is its 
insistent repetition of the phrases  khwashā visā  (“O happy Vis”),  zehi rāmin  
(“Well done, Rāmin”), and  hazārān āfarin  (“thousands of praises”), which 
bundles the lines into self-referential units akin to the turns of a rondo. 
There is a good deal of internal repetition and rhyme within these groups 
as well, such as  neshasta ,  k/pish-e rāmin ,  jān , and the relative pronoun  ke  
that follows every benediction. Following this passage, we “hear” another 
eighteen lines that draw heavily, as do most of Rāmin’s songs, from the 
conventional tropes and iconography of the ghazal (206/147–64). There 
are also some important bits of information conveyed in these lines, such 
as Rāmin’s suggestion that, having “captured” Vis, he now receives royal 
charisma ( farr ) from her radiance, just as Mobad had hoped to do – but 
we’ll return to the implications of this self-image later. “Every time Rāmin 
drank wine,” concludes the narrator, “he brought up this kind of talk” 
(207/165); with this transition, the language shifts out of Rāmin’s lyrical 
mode and back to the default narrative voice. 

 As a whole, this “song” utilizes a wide array of cues, from tropes 
to sonic features to mise-en-scène, to produce a discrete textual space 
that recalls the ghazal and invites the reader to experience this perfor-
mance from within the genre’s discursive horizons. While I can only 
speculate on this point, it seems to me that this moment would mark the 
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emotional climax of the episode: having drawn us in through a series 
of dramatic scenes and colourful adventures, interwoven with asides of 
admonition and advice, the narrator now invites us to vicariously take 
part in the lovers’ joy by giving the microphone to Rāmin, so to speak, 
that we may bask in the aesthetic pleasure and affective power of his 
lyrical language. Following the song’s conclusion, the adventure needs 
to return its characters to their stasis, and the narrating voice resumes 
its straightforward presentation of events: Mobad’s despair and retreat 
to the desert, followed by his mother’s reconciliation of the two broth-
ers. The episode ends with an eye-catching reference to its own cyclic-
ity, describing how, after their trials and tribulations, Vis, Rāmin, and 
Mobad “once again” ( degar bāra ) resumed their merrymaking at court: 
“In joy they sat, contented at heart, and watered the fields of pleasure 
with wine” (218/126–7 [180]). 39  

 As we turn our attention to the next episode, the main point to lin-
ger on is the way Rāmin’s performances produce a mode switch in the 
narrative. By abstracting the ghazal into a distinctive mode or way of 
speaking, the text presents Rāmin’s songs and monologues as imag-
ined performance events that claim affinity with the songs sung by 
court minstrels or the ghazals penned by professional poets. But like an 
organism brought to a new habitat, the literary tradition embodied by 
our minstrel here cannot hope to remain unaffected by its surroundings. 

 Episode 2: Lyrical Reality 

 For our next episode, I will consider another aspect of the lyric-in-the-
romance: its interaction with the surrounding text, that is, its diegetic 
“reality.” If Rāmin performs a song or soliloquy, what significance, if 
any, does it have for the story? To clarify the stakes of this question, I cite 
the following passage by Gian Biagio Conte, who asserts that “every lit-
erary genre is obliged to manifest itself by [the] reduction of the world 
to a partial field of vision.” 40  If we think of the ghazal as a genre – that 
is, a “specific organisation of texts with thematic, rhetoric, and formal 
dimensions” 41  – then we might consider the ways it sees (and thereby 
creates) the world through the lens of its own rhetorical position: 

 As a language, this rhetoric is partial, in both senses of the word, because it 
is neither “complete” nor “impartial”: it is only one part of the world, but 
it is indiff erent to its own relativity; it claims to be completed and total; it 
believes in its own absoluteness. It is a limited perspective, but it reduces 
everything to itself, turns everything into an image of itself. Modeling the 
world on its own language, it prohibits the belief that there might be any-
thing else outside of the image of that world it knows how to give. 42  
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 With this proposition in mind, I am interested in exploring the extent 
to which the particular vision of the world (the  theōria ) summoned by 
and manifested in Rāmin’s speech-acts can engage with, disrupt, or 
challenge the world view of his fellow characters. Investigating these 
moments should shed light on if and how the text’s multiple voices 
mingle into a polyvocalic discourse in which the very truth and mean-
ing of the story’s events become a matter of debate. 

 It is admittedly common in  Vis & Rāmin  for speech-acts to occur as 
if in a vacuum, running in parallel channels with little interaction. The 
song we just heard above, for example, passes by without remark or 
acknowledgment from its diegetic audience, Vis. Nor does it leave any 
discernible impact on the storyline: song or no song, the lovers would 
have still escaped the bonfire, enjoyed their time together, and rejoined 
Mobad months later. Rāmin’s performance, therefore, seems to be 
devoid of narrative force; it is “unreal,” so to speak, somehow separate 
and disengaged from the world in which it was performed. Such obser-
vations could reinforce the common tendency in literary criticism to 
think of the lyric and the dramatic as ontologically distinct modalities: if 
the drama unfolds across time, the lyric is a break from that temporality, 
a timeless moment forever held in the “now” of the speaker’s thoughts. 
We might consider how, in a Broadway musical, the action can be put 
on pause at the beginning of a song, only to start back up when the song 
is over. 43  (Of course, many Broadway numbers do move the action for-
ward, although still in a distinctive modality.) It is the change in mode 
that makes such defiance of “reality” (time’s constant flow) possible 
and palatable for modern audiences, precisely because the new mode 
brings along with it its own reality (a suspended time in which people 
spontaneously burst into song). Such a “lyric” modality often seems 
applicable to Rāmin (who, narratively speaking, does not “do” much in 
these pieces) and to the static adventure-time in which he plays such a 
prominent role. 

 The songs we will hear in this upcoming episode, however, rupture 
the theoretical boundary that separates lyrical and narrative modes into 
disconnected worlds. Here, Rāmin’s songs communicate with other 
characters, elicit responses, and move the narrative forward. 44  Further-
more, they acquire additional meaning from the story that surrounds 
them, infusing the common tropes of his language with valences spe-
cific to his setting and character. Through their intercourse with their 
narrative context, Rāmin’s songs subtly interrogate the conventional 
logic of their own mode, generating new questions and complications in 
their presentation of love. They also invite us to reconsider the mode’s 
relationship with time: if the lyrics are “real” in a narrative sense, 
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can they also impart trajectories of motion into the cycles themselves? Can 
they serve as an index of change in Rāmin’s story, despite its apparent 
stasis? 

 To explore these questions, let us dive into the second episode, the 
(in)famous story of the bed trick. As before, it opens with a formula 
that announces its episodic nature: Vis, Rāmin, and Mobad have rec-
onciled and forgiven past sins, when “one day” ( yek-i ruz , 219/3 [181]), 
the king, drinking wine with Vis, summons Rāmin to join them. This 
effectively sets the stage for a symposium (Ar.  majlis ), a setting that 
carries strong associations with intimate discourse, often on the theme 
of love. 45  In this setting, Rāmin’s songs not only articulate a vision of 
love that stands at odds with those of his interlocutors, but they also 
carry perlocutionary force – the power to affect, divulge, negotiate, and 
transform. 

 Rāmin’s first performance – “a sweet song about his state” ( be ḥāl-e 
khwad sorud-e khwash , 219/8) – shows how he can leverage his diegetic 
environment to bring new layers of meaning to his language. Isolated 
from this context, this song would come across as a fairly conventional 
appeal to patience and endurance, in which the speaker urges himself to 
calm the torment that rages within him, keeping faith that the heavens 
will one day reward him with his due (219/13). This message, how-
ever, seems tailor made for Rāmin at this point in the narrative. His self-
assurance that things must change advances the sub-textual implication 
that Mobad’s turn with Vis must eventually come to an end, and when 
that happens, Rāmin will be next in line. The same idea seems to have 
occurred to Mobad as he listened: when the song is finished, he grows 
melancholy and requests another piece, “one about love, sweeter than 
the last one” (219/17). Rāmin obeys and sings a tune “from the despair 
long held within his heart” ( az del bar gereft anduh-e dirin , 219/18): 

ٮوسٮاٮى دٮدم  سرو  آسماٮىروٮده  دٮدم  ماه  سحٮور 
ٮوٮهاری دٮدم  ٮاغ  کاریسکڡٮه  مهر  وی  در  آٮکه  سرای 
اردٮٮهسٮى درو  دٮدم  ٮسٮم و رٮک او هر دو ٮهسٮى.ى 
عمکساری سرای  عم  کاه  حواریٮه  ساد  سرای  سادی  که 
ٮاعٮاٮىسٮردم دل ٮه مهرش حاوداٮى کرٮدم  کاری  هر  ز 
زارش لاله  مٮان  کردم  همى ٮٮٮم سکڡٮه ٮو ٮهارشهمى 
ٮد اٮدٮسم حو حلڡه ماٮده ٮر درمں اٮدر ٮاغ روز و سب محاور
ٮه هر کس آن دهد ٮردان که ساٮدحسودان را حسد ٮردن حه ٮاٮد
ٮردانسراوارست ٮا مه حرخ کردان دادست  ٮدو  مه  ازٮرا 

 I saw a strutting cypress – itself a garden. I saw an eloquent moon – itself 
the sky. 
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 I saw a blooming garden – a new Spring, a worthy bed for sowing love. 
 And there I saw a rose that held the month of May, a paradise in both scent 

and hue, 
 dispelling grief in times of sorrow, a delight to behold in times of joy. 
 I gave my heart to its love forever, I chose to be a gardener above all other 

trades. 
 And now I walk among its tulip beds, and gaze upon its springtime blos-

soms. 
 I sequestered myself in the garden, day and night, while my ill-wisher 

hangs by the door like a knob. 
 Why must the jealous ones persist in their envy? God bestows each one 

his due. 
 The turning sky deserves the moon, for God conferred the moon to him. 

 (219/19–27 [182]) 46  

 Again, we see Rāmin describe himself in vocabulary steeped in the 
tropes and imagery of the ghazal: the cypress, the garden, the moon, 
the springtime, the rival. The latent and possible meanings of these 
stock images, however, begin to multiply when read within the nar-
rative context: who does Rāmin mean when he states that the moon 
is best matched with the sky? In relation to the song that preceded it, 
we might read this as a continuation of Rāmin’s coded claims on Vis; 
his decision to nurture the May-time rose in the garden will ensure his 
future access to the moon in the sky, anticipating his eventual triumph 
over Mobad. This time, however, the king seems to have reached a 
different conclusion, for on hearing the song, “love became new in his 
heart for joy” ( ze shādi gasht ʿeshq andar del-ash now , 220/28); perhaps 
he heard its closing lines as a concession from Rāmin, an admission 
that, however much the speaker may desire it, the moon is by rights 
the sky’s (the king’s) alone, while the speaker-as-gardener must con-
tent himself with earth. In “releasing” his poems into the narrative, 
and by extension, the public space of  V&R ’s readership, Rāmin no 
longer gets the final word; the discursive framework that makes his 
speech-acts meaningful to him does not automatically govern the way 
his interlocutors will understand them. The interweaving of song and 
story, in other words, makes possible the conditions for debate and 
negotiation. 

 Thus, behind the formal etiquette of the symposium and the con-
ventional language of Rāmin’s songs, we can perceive a fierce power 
struggle unfold: the players, as in a game of chess, begin to make their 
moves. Vis tells the Nurse to take Rāmin’s spot in the room, allowing the 
minstrel to approach her and arrange that evening’s tryst (220/38–47); 
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perceiving the ruse, Mobad breaks up their conversation by ordering 
Rāmin to sing another song. Rāmin obeys, but this time, his choice of 
tune backfires. Ostensibly an ode to wine, the theme of his next song is 
secrecy: it is wine that will restore the lover’s pallid colour and keep his 
secret desire under wraps. Yet the wine, paradoxically, is also the vehi-
cle of disclosure; just as a drunkard cannot hold back his tongue, so too 
Rāmin’s ode to wine adopts a manner of speaking that cannot but reveal 
his inner state. 47  (“And who would be surprised?” remarks the narrator, 
“A young man in love, drunk, with a harp at his side?” 222/71–2). This 
faux pas brings the banquet to an end: the furious king sweeps Vis away 
to his bedroom, leaving the minstrel alone and dejected. 

 These examples show how Rāmin’s lyrics, when placed within a 
fictional performance context and informed by the concerns of the 
overarching story, acquire new significances they could never have pos-
sessed without this larger framework, and in so doing, become part of 
the framework itself; no longer an aside from the plot, they provide 
the very material through which the plot unfolds. We see an especially 
interesting allusion to this spill-over effect after the symposium has 
ended, when Mobad, now alone with Vis, angrily reprimands her for 
her brazen flirting with Rāmin: “Sitting right in front of me, you two 
act as if you think you’re alone!” ( neshasta rāst pish-e man chonān-id • ke 
pendārid tanhā har dovān-id , 223/85). This phrase underlines the abiding 
tension between lyric and narrative modalities as  V&R  unfolds. When 
Rāmin performs his songs “as if” his back were turned to the audience, 
or “as if” they occurred outside diegetic time, Mobad reminds us that 
they can in fact be “real” and have real consequences. 

 In fact, bringing in the likely performance context of  Vis & Rāmin  
itself, these songs might become the most “real” part of the story alto-
gether, not only spilling  over  into the narrative but also spilling  out  of 
the text and into the world. We can conduct this thought experiment 
with Rāmin’s song at the bed-trick episode’s climax. Vis lies awake next 
to her slumbering husband, thoughts of Mobad and Rāmin turning in 
her mind, while Rāmin, drunk and restless, ascends the palace roof. 
Framed by this backdrop, the winter snow swirling about him (some-
thing to note for  chapter 5 ), he sings a lament of separation, calling on 
the wind to “bring my wretched plaint to her ears” (226/150 [189]). 
Generically, this is a classic trope in Arabic love poetry, an apostrophe in 
which the wind functions as an abstract interlocutor for the poet. 48  But 
the scene’s vivid setting, combined with the likelihood that  V&R  was 
read aloud, imbues the performance event with a distinctly dramatic 
flavour. 49  When placed into the mouth of the text’s reciter, who per-
forms the narrator, who performs Rāmin, the song produces a moment 
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of  mise-en-abyme , extending the performance out of the text and into the 
court of Abu al-Fatḥ Moẓaffar. Through his embodiment by the reciter, 
the audience can no longer see Rāmin as a purely fictional character 
who lives and acts only in the mind’s eye: there he is in the flesh, sing-
ing the lament of his love and begging the wind to wake Vis and bring 
her to him. 50  

 The rising presence of two authorial voices – Rāmin’s and the narrator’s – 
and their possible embodiment through oral recitation, draws our atten-
tion to an emerging struggle over the representation of reality itself. This 
marks a new development in the text; while there are extensive passages 
of reported speech coming from Vis, Mobad, and the Nurse, they tend 
to sit comfortably within the she-said-he-said mode of third-person 
narration. But here, as we imagine the reciter of the poem oscillating 
with increasing frequency between the “I” of the narrator and the “I” of 
Rāmin, a certain bifurcation of the account into two competing stories 
becomes visible. Let us return to Rāmin’s lament to see this in action. 

 Unlike the ghazal form, which necessarily ends when the speaker 
stops speaking, Rāmin’s song on the roof flows back into the narrative 
after its utterance, with lingering effects. Picking up the sound of his 
voice, Vis realizes that Rāmin is nearby, and this in turn precipitates 
the bed trick, in which she commands the Nurse to take her place in 
Mobad’s bed while she joins her lover on the roof (another moment 
that has inspired many comparisons between  V&R  and  Tristan ). Had 
she heard his words, though, and not merely his voice, her ardour to 
reach him might have been dampened, for this is how his song begins: 

سان ٮدٮں  داری  روا  ٮو در حاٮه مں اٮدر ٮرف و ٮارانٮکارٮٮا 
حڡٮهٮو دٮکر دوست را در ٮر کرڡٮه سٮحاب  و  ڡاڡم  مٮان 
ماٮدهمں اٮٮحا ٮى کس و ٮى ٮار ماٮده ٮٮمار   . اٮدر  ٮای  دو 
ٮداری کاهى  آ و  حواٮى  در  که عاسق حون همى کرٮد ٮه زاریٮو 

 Do you think it right, my idol, that you’re at home, while I’m in the snow 
and rain, 

 having taken your other lover in your embrace, snuggled between furs of 
mink and ermine? 

 I’m left out here, friendless, loveless, my two feet helpless in the mud of 
anguish, 

 while you’re asleep and cannot know the bitter tears your lover sheds. 
 (226/142–5 [189]) 

 Like the invocation of the wind, these lines are also rather conventional 
for their genre; it is a commonplace in ghazal poetry for the lover-poet 
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to complain of solitude and loneliness, while accusing the beloved of 
scorn, indifference, or preferring the company of another, in tones that 
can range from truculent to playful. But when placed within the nar-
rative context, a small but significant disjuncture emerges. Only some 
twenty lines prior, the narrator has explicitly told us that Vis is not 
asleep, showing that the content of Rāmin’s lyrics is not reliable; more 
important, however, is the implicit accusation of infidelity, an accusa-
tion that not only diverges from the narrator’s account but would also 
surely annoy Vis to no end. 

 At this point in the game, such disagreements in the details may 
appear relatively trivial, especially if one reads Rāmin’s song as a set 
piece, disconnected from the surrounding narrative: from this perspec-
tive, his lyric “I” simply adopts a familiar range of postures, none of 
which need advance an account of the “truth.” However, as we have 
seen, the presumed separation of lyric and narrative domains can no 
longer be taken for granted. Rāmin’s songs  can  and  do  interact with the 
narrative world and form part of its reality, and yet, even as they har-
ness the diegetic winds to reach Vis’s ears, they project a reality that 
does not always align with the one that contains them. It is thus not 
the disconnect between lyric and narrative that’s important here but 
the increasingly unstable dynamic between them, their simultaneous 
engagement and disengagement from each other, their boundaries blur-
ring and reforming, their horizons alternating between states of fusion 
and rift. This interaction stands to split the diegetic world of  V&R  into 
two versions, or indeed visions (theories) of reality, which not only dis-
pute the question of “what happened” but also compete for the author-
ity to represent it. 

 The quick juxtaposition of these two accounts thus introduces a 
moment of friction that, in time, will grow in stakes and intensity to 
become the central driver of the plot as it continues its cyclical itera-
tions. It has shown, returning to Conte’s discussion of genre, how 
Rāmin operates within a world view that is “indifferent to its own rela-
tivity” and “turns everything into an image of itself.” In the following 
section, we will watch this play out in Rāmin’s deteriorating relation-
ship with Vis, as he grows increasingly isolated from her version of 
events, captivated by the self-image that frames his vision of the world 
and constitutes himself as that world’s hero. This emerging gap sets the 
stage for a sustained inquiry into the discursive mechanisms of the lyric 
as well as an exposure of its limits and blind spots: “The ‘model of the 
world’ that is thereby proposed,” Conte continues, “if confronted with 
reality, will turn out to be partial and will clearly reveal its ideological 
lines of force.” 51  In this way, the never-stable interaction of song and 
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story contributes to the overarching didactic aim of  V&R  to interrogate 
the dis/empowering affects of discourse. 

 Episode 3: The Mirror of the Self 

 To explore how this happens, let me briefly revisit the concept of lyrical 
abstraction. As I suggested earlier, Rāmin’s lyrical performances effect 
a kind of translation, a literary moving-across from a source genre to 
a target genre, from the short-form ghazal to the long-form romance. 
Through this process, a certain amount of abstraction occurs, in that the 
conventions of an independent genre are distilled into a more general 
sense and feel in the new literary vessel. Once divorced from its for-
mal constraints, this ghazal-in-the-abstract must be summoned through 
other cues: these may include the setting of its performance, its domi-
nant tropes and topoi, and even its distinctive diction and sonority, all 
signs that invite us to read the text lyrically, if not as “lyric” per se. The 
poems we have studied thus far have made liberal use of these cues, and 
as a result, are fairly easy to distinguish from the narrative. 

 These diegetically “real” songs constitute only the minority of Rāmin’s 
performances, however, and as the story proceeds, their supporting 
cues begin to fall away, making it increasingly difficult to distinguish 
between words privately thought or articulated aloud, or between what 
is “said” and what is “sung” (intensified by the fact that both modali-
ties of speech are conveyed in the verb  goftan ). As a result, the mechan-
ics of mode switching that enabled us to read and interpret Rāmin’s 
songs as belonging to a particular genre, and thus intelligible on their 
own terms, begins to break down. We might call such a process the  lyri-
cization  of speech, such that  all  Rāmin’s speech-acts, regardless of their 
formal presentation, can be seen as expressive of a world view that is 
grounded in the lyric. 

 A prominent example of this abstraction and lyricization occurs at the 
beginning of our next episode, the story of the Devils’ Grotto ( eshkaft-e 
divān ). We have already visited this episode in the previous chapter from 
the perspective of Mobad, but let us now observe Rāmin as he laments 
his impending departure from Marv to fight the Romans, while Vis has 
been locked away in the Grotto. His songs, poems, and soliloquies now 
run thick and fast, with four such speech-acts occurring in rapid succes-
sion. But, unlike the  in situ  songs we heard at the wine party, the form 
of delivery here is ambiguous and varied. The first of Rāmin’s perfor-
mances is introduced with the words, “He secretly spoke to his heart” 
( hami gofti nehāni bā del-e khwish , 239/21), and with no formal features or 
performance context to guide us, we might be tempted to construe it as 
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a kind of inner monologue. But upon finishing, “He then began another 
‘song’ in his heart” ( be del kardi sorud-i digar āghāz , 240/33), suggesting 
that both this speech and the one that preceded it could have been sung 
or at least experienced as though they were. The final two poems of this 
cluster grow more obviously vocal: when Rāmin learns of Vis’s impris-
onment in the Devils’ Grotto, he says (or sings) some “heart-wrenching 
words” ( hami gofti sakhonhā-ye del-angiz , 240/47) – though to no one in 
particular – then leaps on his horse and gallops away, singing ( sorāyān , 
242/81) another poem to himself as he goes. 

 With the loss of clear diegetic or narratorial cues, this blurring of 
song and speech suggests that a new mechanism for mode switching 
has emerged: not Rāmin with a tambour in hand or Rāmin singing at 
a party, but simply Rāmin. His words and songs have coalesced into a 
general way of speaking, producing a composite and totalizing modality 
now embodied by its speaker: composite because it lyricizes his spoken 
words, while giving his lyrics power and presence beyond the limits of 
their enunciation; totalizing because it encompasses not only his manner 
of speech, but his habits of thought and action as well. In other words, 
Rāmin need not really sing to invoke the ghazal: his mere presence insti-
gates the switch to a modality informed and inflected by its conventions. 
The whole world, in a sense, becomes a part of his lyrical performance. 

 In this light, the hyper-conventional content of Rāmin’s speech is all 
the more significant, for it both illustrates and enacts the way his dis-
course gradually isolates and alienates him from the world around him. 
In his first monologue, for example, he addresses an imaginary com-
rade, asking him, “Do you know a state ( ḥāl ) worse than this, that death 
to me seems sweeter than life?” (239/29 [203]). 52  In the speech-acts that 
follow, Rāmin will invoke a number of other conventional addressees: 
he explains to his heart why it is right for him to weep in the beloved’s 
absence; he implores the breeze to convey news of his suffering to Vis; 
galloping towards the Devils’ Grotto, he tells his absent beloved that 
nothing shall deter him in his love; and on his arrival, he sings to the 
abode ( sarāy ) itself, lamenting its lost brilliance: 

آٮى ٮه  دٮدم  مں  آٮکه  آٮى  کرٮں کٮٮى ٮه رامٮں حود ٮو ماٮىٮه 
سٮم کردست ٮر ٮو همحو ٮر رامحهان حادو و حودسازست و حودکام
سادماٮى روز  ٮردست  ٮو  کامراٮىز  روز  ٮرده  رامٮں  ز 
روزکارا کذسٮه  آن  مارادرٮعا  ٮود  سادی  و  کام  حٮدان  که 
ٮٮٮم ٮاز  روزی  که  ٮسٮٮمٮٮٮدارم  ٮحٮت  ٮر  و  سادان  ٮرا 

 You’re not that which I once saw, you’re not! Out of [all in] this world, 
you’re exactly like Rāmin! 
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 The world is a sorcerer, arranging its affairs to its own pleasure: it has 
oppressed you, just as it has Rāmin! 

 From you, it’s snatched the days of joy, from Rāmin, the days of pleasure; 
 alas for those bygone days, when such pleasure and joy were ours! 
 I doubt I’ll ever see again a day when you are joyful and I sit upon your 

throne. 
 (248/18–22 [211]) 

 Despite the diversity of these addressees – the companion, the heart, the 
wind, the beloved, the fortress – we can see that they fall into the same 
pattern and perform the same function: they hold up absent, inanimate, 
or unresponsive interlocutors as a mirror for Rāmin to regard himself 
in monological fashion. 53  With repetition, they reveal that the hero of 
Rāmin’s world is none other than Rāmin. 

 There are a number of ways we can understand the implications of 
this pattern. As modern readers, we might be tempted to chalk up 
Rāmin’s self-obsession to his narcissistic personality, though this may 
rely overmuch on an anachronistically modern notion of character as 
having a coherent inner psychology and consciousness. The notion of 
Rāmin as a “type” is more plausible in Gorgāni’s context, especially 
since he often evokes the stance of the “manly” lover who weeps on 
separation, endures unendurable pain, and is willing to sacrifice him-
self on the path of love. But further insight still can be gained, I think, 
by considering the vision of the world that is created by Rāmin’s dis-
course, which has a significant impact on the way it shapes his self-
image in relation to the other characters. Imagining Rāmin as the 
product of generic abstraction brought into the polyphonic landscape 
of the love-story, we may gain further insight into the way the text 
explores competing modalities of love, and alternative visions for its 
fulfilment, by overlaying multiple discursive traditions on top of one 
another. 

 To do this, I’d like to briefly step away from Rāmin and visit the poetic 
models that (in)form his character, to offer a clearer sense of what 
I mean by “the” ghazal in this context. The ghazal form, and the myriad 
genres and subgenres it developed over time, is far too vast to be reduced 
to a single modality of speaking; but, as Meisami has noted, there are 
clear lines of affinity between Rāmin’s speech and a lyric style, one that 
I will call “courtly,” that gained popularity in Abbasid Baghdad, epito-
mized by the poet al- Aʿbbās b. al-Aḥnaf (d. ca. 808). 54  In the ghazals of 
al- Aʿbbās, we can detect the cultivation of a certain type of erotics, one 
that would receive further elaboration in essays, anthologies, manuals 
of conduct, and even philosophical treatises as  al-ʿishq al-ẓarīf , “refined” 
or “elegant” love. 55  In many ways, both the love stories and love lyrics 
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of this period commit to similar values, reaffirming a basic relationship 
between love, fidelity, and nobility. Despite this shared ethos, however, 
the courtly ghazals of al- Aʿbbās – and of many subsequent court poets, 
such as Saʿdi – rely on a distinctive relationship between lover and 
beloved that sets the ghazal apart from the love-story. The difference is 
evident, as Domenico Ingenito explains, in the principle of  mushākala , 
or similitude, of romance protagonists: 

 The physical similarities in the depiction of the two lovers attests to an 
ideal of love as a mutually reciprocated attraction that does not apply to 
the dynamics of power embedded in the lyricism of the qasida and the 
ghazal … The lover of the ghazal  hopes  to be reciprocated,  wishes  to be as 
young and attractive as the beloved, and longs for the interchangeability 
that turns the two desirous subjects into each other’s beloveds. The con-
stant frustration of this ideal of amorous beatitude (or its temporary valid-
ity) is what provides the ghazal with its dramatic ethos, which calls for the 
continuous reiteration of the lamentation. 56  

 Thus, although Bürgel is right in pointing to the close thematic con-
nections between the two literary forms – “the spirit of the  ghazal  has 
its flesh and blood in the romantic epics,” as he puts it – we can see 
how differing configurations of power can produce markedly differ-
ent dramatics, or what we might call (implied) narratives, in the lan-
guages produced. 57  As the ongoing or imminent separation of lover and 
beloved provides one of the central topoi of the Abbasid courtly ghazal, 
one of its most standard scenes is to feature the lyric “I” as a loner, suf-
fering in the absence of his (or her) inaccessible, haughty, or unfaith-
ful beloved. 58  The following passage from a poem by al- Aʿbbās conveys 
well the kind of story one often hears in this tradition: 

ممٮعسكت ما ٮها ٮڡسى مں السوق والهوى ود  طالٮت  لڡد  ڡڡلت: 
لحاحة الا  العسق  مٮك  کان  ٮٮطلعىوما  ولم  ٮهوى  لم  سٮت  ولو 
الهوى وذو   ، ٮرٮں  ما  الا  هو  ٮڡطعىوما  أو  ڡاصٮرى  ٮڡلا  ٮعالح 
ٮرحمة ٮوما  ٮرٮاح  أن  الله  ومروعىعسى  ڡاصحى  مں  ڡٮٮصڡٮى 
هاٮم حران  ٮٮں  لسٮى  مٮودعلعمرى  ٮاله  رحى  وٮٮں 
الٮسمعكٮمت ٱسمها كٮمان مں صان عرصه ڡٮٮح  ٮڡسو  أن  وحاذر 
أسٮعڡسمٮٮها «ڡوزا» ولو ٮحت ٮاسمها الذكر  هاٮل  ٮاسم  لسمٮت 
الٮصرعڡوا حسرٮ.ى ان ٮحت لم ٮڡض ٮهمٮى هذا  طول  عٮى  ٮعں  ولم 
ٮوصلها ڡصٮت  ٮڡسى  لها  مٮمٮع!وهٮت  ومں  معط  مں  لك  ڡٮا 

 My soul complained of its longing and desire, so I said to it: you demand-
ed an unattainable love. 

 Your love was nothing but stubbornness; if you had willed, you would 
have neither lusted nor pursued. 
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 It [the matter] is nothing but what you see: a [true] lover undergoes bur-
dens, so ride it out or get cut off! 

 Perhaps God in his mercy will be see it fit to give me my due from the one 
who disgraces and frightens me. 

 By my life, what a difference between the one burning and baffled and one 
cosy and comfortable, his mind at ease. 

 I concealed her name as one who protects his honour, wary that an evil 
eavesdropper might divulge [it], 

 so I called her “Fawz”; were I to reveal her name, I’d give her an ignomini-
ous name too repugnant to mention. 

 Alas! Were I to wail, it would not bring an end to my desire, nor would this 
long supplication avail me. 

 I gave her my soul and she begrudged our union – what a gift, and what 
a repayment! 59  

 When reading this ghazal against the speech-acts we’ve heard from 
Rāmin, many thematic parallels will be apparent. As al- Aʿbbās con-
trasts his distress and suffering to his beloved’s tranquil contentment, 
we might hear the echo of Rāmin’s rhetorical question, “Do you think it 
right, my idol, that you’re at home, while I’m in the snow and rain?”; or 
again, as he seeks refuge from scandalmongers, we may recall Rāmin’s 
complaint, “my ill-wisher hangs by the door like a knob.” Despite their 
(perceived) ill treatment at the hand of their lovers, both poets declare 
their determination to remain loyal nonetheless: “As long as my sweet 
soul aids me, my job will be to keep faith with Vis” ( marā tā jān-e shirin 
yār bāshad • vafā-ye vis jostan kār bāshad , 251/70). In addition to these 
shared motifs, al- Aʿbbās’s poem announces a significant theme that will 
find its parallel in Rāmin’s lyrics: the notion of reward. Al- Aʿbbās takes 
it as a given that his beloved will not repay the poet for the suffering he 
endures; this recompense may only come from God, who might, per-
haps, “equalize” ( yunṣif ) the poet’s fidelity by rewarding him with  her . 
The strange admixture of veneration of and contempt for the beloved 
implied by this equation can be sensed as well in the poet’s refusal speak 
her name, lest he utter a four-letter word; indeed, the other pseudonym 
he uses for her is  Ẓalūm , “Tyranny.” 60  

 As we return to Rāmin at the gate of the Devils’ Grotto, we can see 
this same language and its associated mode of thinking persist even 
at the moment of union. Unable to penetrate the fortress walls, Rāmin 
shoots an arrow into Vis’s chamber. Vis and the Nurse discover the 
arrow, realize that Rāmin is outside, and open the great doors of the 
bathhouse, giving him light enough to scale the wall; Vis then lowers 
a rope fashioned of her silk garments to haul him up to her bedroom. 
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Although these scenes emphasize the collaborative labour of both part-
ners in achieving their union, Rāmin contests this point with the follow-
ing song, sung in the aftermath of their lovemaking. Ironically, although 
Vis is this time directly in his presence, the object of Rāmin’s address is, 
once again, himself: 

کسٮدیحه ٮاسد عاسڡا کر رٮح دٮدی ٮاکامى  و  ٮردی  ٮلا 
سادکامى ٮٮاٮى  آساٮى  ٮٮکٮامىٮه  ٮٮاٮى  رٮحى  ٮى  ٮه 
ز وصل دوست ٮر کوهر رسٮدیٮه هحر دوست کر درٮا ٮرٮدی
ٮردی رٮح  حداٮ.ى  در  کر  ز رٮح حوٮش اکٮون ٮر ٮحوردیدلا 
صٮوری آور  حا  ٮه  کڡٮم  دوریٮرا  ڡرحام  ٮود  ٮردٮکى  که 
ٮوروز ڡرحام  ٮود  را  حٮان حون ٮٮره سب را عاڡٮت روززمسٮان 
سادماٮىحو در دست حداٮ.ى ٮٮش ماٮى ٮاسد  ٮٮش  وصلت  ز 
ٮازیهر آن کاری که حارش ٮٮش سازی ٮٮش  ٮٮاٮى  دل  کام  حو 
ٮرسٮه دوزخ  آٮش  از  ٮهسٮى کسٮه ٮا حوران ٮسسٮهمٮم 
ٮوسٮاٮست روٮت  ز  حاٮه  ٮه دی مه از رحاٮت .ڡساٮستمرا 
آورد ٮر  سادی  مرا  کسٮم  آوردوڡا  در  سر  مهرم  ٮه  ٮاٮان  مه 
کار هر  ٮه  ٮسٮدٮدم  وڡاداروڡاداری  مں  ٮا  حهان  سد  ازٮرا 

 O Lover, what does it matter that you’ve suffered toil, calamity, and frus-
trated desire? 

 Desires are not easily attained, nor is a good name won without effort. 
 Though you swam a sea in separation, you’ve acquired a pearl in union 

with your love. 
 O Heart, though you suffered in separation, you now see the reward for 

your troubles. 
 I urged you to have patience, for after separation comes union. 
 New Year’s spring lies at the end of winter, just as day follows night’s 

darkness. 
 The longer you remain in separation’s grip, your joy will be all the more 

at the time of union, 
 and for every deed you do for its sake, you’ll find even more delight when 

you’ve acquired your desire. 
 The flames of Hell that roasted me have changed into Paradise with houris 

around me: 
 I have a home in your face, a springtime garden that scatters flowers in 

the winter. 
 There I planted fidelity, and it bore me joyous fruit; the months of burning 

have delivered me my love. 
 I kept myself faithful in every deed, and thus the world has been faithful 

to me. 
 (254/131–42 [218]) 
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 This song vividly demonstrates how Rāmin’s lyrical performances not 
only develop a certain kind of persona for him within  V&R , but also 
project an image of Vis into the story that appears disengaged from 
the physical Vis in front of him. As in al- Aʿbbās’s poem earlier, Rāmin 
assigns himself both the burden of loverhood and the joy of its fruits. 
It is to his credit that he endured the pains of separation, mastered his 
impatient heart, and traversed fire and water to reach his beloved; now 
that he has overcome these obstacles, he has acquired the pearl-like 
prize that is his due. His use of the words “fidelity” ( vafā ) and “faith-
ful” ( vafā-dār ) in this context is striking: fidelity to the beloved is like 
sowing a seed, and the reward lies in plucking the fruit that grows after 
the patience and labour that goes into its nurturing (reminiscent of his 
claim to be a “gardener” in a prior poem). In such a scheme, Vis has 
little to say in the matter, for in the end it is not  she  who rewards him for 
his fidelity but the  world  itself. 

 The gendered and political implications of this language are signifi-
cant: by embodying and enacting the conventions of the courtly ghazal, 
Rāmin is propounding a mythos that effectively writes Vis out of  Vis 
& Rāmin , depriving her of agency, autonomy, and even mutability. It is 
an attempt, in other words, to remake the world of  V&R  through the 
mirror of his poetry, in which the primary interlocutor for Rāmin is his 
own heart. (There is one song where he speaks to Vis in her presence, 
at 257/179–89 [221], but this the sole exception.) More than just a prod-
uct of Rāmin’s self-regard, this world view seems to emerge out of the 
structure and grammar of Rāmin’s speech, which paradoxically casts 
him as the subject of a world that he himself has created. As Zumthor 
observes, speaking of the I-thou relationship of the courtly love lyric in 
troubadour poetry, “ My  glance, at the same time as the word uttered 
by  I , thus gives  you  life and the only sort of reality possible.” 61  And as 
long as the worlds generated by Rāmin’s speech-acts come into being 
and then disappear in tandem with his utterance, no significant chal-
lenge to that creative power is forthcoming. The end result is an image 
of the world in which Rāmin’s male privilege and authorial control are 
unquestioned and absolute. 

 But the problem for Rāmin is that we are no longer in the ghazal; the 
story continues after the song is concluded, and now, Vis can speak back. 
She responds to his song in an interesting way, pouring him a cup of wine 
and praising him as one faith keeping, faith seeking, and faith seeing ( vafā-
dār-o vafā-juy-o vafā-bin , 255/145). Her three-fold repetition of the word  vafā  
(“fidelity”) emphasizes its conceptual importance for Vis as well as for 
Rāmin, recalling the nominally shared ethos between lyric and romantic 
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articulations of noble or courtly love. Yet as Vis continues her praise, we 
can see that this is not quite the same idea of faith as what Rāmin has 
proposed: “Until death, I will be caught in his love, and honour his fidel-
ity” ( bovam tā marg dar mehr-ash gereftār • vafā-dāri-sh rā bāsham parastār , 
255/148). 62  The distinction here is minute but vital: she is not promising 
Rāmin her eternal love with no strings attached but is linking it to his con-
stancy ( vafā-dāri ); that is, the understanding that he is, has been, and will 
be faithful to her. With this implicit condition in place, Vis recalibrates the 
conditions of Rāmin’s reward in such a way that she, and not the world, 
has the final say. This alternative notion of  vafā  not only restores her abil-
ity to choose but also puts forth the possibility that she, and her love, may 
not be so like a timeless pearl as Rāmin would have it. It emerges that Vis 
 is  capable of change, and that her love for him is not inertly “there,” like a 
fruit for the picking, but contingent on his own choices. 

 Even as it exposes a subtle rift opening up between the lovers, this 
dissent over the meaning and practice of  vafā  – the ethos of fidelity – 
drives home Graham Allen’s point that the “clash of ideologies and past 
utterances within language is not simply to do with a dialogic clash 
between distinct, separate ‘languages’ but often exists within individual 
utterances and even within the same word.” 63  Vis, as we have seen, con-
structs her concept of fidelity out of the conventions of the love-story, a 
mythos that anticipates the strict fidelity of  both  partners as its norma-
tive practice. Unpacking Rāmin’s expectations of himself and others, 
however, proves to be a little more complicated, due to his linguistic 
hybridity. On one hand, he is a romance hero and operates in dialogue 
with the normative ethos of this genre, articulated by Vis; yet because 
so much of his self-fashioning happens through lyrical performance, it 
suggests that his primary interlocutor is an  extra-textual  community of 
like-minded poets – the ghazal tradition of courtly love – who reside 
outside the space-time of the romance proper. 

 Rāmin’s final performance in this episode is especially jarring in the 
way it exhibits a growing divergence between Vis and Rāmin’s expec-
tations of themselves and each other, even as they claim to value the 
same key principles. When Rāmin learns of Mobad’s imminent return 
to the Devils’ Grotto, he beats a hasty retreat from the castle, descend-
ing the walls using the same silken ropes that had granted him access 
in the first place. Once safe in the wilderness, he recites a lament that 
begins, “You cannot know my state, my love; how bitter my life is 
without you” – all while Vis is being beaten within an inch of her life 
by her furious husband (265/104). The irony of this juxtaposition is 
hard to ignore, or to forget. 
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 Episode 4: A Crisis of Authority 

 As the cyclical narrative continues its revolutions, it becomes difficult 
to shake the impression that the former concord between the lovers is 
rapidly disintegrating. We sense it in the increasingly blatant ways in 
which Rāmin’s depictions of his beloved contradict the account given 
us by the story’s narrator; we feel its presence as Vis and Rāmin declare 
slightly discordant understandings of who owes what to whom in their 
practice of fidelity. But while the divergence of thought worlds is inter-
esting in its own right, showing an innovative use of generic norms in 
the development of interiority, it is more serious than a mere difference 
of opinion: it bespeaks the gritty negotiation of power, not just the rela-
tive power of one person over another, but the power to control the nar-
rative (world) itself. As I have argued, Rāmin has been slowly crafting 
a story in his verse that fashions him as the chief protagonist of  V&R , 
while abstracting Vis into the haughty, absent beloved that his songs 
require her to be. This story stands at total odds, of course, with the 
one that Vis wishes to tell, and here the shift from the formal ghazal-as-
performance to the abstracted ghazal-as-character plays a crucial role. 
In the final episode of this four-part sequence, we will see Vis respond 
to the contents of Rāmin’s songs in ways that would have been impos-
sible to develop in the short-form lyric. Her pushback, building on the 
precedents set above, grows much more visible and vigorous in this 
scene, in which she adopts the conventions of his poetry to challenge his 
authority over her narrative and to redirect his accusations onto himself. 

 In its broad strokes, the fourth episode is quite similar to its predeces-
sor, perhaps suggesting that they are variations of the same scenario: 
Mobad again goes to war and locks Vis in his palace while he’s gone, 
charging the Nurse (instead of Zard) to be her warden. But there is an 
important difference: although the fabula is the same, it is told from a 
different perspective. Rāmin has only one poem in this cycle; otherwise, 
it is Vis who takes the initiative, does the talking, and controls the story. 
Here is the relevant scene: Rāmin has deserted the army and doubled 
back to Marv, and he soon arrives at the palace gate. With his usual 
agility, he scales the wall and jumps into the garden, but at this point 
he cannot get any further. As he paces the garden, he recites a familiar 
refrain: his enemies delight in his misery, he’s drowning in the unjust 
sea of love, and his beloved is both absent and oblivious – “For what do 
I weep so wretchedly, when you have no awareness of my state?” ( che 
sud ar man hami geryam be rāzi • ke az ḥāl-am to āgāhi nadāri , 281/34). Hav-
ing finished his piece, and with nothing left to do, Rāmin falls asleep 
amidst the flowers. 
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 Her intrepid lover thus stalled, Vis takes matters into her own hands, 
in a feat of dexterity to match Rāmin’s acrobatics: scrambling up the 
ropes of a nearby pavilion, she leaps to the palace roof, fastens her 
chador to a fissure in the wall, and uses it to rappel down to the gar-
den below. On one level, this scene performs an interesting reversal of 
roles, such as we find in  Varqa & Golshāh , where the heroine slays her 
own abductor and rescues her would-be rescuer; or, further afield, the 
moment when Nicolette ties her clothes into a rope and climbs from 
her tower window to save her lover Aucassin, who is weeping abjectly 
in his father’s dungeon. 64  On a deeper level, however, it goes beyond a 
simple swapping of hero and heroine in a way that would present the 
identities of Vis and Rāmin as analogous or interchangeable; the switch 
rather occurs in such a way as to bring out an irreducible difference 
between the two. This is achieved by the narrator’s fixed visual atten-
tion to Vis’s body, which, during the course of her escape, is gradually 
and almost methodically stripped naked by her surroundings: first her 
shoes, then her veil, then her necklace and earrings (285/84–7), and 
finally her clothes. 

ٮارهکرڡٮش دامں اٮدر حست ٮاره ٮاره  ٮر  ٮٮش  ٮر  سد  ڡٮا 
ٮه درد آمد ز حسٮں هر دو ٮاٮشاکرحه ٮرم و آسان ٮود حاٮش
حو سلوارش درٮده ٮر دو راٮشکسسٮه ٮٮد کسٮى ٮر مٮاٮش
ٮکسرٮه حامه ٮر ٮٮش ماٮده ٮه زٮور اڡٮاده  ٮا  ٮود  درٮده 
کردان ٮاغ  کرد  ٮای  ٮه هر مرزی دوان و دوست حوٮانٮرهٮه 

 The hem [of her chador] snagged on a piece of brick, and the robe upon 
her body was torn to pieces. Although the place [of her landing] was soft 
and spacious, her two feet were pained by the jump [she had made]. The 
girdle about her waist was broken; the trousers upon her thighs were torn. 
Neither clothing nor ornament remained on her body; it was all either 
shredded or lost. With bare feet, she circled the garden, running from end 
to end and calling for her beloved.   (285/90–4 [249]) 

 The disrobing of Vis in the course of her “trick” suggests something 
distinct from the usual motif of role reversal, which is typically accom-
plished by putting clothes on, rather than taking them off. For example, 
Rāmin twice disguises himself as a woman, in both cases to pull some 
subterfuge against Mobad (the ordeal by fire and the coup, 203/84–5, 
509/45). 65  Likewise, there are many examples of women in Islamicate 
literature, such as the  Shāhnāma , the  Dārāb-nāma ,  Samak-e Aʿyyār , the  Abu 
Moslem-nāma ,  Dhāt al-Ḥimma , and the  1001 Nights , who shift their gen-
der by wearing male clothing, riding into battle, and marrying other 
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women. 66  In contrast, the voyeuristic imagery here is meant to expose 
rather than conceal, to titillate the audience and humiliate Vis: a round-
about fulfilment of Mobad’s threat to parade her before his army “with-
out shoes or veil, like a dog” (193/86). While such scenes are quite 
common in the tradition of Hellenistic romance, it is significant that 
here the narrative destabilizes the very premise of sexual symmetry 
that so often guides the genre’s structure and ethos. 67  Rather than flat-
ten Vis and Rāmin into an (almost) interchangeable pair – such as we 
see in Aʿyyuqi’s  Varqa & Golshāh , for example, and a technique we  have  
seen used elsewhere in  V&R  – it emphasizes their pointed difference, 
throwing he who falls asleep to the music of his own songs into sharp 
relief against she who suffers every indignity in the struggle for union. 

 This widening gap is further established in the lyrical interlude that 
follows. As we know, Rāmin’s preferred mode of delivery is the song 
( sorud ), a form that is exclusive to him and other minstrels, like the 
 gosān  at Mobad’s banquet; Vis’s discourse, meanwhile, takes the form 
of spoken conversation, written letters, or lamentation. 68  Nevertheless, 
she can deftly adopt lyrical language into these settings, taking advan-
tage of the same process of genre abstraction that Rāmin has employed. 
When she arrives at the garden, Rāmin is still asleep amidst the flowers 
and nowhere to be found; thinking herself alone and abandoned, Vis 
recites a long lament – literally, a “cry of woe” ( vāy ) – as blood flows, 
both figuratively and literally, from her eyes and feet ( ham az chashm-ash 
ravān khun-o ham az pāy , 285/95). Poised in this declamatory stance, she 
turns to address the wind – a classic cue for entering “lyric mode,” one 
we have seen Rāmin perform many times – to send a message of her 
own to her apparently absent beloved. 

سٮکٮر ٮاد  ای  دوسٮى  حق  کٮرٮه  ٮر  رٮح  زماٮى  مں  ٮرای 
ٮکورای هسٮى  دلان  ٮى  ٮا  مٮم ٮى دل ٮکى ٮر مں ٮٮحسایاکر 
ٮوردد ٮر  حهاٮى  کر  ٮاٮت  حو ٮازك ٮای مں حوٮٮں ٮکرددکه 
ٮه رٮحى سحت ٮاحوش ٮر کرڡٮںٮه راهى دور مى ٮاٮدت رڡٮں
سکڡٮه ٮسرٮں  دو  ٮر  کں  ٮهڡٮهکذر  مں  از  ٮکى  ٮٮدا  ٮکى 
را کسى  ٮاٮى  کحا  ٮا  کں  که رسوا کرد همحون مں ٮسى راٮکه 
ٮرداست ٮرده  را  ٮردکى  ٮکذاستهراران  راه  مٮان  در  و  ٮٮرد 
ٮه هحران داد ٮا ٮر آٮش اڡکٮدهراران دل ٮحسم از حای ٮر کٮد
کاری مهر  در  مرا  حال  ٮدٮں سحٮى و رسواٮ.ى و زاریٮٮٮں 

 For the sake of love, O wind of morning’s light, spare a moment’s trouble 
for me, 

 if you look kindly on the lovelorn; I am such a one, have mercy! 
 For though your feet may tread the world, they do not bleed as do mine. 
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 You need not travel far, nor take up unpleasant burdens; 
 just pass over two white rose blossoms, one in plain sight and the other 

hidden from me, 
 and see where you can find someone who has dishonoured many like me, 
 who tore the veil from thousands of virgins, stole them away, and left them 

by the wayside, 
 who stirred a thousand hearts in hatred, left them, and cast them in the 

fire. 
 Look at me in my pursuit of love, in this hardship, shame, and misery! 

 (285/98–106 [250]) 

 Although Vis has moved into the same modality of speaking as her 
lover’s signature style, she repurposes its motifs and conventions to tell 
a different story. 69  Where Rāmin has frequently followed convention to 
complain, even in this very episode, that Vis is heedless of his state, 
Vis’s plaint enumerates the potentially disastrous consequences that his 
brand of “courtly” love might entail for women, delivered in a voice that 
could only have come out of the experiences of his disgraced mistress, 
whose humiliation was put on visual display only moments before. The 
violent implications of Vis’s broken belt, scattered pearls, shredded gar-
ments, and bleeding feet gain figurative importance as she works them 
into her account of Rāmin’s cruel transgressions. Her demand that the 
wind (and by extension, her readers) behold and acknowledge the utter 
wretchedness of her position – stripped, wounded, and abandoned, 
robbed of both her first husband and her dignity – could not be a more 
apt response to Rāmin’s speech; not only does it remind us that the 
stakes and consequences of her love cannot be conflated with Rāmin’s, 
but it also foregrounds the physical harm and social exposure she has 
repeatedly undergone for his sake. Vis thus articulates herself in a way 
that is both specific to her personal experience and expressive of the 
female voice that is generally controlled by or excluded from the nor-
matively male “I” of the courtly ghazal, directly challenging its author-
ity to speak on her behalf. Indeed, in one stinging rebuke, she hurls his 
accusation back at him: 

ٮٮاٮ.ى اٮدر  حرا  کڡٮى  کحاٮ.ىمرا  ٮو  آمدسٮم  اٮٮک  مں 
کحاٮ.ى امسب  مٮا  ٮحت  آسٮاٮ.ىٮدا  مں  از  ٮٮرٮدی  حرا 
مںٮٮحساٮد ٮه مں ٮر دوست و دسمں ٮر  ٮو  ٮٮحساٮ.ى  هرکر  حرا 
کحاٮ.ى ٮاٮان  مه  ای  ٮٮاٮ.ىکحاٮ.ى  مى  ٮر  ٮاحٮر  از  حرا 

 You said to me, ‘Why do you not come here?’ Well, here I am! – And where 
are you? 
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 … O my evil fortune! Where are you tonight? Why have you deprived me 
of your company? 

 My friends and enemies have pity on me; why do you never show 
mercy? 

 Where are you, O shining moon, where are you? Why do you not appear 
to me from the eastern horizon? 

 (286/117, 126–8 [251–2]) 

 Such ripostes not only undercut Rāmin’s attempts to vindicate himself 
at Vis’s expense, but even begin to actualize the possibility of infidelity, 
not (yet) in the form of physical action, but through speech  as  act. Has 
Rāmin, in repeatedly describing Vis as distant and unfaithful, spoken 
this rift into existence, and thereby betrayed her? 

 Vis’s lament in this episode tells us two important things about the 
lyrical passages in  V&R  and their relationship with the narrative that 
surrounds them. First, it makes it clear that Vis and Rāmin are using the 
same words to tell different stories about themselves and each other: 
although they often utilize the same repertory of tropes, images, and 
conventions, the way they integrate these speech-acts with the narra-
tive context either confirms or undermines their moral authority. Sec-
ond, the characters’ lyrics retain perlocutionary force even after their 
utterance, contributing to the overarching development of the story; in 
that light, they are not superfluous at all, but the very site where the 
differentials of ideology (as Conte puts it) and the struggle for power 
between the lovers makes itself most apparent. 

 As a result, the story that seems to be unfolding does not bode well 
for their long-term prospects. If Vis’s anger at Rāmin suggests that her 
patience may have limits after all, her rejection of his claim over her 
story – her demand to speak back and be heard – will come as some-
thing of a shock to our minstrel, who inhabits a discursive world view 
in which both his gender and his poetic persona grant him full nor-
mative authority. The episode backs away from this impending crisis 
before it can play itself out – Vis eventually discovers Rāmin sleeping 
amidst the violets (an important moment of foreshadowing, as we’ll 
see below), leading to a night of passion and Rāmin’s escape the next 
morning – but the widening rift between the lovers has been laid bare 
for all to see. 

 Breakdown and Break-up 

 Given the generic background of the text, for  Vis & Rāmin  to even raise 
the possibility of love breaking down is something of a landmark event, 
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certainly unusual and perhaps unprecedented within its regional 
tradition. 70  As Bakhtin asserted, on the basis of his extensive reading, 
the guiding principle of romance is the unspoken rule that the protago-
nists’ love must remain intact  no matter what : “The hammer of events 
shatters nothing and forges nothing – it merely tries the durability of 
an already finished product.” 71  Yet in  V&R , the reliability of that “prod-
uct” has been fatally compromised. The source of this problem, I would 
argue, is the fact that Rāmin had to actively (and violently) divert the 
story towards a course that would bring him and Vis together, disrupt-
ing one of the basic structural and ethical premises of the romantic-love 
mythos. Like the grain of sand at the heart of a pearl, the memento of 
this act is then wrapped up, smoothed over, and made beautiful by 
the numerous songs and lyrics he performs, which ultimately produce 
an alternative narrative in which that originating violence never hap-
pened. His voice thus contributes to the disturbance of the “monologic 
plane” of the narrative, joining the speech-acts of Vis, Mobad, and the 
narrator such that they interrupt and disrupt one another, bleed into 
each other’s horizons, and lay claim to the same territory from differ-
ent perspectives. 72  This heteroglossic friction produces the conditions 
necessary for romantic love to lose its former stability: it transforms 
the function of narrative time, generates individuated viewpoints with 
conflicting interests, and instigates a struggle for authority between the 
eponymous protagonists. 

 This outcome allows us to reassess the notion of adventure-time 
and its function within the narrative. On first impression, the cyclical 
episodes discussed in this chapter seem to support Bakhtin’s model, 
for after every adventure, the trio of Vis, Mobad, and Rāmin reconcile 
with one another, and the cycle begins anew with the next episode. 
In terms of raw plot, these episodes seem to have no visible impact; 
one could feasibly shuffle their order, or take them out altogether, 
without bringing us any closer to resolving the basic intrigue. After 
a long slog through four episodes and thousands of lines, the love 
triangle is still in place, the affair remains illicit, and no road to reso-
lution is in sight. Such repetition can come across as monotonous and 
even infuriating; it has long been characterized as a strike against the 
poem’s legacy. 

 But what if that is the point? As Gabrieli noted long ago, there is 
a striking correlation between these repetitive episodes and the fre-
quency of lyrical passages: the latter amplifies the former, dragging 
down the plot and forcing everyone (characters and readers alike) to 
experience and acknowledge the fatigue of this stasis. The many songs, 
laments, and asides make it clear that change is indeed taking place, if 
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not on the level of plot than on that of character, not  despite  but  because  
the lovers remain stuck in a destructive loop that is gradually taking 
its toll on them. They are by now more apt to dwell on their misery 
than on their happiness, and the monologues of the fourth episode 
consist entirely of mutual recrimination and expressions of exhaustion. 
One can almost hear the weariness in Vis’s voice as she tells Rāmin, 
upon learning of Mobad’s approach, “It’s time for you to escape; it’s 
time for me to take his blows” ( torā bāyad ke bāshad rastegāri • marā 
shāyad ke bāshad zakhm-khwāri , 292/54 [257]) – just the latest iteration 
of a routine, wretched existence in which “I have become a byword for 
affliction: a hundred lashes for every kiss” (292/58). Arriving on the 
scene, Mobad kicks her, almost robotically, as she lies on the ground; 
she does not stir. 

 Lyrical amplification not only produces this fatigue but also allows us 
to track its impact on the characters across time, restoring temporality 
to an atemporal world. In other words, it does not simply fill the void 
of adventure-time, but rather mobilizes that time in a way that becomes 
both emblematic and productive of a critical problem that will drive the 
lovers apart if it cannot be resolved. As a result, the chronotope’s func-
tion has been turned on its head: once meant to demonstrate the dura-
bility of the lovers’ bond, it now makes manifest that bond’s inherent 
weakness, the reality that the love of Vis and Rāmin may not ultimately 
withstand the “hammer of events” unless it undergoes some kind of 
radical transformation. 

 The cause of this structural weakness may be traced in part to the 
lyrical passages, which individuate the characters as inhabiting discrete 
and not entirely compatible thought worlds. As I discussed in  chapter 2 , 
one of the central presumptions of romance narrative is that the lov-
ers must share a uniform and mutually compatible vision of love, one 
that glorifies chastity and demands reciprocal fidelity. This is certainly 
the  modus operandi  of Vis, who strives in all she does to remain loyal to the 
recipient of her love, despite her less-than-ideal circumstances; but the 
introduction of another set of norms, grounded in the conventions of 
the ghazal and personified by Rāmin, disrupts the prerequisite unifor-
mity of feeling in the romance genre. It is a subtle distinction, as it is 
mostly the same vocabulary they trade back and forth – a word like “loy-
alty” being a prime example – but it is their conception and enactment 
of these terms by which the lovers drift apart: they may be speaking the 
same words, but not the same language. 

 This generic admixture produces a complex and, at times, highly 
damaging matrix for the lovers’ interaction, visible in the way Rāmin 
builds his expectations of the possible through his songs. Drawing from 
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the thought world of ghazal poetry, he frequently portrays his beloved 
as fickle, distant, and passive; yet even as he complains of her neglect, he 
does so in a narrative world where she will always be there to open the 
window, shimmy down the rope, pull off a bed trick, or suffer beatings 
for his sake. Rāmin thus gets to have his cake and eat it too, benefiting 
from the privileges afforded him by both his persona and gender. As we 
have seen, the focal point of Rāmin’s words is Rāmin himself, specifi-
cally his affective “state” or “condition” ( ḥāl ) – a word that, if we review 
the songs discussed in this chapter, appears time and time again – while 
he seems unable to see or remember the myriad ways in which Vis has 
proven his version of reality to be a false one. 73  It stages a conflict, as I 
will discuss in the next chapter, between Rāmin’s presentist focus on 
affect and Vis’s historical memory of the past. 

 The combined implications of these points come to a head – and with 
astonishing speed – at the conclusion of the fourth and final episode. 
The next scene to come is the disastrous spring party, during which 
the host Mobad is first mocked by the  gosān  and then cast from his 
dais by his brother; at this breakdown of basic protocol, it seems that 
the two lovers realize that something has got to change. In a private 
conversation with the sage Behguy (“Speak-well”), Rāmin complains, 
“The hearts of men are not of stone or iron; how long can a body man-
age? How long can a heart endure?” (304/18–19 [269]). Meanwhile, 
Vis turns to Mobad as her confessor: “Why should I love in this way, 
which only brings pain and eternal shame?” (314/32 [279]). Both the 
sage and the king have the same advice for their confidants: move 
on from this joyless lust and find true happiness in lawful marriage. 
Though it is not the first time the lovers have heard such counsel, they 
accept it now, concluding independently of each other that they must 
break off the affair. 

 Like so many break-ups, mutuality does not guarantee amicabil-
ity. Rāmin goes to Vis and takes a seat on Mobad’s throne, intending 
to tell her he’s leaving, but before he can open his mouth, she chides 
him for impudently sitting above his station – a not-so-subtle warning 
against taking what is by rights the king’s. This short rebuke is the 
straw that breaks the camel’s back; with his long-standing narrative 
about his beloved’s cruelty seemingly vindicated, Rāmin storms off, 
chiding his heart in another lyric-like passage for having squandered 
his youth on a woman who cannot appreciate him (317/25–42 [282]). 
Vis tracks Rāmin down and apologizes for her harsh words, but her 
lover is now resolved to go; to console her, he promises to seek no love 
but hers during his absence (323/119 [287]). But immediately upon 
arriving in Gurab – the same place where Mobad abducted Vis many 
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years before – he happens upon a local noblewoman of great beauty 
named Gol (“Rose”); he is smitten on the spot and proposes marriage 
then and there. Just as Tristan abandons Isolde for Isolde of the White 
Hands, Rāmin has left Vis to pursue her “double,” the same external 
form without – he hopes – the old messy baggage. 74  

 Thus, in a matter of some 150 lines – after literally thousands of lines 
of speeches, songs, and suffering – the strained relationship of Vis and 
Rāmin comes crashing down like a house of cards, an inevitable col-
lapse perhaps, but none the less stunning for it. This is not the end of 
the story, but it prefigures in dramatic fashion the death of love (and its 
subsequent rebirth) that will be our topic for the next chapter. 

 The Final Word 

 To bring this one to a conclusion, however, I would like to briefly discuss 
the aftermath of Rāmin’s separation from Vis, and the consequences 
it has on his power and authority. According to Behguy’s diagnosis, 
Rāmin is miserable because he is a slave to love; to restore his dignity 
and honour, he needs to step up and “practice manliness” ( mardi koni , 
307/69 [272]): he must get hold of his emotions (307/67–90), realize 
there are plenty of fish in the sea (308/91–104), and prepare himself 
to be king himself one day (309/105–10). 75  While this is all common 
advice in the mirrors-for-princes literature – even the narrator stops 
to commend it (305/35) – it does not, in this case, work out. 76  Rāmin 
can implement Behguy’s instructions as far as dropping the affair and 
marrying a respectable woman from a noble family, but he cannot fully 
forget his old passion. This much becomes clear when he turns to Gol 
one day and blurts out, “You well resemble heart-ravishing Vis” ( vis-e 
del-setān rā nik māni , 337/75), which, to no one’s surprise, quickly sours 
the honeymoon. In a manner similar to Mobad’s relationship with Vis, 
Rāmin’s attempts to clear up his name only compound his predicament; 
he can no more give up his attachment to her than can his brother. Furi-
ous and humiliated, both by this evidence of his own dependency and 
by the dressing-down he receives from Gol, Rāmin writes back to Vis, 
blaming her for all his woes: 

داٮى ٮٮک  وٮسا  کڡت  ٮامه  زٮاٮىٮه  ٮو  از  مرا  آمد  حٮد  که 
ٮٮازرد مں  از  حدا  حر  و  همه کس در حهاٮم سرزٮش کردحدا 
ملامت که  ٮصٮحت  که  علامتسٮٮدم  کٮٮى  در  عسق  از  سدم 
ٮسٮدٮدحه ٮودی کر دو حسمم در حهان دٮد مں  کار  که  را  کس  ٮکى 
ٮڡرٮںٮو کڡٮى مهر مں ٮود ای عحب کٮں کردٮد  ٮرو  زن  و  مرد  که 
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 He said in the letter: “O Vis, you know well how much damage has come 
upon me from you: both God and [His] creation are off ended by me; every-
one in the world has berated me. I’ve sometimes heard advice, sometimes 
blame; I’ve become a byword for love in the world. How [nice] would it be 
if my eyes searched the world and found one person who approved of my 
actions! How strange! It’s as though my love is hatred, for men and women 
alike curse it!”   (338/5–9 [305]) 

 A notable feature of this vindictive overture is its singular focus on 
discourse – on what everyone is saying. This seems to suggest that some-
thing important is happening in regards to Rāmin’s ability to control 
the narrative. As Bakhtin contends, the novelistic hero “eavesdrops on 
every word someone else says about him,” yet ultimately knows “that 
he has the  final word , and he seeks at whatever cost to retain for him-
self this final word about himself, the word of his self-consciousness, in 
order to become in it that which he is not.” 77  In a similar way, Rāmin has 
utilized his lyrical speech to allocate enormous power and privilege to 
himself: the liberty to absolve himself of his many offences against the 
king, as well as the authority to portray his lover as both exalted and 
haughty. But the events of the four cycles, culminating in his marriage 
to Gol, have turned the narrative around such that Rāmin ultimately 
falls short of the very personae he sought to embody: he can neither 
stay loyal to his first love (nor to his second), nor can he be counted 
on to uphold his political and familial commitments. The many stories 
of Rāmin portrayed in his speech-acts – Rāmin the faithful, Rāmin the 
clever, Rāmin the valiant – has given way to a single, ugly reality: Rāmin 
the oath breaker, a figure in whom the practice of love, to his astonish-
ment, is in the end indistinguishable from hatred ( kin ). 78  Therein lies 
the letter’s furious tone, for it is in the figure of Vis that the gap between 
his discourse and his actions – the limits of lyric – becomes apparent for 
all to see. 

 Rāmin’s rage and disorientation at the “damage,” as he put it, wrought 
by this exposure receives dramatic visual testimony in the subsequent 
scene. After receiving his letter, Vis sends the Nurse out to treat with 
him in person, hoping that she might soften his stance. But when the 
Nurse arrives, she is shocked to find Rāmin in the midst of a hunt, the 
plain strewn with broken carcasses, the mountainsides stained with 
blood (350/4–9 [316]). Although the slaughter may not be too far from 
the way actual hunts were conducted in Gorgāni’s milieu, “her heart 
was filled with arrows at his cruelty” (350/10), a reaction that seems 
fully intended to convey a negative message about the hunter. Rāmin’s 
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ferocity is no less vivid in the way he reacts to the Nurse’s presence, 
excoriating her and Vis with the same hurtful language of his letter, 
such that the Nurse “saw no warmth in his words, nor goodness in 
his visage” (352/49). 79  Meisami understands this scene as conveying a 
message about the moral equivalence of Rāmin and Mobad, who both 
resort to violence when their desires are thwarted. 80  Building on that 
insight, these moments of unbridled rage also correspond with crises 
within their own personae (with which Vis is deeply imbricated): just 
as Mobad found himself blocked and undone by his role as king, Rāmin 
encounters the same aporia through his performance of the courtly 
lover, who, it turns out, is no less a tyrant, despite his claims to the con-
trary. The faces of “king” and “lover” emerge as merely two sides of the 
same coin, founded in shared assumptions of masculinity and privilege, 
with the only difference between them lying in their discursive claims 
to authority. 

 The remainder of Rāmin’s songs – all but the final two, sung much 
later near the end of the text – articulate this new-found self-alienation. 
One day, while riding in the country, one of the maidens in his company 
hands him a posy of violets (403/14 [371]), the same flowers that Vis 
had given him as a token of their pledge (165/82 [128]). As memories 
of that compact come flooding back to him, he launches into an interior 
monologue in which he castigates his heart, likening it to a drunk man 
who cannot distinguish between good and evil (404/36 [373]). This 
war against the self is a central trope in the case of Mobad as well, and 
places Rāmin’s crisis of identity within the much larger pattern of inter-
nal fragmentation we have seen unfold for all the major characters in the 
story. However, the rhetorical tactics of his monologue reveal an aspect 
of Rāmin’s inner conflict that distinguishes him from his brother: while 
Mobad digs into his role and discovers paradox at the bottom, Rāmin’s 
amorphous ghazal persona allows him to inhabit conflicting stances 
and experience it as a cogent performance. In other words, while the 
ideal king should never be at war with himself, the ideal lover as played 
by Rāmin is assumed to be in a state of perpetual estrangement ( ghorbat , 
406/66); it is part and parcel of the identity. Thus, by shifting across 
these various stances, Rāmin can confess his guilt and absolve himself 
of it at the same time, at times placing the burden of infidelity on the 
“bad” Rāmin who is misled by his fickle heart, while the “good” Rāmin 
professes an undying loyalty that was never truly compromised: “I’m 
ashamed – why did I follow your orders? Why did I put my reins into 
your hands?” (405/51), he says to himself. 

 As a result, Rāmin can continue to hang onto a both/and modality 
that always allows him to remain the hero of his story. This is the engine 
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that drives the romance to the point of no return, as it perpetuates an 
alternative, timeless account of  affect  that is incompatible with Vis’s his-
torical reckoning of  deed , of who did what to whom. The final poem 
in this episode confirms Rāmin’s refusal to alter the heroic mythos of 
his poetry, setting the stage for the final clash between the two lovers 
and the breakdown of their romance. As he sits gloomily at the eve-
ning’s banquet, Rāmin speculates, rehashing his prior performances, 
that Vis must have no idea of his state, that she misunderstands him, 
and that she must believe that he is happy here with his wife (410/27–34 
[379]); once again, we are seeing the conventions of the ghazal, which 
assumes the beloved is totally ignorant of the lover’s suffering, control-
ling Rāmin’s train of thought. At the end of this reverie, he comes to a 
sudden decision: 

که کر مٮرم ٮه راه دوست مٮرمهم اکٮون راه سهر دوست کٮرم
راه سر  ٮر  ٮاری  کور  کاهٮهٮدم  همه کٮٮى سوٮد از حالم آ
ٮٮٮٮٮد را  حاکم  که  ٮسٮٮٮدعرٮٮاٮى  کورم  سر  ٮر  زماٮى 
ٮه ٮٮکى ٮر زٮان ٮامم ٮراٮٮدٮٮحساٮٮد حون حالم ٮداٮٮد
ٮردانعرٮٮى ٮود کسٮه سد ز هحران ٮٮامرزاد  را  رواٮش 
آرٮد ٮاد  عرٮٮان  را  ٮادکارٮدعرٮٮان  را  ٮکدکر  اٮسان  که 
ٮاسٮدهمه حاٮ.ى عرٮٮان حوار ٮاسٮد ٮار  را  ٮکدکر  ازٮرا 

 I’ll take the road, here and now, to the city of my beloved, so that if I die, 
I’ll die on the path to the beloved. They’ll place a grave for me at the side 
of the road, and the whole world will know my story. Strangers, seeing the 
mound, will sit for a while by my tomb; they’ll pity me when they learn 
of my situation, and will utter my name with approval, saying, “He was 
a stranger, killed by separation in love – God have mercy on his soul!” 
Strangers remember strangers, for they are the ones who memorialize one 
another. Strangers are abject wherever they are; it’s because of this that 
they befriend one another.   (412/50–6 [381]) 

 As before, Rāmin’s fascination with discourse speaks volumes in this 
passage. Rather than seeing himself as the suicidal victim of his self-
image, as Mobad does, Rāmin eagerly commits himself to his own 
martyrdom in (or to) love, a narrative of the self that vindicates his 
persona and immortalizes his name, while conveniently sweeping his 
past deeds under the rug. In so doing, he declares his loyalty not to the 
diegetic actors in the romance, but to the intertextual and diachronic 
brotherhood of “strangers” ( gharibān ), the many lovelorn “I”s of the 
ghazal tradition, who are and always have been his chief interlocu-
tors. 81  This choice of word is significant: on one level, it declares his 
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status as a lover, whose commitment to the path to (or of) the beloved 
( rāh-e dust ) necessitates a certain detachment from society – a wholly 
romantic ethos, especially prominent in the story of Majnun – yet on 
another level, it may also express his alienation from the romance itself, 
which has so complicated and disrupted his attempts at self-representa-
tion. As Michael Pifer writes, “The  gharīb  provides us with an affective 
grammar of estrangement, or a manner of being paradoxically foreign 
and native at the same time, that challenges conventional notions of 
what belongs within and without any given culture”; applied to this 
context, Rāmin’s simultaneous belonging to and estrangement from 
 V&R  signals the text’s broader interest in raising questions around 
what “belongs” in the praxis of love by exploring multiple experi-
ences, exposing their partiality, and questioning their authority. 82  Ever 
the liminal figure, with one foot in the romance and one foot out of it, 
Rāmin seems most concerned about the reception of his story, rather 
than its outcome; his final wish is ultimately not union with Vis but 
that “the whole world will know my story.” He continues in this vein 
a few verses later: 

همى کوٮٮد ٮر حالم سرودیحو ٮٮٮوسى ز هر دسٮى و رودی
همم ٮر دست حواٮٮده سٮاٮانهمم در سهر داٮٮده حواٮان
سرود مں همى کوٮٮد هموارزٮان در حاٮه و مردان ٮه ٮازار

 When you listen, they’re all singing a song about me, from every river 
and plain. The youth in the city know it, the shepherds in the fi eld sing 
it; women in the home, men in the market-place – everyone’s singing my 
song!   (414/94–6 [383]) 

 This resolution makes it clear that Rāmin is now on a mission to save 
his  story , even at the cost of his own life; indeed, to die a martyr to love 
would be the perfect ending for him, a sure-fire way to salvage this 
travesty of a love-story. Yet in seeking this heroic sacrifice, Rāmin again 
falls into the trap that has plagued him from the outset. His thoughts 
remain firmly anchored on himself and the character he sees himself 
playing; his road to redemption only circles back to the hall of mirrors 
that constitutes his generic self. Vis, not even mentioned by name in this 
passage, is only relevant insofar as she is the “beloved” for whom he 
dies; his chief concern is not her welfare but the fact that his side of the 
story will be remembered. 

 As we shall see in the next chapter, this is the one point that Vis will 
never concede, for she is as determined as Rāmin to make sure that her 
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audience – both in the text and outside it – will witness the pain she 
has suffered and acknowledge the legitimacy of her actions. And thus, 
as Rāmin flees the scandal he has created in Gurab “as a coward flees 
a battle” (416/125 [385]), we arrive at the explosive climax of  Vis & 
Rāmin : a contest that will decide not only the story’s ending but also the 
terms by which we read it. 
 



 “It is the nature and custom of the world,” announces the narrator of 
 Vis & Rāmin , “that its own elements are in conflict with one another” 
(233/1): 

ٮراٮد حواٮد  او  که  را  کس  آن  هر آن حٮری که او ٮحسد سٮاٮدهر 
حٮان حون آڡرٮٮش حڡت ٮڡرٮںٮود ٮلحش همٮسه حڡت سٮرٮں
رٮح ٮا  ٮاز  ٮاسد  روز  ٮا  کٮحسٮش  ٮا  ٮدحواه  حرمى  ٮا  ٮلا 
ٮرٮدی ٮى  سادماٮى  مسٮمٮدیٮٮاسد  ٮى  ٮود  ٮٮروزی  ٮه 
ٮدو در کوٮه کون کار حهان ٮٮںٮحوان اٮں داسٮان وٮس و رامٮں

 Every one whom it summons, it drives off ; every thing that it gives, it 
snatches away. Its bitter is forever coupled with sweet, such that its bless-
ing is coupled with [its] curse. Its night and its day mingle burden with 
play, disaster with delight, malice with riches. There is no joy without sor-
row, no success without privation. Read this story of  Vis & Rāmin : behold 
therein the mottled aff airs of the world.   (233/2–6 [197]) 

 This simple statement, coming at the beginning of Mobad’s disastrous 
campaign against the Romans (not for the campaign itself, but for what 
follows in its wake), provides an important premise for making sense of 
the story’s relationship with the “real” world. If the balancing of every 
element with its opposite suggests an underlying order to creation, that 
order is paradoxically manifested by the visible disorder of a world that 
operates in a perpetual state of internal war. Thus, as the bonds of love 
and loyalty bend and give way in the diegetic space of the story, casting 
the protagonists into mutual strife, we are invited to read this collapse 
as a mirror of the world we inhabit. 

 The alignment of the imaginal world “in here” and the experiential 
world “out there” is more than a static reflection of space, however. It 

 Chapter Five  

 History | The Death of Romantic Love 
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also presents this disharmonious state of affairs as the outcome of time, 
offering us what we might call a history to aid in its reckoning. This is 
indeed how the  Shāhnāma  frames itself to its readers, as an act of one 
curious man asking the learned sages of his day, “How did they [the 
great kings and heroes] keep the world at the beginning, such that they 
left it to us now in such a wretched state?” ( ke giti be āghāz chun dāshtand • 
ke idun be mā khwār bogzāshtand , 1:12/121). In this way, we arrive at the 
convergence of history and phantasy. Although it describes itself as a 
fable or fairy tale ( afsāna ),  V&R  enacts the processes of worldly time on 
its characters, subjecting them to its curse even as it sustains them: the 
word “its blessing” ( āfarin-ash ), after all, is orthographically identical to 
the word for “creation” ( āfarinesh ), allowing for a secondary reading of 
the passage above that implies that every act of creation is also a form 
of malediction. It is time, as much as space, that establishes a connection 
between the textual denizens of  V&R  and its flesh-and-blood readers – 
not time in the sense of a linear continuity linking “then” with “now,” 
but rather the experience of time itself and the consequent imperative to 
make sense of it in some way. In other words, the challenge and oppor-
tunity  V&R  poses to its readers is to engage with the reality of death: 
not merely the corporeal death of individuals, but the knowledge that 
 all  things – even love itself – are historical entities, subject to the laws of 
entropy, and ultimately doomed to annihilation by the relentless pas-
sage of time. 

 As markers of beginnings, endings, and temporal change, the radicals 
of life and death thus provide a valuable key for reading Gorgāni’s liter-
ary project and gauging its success in renovating the romance, making 
it matter to elite audiences and creating new possibilities for meaning-
making within the tradition. The story begins and ends on Nowruz 
(34/22 [1], 530/1 [495]), suggesting that it has taken us through the 
passage of a metaphorical year, wherein we observe the lives of its char-
acters passing by as so many seasons. 1  Across this temporal journey, 
each character experiences paradox, aporia, and breakdown in the dis-
cursive systems that form them and inform their view on the world. Vis 
experiences a radical transformation by giving up her old commitment 
to Viru for the sake of a new one with Rāmin, a move that nearly effects 
her dis-integration; although she manages to bounce back and reconsti-
tute herself, we have seen that their relationship is mortally wounded 
by its violent and coercive origins. Mobad discovers, to his shock and 
horror, that the authority he considered intrinsic to his status as king 
was actually an external power, such that the only agency he appears 
to have is materialized in the self-inflicted murder of his sublime body. 
And Rāmin, unable or unwilling to give up the affective privilege his 
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songs afford him, withdraws into a grotesque parody of the courtly 
lover he so wishes to embody, a nihilistic path in which death is the only 
desirable outcome. In all three cases, the resulting story is a movement 
from order to disorder, from purity to adulteration, and from innocence 
to knowledge. 

 This master narrative not only drives  Vis & Rāmin  to its unusual 
conclusion but also guides the meta-account of Gorgāni’s project: the 
destruction and renovation of romance for a new era. Underlying these 
three individual manifestations of breakdown is the crumbling founda-
tion of the romance chronotope – the mechanics of space and time in the 
genre’s world – now too deeply disturbed by its entangled polyphonic 
tensions to function as it should. Such a disturbance deeply compli-
cates the temporal physics of romance in Mikhail Bakhtin’s account, in 
which time is essentially redeemable and reversible, and the moment of 
restitution promises a return to the harmony of the status quo: “There 
is a sharp hiatus between two moments of biographical time, a hiatus 
that leaves no  trace  in the life of the heroes,” he writes, such that “noth-
ing that takes place, nothing they see or undergo, can be utilized as 
life experience that alters and shapes them.” 2  Just as this pronounce-
ment cannot be taken for granted in the case of the Greek novel, we 
have seen how time  does  leave its traces in  V&R , to the extent that love 
itself becomes temporal: with each repetition of a theoretically infinite 
cycle, the romantic relationship grows increasingly strained and dis-
torted, and the possibility of restitution diminishes. 3  The breakdown of 
romantic love in this text produces two major effects: one, the need for 
some kind of intervention – a little help, as it were, to put things back 
on track – and two, the integration of romance into a discursive mode 
whose temporal orientation is, in some way, historical. 

 We can track this breakdown by observing the traces, both bodily 
and discursive, that the events of the story leave on its characters. To 
begin this chapter, I will explore how the scars and wounds on Vis’s 
body, along with the strokes and dots of her written words, produce 
a material legacy ( asar , the Arabo-Persian word for both “trace” and 
“[literary] work”) that cannot be forgotten or obliterated: as the nar-
rator says, “Her stony heart did not soften to Rāmin, for an etching 
on adamant is not quickly scraped off” ( nashod sangin del-ash bar rām 
khoshnud • ke naqsh az sang-khārā nastorad zud , 448/2 [416]). These traces 
are not only a visual monument but also a verbal testament, a preserved 
word for Vis’s readers to ponder. By curating her textual legacy, in no 
small part out of the material of her physical suffering, Vis claims for 
herself the same remembrance that historical actors could possess after 
their deaths, a kind of “soul” that bears the same posthumous impact 
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as other “real” humans in a community’s historical memory. The testa-
ment, as the literary trace of a time-bound bodily experience, effects 
and performs the romance’s integration into the flow of history and the 
meaningful etchings of the past. 

 The weight of this paradigmatic shift well justifies the urgency and 
high emotions of the story’s explosive denouement, when Vis and Rāmin 
confront each other face to face in a whirling blizzard. Time, again, can-
not be denied; the characters cannot forget the broken promises and 
frustrated expectations that have brought them to this crisis, leading 
them to the realization that the expected deliverance of the romance 
mythos, in the end, might not be available to them. Rather, it appears 
that death offers the only escape from their living hell; blood must be 
shed before any resolution can be obtained. This is of course taken to the 
literal extreme with Mobad’s gory demise, but it also applies in a more 
subtle but radical way between Vis and Rāmin, who are locked in a 
struggle to assert a narrative corresponding with their self-image (or to 
produce their self-image through that narrative) that writes their coun-
terpart out of it. Vis  must  be to blame somehow for Rāmin’s narrative 
to work, and Rāmin  must  be in the wrong for Vis’s image of herself to 
hold; thus, in an inversion of the motif of dying in love –  Liebestod  – Vis 
and Rāmin must silence, negate, and effectively “kill” the other if they 
are ever to recuperate their stolen life stories. I read this as signalling 
the symbolic death of not only the characters but also of romantic love 
itself, a paradigm that is no longer sufficient, at least in its current form, 
to provide a cogent or satisfying account of self-reckoning. 

 This is not the final word, however: in a spin on the classic romance 
topos of the false death –  Scheintod  – we can witness new possibilities 
for being-in-the-world arise from the rubble of paradigms lost. To guide 
my reading of this transition, I draw from a previous study on beauty’s 
transformative power in  Vis & Rāmin  by Claude-Claire Kappler and tri-
angulate it with a recent book by Paul Kottman that posits romantic love 
as a historically evolving practice of making sense of the world, particu-
larly in response to its most unintelligible threats, and discovering in the 
face of those threats new forms of human freedom. (The centrality of 
love to meaning-making, as we will see, is equally valid in Avicenna’s 
metaphysics.) Some version of this process is evident in  Vis & Rāmin . As 
their relationship enters its death throes, the lovers begin to make curi-
ous allusions to their newfound freedom, an agency that allows them 
to recommit to each another on terms that are only now, in this state of 
being-in-death, available to them; and after making this recommitment, 
they find themselves capable of breaking free of the love triangle that 
had imprisoned them for so long, producing a final ending that weaves 
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together personal satisfaction, political triumph, and spiritual redemp-
tion. This consolidates a vision of romance as a genre with the same 
relevance to the temporal concerns of the “real” world as any other 
account that purports to benefit its historical readership. 

 The distinctive manner in which  Vis & Rāmin  presents and manages 
time thus brings it into a tight orbit with another landmark text of the 
eleventh century, Ferdowsi’s  Shāhnāma . Such a relationship may seem 
unexpected at first, considering that one text is typically classified as 
“romance” and the other as “epic,” yet for all their generic differences, 
as Eslāmi-Nodushan puts it, “there is no book in the Persian language 
that is both so close to and so distant from the  Shāhnāma  as  Vis & Rāmin .” 4  
Though they are not woven into the same kind of historical framework 
that the  Shāhnāma  employs, Gorgāni’s characters nonetheless gain in 
reality through their prolonged experience of time, transforming their 
love-story from phantasy to a kind of history. And like the  Shāhnāma , 
which repeatedly pits the mortality of the World with the immortality 
of the Word,  V&R  deploys two lines of tension within its temporal flow: 
the narrative of decline and collapse on one hand, leading to inevitable 
death, pitted against the redemptive impulse of romantic love on the 
other, which purports to see its characters finally united either under 
the sanctity of lawful marriage or in the salvation of their martyrdom to 
love. The romance’s promise of redemption is not altogether lost, but its 
paradigms must be fundamentally altered before the rejuvenating light 
of a Nowruz (“new-day”) sun can crest the horizon. 

 Transcribing the Soul 

 As I have shown in previous chapters, both Vis and Rāmin harbour an 
abiding concern for their legacies beyond the text, the enduring pres-
ence of their “name” ( nām ) even after their tale has come to an end. We 
see it, for example, when Vis describes the account she would like to 
hear told of her: “‘Vis gave up her life for the sake of Rāmin!’ I’d give up 
a hundred lives for such a reputation!” (171/61 [133]). Likewise, Rāmin 
dictates his own eulogy as he rides towards Marv: “‘He was a stranger, 
killed by separation in love – God have mercy on his soul!’” (412/54 
[381]). That said, Vis and Rāmin elect remarkably different methods 
for curating their afterlife: while Rāmin, as we have seen, leaves behind 
a large volume of “traces” or “works” ( āsār ) in the form of songs and 
lyrics – an oral  divān , so to speak, that establishes an affinity between 
him and other famous lover-poets – Vis is more inclined towards a writ-
ten testament, a cache of material evidence that corroborates her ver-
sion of the story. While the most obvious aspect of this testament lies 
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in her famous ten-part letter, she also invokes her physical body, whose 
manifest wounds and scars provide another and less flattering account 
of her former lover’s works and traces. 5  These diverging strategies 
reproduce the tension of word versus deed discussed in the previous 
chapter, while posing new questions about their value: if the world is as 
treacherous and ever changing as the narrator tells us, what ultimately 
matters, and what ultimately endures? 

 It is probably no coincidence that Vis begins to compare her body 
to a text in the same scenes where her relationship with Rāmin is vis-
ibly deteriorating. During a lament in the “Devils’ Grotto” episode, she 
declares, “My heart is like a book ( nāma ), filled with pain and toil, with 
this sallow face at its heading; behold what suffering is in that book, 
whose title is a sea of blood” (245/30–1 [209]). A similar passage occurs 
in the subsequent episode, when Vis, standing naked and wounded in 
the garden, repeatedly commands her addressee – ostensibly the wind, 
but by implication anyone else within earshot – to “look” ( negah kon ) 
and “see” her ( bebin ) “in this hardship, shame, and misery!” (285/103, 
106 [250]). Coupled with the stark visual imagery of sexual violence 
just described, this command imbues Vis with an iconicity of sorts: her 
testament of Rāmin’s betrayal, a man she charges with having violated 
“thousands” of women before her, is conveyed through both verbal and 
visual language, such that the truth of her words is manifest on the 
body of their speaker. In this way, Vis becomes her own witness. 

 Vis’s meta-textual appeals to the audience, imploring them to “see” 
her body and “read” her story as an embodied account, show an inter-
esting contrast with the Greek novels, which are replete with images 
of bodily harm yet tend to elide this violence by submitting the hero-
ine to various scenes of scrutiny, oath, or ordeal to ensure that nothing 
“happened” to her during the course of the narrative. At the ending of 
the  Ephesiaka , for example, Anthia declares to her beloved Habrokomes 
that despite suffering “insults, chains, trenches, fetters, poisons, and 
tombs,” she is “the same as when I first left you,” this “same” not only 
implying chastity preserved and love undiminished, but even project-
ing a fantasy in which none of these troubling events ever occurred 
in the first place; as the narrator wryly concludes, “They made these 
protestations of innocence all night and easily persuaded each other, 
since that was what they wanted” (169/5.14–15). 6  With this, the pro-
tagonists knowingly buy into the mythos of their love-story, an account 
that often inclines towards, though rarely with complete success, as 
Jennifer Ballengee points out, “erasing the transgressive body in the 
process of reincorporating the hero and heroine as socially acceptable 
or comprehensible individuals.” 7  By declaring the material permanence 
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of her physical body, in contrast, Vis claims a different sort of ontology 
for herself, one that both exists within the story and endures beyond its 
limits. 

 Vis’s efforts to position herself in this way pick up speed and urgency 
the moment she learns of Rāmin’s marriage with Gol. After lamenting 
her misplaced faith, and praying that her erstwhile lover will one day 
experience the same heartbreak and hardship that she is suffering now 
(a nice bit of foreshadowing), Vis turns directly to her readers with a bit 
of free advice ( naṣiḥat kard khwāham rāyegāni ), as she puts it: 

مهرٮرور عاسڡان  ای  مهٮرالا  امروز  عاسڡان  ٮر  مٮم 
دکر در عسق ورزٮدن مکوسٮدمرا ٮٮٮٮد حال مں ٮٮوسٮد
ٮاسٮدمرا ٮٮٮٮد و حود هسٮار ٮاسٮد ٮٮرار  ٮاکسان  مهر  ز 
سٮارٮدٮهال عاسڡى در دل مکارٮد را  او  حان  کارٮد  کر  و 
ٮه حون ٮر رخ ٮوسٮسٮم ٮحواٮٮداکر حوٮاٮکه حال مں ٮداٮٮد

 O lovers who practice love! Today I am the greatest of lovers! … Look at 
me! Hear my story! And strive no more to practice love! Look at me! Take 
heed! And beware of loving base people! Do not plant the sapling of love 
in your hearts, for if you do, you’ll give up your lives! If you don’t know 
what happened to me, I have written the tale in blood on my face – read it 
there!   (346/77, 80–3 [313]) 

 As I discussed in the prologue, many romances invoke a specific read-
ership of lovers and ask to be read in a “lover-ly” way; as a  dāstān-e 
ʿāsheqāna , a story in the mode of lovers,  V&R  is no exception. But here 
is it not the narrator but Vis herself who reaches out to this ideal audi-
ence; then, by declaring herself to be a member of that extra-textual 
readership, and indeed its greatest exemplar, she breaks the fourth 
wall, joining that community as an observer of the tale and comment-
ing on it as it unfolds, simultaneously the actor and interpreter of her 
story. Crucially, this entire process is contingent on her readers’ will-
ingness to engage with her on this level, to  recognize  themselves in her – 
hence her repeated requests to be “seen” – a transaction that instils in 
her some amount of the same historical “substance” that they them-
selves possess. Thus, in speaking from this position of “real” experi-
ence and “real” injustice, it is no longer possible to discount the many 
inequities she has suffered as so much water under the bridge, or to 
make-believe that they never happened in the first place. By making 
this extra-textual connection, Vis establishes a new set of conditions by 
which her story must end: not by mere reunion, but by justice, and the 
restitution of past wrongs.  
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 The call for justice lies at the heart of Vis’s textual self-fashioning, 
most famously represented in her long letter to Rāmin, a discrete unit 
of about 625 lines that has long been admired for its compositional har-
mony and rhetorical brilliance. 8  Although it is generally known as the 
 Dah-nāma  or “Ten Letters” (perhaps better glossed as a “decalogue,” 
i.e., a volume of ten discourses), Vis gives it another and more pointed 
name: the  Jafā-nāma , or the “Book of Iniquity” (388/5 [355]), a testa-
ment of the many wrongs her lover has committed. Crucially, this letter 
is not her direct speech, nor even her authorial composition; she rather 
commands her scribe, Moshkin, to compose this account in her voice 
and on her behalf. The work, then, should not be read as an unmediated 
expression of subjectivity, but rather her attempt to write herself into 
history, producing a document in which she builds solidarity with her 
readers, asking them repeatedly to heed her words and bear witness to 
the injustices she has received (354/16, 18, 20 [320]). Rāmin’s betrayal, 
in her view, is nothing short of metaphorical murder: “His cruel sword 
has severed my head; the lance of his separation has skewered my heart. 
How can I tolerate my own beheading? How can I stay silent at my own 
impalement?” (356/49–50 [322]). The purpose of this document, then, 
is to set the record straight against the contesting narrative put forward 
by Rāmin; as such, it marks a major escalation in the (ex-)lovers’ bitter 
struggle to establish the truth about what really happened in the story 
of  Vis & Rāmin . 

 To realize this goal, Vis utilizes a number of strategies that set 
up her letter as a meta-textual document, interposed between text, 
reader, and character. The most immediately arresting aspect of the 
 Jafā-nāma , as noted above, lies in its unforgettable use of rhetoric. 
Like Rāmin’s songs, which also break down the line between ghazal 
and masnavi, many of the individual sections of Vis’s letter address 
established topoi of the ghazal tradition and treat them in an excep-
tionally fine manner: the beloved’s image ( khayāl ) visiting the lover 
(part 2), the lover’s reaffirmed fidelity in the face of blamers (parts 
3, 7, 8), elaborating the beloved’s cruelty (part 5), finding strength in 
hope (parts 4, 6), and turning to God, sometimes for love renewed, 
sometimes with love renounced (parts 3, 9, 10). This sustained study 
of the ghazal universe, juggling multiple and often contradictory 
stances and emotions, not only produces a complex psychology of 
love for Vis’s character, but asserts her identity as an ideal lover. In 
addition, just as Rāmin did in his songs, Vis uses her extended time 
in the spotlight to assume the role of the piece’s narrator, speaking 
directly to her ex and her extra-diegetic audience at one and the same 
time. For example, in the opening passages of the letter, she reminds 
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her readers that the world is a volatile place: “Sometimes toil, some-
times joy, sometimes death, sometimes life” (360/37 [327]). This 
nearly direct citation of the narratorial aside discussed at the head 
of this chapter has the effect of placing Vis and the narrator on equal 
footing as meta-diegetic characters, a blurring effect that continues 
with the following lines: “All that remains of us in the world is a fairy 
tale ( fasāna ); let the whole world read our tale ( fasān ), and know our 
every virtue and fault” (360/39–40). This is a highly self-reflexive 
passage; it is as if Vis has stepped out of the mists of “once upon a 
time” to observe her story in the year 1054, fully aware of her fic-
tionality while contending that it makes her no less a “real” part of 
that historical community. Through these strategies, Vis seeks to both 
unravel Rāmin’s discursive claims and establish a presence that will 
outlive her diegetic life and linger beyond the narrative itself – her 
lifeline to literary immortality. 

 Given the high stakes of this project, it is worth reading Vis’s letter 
carefully to examine how it produces a durable reality, perhaps even 
(after-)life, through its language. Its exordium opens with a remark-
able sequence of anaphora, clearly meant to grab the reader’s attention 
and set the stage for Vis’s self-presentation, while also providing an 
outstanding example of Gorgāni’s use of language to mode switch into 
the distinctive voices of his characters and to project an imagined world 
in which that voice gains intelligibility. These are the first five lines, with 
the Persian in transliteration: 

ze sarv-i sukhta v-az bon gosasta   • be sarv-i az chaman shādāb rosta  
ze māh-i dar moḥāq-e mehr penhān • be māh-i dar sepehr-e kām tābān  
ze bāgh-i sar be sar āfat gerefta • be bāgh-i sar be sar khorram shekofta  
ze shākh-i khoshk gashta hāmvāra • be shākh-i bār-e u māh-o setāra  
ze kān-i kanda va bi-bar bemānda • be kān-i dar jahān gowhar feshānda  

 From a cypress burned, its roots ripped out, 
 to a cypress verdant, flourishing in the field; 

 from a moon unseen as love wanes to a crescent, 
 to a moon shining bright in the heavens of pleasure; 

 from a garden in blight from end to end, 
 to a garden in bloom through and through; 

 from a branch that has forever dried out, 
 to a branch whose fruit is the moon and stars; 

 from a mine dug out and depleted, 
 to a mine casting jewels to all the world. 

 (358/10–14 [326]) 
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 The strong syntactic rhythm and striking parallel imagery of this open-
ing easily translates into English without losing any of its effectiveness. 
What’s more, this  from-to  pattern continues on for a total of nineteen 
consecutive lines, ratcheting up the intensity of its force with each reit-
eration; it’s as though Vis, who has repeatedly complained of Rāmin’s 
slights against her, is now prepared to enumerate them individually. 
An even longer performance in the same vein is found in the  Jafā-nāma ’s 
peroration: there, the phrase “Greetings from me to that [one] who” 
( dorud az man bedān … ke ) repeats across twenty-five consecutive lines, 
increases the anaphoric tempo by doubling up the first clause ( dorud az 
man ) for another four lines, and closes with the repetition of the phrase 
“more than” ( fozun az ) twelve times in rapid succession (392/34–70 
[360]). 9  Such rhythmic patterns are striking enough on the page (see 
 figure 3 ), but they are even more effective when read out loud – as  V&R  
probably was. 10  Like the act of reading out the individual names of a 
group of people killed in a disaster, the cumulative effect of time and 
repetition conveys a sense of impact and magnitude that a single word 
such as “hundreds” or “thousands” cannot easily capture; in this way, 
the letter impresses Vis’s voice, and the memory of her version of the 
story, into the minds of her audience.    

 Indeed, the rhetorical arrangement of the  Jafā-nāma  unfolds very 
much like the arguments of a court scene: having softened her read-
ers with this show-stopping overture, she now lays down her formal 
charges against Rāmin: (1) he seduced another man’s wife; (2) he broke 
his word; (3) he abandoned his faithful lover; (4) he spoke unjustly to 
her (361/58–61 [328]). It is important to note that these accusations are 
articulated as breaches of the codes of honour that regulate male-male 
relations in a courtly setting: Rāmin’s failings in love, in other words, 
are only a symptom of his general lack of chivalry ( javānmardi , 387/42 
[354]), for which Vis holds him accountable. Moreover, Vis turns to 
the most conventional and I daresay conservative manifestations of 
the romance ethos in defending her record: she stresses her fidelity 
to Rāmin even after his betrayal (377/34 [344]), reminds him of their 
mutual likeness and suitability (371/27 [338]), and declares that the 
true beloved has no substitute (370/16–18 [337]), all statements that 
contribute to her image as a lover of impeccable credentials who has 
been unjustly wronged. These gestures to a shared courtly ethos of 
honour and love would situate Vis as part of the same milieu to which 
Gorgāni’s work is addressed, affirming that she is one of them, so to 
speak, in terms of their moral and religious sensibilities, such that they 
must support her in her castigation of Rāmin. It is extremely telling 
that the  Jafā-nāma  marks the only time that the most explicitly Islamic 
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 Figure 3 : Peroration of the  Dah-nāma  /  Jafā-nāma . Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, Département des Manuscrits, Supplément Persan 1380, fol. 191a.   
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name for God, Allāh, appears in  V&R  instead of the more neutral terms 
 khodā  and  yazdān : 11  

ٮداٮدحکوٮد هر که اٮں ٮامه ٮحواٮد ما  ٮهان  ٮامه  وزٮں 
وڡادار ای  الله  عڡا  کوٮد  که حٮدٮں حست مهر ٮى وڡا ٮارمرا 
که حود در ٮو ٮٮود از مردمى ٮویٮرا کوٮد حرا الله ای حڡا حوی

 What will they say, when they have read this letter and understood our 
natures from it? To me: “God reward you, O faithful one, who sought love 
from a faithless lover!” To you: “God punish you, O oppressor, who has 
not a whiff  of humanity about him!”   (389/37–9 [357]) 

 In light of passages like these, it does not seem to me an exaggeration 
to suggest that the ultimate purpose of the  Jafā-nāma  is to establish 
Vis’s “soul” – a lifetime of experience, memory, and discourse that may 
survive beyond the boundaries of the narrative within the minds and 
hearts of her readership. If she can persuade this audience of her vir-
tue and Rāmin’s degeneracy, Vis will enjoy a blessed textual afterlife, 
while Rāmin will face eternal condemnation. References to this theme 
abound. In one example, Vis turns one of Rāmin’s favourite accusations, 
that she is stony-hearted, into a badge of honour: “I  am  stony-hearted 
in love; [my] loyalty to him is like an everlasting engraving” ( man-am 
sangina-del dar mehrbāni • vafā dar vay cho naqsh-e jāvedāni , 367/12 [334]). 
In another, she alludes to her desire for a good name to outlast her – “So 
what if I stay awake for a hundred years, if I am famous in the world for 
my fidelity?” ( che bāshad gar bovam ṣad sāl bidār • cho dar giti bovad nām-am 
vafā-dār , 369/45 [336]) – presumably indicating the world of  V&R ’s 
readers as much as the world of the text. Her hope that fidelity will be 
rewarded, whether by Rāmin’s return, divine blessing, or the sympathy 
of her readers, both defines her and gives her a certain self-sufficiency: 
“I hope, I hope, and I hope … and by this hope, my soul remains” ( be 
omid-am be omid-am be omid … bedin omid jān-e man bemānda-st , 375/46, 
48 [342]). And as long as this hope lives on, “I see one benefit in sepa-
ration, that as long as I am in this state, I am  safe from death ” ( be hejr 
andar hamin yek sud binam • ke az marg iman-am tā man chonin-am  (365/21 
[332]). These and similar passages throughout the  Jafā-nama  help figure 
Vis as a “self,” one that in a literary fashion possesses the same social 
weight and claim to life after death as its analogues preserved in the 
historical memory of her extra-textual readership. 

 This is an important element when we consider the way the document 
handles the notions of witness, testament, and truth, which requires the 
existence of stable selves that are both knowable and enduring beyond 
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the temporal boundaries of a single moment. The letter insists that such 
a continuation of the mind, even for literary beings, is possible: “I am that 
same one who was so dear to you” ( man ān yār-am chonan bar to gerāmi , 
389/30), Vis claims, while confirming elsewhere that Rāmin “is exactly as 
I have seen him, stone-hearted and faithless” ( hamān ast u ke man didam 
hamān ast • hamān sang-del nā-mehrabān ast , 386/19). In a longer passage, she 
juxtaposes the self she once was (and still is) with the change she perceives 
in Rāmin, using the alternating pattern “Am I not the one who…?/Are you 
not the one who…?” ( na man ān-am ke ,  na to ān-i ke ) to highlight the con-
trast in a striking visual acrostic; the passage ends with the pointed ques-
tion, “How is it that I am still that person, while you are not?” ( cherā aknun 
man ān-am to na ān-i , 379/17–23 [347]). The synthesis of these arguments 
receives its most striking articulation in the letter’s exordium, which again 
applies a thick layer of anaphora to emphasize Vis’s continuous existence, 
making the case that her name and her name alone is enough to define her 
person and assert her intrinsic value. Here is it is in transliteration: 

man ān vis-am ke ruy-am āftāb ast • man ān vis-am ke muy-am moshk-e nāb ast
man ān vis-am ke chehr-am now-bahār ast • man ān vis-am ke mehr-am 

pāydār ast
man ān vis-am ke māh-e nikvān-am • man ān vis-am ke shāh-e jāvdān-am
man ān vis-am ke māh-am bar rokhān ast • man ān vis-am ke nush-am dar 

labān ast
man ān vis-am man ān vis-am man ān vis • ke budi to solaymān man cho belqis

 I am that Vis whose face is the sun! 
 I am that Vis whose hair is pure musk! 
 I am that Vis whose face is the spring! 
 I am that Vis whose love lasts eternal! 
 I am that Vis, the moon of all beauties! 
 I am that Vis, the queen of enchantresses! 
 I am that Vis whose cheeks are the moon! 
 I am that Vis whose lips are ambrosia! 
 I am that Vis, I am that Vis, I am Vis, 
 who was to your Solomon the queen Bilqis! 

 (361/62–6 [329]) 

 In this bold declaration, Vis transforms her letter into a symbolically 
charged act of self-creation: her discourse, circling around her name as 
though it were a sculpture in the round, visits the question of  who she is  
from a variety of angles, and finally settles upon the name itself, to the 
exclusion of all external descriptors, in a thrice-spoken phrase: “I am that 
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Vis” – that is,  I am myself , whom the world knows and recognizes by name 
alone. This claim is quite extraordinary, considering that it comes out of a 
context in which the main actors in “serious” narrative are typically drawn 
from the ranks of the “real” men of the historical and sacred past – kings, 
heroes, prophets, and so on – while the significance of the women in such 
accounts is usually contingent on their connections with these men. That 
her chosen analogue is Bilqis, held by the hagiographers to be half-jinn 
and possessed of a power and wisdom that could only be bested by Solo-
mon himself (an association that perhaps reinforces her ancestral ties to 
Jamshid), shows Vis claiming a subject position for herself that far tran-
scends the “phantasy” of her love-story. 12  She is staking a claim in history, 
in other words, if not literally than analogically, furthering the argument 
that truth may reside as much in the fairy tale as in any other narrative 
kind, and that it can come from the mouths of “fictional” women. 

 Vis’s literary self-fashioning raises two further implications about the 
role of love in the human subject. The first is the element of knowledge. 
Through the interweaving of body and text, Vis presents her story as 
an intelligible document that we can know and understand, as long as 
we are willing to read it on its own terms. In Kottman’s account, this is 
precisely where the possibilities of love begin: love signals the desire to 
“really” know a person, not on the basis of what they did (loving the 
dead) but in the ongoing curiosity to grasp  who they are  (loving the liv-
ing). Romantic love, then, is a project of getting to know the Other in a 
way that holds ourselves and each other accountable for the knowledge 
we gain from that inquiry. 13  By writing herself into the world, Vis estab-
lishes a framework in which we might not only get to know her, but she 
might better understand herself in the bargain. 

 This, in turn, raises the secondary element of freedom: through her 
knowledge gained, Vis can produce an experience of time in which she 
is the originator and the owner of her actions, obtaining a degree of 
autonomous selfhood that is quite different from the usual story of lov-
ers utterly subject to the whims of fate. Her testament, in other words, 
gives her purchase into the symbolic order of the real, the space where 
meanings are made, judgments are passed, and right and wrong are 
made concrete: “If you read this letter and do not come back [to me],” 
she promises, “I will bear witness to your cruelty” ( gar in nāma bekhwāni 
bāz nāyi • be bi-raḥmi deham bar to govāyi , 366/50 [334]). By asserting her 
ability to bear witness, Vis gains a lasting presence of the kind that is 
readily ascribed to historical figures; her letter parallels the famous tes-
taments ( ʿahd-nāma ) left behind by the mythological-historical kings of 
yore, such as Ardashir and Anushirvān. 14  The emergence of the “real” 
Vis through the act of giving witness and written testimony takes us back 
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to the meta-textuality of her  Jafā-nāma , which functions as a supplicant 
( khwāhesh-gar , 389/21 [356]) not only between herself and Rāmin, but 
between the narrative and its audience. The  Jafā-nāma , Vis insists, is a tex-
tual extension of herself that bears the traces of her bodily experiences: 

ٮرمرٮده حرڡهای  اٮں  دٮدهٮٮٮں  حون  ٮرٮسان  ٮڡطه  همه 
همان ٮوٮش حو ٮست مں دو ٮا هستحط ٮامه حو ٮحت مں سٮاهست
حٮمشحهان حلڡه سده ٮر مں حو مٮمش همحو  سکسٮه  مں  امٮد 

 Behold these drooping letters, all these scattered dots of blood from my 
eyes, the lines are as black as my fortune, its  nun  (ن) bent in two like my 
back. The world encircles me like its  mim  (م); my hope is broken just like 
its  jim  (ج).   ([355] 12–388/10) 

 Thus, the fusion of body and text that we have been exploring in this 
section does important work in making the romance a part of history, 
and vice versa. Having begun with the premise that all living creatures 
must eventually perish and fade from the world, Vis’s  Jafā-nāma  demon-
strates how it is ultimately the stories – and only the stories – that people 
tell each other that confer any kind of lingering presence, the ability 
to affect life even after death. To borrow from Kottman’s discussion of 
Shakespeare’s Desdemona, Vis records not just what happened, but her 
 experience of what happened , leaving behind a testimony that “gives that 
subjective experience an objective, clamorous, undeniable reality” out-
side of the text. 15  In this way, regardless of whether she exists within the 
realm of phantasy or of history, Vis produces a past, and perhaps even 
a soul, that can become as meaningful to subsequent generations as any 
of the kings or heroes of al-Nadīm’s “true” evening stories. She gains 
a life, in other words, that matters beyond the limits of its temporal 
enclosure. 

 These gains in self-knowledge, autonomy, and personhood do not 
only add meaning to Vis’s life, however. They also add weight to her 
death, as well as to that of Rāmin, producing an experience of mortality 
that the available paradigms of romantic love will struggle to explain. 

 Love-Death ( Liebestod ) 

 The next major episode in  Vis & Rāmin  brings the intersection of self-
hood, story, and death to a dramatic conclusion. I use “dramatic” inten-
tionally here, for this scene, alongside a few others, like the  gosān ’s 
allegory or Rāmin’s soliloquy on Mobad’s roof, is one of the most 
stageable moments in the text: two figures, one on horseback looking 
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up, the other at her palace window looking down, locked in heated 
debate against the imposing backdrop of a blustering winter storm. Tra-
ditional Persian literary criticism would label this episode a “debate” 
( monāẓara ), a compositional mode “commonly used in didactic/peda-
gogical texts” that was certainly well known in Gorgāni’s time, thanks 
to the work of his contemporary Asadi Ṭusi (d. 1073), and which may 
draw from models dating as far back as the Parthian era. 16  But the scene 
here bears two elements that are absent in most examples of the medi-
eval genre. The first is the setting, which not only complements the 
dialogue between the characters, but indeed has an agency of its own 
in mediating the characters’ interaction and setting the stakes of the 
debate. In this regard, it shows some interesting parallels with the  para-
klausithyron , a topos developed in New Comedy and continued by Latin 
poets, in which the lover is locked out from (or by) his beloved. 17  In this 
example, the poet Tibullus addresses the barrier itself: 

 Ianua difficilis domini, te uerberet imber, 
 te Iouis imperio fulmina missa petant. 
 ianua, iam pateas uni mihi, uicta querelis, 
 neu furtim uerso cardine aperta sones; 
 et mala siqua tibi dixit dementia nostra, 
 ignoscas: capiti sint precor illa meo. 
 te meminisse decet quae plurima uoce peregi 
 supplice, cum posti florida serta darem. 

 O door, stubborn as your master, may the rainstorm lash you 
 and launched at Jove’s command may flash of lightning blast you! 
 Please, door – open just for me, moved by my complaining. 
 But silence, as you swing on slowly turning hinge! 
 Forgive me if I cursed you in my infatuation. 
 Let the curses light on my own head. 
 It’s right you should remember all my prayers and promises 
 When I hung those garlands of flowers on your post. 

 ( Elegiae  1.2.7–14) 18  

 This apostrophe to the locked door is reminiscent of Rāmin’s song to the 
Devils’ Grotto, discussed in the previous chapter, in that both poets use 
the closed edifice as a topos to describe their inner state. 19  But the topos 
itself establishes a certain architecture of power, one that Rāmin alludes 
to as he reminds the Grotto of “the warlike lions at your gate, the feast-
ing onagers in your palace” ( be dargāh-e to bar shirān-e razmi • bar ayvān-e 
to bar gurān-e bazmi , 248/15 [211]): namely, a structure that places the 
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“onagers” above ( bar ) the “lions” and prevents the latter from feasting 
with (or on?) them inside. The power dynamics that the debate is about 
to expose are thus reflected and indeed materialized by the backdrop 
on which it takes place. 

 The second dramatic element to consider in this scene is the 
characters, who are far more like “people” than what we typically 
find in the  monāẓara  tradition. The debates in Asadi Ṭusi’s poems, 
for example, are between archetypal figures or personified inani-
mates, judging the pros and cons between the two sides they rep-
resent: Arab versus Persian, Mazdean versus Muslim, Day versus 
Night, Sky versus Land. 20  While Vis and Rāmin are also deeply 
entrenched in the stylistic and generic codes that inform their 
speech, actions, and ideology, their debate spills over into the his-
torical realm; it has to take account of the lived experiences we have 
witnessed over the course of the poem. Vis’s letter to Rāmin, which 
shows history being written and makes the case for literary personae 
to be the objects of that history, sets both the stakes and the terms 
of this reading. If the battle to be fought is one of historiography – 
that is, which narrative of the poem’s events will prevail – the parame-
ters of engagement revolve around the words and deeds of individual 
subjects and the essential question of  who they are , not as abstracted 
“images of language,” but as individuated actors in time. 

 If we read this episode, then, as a dramatic contest between two liter-
ary creations attempting to “know” each other in the historical sense of 
a life path, some valuable gains come into reach. On a general level, it 
helps push against an old and yet still influential presumption, dating 
back to Hegel and Goethe, that drama does not really exist in Persian 
and other Islamicate literatures. 21  The analysis below will contribute to 
the literature challenging this presumption by showing how various ele-
ments of drama (if we wish to employ Aristotelian terms like character, 
speech, thought, and visuals) play a significant role in  V&R ’s literary 
project. 22  Through the production of characters who not only represent 
ideas but (hi)story, that is, the effects of individual choices on individual 
lives over the long passage of time, Gorgāni’s work raises an important 
question. Do the traditional paradigms of the love-story provide an 
adequate framework for its characters to know and thereby to love each 
other as “historical” entities – that is, as people who experience time and 
must take its inevitably destructive forces into account? This question 
marks a significant innovation for the romance, a topical genre that had 
been largely disassociated from the flow of “real” time, both in terms 
of its historical reception (e.g., al-Nadīm) and its internal structure as a 
series of seemingly timeless episodes. The admission of the inadequacies 
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of the romance mythos to produce “real” love stands poised to deliver a 
potentially devastating blow to the genre’s basic premises. 

 With these thoughts in mind, let us turn to the debate itself. As Rāmin 
returns his homeland of Marv, it seems to him that he has entered para-
dise (426/8–11 [394]), while Vis, learning of his arrival, takes a seat by 
a small embrasure ( surākh-e rowzan ) in her palace to greet him as the 
snow begins to fall. These details set up a number of themes that will 
play a prominent role in what follows: the imminent transformation of 
the landscape, Edenic on first sight, into a frozen wasteland where no 
life can survive, and the establishment of Vis, looking down at Rāmin 
while she herself is hidden from his view, as the judge presiding over 
his trial, just as kings would mete out judgment from elevated heights, 
sometimes obscured by curtains. 23  It is no coincidence that this handling 
of space recalls the way Vis carefully managed her first (adult) face-
to-face encounter with Rāmin, discussed in  chapter 2 , when they first 
exchanged vows of fidelity; her determination to maintain control, now 
that she must punish him for breaking that vow, is emphasized by the 
narrator’s comment that, upon beholding Rāmin’s arrival, “the flower 
of love blossomed in her heart, but she exercised patience and kept her 
heart suppressed, showing no sign of the turmoil she held therein” 
(428/40–1). Like a chess player opening with an unconventional gam-
bit, she begins by addressing not Rāmin but his horse, reprimanding 
it for seeking shelter in another stable. “To whom dates do not suit, 
thorns,” she concludes, citing a proverb with an ominous subtext about 
the consequences of Rāmin’s treachery, “to whom the dais does not suit, 
the gallows” (429/49). 24  

 This unorthodox welcome leaves Rāmin reeling and off balance. 
Astonished at Vis’s refusal even to acknowledge him (which she will 
do again, 438/3 [407]), he begins to protest: 

ٮوی وٮسه مرا از حان ڡروٮٮرمٮم رامٮں ٮرا ٮا حان ٮراٮر
ٮوٮى وٮسه مرا ٮاٮسٮه مهٮرمٮم رامٮں ٮرا ساٮسٮه کهٮر
ز مهر ٮو ٮه کٮٮى داسٮاٮممٮم رامٮں که ساه ٮى دلاٮم
ٮٮکواٮى ماه  که  وٮسه  ٮه حسم و زلف ساه حاوداٮىٮوی 
همان ساٮسٮه ٮار مهرٮاٮمهماٮم مں که ٮو دٮدی هماٮم
حرا ٮر مں ٮماٮ.ى دل کراٮىهماٮم مں که ٮودم ٮو ٮه آٮى

 I am Rāmin, as dear to you as life! You are Vis, more [dear] to me than 
life! I am Rāmin, your worthy servant! You are Vis, my requisite mistress! 
I am Rāmin, the king of the love-lorn: I am a story in the world from my 
love for you! You are Vis, the moon of beauties, eternal sovereign by your 
eyes and curls. I am he whom you saw, I am he, I am that same lover, kind 
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and worthy: I am the same as I was, but you are not: why do you show me 
displeasure?   (429/8–13 [397]) 

 In terms of their rhythm and syntax, these lines are a clear echo of 
that memorable passage in the exordium of Vis’s letter discussed 
above, where Vis declares her value on the basis of her name alone. 
However, Rāmin’s self-presentation is strikingly different, reveal-
ing the same problematic patterns we saw in  chapter 4 . He (cor-
rectly) identifies himself as a “story in the world,” the protagonist 
in the account of the romantic love of Vis and Rāmin; this self-view, 
though, brings him to see their relationship in pre-determined abso-
lutes that fail to recognize the history Vis is holding him accountable 
for. He presumes that he  must be  as dear to Vis as her own life, that 
she  must be  his mistress; his use of the words  shāyesta  and  bāyesta , 
which invoke the sense of worthiness, suitability, and necessity, con-
firm his view of a love attachment over which neither he nor Vis have 
any control. 

 This vision, consistent with the conventional understanding of roman-
tic love in which “a man under its sway is beneath criticism” ( ṣāḥibuhu 
adhallu min al-naqd ), absolves Rāmin of any durable consequences for 
his actions, so long as his love for Vis remains. 25  Thus, he can adopt 
multiple responses to Vis in the same speech, reversing the accusation 
(“The sin was yours from the start, my love, but I got caught up in it,” 
432/52), tearfully confessing (“I’m a sinner, a sinner, a sinner … I’m 
penitent, penitent, penitent,” 432/56–7), growing defiant (“So what if I 
sinned once? Am I the only sinner in the world?” 432/64), and assuming 
the passive voice, as though he were as surprised by what happened as 
anybody else: “If a mistake ( khatā-i ) came from me unexpectedly, don’t 
brand me for every wicked act!” (433/67). 26  These vacillations suggest 
an inability to apprehend the root of the problem, given Rāmin’s base-
line assumption that love and forgiveness must flow out from Vis as a 
matter of natural order; in such a universe, it is almost inconceivable 
that the prince could ride up to the tower only to hear that his fair lady 
has changed her mind and would like him to please go away. As far as 
he is concerned, Vis is  obliged  to let him in; were she to refuse, it would 
be nothing short of murder. 

ٮه ٮرف اٮدر ٮکسٮں سحت زسٮستکسى کاو را وڡا ٮا حان سرسٮست
رهاٮى آٮش  از  که  ٮردم  ٮساٮىکمان  ٮرڡم  در  که  ٮداٮسٮم 
رڡٮهمٮم مهماٮت ای ماه دو هڡٮه راه  ماهه  دو  هڡٮه  دو  ٮه 
ٮه زٮں سان در مٮان ٮرف ٮٮدٮدٮه مهماٮان همه حوٮى ٮسٮدٮد
ٮه ٮرف اٮدر مکش ٮاری ٮدٮں ساناکر سد کسٮٮم ٮر حسمت آسان
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 It is a terrible crime to kill in the snow a man whose soul is infused with 
loyalty! I thought you’d free me from fi re; I didn’t know you’d throw me 
into the snow. O full [“two-week”] moon, I am your guest – I’ve made a 
two-month journey in the space of two weeks. People lavish every kind-
ness upon their guests – they don’t trap them in the middle of the snow 
like this! If killing me has become easy in your eyes, at least don’t kill 
me like this in the snow!   (434/84–8 [402]) 

 In speaking of his imminent death, Rāmin’s repeated allusions to the 
snowstorm around him are quite conspicuous. Two possible connec-
tions could be made: one with the topos of the  paraklausithyron , which 
often places the lover “shivering … where storms their watches keep” 
(Horace,  Odes  3.10), the other with the Zoroastrian image of perdition, 
where we find “driving snow and severe cold” listed among its many 
tortures. 27  I consider both connections intriguing but tentative at best, 
and at any rate so buried within the history of the  Vis & Rāmin  nar-
rative that they were probably not evident to Gorgāni or his readers. 
The Islamic idea that one of the regions or punishments of Hell was 
a bitter cold ( zamharīr ) may have had more purchase; above all, how-
ever, the motif of dying in a snowstorm suggests a clear allusion to a 
famous moment in the  Shāhnāma  tradition, the so-called occultation of 
Kay Khosrow. 28  

 This episode merits a brief digression, not least because of its extreme 
ambivalence. The good king, obsessed with the knowledge that he, as 
a fallible mortal, must fall from justice into tyranny, embarks on an 
Oedipus-like quest to avoid this evil fate and so fulfils it. He retires 
from court life, abdicates the throne, and then, oblivious to the entreat-
ies of his ministers and subjects, withdraws from the world altogether: 
accompanied by a small coterie of his greatest heroes, he absconds to 
the top of a mountain, where he mysteriously vanishes. His followers, 
searching for their lost king, are overcome by a sudden snowstorm and 
perish, effectively decapitating Iran of its leadership and setting the 
stage for the last tragic chapters of the Kiyanid dynasty, the fatal battle 
between Rostam and Esfandiyār and the invasion of Iran by Alexander. 29  
The motif of death in the snow, then, simultaneously delivers two con-
trary narratives: the narrative of beating or transcending death, as Kay 
Khosrow seems to have accomplished, coupled with the corresponding 
breakdown of the existing sociopolitical order. Both narratives come to 
a head in  Vis & Rāmin . 

 Having taken on the role of Rāmin’s judge, Vis is determined that she 
will not be fooled again by his glib excuses (434/4 [402]) and orders 
him to quit Marv and return to his loveless marriage in Gurab. She then 
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withdraws from the embrasure, leaving Rāmin stunned at this unimagi-
nable turn of events, and with nothing but his dejected thoughts and his 
horse to keep him company. On the heels of the lovers’ furious exchange, 
the eerie quiet of the dark night seems all the more ominous, the snow 
falling silently around the prince, as white as the camphor that the Per-
sian kings used to embalm their dead. 30  It was only moments before that 
Rāmin had begged Vis not to kill him in the snow, and now it seems that 
the deed has been done. True to form, he responds to this realization 
with a soliloquy, first with a prayer to God for aid, followed by a vow to 
stay put, “for if I go back in despair, I am not a man” (436/44): 

.همى کڡت اٮں سحں رامٮں ٮٮدل در  رحش  زاٮو  ٮه  ٮا  ٮماٮده 
ٮٮرانهمه سب حسم رامٮں اسک رٮران کاڡور  او  رحش  ٮر  هوا 
ٮه ٮرف اٮدر سوار از رحش ٮدٮرهمه سب رحش در ٮاران سده ٮر
رام سر  ٮر  کرٮان  اٮر  سب  همه سب ٮاد ٮٮحان در ٮر رامهمه 
ٮں ٮر  راٮٮٮش  و  موزه  و  آهںڡٮا  حو  ٮڡسرده  ٮای  ٮا  سر  ز 

 Lovesick Rāmin spoke these words, while his horse sank up to its knees 
in the mud. All night, Rāmin’s eyes shed tears, and the air sifted camphor 
upon his mount. All night, his horse grew soaked in the rain, and its rid-
er’s state was worse in the snow. All night, the clouds wept over Rāmin’s 
head; all night, the wind swirled around his body. From head to toe, the 
cloak, boots, and leggings upon his body froze like iron.   (437/55–9 [405]) 

 Both language and imagery reinforce the hopelessness and desolation 
that pervade this scene: the four-fold repetition of “all night” ( hama 
shab ), invoking a backdrop of endless, utter darkness; the likening of 
Rāmin’s frozen clothes to iron, chaining him to the ground as the chill 
drains him of life; the sight of Rāmin’s unfortunate mount, sinking 
up to his knees into the mire. In this hellish landscape of snow, mud, 
wind, and rain, it seems certain that something is coming to an end, a 
premonition that seems to strike Vis as well. As she turns away from 
the window, she wonders aloud, “What is this snow and cold, from 
whence Vis’s resurrection ( rastakhiz ) has appeared?” (437/61). While 
one could read this word  rastakhiz  in the figurative sense of extreme 
duress, I am intrigued by its literal connotations: could it not be that Vis 
sees the winter storm as the harbinger of a new spring – that not despite 
but through this death, she may live anew? For this to be possible, the 
notion of romantic love, the obligations and commitments it places on 
lovers, and in short the story of what it means to be a lover in the world – 
the  dāstān-e ʿāsheqāna  – must be broken down, rethought, and reworked 
from the ground up. 
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 The debate resumes at the first light of dawn. Despite his ordeal, 
Rāmin does not seem to have changed his tune; he continues to inter-
weave profuse apologies (442/23–30 [410]) with various attempts to 
excuse his behaviour, including some rather inventive ploys: “I sinned 
in order to test you, to see how you’d be at forgiveness” (442/29); “My 
dear, I’m just a man, how could I escape the clutches of lust?” (446/26 
[414]); and “If I looked joyful on the outside, I was still weeping at your 
absence on the inside” (448/50 [415]). Vis shows no such wavering, 
even if her heart still burns for Rāmin on the inside (448/3); to each new 
excuse, she counters by referring back to the history they share: 

ٮامسمں ٮر وٮس کڡت ای ٮى حرد رام ٮحر  حردمٮدی  از  ٮداری 
ٮساٮشحڡا ٮر دل زٮد حست کراٮش دل  ٮر  حاودان  ٮماٮد 
ٮردمٮو حود داٮى که مں ٮا ٮو حه کردم رٮح  حه  وڡا  اومٮد  ٮه 
ٮکسٮى واٮحه کسٮى حود ٮحوردیٮس آٮکه ٮو ٮحای مں حه کردی

 Vis of jasmine breast spoke: “Rāmin, you fool, you have nothing of wis-
dom but a name! When iniquity scores the heart with its heavy stone, the 
scar remains forever … You know well how I was with you, how much I 
suff ered in the hope of your fi delity; and what did you do, in my place? 
You killed, and then ate of your kill!”   (443/1–2, 6–7 [411]) 

 Vis has now turned Rāmin’s accusation of murder back upon him, 
driving home the theme of double death, both in and of the love-story, 
brought about by its protagonists’ fundamental incompatibility. Rāmin 
has “killed,” as Vis puts it, and the fact that she does not specify what 
or whom leaves the door open for multiple readings, each one more 
macabre than the last. Our first impression might be that, just as Vis 
devoted herself to the hope of Rāmin’s fidelity, Rāmin killed and con-
sumed that hope. Yet it might also be Vis herself who has been mur-
dered and cannibalized by Rāmin’s treachery, leaving her not only 
dead (a state where redemption is still possible), but hollowed out and 
defiled. Or, in light of this study, it might be the romance itself that 
has died: in failing to live up to the expectations of his role, Rāmin 
has killed off the genre’s viability. But in any of these readings, some-
thing venerable, practically sacred, has been irretrievably lost – even a 
miraculous resurrection, like that of Aʿyyuqi’s  Varqa & Golshāh , is no 
longer possible after the corpse has been desecrated. This both reso-
nates with and marks a strong divergence from the death-drive motif 
in Kottman’s account, in which he argues that the outcome of a world 
in which lovemaking has no social authority is “a world in which kill-
ing one’s lover, being killed by one’s lover, is perhaps the only way 
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to prove that one loves truly.” 31  Vis and Rāmin have come to see each 
other as anathema to the stories they seek to tell; it is this anger that 
drives them to embrace their mutual deaths, not out of love like Pyra-
mus and Thisbe or Laylā and Majnun, but rather to kill each other in 
despair and desperation. 

 It takes some time for this new reality to sink in, partially because it 
reflects the long history between the lovers that needs to be undone, 
but also, I suspect, because this undoing opens new and unexplored 
horizons of relational affect for the text to explore. But Vis’s patience 
is not endless; when Rāmin complains again that he is dying in the 
snow and that his death will be on Vis’s shoulders (451/18 [419]) – a 
strategy he had once successfully used before – she bids him again to 
depart, effectively issuing an edict of banishment (“Now you are home-
less in Marv,” 452/4), and adding, in a significant phrase, “For God’s 
sake,  free me! ” ( marā āzād kon ze bahr-e yazdān , 453/26 [421]). This initi-
ates the argument’s closure. Rāmin must finally face the reality that the 
woman he had expected would always be waiting for him with open 
arms has declared her independence – “God did not create me wholly 
for you” (459/16), as she says – and with the premise of innate and 
instinctual affection between soulmates irreparably ruptured, he gal-
lops off, swearing to his heart that he, as a free and noble man ( āzād ), 
will never again submit to the fetters of love (464/41–2). 

 Thus, the nearly unthinkable – within the mythos of romantic love – 
has happened: given an opportunity to reunite, the lovers have instead 
rejected, and symbolically killed, each other in favour of their personal 
freedom, nobility, and self-regard. The protagonists’ inner worth is no 
longer demonstrated by their practice of love but by renouncing love 
altogether: as Vis says in a notable line, “Everyone repents of iniquity 
( jafā ), whereas I regret my loyalty” ( vafā , 459/20 [426]). The landscape 
itself seems to recoil at this breach of custom; as Vis turns away from 
her window, she warns her Nurse to be on guard, “For tonight’s a night 
so dreadful, that the blizzard threatens the world with oblivion,” mak-
ing (in some manuscripts) apocalyptic comparisons with the Flood 
and the Day of Judgment (463/28–31+n8–9 [429]). Gorgāni, too, seems 
to have recognized the gravity of this moment, for his narrator breaks 
away from the story to express amazement at what has transpired: “O 
wonder! O deceitful world!” (465/1). Such astonishment at the world, 
as a fairly common trope throughout  V&R , is in itself not particularly 
conspicuous here; but then, after the usual reflections about the wheel-
like turns of fortune, the narrator veers into a provocative meditation on 
what the collapse of Vis and Rāmin’s love might teach us: 
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وکر حوٮٮں ٮٮودی حود ٮساٮستمکر ما را حرٮں ٮهره ٮٮاٮست
آز ٮسٮه  ٮٮودی  کر  ما  ٮکڡٮى از کسى ٮا هٮح کس رازٮں 
ٮه ٮاری زٮں حهان ٮر ٮں ٮهادیٮه کس را در حهان کردن ٮهادی
حداٮ.ىز ٮٮد مردمى حسٮى رهاٮ.ى حر  ٮررکى  از  ٮحسٮى 
ٮه که کردی حهان اڡسوس و ٮازیحو ٮودی در کهرمان ٮى ٮٮازی
ٮکسٮرد از ٮس مهر آن همه کٮںحٮان کاٮدر مٮان وٮس و رامٮں

 Perhaps we need nothing other than this fate; if it wasn’t like this, it 
wouldn’t be right. If our bodies were not bound to desire ( āz ), we would 
never joyfully share our secrets with another. No one would bow their 
necks, no weight of the world would burden their bodies. We would have 
sought to escape our humanity; we would have sought nothing of great-
ness save solitude. If the lack of need ( bi-niyāzi ) was in our nature, whom 
would the world trick and bewitch? Thus, in the wake of love, all hatred 
enveloped Vis and Rāmin.   (465/4–9 [431]) 32  

 These speculations on desire ( āz ) and need ( niyāz ) might indicate one 
of the most unexpected and significant moral turnarounds in  Vis & 
Rāmin .  Āz  is an almost universally negative concept in early Persian lit-
erature; one of the great demons of Zoroastrian cosmology, it appears 
in the  Shāhnāma  and other texts as the force that destroys kinship rela-
tions, upsets political order, and blinds people from recognizing the 
evil of their actions. 33  And so, the question arises: what would happen 
if we did  not  desire? The superficial answer this passage implies is that 
we would all be better off, no longer slaves to the world and its innu-
merable snares and burdens. Yet, despite acknowledging this apparent 
gain in independence, the text also suggests that we would lose some-
thing critical to our human essence ( gohar ) in the process: we would 
lose the act of submission, of “bowing the neck.” The fact that the nar-
rator refrains from telling us the object of this act maintains a crucial 
ambivalence, for while submission to a tyrant is one thing, submission 
to God quite another; the beloved, perhaps, is a little bit of both. Thus, 
as we saw in the case of Mobad ( chapter 3 ), the text posits the intrigu-
ing possibility that this “demon” is in fact necessary and appropriate 
to the human experience: it is only  through  the encounter with  āz  that 
humanity can aspire towards any kind of greatness. Desire, in the end, 
may prove itself the saviour of humanity as well as its scourge. 34  

 As I have argued across the last three chapters, the protagonists of 
 Vis & Rāmin  come to know themselves through their desire to inhabit 
various “images of language,” discursive traditions of mythos and 
ethos so powerful that they animate its speakers, in the literal sense of 
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giving them life ( anima ). Through these linguistic mirrors, the charac-
ters make the world around them intelligible, invest their actions with 
meaning, and evaluate themselves as individuals with agency, choice, 
and ownership of their lives. To put it simply, through discourse 
( manṭiq ), they find reason ( manṭiq ); through  logos , they find logic. But 
as the mirrors break apart, the characters experience the loss of that 
faculty whereby they are aware of themselves as acting sensibly in the 
world: they experience death, not of the body but of the soul, as the life-
less setting of the debate suggests. Thus, the reflections on desire above 
cast the scenes that follow into a comprehensive reconsideration of the 
link between desire and humanity; after all, as we heard in the story of 
Mobad,  har ānk u nist ʿāsheq nist mardom  – a person who does not love is 
not a person (83/52). Love ( ʿeshq ), as a form of passionate desire that 
cannot disentangle itself from carnal appetites ( āz ), provides Vis and 
Rāmin the matrix through which they come to grips with how they will 
relate to one another and know themselves through that relationship, 
producing a portrait of the human being whose status as a thinking 
animal is ultimately secondary to and contingent upon its success as a 
loving animal. 

 False Death ( Scheintod ) 

 The narrator’s reflections on desire as a paradoxical interlacing of 
autonomy and submission, such that one happens through the other 
and vice versa, suggests a dialectic that may help us make sense of the 
ending of the debate, and of  Vis & Rāmin  itself. This dialectic can be 
further unpacked by bringing in Kottman’s thesis on the connections 
between romantic love and human freedom, which shows remarkable 
resonances with the passage on  āz  above. Kottman avers that love is 
“one way we teach ourselves that we are free and rational – capable 
of leading lives for which we are at least provisionally answerable and 
whose possibilities we open for ourselves”; he understands the expe-
rience of choosing one’s actions as one’s own, above and beyond the 
social obligations imposed by one’s family or kinship group, as an 
experience that enacts and tests a self-conscious effort to make sense of 
the world and the self through one’s commitment to another. 35  The dec-
laration of that commitment thus weaves the themes of independence 
and self-ownership (the declaration) and subjugation and answerabil-
ity (the commitment) into a single cloth, held together in part by their 
perpendicular tension. This produces a hermeneutical framework in 
which both our being-in-life (“who we are”) and our being-in-death 
(“what we did”) matter equally in our self-evaluation. 36  
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 In many ways, Gorgāni’s romance suggests such an ontological 
reconfiguration of love at work. As we have seen in the previous 
chapters, the pressures of their literary-social personae force Vis, 
Mobad, and Rāmin into unique crises of self from which there is no 
apparent escape. Now, at this moment of crux, it is only in the act of 
“killing” their partner, and experiencing their own “death” in the pro-
cess, that the lovers can discover a new agency in themselves: not nec-
essarily the power to control their destinies, but at least to understand 
themselves in terms of their own choosing. Subtle shifts in diction sug-
gest this transformation at work: while the three characters have, for 
the majority of the poem, repeatedly complained of feeling “bound” or 
“enslaved” by their desire, the words  āzād  and  āzādi , with their primary 
denotations of nobility and freedom, begin in this section to take on a 
certain thematic prominence. At the same time, however, this freedom 
is not independently discovered by the story’s protagonists but is rather 
given to them by – to use another dramatic term – a  deus ex machina ; 
and in their reconstitution of themselves, they do not destroy the old 
order, but recreate it on a more perfect level. Unlike Kottman’s lovers, 
then, who in various ways escape their old paradigms to discover a life 
 outside  the meaning-making framework of death, Vis and Rāmin tell a 
story of life  within  death and of freedom  within  submission, showing 
how apparent falsehoods provide a gateway for the apprehension of 
inner truths. 

 This dance of antitheses brings two of the hallmark motifs of the 
romance – the love-death and the false death – together into a novel syn-
thesis. The love-death occurs in stories as far-flung as  Pyramus & Thisbe , 
the Arabic  ʿudhrī  narratives (most famously Laylā and Majnun), and 
 Romeo & Juliet ; its presence is also felt in the competitive  thanatos  of Floire 
and Blancheflor, who strive to beat each other to the finish line of dying 
on behalf of their beloved (156/2978–90 [Hubert 102/2737–61]). False 
deaths are a mainstay of the ancient Greek novels, such as Chaireas’s 
accidental “murder” of Kallirhoe (27/1.5) or Leukippe’s apparent disem-
bowelment (216/3.15); false graves appear in  Varqa & Golshāh  (79/1–4) 
and  Floire & Blanchefor  (32/543–660 [Hubert 38/538–653]), and of course 
it is the misidentified false deaths of Thisbe and Juliet that instigate their 
lovers’ suicides. Thus, to explore how  Vis & Rāmin  works with these 
two elements highlights both its place within a widespread and endur-
ing tradition of amorous narrative and its distinctive features as a medi-
eval Persian poem coming out of the Islamic milieu of Seljukid Isfahan. 
By combining the love-death and the false death into a double ending, 
 V&R  produces an account of death and rebirth that comes remarkably 
close to that of its predecessor,  Varqa & Golshāh . Both texts perform with 
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this fusion what I might call a  taʾwīl , an exposition of the hidden but 
“true” meaning of the mythos of romantic love. But in this process, the 
mythos itself undergoes a conversion of its own. 

 For Vis and Rāmin alike, this experience of conversion appears to be 
ecstatic and traumatic in equal parts. As Vis rejects Rāmin’s entreat-
ies, “washing my heart of useless hope,” she begins to speak, almost 
in awe, of a newfound “contentment” ( khorsandi ) rising in her soul 
(439/19–21 [407]); now “freed” from the shackles of love, she claims 
to have undergone a spiritual metamorphosis: “My heart was a fox, 
now it’s a lion” (455/11–12 [423]). Yet even as she sends Rāmin away, 
“having extinguished [lit., ‘killed’] my lantern with my own hand” 
( cherāgh-e khwad be dast-e khwish koshta , 466/26 [432]), as she puts it, she 
suddenly experiences a surge of regret, and rushes out of her fortress 
to catch up. On reaching him, Vis exhibits the same verbal flailing that 
we previously witnessed in Rāmin: she first asserts her right to punish 
him for his infidelity, stressing that she herself has done nothing wrong 
(“Your sin is not mine,” 469/42 [435]), but then begins to downplay 
her reprimands (“I just meant to flirt with you,” 476/16 [442]), and by 
the end of the scene, she is in a pitiable state, clutching Rāmin’s hands, 
weeping and shivering in the cold, and apologizing profusely for her 
actions (“I hurt you, and I did you wrong,” 480/6 [445]). The parallel 
this establishes between the two characters suggests that they both – 
first Rāmin and now Vis – have been forced to experience an extreme 
kind of mortification, what Kappler describes as “a state of interior 
nudity, the complete abandonment of herself: she is in the darkest 
moment of the night, alone.” 37  

 Accordingly, the power dynamic between the two is turned on its 
head: just as Rāmin had supplicated Vis from below, he now towers 
over her on his horse as she pleads her case, and like Vis before him, 
he remains unmoved. “How shameless you are, how faithless, that you 
hold the death of lovers in contempt,” we can almost hear him snarl, 
“now that I know who you are, I hate your stony heart!” (474/55, 60 
[440]). The word choice here is significant; we have seen a lot of back-
and-forth between the couple about  who they are , and with this, it seems 
that Rāmin can no more accept the “real” Vis than Vis can accept the 
“real” Rāmin. The notion of reality, however, recalls one of Vis’s most 
suggestive lines in this section of the debate: “Your iniquity was real, in 
deeds; mine was metaphorical, in words” ( jafā-ye to ḥaqiqat bod be kerdār • 
jafā-ye man majāzi bod be goftār , 466/31 [433]). As Matthew Thomas Miller 
has discussed, the “metaphor” ( majāz ) was not merely understood as 
figure of speech, but in the literal sense as a site of passage or transfer, 
akin to its Greek meaning of “carrying across,” furnishing its audience 
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with a “bridge to the Real” ( qantarat al-ḥaqīqa ) beyond immediate or 
superficial appearances. 38  If we take up Miller’s suggestion to consider 
the  majāz  as somehow embodying the thing it points to, then, we might 
perceive in Vis (and her apparent iniquity) new ways of seeing – new 
theories, as it were – entering the realm of possibility. This recalibrated 
vision seems to emerge in real time, for even as Rāmin berates his ex-
lover, a strangely euphoric tranquillity begins to creep into his voice. He 
begins to describe himself as “free” ( āzād , 478/7), not only of Vis’s love 
but of the world itself: 

زمٮں ٮودم سٮهر و ماه کسٮمٮو کوٮ.ى ٮٮده ٮودم ساه کسٮم
که کوٮ.ى مں کٮون ٮى زٮں حهاٮمحٮان ٮى رٮح و ٮى عم کست حاٮم
کسٮهمں از مسٮى حٮان هسٮار کسٮه ٮٮدار  اٮلهى  حواب  ز 
حو ٮادان حاٮم اکٮون کست داٮاٮه ٮٮٮا ٮحٮم اکٮون کست ٮٮٮا
کردمحو ٮای از ٮٮد حواری رسٮه کردم امروز  کور  هٮح  ٮٮاٮد 

 You’d say I was a slave, I’ve become a king; I was the earth, and now I’m 
the moon and sky. My life is so free of pain and distress, you’d say I’m not 
of this world now. I’ve sobered up from drunkenness, I’ve woken from a 
silly dream; my blind fate gained vision as my ignorant soul became wise. 
Since freeing my feet from the fetters of abasement, my dust today will 
never fi nd any grave.   (478/20–4 [444]) 

 There are some strongly Neoplatonic overtones to this passage, evi-
dent in the transition from slavery to kingship, from delusion to real-
ity, from the terrestrial to the celestial, and from death to immortality. 
These thematics, coupled with Rāmin’s epithet in this passage as 
“world-illuminating” ( jahān-afruz , 477/1), suggest a certain resonance 
with philosophical accounts of the soul’s felicity ( saʿāda ) on its escape 
from the material world, as well as the Sufi understanding of the 
experience of extinction ( fanāʾ ) – that is, the “death” of the self in the 
apprehension of God – commonly allegorized as the flight of a bird 
to its source, such as in Avicenna’s  Epistle of the Birds  ( Risālat al-ṭayr ), 
treatises by Muḥammad al-Ghazālī and Sohravardi of the same name, 
and Aʿṭṭār’s  Speech of the Birds  ( Manṭeq al-ṭayr ). 39  With this associa-
tive context in mind, it seems clear that  Vis & Rāmin  has brought its 
characters to an inflection point, a moment of conversion. In coming 
to know the other for who s/he “really” is, both Vis and Rāmin act on 
that knowledge by destroying that image, breaking their former idols; 
by the same token, as they are humiliated and symbolically killed at 
the hands of their beloved, they come to know their own lowliness 
and contingency. Situated within this newly gained knowledge, they 
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can now see in ways that they never before could: if before they could 
accuse each other of acting blindly (“You too do not see your own 
faults,” 473/39 [440]), they can now recognize how their love, mis-
matched and untenable, was holding them back from their full poten-
tial. Caught in the spell of his euphoria, Rāmin even thanks Vis for 
making him realize his ignorance ( nādāni ) and encourages her to take 
the same road: “Go back and renounce your love for me, just as you 
said” (472/20 [438]). 

 In short, concupiscence has been tamed, and freedom achieved; this 
could have made a fine and instructive ending to the story. But we are 
still not quite there. As Kappler writes, “This liberation is the fruit of a 
decisive  reaction  against [their] humiliation” (my emphasis), a percep-
tive observation that indicates the protagonists have yet to move into 
the realm of free choice and action. 40  Thus, it is precisely at this moment 
that the poem launches a second ending that will suggest an alternative 
resolution, achieved not by escaping from but by re-engaging with the 
destructive power of desire. 

 As Rāmin departs, the already cataclysmic storm morphs into a bel-
lowing “dragon” ( damanda azhdahā ), driving snow upon him with a 
fury that would stupefy an elephant, blinding his eyes and sucking the 
breath from his lungs (482/1–5 [448]). 41  This is a conspicuous inter-
vention; while Fate is often described as a powerful force in the story, 
it rarely makes its influence known in such direct and dramatic fash-
ion. 42  The tempest’s draconian form, moreover, evokes the twin themes 
of death and desire ( āz ) that Rāmin must now confront face to face, 
forcing him to pause and reflect on the choices that brought him to this 
point: “His body was in snow and his heart on fire – why he had become 
rash and rebellious with his beloved?” (483/6). It is a question of sig-
nificant depth despite its brevity, and uncharacteristically, we are given 
no access to Rāmin’s thoughts as he silently contemplates its answer, 
falling into a mental position that is both a hallmark of Neoplatonic 
writing (e.g., Augustine) and would later be thematized by Sufi poets 
such as Rumi as the state of  khāmushi . 43  If we consider how, throughout 
this book, our protagonists have found themselves controlled by and 
at odds with institutional structures that regulate every aspect of their 
lives, from speech (genre) to power to desire, almost all of their choices 
up to this point have been framed not as action but as  reaction , of strug-
gling to survive in a world that doesn’t work out along the lines prom-
ised by its ordering logics. But now, with those frameworks destroyed, 
Rāmin is presented with an opportunity to take a fresh look at himself: 
in the face of death and desire, who is he, and how will he act on that 
knowledge? 
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 While we are not privy to Rāmin’s thoughts, the outward form of 
his conclusion could not be more dramatic. “Suddenly, a cry was freed 
( rahā shod ) from him, such that you’d say his soul had left his body”; 
he turns the reins and gallops back to Vis, and then “fell senseless from 
his horse like a drunkard” (483/8–10). Begging her forgiveness, he pro-
poses a different ending to their story: if they are fated to die in this 
storm, they should at least perish in union: 

دامں ٮرف  در  ٮرا  مں  ٮدارم ٮا ٮه ٮو ماٮى و ٮه مںٮکٮرم 
حو مں ماٮده ٮٮاسم ٮو ممان ٮٮرمرا کس ٮٮست حر ٮو در حهان ٮٮر
ٮکٮرماکر ساٮد که مں ٮٮست ٮمٮرم داماٮت  مرگ  در  حرا 
در آن کٮٮى ٮه هم حٮرٮم ٮاریٮه کاه مرگ حوٮم حون ٮو ٮاری

 Let me grasp your hem in the snow, and hold it neither you nor I remain. 
I’ve no one save you in the world, too, so when I’m no longer here, you 
must not stay either. If it’s right that I die before you, why should I not 
clutch your hem in death? Dying, it’s you I’ll seek as a lover, and we’ll rise 
together in the next world somehow.   (484/23–6 [449]) 

 This sequence of events vividly illustrates the themes of death and 
resurrection: Rāmin first undergoes a symbolic death (“his soul had 
left his body”), returns to Vis, re-enacts the scene in which he first 
fell in love with her, and then chooses to die with her in the hope that 
they might yet “rise again together” in another world. The prescrip-
tive logic (“when I’m no longer here, you must not stay either”) and 
salvific overtones of this passage recall the double ending of ʿ Ayyuqi’s 
 Varqa & Golshāh , in which the lovers first perish in the grief of their 
separation and are then brought back to life through the intercession 
of the Prophet Muḥammad. There is a key difference between these 
two accounts, however. While the miraculous resurrection in  V&G  is 
manifestly something that happens  to  the lovers, a reward from above 
for their steadfastness and purity, the supernatural intervention in 
 V&R  instigates a change  within  them, with first Vis and now Rāmin 
offered the chance to make a radical break with their past selves and 
consciously alter their stance towards the other. Vis has abandoned 
her high place in the tower, relinquishing her authority over Rāmin as 
his “judge,” while Rāmin, in an analogous motion, falls off his horse, 
a sign of defeat and submission. 44  The implications of this break are 
well captured in Kappler’s analysis: 

 Love passes the heart through fi re, the crucible of separation, and, fur-
thermore, that of  deception : Rāmin must forgive Vis’s “mistake” and 
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Vis must forgive Rāmin’s; each one will be obliged to give up the  ideal 
image that they had of the other , in exchange for a more human reality, 
which makes an appeal to the fi nest qualities of the heart … They have 
passed from the immaturity of passion to the maturity of unconditional 
love; each entirely submits to the beloved ( l’être aimé ) and completely 
renounces obtaining what they wanted from the other to consolidate a 
 glorious image of the self . 45  

 As I emphasized in my translation, Kappler identifies the  image  – both 
of the Self and of the Other – as the main currency of this transforma-
tive exchange. If their initial pledge of love was meant to “fix” their 
respective roles according to the expectations of their discursive worlds 
(which, as we have seen, do not ultimately line up), this new one pro-
fesses a commitment to the person rather than to the discourse. Thus, to 
emend an earlier point, it is not technically the world itself that doesn’t 
“work out,” as I put it, but the  visions  that Vis and Rāmin bring to it, their 
 theōria s, that have proven to be deceptive and self-limiting. To compare, 
then, if the story of  Varqa & Golshāh  foregrounds the struggle for  social  
recognition through an agreed-on world view,  Vis & Rāmin  instead fol-
lows the search for  self  re-cognition through the active questioning of 
such norms, a cognitive process that Kottman describes as “the struggle 
of individuals to recognize themselves as the  protagonists  of their life, as 
actively leading a life rather than merely suffering whatever happens.” 46  
It is no longer sufficient, in other words, for love to function as a com-
mitment to an external ethos that regulates the lover’s behaviour and 
infuses it with institutionally approved value. It must be reconfigured 
into an exchange that recognizes the desires of the Other and willingly 
situates the Self within that framework, replicating the paradoxical syn-
thesis of freedom and submission that lies at the core of a new kind of 
subjecthood, one that operates beyond the limits of conventional dis-
course and its images (idols). 

 One of the most striking outcomes of this shift can be observed in the 
reconciliation process that follows. In contrast to the ending of the  Ephe-
siaka , whose lovers “easily persuaded each other, since that was what 
they wanted,” the anxieties and traumas of the past are not so quickly 
forgotten. Seemingly oblivious to the swirling snow around them, Vis 
and Rāmin start again into their conversation: 

کرڡٮٮدسحٮهاٮ.ى که صد ٮاره ٮکڡٮٮد سر  از  همان  ٮاره  دکر 
کردٮد ٮازه  را  کهں  سمردٮدحڡاهای  ٮر  ٮکاٮک  ٮاره  دکر 
سحٮهای حڡا کر هم سٮٮدٮدٮکڡٮٮد آن حڡا کر هم ٮدٮدٮد
اٮسان کڡٮار  سد  آهٮک  حهان ماٮده سکڡت از کار اٮساندراز 
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رحش همحون ٮهاری ٮود رٮکٮںدل وٮسه حو کوهى ٮود سٮکٮں
ٮه از سرما ٮهارش کست ٮى رٮکٮه از کڡٮار رامٮں ٮرم سد سٮک
راهحو ٮام آمد سحٮها کست کوٮاه سوی  آمد  کمراهسان  دل 

 They resumed speaking words they had spoken a hundred times before; 
they renewed the old cruelties, and counted them again, one by one. They 
spoke of the inequities they had seen from each other, and the unkind 
words they had heard. Their talk lasted a long time, and the world was 
amazed at their work. Vis’s heart was like a stony mountain, her face as 
colourful as the Spring. The stone did not soften from Rāmin’s words, nor 
the spring lose its colour from the cold … When dawn broke, cutting short 
their talk, their lost hearts had found the way.   (484/31–6, 40 [450]) 

 With this, the happy ending that seemed so doomed for so long finally 
materializes; joining hands, the lovers return to the palace, united at last. 
But when read against other love stories in Greek, Persian and Arabic, 
the pathways leading to this moment stray rather far off the beaten track: 
the lovers have come together not through patience and fortitude, but 
through an act of  reckoning , by taking stock of the things they had said and 
done and holding each other to account. By far the closest comparison in 
this regard is the ancient novel  Kallirhoe , whose similarities with  V&R  
run so deep they border on the uncanny. As Steven Smith observes, the 
reunited protagonists of that story also prioritize storytelling over love-
making: “Chariton’s romantic couple is especially anxious to  tell them-
selves , to reconstitute their identities for one another despite the changes 
that they have undergone.” 47  Time, in the end, does seem to move in the 
two tales; the lovers cannot simply bounce back to their old selves and 
pick up where they left off. With love broken, and broken by love, their 
only way forward is to revisit their stories, where they might discover a 
narrative in which they can both own their choices and know each other 
through them. Vis’s heart – once again compared to a stone that has been 
indelibly etched with the deeds of the past – refuses to “soften,” and even 
during the lovemaking scene that follows, the narrator reminds us that 
this joyful reunion can never erase the memory of the past: “Although 
their hearts were still full of pain, with kisses, they begged each other’s 
forgiveness” ( agar che bud delhā-shān por āzār • be busa khwāstand-ash ʿozr 
besyār , 485/54). The admixture of pleasure and pain in this scene speaks 
well to the “doubled” power of love to kill and revive, to humiliate and 
ennoble, that makes such an ending possible, one that ultimately reflects 
Gorgāni’s vision of the world itself: “Its bitter is forever coupled with 
sweet, such that its blessing is coupled with [its] curse.” 
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 Thus, in the norm-shattering act of reciprocal murder, and the sub-
sequent rebuilding that follows, both characters discover a mode of 
“being a lover in the world” ( ʿāsheqi ) that is, necessarily, a worldly one, 
establishing the self as a historical experience of the past and giving 
that self access to modes of free and self-expressive action in the pres-
ent. On a superficial level, it might seem that the reunion of Vis and 
Rāmin merely recreates the dynamic of sexual symmetry; but thanks 
to the passage of time and the writing of the self that we have seen 
achieved, the implications of what it means to love now run far deeper 
than they could ever have before. It is only after falling out of love, 
the dangerous possibility suggested by the suspicious circumstances 
of their initial union, that the lovers are free to reforge their connec-
tion on something like a kind of mutual recognition, not of their same-
ness, but of their irreducible difference, a process that both Kappler 
and Kottman, in their distinctive ways, theorize as a gain in human 
self-consciousness. 48  Even as they reconstitute what appears to be the 
normative relationship of romantic love, it is not a reboot of the original 
paradigm but a full renovation of its conditions and mechanics from 
the inside out – not unlike what Gorgāni achieved with the romance 
mythos itself. 

 Endings and Beginnings 

 With the collapse and reconstitution of Vis and Rāmin’s love, the narra-
tive is at last primed to snap back into motion. In an action-packed finale, 
coming on the heels of thousands of lines of discourse and debate, the 
lovers will rise up in unison against Mobad, topple him from power, 
and rule over the united realms of Māh and Marv for many years in 
joy and contentment. 49  So sharp and sudden is the transition that it can 
induce a sense of whiplash (my first impression on reading was one of 
a hasty “That’s all, folks!”), as if the text is intentionally diverting our 
attention away from the messy circumstances leading up to its conclu-
sion. This in itself is an interesting literary strategy, as it would remind 
its readers that they, no less than Vis and Rāmin, should simply empty 
their memory of all the iniquitous and confounding events they have 
so recently witnessed. But from another perspective, the pivot contains 
a message of its own: it is in the swift transition from the resolution 
of love to the restoration of political order under a new generation of 
leadership that  Vis & Rāmin  steps out of the temporally self-contained 
framework of the love-story and announces its relevance within a 
broad intertextual discourse, one that transcends the borders of nar-
rative genres. With the romance having created its own “history” – a 
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time frame different from that of biography or chronicle to be sure, but 
none the less “real” for it – it is now the task of the ending to stitch this 
alternate temporality into the world of eleventh-century Isfahan, thus 
fulfilling Gorgāni’s promise to his patron, Abu al-Fatḥ, that the story 
“will one day benefit you when you read it” (28/42). 

 This chronotopic shift, however, comes at a considerable cost, with 
most of the  dramatis personae  experiencing some kind of verbal suppres-
sion or physical violence. Soon after the debate in the snowstorm, Vis 
and her Nurse fade into the background, joining Shahru, Viru, Gol, and 
Mobad’s mother, while Mobad and Zard are abruptly killed off. As the 
dust settles, only Rāmin remains standing, as far as the narrative focus 
is concerned, and this strangely lonely image – a single, solitary voice 
concluding the work after its deafening cacophony – raises the question 
of what has been lost in the transition from phantasy to history, asking 
us to reflect on the (self-)sacrifices necessary for the (re-)establishment 
of a normative and ideal order. 

 First, let us say farewell to Vis. After she and Rāmin have reconciled, 
they return to Mobad’s court and fall back into their usual routine of 
paying lip service to the king while cavorting behind his back. But with 
the arrival of spring, the inevitable threat of separation again rears 
its head: Mobad organizes a hunting party, and when he sees Rāmin 
wavering, he immediately whisks him away before the couple can cook 
up any new scheme to fool him. At this juncture, Vis confronts a choice 
of no return; as she laments to her Nurse, either she can step back into 
the suicidal loop of adventure-time or she must find some way to escape 
it once and for all. It is perhaps only after experiencing the trauma of 
the snowstorm that she is prepared to consider the possibility of out-
right revolt, an option that the Nurse, perhaps seeing her own political 
moment, now places on the table: “God has given you kingship” ( torā 
dāda-st yazdān pādshāyi , 498/32 [465]), she reminds her charge, and all 
she has to do is wield it. With Mobad gone on the hunt, far from his 
palace and treasury, it is the perfect time to checkmate the king – and 
Rāmin the perfect pawn to do it. 

 This prompts one last letter from Vis to Rāmin, and, coming on the 
heels of her lament, marks the final time that Vis will “speak” in the 
narrative. In terms of its eloquence, the letter does not disappoint: 
opening with a refrain on the  from – to  rhythm of the  Jafā-nāma ’s per-
oration, it speaks on the agonies of separation and reminds Rāmin of 
Vis’s commitment to him. With this established, she concludes with 
a series of lines commanding him to come ( biyā ), which, through its 
repetition of the word, gains the tone and character of a summoning 
spell (503/60–5 [470]). If poetry is a form of “licit magic,” this is the 
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moment when Vis “activates” Rāmin, transforming him from a help-
less lover to a man of action. 50  But like many spells, this one demands 
a sacrifice: 

که ٮٮٮم روی او آٮکاه ٮسٮانحداٮا حان مں ٮکذار حٮدان
ز دود حان مں کٮٮى سر آٮدکه ٮا اٮں داغ کر حاٮم ٮر آٮد

 O God, keep my life long enough for me to see Rāmin – then take it! For 
if my soul were to rise up in this burning pain, the world would be con-
sumed by its smoke.   (504/74–5 [471]) 

 And with these words, Vis bows out. It is a strangely self-aware progno-
sis: in calling on Rāmin to rise up and seize the crown, simultaneously 
with and from her, her job appears to be finished. As she anticipates, 
her “life,” in a narrative sense, will be sacrificed for Rāmin’s success, 
and the world in which she played such a dynamic and powerful role 
will give way to a new order in which she need never “speak frankly” 
(58/25 [25]) again. 51  And such proves to be the case: though she is 
around for the events to come next, she will produce no more speech 
of any kind, dissolving instead into the general backdrop of Rāmin’s 
political triumph. This transition offers a sobering counterbalance to the 
narrative of personal emancipation and agency that distinguishes Vis’s 
character for much of the story. While the drama of  V&R  emerges out 
of the disruption and even inversion of established social hierarchies, 
the lovers’ reconstitution of their vows clears the space for a norma-
tive ideal order to reassert itself, one in which the affairs of court are 
an exclusively male domain and from which women are expected (as 
advice manuals such as Yūsuf Khāṣṣ Ḥājib’s  Kutadgu Bilig  and Neẓām 
al-Molk’s  Siyar al-moluk  make amply clear) to keep a wide berth. 52  As 
a result, Vis resumes the silent, modest, and obedient persona she pre-
sented to us in our first meeting with her, following the fate of many 
of her predecessors (and successors, if we look ahead to figures like 
Guenevere). 53  Davis’s description of Gordiya, one of the many dynamic 
noblewomen of the  Shāhnāma , seems quite apropos to her case: “The 
system she defends takes her to its bosom as it were, but in so doing 
obliterates her individuality.” 54  

 And yet, this final gesture consolidates Vis’s centrality to the politics 
of  V&R  in interesting ways. Her acts of self-fashioning and legacy mak-
ing throughout the poem, though rooted in a world of legend and fairy 
tale, mingle with the visible realities of Gorgāni’s historical moment, 
in which women  did  play prominent and public roles in the highest 
echelons of power, however much Neẓām al-Molk might have wished 
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otherwise. We know, moreover, that the Seljuk courts of the twelfth cen-
tury “produced educational literature not just for princes but also for 
princesses,” suggesting that it is by no means inconceivable to posit a 
female readership for  V&R , and to bring that consideration to bear in 
ways similar to what has been explored in the study of Greek and French 
romance. 55  In that light, Vis’s role within the poem’s allegorical denoue-
ment becomes extremely intriguing. As the Nurse points out, it is she, 
and only she, who gets to designate the king of Iran; it is out of her own 
volition that, having selected Rāmin as her preferred partner (now that 
he’s made amends), she will “set the golden crown upon his head” ( be 
sar bar neh mar u rā tāj-e zarrin , 499/44 [466]). This act puts her in quite a 
different position from most of the royal women in the  Shāhnāma , who, 
when and if they rule, usually do so as regents – “crown-holders,” so 
to speak – providing a bridge of sorts between two male members of 
the line. 56  Vis, in contrast, performs a function quite close to that of the 
“crown-bestower” ( tāj-bakhsh ), a role that falls squarely on the shoul-
ders of male warriors like Zāl and Rostam in the  Shāhnāma . The clos-
est equivalents to a female  tāj-bakhsh  in the latter text might be found 
in Arnavāz and Shahrnavāz (Jamshid’s sister-wives) and Farānak (the 
mother of Feraydun), who actively resist and conspire against Żaḥḥāk 
to ensure his overthrow – an overlap that might not be so surprising, 
when we consider Vis’s own close associations with Jamshid. 57  In both 
cases, we are given a story not so much of the continuation of sover-
eignty but its reconstitution, a process in which the female characters 
do not bridge the gap between two mortal men, but rather establish a 
passage, a  majāz , from the secular to the sublime – not through their 
abstraction but through their embodiment as historical subjects. This 
legacy cannot be easily overlooked, and I will return to its implications 
below. 

 But for now, with Vis serving as the “pivot,” as Meisami puts it, 
between the ambitions of “two opposing contestants” for the throne, 
the juxtaposition of the two brothers assumes the narrative’s attention, 
throwing into relief the aspects and qualities of Rāmin’s success against 
those of Mobad’s failure. 58  Upon reading Vis’s letter, Rāmin challenges 
himself to give up his usual state ( ḥāl , 505/85 [472]) of wailing and 
lamenting, declaring that “now I must either break open these bonds, 
or submit entirely [to them]” (505/95). Explicit in this call is the perfor-
mance of a fuller, freer, and more capable ideal of masculinity – “I am 
not a man if I tolerate this any longer” (505/97) – hardly a coincidence, 
considering the extensive amount of time that  V&R  has spent exploring 
the inherent limits of Mobad’s ability to act. Rāmin’s new course will 
not be an easy one; as he reminds himself, no success comes without 
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struggle ( ze bi-ranji nayābi kāmrāni , 506/103), an allusion to the Qur’anic 
consolation that “with [every] difficulty comes ease” ( maʿ al-ʿusri yusrā , 
94:5–6). This line frames Rāmin’s conversion into a new ideal of man-
hood within a narrative of eschatological hope and triumph. In choos-
ing to act, Rāmin muses, perhaps the days of tribulation ( balā ) will 
come to an end, and a “new day” ( ruz-e digar ) will begin: the hardship 
of winter will soon pass, with an auspicious spring just around the cor-
ner (506/112–13). 

 Girded with this quasi-apocalyptic zeal, Rāmin plots and executes 
his coup, drawing a sharp contrast between the delicate affectations of 
courtly love and the brisk, unsentimental world of  realpolitik . On the pre-
text of making a sacrifice at the temple, Vis leaves the palace with her 
ladies in waiting, exchanging places with Rāmin and his men, disguised 
in women’s clothing. Once inside, the soldiers massacre the palace 
guard, and Rāmin kills their leader, Zard, in single combat. Burdened 
by the guilt of this latest offence, he weeps over his half-brother’s man-
gled body, but the narrative voice appears to have little sympathy. It’s 
time for Rāmin to “grow up,” it seems to say, remarking in an almost 
admonishing tone that lamentation and mourning have no place when 
it comes to war and securing a legacy (512/29 [479]). In that light, the 
scene seems to be offering a bit of hard advice to its audience, presenting 
Rāmin’s deeds as a kind of initiation by blood into the business of rule: if 
he wants to be king, Rāmin must be willing to strike down anyone who 
might stand in his way, even members of his own family – something 
Mobad could never bring himself to do. This detached, even cold tone 
continues to resound as Vis and Rāmin seize Mobad’s treasure and make 
off for Daylam, the mountainous land south of the Caspian Sea whose 
indomitable warriors no king can subdue (aside from Ṭughrıl Beg, of 
course! [13/56–60]). Rāmin is no exception to this rule; although he 
assembles a coalition of lords and nations to back his bid for the throne, 
the narrator is surprisingly candid about their reasons for supporting 
him: “The whole world flocked to him, not for Rāmin, but rather for the 
dinars beyond count” ( jahān yekbāra gerd āmad bar u bar • na bar rāmin 
ke bar dinār-e bi-mar , 515/26 [481]). In making such remarks, the text 
maintains a critical distance from the events it relates: this is no account 
of good triumphing over evil, but simply the messy realities of the inter-
necine struggle for power, a phenomenon all too familiar for readers 
in Gorgāni’s courtly world. 59  With the brothers’ armies drawn up and 
ready for a bloodbath, it seems as though we have fully departed from 
the lofty ideals of romance and divine kingship alike. 

 It is nothing short of a miracle, then, when news arrives that Mobad 
has been unexpectedly killed by a wild boar on his way to confront his 
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brother. Through this second  deus  (or perhaps  monstrum )  ex machina , 
the impending civil war gives way to a vacant throne and a widowed 
queen, both of which Rāmin can now claim without any offence. As 
Rāmin knows well, his revolt had already set him towards the unequivo-
cally bad moral territory of fratricide, parricide, and regicide: indeed, he 
had confided to Vis, as they planned their rebellion, “I should not look 
on Mobad’s face after this, and if I do, I deserve every evil” ( nashāyad did 
az in pas ruy-e mobad • v-agar binam sazāvār-am be har bad , 507/11 [474]). 
It is thus a great relief to him to learn of his brother’s “accident”: 

که او ڡرحام موٮد را حٮان کردٮهاٮى سکر دادار حهان کرد
ٮه حوٮى رٮحٮه سد در مٮاٮهٮه حٮکى ٮود مرکش را ٮهاٮه
ٮٮوده هٮح رامٮں را کٮاهىسر آمد روز حوٮان ٮادساهى

 Secretly Rāmin thanked the world’s Creator that He had fi nally done this 
to Mobad. There was no war to blame for his death, no spilled blood 
between them. The days of such a king had come to an end, and no guilt 
was on Rāmin.   (521/3–5 [487]) 

 By emphasizing that God has all along been at the lovers’ backs (despite 
the fact that almost every law of the poem’s social order was at some 
time or another violated in the process), this passage brings  Vis & 
Rāmin  to its triumphant conclusion: the restoration of ideal rule, the 
coming of spring after a long winter. Although one can see in this the 
typical resolution of a Hellenistic romance, with the lovers’ reunion and 
happily-ever-after, the text’s persistent focus on Rāmin and his reign 
suggests a broader generic metamorphosis at work. Virtually overnight, 
Rāmin blossoms into a just and pious ruler who “liberates” the inhabit-
ants of Marv from Mobad’s oppression: “You’d say they had all escaped 
Hell, and found respite under the shade of Ṭubā [the tree of Paradise]” 
(524/51 [489]) – a Qur’anic allusion that once again evokes images of 
divine providence. 60  This description of Mobad as a tyrannical despot 
confirms a number of previously seeded hints about his deteriorating 
relationship with both the army (260/18–23 [225], 516/12 [482]) and 
the aristocracy (274/61–3 [238], 499/48 [466]); and while it is perhaps 
disappointing to watch the text paper over the complex portrait of 
the king it had so carefully painted, replacing him with a stock villain 
whose overthrow can be easily welcomed and celebrated by all, his mar-
ginalization, like that of Vis, is part of the process through which  V&R  
establishes Rāmin as the new embodiment of an idealized sovereignty. 
Hence the heavy overtones of salvation and deliverance, and the moral-
istic warning to the (courtly) audience that they should avoid the road 
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of injustice, lest a similar fate befall them (524/53). In this light, one can 
argue that  V&R  activates the romance structure to produce a treatise on 
kingship, thus ushering itself into the same discursive field as its close 
predecessor, the  Shāhnāma . 61  

 Indeed, Rāmin’s subsequent career, though briefly recounted, offers 
a comprehensive snapshot of what the perfect kingdom should look 
like: roads and villages rebuilt, wisdom nurtured and religion fostered, 
and justice rendered to the downtrodden and oppressed, a legacy that 
stamps the sovereign’s name on the enduring material of his realm, 
from the designation of cities (“Rām-shahr”) to the make of the harp he 
played so well (526/83–8 [491]). Amidst all these indications of Rāmin’s 
ascent to an ideal archetype, perhaps the most significant appears as 
he and his queen reach the end of their lives, after eighty-one pros-
perous years. Vis is the first to fail and die, and while Rāmin bitterly 
regrets her passing, he observes that it would not be proper for him to 
rend his clothes or smear dust upon his face: “For I am old, and you” – 
addressing his now-deceased beloved – “know that it is shameful for 
the elderly to behave in such a manner” (529/27 [494]). These words 
stand in pointed contrast to Mobad, recalling in particular the warning 
that Shahru had given him so long ago: “The world will heap shame 
and disgrace on anyone old who plays at being young” (40/28 [7]). In 
electing the path of forbearance, Rāmin both corrects his brother’s fun-
damental mistake and sheds his former persona as the lovestruck bard, 
his once-effusive tongue now bound to silence. 

 This juxtaposition of the two kings and the consequences of their 
decisions gains greater significance as the text brings its narrative to a 
close. The final chapter begins, like the first, on Nowruz; but instead of 
celebrating his rule, Rāmin decides the time has come to let it go. In his 
final act as king, he instructs his son, Khwarshid-e Mahān (“Sun of the 
Moons” – an interesting fusion of Rāmin’s representation as the kingly, 
light-bestowing “sun” that rises in Khorasan [ khwar-āsān , 176/4] and 
Vis’s association with  māh , meaning both “Media” and “moon”), on 
the dos and don’ts of proper governance, a testament scene that also 
marks the end of successful reigns in the  Shāhnāma , such as those of 
Ardashir and Nushin-Ravān. Then, descending from the royal throne 
( takht-e khosrovāni ) of the court, Rāmin mounts the “other-worldly” 
throne ( takht-e ān-jāhāni ) of the Zoroastrian ossuary ( dakhma ) and fire 
temple (531/16). This move places another bookend against the open-
ing of  V&R , where Vis had told Mobad that if he had any wisdom, 
he would have sought provisions for “that” world ( tusha josti ān jahān 
rā , 57/117 [25]); it also reinforces the implicit comparison with Kay 
Khosrow we saw above, in that Rāmin does a far better job than his 
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counterpart in leaving the kingdom in good hands. Now freed from his 
temporal duties, he wages his final war: the defeat of desire itself. 

که حرسٮدی کرٮد و ٮارساٮ.ىحدای آن روز دادش ٮادساٮ.ى
همٮسه آز را حون کهٮری ٮوداکرحه ٮٮش ازان او مهٮری ٮود
آزحهان ڡرمان او ٮردی و او ٮاز ڡرماٮٮر  دل  کام  ٮهر  ز 
ٮں از آز و دل از اٮده ٮری ساحتحو ز آز اٮں حهان دل را ٮٮرداحت
حٮان دان کر ٮلای حاودان رستدلى کر سعل و آز اٮں حهان رست

 God granted him sovereignty that day, for he chose piety and content-
ment. Although he had been a noble before then, he had always been like 
an underling before desire ( āz ). The world bore his command, while he, 
for the sake of his heart’s pleasure, bore the commands of desire ( āz ). 
When he expelled desire ( āz ) for the world from his heart, he freed his 
body of desire ( āz ) and his mind of grief. Know that a heart that escapes 
the aff airs and desires ( āz ) of this world has escaped everlasting calamity.  
 (531/18–22 [496]) 

 This passage makes clear that a key element in Rāmin’s ascension to 
“true” sovereignty is the expulsion of desire ( āz ), and given the striking 
reappearance of this word at the end of the poem, we are well justified 
to consider it one of the central issues of  V&R  as a whole. Desire lies at 
the heart of the many story arcs we have followed, from Vis’s determi-
nation to control it, to Mobad’s initial encounter with Shahru, to the col-
lapse and restitution of Vis and Rāmin’s relationship; and in every case, 
it serves as a kind of catalyst that disrupts and potentially dissolves the 
authority of temporal institutions, opening the space for a new episte-
mology of self-knowledge to emerge. It is through this process, the text 
maintains, that our very humanity can be realized (or destroyed), thus 
situating  āz  at the core of the human experience. What, then, are we to 
make of Rāmin’s final excision of this element? 

 My initial answer to this takes us back to the medieval notion of the 
metaphor ( majāz ) as a bridge that provides some kind of mental access 
to the Real-Truth ( ḥaqīqa ). If Vis presents her speech – which, we should 
recall, she insists is a material extension of her body – as possessing this 
metaphorical quality, then this might allow us to understand Rāmin’s 
symbolic death at her hands, his subsequent reconversion and reunion 
with her, and finally his attainment of temporal and then spiritual suc-
cess as a way of instantiating a theory in which bodily desire enables 
a being-in-the-world that ultimately transcends the body. We might 
imagine this as a kind of scaffolding: though we must use desire to 
ascend to the heavens, once arrived at the top, that ladder is the only 
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thing tying us to the ground below. This may help explain Vis’s shift in 
the narrative, for although she is the agent of Rāmin’s transformation 
and makes possible his newfound connection with the divine realm, 
it is no surprise that the text would take the position that she is no 
substitute for God. As Meisami observes, one of the meta-narratives of 
 V&R  is the story of how Rāmin attained felicity through his love for Vis, 
succeeding where his brother Mobad had failed; he thus models the 
life story of an ideal king, one who, despite his many flaws and trans-
gressions, “delivered to God a soul washed pure” ( be yazdān dād jān-e 
pāk shosta , 532/32). 62  The final scene, when Rāmin and Vis meet again 
in Heaven, delivers the final union of amorous, political, and spiritual 
success that both wraps up the love-story mythos and integrates it with 
a broader tradition of wisdom literature and sacred history, a conver-
gence that Gorgāni now sees manifest before him, as he dedicates his 
poem to Abu al-Fatḥ: 

از آڡٮهای کردون دور کسٮهحهان ٮٮٮم همه ٮر ٮور کسٮه
مکر ٮو کرد ٮردان کٮٮى از سرحهان دٮکر سدست و حال دٮکر

 I see the world entirely fi lled with light, and taken far away from the affl  ic-
tions of fortune … The world has changed, as has its state; perhaps God 
has recreated the earth!   (535/6, 10) 

 This final synthesis invites us, along with Gorgāni’s contemporary 
readers, to reconceptualize the boundaries of history and phantasy 
alike, presenting the former as something far greater than an account of 
verifiable truth and demonstrating how truth can be obtained through 
the speculative exercise of the latter. 63  Vis’s  Jafā-nāma  proposes a way of 
writing a life story ( sīra ) – and the creation of a “life” behind it that can 
do things such as bear witness, leave testimony, and talk to audiences 
far beyond its diegetic space and time – that does not require some kind 
of basis in the agreed-on record of “what happened” to be meaningful. 
Instead of validating itself in and through the past, it contends that the 
emotional and ethical lives of imaginal people can be just as valid as 
their historical counterparts; it shifts the focus, in other words, from 
 lives  that matter to  experiences of life  that matter, a conjoining of time and 
subjectivity with analogues in western European romances as well. 64  
Thus, the existential threats our protagonists face leading up to the 
letter’s composition, and the moments of despair, death, intercession, 
conversion, and felicity that follow, gain in meaning and value, simply 
because those “lived examples,” real or imagined, have something to 
teach us in and of themselves. 65  
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 With this hypothesis in mind, we may finally go back to a question 
posed early on in this study: Why read romance? What place does it have 
amidst the “books of tradition, jurisprudence, poetry, language, history, 
and the works of the learned,” as our Abbasid prince once said? 66  Hav-
ing explored the passage, traces, and experiences of time in  Vis & Rāmin  
and on its characters, Gorgāni’s answer to this question should now be 
more revealing: “When someone reads out this story, they will under-
stand the faults of the world” ( cho bar khwānad kas-i in dāstān rā • bedānad 
ʿaybhā-ye in jahān rā , 45/57 [12]). The imaginal realm of phantasy does 
not take us away from reality; on the contrary, in subjecting both the lov-
ers and the love-story that contains them to an experience of dead ends, 
death, and discovery, it provides us with a threshold into a deeper and 
more profound knowledge of its workings. 
 
 
  



 To bring this study to a close, I would like to repeat the formula invoked 
at its beginning.  Yek-i bud, yek-i nabud : “There was one, there wasn’t one,” 
or in a more colloquial idiom, “It happened, and it didn’t.” Traditionally 
recited at the beginning of a fairy tale, this formula speaks beautifully to 
the liminal status of the romance within the broader arena of discursive 
activity in medieval Helleno-Abrahamic cultures. Did Vis, Mobad, and 
Rāmin really exist? How does our answer to this question change the 
way we read their stories, and what can we learn from them, given these 
multiple possible perspectives? 

 In embracing these ambiguous questions and leveraging them to pro-
pose complex answers,  Vis & Rāmin  represents a landmark text, not only 
in the history of a genre, but in a wider set of formative developments of 
the early eleventh century, which included a new fascination with the 
ancient past, new ideas about the function of poetry and the imagina-
tion, and new ways of grappling with the perennial issue of desire. This 
is not the place for such a comprehensive intellectual history, but I will 
endeavour at least to connect the findings of this book with other recent 
advances in scholarship, suggesting some of the questions they might 
raise when placed in an interdisciplinary context.  V&R  is not only a text 
in which love has many a tale ( bedu dar ʿeshq rā chandin fasāna , 112/70 
[75]), as its author claims; it also points to an emerging world beyond 
its diegetic borders: a world in which many a tale has love. 

 An intriguing place to start is to consider the concurrence of the rise 
of romance with the life of Avicenna (d. 1037). Avicenna’s life itinerary 
dovetails in striking ways with the westwards expansion of Persian court 
poetry: his professional career began in Samanid Bukhara in the court of 
Nuḥ b. Manṣur (d. 976), the same dynasty under whose patronage Fer-
dowsi began writing the  Shāhnāma , and, after a stint in Hamadan, ended 
up in Isfahan, the very city where Gorgāni would compose his  Vis & 
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Rāmin  some seventeen years later. It seems likely, moreover, that the 
latter poet was aware of or had access to some of Avicenna’s writings, 
as the first chapter of  V&R  closely follows the account of the world’s 
creation as laid out in the philosopher’s “sublime sermon” ( al-khuṭba 
al-gharrāʾ ). 1  Both passages end with a short discussion of the hierarchy 
of souls, from the mineral to the vegetable to the animal to the human 
(Avicenna:  jamād ,  nabāt ,  ḥayawān ,  insān ; Gorgāni:  gohar ,  nabāt ,  ḥayvān , 
 mardom , 5/72–4), postulating that only the latter, “if purified through 
knowledge and good deeds,” in Avicenna’s words, “becomes like the 
Substances of the First Causes (i.e., angels)”; or, as Gorgāni writes, 

ٮٮاهى زٮک  از  کردد  ٮه حسمش حوار کردد ساه و ساهىزدوده 
مکاٮى ٮه  آٮحا  حوٮد  حاوداٮىٮلٮدی  عر  و  ڡدر  از  ولٮک 
سود آٮحا که او را هست مٮعادحو رسٮه کردد از حٮکال اصداد
را ٮٮسٮٮکان  آن  ماٮٮده  راسود  حهان  اٮں  آمد  ماٮه  کرٮسان 

 It [the human soul] is scoured of the rust of decay, and kings and kingship 
become contemptible in its view … It seeks loftiness there – not [just] a 
high social standing, but rather from the power and glory of the eternal. 
When it is freed from the grip of contraries, it goes to that place that is its 
origin. It resembles those primordial [souls] from which came the sub-
stance of this world.   (6/83, 86–8) 

 The upward return of the human soul from the multiple to the unitary, 
freeing it from the “grip of contraries,” closely aligns with Rāmin’s dis-
covery of “true” nobility and freedom ( āzādi ) discussed in  chapter 5 ; 
situating this final outcome within its Avicennian frame suggests that 
Gorgāni conceived of the romance as a productive site for philosophi-
cal inquiry – a proposition that was firmly established by the time Jāmi 
wrote his  Yusof & Zolaykhā  in 1483 – with significant ramifications for 
the ways we can understand desire. In his “Treatise on Love” ( al-Risāla 
fī al-ʿishq ), Avicenna postulates that all motion, even that of inanimate 
objects, is an effect of the innate desire in all creation to return to the 
Creator. Desire is thus hardwired within the human soul, but its func-
tion is complicated by the presence of the intellect, which, though 
capable of discerning higher truths, is also more prone to  mis -recog-
nizing the Good than its vegetable and animal counterparts. Paradoxi-
cally, then, desire “is one of the causes of corruption, but it is necessary in 
the general desired order which is good.” 2  The finest possible human 
response to desire, recognizing its potential as a sword that cuts both 
ways, is thus not to repress but to wield it, activating it as a bridge to 
gain approximation to the Pure Object of love, veiled, as it were, by its 
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material manifestations. As Domenico Ingenito has recently discussed, 
Avicenna’s psychology became hugely influential in the work of later 
poets such as Saʿdi of Shiraz (d. 1291), and given Gorgāni’s clear knowl-
edge of at least some aspects of the philosopher’s works, an Avicennian 
reading of  V&R  may show how far back this genealogy runs. 3  

 Yet, at the same time, I do not mean to suggest a story of cause and 
effect – that Gorgāni simply read Avicenna and worked the latter’s 
theories into  Vis & Rāmin . Indeed, the rise of romance strongly compli-
cates any such single-point genesis narrative, for as we have seen, this 
development took place  alongside  Avicenna’s career in the first decades 
of the eleventh century, and in rather different locales (Ghazna in the 
east, Hamadan in the west); the lines only converge, so to speak, with 
Gorgāni’s arrival in Isfahan as it fell to the Seljuks in 1051. What seems to 
be happening instead, therefore, is a much broader conversation about 
fundamental topics – why do we desire, and how do we make sense of 
ourselves in a divinely ordered world as desiring animals – that receives 
significant advances in multiple discursive fields and landmark texts in 
this transitional moment. 

 Let me offer another example by turning to another contemporary 
figure (and resident of Gorgan), the celebrated theorist Aʿbd al-Qāhir 
al-Jurjānī (d. 1078 or 1081), recently described by Lara Harb as one of 
the major pioneers of a “new school” of literary criticism, established at 
the turn of the eleventh century. One of the significant ways al-Jurjānī 
diverged from his predecessors, Harb writes, was in his attitude towards 
truth and make-believe: while the old school used “truthfulness” ( ṣidq  
or  ḥaqīqa ) – comprising “the accurateness and correctness of the lan-
guage on a literal level, the plausibility of the ideas, and adherence to 
conventional imagery” – as one of the main criteria for assessing the 
quality of a poetic image, the new school grounded its analysis on the 
internal cogency of the images produced, rather than measuring them 
against extrinsic or empirical considerations. In this way, “what was 
previously treated as untruthful in the old school of criticism, such as 
figurative language and imaginary comparisons, becomes part of the 
realm of truthfulness because they do not require their acceptance as 
an actual truth and remain accurate on the literal level.” 4  The ability of 
the image itself to produce insight through phantasy ( takhyīl ) was the 
paramount issue at stake, a perspective that would imbue “fanciful tales 
with no use but to bring on sleep and to entertain” with a whole new 
range of possible uses. 5  

 Again, as in the case of Avicenna, I do not mean to propose a direct 
link between al-Jurjānī’s work and the New Persian romances. But 
there are intriguing correlations. Harb’s identification of a shift from 
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extrinsic to intrinsic modes of literary analysis resonates with the 
move from the external frame of reference, typical of heroic biogra-
phies, to the internal and self-sufficient architecture of the amorous 
tale discussed in  chapter 1 . Furthermore, many of the ninth- and 
tenth-century critics surveyed in that chapter seem to operate within 
a similar “old school” paradigm of truthfulness, relegating narratives 
with no obvious basis in the authoritative accounts of the past to the 
domain of fables ( khurāfāt ,  afsāna ); that is, tales suitable for evening 
entertainment ( asmār ), but not to be confused with “real” history. But 
when we arrive at Ferdowsi’s claim that truth may still be found by 
way of symbol ( ramz ), or Gorgāni’s argument that the techniques of 
poetry can fill an otherwise meaningless story with valuable mental 
content ( māʿāni ), it seems that new ideas about the potential benefit of 
apparently fantastic images and topics were starting to gain traction. 
Thus, the romances may be participating in broader developments, 
also evinced by figures like al-Jurjānī, that Harb describes as “a gen-
eral shift in paradigm that is evident (a) across the critical treatment of 
the various aspects of poetic language that concerned Arabic criticism, 
(b) beyond al-Jurjānī in the science of eloquence, and (c) across disci-
plines, including philosophy.” 6  

 One possible manifestation of this paradigm shift may also be found 
in the rising attention given to narratives set in the antique, “pagan” 
past. “There was a huge surge of interest in national history in a very 
short period in mid- to late tenth-century Iran,” Jaakko Hämeen-Anttila 
observes, with a proliferation of texts drawing from the  Book of Lords  
( Khudāy-nāma ) and the Sistani epic tradition during this time. 7  As 
we enter the eleventh century, the parameters of this interest seem to 
expand even further across time, locale, and topic, encompassing the 
Hellenistic romances of ʿOnṣori, the Jāhiliyya-era love-story of Aʿyyuqi, 
the indeterminate but “ancient” ( bāstān ) setting of the  Homāy-nāma , 
and, of course, the archaic Iranian milieu of  Vis & Rāmin . In that regard, 
the rise of versified epic and then romance represents a significant inno-
vation of this period, a refurbishing of old tales in a “new manner” 
( now-āyin , as Gorgāni puts it) by which contemporary audiences could 
make these stories meaningful to their own times. In his recent disserta-
tion, Samuel Lasman describes this manner as a “speculative” mode of 
engaging with the past: 

 Advocating for the literary value of the speculative represents a critique of 
narrowly euhemerist (or, perhaps, more generally positivist) views of how 
the past should be understood. Classical Persian verse epic re-enchanted 
history without rendering it inconsequential; indeed, the  Shāhnāmeh  came 
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to be considered fully on-par with al-Ṭabarī’s masterpiece across the 
medieval Islamic world. 8  

 This notion of the speculative strongly resonates with Travis Zadeh’s 
work on the “wonders” or “mirabilia” ( ʿajāʾib ) literature of the medi-
eval Islamic period, where it was understood that “speculation ( naẓar ) 
ultimately bears a theological dimension,” bringing “both pleasure 
in this world ( al-ladhdhāt al-dunyawiyya ) and happiness in the next 
( al-sa‘ādāt al-ukhrawiyya ).” 9  The “re-enchantment” of history thus 
allowed eleventh-century readers to experience wonder ( ʿajab ) and find 
truth ( ḥaqīqa ) in the most unlikely of places, whether a symposium on 
love set in idolatrous Greece ( Vāmeq & Aʿzrā , w. early 11 th  c.), or an epic 
biography featuring an elephant-tusked demon as its protagonist (the 
 Kush-nāma , w. 1108–11), described by its author as a “useful” ( sudmand ) 
book, but deceptively so: “a spring, but made gloomy from the rain; a 
beautiful image, but one that has experienced injustice” ( bahār-i valikan 
ze bārān dozham • negār-i valikan resida setam , 152/134–5).  Vis & Rāmin , a 
tale no less scandalous in its depictions of incest, adultery, and regicide, 
nevertheless offers its readership a similar packaging of aesthetic plea-
sure with mental and spiritual training, excavating the various “views” 
( naẓar  or  theōria ) its characters bring to the table, breaking down their 
premises, exposing their contradictions, testing their limits, and pro-
posing new paradigms for its readers to discover – all strategies that 
help bring forth a “novel emergent” of perception. 10  

 Taken together, these various examples suggest that the “new man-
ner” of romance makes a lot of sense when placed into a larger context 
in which conversations about desire, poetry, history, and phantasy were 
in a state of rapid flux. The love-story was an active participant in shap-
ing the discourse of this milieu, engaging with a wide range of interloc-
utors and contributing to other fields of writing, the theological and the 
philosophical chief among them. To be sure, this shift did not happen 
overnight, nor was it entirely unprecedented; but in the grand scheme 
of things,  Vis & Rāmin  marks an important milestone in the formulation 
of what Ingela Nilsson calls a “theology of erotics,” a literary undertak-
ing that, by narrating the adventures of lovers in ways that allowed for 
multiple levels of interpretation, explored the links between “physical, 
spiritual and, not least, rhetorical desire.” 11  

 Let me draw a quick contrast to explain what I mean. One of the 
most successful vessels for conveying the affairs of lovers in Arabic 
“high” literature, outside the biographies of poets and the manuals 
of customs and advice, was the genre commonly known as “deliver-
ance after hardship” ( al-faraj baʿd al-shidda ). An allusion to the Qur’anic 
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verse cited in the previous chapter – “with [every] difficulty comes 
ease” (94:5–6) – this phrase supplied the title for a number of anecdote 
collections, including those of al-Madāʾinī (d. 849), Ibn Abi al-Dunyā 
(d. 894), Abu al-Ḥusayn b. Yūsuf (d. 939), and al-Tanūkhī (d. 994), 
organized around the basic message that those who display perse-
verance and steadfastness in the face of adversity will at last see their 
virtue rewarded. 12  This message accords with the dominant ethos of 
the Hellenistic romance, in which the lovers, on the brink of losing all 
hope, suddenly find themselves reunited through a serendipitous cas-
cade of events; indeed, one anecdote related by al-Tanūkhī, featuring 
two separated lovers who presume each other to be dead until their 
miraculous reunion, retreads the plot of the ancient novel in all its 
major features. 13  When presented through this framework, such tales 
can be appreciated as much as devotional reading as they can for their 
entertainment value; as Ibn al-Dāya writes, they are a kind of “medi-
cine” for the soul. 14  

 There is no doubt that the earliest extant romances in Persian,  Varqa & 
Golshāh  and  Vis & Rāmin , retain this didactic and devotional aspect. Both 
stories conclude with a (false) death, resurrection, and then a pivot that 
both sublimates and integrates the love affair into an account of con-
version and deliverance: in this way, they break down the love-story 
and reconstitute it into something that transcends its original scope. 
(Regrettably, we do not know how ʿOnṣori’s  Vāmeq & Aʿzrā  concluded, 
but Hägg and Utas note some contextual indications that point to 
apparent deaths and trials by fire, so there may be some thematic con-
sistency. 15 ) On one level, then, we could see the rise of the romance as 
an expansion of the  faraj  genre, in which Aʿyyuqi and Gorgāni assume 
its rhetorical goals and incorporate them into long-form narratives, a 
technique that likely informed the use of amorous tales by later Sufi 
poets like Aʿṭṭār and Rumi. 16  

 And yet at the same time, some key differences arise as well, par-
ticularly with  Vis & Rāmin . As this book has shown,  V&R  is deeply 
concerned with the relationship between language and the mind, trac-
ing how the stories we use to order the world both enable and hamper 
our ability to make sense of it. From the start, the text seems to know 
that its ending must necessarily be an ambivalent one, in the sense that 
what is wrong in one framework is proven to be right in another; in 
this regard, it produces in narrative form something akin to Avicenna’s 
insights on desire and the human soul. As a result,  Vis & Rāmin  resists 
any easy form of closure, calling its readers to seek an evermore robust 
hermeneutics in their interpretation of the tale. 17  They must recognize 
that the common-sense and self-evident world of the empirical faculties 
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is not to be fully trusted, leaving them with the challenge of making 
meaningful a tale of two lovers who broke all the rules and yet had God 
on their side: 

ٮٮسٮه ٮک ٮه ٮک کردار اٮسانڡصا ٮردحٮه ٮود از کار اٮسان
ٮکسٮى دٮکر  آسمان  ٮه زور و حاره زٮسان ٮر ٮسکٮىڡصای 
ٮداٮد عٮٮهای اٮں حهان راحو ٮر حواٮد کسى اٮں داسٮان را
ٮدٮسان کردن  سرزٮش  که راه حکم ٮردان ٮست ٮٮوانٮٮاٮد 

 Fate had settled their aff airs, written their deeds out one by one. The will 
of the heavens would never change; whether by trickery or force, it would 
not turn away from them. When someone reads out this story, they will 
understand the faults of the world. One cannot condemn them, for the 
road of God’s will cannot be blocked.   (45/55–8 [12]) 

 In this way, I am left with the impression that  V&R  presents its ideal 
reader’s engagement with this problem as not only a devotional but also 
a speculative exercise, an activation of the imagination by which wis-
dom is not acquired from the text as a simple transfer of knowledge, but 
generated from within via the reader’s entanglement with uncertainty. 
In other words, in a way resonant with Matthew Keegan’s discussion 
of the “hermeneutical dramas” in the  Maqāmāt  of al-Ḥarīrī (d. 1122), 
the many tales of  V&R  “are not spoons of sugar that help the medicine 
go down,” but “potentially  constitutive  of Islamic  ʿilm  [knowledge].” 18  
The “new manner” of love-story, in this light, can be understood as a 
significant contribution to the wider phenomenon of making meaning 
through ambiguity that scholars of premodern Islamic societies have 
been recently examining. 19  It was in the recognition that complex lan-
guage and sophisticated storytelling – even if the material has little 
intrinsic value in terms of its recognized historicity or veracity – “will 
one day benefit you when you read” (28/42) that the romance emerged 
as a viable genre in New Persian literature; a recognition that Neẓāmi 
shared when he prepared to commit the amorous adventures of Maj-
nun, Shirin, and Bahrām Gur to verse a century later (even as he dis-
tanced himself from Gorgāni’s work). Standing at the threshold of the 
possible and impossible, the romance allows its readers to look at both 
realms from the other side and reconsider the assumptions we bring to 
them, travelling in our thoughts between the realms of what is, what 
was, and what could be. 

Vis & Rāmin  falls at a crux of this movement, showing how the 
mythoi of love can play a central role in the formation of an intellec-
tually mature, spiritually inquisitive, and, perhaps in an ideal case, 
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emotionally generous personhood in the interconnected world of the 
medieval eastern hemisphere. In the grand scheme of things, it is this 
final point that may be the most significant thing to take away from 
this book; after all,  V&R  has long been recognized as a foundational 
(if divisive) text in the history of Persian romance. But what new ways 
of seeing present themselves, what opportunities arise, when we strike 
out that qualifying term, “Persian”? This is not to erase the linguistic 
and cultural specificities of the text – indeed, it visually draws our eye 
to the word, inviting us to reflect on how its presence or absence might 
impact our subsequent engagement – but to shape the conversation in 
ways that encourage us to look beyond its boundaries. By considering 
how  Vis & Rāmin  – alongside  Varqa & Golshāh ,  Vāmeq & Aʿzrā , and other 
 Persian  love stories – participates in and contributes to a much larger 
ecosystem of intellectual histories and literary habits, scholars from a 
wide array of fields can bring their diverse perspectives and proficien-
cies to the same table. In a manner similar to the goals of New Mediter-
ranean Studies, these exchanges should furnish “a productive way both 
of reframing familiar texts in a new light and of bringing new material 
into focus,” as Sharon Kinoshita writes, “that unsettles or reshuffles the 
‘self-evident’ categories – notably nation and religion – into which our 
discourses on the Middle Ages are so often poured.” 20  

 There are some small examples of what can arise from this conceptual 
exercise that this book may have helped illuminate. One is the proposi-
tion of  a  framework – by no means the only possible one, as alluded to in 
the book’s subtitle, “ a  Global Middle Ages” – in which Abrahamic and 
Hellenistic traditions come together to produce a distinctive “grammar” 
of meaning-making that highlights the connections between antiquity 
and the medieval period, spanning across a wide patchwork of cultural 
zones from Andalus to Afghanistan: a sort of temporal-spatial warp 
and weft, as it were. This framework allows us to compare particular 
narrative types (mythos) and their associated conventions and values 
(ethos) across this broad complex without shoehorning the inquiry into 
the search for genetic relations and lines of influence; it also allows us 
to consider how these various communities utilized such narratives to 
situate themselves within this shared past and interconnected present. 
From this perspective, it is clear that love stories in Greek, Persian, Ara-
bic, Hebrew, Georgian, Armenian, the Romance vernaculars, and so on 
have quite a lot to say to each other. 

 In addition, this study has examined some of the ways that the early 
Persian romances made bold forays into the creation of discursively 
heterogeneous texts that could deliver profound insights into matters 
of ethics, politics, and poetics, “rhyming” with similar strategies and 
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concerns visible in neighbouring traditions.  Vis & Rāmin ’s keen inter-
est in that very plurality of discourse makes it an exemplary model 
for this kind of comparative work. In telling a story in which love has 
many a tale, it teaches its audience that those love stories contain lessons 
that apply to all aspects of human life:  a person who does not love is not 
a person . In this recursive way, fusing the horizons of love and person-
hood together in the manner of a Möbius strip,  V&R  spins itself into a 
 love  story about stories, about the desire to have our stories heard and 
to hear the stories of others, both in making sense of our lives and in 
understanding the lives of those around us, whether on the other side 
of a wall or across huge distances of space and time. Perhaps the pursuit of 
this fusion, in the end, is what romance is all about: the closing lines of 
 Vis & Rāmin  offer a poignant image of humanity itself as nothing more 
than the net sum of the stories we tell, producing a discursive network 
that, by its open-ended nature, is available to all, but only if we are will-
ing to engage with it – in the manner of lovers. 

ٮاحارحو ما از رڡٮکان کٮرٮم احٮار کٮرٮد  حٮر  ڡردا  ما  ز 
سمر کردٮم و حود ٮوده سمرکویحٮر کردٮم و ما ٮوده حٮرحوی

 Just as we take tidings from those who have passed, 
 tomorrow they will certainly take them from us. 

 In seeking a story, we become one ourselves; 
 in telling a tale, we pass into legend. (533/52–3 [498]) 
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 Following the practice of the rest of this book, this summary is keyed 
to the page numbers of the ICF edition of  Vis & Rāmin ; page numbers 
in brackets refer to Dick Davis’s 2009 translation. Readers using other 
editions can refer to the concordance ( appendix C ) to locate specific 
passages. 

 Exordium 

Doxology . Praise of God, account of the creation of the world (1); praise 
of the Prophet Muḥammad, and the story of his feats and exploits (7). 

Panegyrics . Praise of Sultan Ṭughrıl Beg and account of his conquests 
(10); praise of the Seljuk vizier Abu Naṣr al-Kondori (16); on Ṭughrıl’s 
conquest of Isfahan and appointment of Abu al-Fatḥ Moẓaffar as its 
governor (18); praise of Abu al-Fatḥ (21). 

On the story’s composition . Description of Vis & Rāmin’s origins and 
discursus on the  ars poetica  (26). 

 From Media to Marv 

The Nowruz feast . Mobad celebrates the new year with a great banquet 
(32 [1]). He asks Shahru to be his consort; she refuses, but promises him 
her daughter, should she have one (38 [5]). 

Vis and Viru . Vis is born many years later and is raised by the Nurse in 
Khuzan (42 [9]). As Vis matures, the Nurse complains of her vanity to 
Shahru, who brings her daughter back to Media (46 [13]) and marries 
her to Viru (48 [17]). Mobad’s brother, Zard, appears with a letter from 
the king, summoning Vis (51 [19]); Vis ridicules Zard and rejects the 
summons (56 [23]), and Zard returns to Marv with the news (58 [26]). 

  Appendix A:     Summary of  Vis & Rāmin  
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War . Humiliated, Mobad prepares for war (62 [28]). Viru learns of 
Mobad’s approach and musters his forces (64 [30]). The armies join in 
battle; Vis’s father Qāren is killed, but Viru rallies his troops and drives 
Mobad from the field (66 [32]). But then, Viru is diverted by an upris-
ing in Daylam (72 [36]). 

Abduction . With Viru distracted, Mobad moves on Gurab, where Vis is 
lamenting her separation from her husband (74 [39]). Mobad sends Vis 
another proposition (75 [40]), which Vis again rejects (76 [41]), reveal-
ing that she is still a virgin. Mobad’s ardour is only inflamed by this news 
(79 [44]), and he consults with his brothers; Rāmin advises him to give 
up, while Zard suggests persuading Shahru with presents and threats 
(80 [45]). Mobad follows Zard’s advice, with a letter of admonishment 
(84 [48]) and rich treasures (86 [50]). Shahru submits and opens the 
castle gates; a description of the night sky (87 [51]). Mobad enters the 
castle and captures Vis (91 [54]); Viru learns of his mother’s surrender 
and mourns his loss, while Mobad revels in his victory (92 [55]). 

Resistance . On the journey home, Rāmin espies Vis inside her litter 
and falls in love (93 [56]). Mobad brings Vis to Marv with much pomp 
and fanfare, but Vis withdraws to her quarters (97 [60]). The Nurse 
joins Vis and advises her to accept her new circumstances (99 [62]), but 
Vis replies that she will accept no man save Viru (103 [66]). The Nurse 
convinces Vis to at least leave her seclusion for the sake of her honour 
(104 [66]) and arrays her, while Mobad plays polo (106 [69]). At Vis’s 
request, the Nurse curses Mobad with a charm of impotence (109 [72]). 

Vis and Rāmin . Rāmin walks in the garden, lamenting his love for 
Vis (113 [76]). He meets the Nurse and convinces her to intercede on 
his behalf (115 [78]). Vis vehemently rejects the Nurse’s match-making 
efforts (130 [90]), and only after numerous attempts does she agree to 
even look at Rāmin (140 [100]); when she does, she falls in love (153 
[114]). Vis chastises the Nurse, but consents to a meeting with Rāmin 
(157 [118]). Rāmin enters Vis’s quarters through the roof, and Vis 
presses him to swear eternal fidelity, giving him a token of violets; they 
become lovers (160 [123]). 

 A King’s Collapse 

Discipline . Mobad summons Rāmin and Vis to his court in Media (166 
[129]). There, he learns of their secret and tells Viru to “discipline” 
his sister; the three men play a game of polo, while Vis looks on and 
laments her situation (168 [130]). Upon his return to Marv, Mobad tries 
to woo Vis, but she swears she will never be faithful to him; furious, he 
banishes her to Media (176 [139]). 
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Bluster . Anxious to rejoin Vis, Rāmin asks permission to hunt in 
Media; Mobad sees through the ploy, but lets him go with a warning 
that no betrayal will go unpunished (180 [143]). Vis welcomes Rāmin 
into her castle, where they spend seven months together (186 [148]). 
Mobad swears he will kill Rāmin, but his mother convinces him that the 
real traitors are Vis and Viru, and Mobad writes the latter a letter prom-
ising vengeance (188 [151]). Viru is astonished at the letter and writes 
a scathing reply; Mobad is ashamed and calls off the war (193 [156]). 

Madness . Now reunited with Vis, Mobad asks her to prove her chas-
tity by undergoing a trial by fire (198 [161]); he goes to the fire temple 
to make the preparations, while the Nurse, Vis, and Rāmin (disguised 
as a woman) flee the city and take refuge with their friend Behruz in 
Ray (201 [163]). In a frenzy of grief, Mobad abandons his kingdom and 
wanders the world for six months searching for Vis, before he finally 
comes to his senses and returns to Marv (208 [171]). 

Duplicity . Rāmin informs his mother that he will remain in hiding 
until Mobad has died (211 [174]), but she reveals his whereabouts to 
Mobad on the condition that he not harm either Vis or Rāmin; Mobad 
agrees to this, and the lovers return to Marv (213 [176]). After a riotous 
banquet, Mobad goes to bed drunk, taking Vis with him; Vis convinces 
her Nurse to take her place in bed while she steals off to sleep with 
Rāmin in the garden; when Mobad awakens, he realizes something is 
amiss and begins to shout, but Vis returns in time to resume her place 
in the bed before Mobad is altogether cogent (218 [181]). 

Betrayal . Mobad is forced into a war against Rome (233 [197]) and 
locks Vis in the Devils’ Grotto, with Zard as her jailor; heartbroken, 
Rāmin falls ill and is allowed to remain behind (238 [201]). Vis laments 
her separation from Rāmin (243 [207]). Rāmin arrives at the fortress and 
shoots an arrow to the roof to signal his presence, then scales the walls 
and spends nine months with Vis (247 [210]). Mobad returns victorious 
from the war, but learns of Rāmin’s betrayal and presses on to the fortress, 
while Vis and her Nurse lower Rāmin down the wall; Mobad bursts in, 
sees the rope, and savagely beats Vis and the Nurse (259 [223]). When 
Shahru learns that Vis might be dead, she threatens to destroy Mobad’s 
kingdom in revenge (270 [235]). Mobad reassures Shahru that Vis is 
alive and has her returned to his court in Marv (277 [241]). 

Humiliation . Before embarking on another campaign, Mobad bars all 
the entrances to his palace and charges the Nurse to guard Vis; that 
night, Rāmin deserts the King but cannot gain access to the palace, 
instead falling asleep in the garden; Vis uses her own clothes to rappel 
down the wall and joins him (279 [245]). Mobad turns the army around 
to go back to Marv; Rāmin escapes over the wall, and Mobad finds Vis 
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naked and alone in the garden; although he is ready to kill her, she per-
suades him she had been transported there by an angel (289 [254]). The 
next day, Mobad holds a banquet, and a minstrel ( gosān ) lampoons him 
as a cuckold; humiliated, Mobad tries to kill Rāmin, but Rāmin throws 
him off his throne and onto the floor (299 [264]). 

 Vis and Rāmin Separate 

Break-up . Rāmin, exhausted by his struggle with Mobad, takes counsel 
with Behguy, who advises him to give up love and seek a new life in 
other lands (303 [268]); meanwhile, Mobad attempts a rapprochement 
with Vis (310 [275]), which Vis accepts (312 [277]). Vis and Rāmin have 
an altercation, and Rāmin resolves to go; before he leaves, however, the 
two renew their vows of loyalty, though Vis doubts Rāmin’s strength of 
will (316 [280]). 

Rāmin and Gol . Rāmin travels west to Gurab, where he beholds Gol, 
daughter of the margrave of Azerbaijan, and falls in love with her; Gol 
is at first hesitant to accept his proposal to marry (Rāmin’s reputation 
has preceded him), but after many promises, she finally consents (324 
[289]), and the couple get married (332 [299]). Rāmin slips and tells 
Gol that he loves her because she looks like Vis (336 [302]), and after a 
thorough dressing-down, he writes an angry letter to Vis, blaming her 
for his troubles and repudiating his love for her (337 [304]). 

Vis’s Letter . Vis is devastated and responds with a letter of her own, 
begging Rāmin not to relinquish his love (342 [308]). The Nurse attempts 
to deliver the letter, but he turns her away, saying he will pursue Vis 
only if he has a legitimate claim to her as King (349 [316]). At this news, 
Vis falls ill and summons her scribe (353 [319]), who writes the  Dah-
nāma  (“Decalogue”), also called the “Book of Iniquity” (357 [325]). Vis 
sends her slave to deliver the letter (394 [363]), while lamenting her 
separation from Rāmin (397 [366]). 

Remorse . Rāmin grows tired of Gol and longs to return to Vis (402 [371]). 
Gol’s father is none too pleased to hear this and informs his daughter of 
Rāmin’s wavering. That evening, while sitting at banquet (and ignoring 
Gol), Rāmin broods over his situation, then abruptly rushes out the hall, 
mounts his horse, and rides towards Khorasan (409 [378]). 

 Death and Deliverance 

Debate in the Snowstorm . On his way back, Rāmin meets Vis’s messenger, 
who gives him the  Dah-nāma  (417 [385]). Rāmin composes his own letter 
promising his return (419 [387]). Vis is both happy and apprehensive at 
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the news (422 [390]). Rāmin comes to Marv in the midst of a whirling 
blizzard; Vis refuses him entry, leaving Rāmin in the snow (426 [394]). 
The next morning she returns to the portico and tells him to let her go 
(438 [406]). A bitter debate ensues, concluding with Vis again turning 
Rāmin away; stunned at her rejection, Rāmin departs, declaring himself 
finally free of love (463 [429]). Vis repents (465 [431]) and sends the 
Nurse after Rāmin; she then goes out herself to track him down (467 
[433]). Rāmin now rejects Vis, who turns back to her castle in despair 
(471 [437]); at that moment, a dragon-like storm drives Rāmin back to 
her, where they reconcile and return to the castle (482 [448]). 

Rebellion . Rāmin returns to Mobad’s court (486 [453]); but when 
Mobad declares his next hunting expedition (489 [456]), making it clear 
that he expects Rāmin to go with him, the lovers are doomed to be sepa-
rated again (493 [460]). The Nurse advises Vis that the time has come to 
overthrow Mobad (496 [463]). Vis sends a message to Rāmin informing 
him of the plot (500 [467]), and after a soliloquy (504 [471]), Rāmin 
and his followers enter Mobad’s citadel in disguise and join forces with 
Vis’s men (507 [474]); Rāmin kills Zard in the fighting (510 [477]). The 
lovers seize Mobad’s treasure and flee to Daylam, where they recruit an 
army to overthrow the king (513 [479]). Mobad rides out to meet them 
(515 [481]) but is killed by a mysterious boar before battle can be joined 
(517 [483]). 

Conclusion . Rāmin takes his brother’s place on the throne; he and Vis 
bear two sons and rule Iran for eighty-one years (520 [487]). Vis dies in 
old age (528 [492]); Rāmin hands over the kingship to his son, retreats 
to the fire temple, and lives the remainder of his life in penitence, so 
that he and Vis reunite in heaven (530 [495]). Gorgāni dedicates  V&R  
to Abu al-Fatḥ Moẓaffar and invokes God’s blessing on him and his 
three sons (534). 

  

  



 “Real” songs – that is, lyrics explicitly marked as songs ( sorud ) in the 
text performed before an audience – are in small caps, while the internal 
monologues ( bā del hami goft , etc.) are in italics; some of these mono-
logues are also called “songs,” and these are both small caps and italics. 

 Rāmin Falls in Love 

 • How Would It Be?  (95/38–48 [58]): Falls in love with Vis, and 
wonders if she would love him in return 

 • O Heart, What’s Wrong With You?  (96/51–72 [59]): Chides his heart 
for these foolish notions, for Vis is aloof, unattainable, and unkind 

 Rāmin Woos Vis 

 • Why Do You Grieve?  (114/28–33 [77]): Reproaches the nightingales 
as he wanders lovelorn in the palace garden, for they sing to their 
lovers, while his laments fall on deaf ears 

 • O Heart, What Do You Want of My Life?  (182/34–59 [145]): Curses his 
heart and the cruelty of Fate when Vis is exiled from Marv; prepares 
for a life of pain and suffering before his death 

 Episode 1: The Ordeal 

 • We Are Two Dear Lovers (205/128–65 [168]): Sung in victory after 
their escape; a praise to wine and call to enjoy the good times 

 Episode 2: The Bed Trick 

 • O Wounded Heart, Don’t Worry So (219/9–15 [181]): A  carpe diem  
wine song, the first of a series at Mobad’s banquet 

    Appendix B  :   Rāmin’s Songs  
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 • I Saw A Gliding Garden Cypress (219/18–27 [182]): Recounts the 
story of his love for Vis 

 • My Face Is Blanched (221/55–65 [184]): A lament of separation 
 • Do You Think It Right? : (226/142–53 [189]): Complains to the storm 

that Vis sleeps indoors while he suffers on the roof 
 • O Idol, O Moon-face, O Quickly Sated  (227/158–80 [190]): A message 

to Vis complaining of her neglect 
 • O Night So Fair And Fetching  (230/219–31 [193]): An  alba  poem 

lamenting the end of their night together 

 Episode 3: The Devils’ Grotto 

 • What Is This Love?  (239/22–32 [203]): The first of three laments 
Rāmin sings when Vis is imprisoned 

 • Sigh, O Heart, If You’re a Lover  (240/34–43 [203]): A second lament 
 • I’m That Broken-Hearted One  (240/48–56 [204]): A third lament, 

addressing the breeze and exhorting it to bear his message to Vis 
 • Without You, My Love, I Don’t Desire Life (242/82–93 [206]): A 

final song in which he pledges to find her 
 • O Dwelling, You’re That Happy Place  (247/10–21 [211]): Sings to the 

fortress as a stand-in for Vis 
 • O My Heart, Give Up Your Life  (250/58–73 [214]): Summons his 

courage in an address to his heart 
 • O Lover, What Does It Matter (254/131–42 [218]): Celebrates their 

love when they are united 
 • Wine Scours Rust from the Heart (256/161–77 [220]): A song of 

love and wine as they winter together 
 • O Moon, Bring the Cup of Rose-Red Wine!  (257/179–89 [221]): 

Another wine song, addressing Vis while she is present 
 • O Fate, What Do You Want of Me?  (264/83–96 [228]): After escaping 

Mobad, he curses his fate and laments his broken heart 
 • You Cannot Know My State  (265/104–14 [229]): Rebukes Vis in her 

absence 

 Episode 4: The Garden 

 • Since They Sundered Me from You  (281/28–42 [247]): Scales the 
garden wall and calls out to Vis, lamenting her absence 

 The Break-up 

 • You Foolish, Misguided Heart!  (317/25–42 [282]): Rāmin curses his 
heart and resolves to abandon Vis 
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 • How Long, My Heart?  (404/35–67 [373]): Remorseful, he censures 
his heart 

 • What Could Be Sweeter?  (410/26–122 [379]): Resolves to die a martyr 
to love 

 The Coup 

 • I Saw a Night Like Last Night  (495/104–12 [462]): A lament of 
separation, reflecting on the vagaries of time 

 • O Heart, Till When Will You Allow This State?  (505/75–114 [472]): 
Addressing his heart, resolves to overthrow Mobad 

 

 

 

 



    Appendix C  :   Concordance  

 All plain numbers refer to pages; numbers in brackets indicate chapter 
numbers. The ICF edition of  V&R  does not actually number its chapters, 
but those referring to its digital version at  https://titus.uni-frankfurt.de/  
will need these to pull up the appropriate passage. 

  Chapter    ICF    Davis    Rowshan    Morrison    Massé  

 Praise of God   1 [1]  —  19 [1]   1  — 
 Praise of the Prophet   7 [2]  —  22 [2]   4  — 
 Praise of Ṭughrıl Beg  10 [3]  —  24 [3]   6  — 
 Praise of Abu Naṣr 

al-Kondori 
 16 [4]  —  29 [4]   10  — 

 Ṭughrıl seizes Isfahan  18 [5]  —  30 [5]   12  — 
 Praise of Abu al-Fatḥ 

Moẓaffar 
 21 [6]  —  33 [6]   14  — 

 On the composition of the 
story 

 26 [7]  —  36 [7]   16  — 

 Beginning of the story  31 [8]    1  41 [8]   19   25 
 The beauties of Mobad’s 

banquet 
 36    3  43 [9]   21   27 

 Mobad and Shahru make 
a pact 

 38 [9]    5  45 [10]   23   29 

 The birth of Vis  42 [10]    9  47 [11]   25   32 
 Vis and Rāmin are raised 

by the Nurse 
 44   12  49 [12]   27   34 

 The Nurse’s letter to 
Shahru 

 46 [11]   13  50 [13]   27   45 

 Marriage of Vis and Viru  48 [12]   17  52 [14]   29   38 
 Zard comes before Shahru  51 [13]   19  53 [15]   31   40 
 Vis questions Zard  56   23  56 [16]   35   44 
 Zard returns to Mobad  58   26  58 [17]   36   47 
 Mobad prepares for war 

against Viru 
 62 [14]   28  60 [18]   38   49 

(Continued)
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  Chapter    ICF    Davis    Rowshan    Morrison    Massé  

 Viru learns of Mobad’s 
plans 

  64 [15]   30   62 [19]   40   52 

 Description of the battle   66 [16]   32   63 [20]   41   53 
 Mobad is defeated by Viru   72   36   67 [21]   45   58 
 Mobad goes to Gurab   74 [17]   39   68 [22]   46   60 
 Mobad sends an envoy 

to Vis 
  75   40   69 [23]   47   61 

 Vis responds to Mobad’s 
envoy 

  76 [18]   41   69 [24]   48   62 

 The envoy returns   79   44   72 [25]   50   65 
 Mobad consults with his 

brothers 
  80   45   72 [26]   51   66 

 Mobad sends a letter to 
Shahru 

  84 [19]   48   75 [27]   53   69 

 Description of Mobad’s 
gifts 

  86   50   76 [28]   55   71 

 Description of the night   87   51   77 [29]   56   72 
 Mobad captures Vis   91   54   79 [30]   58   76 
 Viru learns of Vis’s 

abduction 
  92 [20]   55   80 [31]   59   77 

 Rāmin sees Vis and falls 
in love 

  93 [21]   56   81 [32]   60   78 

 Vis and Mobad are 
married in Marv 

  97 [22]   60   84 [33]   63   82 

 The Nurse travels to Marv   99 [23]   62   85 [34]   64   84 
 Vis’s reply to the Nurse  103   66   88 [35]   67   87 
 The Nurse again advises 

Vis 
 104   66   88 [36]   67   88 

 The Nurse adorns Vis  106   69   90 [37]   69   90 
 The Nurse binds Mobad  109 [24]   72   92 [38]   70   93 
 Rāmin’s love for Vis comes 

to a head 
 113 [25]   76   95 [39]   73   96 

 Rāmin sees the Nurse in 
the garden 

 115   78   96 [40]   75   98 

 The Nurse beguiles Vis  130 [26]   90  105 [41]   85  113 
 The Nurse returns to 

Rāmin 
 140 [27]  100  112 [42]   92  123 

 Vis sees Rāmin and falls 
in love 

 153 [28]  114  121 [43]  102  135 

 The Nurse returns to Vis  157 [29]  118  124 [44]  105  139 
 Vis and Rāmin come 

together 
 160 [30]  123  126 [45]  107  142 

 Vis and Rāmin go to 
Kuhestān 

 166  129  130 [46]  111  148 

 Mobad learns of the affair  168 [31]  130  131 [47]  112  149 
 Mobad returns to 

Khorasan 
 176 [32]  139  137 [48]  117  157 

 Vis goes to Kuhestan  180 [33]  143  139 [49]  120  160 

Continued
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  Chapter    ICF    Davis    Rowshan    Morrison    Massé  

 Rāmin joins her  186 [34]  148  143 [50]  124  165 
 Mobad learns of Rāmin’s 

departure 
 188 [35]  151  144 [51]  125  167 

 Mobad marches on 
Hamadan 

 193  156  148 [52]  129  172 

 Viru responds to Mobad’s 
letter 

 195 [36]  158  149 [53]  130  173 

 Mobad reprimands Vis  198 [37]  161  151 [54]  132  176 
 The ordeal by fire  201  163  153 [55]  134  179 
 Mobad searches the world 

for Vis 
 208 [38]  171  158 [56]  139  186 

 Rāmin writes a letter to 
his mother 

 211 [39]  174  160 [57]  141  189 

 The mother intervenes  213  176  162 [58]  142  191 
 Mobad’s banquet (the bed 

trick) 
 218 [40]  181  165 [59]  146  195 

 Mobad prepares for war 
against Rome 

 233 [41]  197  175 [60]  156  210 

 Mobad imprisons Vis in 
the Devils’ Grotto 

 238 [42]  201  179 [61]  160  214 

 Vis laments Rāmin’s 
departure 

 243 [43]  207  182 [62]  164  219 

 Rāmin comes to the Devils’ 
Grotto 

 247 [44]  210  185 [63]  166  222 

 Mobad returns from Rome  259 [45]  223  193 [64]  174  232 
 Shahru’s lament  270 [46]  235  201 [65]  182  243 
 Mobad responds to 

Shahru 
 277  241  205 [66]  187  249 

 Mobad entrusts Vis to the 
Nurse 

 279 [47]  245  207 [67]  189  251 

 Mobad finds Vis in the 
garden 

 289 [48]  254  213 [68]  195  259 

 Mobad and the minstrel  299 [49]  264  220 [69]  202  269 
 Behguy’s advice to Rāmin  303 [50]  268  222 [70]  204  271 
 Mobad’s advice to Vis  310 [51]  275  227 [71]  209  277 
 Vis’s answer  312 [52]  277  228 [72]  210  279 
 Rāmin leaves Vis and 

travels to Gurab 
 316 [53]  280  231 [73]  212  282 

 Rāmin sees Gol and falls 
in love 

 324 [54]  289  236 [74]  218  290 

 Marriage of Rāmin and 
Gol 

 332 [55]  299  242 [75]  224  297 

 Gol gets angry at Rāmin  336  302  244 [76]  226  300 
 Rāmin’s letter to Vis  337 [56]  304  245 [77]  227  301 
 Vis receives the letter  342 [57]  308  248 [78]  230  305 
 The Nurse visits Rāmin in 

Gurab 
 349 [58]  316  253 [79]  235  311 

 Vis becomes ill  353 [59]  319  255 [80]  237  314 
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  Chapter    ICF    Davis    Rowshan    Morrison    Massé  

 Vis’s letter to Rāmin  357 [60]  325  257 [81]  240  318 
 Part 1: On longing and 

separation 
 363 [61]  331  261  243  323 

 Part 2: On dreams and 
remembrance 

 366 [62]  334  263  245  325 

 Part 3: On seeking 
alternatives 

 369 [63]  336  265  247  328 

 Part 4: On forbearance 
and hope 

 372 [64]  340  267  249  331 

 Part 5: On the lover’s 
tyranny 

 375 [65]  343  269  251  334 

 Part 6: On caressing and 
calling 

 378 [66]  346  271  253  336 

 Part 7: On weeping and 
wailing 

 382 [67]  349  273  255  339 

 Part 8: On seeking news of 
the beloved 

 385 [68]  352  275  257  342 

 Part 9: On describing one’s 
grief 

 387 [69]  335  277  258  344 

 Part 10: On supplication  390 [70]  358  279  260  347 
 Peroration  392 [71]  360  280  261  349 
 Vis sends Āzin to deliver 

the ten letters 
 394  363  282 [82]  263  351 

 Vis’s lament  397 [72]  366  284 [83]  265  354 
 Rāmin grows weary of Gol  402 [73]  371  287 [84]  268  358 
 Rafidā tells Gol of Rāmin’s 

state 
 409 [74]  378  291 [85]  273  364 

 Āzin comes to Rāmin  417 [75]  385  296 [86]  278  371 
 Rāmin responds to the 

letter 
 419 [76]  387  298 [87]  279  373 

 Vis learns of Rāmin’s 
arrival 

 422 [77]  390  300 [88]  281  375 

 Rāmin comes to Vis in 
Marv 

 426 [78]  394  302 [89]  283  379 

 Rāmin answers Vis  429 [79]  397  304 [90]  285  381 
 Vis answers Rāmin  434 [80]  402  307 [91]  289  386 
 Vis returns and addresses 

Rāmin’s horse 
 438 [81]  406  310 [92]  291  390 

 Rāmin’s reply  440 [82]  409  312 [93]  293  392 
 Vis’s reply  443 [83]  411  313 [94]  294  394 
 Rāmin’s reply  445 [84]  413  315 [95]  296  395 
 Vis’s reply  448 [85]  416  317 [96]  298  399 
 Rāmin’s reply  450 [86]  418  318 [97]  299  400 
 Vis’s reply  452 [87]  419  319 [98]  300  402 
 Rāmin’s reply  453 [88]  421  321 [99]  301  403 
 Vis’s reply  455 [89]  422  321 [100]  302  404 
 Rāmin’s reply  456 [90]  423  322 [101]  303  406 
 Vis’s reply  458 [91]  425  323 [102]  304  407 
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  Chapter    ICF    Davis    Rowshan    Morrison    Massé  

 Rāmin’s reply  459 [92]  426  325 [103]  305  408 
 Vis’s reply  461 [93]  428  326 [104]  306  410 
 Vis grows angry and shuts 

Rāmin out 
 463  429  327 [105]  307  411 

 Vis regrets her actions  465 [94]  431  328 [106]  308  413 
 Vis sends the Nurse after 

Rāmin 
 467 [95]  433  330 [107]  309  415 

 Rāmin’s reply and 
complaint 

 471 [96]  437  333 [108]  312  419 

 Vis’s reply and excuse  475 [97]  441  335 [109]  315  422 
 Rāmin’s reply  477 [98]  443  337 [110]  316  424 
 Vis’s reply  479 [99]  445  338 [111]  317  426 
 Rāmin regrets his actions  482 [100]  448  340 [112]  319  428 
 Rāmin appears before 

Mobad 
 486 [101]  453  343 [113]  322  432 

 Mobad goes hunting  489 [102]  456  345 [114]  324  434 
 Mobad takes Rāmin with 

him 
 493  460  347 [115]  326  438 

 Vis asks the Nurse for a 
solution 

 496 [103]  463  350 [116]  329  441 

 Vis writes a letter to 
Rāmin 

 500 [104]  467  352 [117]  331  444 

 Rāmin receives the letter  504  471  355 [118]  334  448 
 Rāmin steals to the castle  507 [105]  474  357 [119]  335  450 
 Rāmin kills Zard  510 [106]  477  359 [120]  338  453 
 Rāmin takes Mobad’s 

treasure and flees 
 513 [107]  479  361 [121]  339  455 

 Mobad learns of Rāmin’s 
betrayal 

 515 [108]  481  362 [122]  341  457 

 Mobad is killed by a boar  517 [109]  483  363 [123]  342  458 
 Rāmin assumes the throne  520 [110]  487  365 [124]  344  461 
 Death of Vis  528 [111]  492  369 [125]  348  467 
 Rāmin retires from rule  530 [112]  495  371 [126]  349  469 
 On the completion of the 

story 
 534 [113]  —  373 [127]  352  — 
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Notes    

 Prologue 

   1  I owe this idea of “memories that rhyme” to a podcast I listened to in the 
summer of 2021 entitled  Dolly Parton’s America , hosted by Jad Abumrad 
and Shima Oliaee. The phrase came from Episode 4, “Neon Moss,” and 
the transcript reads, “And bears aside, the whole time I couldn’t shake this 
feeling like I had been here before. Like, it was something like deja vu but 
not quite. Maybe more like a rhyme, the way that one memory rhymes 
with another.” See  https://www.wnycstudios.org/podcasts/dolly-partons
-america/episodes/neon-moss  (accessed 1 June 2022). 

   2  Alex J. West persuasively argues for a “Hemispheric Middle Ages” as 
a framework for comparative historical study, adding that this is best 
accomplished by working from the understanding that “medieval greater 
Afro-Eurasia was ultimately one place.” See  https://indomedieval
.medium.com/the-hemispheric-middle-ages-part-i-173779f237f6  and 
https://indomedieval.medium.com/the-hemispheric-middle-ages-part
-ii-7f1630e00e12  (accessed 1 June 2022). 

   3  The dating of Vis & Rāmin  to the Parthian period was achieved by 
Minorsky’s painstaking research, published in a series of articles for 
the  Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies  (1946, 1947, 1954, 
and 1962), then consolidated, lightly revised, and re-published in his 
 Iranica  (1964). The medieval histories  Tārikh-e gozida  (w. 1330) and 
 Mojmal al-tavārikh  (w. 1126) set the tale in the reigns of the Parthians 
(Gotarzes I, r. 91–80 bce) and Sasanians (Shapur I, r. 240–70 ce), 
respectively; see Mostowfi Qazvini,  Tārikh-e gozida , 101; Najmābādi 
and Weber,  Mujmal al-tavārīkh , 74. Interestingly, the name of Gotarzes’s 
son and successor, Orodes/Wērōd, aligns with the name of Vis’s 
brother, Viru. 
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   4  Some valuable studies that have investigated the connections between 
Greek, Arabic, and Persian love narratives are von Grunebaum, “Greek 
Form Elements in the Arabian Nights”; von Grunebaum,  Medieval Islam , 
294–319; Hägg, “The Oriental Reception”; Davis,  Panthea’s Children ; 
Whitmarsh and Thompson,  The Romance between Greece and the East ; and 
Whitmarsh,  Dirty Love . 

 5  al- Aʿskarī, Risāla fī al-tafḍīl , 89. For more on the Iranian tradition of 
minstrelsy and its relation with storytelling, see Boyce, “The Parthian 
 Gōsān ”; de Bruijn, “Poets and Minstrels.” Boyce (“The Parthian  Gōsān ,” 
34–7) doubts that stories such as  V&R  would have been deemed worthy 
of being written down, and while this accords with the impression we 
have from the Abbasid and Samanid periods, so little survives from the 
Sasanian context that I prefer to be agnostic on that matter. 

   6  Abu Nuwās’s poem and Ḥamza’s commentary can be found in Abu 
Nuwās,  Dīwān , 143–6. See also Minovi, “Yek-i az fāresiyāt,” 67, 69; de Blois, 
 Persian Literature , 141–2. On the semantic connotations of  uḥdūtha  as a 
“fable,” see chapter 1. 

 7  See Rāghib al-Iṣfahānī, Muḥāḍarāt al-udabāʾ , 1:820. Note the corruption of 
Vis as DBS and Rāmin as DMYN, rectified in Minovi, “Yek-i az fāresiyāt,” 
77, and Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 42. For a full survey of these references, 
see Minovi, “Vis-o Rāmin,” 19–21. 

   8  One of the requirements of entry into the elite society of eleventh-century 
Isfahan was a mastery of Arabic: “It served as a distinguishing mark, on 
the one hand distancing them [the elites] from the common people who 
only spoke the local Persian dialect, and on the other hand linking them to 
Baghdad, the absolute cultural model.” Durand-Guédy,  Iranian Elites and 
Turkish Rulers , 43. 

   9  Davis, “Introduction,” xii. There are a number of studies that consider 
 V&R  as a composite work, particularly T’odua, “Yek do sokhan,” xxiv–
xxv; Aʿbd-Allāhiyān, “Az farādast”; and van Ruymbeke, “Wretched King 
Mobad,” 82n7. 

  10  For a survey of this literature, see Cross, “The Lives and Afterlives,” 533–4. 
11  Davis, “Introduction,” xxxii. 
12  Pizzi, Storia , 2:87. For a fuller discussion of the poem’s medieval and 

modern reception, see Cross, “The Poetics of Romantic Love,” 48–52, 57–9; 
Cross, “The Lives and Afterlives,” 523–32. 

  13  For two perspectives into Neẓāmi’s reception of  V&R , see Eslāmi-
Nodushan, “Āyā ‘Vis-o Rāmin’,” 353, and Zolfaqāri,  Yekṣad manẓuma , 952; 
for a broader summary, see Cross, “The Lives and Afterlives,” 523–4, 535, 
and footnote 109. 

  14  For a review of  Khosrow & Shirin  and its major imitations, see Orsatti, 
“Kosrow o Širin”; and for an exhaustive survey of poetic imitations of 
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Neẓāmi’s  Khamsa , see Rādfar,  Ketābshenāsī . While  V&R  was never retold 
in Persian, it was translated into Ottoman Turkish (with substantially 
altered content) by the court poet Lāmeʿi (d. 1531); see Cross, “The Lives 
and Afterlives,” 525–6, for further discussion. On its place in the modern 
canon, see Eslāmi-Nodushan, “Āyā ‘Vis-o Rāmin,’” 346. 

  15  The last decade has seen an uptick in literary scholarship on  V&R , 
including studies by Kahduni and Boḥrani, “Taḥlil-e shakhṣiyat-e 
Mobad”; Hākemi and Zavāriyān, “Barrasi-ye jāygāh-e zan”; Khorāsāni 
and Dāvudi-Moqaddam, “Taḥlil-e dahnāma-hā”; Aʿbdi and Ṣayyādkuh, 
“Barrasi-ye do shakhṣiyat”; ʿEshqi-Sardehi, Amir-Aḥmadi, and Kiyāni, 
“Naqd-e shakhṣiyat-e Vis”; Cross, “A Tree Atop the Mountain”; van 
Ruymbeke, “Wretched King Mobad”; and the new monograph by Nahid 
Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo . I regret that I had more or less finished my 
own manuscript before this book came into my hands, else I would have 
engaged with it more substantially, but I indicate important connections 
between our two works where I can.  

  16  See Kay, “Genre, Parody, and Spectacle,” esp. 173–4. 
  17  On the literal meaning of  romanz , see Bruckner, “The Shape of Romance 

in Medieval France,” 13–14; Gaunt, “Romance and Other Genres,” 45; and 
Kinoshita, “Romance in/and the Medieval Mediterranean,” 187–9. Sullivan 
suggests, however, that the term was more aligned with the modern 
understanding of romance than might have been previously thought, as it 
usually described some kind of secular adventure narrative set in the past 
( Roman de Troie ,  Roman d’Eneas ), later expanding to include satirical and 
allegorical narratives ( Roman de Renart ,  Roman de la Rose ). See Sullivan,  The 
Danger of Romance , 2–8, 28–30. 

  18  For more on the relative prestige accorded to “novel” versus “romance,” 
see Doody,  The True Story , 1–4; Fuchs,  Romance , 9–11; Khan,  The Broken 
Spell , 8–20; Goldhill, “Genre,” 191–3. 

  19  For an assessment of the nominalist approach, see Orlemanski, “Genre,” 
208–10. I will note that, while there have been many critiques of the term 
“medieval” in Islamic studies, I have not encountered any comparable 
resistance to the application of generic terms such as “epic” and 
“romance” to Persian poetry. 

  20  Segre, “What Bakhtin Left Unsaid,” 36. 
  21  Fuchs, Romance , 35–6. For romance as a poetics of delay, see Parker, 

 Inescapable Romance . Derrida (“The Law of Genre,” 59) discusses genre in 
general as “a sort of participation without belonging.” 

  22  A helpful interlocutor on this point is Pasha Khan, whose recent book on 
the Persian and Urdu  dāstān s and  qiṣṣa s of early modern South Asia, which 
he cautiously glosses as “romance,” deftly explores the fraught terrain of 
genre terminology. See Khan,  The Broken Spell , 10–16. 
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  23  Critical text and translation by Frank Justus Miller in Ovid,  Metamorphoses , 
1:182–5. 

  24  Recent scholarship has taken the theory of romance as a Self-Other 
entanglement in different directions. For example, Tim Whitmarsh writes, 
“Novelistic erotic stories were from late classical times onwards much 
more culturally fluid and flexible, and allowed for transfer between 
ancient traditions. More than this, they reflected on this very process of 
transfer: ‘dirty love’ became a narrative expression of the idea of cultural 
combination encapsulated in the very form of the novel”; see Whitmarsh, 
 Dirty Love , 8. In Saeed Honarmand’s account, the Persian romance (like 
the Persian epic) is aimed at eliminating the Other, but “instead of the 
elimination of the body of the other [in the epic], it is the elimination of 
 otherness  itself [in the romance].” Honarmand, “Between the Water and the 
Wall,” 59. 

  25  Zumthor, Speaking of the Middle Ages , 29–30. Although his focus lies on 
a different time and place from my own, I believe Zumthor’s reminder 
that we must assume a basically unbridgeable gap between medieval and 
modern ways of encountering and reading texts ( Toward a Medieval Poetics , 
3–6; “The Text and the Voice,” 70) applies as well to the case of eleventh-
century Isfahan as it does to twelfth-century Paris. 

  26  Bauer, “In Search of ‘Post-Classical Literature,’” 141–3. 
  27  Hodgson, The Venture of Islam , 2:3–11; Fromherz,  The Near West , 209–25. 
  28  Omidsalar, Poetics and Politics , 31. 
  29  Omidsalar, ibid., 18. Agapitos and Mullett note a similar prejudice in the 

scholarship on medieval Greek; see Agapitos, “Contesting Conceptual 
Boundaries,” 66–7; Mullett, “No Drama, No Poetry, No Fiction, No 
Readership, No Literature.” For further discussion of the “medieval” 
debate, see Lasman, “Dragons, Fairies, and Time,” 3–12. 

  30  Hansen, The Year 1000 , 3; Lasman, “Dragons, Fairies, and Time,” 5. 
31  Khaṭīb al-Baghdādī, The Art of Party-Crashing , x. 
  32  Davis and Puett, “Periodization and ‘the Medieval Globe,’” 6. 
  33  Sells, Mystical Languages of Unsaying , 4. 
  34  The term “Islamdom” was coined by Marshall Hodgson; to learn more 

about his justification for this term, and its relative “Islamicate,” see 
Hodgson,  The Venture of Islam , 1:56–60. A recent appeal for this kind of 
interconnected historiography is found in Bulliet,  The Case for Islamo-
Christian Civilization , 1–45, with a response and follow-up in Tolan, 
“Forging New Paradigms.” 

  35  See Høgel, “World Literature Is Trans-Imperial,” 14; Pollock,  The Language 
of the Gods , 11–12. See also Akbari, “Modeling Medieval World Literature,” 
14, who describes geography as a “crucial common ground” that could 
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inform the composition of diverse travel narratives, such as Ibn Baṭṭuṭa’s 
 Riḥla  and  The Book of John Mandeville . 

  36  Sells, Mystical Languages of Unsaying , 5. 
  37  Mallette, Lives of the Great Languages , 82. I borrow the juxtaposition of 

“roots” versus “routes” from Kinoshita, “Romance in/and the Medieval 
Mediterranean,” 192, 202. 

  38  Agapitos and Mortensen, “Introduction,” 6–7. It is worth noting that the 
authors are specifically referring to medieval Europe in this sentence, but 
they go on to discuss how the Islamic lands fit into this complex in the 
following paragraph. 

  39  The field of New Mediterranean Studies offers a helpful model for this 
kind of scholarship; see Akbari, “Modeling Medieval World Literature”; 
Mallette, “Translation in the Pre-Modern World”; Kinoshita, “Romance in/
and the Medieval Mediterranean.” Another highly productive circle for me 
has been the push to recognize the supralocal role of “imperial” languages 
in making possible the transregional circulation of stories and texts: see 
Gaunt, “French Literature Abroad”; Agapitos, “Contesting Conceptual 
Boundaries”; Høgel, “World Literature Is Trans-Imperial”; Mallette,  Lives of 
the Great Languages . 

  40  Many of these cycles stem from Sanskrit sources, a reminder that 
the Helleno-Abrahmic complex is only one of many possible ways of 
framing literary globality in the medieval period. Some useful studies 
that situate transregional narratives such as  Barlaam & Josaphat ,  Kalīla & 
Dimna , the Alexander romance, and the  Seven Sages  within globally 
minded frameworks include Lopez and McCracken,  In Search of the 
Christian Buddha ; de Blois,  Burzōy’s Voyage to India ; Stoneman, Nawotka, 
and Wojciechowska,  The Alexander Romance ; Hoffmann, “Cats and Dogs, 
Manliness, and Misogyny.” 

  41  Selden, “Mapping the Alexander Romance,” 19. 
42  See Heng, Empire of Magic , 2–4, and of course the rest of the book. 

Similarly, Samuel Lasman’s recent dissertation explores, in a comparative 
manner, the role of fantastic and imaginative narratives about the past, 
what he calls “speculative fiction,” in parallel processes of identity 
formations in the medieval period; for his theoretical framing of how 
the project speaks to and indeed requires a “Global Middle Ages,” see 
Lasman, “Dragons, Fairies, and Time,” 3–43. 

  43  Hägg, The Novel in Antiquity , 82–90; Whitmarsh,  Dirty Love . 
  44  Keene, “Introduction,” 31. On the relationship between medieval studies 

and white nationalism, see the collected essays in Albin et al.,  Whose 
Middle Ages? ; Heng and Ramey, “Early Globalities, Global Literatures,” 
392; Heng,  The Invention of Race , esp. 1–5 and 15–24; Lomuto, “Becoming 
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Postmedieval,” 503–5 (and associated references); Phillips,  Craft Beer 
Culture , 97–135. 

  45  See Krueger, “Introduction,” 1; Gaunt, “Romance and Other Genres,” 45; 
Fuchs,  Romance , 37; Agapitos, “Genre, Structure and Poetics,” 20–2. 

  46  Jauss, Toward an Aesthetic of Reception , 23–4. 
  47  See, respectively, Rust‘aveli, The Man in the Panther’s Skin , 2/¶7; Agapitos, 

 The Tale of Livistros and Rodamne , 55/6–9; Hubert,  Floire and Blanchefleur , 
23/1–6. As Matilda Bruckner succinctly observes, “That romance speaks 
to lovers is a staple of the genre”; see Bruckner, “The Shape of Romance in 
Medieval France,” 17. 

48  Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan  (tr. Hatto), 42. 
  49  Frow, Genre , 7–8. 
  50  For genres as “institutions” and “ideologies,” see respectively Todorov, 

“The Origin of Genres,” 162; Jameson, “Magical Narratives,” 135. Jameson 
argues that every text necessarily encodes and embodies some kind of 
ideological formation ( The Political Unconscious , 79), a point that Simon 
Gaunt develops in the context of Old French literature (see Gaunt, 
“Romance and Other Genres”; Gaunt,  Gender and Genre , 10). Bakhtin’s 
use of ideology – a “system of ideas” in which “every speaker is thus an 
ideologue and every utterance an ideologeme” ( Speech Genres and Other 
Late Essays , 101n3) – seems to me the most appropriate way to discuss 
ideology in my context; but ultimately, the premodern Greek term  ethos , 
as a “custom” or “way” of doing things, provides by far the closest 
conceptual match with the Persian material, a discourse that is saturated 
with discussions of various “paths” or “manners” ( mazhab ,  ṭariqa ,  āyin , 
 ravesh , etc.) of thought and action. 

  51  Trzaskoma, Two Novels from Ancient Greece , xix. For the use of the words 
“idealistic” and “idyllic” to describe this mythos, see Holzberg,  The Ancient 
Novel , 9–10; Hubert,  Floire and Blanchefleur , 13–16. 

  52  The lexicographer Dehkhodā defines the  afsāna  as a story about those who 
lived in the past ( ḥekāyāt-e gozashtagān ), but then adds that it is “baseless 
and false” ( bi-aṣl va dorugh ), fabricated ( sākhta ) for either didactic or 
entertainment purposes. Dehkhoda,  Loghat-nāma , s.v.  afsāna  at  https:
//dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/fa/dictionary/  (accessed 1 June 2022). The Middle 
Persian  afsān  carries a similar connotation, as does the ancient Greek 
 mythos ; see MacKenzie,  A Concise Pahlavi Dictionary , 5, s.v.  afsān ;  The Brill 
Dictionary of Ancient Greek , ed. Franco Montanari, s.v.  μῦθος  (accessed 1 
June 2022 at  https://dictionaries.brillonline.com /search#dictionary=mont
anari&id=78221). 

  53  See, for example, Walter Scott’s definition of romance in 1834 as “a 
fictitious narrative in prose or verse; the interest of which turns upon 
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marvellous and uncommon incidents.” Scott,  Essays on Chivalry, Romance, 
and the Drama , 129. 

  54  An excellent introductory work on image-making in Arabic philosophy 
and aesthetics, including discussions of how it interfaces with the Greek 
notion of  phantasia , is the edited volume by van Gelder and Hammond, 
 Takhyil . For applied studies of this topic to the context of Arabic and 
Persian poetry, some important recent works include Harb,  Arabic 
Poetics ; Ingenito,  Beholding Beauty ; Landau, “Naṣīr al-Dīn Ṭūsī and Poetic 
Imagination.” 

  55  Lasman, “Dragons, Fairies, and Time,” 12. As Samuel Lasman pointed out 
to me, this ambivalent stance towards the present age is palpable not only 
in the  Shāhnāma , but also in coeval Zoroastrian texts such as the  Ayādgār ī 
Jāmāspīg ; on the latter, see Boyce, “Ayādgār ī Jāmāspīg.” 

  56  Frow, Genre , 10. 
  57  See Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics , 6–7; also Morson and 

Emerson,  Mikhail Bakhtin , 231–2. Though Bakhtin attributes “true” 
polyphony to the modern novel, he allows that the ancient Greek novels 
and Dostoevsky both inhabit “one and the same generic world,” though 
the “heteroglossia from above” in the former remains controlled by an 
overarching monology. See Bakhtin,  Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics , 121–2, 
also Bakhtin,  The Dialogic Imagination , 400. Steven Smith, however, disputes 
this assessment, and Massimo Fusillo discusses ancient polyphony at 
length: see Smith, “Bakhtin and Chariton,” 183–4; Fusillo,  Il romanzo greco , 
esp. 111–78. Simon Gaunt, too, points to the “plurality of perspectives” 
distinctive to medieval European romance, which “leads to an interest 
in individual psychology and identity”; see Gaunt, “Romance and Other 
Genres,” 47. 

  58  Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics , 47; Bakhtin,  The Dialogic 
Imagination , 336. Bakhtin further develops the idea of “images of language” 
(though the exact term is never used) in Bakhtin,  Problems of Dostoevsky’s 
Poetics , 51–7, 79. 

  59  Bartsch, The Mirror of the Self , 46. On  theōria , see  The Brill Dictionary of 
Ancient Greek , ed. Franco Montanari, s.v.  θεωρία  (accessed 1 June 2022 
at  https://dictionaries.brillonline.com/search#dictionary=montanari&
id=53775 ). For more on the relationship between character and viewing in 
the Greek novel, see Morales,  Vision and Narrative , 77–95. 

  60  For a more extensive discussion of this movement, see Cross, “Poetic 
Alchemy.” 

  61  Todorov, “The Origin of Genres,” 161. 
  62  Two salient publications in this vein are by Minoo Southgate (“Conflict 

between Islamic Mores”; “Vīs and Rāmīn: An Anomaly”), but virtually no 
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study of  Vis & Rāmin  fails to comment on the text’s apparently iconoclastic 
nature. 

  63  Wiersma, “The Ancient Greek Novel and Its Heroines,” 109. 
  64  My diction here is informed by Jameson’s discussion of genres as 

“essentially contracts between a writer and his readers”; see Jameson, 
“Magical Narratives,” 135. While I do not utilize Jameson’s analytical 
methods, I find this metaphor an extremely effective way to describe 
how generic discourse creates a collectively agreed-upon space in which 
certain “rules” (the “contract”) are expected to hold; I visit versions of this 
argument in chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this book. 

  65  After Vis, we might cite the famous examples of Neẓāmi’s Shirin and 
Jāmi’s Zolaykhā, along with the broader practice in which women serve 
as guides to their male counterparts: see Meisami, “Fitnah or Azadah”; 
Talattof, “Nizami’s Unlikely Heroines”; Merguerian and Najmabadi, 
“Zulaykha and Yusuf”; Alam and Subrahmanyam, “Love, Passion and 
Reason”; Gabbay, “Love Gone Wrong, Then Right Again.” The case for 
a similar shift in Old French is made by Krause, “Gender and Paradigm 
Shift.” 

  66  This description of Aegialeus comes from Whitmarsh,  Narrative and 
Identity , 3. 

  67  Although “paradigm shift,” in the manner theorized by Thomas Kuhn, 
might be too strong a term here, I do find Albrecht Classen’s description 
of taking a model and pushing it to its breaking point an apt descriptor 
of what I see  Vis & Rāmin  doing with the generic conventions it had 
inherited: “All paradigm shifts are accompanied or determined by 
crisis insofar as the old set of explanations no longer helps to cope with 
the world and its phenomena. A shift is about to occur when the old 
parameters explaining the world we are living in or allowing us to survive 
in it  no longer work properly  and when a new set of concepts is required for 
a rational explanation of our environment.” Classen, “Introduction,” xxii, 
emphasis mine. 

 1 Phantasy: The Rise of Romance 

    1  This admittedly poetic reconstruction of Gorgāni’s circumstances is 
derived from  V&R  13/63–88, analysed in detail in Foruzānfar,  Sokhan , 
374–6. I provide a more prosaic account of this period in Cross, “The 
Poetics of Romantic Love,” 22–4, and for more discussion of the caliphal 
rescript, see Crone,  God’s Rule , 234. 

    2  For a meditation on how the war zone can paradoxically also become “an 
arena of exuberant cultural exchange and meaning making,” see Ouyang, 
“War and the Worlding of Story.” 
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    3  Hodgson, The Venture of Islam , 1:144. 
    4  See Cross, “Poetic Alchemy.” 
    5  The distinctly Arabic cultural-linguistic orientation and “Iraqi” identity of 

Isfahani elites before the Seljuk conquest is discussed in detail in Durand-
Guédy,  Iranian Elites and Turkish Rulers , 32–49. For more on Isfahan’s 
size, industries, buildings, and commerce in the eleventh century, see 
Bosworth,  Historic Cities , 167–72; Durand-Guédy,  Iranian Elites and Turkish 
Rulers , 23–32; and Peacock,  Early Seljūq History , 89–94. 

    6  Nāṣer-e Khosrow, Safarnāma , 166 (Thackston 125). Nāṣer’s description 
of Abu al-Fatḥ’s governorship largely corroborates the details provided 
in  V&R  25/59–65. For more on this figure, see Minorsky, “Vīs u Rāmīn,” 
152, 198; also Ephrat,  A Learned Society , 24. 

    7  The likelihood of V&R ’s composition in or shortly after 446/1054 has 
been convincingly argued in Foruzānfar,  Sokhan , 374–6; see also Maḥjub, 
“Moqaddema,” 16–17. 

    8  For a concise summary of what we know about Gorgāni, see Massé, 
“Gurgānī”; more detailed accounts can be found in Cross, “The Poetics of 
Romantic Love,” 7–20; Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 27–33. 

    9  Gorgāni’s time at the Bavandid court is surmised from a piece of invective 
attributed to him, quoted in ʿOwfi,  Lubá bu ’l-albá b , 2:240, entry no. 98; for 
further discussion, see Minorsky, “Vīs u Rāmīn,” 154–5, 196. 

   10  Gorgāni’s allusions to Arabic literature are documented in Moḥaqqeq, 
“Yāddāsht-hā-i,” 462–4; see also Foruzānfar,  Sokhan , 371. 

   11  Gorgāni’s knowledge of astronomy is discussed in Kunitzsch, 
“Description of the Night,” 77–9; Neugebauer, “The Date of the 
‘Horoscope.’” 

   12  Gorgāni’s familiarity with Avicenna is briefly mentioned in Foruzānfar, 
 Sokhan , 370; Maḥjub, “Moqaddema,” 12; and Gorgāni,  V&R  (tr. 
Morrison), 1n1; with more discussion in Cross, “The Poetics of Romantic 
Love,” 11–17. For an English translation of Avicenna’s treatise on God’s 
creation of the world (known as  al-khuṭba al-gharrāʾ , “the sublime 
sermon”), see Akhtar, “A Tract of Avicenna,” 220–2. 

   13  Quoted in Perry, “The Origin and Development,” 47. Other current 
scholarship supports the notion that, while both Middle and New Persian 
were productive languages in the eleventh century, their use, with the 
one being written in a “Zoroastrian” script and the other in a “Muslim” 
one, largely broke down along confessional lines: see de Blois, “Pre-
Islamic Iranian and Indian Influences,” 334; Vevaina, “The Ground Well 
Trodden,” 172. 

   14  The excitement around V&R ’s antiquity is especially palpable in the 
earliest recorded reactions. Alois Sprenger, who first brought the tale to 
European attention in 1854, writes, “I have discovered a most important 
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Persian poem … a translation from the Pahlavi, beyond any doubt.” 
Eleven years later, the cover of the first published edition of  V&R  by 
William Nassau Lees and Ahmad Ali (Calcutta, 1865) advertises the 
story as “A Romance of Ancient Persia, Translated from the Pahlawi”; and 
when Oliver Wardrop translated the Georgian  Visramiani  into English in 
1914, he introduced it to his readers as “one of the oldest novels in the 
world.” See Sprenger, “Bibliographische Anzeigen,” 608; Gorgāni,  V&R  
(ed. Lees/Ali); T‘mogveli,  Visramiani , v. 

 15  al-Nadīm, Fihrist , 1:31–2 (Dodge 24). The many possible valences 
of  pahlavi  are discussed further in Frye, “Development of Persian 
Literature,” 71; Lazard, “Pahlavi, Pârsi, Dari,” 364–9; Lazard, “La source 
en ‘farsi,’” 35–6; Lazard, “Dari”; Omidsalar, “Unburdening Ferdowsi,” 
238; Perry, “The Origin and Development,” 51; Pourshariati, “The 
Parthians and the Production,” 376–7; Shahbazi,  Ferdowsī , 40; Tafażżoli, 
“Fahlavīyāt.” 

   16  There is quite a lot of scholarship on the topic of  V&R ’s sources, the most 
detailed found in de Blois,  Persian Literature , 55, 141–2; Lazard, “La source 
en ‘farsi’”; Maḥjub, “Moqaddema,” 18–22; Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 
37–50. I provide a broader survey of the literature in Cross, “The Poetics 
of Romantic Love,” 26–36 and Cross, “The Lives and Afterlives,” 540n5. 

   17  Ferdowsi discusses the mobad - dehqān  class responsible for compiling his 
source in the  Shāhnāma , 1:12/115–25; cf. the Abu Manṣuri introduction, 
translated in Minorsky, “The Older Preface,” 168–9. To compare different 
translations of this passage, see Gabrieli, “Note sul  Vīs u Rāmīn ,” 170; 
Gorgāni,  V&R  (tr. Morrison), 18; Lazard, “La source en ‘farsi,’” 34; 
Minorsky, “Vīs u Rāmīn,” 153; and Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 45–7; the 
latter scholar and I reach similar conclusions about how to interpret 
Gorgāni’s discussion of his sources. 

   18  See Norozi, Esordi del romanzo , 39n37. Some well-known examples of 
the “old book” motif in European romance include Chrétien’s  Cligès , 
62/18–32 (Staines 87), and Gottfried’s  Tristan , 5/155–66 (Hatto 43), and 
for further discussion in a broader comparative fashion, see Agapitos, 
“Rhomaian, Persian and Frankish Lands,” 254–7, 261–3. The “old book” 
in the  Shāhnāma  is discussed further in Davidson,  Poet and Hero , 29–53; 
Davis, “The Problem of Ferdowsi’s Sources,” 49; Omidsalar,  Poetics and 
Politics ; and most recently, Hämeen-Anttila,  Khwadāynāmag , 152–8. Other 
examples of the “old book” appearing in eleventh-century Persian are 
found in Arberry,  Homāy-nāma , 4/58, and Asadi Ṭusi,  Garshāsb-nāma , 
14/9.21; but see the next note. 

   19  I am not sure the “old book” appears with enough frequency and 
predictability for it to be called a motif in the Persian case. Aʿyyuqi 
rightly attributes his source to “the lore and books of the Arabs” ( akhbār-e 
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tāzi-o kotb-e ʿarab , 5/5); but these aren’t “old” in the same way, and it’s 
not impossible that his contemporary readers could have guessed what 
specific texts he might be alluding to. Irānshāh, for another example, 
says that his  Bahman-nāma  is his rendition of the “old tale” ( gofta-ye 
bāstān , 12/210) of Bahman, and that he based his  Kush-nāma  on a book 
( nāma ) that his friend gave to him about the king of China (152/132–3); 
neither of these seem to invoke the “old book” as a source of  auctoritas . 
Neẓāmi explicitly refers to his predecessor Ferdowsi in his  Haft paykar  
and  Eskandar-nāma  (and claims to have consulted other books on the 
biography of Alexander); in contrast, he describes the love stories of 
 Khosrow & Shirin  and  Layli & Majnun  as “tales” ( hadis ̇ ,  dāstān ) and makes 
no mention of a source, reaffirming their status as light entertainment 
relative to books of history. Consequentially, when I see a Persian poet 
mention an old book, I am inclined to take it seriously.  

 20  Key, Language between God and the Poets , 74. Two useful illustrations 
of  maʿnā  in the context of poetic theory, preceding Gorgāni by only a 
generation or so, are the  Dīwān al-maʿānī  by Abu Hilāl al- Aʿskarī, which 
catalogues and analyses poetry on the basis of motival “ideas,” and the 
 Majmaʿ al-balāgha  ( The Confluence of Eloquence ) by al-Rāghib al-Iṣfahānī, 
which provides writers of Arabic with a kind of thesaurus of finely tuned 
combinations of thought and expression. See, respectively, Gruendler, 
“Motif vs. Genre”; Sadan, “Maidens’ Hair and Starry Skies,” 70–4, 84–8. 

   21  It is not a little ironic to think that  Vis & Rāmin , celebrated by modern 
scholars as a precious artefact of the pre-Islamic Iranian heritage, was 
written by a poet who could not be more eager to jettison its archaic 
elements and cleanse it of those “meaningless words” ( alfāẓ-e bi-maʿni , 
29/58)! For further commentary on this aspect, see Hedāyat, “Chand 
nokta,” 490–1. 

   22  See Kanazi, “The Literary Theory,” 23–8; also Athamina, “ Lafẓ  in Classical 
Poetry,” 49. For  lafẓ  as “vocal form,” see Key,  Language between God and 
the Poets , 38; on  iṣāba  and  ḥaqīqa , see respectively Kanazi, “The Literary 
Theory,” 26–7 and Key,  Language between God and the Poets , 65. 

   23  See the examples provided in Dehkhoda’s  Loghat-nāma , s.v.  āfaridan  at 
 https://dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/fa/dictionary/  (accessed 1 June 2022). 

   24  Writing about a century and a half later, Neẓāmi likewise describes his 
 Haft Paykar  as a box of pearls, a treasury inside each one. See Neẓāmi 
Ganjavi,  Heft Peiker , 300/53.23–43 (Meisami 266–7). 

   25  For more on the concept of  sakhon , particularly in the work of Neẓāmi, see 
Talattof, “Nizāmī Ganjavī, the Wordsmith”; Talattof, “The Wordsmith,” 
142–7. 

   26  The “Persianate world,” or alternatively the “Persophone ecumene,” 
derives from the “Persianate zone,” a term coined by Marshall Hodgson 
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to describe “cultural traditions, carried in Persian or reflecting Persian 
inspiration.” The boundaries of this zone naturally shifted over time: 
in Gorgāni’s day, the Seljuks were instrumental in bringing this culture 
into western Iran, the Caucuses, and Anatolia, but centuries later, it 
would encompass most of the Islamic(ate) communities of Eurasia, what 
Shahab Ahmed calls the “Balkans-to-Bengal complex.” See Hodgson, 
 The Venture of Islam , 2:293; Ahmed,  What Is Islam? , 32. As an object of 
study, the Persianate has seen a surge of scholarly interest in recent years; 
for an excellent synthesis and review of this literature, see Hemmat, 
“Completing the Persianate Turn.” 

   27  Frye, The Secular Scripture , 23. 
   28  For discussions of the various ways the ancient Greek novels defined 

themselves, and were defined by their readers, see Goldhill, “Genre,” 
190–3; Hägg,  The Novel in Antiquity , 2–4; Morgan, “Make-Believe and 
Make Believe,” 176–93; Reardon,  The Form of Greek Romance , 7–8, 46–53; 
Ruiz-Montero, “The Rise of the Greek Novel,” 32–7. 

   29  The literature on the qasida and its criticism is vast and cannot be fully 
reviewed here, but the essays by Abdulla el Tayyib and Salma K. Jayyusi 
in  The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature: Arabic Literature to the End 
of the Umayyad Period  offer a good introduction to the form. For a short 
article on the cultural significance and global reach of the qasida, see 
Talib, “Qasida Poetry”; more expansive studies of these features are 
found in the essays presented in Sperl and Shackle,  Qasida Poetry in 
Islamic Asia and Africa . 

   30  Julian, Emperor of Rome, “Fragment of a Letter to a Priest,” 326/301b, 
translation slightly modified. For discussions of this passage, see 
Reardon,  The Form of Greek Romance , 48; Morgan, “Make-Believe and 
Make Believe,” 178; Ruiz-Montero, “The Rise of the Greek Novel,” 17–18. 

 31  Macrobius, Commentaire au Songe de Scipion , 1.2.7–11 (Stahl 84–5). For 
discussions of this passage, see the following note. 

   32  Morgan, “Make-Believe and Make Believe,” 177–8; cf. Holzberg, “The 
Genre,” 15–18. For a discussion of the  argumentum  and the “double game 
of belief and disbelief” it fosters between readers and writers alike, see 
Green,  Beginnings , 1–17. 

   33  Bonebakker, “Some Medieval Views,” 30; for an interesting comparison 
with Boccaccio in this regard, see ibid., 32. 

 34  Tawḥīdī, Imtāʿ , 1:22–3; cf. Abbott, “A Ninth-Century Fragment,” 156; 
Irwin, “The Arabic Beast Fable,” 37. 

   35  Abbott, “A Ninth-Century Fragment,” 155. 
   36  Regarding this author’s name, both “al-Nadīm” and “Ibn al-Nadīm” are 

common usages. Here I follow the convention set by Bayard Dodge in al-
Nadīm,  The Fihrist of al-Nadīm , 1:xv. 
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 37  Al-Nadīm, Fihrist , 1:277 (Dodge 192). 
   38  Ibid., 1:303 (Dodge 208). 
   39  See Khalidi, Arabic Historical Thought , esp. ch. 3; El-Hibri,  Reinterpreting 

Islamic Historiography , 13–15; and Ali,  Arabic Literary Salons , 57–64. A 
similar parabolic engagement with mythical, legendary, and historical 
anecdotes in the Persian tradition is discussed in de Bruijn, “Fiction i. 
Traditional Forms.” 

   40  It is worth adding that al-Nadīm’s chapter on fables and fairy tales 
concludes with a summary of other “one-off books” ( kutub mufradāt ) 
that seem to defy easy classification, including topics such as 
buffoonery, freckles, twitching, coitus, veterinary surgery, perfume, 
weapons, dreams, poisons, and so on. This leads me to guess that 
part of the reason why the “evening tales” ( asmār ) ended up in 
this chapter is because there wasn’t any other obvious place to put 
them. Cf. Irwin, “The Arabic Beast Fable,” 37, who notes that the 
animal fables fell “somewhat randomly” into the “broader category 
of secular entertainment and instruction.” But, as Matthew Keegan 
rightly notes, this may also reflect the  lack  of generic stability and the 
ongoing contestation over how to categorize certain texts; see Keegan, 
“‘Elsewhere Lies Its Meaning,’” 15. 

   41  Bonebakker, “Some Medieval Views,” 24. The root of  khurāfa  also 
suggests other interesting etymological links with the concepts of senility, 
nonsense, and the act of “plucking” choice fruits for entertainment; 
see Lane,  Arabic-English Lexicon , 1:725–7, s.v.  kh-r-f . Al-Masʿūdī directly 
links the  khurāfa  with the Persian  afsāna  ( al-khurāfa bi-l-fārisiyya yuqāl lahā 
afsāna ); see al-Masʿūdī,  Murūj al-dhahab , 2:406/¶1416. 

   42  For more discussion of the  khurāfāt  and the  asmār  in Baghdadi literary 
culture, see Toorawa,  Ibn Abī Ṭāhir Ṭayfūr , 46–50. 

 43  al-Nadīm, Fihrist , 2:327–31 (Dodge 719–24). 
   44  Morgan, “Make-Believe and Make Believe,” 178. 
   45  Meisami, “The Past in Service of the Present,” 264. 
 46  Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ, Kitāb Kalīla wa-Dimna , 39 (Knatchbull 30). The prefatory 

comments in this book revisit time and again the theme of extracting 
wisdom from the amusing fables; for another example, see Ibn al-
Muqaffaʿ, ibid., 72–3 (Knatchbull 63): “It behoves the reader of our book 
not to linger over its adornments, but to observe those parables ( amthāl ) 
contained therein, that he may absorb them, lingering over every parable, 
deliberating over every word.” For more discussion of this topic, see 
Bonebakker, “Some Medieval Views,” 31; Irwin, “The Arabic Beast Fable,” 
37; Keegan, “‘Elsewhere Lies Its Meaning,’” 26–8, 34–6; London, “How to 
Do Things with Fables.” For a comparable example in Western Europe, cf. 
the Latin beast epic  Ecbasis captivi , which defines itself as a “lying book” 
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( mendosam cartam ) that nonetheless bears “great utility” ( utilita multa ) to 
its readers, discussed in Green,  Beginnings , 7–8. 

   47  Hämeen-Anttila, Maqama , 360–4; see also Irwin, “The Arabic Beast Fable,” 
40. 

 48  See Hoyland, The “History of the Kings of the Persians” in Three Arabic 
Chronicles , 56, discussed in MacDonald, “The Earlier History,” 361–2. 

   49  I use “chivalric” in a fairly general sense here: while there is no doubt 
that the sociopolitical context is quite different between western Europe 
and the Middle East (see Irwin, “Futuwwa”; Ridgeon,  Javanmardi ; 
Zakeri, “Javānmardi”), the ideal values and ethos of young manhood, 
particularly in regards to faith and fighting, show a great many shared 
features across the spectrum of terms like  futuwwa  and  muruwwa  
(Arabic),  javānmardi  and  ʿayyāri  (Persian),  neaniskeia  and  andreia  (Greek), 
 juventās  and  virtūs  (Latin), and  bachelerie  (Old French); for a survey of 
these values, see Flatt, “Martial Skills,” 271–6; Maḥjub, “Chivalry”; Tor, 
 Violent Order , 231–51. 

   50  For an illustrated discussion of Arabic genre theory, see Eksell, “Genre,” 
163–7, 170–7; Meisami and Starkey,  Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature , 243–4, 
s.v.  genres, poetic . For the continuing relevance of these terms in the 
Persian context, see Meisami, “Genres,” 233–4. 

   51  Lightly adapted from Lane,  Arabic-English Lexicon , 6:2255, col. 1, s.v. 
 gh-z-l . 

   52  Two excellent examples of this “topological” orientation at work are 
found in the  Ḥamāsa s of Abu Tammām (d. ca. 845) and al-Buḥturī 
(d. 897), both anthologies of poetry that include headings such as 
“Elegies,” “Invective,” “Praise and guests,” “Travel and sleep,” and 
“Blaming women” (Abu Tammā m,  Ḥamāsa , 37), and “On preparing 
for war and turning down women,” “The advantages of gratitude,” 
“The separation of brothers,” and “Youth and old age” (al-Buḥ turī , 
 Ḥamā sa , 1–8). The arrangement of Abu Hilāl’s  Dīwān al-maʿānī  and al-
Sarī al-Raffā’s  al-Muḥibb wa-l-maḥbūb  demonstrate a similar clustering 
of topic and motif; see Gruendler, “Motif vs. Genre,” 83–5, and Sadan, 
“Maidens’ Hair and Starry Skies,” 74–84, for a description of their 
respective contents. On the Persian side, some illustrative examples can 
be found in the  Qābus-nāma , which lists poems of “praise and love and 
elegy and renunciation”; Aʿṭṭār’s  Mokhtār-nāma , which gathers its poems 
under titles such as “Censure of the World,” “Descriptions of Weeping,” 
“Hopefulness,” “The Lover’s Pain,” “The Candle’s Speech,” and so on; 
and Shams-e Qays’s  al-Moʿjam , which speaks of diverse “arts” ( afānin ) 
and “methods” ( asālib ) of poetry, such as flirtation, praise, blame, 
grievance, rejection, humility, and forgiveness. See respectively Kay-
Kāʾus,  Qābus-nāma  (ed. Yusofi), 189–92 (Levy 182–8); Aʿṭṭār,  Mokhtār-
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nāma , 5–7; Shams-e Qays,  Moʿjam , 331; for more on these categories, see 
Browne,  A Literary History of Persia , 2:44–5; Lewis, “Reading, Writing, 
and Recitation,” 50–4; Miller, “Poetics of the Sufi Carnival,” 1–21, 373–91; 
Utas, “Genres,” 200–3, 210–14. 

 53  See Meisami, “Genres,” 234. 
   54  For maʿnā  as “theme” and “motif,” see Gruendler, “Motif vs. Genre”; 

Kanazi, “The Literary Theory,” 26; Sadan, “Maidens’ Hair and Starry 
Skies,” 64–6. 

   55  See Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages , 70; in the same 
paragraph, he brings up the evolving relationship between ethos and 
topos, resonating with some of the central terms of this study. 

   56  Khāqāni, Divān , 2:1248; for a detailed discussion of this passage and the 
broader notion of style, see Farghadani, “A History of Style.” In a similar 
vein, we see the poet Saʿdi (d. 1291) mocking the words of an imaginary 
critic: “His thought is eloquent and profound in this style ( shiva ) of 
renunciation, devotion, and advice / [but] not in the lance, club, and 
heavy mace”; see Saʿdi,  Bustān , 136/5.2504–5 (Wickens 153).  

   57  Shams-e Qays, Moʿjam , 308. For more discussion of the masnavi form and 
its origins, see de Bruijn, Flemming, and Rahman, “Mat̲h̲nawī.” 

   58  For the adjective bāstān  (“ancient”) in early Persian masnavi, see 
Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 1:12/115, 1:164/41, 2:118/7, 3:289/16 (among other 
occurrences); Asadi Ṭusi,  Garshāsb-nāma , 13/9.16, 14/9.21, 43/15.21; 
Arberry,  Homāy-nāma , ii, 4/58; Irānshāh b. Abi al-Khayr,  Kush-nāma , 
199/906, 641/9309. 

   59  See V&R  112/70; Neẓāmi Ganjavi,  Khosrow-o Shirin , 136/11.32–5; Jāmi, 
 Haft owrang , 2:40/416. While these terms could all be glossed in English 
as “love-story,” it is important to note the fine differences between these 
three forms of love:  ʿeshq  for  erōs ,  havas  for caprice or fancy, and  moḥabbat  
for something akin to  philia  or  agapē ; for more on these distinctions, see 
Ernst, “The Stages of Love”; Lumbard, “From Ḥubb to ʿIshq”; Chittick, 
“Love in Islamic Thought”; Cross, “The Many Colors of Love.”  

   60  For just two examples of the  narrative + topic  nomenclature at work, we 
can first look at ancient Greek novels, which described themselves or 
were described with terms like “narrative” ( diēgēma ), “action” ( drama ), 
“plot” ( hypothesis ) “history” ( historia ), and “fiction” ( plasma ); Chariton 
calls his  Kallirhoe  an “amorous disaster” ( pathos erōtikon , 1.1.1), while the 
narrator of  Leukippe & Klitophon  speaks of the “amorous fable” ( mythōn 
erōtikōn , 1.2.3) that awaits his reader. See Holzberg,  The Ancient Novel , 8–9; 
Goldhill, “Genre,” 190–1; Ruiz-Montero, “The Rise of the Greek Novel,” 
33–6; Whitmarsh,  Dirty Love , 16. Writers in Old French likewise described 
their “romances” as a tale ( conte ,  estoire ) in the vernacular ( romanz ) 
that was further distinguished by its subject matter ( matiere ), such that, 
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between the “matters” of France, Britain, and Rome, the likely generic 
features of the text at hand could well be anticipated. See Fuchs,  Romance , 
37; Gaunt, “Romance and Other Genres,” 45; Sullivan,  The Danger of 
Romance , 28.  

   61  Khan, The Broken Spell , 111; cf. Rubanovich, “Aspects of Medieval 
Intertextuality,” 250. 

   62  For examples of this nomenclature, see Āftābi,  Tarif-i-Husain Shah, 
Badshah Dakhan , 12, 15; Ahmad, “Epic and Counter-Epic in Medieval 
India,” 471; also Khan,  The Broken Spell , 111–12. 

   63  Tarbiyat, “Maṡnavi va maṡnavi-guyān-e Irāni,” 433. 
   64  Jakobson, “The Dominant,” 82. See also Cairns,  Generic Composition , 

158–76; Jauss,  Toward an Aesthetic of Reception , 81–3. 
   65  For more on the notion of genre as a set of norms and habits, see Pavel, 

“Literary Genres.” 
   66  Love and heroism, of course, are not the only significant topical nodes 

in Persian narrative; they are just the ones most directly pertinent to 
theorizing romance in the Persian context. A third topic that I think is 
quite impactful is that of wisdom, which tends to manifest as collections 
of parables and homilies within an allegorical frame tale, leading to 
the “didactic-homiletic-mystic” masnavi, in Bo Utas’s words, or what 
Matthew Melvin-Koushki calls the “philosophical romance”; see Utas, 
“Genres,” 239; Melvin-Koushki, “Imperial Talismanic Love.” 

   67  See Green, Beginnings , 156–63, 190–1; Segre, “What Bakhtin Left Unsaid,” 
35. Peter Heath makes a similar distinction between the themes of “Love 
Story” and “Heroic Service” within the Arabic epic ( sīra ) in Heath,  The 
Thirsty Sword , 68–9; but crucially, these themes are enclosed within the 
overarching heroic-biographical frame that begins with the hero’s birth 
and ends with his death, as I discuss later in this chapter. 

   68  See Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry , chs. 3–5; Meisami, “Kings and 
Lovers”; Meisami, “The Theme of the Journey.” 

   69  For more on the  Bānu-Goshasb-nāma , see Khaleghi-Motlagh, “Gošasb 
Bānu”; van Zutphen,  Farāmarz , 105–9. There is also an interesting 
subgenre of “anti-heroic” narratives, named after their brigand or 
demonic protagonists: the  Kush-nāma , the  Shabrang-nāma , and the  dāstān  
of Kok-e Kuhzād are some prominent examples. 

   70  Lyons, The Arabian Epic , 1:73; cf. Heath,  The Thirsty Sword , xvi. 
   71  For more on these “biographical” naming conventions, see Agapitos, 

“Genre, Structure and Poetics,” 22–3; Herzog, “What They Saw,” 31; 
Krueger, “Introduction,” 10; Whitmarsh, “The Greek Novel.” 

   72  Translated from the Grottaferrata version of the text by Jeffreys,  Digenes 
Akritis , 3. 

   73  Norris, “Fables and Legends,” 145. 
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   74  Agapitos, “Genre, Structure and Poetics,” 23. See also Davis’s perceptive 
observation that, “with the single exception of  Bizhan o Manizheh , the 
point of the love stories of the legendary section of the  Shāhnāmeh  is the 
future birth of a hero”; Davis,  Panthea’s Children , 38. 

   75  For more on the “secondary” Persian epics, see van Zutphen,  Farāmarz ; 
Gazerani,  The Sistani Cycle . 

   76  For a comparable example of the immediate link between martial exploits 
and instruction in medieval Greek literature, see the  Chronicle of the 
Morea : “If you desire to hear of the deeds of good soldiers, to learn and be 
instructed … sit down by me and listen. And I hope, if you are sensible, 
that you will profit, since many of those who have come after them have 
made great progress because of the stories of those great men of old.” 
Translated in Jeffreys and Jeffreys, “The Oral Background of Byzantine 
Popular Poetry,” 507/1349–55. 

 77  Manāqibī, Sīrat al-amīra Dhāt al-Himma , 1:5. For an abridged English 
translation of this work, see Magidow,  The Tale of Princess Fatima . 

   78  In his introduction to Rust‘aveli’s  Knight in the Panther Skin , Robert 
Stevenson makes the interesting observation that, while the Georgian 
poet clearly shows a deep familiarity with Persian romances like  V&R  
and Neẓāmi’s  Layli & Majnun , it is with the Arabic  sīra  of Aʿntar that he 
finds the closest “kinship in ethos”; see Rust‘aveli,  The Lord of the Panther-
Skin , xvii. That “ethic kinship,” in my view, could be expanded to include 
stories like the  Digenēs ,  Samak-e Aʿyyār , and the  Homāy-nāma . In a similar 
vein, Geraldine Heng offers a productive comparison of Aʿntar with 
Middle English romances: see Heng, “A Global Middle Ages,” 417–19. 

   79  One of the most useful discussions of this generative dynamic between 
topic and narrative that I have found is in Fusillo,  Il romanzo greco , where, 
after positing that the chief innovation of the Greek novel is giving 
love “an absolutely central position” in the story (180), he goes on to 
enumerate the major features that emerge from this premise, including 
a distinctive theory of love, symmetry, love-sickness, monomania, a 
distinctive use of space and time, and the drive towards triumph or 
transcendence (179–234). I will visit many of these themes in the 
following chapters. 

   80  See Meisami, “Genres,” 253; Rubanovich, “In the Mood of Love,” 67 
(for titles, and the rest of the article for characteristics). These features 
of the Persian love-story show distinctive similarities with those of the 
ancient Greek novel, particularly its five so-called “ideal” exemplars; 
see, for example, Bakhtin,  The Dialogic Imagination , 87–9; Bowersock et 
al., “The Literature of the Empire,” 684–5; Holzberg,  The Ancient Novel , 
9–10; Reardon,  Collected Ancient Greek Novels , 2. On the titling conventions 
of the Greek stories, see Agapitos, “Genre, Structure and Poetics,” 22–3; 
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Whitmarsh, “The Greek Novel”; cf. the overview of the  roman idyllique  in 
Kinoshita, “Romance in/and the Medieval Mediterranean,” 191–2. 

   81  The idea that the lovers’ union is ultimately attained, be it in this world 
or the next, offers a useful way to situate the Greek novels and the 
Arabic  ʿudhrī  tales within the broader mythos and ethos of romantic love, 
despite their apparently diametrically opposed endings; for more on 
the imbrication of felicity and death in the Greek material, see Greene, 
“(Un)happily Ever After”; Perkins,  The Suffering Self , 15–40. 

   82  Translated in Jeffreys, Four Byzantine Novels , 20. 
   83  Studies that engage with this long-standing contact zone and its literary 

implications include Davis,  Panthea’s Children ; Selden, “Mapping the 
Alexander Romance”; Whitmarsh,  Dirty Love ; and the essays in the edited 
volume by Whitmarsh and Thompson,  The Romance between Greece and the 
East . 

   84  See Athenaeus, The Learned Banqueters , 328–3/13.575b–575f. Other 
“Persian” narratives from antiquity that show some affinity with the 
Greek novel are the stories of Stryangaeus and Zarinaea in Ctesias and 
Panthea and Abradatas in Xenophon, which both feature the motif of 
suicide when union with the beloved is no longer possible. For discussion 
of these works, see Davis,  Panthea’s Children , 26–9, 61–5; Reichel, 
“Xenophon’s Cyropaedia and the Hellenistic Novel”; Stoneman, “Persian 
Aspects of the Romance Tradition,” 7–9. The latter article notes additional 
thematic correspondences in the Book of Esther and the Sasanian story of 
Ardashir and Zijanak/Golnār. 

   85  For Bakhtin’s introduction of the chronotope, see Bakhtin,  The Dialogic 
Imagination , 84–5. 

   86  Frye, The Secular Scripture , 17. 
   87  For a parallel discussion of external and internal referentiality, see Green, 

“The Rise of Medieval Fiction in the Twelfth Century,” 60: “The antique 
romance remains externally referential (its events were regarded as 
historically true) while the narrative of the Arthurian romance is self-
referential. The former was seen as history, but with fictional insertions, 
while the latter is fiction with the possible addition of historical touches.” 
The relationship between epic (a term that I think fits fairly well with 
the heroic-biography model I discuss here) and history in a number of 
premodern contexts is further discussed in Konstan and Raaflaub,  Epic 
and History . 

   88  Ouyang, “Romancing the Epic,” 11. 
   89  Herzog, “What They Saw,” 31; see also Reynolds, “Epic and History in 

the Arabic Tradition”; Ghazoul,  The Arabian Nights , 72–3; Magidow,  The 
Tale of Princess Fatima , xi–xiv. 
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   90  al-Bīrūnī, Book on Pharmacy , 1:12 (Arabic), cf. Hägg and Utas,  The Virgin 
and Her Lover , 195; for other translations of this passage, see Bausani, 
“Muhammad or Darius?” 56; Meisami, “The Past in Service of the 
Present,” 264. While I follow these scholars in interpreting  al-akhbār al-
kisrawiyya  and  al-asmār al-layliyya  as royal biographies and evening tales, 
the editor of al-Bīrūnī’s text translates it as “the tales of Khusraw and the 
romance of Laylá” (1:8 [English]); this intriguing interpretation would 
suggest a much more explicit singling out of love stories in particular, if 
we understand the first phrase as an allusion to the amours of Khosrow 
and Shirin. 

 91  Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture , 1, also 137, 152, 194. See also Hägg, 
“The Oriental Reception,” 101–6.  

   92  On the “needle’s eye” of Greek-to-Syriac translation, see Hägg, “The 
Oriental Reception,” 102–3; for a general survey of the kinds of Hellenistic 
works that were translated or integrated into Persian literature, see van 
Ruymbeke, “Hellenistic Influences,” 361: “In spite of the great variety of 
Greek works translated into Arabic, hardly any Greek  belles lettres  were 
included.” The  Fihrist  more or less corroborates this account; in his short 
list of Greek evening tales, histories, fables, and proverbs, al-Nadīm 
names versions of the  1001 Nights  and Kalīla & Dimna   (which are Indo-
Persian in origin), some books about “society” ( adab ), proverbs, a treatise 
on reason and beauty ( al-ʿaql wa-l-jamāl ), and five books about kings – 
nothing that would suggest any of the distinctively Greek traditions of 
drama or poetry. See al-Nadīm,  Fihrist , 2:327 (Dodge 718). 

   93  For more on the history of Greek-to-Middle Persian translation, see van 
Bladel,  The Arabic Hermes , esp. ch. 2; Gutas,  Greek Thought, Arabic Culture , 
25–7, 34–45; Nallino, “Tracce di opere greche”; Pingree, “Classical and 
Byzantine Astrology in Sasanian Persia.” 

   94  Irwin writes that the tenth-century Abbasid writers seemed “too ready” 
to associate the fictional with the foreign; Boyce and Meisami also ascribe 
this habit to the Iranian case, noting the Greek and Indian origins of 
much of the Middle and New Persian material. See Irwin, “The Arabic 
Beast Fable,” 38; Boyce, “The Parthian  Gōsān ,” 35; Meisami, “Genres,” 253. 

   95  al-Nadīm, Fihrist , 2:325 (Dodge 715–16). For a detailed discussion of this 
section of the  Fihrist , see Cross, “Poetic Alchemy.” 

 96  al-Nadīm, Fihrist , 2:325 (Dodge 716). For more on the Middle Persian 
 Book of Lords , see Hämeen-Anttila,  Khwadāynāmag . 

   97  For more on the Arabic translations of the  Book of Lords , see Shahbazi, 
 Ferdowsī , 34–5. 

   98  For more on Middle Persian wisdom-literature ( andarz ), see Macuch, 
“Pahlavi Literature,” 160–72; Shaked and Ṣafā, “Andarz.” 
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   99  For more on Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ and his translation project, see Latham, 
“Ebn al-Moqaffaʿ”; for Middle Persian-to-Arabic translations more 
generally, see de Blois, “Pre-Islamic Iranian and Indian Influences,” 339; 
Latham, “Ebn al-Moqaffaʿ”; Ṣafā, “Sharāyeṭ-e ejtemāʿi”; Toorawa,  Ibn 
Abī Ṭāhir Ṭayfūr , 79–82; Zakeri, “ Aʿlī ibn ʿUbaida ar-Raiḥānī,” esp. 89–93. 
Discussions of figures who translated from Middle Persian to Arabic 
are found in al-Nadīm,  Fihrist , 1:369–70, 1:516, 2:326, 2:331 (Dodge 260, 
359, 716, 724). The use of  muzdawij  at this early stage raises a number of 
intriguing possibilities about the history of the masnavi form that are 
discussed in Cross, “Poetic Alchemy.” 

  100  This is admittedly an unresolved question for me: why did the Arabic 
 muzdawij  never gain the same formal prestige as the Persian masnavi? I 
give my best answer for now in the body text – that it may have sounded 
foreign or unpoetic for Arabic speakers, who had a rich tradition of 
monorhyme poetry behind them (this is sometimes also used to explain 
the lack of interest in Greek poets such as Homer) – but it is worth noting 
that Turkic poets had no qualms about adapting the form into their 
literature, as is evidenced by, among others, the  Kutadgu Bilig  (w. ca. 
1070) and the masnavis of Aʿli-Shir Navāʾi (d. 1501). 

  101  To name a few examples of short love stories in  adab  literature: Ibn 
Qutayba’s  al-Shiʿr wa-l-shuʿarāʾ  and Abu al-Faraj al-Iṣbahānī’s  Kitāb al-
aghānī  (biographical dictionaries); al-Jāḥiẓ’s  Risālat al-qiyān , al-Washshāʾ’s 
 Kitāb al-muwashshā , and Ibn Ḥazm’s  Ṭawq al-ḥamāma  (essays); Ibn 
Qutayba’s  ʿUyūn al-akhbār , Ibn Dāwūd’s  Kitāb al-zahra , and al-Tanūkhī’s 
 al-Faraj baʿd al-shidda  (thematic anthologies). The latter work contains 
an episode that follows the Greek novel formula of union – separation – 
reunion quite closely, discussed in Bray, “Isnāds and Models of Heroes,” 
12–14; for a much more extensive survey of this literature, see Giffen, 
 Theory of Profane Love . 

  102  For discussions of the  Maṣāriʿ al-ʿushshāq , see Bell,  Love Theory , 9–10; 
Bell, “Al-Sarrāj’s  Maṣariʿ al-ʿushshāq ”; Giffen,  Theory of Profane Love , 25–7; 
Vadet,  L’Esprit courtois , 379–430. 

  103  For two accounts of the rise and development of New Persian, see 
Lazard, “The Rise of the New Persian Language”; Perry, “The Origin and 
Development.” 

  104  Høgel, in dialogue with Beecroft and Pollock, suggests the term 
“imperial” as a more precise label for the kinds of literary languages that 
tend to circulate on a global, or at least transregional, scale; see Høgel, 
“World Literature Is Trans-Imperial”; Pollock,  The Language of the Gods ; 
Beecroft,  An Ecology of World Literature . 

  105  For discussions of these works, see the following pages from de Blois, 
 Persian Literature : 64–5 (Abu al-Moʾayyad Balkhi’s  Yusof & Zoleykha , w. ca. 
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976); 70 (the  Āfrin-nāma  of Abu Shakur Balkhi, fl. 947); 150–2 ( Mawlud-e 
Zartosht , w. ca. 978 by Kay Kaʾus of Ray); 160 (Maysari’s  Dānesh-nāma , w. 
980); 469 ( Barlaam & Josaphat , w. early ninth c.); 472–3 (the  Farāmarz-nāma  
of Āzād Sarv, d. before 919). 

  106  For a discussion and assessment of these early  Yusof & Zolaykhā  poems, 
particularly the one by pseudo-Ferdowsi, see de Blois, ibid., 476–82. 

  107  For a survey of the debate over the  Shāhnāma ’s genre, see Askari,  The 
Medieval Reception , 6–7. 

  108  Minorsky, “The Older Preface,” 169. 
  109  We don’t know, of course, whether Ferdowsi was the  first  versifier of the 

 Shāhnāma  to include fables and love tales within its historical framework, 
as earlier renditions, such as that of Masʿudi Marvazi, have regrettably 
not survived; see de Blois,  Persian Literature , 166. But in any case, 
Ferdowsi’s work was so impactful that it probably does mark a turning 
point. 

  110  See Green, “The Rise of Medieval Fiction in the Twelfth Century,” 59, 
with further and more detailed discussion in Huot,  From Song to Book , 
27–35. 

  111  I thank Suzanne Conklin Akbari for pointing out the term ekstasis to me. 
  112  To give a few examples of short love stories worked into historiography, 

al-Masʿūdī (d. ca. 956) relates the accounts of ʿUrwa and Aʿfrāʾ (the 
source of Aʿyyuqi’s  Varqa & Golshāh ) and of Laylā and Majnūn in his 
 Murūj al-dhahab , while al-Thaʿālibī (d. 1038) includes the romance of Zāl 
and Rudāba in his  Ghurar al-mulūk ; see al-Masʿūdī,  The Meadows of Gold , 
285–7, and van Zutphen,  Farāmarz , 235, respectively. 

  113  Heng, “A Global Middle Ages,” 420. 
  114  Selden, “Mapping the Alexander Romance,” 26, who quotes Althusser. 
  115  For a detailed comparison of  Bizhan & Manizha  with  V&R , see Khaleghi-

Motlagh, “Bizhan-o Manizha,” 274–84. Minorsky also makes an 
intriguing connection between Manizha and Mobad Manikān (Manēkān 
> Manēč > Manizha) in Minorsky, “Vīs u Rāmīn,” 185–6. 

  116  For Bizhan in Book of Lords– inflected historiography, see al-Ṭabarī,  The 
Ancient Kingdoms , 12; al-Thaʿālibī,  Histoire , 238. 

  117  Shahbazi, Ferdowsī , 65. Like Shahbazi, Khaleghi-Motlaq suspects 
that  Bizhan & Manizha  was an independent love-story, very much 
like  V&R , that “had to lose many ingredients unsuited to the heroic 
world before it was admitted into the epic literature”; if that is the 
case, Ferdowsi would count among the first Persian poets that we 
know of to produce a stand-alone romance, though he shied away 
from presenting it as such. See Khaleghi-Motlagh, “Bīžan”; and for 
more on the autonomy of the  Shāhnāma ’s episodes, see Krasnowolska, 
“Ferdowsi’s  Dastan .” 
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  118  The identity of Ferdowsi’s “kind companion” ( mehrbān ) is an interesting, 
and potentially quite important, point. While modern scholarship has 
tended to assume this companion to be female, even his wife (Khaleghi-
Motlagh, “Ferdowsi, Abu’l-Qāsem i. Life”; Shahbazi,  Ferdowsī , 65), 
Hamid Dabashi rightly points out that there is no basis in the text for this 
assumption, noting that al-Bundarī’s Arabic translation of the  Shāhnāma  
(w. ca. 1230) in fact genders this figure male; see Dabashi,  The Shahnameh , 
80–4. Acknowledging the speculative nature of my reading, I lean 
towards calling this companion a “she,” mostly on some contextual clues. 
The line “I had a  mehrbān  in [my] house” ( yek-i mehrbān bud-am andar 
sarāy , 3:304/15) suggests a domestic affiliation and a position of social 
inferiority, such as a wife, a concubine, or a male slave ( gholām ); but given 
the common, if cliché, association of evening tales with women (e.g., the 
 1001 Nights ), I guess that one of the former is implied. 

  119  Evening-time storytelling was a long-established practice among courtly 
elites. Al-Masʿūdī, for example, describes how the caliph Muʿāwiya 
would “spend the first third of the night [listening] to tales about 
the ‘days’ of the Arabs and the kings of the Persians” ( yasmur thulth 
al-layl fī akhbār al-ʿarab wa-ayyāmihā wa-l-ʿajam wa-mulūkihim ); see al-
Masʿūdī,  Murūj al-dhahab , 3:222/¶1836. The  History of Bayhaqi  mentions 
professional storytellers – occasionally with some contempt – in the 
Ghaznavid court a number of times, who entertain their masters at hunts 
and soirées and soothe them to sleep in the wee hours of the morning; 
see Bayhaqi,  Tārikh-e Bayhaqi , 1:117, 1:124, 1:502 (Bosworth and Ashtiany 
1:212, 1:219–20, 2:172), with further discussion in Omidsalar,  Poetics and 
Politics , 27–30. Parallel cases of storytelling as soporific are abundant, 
from the Book of Esther 6.1 (“That night the king could not sleep; so 
he ordered the book of the chronicles, the record of his reign, to be 
brought in and read to him,” NIV translation) to the sleepless narrator 
of Chaucer’s  The Book of the Duchess , who requests a “romaunce” to 
“rede and drive the night away” (331/48–9). For more on this topic, see 
de Bruijn, “Poets and Minstrels,” 16–18; de Bruijn, “Classical Persian 
Literature as a Tradition,” 24; Lewis, “Reading, Writing, and Recitation,” 
84–5; Omidsalar, “Unburdening Ferdowsi,” 238; Stoneman, “Persian 
Aspects of the Romance Tradition,” 6–7. 

  120  I have already discussed the association between evening tales and 
women made by writers like al-Ṣūlī and al-Tawḥīdī; to compare this 
with similar associations made in Greek and Old French contexts, see 
Whitmarsh,  Dirty Love , 3–4, and Sullivan,  The Danger of Romance , 26–8, 
respectively. An interesting example in the latter context is the story of 
 Floire & Blancheflor , which presents itself as a tale read out of a book by a 
woman to her younger sister in 4/33–56 (Hubert 24/33–56); the generic 
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implications of this staging are discussed in Gaunt,  Gender and Genre , 
85–7; Krueger,  Women Readers , 7–9. 

  121  By “Greco-Bactrian,” I mean (in an admittedly vague way) the synthesis 
of Greek and Bactrian (eastern Iranian) cultural traditions that took place 
after Alexander of Macedon’s conquest of the region, under the aegis of 
the Greco-Bactrian kingdom, the Indo-Greek kingdom, and the Parthians. 
For some useful studies of this synthesis, see Bernard, “The Greek 
Kingdoms of Central Asia”; Overtoom,  Reign of Arrows . 

  122  Agapitos, “Rhomaian, Persian and Frankish Lands,” 261, 288–92. 
  123  A similar shift has been noted in other contexts, too: on  Floire & 

Blancheflor , Simon Gaunt describes how “the world of the  chansons de geste  
needs to be evoked only to be discarded”; William Ker (with obvious 
distaste) writes how the matter of the “fictitious stories” in the Icelandic 
saga tradition “is taken from the adventures of the heroic age … the 
substance was eliminated, and the romantic  eidolon  left to walk about 
by itself.” See Gaunt, “Romance and Other Genres,” 52; Ker,  Epic and 
Romance , 321. 

  124  See Overtoom, Reign of Arrows , 1–26. 
  125  References to both Shādbahr & Aʿyn al-Ḥayāt  and  Kheng-bot sorkh-bot  occur 

in the Persian  Eskandar-nāma , which describes them as famous works. 
For the text, see Afshār,  Eskandar-nāma , 288–9; for a translation and 
discussion, see Hägg and Utas,  The Virgin and Her Lover , 197–9. 

  126  See Hägg, “The Parthenope Romance  Decapitated?”; Hägg, “Metiochus 
at Polycrates’ Court”; Utas, “Did Aʿdhrā Remain a Virgin?”; Utas, “The 
Ardent Lover and the Virgin”; and their joint efforts, Hägg and Utas,  The 
Virgin and Her Lover , esp. 193–203 and 251–3; Hägg and Utas, “Eros Goes 
East.” 

  127  The Greek novel model would later be continued by Persian poets like 
Farid al-Din Aʿṭṭār and Khwāju Kermāni: see de Bruijn, “KVāju Kermāni”; 
Norozi, “The Verse Romance  Homāy o Homāyūn ,” 24–5; O’Malley, “An 
Unexpected Romance.” 

  128  For the text and translation of this passage of the  Dārāb-nāma , see Hägg 
and Utas,  The Virgin and Her Lover , 144–9. On the tale’s Hellenistic roots, 
see Rubanovich, “In the Mood of Love,” 69n9; on Aʿzrā as a “chaste 
virgin” character, see Davis,  Panthea’s Children , 83–109; cf. the figure of 
Parthenopē, “so named because she preserved her virginity in spite of 
falling into the hands of many men,” in Hägg and Utas,  The Virgin and 
Her Lover , 243. More discussion of this character type in other Islamicate 
sources can be found in Lewis, “One Chaste Muslim Maiden and a 
Persian in a Pear Tree,” 164–80. 

  129  See al-Nadīm, Fihrist , 1:373–4 (Dodge 262–3). Hägg and Utas note 
seventeen narrative poems in Persian and Turkish with this title, with 
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various degrees of affinity with what we know of ʿOnṣori’s text; see Hägg 
and Utas,  The Virgin and Her Lover , 203–12. 

  130  Dowlatshāh Samarqandi, Tadhkiratu ’sh-Shuʿará , 30; cf. Hägg and Utas, 
 The Virgin and Her Lover , 194–5. 

131  The word tā  appears in the Shafi manuscript, but many of the other 
testimonia replace it with  gar . See Hägg and Utas,  The Virgin and Her 
Lover , 90–1, 183. This didactic gesture is a distinctive feature of  Vis & 
Rāmin  as well, where the poet periodically stops to tell his readers about 
the Pahlavi etymology of various words. For more on Eastern Iranian 
Buddhism during the Indo-Greek, Sasanian, and Abbasid periods, see 
respectively Bernard, “The Greek Kingdoms of Central Asia,” 117, 128; 
Rezakhani,  ReOrienting the Sasanians , 61–4, 154–5; Bulliet, “Naw Bahār 
and the Survival of Iranian Buddhism.” 

  132  Hārūt and his counterpart Mārūt, mentioned in the Qur’an 2:102, were 
generally understood by the tenth century to be two “fallen angels” who 
brought sorcery to humanity; for more details, see Tottoli, “Hārūt and 
Mārūt.” A similar conflation of pagan and Islamic knowledge occurs in 
 Floire & Blancheflor ; see Kinoshita,  Medieval Boundaries , 84–6. 

  133  In this citation, I’m following the words  che  and  ku  as they are recorded 
in the manuscript. To compare this passage against the Greek  Metiochos & 
Parthenopē , see Hägg and Utas,  The Virgin and Her Lover , 28–9. 

  134  al-Bīrūnī, al-Āthār al-bāqiya , xxxxiv; cf. Hägg and Utas,  The Virgin and Her 
Lover , 195; Rubanovich, “In the Mood of Love,” 69n6. In this passage, 
al-Bīrūnī is specifically speaking of a number of love stories he himself 
wrote, likely his Arabic translations of ʿOnṣori’s romances (though 
perhaps these were ʿOnṣori’s sources). The gastronomical image 
resonates with al-Nadīm’s dismissal of the  1001 Nights  ( Hazār afsān ) as a 
“meagre” or “mangy” book, “frigid” in its storytelling ( kitāb ghathth bārid 
al-ḥadīth ), as though it were an unsatisfying dish; see al-Nadīm,  Fihrist , 
3:322 (Dodge 714). For a discussion of how a good story ought to be told, 
see Tawḥīdī,  Imtāʿ , 1:22–3. 

  135  We know little about this poet’s life and career; he twice identifies himself 
with the pen-name Aʿyyuqi, and, based on the “manifest influence” of 
Ferdowsi in this poem, the archaic vocabulary, and the fact that it was 
dedicated to Sultan Maḥmud of Ghazna, Khaleghi-Motlagh surmises that 
it was written sometime after the  Shāhnāma  was completed and before 
the death of Maḥmud, most probably in the 1020s. See Aʿyyuqi,  Varqa-vo 
Golshāh , 3, 122; Khaleghi-Motlagh, “ Aʿyyūqī.” 

  136  Utas, “Genres,” 200. 
  137  ʿAyyuqi, Varqa-vo Golshāh , 4–5. I reproduce the text exactly as it appears 

in this edition, including the possible typo of  shavad  for  shavaḏ  on 5/3. 
For other translations of this passage, see Meisami,  Medieval Persian Court 
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Poetry , 89n19, and Melikian-Chirvani, “Le roman de Varqe et Golšâh,” 
102. The word  enshā , which Ṣafā emends from the manuscript’s  aʿshā , 
is a little obscure, and, if Ṣafā’s emendation is correct, could suggest a 
misspelled rendition of the Arabic word  inshāʾ , meaning “construction,” 
“composition,” or “recitation”; Melikian-Chirvani renders it as “mots” 
and Meisami as “style.” 

  138  Al-Nadīm, Fihrist , 2:328 (Dodge 719). 
  139  For more on the aesthetic pleasure and cognitive power of wonder, see 

Yarshater, “The Indian or Safavid Style,” 268; Utas, “The Aesthetic Use of 
New Persian,” 4; Harb,  Arabic Poetics , 5–12. The author of the  Homāy-nāma  
makes a similar if very brief statement along these lines: “My greatest 
passion is in poetry, for I am amazed by it” ( marā āz bish-ast dar shāʿeri • 
ke hastam shoda khira bar shāʿeri ); see Arberry,  Homāy-nāma , 3/57. 

  140  Ibn Qutayba, al-Shiʿr wa-al-shuʿarāʾ , 622–7; al-Masʿūdī,  Les prairies d’or , 
7:349–55 (Lunde and Stone 285–7); al-Iṣbahānī,  Aghānī , 24:80–90, no. 534. 

  141  In a similar example, we might consider the temptation of later scribes, or 
perhaps Neẓāmi himself, to add the happy ending to the otherwise tragic 
tale of  Layli & Majnun  about a century later in Ganja. For a discussion of 
this “expanded version,” see Chelkowski,  Mirror of the Invisible World , 68. 

  142  On Maḥmud’s lasting reputation as a solider of Islam, and the role of the 
 ghāzī  class in his army, see Bosworth, “The Early Ghaznavids,” 169–70, 
182–6. 

  143  The literary strategy of using love as effecting a kind of conversion has 
analogues in other traditions as well. As Wen-chin Ouyang discusses, 
the love stories found within the life story ( sīra ) of ʿUmar al-Nuʿmān in 
the  1001 Nights  help the hero “convert” his downward trajectory from 
misfortune (romance) to success (epic), restoring him to the history 
from which he had been expelled; see Ouyang, “The Epical Turn of 
Romance.” Further abroad, the introduction of  Floire & Blancheflor  frames 
the love-story as a genealogy of Charlemagne’s birth – a sort of prequel 
to the  Chanson de Roland  – and closes with a scene of mass conversion. 
See d’Orbigny,  Floire et Blanchefleur , 174/3323–8 (Hubert 110/3016–20), 
discussed further in Delcourt, “Swords and Flowers.” 

144  Utas, “Genres,” 203. 
  145  Little and McDonald, “Introduction,” 4. Similarly, Karen Sullivan 

explores how the Arthurian romances of western Europe self-consciously 
assert their ability to express forms of truth that are not accessible in 
“realist” genres of writing – a movement that I think parallels what we 
see in the New Persian context. See Sullivan,  The Danger of Romance . 

  146  For the original passage, see Arberry,  Homāy-nāma , 193/4327–8:  sarāsar be 
sheʿr ānchenān gofta-am • ke dorr-e maʿāni dar u softa-am / chonin dāstān kist 
gofta degar • sarāsar bekhwān-o bedu dar negar . 
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  147  There is another reading of this line that points the verb as  bāyad , not  tābad , 
which is used by the translations in Gorgāni,  V&R  (tr. Morrison), 18, and 
Minorsky, “Vīs u Rāmīn,” 153. I also differ from these translations (and also 
Lazard, “La source en ‘farsi,’” 38) in that I read  alfāẓ  without  eżāfa , such that 
the word  besyār  is no longer attached to it (“abundant words”), but rather 
as an adverb (“very much”), which I render as “brilliantly.” 

  148  The notion of “unmeasured” ( gazāfi ) speech is an interesting concept for 
comparative study. For example, one finds a similar term ( ametroepēs ) in 
the  Iliad , 2.212, to describe the impolitic oration of Theristes; see Kahane, 
“Epic, Novel, Genre,” 62–3. 

  149  Quoted from Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon , 1:529, col. 1, s.v.  ḥ-d-th , 
emphasis original. For Davis’s comments on the “jewelled style” in  Vis & 
Rāmin , see Davis, “Introduction,” xxii–xxix. 

150  Perez, The Material Ghost , 267; also cited in  https://bombmagazine.org
/articles/abbas-kiarostami/  (accessed 1 June 2022). 

 2 Ethics: An Affair of Conscience 

   1  Van Gelder, Close Relationships , 184–5. 
   2  See Whitmarsh, Narrative and Identity , 3. 
   3  Jeffreys, Four Byzantine Novels , 66. All other citations and translations 

from  Rhodanthe & Dosikles  are from this volume. 
   4  As Saeed Honarmand notes, Vis’s infidelity to Mobad has rendered 

her “ bad nām  (having a bad reputation) throughout classical Persian 
literature”; see Honarmand, “Between the Water and the Wall,” 77. For an 
overview of this reception, see Cross, “The Lives and Afterlives,” 523–9; 
Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 231–79. 

   5  One recent attempt to sketch out a broad history of romantic or “courtly” 
love, by comparing its modalities in medieval Europe, India, and Japan is 
found in Reddy,  The Making of Romantic Love ; regrettably (though I don’t 
hold it against the author – one can’t do it all!), Byzantine, Islamic, and 
Chinese contexts are largely absent from this study. 

   6  All translations from the  Symposium  are from  Plato on Love , edited by 
C.D.C. Reeve. 

   7  Plotinus, Ennead, Volume III , 167. For a thorough discussion of the 
reception of Plotinus and Porphyry in Arabic philosophy, particularly in 
the thought of al-Kindī, see Adamson,  The Arabic Plotinus . 

   8  Gutas, “Plato’s Symposion  in the Arabic Tradition,” 37, 40. 
   9  al-Masʿūdī, The Meadows of Gold , 112–13, discussed in von Grunebaum, 

“Avicenna’s  Risâla ,” 235–6. For similar passages, see Ibn Dāwūd,  Zahra , 
21; Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ,  Rasāʾil , 3:272; Tawḥīdī and Miskawayh, “On Why 
People Take Pleasure,” 217. 
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  10  Bell, Love Theory , 108. As Domenico Ingenito observes, the recognition of 
affinity ( munāsaba ) was also central to vertical configurations of love, such 
as in the relationship between the human (rational) and divine (celestial) 
realms as discussed by Avicenna, Muḥammad al-Ghazālī, and Saʿdi; see 
Ingenito,  Beholding Beauty , 375–6. 

11  al-Jāḥiẓ, Rasāʾil , 2:168; cf. the translations by Beeston,  Epistle on Singing-
Girls , 29, and Pellat,  Life and Works , 264. Describing the many degrees and 
kinds of love was a favourite topic in this genre; for a survey of the most 
popular terms, see Giffen,  Theory of Profane Love , 83–96. 

  12  For the presumption of asymmetry in the Greek context, see Halperin,  One 
Hundred Years , 30–6; Konstan,  Sexual Symmetry , 7–8, 36. For its analogue in 
medieval Muslim societies of the eastern Mediterranean region, see Bauer, 
“Male-Male Love in Classical Arabic Poetry,” 113–14; El-Rouayheb,  Before 
Homosexuality , 13–33; Lewis,  Rumi , 321–4. This backdrop underscores the 
“radical innovation,” as Tim Whitmarsh puts it, of the ideal Greek novels 
in narrating “the emotional, sexual, and psychological lives of young men 
and (most shockingly of all) young women, even παρθένοι [virgins]”; see 
Whitmarsh, “The Greek Novel,” 608; cf. Fusillo,  Il romanzo greco , 188–9. For 
more discussion of how the love-relations in the Greek novels differ from 
their predecessors, see Muchow, “Passionate Love,” 1–21. 

  13  Branham, “The Poetics of Genre,” 27. 
14  Lyons and Lyons, The Arabian Nights , 1:712–16. For an analysis of the 

Qamar-Budūr encounter, and for more examples of the motif of love in 
similitude in the  1001 Nights , see Antrim, “Qamarayn.” Finally, for a useful 
survey of the habits and conventions shared between Hellenistic and 
Islamic love literature, see von Grunebaum,  Medieval Islam , 305–19. 

15  Fusillo, Il romanzo greco , 187. 
16  Macnaghten, Alf layla wa-layla , 1:828 (Lyons and Lyons 1:708). The “twins” 

motif in the story of Qamar and Budūr, and its striking impacts on the 
interplay of gender, race, and desire, is explored in Doniger, “The Rings of 
Budur and Qamar al-Zaman,” 114–19; Epps, “Comparison, Competition, 
and Cross-Dressing,” 114–21. 

  17  Sturges, Aucassin and Nicolette , 6–7, 30–1. The French syntax leaves no 
doubt about the two lovers’ identical visage: “Il/Ele avoit les caviaus/x 
blons et menus recercelé s, et les ex vairs et rians, et le face traitice, et le nés 
haut et bien assis … ” 

  18  For all occurrences of the twins motif in  F&B , see d’Orbigny,  Floire et 
Blanchefleur , 62/1291–6 (Hubert 54/1096–1101), 76/1545–6 (Hubert 
62/1355–6), 86/1733–40 (Hubert 67/1541–8), and 134/2591–2664 (Hubert 
92/2376–2443). 

  19  In an account that offers interesting conceptual points of comparison 
with the myth of Aristophanes, Gayōmard, the Zoroastrian “first man,” 
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is described in the  Bundahishn  as being as wide as he is tall; after his 
destruction at the hands of Angra Mainyu, Gayōmard’s seed gives rise to 
the twins Mashya and Mashyanag, who go on to populate the world with 
humanity. See Cereti, “Gayōmard”; Curtis,  Persian Myths , 20. 

  20  Foucault, History of Sexuality , 3:228–32. 
  21  Ibid., 3:230. 
  22  Konstan, Sexual Symmetry , 58. 
  23  Ibn Dāwūd, Zahra , 66; for a translation and discussion of this hadith as 

it was treated by subsequent writers, see Giffen,  Theory of Profane Love , 
99–115. 

  24  For a recent contribution to our understanding of Ibn Dāwūd’s ethics of 
love, as illustrated through his poetic contributions to the  Kitāb al-zahra , see 
Tobkin, “A Man of Our Times.” 

  25  Ibn Dāwūd, Zahra , 15. This poem also appears in al-Masʿūdī,  Les prairies 
d’or , 6:381 (Lunde and Stone 113). 

  26  Buthayna’s question “Is this what you want” ( a-hādhā tabghī ) is a bit of 
a pun. In addition to indicating wishing, desiring, and seeking, the verb 
 baghā  also means to oppress, to act haughtily, and, in the case of women, to 
commit adultery; perhaps she is chiding him the way a male lover might 
chide his female beloved? See Lane,  Arabic-English Lexicon , 1:231, cols. 2–3, 
s.v.  b-gh-y . 

  27  al-Iṣbahānī, Aghānī , 8:76–7, cf. Irwin,  Night and Horses , 57. A very similar 
anecdote about Jamīl and Buthayna appears in al-Jāḥiẓ,  Epistle on Singing-
Girls , 16. 

  28  See Goldhill, Foucault’s Virginity , 160, and Morales, “The History of 
Sexuality,” 48, contra Konstan,  Sexual Symmetry , 55. 

  29  ʿAyyuqi, Varqa-vo Golshāh , 14/6–17, 35/7–36/14; Neẓāmi Ganjavi,  Layli-o 
Majnun , 160/33.81–4 (Gelpke 112, Davis 102). The motif of the virgin 
female warrior, reminiscent of Athena, also appears in ʿOnṣori’s Aʿzrā (see 
Hägg and Utas,  The Virgin and Her Lover , 84/31–9); similar characters can 
be found in the  Shāhnāma  (Gordāfarid), the  Homāy-nāma  (Gol-e Kāmkār), 
the  Bahman-nāma  (Bānu-Goshasb and Zar-Bānu), the  Bānu-Goshasb-
nāma , and the  Dārāb-nāma  (Homāy and Burāndokht) – although in these 
“heroic” narratives the emphasis is less on chastity and more on martial 
exploits. See Davis, “Women in the  Shahnameh ,” 74–5. 

  30  In a subtle but interesting juxtaposition, Anthia asks Habrokomes to keep 
his desiring eyes away from other people, while Habrokomes asks Anthia 
to “live and die with [me] a chaste wife” ( Ephesiaka , 113/1.9); for more 
on Kleitophon’s male virginity (despite his short fling with Melite, an act 
that he says “could no longer be considered precisely a marital one but 
was rather a remedy for an ailing soul,” 249/5.27), see Zeitlin, “Gendered 
Ambiguities,” 111–12, 119–20. For examples of male-male fidelity via the 
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female beloved in Arabic, see Ibn Qutayba,  al-Shiʿr wa-al-shuʿarāʾ , 625, 
and al-Iṣbahānī,  Aghānī , 24:83, both translated in Cross, “The Poetics of 
Romantic Love,” 420, 427; and in Persian, see Aʿyyuqi,  Varqa-vo Golshāh , 
106/3–6, and Arberry,  Homāy-nāma , 435–40. 

  31  Davis, Panthea’s Children , 42–3. 
  32  The springtime festival as the  locus amoenus  for the onset of love in the 

Greek novel is discussed at length in Muchow, “Passionate Love,” 106–23. 
So too will Chaucer begin his  Troilus & Crysede  in “Aperil, whan clothed is 
the mede / With newe grene, of lusty Ver the pryme, / And swote smellen 
floures whyte and rede” (475/1.156–8), and then have Troilus fall in love 
with Crysede upon beholding her in the temple (476/1.267–73). 

  33  Kay-Kāʾus, Qābus-nāma  (ed. Yusofi), 87 (Levy 77–8). 
  34  The miraculous reversal of menopause has a significant place in the story 

of Abraham and Sarah (Genesis 18:11–15, Qur’an 11:70–3), and the motif 
also occurs in the Arabic  sīra  literature as well; see Schine, “On Blackness 
in Arabic Popular Literature,” 126–7. 

  35  See V&R  45n1. 
  36  Endogamous marriage ( xwēdōdah ) was a common practice among the 

Sasanian nobility, sometimes endorsed as the best kind of marriage by the 
Zoroastrian clergy (see, e.g.,  Dinkard , ed. Sunjana, 2:91–6/3.80); it was also 
a common theme for anti-Zoroastrian polemic among Muslim writers, as 
discussed in van Gelder,  Close Relationships . For a detailed treatment of 
the subject, see Sadeghi,  The Sin of the Woman , 74–7; Skjærvø, “Marriage 
ii. Next of Kin Marriage in Zoroastrianism”; and for a discussion of its 
importance as it pertains to  V&R , see Kappler, “ Vîs et Râmîn ,” 58–62; 
Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 98. 

  37  The hadith that “her consent is her silence” is attested, for example, in 
Malik’s  Muwaṭṭaʾ  (28:1097), the  Ṣaḥīḥ s of Bukhārī (6971) and Muslim 
(1421a), the  Jāmiʿ  of al-Tirmidhī (1108), and many additional sources as 
well; one can easily find them by going to  https://sunnah.com/  (accessed 
1 June 2022) and running a search with the keywords “consent” and 
“silence,” or  idhnuhā ṣumātuhā  in Arabic script. 

  38  For a discussion of women’s silence in the context of the ancient Greek 
novel, see Wiersma, “The Ancient Greek Novel and Its Heroines,” 121. 

  39  Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan  (tr. Hatto), 265. 
  40  For “women-as-riot,” see Bloch,  Medieval Misogyny , 17. The same position, 

which Fatemeh Sadeghi calls “the Pandora image of women,” is also an 
established trope in pre-Islamic Iranian sources as well; see Sadeghi,  The 
Sin of the Woman , 43. 

  41  Malti-Douglas, Woman’s Body , 44, 85–92; Najmabadi, “Reading – and 
Enjoying,” 207; Merguerian and Najmabadi, “Zulaykha and Yusuf,” 487; 
Ayubi,  Gendered Morality , 132–38. Such tropes, of course, do not stop there; 
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some examples from the European context, by way of comparison, include 
the tirade against women in the third book of Andreas Capellanus’s  De 
amore , or the jealous husband in  Le roman de la rose , who claims that women 
“will never be so walled in that they do not hate Chastity so strongly that 
they all aspire to shame her.” See, respectively, Andreas Capellanus,  The 
Art of Courtly Love , 187–212; Lorris and Meun,  The Romance of the Rose , 
163/9013–62. 

42 Inna al-nisāʾ nawāqiṣ al-īmān nawāqiṣ al-ḥuẓūẓ nawāqiṣ al-ʿuqūl , in Aʿlī ibn 
Abi Ṭālib,  Nahj al-balāgha , 105–6, no. 80; cf. Moḥaqqeq, “Yāddāsht-hā-i,” 
462. For further discussion of Vis as simultaneously a “proto-feminist” and 
champion of patriarchal values, see Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 95–6, 106–7. 

  43  In the Shāhnāma , golden vessels appear inside the palaces of Kabul (77), 
among the gifts of the Greeks (562, 891), and in the hands of Rostam (155, 
489) and Bahrām Gur (738); near the end of the story (946), the decadent 
opulence of the Sasanian court is thrown into stark contrast with the poor 
but pious Arabs (all page numbers refer to Davis’s 2016 translation). 
Prohibitions against the wearing of brocade and the use of gold and silver 
vessels can be found in the hadith collections of Bukhārī (5837), Muslim 
(2065c, 2067g), and al-Tirmidhī (2809); for these and more examples, visit 
 https://sunnah.com/  (accessed 1 June 2022) and search for “gold vessel.” 

  44  Bloch, “The Arthurian Fabliau,” 243. 
  45  The trope about a beautiful woman’s uncontrollable fame (and thereby 

potential shame) appears in the romance of  Varqa & Golshāh , where the 
narrator writes tells us that, as the heroine reaches fifteen years of age, 
“her secret spread among the Arabs” ( begostarda andar ʿarab rāz-e uy , 8/14). 

  46  For a comparable scene in ancient Greek novel, see  Kallirhoe  77/5.2–3. 
Interestingly, it is a rampant motif in both  Kallirhoe  and the  Ephesiaka  for 
the heroines to blame their own beautiful bodies for throwing them into 
misfortune, e.g., “My beauty, my treacherous beauty, you are the cause of 
all my troubles” ( Kallirhoe  96/6.6) or “My beauty conspires against me; 
my charms are fatal!” ( Ephesiaka  162/5.5). Other examples are found in 
 Kallirhoe  37/1.14, 81/5.5, 106/7.5;  Ephesiaka  144/2.11. 

  47  Gabrieli, “Note sul Vīs u Rāmīn ,” 172–3. 
  48  Rouhi, Mediation and Love , 178–9. 
  49  In his research on  V&R , Minorksy notes the location of the ruined fortress 

and includes a photograph taken by his colleague, A.C. Edwards; see 
Minorsky, “Vīs u Rāmīn,” 193–4, and the map in the frontmatter. 

  50  For more on Zoroastrian purity rules surrounding menstruation, 
see Sadeghi,  The Sin of the Woman , 90–100. Vis’s menstruation on her 
wedding-day is an interesting twist on a common technique by which 
romance heroines defend their virginity; when Golshāh is captured by 
Rabiʿ b. Aʿdnān, for example, she buys herself some time by telling him 
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that she cannot wait to take him into her embrace – “but I have the excuse 
of women, and you must give me a week” ( valikan marā hast ʿozr-e zanān • 
yek-i hafta-am dāḏ bāyaḏ zamān , 14/12). This is similar to Charikleia’s 
argument that she has consecrated her body to Artemis and must set 
aside her religious duties before consummating her marriage with 
Thyamis ( Aithiopika  372/1.22); see also  Ephesiaka  146/2.13, 153/3.11, 
161/5.4, 163/5.7. 

  51  See, for example, the  Mihr yašt  (“Hymn to Mithra”), which begins with 
the statement: “The ruffian who lies unto Mithra ( miθra-druj ) brings death 
unto the whole country, injuring as much the faithful world as a hundred 
evil-doers could do”; Müller,  The Zend-Avesta, Part II , 120. For the many 
punishments that await those who break their oaths, see chapter 4 of the 
 Wīdēwdād  in Moazami,  Wrestling with the Demons , 102–7, 118–21. In prior 
occasions, too, we see Shahru deeply troubled when she is challenged with 
the crime of oath breaking (55/76–80 [23]). 

  52  I feel sorry not to discuss this famous passage in detail, but it would be 
something of a tangent here. See, instead, the excellent studies of this 
scene in Meisami,  Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 103–7, and Kunitzsch, 
“Description of the Night.” 

  53  The contrast between Shahru and Golshāh’s mother in  Varqa & Golshāh , 
for example, could not be starker. From the beginning, she is against 
Varqa marrying her daughter on the grounds that he is too poor, and 
when the king of Syria’s petition to wed Golshāh is turned down by her 
father, he turns to her avaricious mother and easily wins her over with his 
promises of untold wealth. The wife, then, tongue-lashes her husband into 
submission, a favourite topos of misogynist polemic. See Aʿyyuqi,  Varqa-vo 
Golshāh , 72–4 (Melikian-Chirvani 166–7). 

  54  Pinning down the Nurse’s social rank is a somewhat speculative task. 
The repeated insults from Mobad notwithstanding, it is possible that she 
owns a bit of property in her native land, for after Vis is born, we are told 
that “her Nurse brought her to Khuzan, where she had space, home, and 
abode” ( be khuzān bord u rā dāyegān-ash • ke ānjā bud jāy-o khān-o mān-ash , 
43/18 [10]). But in any case, it is safe to say that the Nurse is socially 
inferior to Shahru, Vis, and the other characters. A general discussion of 
her role in the story is found in Morrison, “Flowers and Witchcraft,” and 
Davis, “Vis o Rāmin”; some valuable studies on the “nanny” figure more 
broadly include Milani, “The Mediatory Guile of the Nanny”; Robinson, 
“Going Between”; Rouhi,  Mediation and Love ; and Southgate, “Vīs and 
Rāmīn: An Anomaly.” 

  55  For an in-depth discussion of this reconstitution of a “blood-family” 
(Shahru-Vis-Viru) into a “milk-family” (Nurse-Vis-Rāmin), see Kappler, 
“ Vîs et Râmîn ,” 62–73. 
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  56  There being no grammatical gender inflection in Persian, this phrase  tan-e 
uy  could describe the demon entering either Rāmin’s or the Nurse’s body. 
From the context, however, I think the Nurse is the likely referent. 

  57  Norozi, Esordi del romanzo , 101; for further discussion of the Rāmin-Nurse 
encounter and its implications, see ibid., 102–4. 

58 Pace  Minoo Southgate, who argues that  Vis & Rāmin  provides a window 
into a time in pre-Islamic Iran when women of the aristocracy were 
autonomous and could freely marry and have affairs without fear of 
reprisal, a notion that Fatemeh Sadeghi calls “entirely ahistorical,” the 
prospect of an extramarital affair was, generally speaking, no laughing 
matter in the Zoroastrian context either. See Southgate, “Conflict between 
Islamic Mores,” 21–2; Southgate, “Vīs and Rāmīn: An Anomaly,” 44–6; 
Sadeghi,  The Sin of the Woman , 10. For scenes that detail the many ghastly 
tortures that adulterers will undergo in Hell, see Asa, Haug, and West, 
 The Book of Arda Viraf , chaps. 24, 60, 62, 69, 71, 78, 81, 85, 86, 88 (English 
translation in 171–98); for a broader review of how attitudes towards 
adultery shifted in Sasanian and post-Sasanian Zoroastrian writings, see 
Sadeghi,  The Sin of the Woman , 120–5. 

  59  An interesting analogue to Vis’s “faithful adultery,” though drastically 
different in its circumstances and consequences, is found in Kallirhoe’s 
“affair” with Dionysius; see Wiersma, “The Ancient Greek Novel and Its 
Heroines,” 117–19. 

  60  For more on how the Nurse “educates” Vis in the “rules” of love, see the 
excellent discussion in Rouhi,  Mediation and Love , 177–9. 

  61  For discussions of this passage, see Davis, “Introduction,” xviii; 
Southgate, “Vīs and Rāmīn: An Anomaly,” 43. This depiction of amorous 
liberties may be a reflection of Zoroastrian rules around the “self-
governing woman” ( xudsarāy ), a specific class who were permitted 
to have lovers with no legal consequences; Sadeghi suggests this 
“astonishing” development may have emerged “in the last years of the 
Sasanian era perhaps due to social pressures and domestic turbulences.” 
See Sadeghi,  The Sin of the Woman , 79. On a comparative note, the passage 
also reminds me of the  Mantel Mautaillié  and the  Lai du Corn , where it is 
revealed that all the women of Arthur’s court, and not just Guenevere, are 
guilty of adultery; see Bloch,  Medieval Misogyny , 95–7, and McCracken, 
 The Romance of Adultery , 54–65. 

  62  See, for example, Davis, “Introduction,” xviii; Kobidze, “Antecedents,” 89; 
Southgate, “Conflict between Islamic Mores,” 21–2; Southgate, “Vīs and 
Rāmīn: An Anomaly,” 43–5. 

  63  Rāmin’s threat to commit suicide if Vis will not accept him as her lover is 
comparable to Aucassin, who warns he will kill himself if Nicolette leaves 
him. In both cases, the suicide threat, which is usually directed towards a 
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hostile world by the lovers in solidarity (e.g.,  Pyramus & Thisbe ,  Floire & 
Blancheflor ) is here used to manipulate the other member of the loving 
couple. See Sturges,  Aucassin and Nicolette , 34–5; and for further discussion, 
Pensom,  Aucassin et Nicolete , 57. 

  64  Leyla Rouhi offers a useful note on the function of the go-between in this 
context: “It is not so much what the go-between says or does, but the 
younger party’s reactions to it, that defines the definition of seduction 
in the art of love. Despite the texts’ efforts to endow the old woman in 
particular with an impression of power and skill, her words and actions 
never gain the status of a paradigm to follow in love: rather they serve to 
reveal aspects of the lovers’ capacity to handle mediation as a concrete 
act.” I take this to mean that the Nurse’s standing between Vis and Rāmin 
affords both characters the space necessary for discovering the complex 
depths of  themselves  in the course of their negotiations, by proxy, with one 
another. See Rouhi,  Mediation and Love , 131; for an example of how  V&R  
often treats  mehr  and  ʿeshq  as a close and possibly interchangeable pair, see 
 V&R  117/71–2. 

  65  For examples of falling in love on sight in Persian love stories, see  Vāmeq & 
Aʿzrā , 90/84–90, and the tales of Sudāba (217), Manizha (337), Golnār 
(642), and Maleka (688) in the  Shāhnāma  (page numbers refer to Davis’s 
2016 translation). Ferdowsi also uses the motif of description in the stories 
of Zāl and Rudāba (70–3), Kāvus (176), and Tahmina (189). Dreams 
provide the site for lovers to meet in the stories of Odatis and Zariadres, 
Neẓāmi’s  Khosrow & Shirin , and Jāmi’s  Yusof & Zolaykhā ; for a discussion 
of this theme in Persian romance, see Davis,  Panthea’s Children , 61–5; in 
the  1001 Nights , Gerhardt,  The Art of Story-Telling , 122–3, and Antrim, 
“Qamarayn,” 8–13; and in the Greek novel, Montiglio,  Love & Providence , 
58, and Morales,  Vision and Narrative , 156–65. 

  66  The motif of viewing the beloved from an elevated height, such as from a 
window, tower, or roof, is well attested in Persian love stories; for a detailed 
survey of its appearance in the works of Ferdowsi, Gorgāni, Neẓāmi, 
Aʿṭṭār, and Khwāju, see Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 280–328. 

  67  These same implications are beautifully drawn in the “Hall of Statues” 
scene in Thomas’s  Tristran , where the hero, separated from his beloved 
Isolde, both marries another Isolde and builds a statue of the original 
Isolde that he venerates in secret, only adding to the “double pain, double 
sorrow” ( duble painne, doble dolur ) of possessing two eidolons of Isolde 
while separated from Isolde herself; see Thomas of Britain,  Tristran , 
54/1050, cf. Gottfried von Strassburg,  Tristan  (tr. Hatto), 317. 

68  Quoting Gerhardt, The Art of Story-Telling , 129, in her description of the 
prevailing ethos of the  ʿudhrī  love-tales in the  1001 Nights : “Exemplary 
tales like the specimens just outlined illustrate a very remarkable, 
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one might say absolutist conception. Love, thus understood, is a final 
condition, a ‘state’, admitting neither of change nor of evolution.” 

69  Bartsch, The Mirror of the Self , first introduced in 16–28. 
  70  Vis’s debate with herself is reminiscent of a similar scene in  Kallirhoe : 

having been forced into another marriage, the heroine has resolved to 
commit suicide rather than betray her husband, but she is swayed from 
this course of action by the knowledge that her unborn son will be the 
spitting image of Chaireas, and so to die would also constitute betrayal. 
Thus the rules that demand she die also demand she live, and she can only 
acquiesce to the latter diktat by channelling her husband’s presence: “I 
call you to witness, Chaireas – it is you who are giving me to Dionysius as 
his bride” (49/2.11). Another interesting point of comparison is found in 
Gottfried’s description of the battle between “anger” and “womanhood” 
that takes place in Isolde’s heart on realizing the identity of Tristan; see 
Gottfried von Strassburg,  Tristan  (tr. Hatto), 176. 

  71  The themes of exile and homelessness are common ones in the love-story 
mythos, whether in the broad wanderings of Greek novel characters like 
Habrokomes and Anthia or in the social banishment experienced by  ʿudhrī  
lovers like Majnun. However, Vis’s exile rings most strongly (for me) with 
Gottfried’s depiction of Isolde, sailing off to Cornwall to be wedded to 
Mark: “she wept and lamented amid her tears that she was leaving her 
homeland, whose people she knew, and all her friends in this fashion, and 
was sailing away with strangers, she neither knew whither nor how.” See 
Gottfried von Strassburg, ibid., 193. 

  72  See Hedāyat, “Chand nokta,” 518. Michael Muchow discusses how the 
swearing of oaths, not as a social contract but as a private and personal 
agreement, is a cornerstone feature in the Greek novels and a mechanism 
that enforces the themes of parity and reciprocal responsibility between 
the two lovers; see Muchow, “Passionate Love,” 16–20, 140–51. 

  73  Kottman, Love as Human Freedom , 63, emphasis original. 

 3 Politics: The Prisoner of His Skin 

   1  For an English translation of this full passage from the  Bahman-nāma , see 
Cross, “The Lives and Afterlives,” 523. 

 2  Norozi, Esordi del romanzo , 266–7, reaches similar conclusions about 
Irānshāh’s reaction to Vis and Mobad, which she describes as squarely 
based on the juridical categories of  ḥalāl  and  ḥarām ; see also Norozi, “Il  Vis 
e Rāmin  di Gorgāni e il  Bahman-nāmé  di Irānshāh,” 216. 

   3  The admonition that princes should limit their interactions with women 
lest they be dominated by them is a very common topos, found in, e.g.: 
Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 2:213/161 (Davis 218); Kay-Kāʾus,  Qābus-nāma  (ed. 
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Yusofi), 131 (Levy 119); Neẓām al-Molk,  The Book of Government , 185; Ṭusi, 
 Akhlāq-e nāṣeri , 319 (Wickens 164). For further discussion, see Southgate, 
“Conflict between Islamic Mores,” 22–6. 

   4  Graf, “Wîs und Râmîn,” 378. My thanks to Rodrigo Adem for his 
assistance with this translation. 

   5  My summary is cited from the translations made by Minorsky, “Vīs u 
Rāmīn,” 190–2, and Kaladze, “The Georgian Translation,” 139; for the 
Russian original, see von Stackelberg, “Neskol’ko slov o persidskom epose 
‘Visa i Ramin.’” 

 6  Massé, “Introduction,” 15–16. 
   7  Minorsky, “Vīs u Rāmīn,” 187; Rypka,  History of Iranian Literature , 178. 
   8  Bürgel, “Die Liebesvorstellung,” 75–6, 80–2; Bürgel, “The Romance,” 165; 

Meisami,  Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 139; Meisami, “Kings and Lovers,” 
4–5; Southgate, “Vīs and Rāmīn: An Anomaly,” 46–7. 

 9  Kappler, “ Vîs et Râmîn ,” 67–8; Kappler, “Présence du mazdéisme,” 48–51; 
Shayegan, “Old Iranian Motifs,” 34–8. 

  10  Propp, Morphology of the Folktale , 27–8; Hedāyat, “Chand nokta,” 487; cf. 
Piri, “Gera-dāstāni,” 70. The romance of  Varqa & Golshāh  offers two good 
examples of familiar Villain/Obstacle roles: Rabiʿ b. Aʿdnān, who abducts 
Golshāh against her parents’ wishes, and the King of Damascus, who 
marries her with their blessing. Rabiʿ is irredeemable and must eventually 
be killed (Golshāh does the deed), whereas the King, in his nobility, 
gets (literally) converted by the quality of the protagonists’ love. The 
obstacle that these figures present, then, is removed either by death or by 
conversion. 

  11  Davis, “Vis o Rāmin”; see also Davis, “Introduction,” xxx. 
  12  Van Ruymbeke, “Wretched King Mobad”; Cross, “A Tree Atop the 

Mountain.” 
13  Zumthor, Toward a Medieval Poetics , 4. 
  14  While admitting that my command of psychoanalytic theory is wholly 

amateur, I am often surprised by the sense of affinity I perceive when 
comparing Lacan’s account of the mirror stage to the arguments I make 
about subject formation here and in the other chapters of this book: he 
points at the exact process of misunderstanding ( méconnaissance ) the 
mirror image  as  the self, and the subsequent self-alienation that arises 
from it, that I am trying to get at here, though naturally by a very different 
method. The ramifications of this misrecognition are equally apropos in 
both cases: if we take Lacan’s descriptions of the specular image as an 
immobile and timeless “statue,” the libidinous desire for which heralds 
the subject’s entry into the symbolic order – or as “a ‘double’ that confers 
not truth, but ‘illusion’” that forces the subject to confront the gap between 
these two visions, producing “fantasies of dismemberment, of dislocations 
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of the body, of castration” – and we can readily see how well this language 
applies to the case of Mobad in  Vis & Rāmin . Quotes are from Murray, 
 Jacques Lacan , 99–100, 116–17, which offers a novice-friendly overview of 
the mirror stage; for more technical discussions, see Evans,  An Introductory 
Dictionary of Lacanian Psychoanalysis , 67–8, 117–19, 193; Fink,  The Lacanian 
Subject , 36–7, 51–3; Grosz,  Jacques Lacan , 32–43. 

  15  Minorsky speculates that “Manikān,” which appears a few times in  V&R  
(38/1, 40/30, 65/7), might be a matronym for Manizha, the Turanian wife 
of the Iranian hero Bizhan, making Mobad part of the Kārenid family 
line of Godarz-Giv-Bizhan; see Minorsky, “Vīs u Rāmīn,” 182–6; cf. 
Pourshariati, “Kārin.” While we must remain cautious of such historicizing 
identifications, this connection does offer an interesting intersection with 
Khaleghi-Motlagh’s hypothesis that the romances of  Vis & Rāmin  and 
 Bizhan & Manizha  are part of the same Marv-Gorgan family of Parthian 
narratives; see Khaleghi-Motlagh, “Bīžan”; Khaleghi-Motlagh, “Bizhan-o 
Manizha,” 286. An alternative reading for Manikān as “he who has 
authority” is offered by Shayegan, “Old Iranian Motifs,” 40. 

  16  For the additional lines attesting to Mobad’s power, preserved in the 
Istanbul manuscript, see  V&R  32–3n5. 

  17  See Al-Azmeh, Muslim Kingship , 3. Other useful studies that explore, 
in a diachronic and art-historical fashion, the visual, literary, and ritual 
representation of the King of Kings in Middle Eastern contexts include 
Babaie and Grigor,  Persian Kingship and Architecture ; L’Orange,  Studies ; 
Soudavar,  The Aura of Kings . 

  18  For studies on Achaemenid enunciations of world-kingship, see Briant, 
 From Cyrus to Alexander , 217–54; Root,  The King and Kingship ; Root, 
“Defining the Devine”; Skjærvø, “The Achaemenids and the  Avesta ”; 
Waters, “To Be or Not to Be (Divine).” For the same topic in the Sasanian 
period, see Canepa,  The Two Eyes of the Earth ; Daryaee, “Kingship in Early 
Sasanian Iran.” 

  19  For discussions of ritual enunciations of sacral-universal kingship in the 
late Umayyad and Abbasid contexts, particularly in connection with the 
performance of the qasida, see Ali, “Praise for Murder,” 7–13; Ali,  Arabic 
Literary Salons , 81–87; Crone,  God’s Rule , 40–2, 163–4; Sperl, “Islamic Kingship,” 
20–5; Sperl,  Mannerism , 13–27; Stetkevych,  The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy . 

  20  For studies on the adoption and Islamicization of Sasanian-style titulature 
and ceremony by tenth-century Muslim rulers, see Busse, “The Revival of 
Persian Kingship”; Madelung, “The Assumption of the Title Shāhānshāh”; 
Richter-Bernburg, “Amīr-Malik-Shāhānshāh”; Tor, “The Long Shadow”; 
Treadwell, “ Shāhānshāh  and  al-Malik al-Muʾayyad .” For the Seljuk context, 
see Durand-Guédy, “Ruling from the Outside”; Peacock,  The Great Seljuk 
Empire , 136–8. 
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  21  For more on the celebration of Nowruz in the Sasanian context, see 
Canepa,  The Two Eyes of the Earth , 11–17. A survey of the sources that 
depict the celebration of Nowruz within Abbasid, Tahirid, Buyid, 
Samanid, and Ghaznavid courtly environments is provided in Shahbazi, 
“Nowruz ii. In the Islamic Period”; and for some specific examples of the 
latter context, see Bayhaqi,  History , 1:98, 2:210, 2:303. 

  22  For detailed analyses of these friezes, see Briant,  From Cyrus to Alexander , 174–
8; Lincoln, “The Role of Religion”; Root,  The King and Kingship , 86–95, 227–84. 
It should be stressed that in the Achaemenid case, there is no evidence that 
these reliefs depict an  actual  (Nowruz) ceremony of gift giving, and should 
rather be taken as an abstract representation of the king’s relationship to his 
subject peoples; Lincoln’s reading of the reliefs as an inverse tower of Babel, 
the “ con -tributions of things that had been  dis -tributed as a result of the Lie’s 
assault” (232), is particularly interesting. Nonetheless, the Achaemenids were 
known for holding such ceremonies wherever they held court, as Herodotus, 
Xenophon, Aelian, and other classical sources inform us: “Is there any city or 
people of Asia that didn’t send embassies to the king? Is there any produce or 
any fine and valuable product of their workshops that they did not bring as 
gifts to lay down before the king?” writes Theopompus of Chios. See Briant, 
 From Cyrus to Alexander , 191–5. 

  23  The Achaemenids were largely known in medieval Islamic tradition 
through Jewish and some Zoroastrian accounts, which many 
contemporary historians tried to reconcile. Al-Ṭabarī, for example, situates 
one “Kay Ārish, son of Akhashwīrush” (> Heb.  Kerosh  > Per./Ar.  Kūrush , 
Gr. Cyrus) in the reigns of Goshtāsp and Bahman Ardashir, as the father 
of Dārāb (= Darius I?) and grandfather of Dārā (= Darius III), though he 
claims he was never a king proper but rather the local ruler of Khuzestan 
on behalf of Bahman; see al-Ṭabarī,  The Ancient Kingdoms , 51, 85–6. Ḥamza 
al-Iṣfahānī reports that some “Israelites” ( isrāʾīliyyūn ), perhaps also 
understood as transmitters of Jewish lore, identify Bahman and Cyrus as 
one and the same; see al-Iṣfahānī,  Tārīkh sanī mulūk al-arḍ , 37 (Hoyland 53). 

  24  For more discussion of the Achaemenid solar crown, see Root, “Defining 
the Devine,” 37–40. For more on the  farr , see Al-Azmeh,  Muslim Kingship , 
17; Gnoli, “Farr(ah)”; Soudavar,  The Aura of Kings ; Yarshater, “Iranian 
National History,” 345; and finally Azarpay, “Crowns and Some Royal 
Insignia in Early Iran,” 113–15, who, returning to the iconography of the 
crown, reminds us not to over-read these symbols “as the expression of 
an early Iranian theocracy headed by a god-king” but rather to attend to 
their historical and metaphorical functions in politics and court protocol (a 
position shared by Daryaee, “Kingship in Early Sasanian Iran,” 60–1). 

  25  Yūsuf Khāṣṣ Ḥājib, Wisdom of Royal Glory , 1. 
  26  Ibid., 66. 
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  27  For a discussion of the king-as-sun metaphor in the  Qābus-nāma , see 
Amirsoleimani, “Of This World and the Next,” 8–9. For more on justice as 
the “crowning, ultimate male virtue,” see Ayubi,  Gendered Morality , 96–103. 

  28  For more on the Sasanian legacy in medieval Islamic political theory, see 
Lambton, “Islamic Mirrors for Princes,” esp. 421–3. 

  29  For a close reading of the phrase  čihr az yazdān , see Daryaee, “Kingship 
in Early Sasanian Iran,” 61. For further discussion of the significance of 
 čihr  as the “face” or “likeness” of the gods, establishing the kingly face as 
a reflection of the divine, see Soudavar,  The Aura of Kings , 42–8; Canepa, 
 The Two Eyes of the Earth , 101. For more on this concept’s connection with 
the Achaemenid period, see Briant,  From Cyrus to Alexander , 240–5, 551; 
Root, “Defining the Devine,” 50–4. For a diachronic overview linking 
Zoroastrian, Achaemenid, and Sasanian enunciations of sacral kingship 
into the Islamic notion of the “shadow of God,” as it was expressed under 
Abbasid, Buyid, Seljuk, and Mongol imperiums, see Arjomand,  The Shadow 
of God , 89–100. 

  30  For the cited examples of this proverb, see: Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 6:231/552–
3 (Davis 677), also 8:458/552; Tansar, Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ, and Moḥammad b. 
al-Ḥ asan b. Esfandiyā r,  Nāma-ye Tansar , 53 (Boyce 33–4); Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, 
 Rasāʾil , 2:368 (Goodman and McGregor 303); al-Ghazālī,  Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-
dīn , 1:67; Neẓām al-Molk,  The Book of Government , 63; Yūsuf Khāṣṣ Ḥājib, 
 Wisdom of Royal Glory , 32, 226. So too will Gorgāni begin his encomium in 
 V&R  by listing three interconnected “commands” ( farmān ) that will ensure 
joy in this world and salvation in the next: the command of God, the 
command of the Prophet, and the command of the Seljuk sultan Ṭughrıl 
Beg, in whose sovereignty the splendour of God’s religion is manifest ( be 
molk andar bahā-ye din-e dādār , 10/7). 

  31  Some critics did not buy the association of Mobad’s name with the 
Zoroastrian priesthood, believing the overlap between New Persian 
 mobad  and Middle Persian  mowbed  a mere coincidence. Sādeq Hedāyat 
argues that Gorgāni “made this name a substitute for another for the 
reason of poetic necessity” (i.e., metre) or as an allusion ( kenāya ), while 
Vladimir Minorsky suggests the etymology  marġu-pati-š , “lord of Marġu 
(later Marv)”; see Hedāyat, “Chand nokta,” 489, and Minorsky, “Vīs u 
Rāmīn,” 185, respectively. Rahim Shayegan, however, offers the etymology 
 magu-pati , “[chief] magus, priest,” which to me seems more convincing; 
see Shayegan, “Old Iranian Motifs,” 35. (Co-)incidentally,  rad  (Av. 
 Ratu -), “religious reformer,” was a title of Zoroaster and also of Kirdēr, 
the influential Sasanian high priest who consolidated Nowruz in state 
ceremony; see Arjomand,  The Shadow of God , 90, Boyce, “Nowruz i. In the 
Pre-Islamic Period.” 

  32  Humbach and Ichaporia, Zamyād Yasht , 103; Hinnells,  Persian Mythology , 39. 
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  33  Translation of Yasna (Hom Yašt) 9.4 in Müller,  The Zend-Avesta, Part III , 
232. For further discussion of Yima/Jam’s immortality, see Hinnells,  Persian 
Mythology , 39; Boyce,  Textual Sources , 10; Skjærvø, “Jamšid i. Myth of 
Jamšid.” This deathless “golden age” imagery has interesting resonances 
with Hesiod (“No toil or misery was theirs; to them there never came 
/ Wretched old age,” 112–13) and the  Mahābhārata  (“It was Vishva·karman 
who built Yama’s great hall … In it there is no grief or aging, hunger or 
thirst, nor any affliction, weariness or ugliness,” 2.8.1–5). See Hesiod, 
 Theogony , 60; Vyasa,  Mahābhārata , 87. 

  34  For accounts of Jamshid’s deeds as king, see  Dēnkard  7.1.20–4, translated 
in Müller,  Pahlavi Texts, Part V , 9–10; al-Ṭabarī,  From the Creation to the 
Flood , 350; al-Thaʿālibī,  Histoire , 10–13 (with an explicit comparison with 
Solomon, cf. Kisāʾī,  Tales of the Prophets , 302–3); Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 
1:41/10–31 (Davis 6). An extensive compilation of other Avestan and 
Middle Persian writings on this topic is found in Humbach and Ichaporia, 
 Zamyād Yasht , 103–9. 

  35  For similar stories of Jamshid’s flight to heaven, see al-Bīrūnī,  The 
Chronology of Ancient Nations , 200/29–35, 201/36, 202/13; al-Thaʿālibī, 
 Histoire , 13–14; al-Ṭabarī,  From the Creation to the Flood , 349–50. The motif is 
discussed further in Abdullaeva, “Kingly Flight.” 

  36  As Mary Boyce notes, this reference to Nowruz is, at least indirectly, the 
earliest literary record of the festival extant, given  V&R ’s roots in the 
Parthian era; see Boyce, “Nowruz i. In the Pre-Islamic Period.” 

  37  Jamshid’s fall is narrated in the  Shāhnāma , 1:45/64–74 (Davis 7–8); it may 
be compared with Humbach and Ichaporia,  Zamyād Yasht , 37/19.30–8. For 
a summary of other accounts, see Curtis,  Persian Myths , 25–6; Hinnells, 
 Persian Mythology , 39–43. 

  38  To be clear, I base the connections I see between the snake ( aži ), the 
demon(ess) Āz/Āzi, and the serpent-king Aži-Dahāka (> Żaḥḥāk) 
on thematic and not ontological grounds; the three are quite distinct 
and should not be conflated. However, when one compares how the 
snake is the first counter-creation of Ahriman and the harbinger of 
Winter (Wīdēwdād 1.3), how Āzi is associated with consumption and 
destruction (Wīdēwdād 18.19–22, Bundahishn 27.34), and how Aži-
Dahāka seeks to empty the world of men (Abān Yašt 5.29–30, Rām Yašt 
15.19–20), it is easy to see how the three entities share a close thematic 
alignment; see Moazami, Wrestling, 30–1, 406–9; Müller,  The Zend-Avesta, 
Part I , 3–4, 198; and Müller,  The Zend-Avesta, Part II , 60–1, 253–4, for 
references. For more on the imbrication of desire and destruction in Āz/
Āzi and Aži-Dahāka, see Asmussen, “Āz”; Choksy,  Evil, Good and Gender , 
42–4; Cross, “If Death Is Just,” 412–15; Lasman, “Dragons, Fairies, and 
Time,” 241–2; Skjærvø, Khaleghi-Motlagh, and Russell, “Aždahā.” 
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  39  For a discussion of  barāʿat-e estehlāl , see Kazzāzi,  Zibā-shenāsi , 3:156–8. 
The classic example of this technique is Ferdowsi’s famous prologue to 
the story of Rostam and Sohrāb in the  Shāhnāma , 2:117/1–6 (Davis 187), 
with a brilliant analysis by Gabri, “Framing the Unframable in Ferdowsi’s 
 Shahnameh .” 

  40  Hojviri, Kashf al-maḥjub , 575 (Nicholson 398). 
  41  For a comparable scene in the Greek novel tradition, cf.  Ephesiaka  129/1.2, 

where a similar procession of maidens, “dressed as if to receive a lover,” 
precedes the introduction of the story’s heroine, Anthia. For more on 
the erotics of the gaze in late antiquity, see Bartsch,  The Mirror of the Self , 
67–83; and in the Islamic context, Bell,  Love Theory , 125–47; Giffen,  Theory of 
Profane Love , 117–32; and more recently, Ingenito,  Beholding Beauty . 

  42  The erotic overtones of this banter, along with the possibility that Shahru is 
genuinely interested in Mobad as a sexual partner, are intensified in some 
manuscripts of  V&R , when the narrator tells us in an aside that “whenever 
she joined with her impotent husband [Qāren], his ‘cypress’ grew as limp 
as a withered branch” ( cho bā joft-e ʿanin-e khwish payvast • cho shākh-e 
khoshk gashta sarv-e u past , 41/48) – an interesting prefiguration of Mobad’s 
own impotence later on. This line could also raise questions about the 
parentage of Shahru’s many children (is Qāren impotent now, or has he 
always been so?), which could be further compared with Mobad’s (angry? 
exaggerated?) claim that every one of Shahru’s thirty-plus children were 
fathered by a different husband (179/46 [141]); but these are somewhat 
tangential questions to the present argument. 

43  Hägg and Utas, The Virgin and Her Lover , 104/176 (the translation 
is unchanged except that I switched the order of the clauses); Kay-
Kāʾus,  Qābus-nāma  (ed. Yusofi), 83 (Levy 73). Other testaments to the 
relationship between love and youth are found across a wide spectrum of 
medieval and classical sources; in the  Symposium , for example, Agathon 
says, “Love was born to hate old age and will come nowhere near it. Love 
always lives with young people and is one of them: the old story holds 
good that like is always drawn to like” (195b). See also Saʿdi,  Gulistan , 
126/6.2, where a young woman declares she would rather take an arrow 
( tir ) in her side (with obvious sexual implications) than an old man ( pir ). 

  44  Similar cases of noblewomen in public positions of authority who adopt 
and acquire a persona distinctly different from that of more typical 
female roles such as mother, wife, or beloved are seen in the characters 
Sindokht, Homāy, Qaydāfa, and Gordiya in the  Shāhnāma : see pp. 83–96, 
549–60, 598–611, 870–917 in Davis’s translation; also Davis, “Women in the 
 Shahnameh .” An interesting historical instance of this, relatively close to 
Gorgāni’s time and milieu, is the Georgian Queen T‘amar (r. 1184–1213), 
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who was typically heralded as “King” ( mep‘e ) by writers such as Rust‘aveli 
(see  The Knight in the Panther Skin , 1/¶4). 

  45  We first learn of Shahru’s descent from Jamshid from the Nurse as she 
tells Rāmin about Vis (125/202 [87]); it pops up again later as Mobad 
curses Shahru’s “impious” ( bad-kish ) family (179/44–50 [142]), and again 
when Mobad’s mother remarks that the only worthy thing about Vis is 
her lineage (190/31–2 [153]). The Georgian  Visramiani , in contrast, makes 
the connection obvious from the outset; right after Shahru pledges the 
yet-unborn Vis to Mobad, the narrator adds, “Shahro’s husband was 
Qaran. But Shahro was of nobler blood than Qaran; she was the offspring 
of king Djimshed, who was the fifth king after Adam.” See T‘mogveli, 
 Visramiani , 7. 

  46  For more on the convergence of the roles of Priest and King to form the 
Perfect Man, see Meisami,  Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 233, and the 
surrounding discussion. 

  47  For more on medieval Islamic embryology, see Musallam, “The Human 
Embryo in Arabic Scientific and Religious Thought,” esp. 32–4 on Aristotle 
and Avicenna. 

  48  A seminal study of the “bond” as it pertains to kingship and friendship is 
Mottahedeh,  Loyalty and Leadership ; for some recent studies on the bonds 
and etiquette of friendship, especially as it spills over into the public 
sphere, see Babayan,  The City as Anthology , esp. 112–17, 137–63, 177–95; 
Kia,  Persianate Selves , esp. 57–62, 163–90; Mottahedeh, “Friendship in 
Islamic Ethical Philosophy”; Tobkin, “A Man of Our Times,” esp. 303–8, 
315–20. 

  49  Yūsuf Khāṣṣ Ḥājib, Wisdom of Royal Glory , 65–6. 
  50  For more on the tight imbrication of kingship and justice, see Ohlander, 

“Enacting Justice, Ensuring Salvation.” A good example of an oath-
breaking king in Persian literature is Goshtāsp, who repeatedly reneges 
on his promise to turn the throne over to his son Esfandiyār, leading 
to the latter’s tragic encounter with Rostam. With his dying breath, 
Esfandiyār accuses his father of injustice ( bar man ze goshtāsp āmad 
setam , 5:423/1501 [Davis 525]), a sin that not only undermines his own 
authority but seems to haunt his descendants down to their overthrow 
by Alexander.  

  51  For an interesting illustration of how a royal presence could be made 
manifest in a piece of paper, see Ibn Faḍlān, “Mission to the Volga,” 
217/§40, where the Abbasid ambassador insists to the Bulghar king that all 
must rise during the reading of the caliph’s letter. 

  52  Yūsuf Khāṣṣ Ḥājib, Wisdom of Royal Glory , 166. 
  53  Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies , 39. 
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  54  For a similar inversion of the imagery of springtime life and wartime 
destruction, see the famous prologue to the story of Rostam and 
Esfandiyār in Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 5:292/9–13 (Clinton 29–30). 

  55  Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 100. For insightful discussions 
of this battle scene’s imagery, see Meisami, ibid., 97–101; Davis, 
“Introduction,” xxvii–xviii. 

  56  See Gabrieli, “Note sul  Vīs u Rāmīn ,” 176; also his “Sul poema persiano  Vīs 
u Rāmīn ,” 254. 

  57  Meisami, “Kings and Lovers,” 5; cf. Meisami,  Medieval Persian Court 
Poetry , 139. 

  58  T‘mogveli, Visramiani , 59. 
  59  For further discussion of the talisman that “binds” Mobad, see Morrison, 

“Flowers and Witchcraft,” 255, and Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 182–90; the 
latter includes some intriguing notes about the Galenic properties of the 
materials used. 

  60  For a discussion of the parallels between Vis and Katāyun, Mobad and 
Bahman, see Norozi, “Il  Vis e Rāmin  di Gorgāni e il  Bahman-nāmé  di 
Irānshāh”; Ruyāni, “Tashābohāt,” 76–7. 

  61  Though the common-sense taboo against kin killing need hardly be 
elaborated, there are numerous moments in the  Shāhnāma  that testify 
just how serious an offence it is in this literary context. In addition to the 
death of Esfandiyār, discussed above, Ferdowsi writes passionately against 
Rostam’s combat with his son Sohrāb (2:171/670–3 [Davis 204]) and Sām’s 
abandonment of his son Zāl (1:167/75–9, 100–2 [Davis 64–5]); the latter 
can be compared with Irānshāh b. Abi al-Khayr,  Kush-nāma , 228/1445–9, 
249/1855–64. Notably, it is an act of patricide that announces the rise of 
the tyrannical Żaḥḥāk, and an act of fratricide that sets off the generations-
long blood feud between Iran and Turan. 

  62  That Rāmin has designs on both Mobad’s office and his life is hardly a 
secret. While hiding from Mobad after the ordeal by fire, he writes to 
inform his mother that if the king doesn’t abdicate soon, “I’ll throw him 
down from his throne, and sit upon it with my beloved; mark my words, it 
will be sooner than later!” (213/35–6 [175]). Later on, he announces to Vis, 
“My heart is now telling me: ‘Pull your feet out of the mud! Go down and 
cast Mobad’s head from his body; rid the world of his lowly nature! By my 
life, the blood of this brother is less to me than a cat’s!’” (231/241–3 [194]). 

  63  Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies , 95–7. 
  64  For a more in-depth discussion of this ‘backfiring’ process, see Cross, “A 

Tree Atop the Mountain,” xli–xliv. 
  65  The story of the chaste youth and the lustful stepmother is catalogued 

as motif K 2111 in Stith Thompson’s  Motif-Index of Folk-Literature . For a 
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comparative overview of prominent instances of this motif, see Yohannan, 
 Joseph and Potiphar’s Wife in World Literature . 

  66  Gottfried von Strassburg, Tristan  (ed. Marold), 257/15250–70 (Hatto 242). 
  67  Žižek, The Sublime Object of Ideology , 15. 
  68  In translating this line, I am working from Gvakahria’s 1995 emendation 

from  bedānestam ke bar bidād kardand , “I knew they were committing 
injustice” to  nadānestam , “I did  not  know … ”; see Gvaxaria, “Notes on the 
Persian Text,” 59–60. 

  69  For a comparison of the ordeal by fire between  V&R  and the Tristan cycle, 
see Norozi,  Esordi del romanzo , 389–92; Eslāmi-Nodushan, “Vis va Izut,” 
147–8. Dick Davis has frequently indicated this scene alongside a number 
of other shared motifs as evidence of a possible connection between 
the two narratives: see Davis, “Vis o Rāmin”; Davis, “Introduction,” 
xxxv–xlii; Davis, “A Trout in the Milk,” 48–9. For a recent survey of the 
 V&R - Tristan  debate, see Cross, “The Lives and Afterlives,” 536–7, and 
associated endnotes; two studies not mentioned there (neither of which 
accept a “genetic” link between the two cycles) are Nagy, “The Celtic ‘Love 
Triangle’ Revisited”; Rowland, “Trystan and Esyllt.” As Davis notes, the 
ordeal is a common topos in the Greek novels, such as a trial by water 
in  Leukippe & Kleitophon  (281/8.14) and others by fire in the  Aithiopika  
(526/8.9) and  Rhodanthe & Dosikles  (Jeffreys 31/1.374–89); see Davis, 
 Panthea’s Children , 83–104. It also occurs in Genesis 38, again in connection 
with prostitution/adultery. 

  70  For the consequences of Bahrām Gur’s withdrawal from political life, see 
Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 6:523/1423–36 (Davis 755). A much more striking 
version of this is found in Neẓāmi’s  Haft paykar , in which the plunder 
of Bahrām’s kingdom during his seclusion forms one of the didactic 
centrepieces of the story: see Neẓāmi Ganjavi,  Heft Peiker , 265/40.1–73 
(Meisami 236–9), discussed in Meisami,  Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 
221–2 and 231–2. 

  71  In Lacanian terms, one might say that the body of Vis has taken on the 
position of becoming, rather than merely having, the object of the king’s 
desire (the phallus); for more on this shift, see Grosz,  Jacques Lacan , 71. 

  72  Ahmed, What Is Islam? , 11–12, 20–2, 349–52. 
  73  On the relationship between renunciation and sovereignty, we might again 

recall the example of Majnun, who – though not an old man – becomes 
king-like through his extreme asceticism; as his uncle tells him, “Anyone 
who contents himself with [eating] shrubs as you do becomes king of 
his world.” See Neẓāmi Ganjavi,  Layli-o Majnun , 217/46.31–45 (Gelpke 
173, Davis 167). For more on Majnun’s ascent to kingly status, see Seyed-
Gohrab,  Laylī and Majnūn , 115–25. 
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  74  For one example of Avicenna’s discussion of the animal soul, see 
Fackenheim, “A Treatise on Love,” 216–18; cf. Ingenito,  Beholding Beauty , 
313, 367–8. A broader survey of the concupiscent faculty in ethical ( akhlāq ) 
manuals is found in Ayubi,  Gendered Morality , 90–6. 

  75  The mis-recognition of good things for the Good is an important theme 
in Neoplatonist metaphysics – e.g., Boethius’s  Consolation of Philosophy  
(20/1.6pr.21, 67/3.9pr.4–21, 76/3.10pr.28–39) – and it would later serve as 
one of the central objects of focus in Sufi thought and poetry. The famous 
frame tale of Aʿṭṭār’s  Conference of the Birds , for example, ends with thirty 
birds ( si morgh ) mis-/recognizing themselves as the divine Simorgh whom 
they sought; see O’Malley, “Poetry and Pedagogy,” 167–71. 

  76  For a discussion of the internalization of  āz  in the  Shāhnāma , see Cross, “If 
Death Is Just,” 412–15. 

  77  While the parallels between Mobad and Ṭughrıl provide a useful contrast 
in modelling kingship, I would not take this coincidence as far as Marijan 
Molé, who argues that the presentation of Mobad’s interactions with 
other political actors produces an allegory about the fortunes of the 
Seljukid state under Ṭughrıl Beg; see Molé, “«Vīs u Rāmīn» et l’histoire 
seldjoukide,” 8–20. While I have no doubt that Gorgāni composed  V&R  as 
a didactic text, I don’t think it was done in such a way as to be applicable 
only to Ṭughrıl’s circumstances, especially since his primary patron was 
Abu al-Fatḥ, the governor of Isfahan. For another response to Molé’s 
argument, see Minorsky, “Vis-u Rāmin (IV),” 282–5. 

  78  Gorgāni, V&R  (tr. Massé), 16. 
  79  The full date, as the narrator provides it, is the day of Khordād (= the 

sixth day) of Ordibehesht ( mah-e ordibehesht-o ruz-e khordād , 299/1). As the 
second month of the Iranian calendar, Ordibehesht is typically emblematic 
of high spring (e.g., Daqiqi’s famous celebration of the month in his  Divān , 
105/1221–32, translated in Lewis, “Shifting Allegiances,” 366–7) and thus 
topologically connected with both political and amorous occasions; cf. 
Meisami, “Allegorical Gardens”; Sharlet, “A Garden of Possibilities.” There 
has been some discussion about whether such calendrical references could 
be used for more precise datings of the poem, but this is a tricky business; 
for a survey of the complexities involved, see Minorsky, “Vis-u Rāmin 
(IV),” 280–2; Panaino, “Calendars i. Pre-Islamic Calendars.” 

  80  For more on the minstrel ( gosān ) in pre-Islamic Iran, see Boyce, “The 
Parthian  Gōsān ”; Boyce, “Gōsān.” 

  81  For comparative purposes, the dream of Nushin-Ravān is narrated as 
follows: “He saw in his dream that a kingly tree had sprouted up from 
before the throne. The king’s heart was gladdened ( shahnshāh rā del 
biyārāsti ), and he called for wine, music, and singers. By his side, in that 
place of peace and delight, sat a sharp-tusked boar. When it sat and made 
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ready for wine-drinking, it requested the wine from Nushin-Ravān’s cup!” 
Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 7:167/986–9 (Davis 798–801). 

  82  In an interesting study of the minstrel scene, Claude-Claire Kappler 
contends that the tree does not actually represent Mobad (contra the 
 gosān ’s own exposition, 301/32), but rather the primordial Tree of All 
Seeds in Zoroastrian mythology, with possible connections with the 
Islamic Tree of Ṭubā under whose shadow Rāmin’s kingdom flourishes 
(524/51); the appearance of the bull in this allegory may then figure 
the cosmic sacrifice of the sacred ox that destroys Winter (Mobad) and 
restores the Spring (Rāmin). See Kappler, “Présence du mazdéisme,” 45–8; 
cf. Boyce,  Textual Sources , 11. 

  83  The notions of the carnival and the anti-rite are developed by Mikhail 
Bakhtin and Mary Douglas, respectively; for a discussion of both elements 
in the context of Menippean satire and the Greek novel, see Branham, “The 
Poetics of Genre.” 

  84  Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies , 30. 
  85  For a comparable discussion of how the interpenetration of dual “private” 

and “public” personae instigates a process of self-alienation and self-defeat 
in  Kallirhoe ’s Dionysios, see Whitmarsh, “Dialogues in Love,” 119–24. An 
even closer analogy, in terms of narrative structure, is found in King Mark 
of the Tristan cycle, but his doom is spared by the premature deaths of 
Tristan and Isolde. 

  86  Xenophon, The Education of Cyrus , 142/5.1.8–16; Kay-Kāʾus,  A Mirror for 
Princes , 73–4; Neẓām al-Molk,  The Book of Government , 185–92. 

  87  Kay-Kāʾus, Qābus-nāma  (ed. Yusofi), 85 (Levy 75); cf. Richter-Bernburg, 
“Plato of Mind and Joseph of Countenance,” 284. 

  88  For the variant readings of  moʾmen  versus  mardom , compare Kay-Kāʾus, 
 Qābus-nāma  (ed. Yusofi), 85; Kay-Kāʾus,  Qābus-nāma  (ed. Nafisi), 59. This 
same proverb appears later in the poetry of Saʿdi of Shiraz ( har ke ʿāsheq 
nabud mard nashod ): see Saʿdi,  Ghazal-hā-ye Saʿdi , 112/240.2. I consider the 
implications this line has for images of ideal manhood in Cross, “A Tree 
Atop the Mountain,” l–lv. 

  89  For Aristotle on logos , see  De anima , 26/2.414a, and for its connection with 
 noṭq , see Gutas,  Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition , 307–8. 

  90  For the deaths of Yazdgerd and Bahman, see Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 
6:387/339–51 (Davis 718–19), and Irānshāh b. Abi al-Khayr,  Bahman-
nāma , 600/10380–405 respectively. The latter scene is discussed in detail in 
Lasman, “Dragons, Fairies, and Time,” 331–41. 

  91  Müller, The Zend-Avesta, Part II , 137/18.70–2; see also 153/31.127 for a 
similar image. In another interesting connection, Morrison notes the 
dream-vision of a monstrous boar who ravages Mark’s bed (but not the 
king himself) in Gottfried von Strassburg,  Tristan  (tr. Hatto), 219–20; see 
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Gorgāni,  V&R  (tr. Morrison), 343n1. Kappler (“Présence du mazdéisme,” 
52–3) also suggests a comparison with the boar in the  Roman de Mélusine  
by the fourteenth-century writer Jean d’Arras. 

  92  See Ferdowsi, Shāhnāma , 1:52/175 (Davis 13); al-Ṭabarī,  From the Creation to 
the Flood , 352; al-Thaʿālibī,  Histoire , 17; Agostini and Thrope,  The Bundahišn , 
185/35.5. 

  93  For a comparative study of “illicit rage” in the  Shāhnāma , specifically the 
story of Rostam and Sohrāb, see Cross, “If Death Is Just.” 

 4 Affect: The Limits of Lyric 

   1  T’odua, “Yek do sokhan,” xxv. The story of Samak has recently been 
translated into English by Freydoon Rassouli and Jordan Mechner; see 
Arrajāni,  Samak the Ayyar . 

   2  Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 141; cf. Meisami, “Kings and 
Lovers,” 5.  

   3  For a discussion of the impact of the story of Laylā and Majnūn in Abbasid 
cultural production, see Khan,  Bedouin and ‘Abbāsid Cultural Identities . An 
important study laying out the connections between Abbasid, Andalusian, 
and Provençal lyric is Menocal,  The Arabic Role , 27–38; see also Barry, “In 
the Worlds of Nizāmī,” 99–107; Reynolds, “Arab Musical Influence on 
Medieval Europe”; Sells, “Love.” 

   4  ʿAbd-Allāhiyān, “Az farādast,” 123; cf. T’odua, “Yek do sokhan,” xxv. 
   5  Meisami, “Persona and Generic Conventions,” 127–34; Bürgel, “Die 

Liebesvorstellung,” 88. For more discussion of this “pious rogue” figure, 
see de Bruijn,  Persian Sufi Poetry , 54–76; de Bruijn, “The  Qalandariyyāt ”; 
Graham, “Abū Sa‘īd”; Ilahi-Ghomshei, “The Principles,” 90–94; Lewis, 
“Hafez viii. Hafez and Rendi”; Miller, “The Poetics of the Sufi Carnival”; 
Shafiʿi-Kadkani,  Qalandariya dar tārikh . 

   6  Gaunt, “Romance and Other Genres,” 45. 
   7  Boulton, The Song in the Story , 274. 
   8  Parker, Inescapable Romance , 4–14; Fuchs,  Romance , 31. 
   9  Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination , 49. For more on Bakhtin’s distinction 

between “novel” and “novelistic,” see Frow,  Genre , 73; Holquist, 
“Introduction,” xxxi. The applicability of Bakhtinian approaches to 
premodern narratives has been productively taken up in Branham,  The 
Bakhtin Circle , and for an account of the ties between ancient, medieval, 
and modern “novelistic” texts (whether we call them novels or romances), 
see Doody,  The True Story . 

  10  For discussions on the various functions and effects of lyric insertions in 
the Old French romance, see Gaunt, “Romance and Other Genres,” 45–7; 
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Segre, “What Bakhtin Left Unsaid,” 30–1; and especially Boulton,  The Song 
in the Story . 

  11  “Floating timeline” is a phrase used in TV serials like  The Simpsons , where 
the characters never age and there’s a consistent  status quo  that each 
episode resets to, regardless of the outcome of the previous episode. In 
the same vein, Frye,  Anatomy of Criticism , 186, invokes the “refrigerated 
deathlessness” of comic-strip characters. 

   12  Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination , 84, 89. 
  13  Ibid., 91. 
  14  In her debate with Rāmin in the snow storm, Vis complains, “Is it not 

enough, this ten-year hardship I have borne?” ( na bas timār-e dah-sāla ke 
bordam , 459/17 [426]). 

  15  Gabrieli, “Note sul Vīs u Rāmīn ,” 174–5. 
  16  Frye, The Secular Scripture , 3–5 emphasizes the durability of the romance 

mythos, going so far as to call it “the structural core of all fiction” (ibid., 15). 
  17  Gabrieli, “Note sul Vīs u Rāmīn ,” 175 (though he does indicate some 

highlights from Rāmin’s songs in 178–80). Many other critics have 
similarly complained of the story’s prolixity ( eṭnāb ), most vociferously 
Pizzi,  Storia , 2:87–90, but also Foruzānfar,  Sokhan , 370; Maḥjub, 
“Moqaddema,” 66–7. 

  18  Konstan, Sexual Symmetry , 15–26 gives numerous examples of the laments 
given by the “hapless heroes” of the Greek novel, a motif equally visible 
in the Byzantine revival in the mid-twelfth century, e.g.,  Hysmine & 
Hysminias , 220/6.6–7, 222/6.10, 230/7.9, or  Drosilla & Charikles , 413/6.34–
94, 421/6.331–558; Rhodanthe even apologizes for her “long speech” 
in  Rhodanthe & Dosikles , 113/7.52. Chrétien’s romance  Cligès  – perhaps 
intentionally, given the work’s “Greek” setting and source – features a 
number of extended laments and inner monologues; see, e.g., 86/475–523, 
94/625–872, 110/897–1046 (Staines 92–3, 95–7, 98–100). ʿOnṣori’s  Vāmeq & 
Aʿzrā  (another self-consciously “Greek” story) features similar passages 
in 94/105–11, 259–66, 276–88, 337–46, while in an interesting contrast the 
“monologues” of the Arabian story of  Varqa & Golshāh  are often delivered 
as monorhyme poems, reminiscent of the  ghazal . 

19  Boulton, The Song in the Story , 288. For an overview of the various voices 
assumed in  V&R  and their rhetorical function, see Meisami,  Medieval 
Persian Court Poetry , 92–6. 

  20  Gabrieli, “Note sul Vīs u Rāmīn ,” 176. 
  21  Meisami, “Persona and Generic Conventions,” 133–4. 
  22  Paul Zumthor makes similar claims about the implicit or “latent” 

narratives within medieval European lyric; see Zumthor, “Les Narrativités 
latentes,” 39–45; also Zumthor, “The Text and the Voice,” 88. 
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  23  For an overview of the genealogy of this concept, see Genette,  The 
Architext , 28–60; Jackson and Prins,  The Lyric Theory Reader , 1–5. 

  24  See especially Jackson, Dickinson’s Misery , 1–15. 
  25  Zumthor, Toward a Medieval Poetics , 143–4; cf. Segre, “What Bakhtin Left 

Unsaid,” 33. 
  26  Haidu, The Subject Medieval/Modern , 89. 
  27  There are instances of embedded songs in the  Shāhnāma , such as Rostam’s 

song to himself (2:30/397–402 [Davis 156]) or Bārbad’s lament (8:355/405–
33 [Davis 931]), but they do not show the same formal distinctiveness that 
we see in Aʿyyuqi’s  Varqa & Golshāh . 

  28  Dankoff, “The Lyric in the Romance,” 12. 
  29  Ibid., 13. 
  30  Lewis, “Reading, Writing, and Recitation,” 48. In the first chapter of this 

dissertation, Lewis makes a strong case for situating the origins of the 
ghazal within the performative context of music and song; see esp. 99 for 
a discussion of the various ways context-specific meaning could be crafted 
through the kinetic and sonic cues of a given performance. Renate Jacobi 
brings a similar approach to her analysis of the Arabic ghazals of the 
Umayyad period in Jacobi, “Theme and Variations.” 

  31  For more on the interplay of prose and verse in Persian narrative, see 
Meisami, “Mixed Prose and Verse”; Rubanovich, “Aspects of Medieval 
Intertextuality.” 

  32  For bā del goft , see  V&R  264/82, 269/190, 410/25, 250/58; for  sorud-i goft , 
219/18, 221/54, 230/218, 254/130; for  goft , 257/178. 

  33  Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination , 47. 
  34  Panagiotis Roilos makes a similar case for considering these discrete 

discursive positions as “modulations” of genre in the Komnenian 
romances rather than alternative terms such as “mixture of genres” or 
“generic hybrid”; see Roilos,  Amphoteroglossia , 16. 

  35  The scene of Vis and Rāmin’s journey through the desert to Ray (203/92–
102 [166]) is a good example of how the narrator utilizes landscape as a 
mirror into the psychology of lovers. A similar combination of address and 
commentary can be found at the end of the bed trick episode, where the 
narrator calls on the audience to behold ( negah kon , 232/247 [195]) Vis’s 
clever ruse, while simultaneously condemning her as a sinner ( gonahkār , 
233/268 [196]) for the way she fooled the king and commenting on the 
disastrous fruit love can bear for those who cultivate it (233/269–76). 
For comparable moments in Béroul’s  Tristran , see 26/519–20, 28/573–80, 
32/643–8, 36/728, 44/909–1169/1437–9, 84/1783–92, 86/1816, among other 
examples. 

  36  To this day, many melodies, modes, and modal groupings in Iranian music 
are identified by names that suggest both mood and content; “agitation” 
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( shur ), “flirtation” ( kereshma ), “burning and melting” ( suz-o godāz ), and 
“lovers” ( ʿoshshāq ) are some prominent examples (indeed, the latter 
term is simply the Arabic equivalent of the mode  delnavāzān  cited in 
this passage). See Barkechli,  La musique traditionnelle , 39–56; During and 
Mirabdolbaghi,  The Art of Persian Music , 72–8; Lewis, “Reading, Writing, 
and Recitation,” 73–5; Lucas,  Music of a Thousand Years , 141; Miller,  Music 
and Song in Persia , 74–86. 

  37  For a discussion of the ghazal’s typical length, see Lewis, “Reading, 
Writing, and Recitation,” 43. It seems likely that song texts in performance 
were often culled from longer poems. For example, many of the song texts 
(identified as  ṣawt ) found in al-Iṣbahānī’s  Kitāb al-aghānī  ( Book of Songs ) 
generally run from two to four lines; see also al-Jāḥiẓ,  Epistle on Singing-
Girls , 35. For a helpful discussion of the relationship between songs and 
poems in that work, see Kilpatrick,  Making the Great Book of Songs , 63–6; in 
the early New Persian case, cf. Lewis, “The Transformation of the Persian 
Ghazal,” 128. 

  38  The kabg-e dari  is now the name of the caspian snowcock ( Tetraogallus 
caspius ), but Steingass describes it more broadly as “a beautiful kind of 
partridge.” See Steingass,  A Comprehensive Persian-English Dictionary , 1012. 

  39  We see similar references to a return to the  status quo  at the conclusion of 
the other three episodes. Episode 2 (The Bed Trick) ends with the narrator 
counselling the audience on the hazards of love, while episodes 3 and 4 
(The Devils’ Grotto and The Garden) both conclude with a “once again” 
( degar rah ,  degar bāra ) passage as well as further narratorial advice to the 
audience; see  V&R  233/269–76 [196], 279/151–61 [243], 298/170–9 [264]. 

  40  Conte, Genres and Readers , 37. 
  41  Frow, Genre , 73. 
  42  Conte, Genres and Readers , 37. 
  43  For a force diagram of “narrative dynamism” against “lyric retardation,” 

see Zumthor,  Toward a Medieval Poetics , 273. 
  44  For a comparable discussion of the interaction between anecdote and 

ghazal in Saʿdi’s  Golestān , see Ingenito,  Beholding Beauty , 124–7. 
  45  In addition to the famous  Symposium  by Plato, numerous examples of the 

symposium/ majlis  are found in Hellenistic and Islamic literature; see Ali, 
 Arabic Literary Salons , 13–32. Such settings are also occasionally woven 
into romance narratives; for examples, see  Vameq & Aʿzrā  (98/132–248); 
 Bayāḍ & Riyāḍ  (in Robinson,  Medieval Andalusian Courtly Culture , 18–36); 
and  Hysmine & Hysminias , which basically consists of a series of banquets, 
occurring in eight out of its eleven chapters (see Roilos,  Amphoteroglossia , 
242–51). 

  46  In my translation of this passage, I use “May” to gloss the month-name 
Ordibehesht, though a technically more precise term might be Taurus, 
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i.e., April 21 to May 20. I’m also taking a bit of a poetic licence in the last 
line; lacking gender markings, there is no grammatical indication that the 
sky would be masculine or the moon feminine, and the roles could easily 
be reversed or kept ambiguous using “it.” However, in the context of the 
poem and its diegetic setting, the implied analogy between the moon and 
the sky and Vis and Mobad seems probable. 

  47  A similar case of a song revealing that which it purposed to hide is found 
in the interesting Andalusian story of  Bayāḍ & Riyāḍ  (w. early thirteenth 
c.); see Robinson,  Medieval Andalusian Courtly Culture , 34. 

  48  Stetkevych, The Zephyrs of Najd , 125–36. 
  49  Unfortunately, I am not aware of any references that speak specifically 

about the performance of romantic masnavis at court, and can make 
only some general inferences by considering what we know about 
Ferdowsi’s  Shāhnāma . On this latter front, though, there are some 
helpful clues: Saʿdi, for example, relates in the  Golestān  how “someone 
was reading [to the king] from the  Shāhnāma ” ( bāri be majles-e u 
dar ketāb-e shāhnāma hami khwānand ), and Bayhaqi describes how 
storytellers would regale their sovereigns with tales of the bygone 
kings. See Saʿdi,  Gulistan , 18/1.6; Bayhaqi,  History , 1:189. The  Shāhnāma  
itself, in a rather meta way, refers to its own recitation (or singing) 
during the reign of Bahrām Gur; see Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 6:442/319, 
357, 452 (Davis 732, 734, 737). In discussing the embedded ghazals of 
 Varqa & Golshāh , Lewis writes, “It is possible that these lyrics are also 
linked to a musical or cantillated style of delivery distinct from the 
declamatory style of the rest of the  masnavi ”; Lewis, “Reading, Writing, 
and Recitation,” 48. 

  50  In the comparative spirit, we might consider Richard de Fournival’s 
(d. 1260) statement that “when one hears a romance read, one  hears  
adventures as if one had really  seen  them” ( Car quant on ot .i. romans lire, on 
entent les aventures aussi com l’on les veïst en present ); see Zumthor,  Toward 
a Medieval Poetics , 84. For more on the fusion of the singer and the “I” in 
Provençal lyric, see Harvey, “Courtly Culture in Medieval Occitania,” 22–3. 

  51  Conte, Genres and Readers , 37. 
  52  The comrade ( rafīq ) is another long-standing convention of ghazal 

poetry, hearkening back to Imruʾ al-Qays’s famous call to his two friends 
to halt and weep over the traces of his beloved’s abandoned camp:  qifā 
nabki min dhikrā ḥabībin wa-manzili • bi-siqṭi al-liwā bayna al-dukhūli fa-
ḥawmalī , translated as “Halt, friends both! Let us weep, recalling a love 
and a lodging / by the rim of the twisted sands between Ed-Dakhool and 
Haumal” in Arberry,  The Seven Odes , 61. 

  53  Cf. the discussion of “songs as monologues” in Boulton,  The Song in the 
Story , 24–79. 
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  54  On the stylistic affinities between al- Aʿbbās b. al-Aḥnaf and Rāmin, see 
Meisami,  Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 96n29, 141n15. 

  55  Some of the texts that deal with love in its “elegant” or “refined” ( ẓarīf ) 
modality include Ibn Qutayba,  ʿUyūn al-akhbār , 4:128–47; Ibn Dāwūd, 
 Zahra  (cf. Tobkin, “A Man of Our Times”); al-Washshāʾ,  Muwashshā ; and 
the  Maṣāriʿ al-ʿushshāq  of al-Sarrāj al-Qāriʾ (cf. Bell, “Al-Sarrāj’s  Maṣariʿ 
al-ʿushshāq ”; Vadet,  L’Esprit courtois , 379–430); also, if one were to expand 
the temporal and geographical boundaries somewhat, Ibn Ḥazm,  Ṭawq 
al-ḥamāma . For a comprehensive study of these texts and more, see Giffen, 
 Theory of Profane Love ; von Grunebaum,  Medieval Islam , 311–13; Vadet, 
 L’Esprit courtois . For a historical study of the  ẓurafāʾ  as a social group, see 
Ghazi, “Un groupe social”; Irwin,  Night and Horses , 112–13. Perhaps most 
importantly, Avicenna discusses the “Love of the elegant [ones]” ( ʿishq 
al-ẓurafāʾ ) in Avicenna,  Risāla fī al-ʿishq , 65–76, translated by Fackenheim, 
“A Treatise on Love,” 218–22, and discussed in detail in Anwar, “Ibn Sīnā’s 
Philosophical Theology”; Bell, “Avicenna’s Treatise”; von Grunebaum, 
“Avicenna’s  Risâla .” 

  56  Ingenito, Beholding Beauty , 81–2. 
  57  Bürgel, “The Romance,” 162. 
  58  For a summary of the themes of al- Aʿbbās’s poetry, see Jacobi, “al- Aʿbbās 

ibn al-Aḥnaf.” These themes can be productively compared against Bauer, 
“Abū Tammām,” 14–17, and also the Occitan poets discussed in Paterson, 
“ Fin’amor ,” 37. It should be noted that, in the Abbasid period of the Arabic 
ghazal, the lover-poet is by no means necessarily male, nor the beloved 
female, but since this is the default convention in the poetry of al- Aʿbbās, I 
retain these genders here; see Bauer, “Male-Male Love in Classical Arabic 
Poetry.” 

  59  ʿAbbās b. al-Aḥnaf, Dīwān , 168–9, no. 331, lines 7–14 (see Wormhoudt no. 
38 for a translation of the entire poem). A literal rendition of the final line 
would be “What a giver, and what a one so inaccessible,” but I loosened it 
up a bit to avoid unnecessary translationese. 

  60  Girard, Deceit, Desire, and the Novel , 10, offers an insightful discussion of 
this double-emotion through the concept of “triangular,” or mediated, 
desire: “The subject is torn between two opposite feelings toward his 
model – the most submissive reverence and the most intense malice”; for 
insights into how this manifests in troubadour poetry, see Kay, “Desire and 
Subjectivity,” 214–20. 

61  Zumthor, Toward a Medieval Poetics , 160. Haidu,  The Subject Medieval/
Modern , 79–94, and Kay, “Desire and Subjectivity,” 220, similarly discuss 
the incorporeal, female-gendered Other in medieval French love lyric. 

  62  It is worth noting that Vis’s rival and double, Gol, also agrees to marry 
Rāmin only on the promise of his fidelity; in return, she promises to be 
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“loyal, constant, and steadfast” ( vafā-varz-o vafā-juy-o vafā-dār , 332/136) 
towards him. 

  63  Allen, Intertextuality , 29. 
  64  ʿAyyuqi, Varqa-vo Golshāh , 36; Sturges,  Aucassin and Nicolette , 30–1. For a 

discussion of the latter scene, see Pensom,  Aucassin et Nicolete , 43–9. 
  65  Similarly, ʿUmar b. Abi Rabīʿa has a famous poem where he describes 

escaping his beloved’s camp in women’s clothing, related in Irwin,  Night 
and Horses , 50–4. See also the scene where Khorshid Shāh infiltrates the 
witch’s palace disguised as a singing girl in Arrajāni,  Samak the Ayyar , 
26–30. 

  66  On female warriors in Persian narratives, see Davis,  Panthea’s Children , 
34, 50–1, 59; Gaillard, “Héroïnes d’exception”; Hanaway, “Anāhitā and 
Alexander,” 286; Venetis, “Warlike Heroines.” For an overview of the 
warrior women of the Arabic  sīra , see Kruk,  The Warrior Women of Islam . 
For an example of women-as-men marrying women, see the story of 
Qamar al-Zamān, Budūr, and Ḥayāt al-Nufūs in Lyons and Lyons,  The 
Arabian Nights , 1:752–8 (discussed in Amer, “Cross-Dressing,” 95–104), 
and of Burāndokht and Anṭuṭiya in Ṭarsusi,  Dārab-nāma , 2:81–4. I thank 
Julia Rubanovich for pointing out the latter reference to me. 

  67  For discussions of voyeurism and scopophilia in the Greek novel, see 
Ballengee, “Below the Belt,” 142–52; Elsom, “Callirhoe”; Egger, “Looking 
at Chariton’s Callirhoe”; Morales,  Vision and Narrative , 105–6, 165–99. 

  68  In addition to her famous “Ten Letters,” which I discuss in chapter 5, Vis 
has a couple of full chapters dedicated to her lamentations ( zāri ,  muya ), 
which she recites to her Nurse (243–7 and 397–402), along with numerous 
shorter passages throughout the poem. 

  69  A similar example of Vis’s shift into a ghazal-like mode of discourse is 
found in the seventh and eighth chapters of the “Ten Letters” sequence 
(382–7), which feature invocations of the springtime breeze and cover 
many of the motifs found in ghazal poems. 

  70  The closest thing to a “breakup” that I can think of in other romances I 
have studied is Béroul’s  Tristran , where the love between the protagonists 
is cut short, at least for a while. That tale, of course, offers an easy 
explanation for the change, for their love was engendered by a magic 
potion whose effects would last for only three years. That period having 
elapsed, both Tristan and Isolde “wake up” and amicably agree to end 
their affair and return to Mark’s court. See Béroul,  Tristran , 102/2147–2288. 
Ferdowsi’s introduction to the tale of Khosrow and Shirin describes how 
the former was “separated” ( jodā bud ) from the latter for a period, but 
explains this by saying that the king’s time was fully taken up with martial 
duties ( ke kār-ash hama razm bahrām bud ) and does not allude to any falling 
out of affection: see Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma  8:260/3405–6 (Davis 918). 
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  71  Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination , 107. 
  72  Bakhtin discusses monology extensively in  Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics , 

5–22, 51–2. 
  73  Many of these observations resonate in interesting ways with Gaunt’s 

analysis of the “masculine discourse” of the troubadour  canso  in Gaunt, 
 Gender and Genre , 125–35. Of particular note is the following: “The moment 
Arnaut privileges above all others in his songs is the moment when the 
lover’s desire is at its most intense, but as yet unrequited. Rarely does 
he envisage shared love or allude to amorous encounters which are not 
fantasized. Poignant as this representation of desire may be, it is striking 
that this love poetry concentrates on the moment that precedes any 
possible union, the moment when the male lover is turned inwards, yet 
must articulate his desire. Arnaut’s poetry, and the canso generally, is 
primarily concerned with its own utterance” (132). 

  74  For Tristan’s attempts to satisfy his love for Isolde through Isolde of the 
White Hands, see Gottfried von Strassburg,  Tristan  (tr. Hatto), 290–6; for 
the version by Thomas, see ibid., 301–10. 

  75  This ideal “masculine” state can be compared with the troubadour ethos of 
 mezura , discussed in Paterson, “ Fin’amor ,” 35, alongside the Greek notion 
of  sophrosyne  or the Arabic  ḥilm , often praised in Jāhiliyya-era poetry. 

  76  My reading of Behguy (“Speak-well”) differs somewhat from that of 
Meisami,  Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 185–7, who describes him as 
“ironically named” in that his take on love amounts to “the satisfaction 
of concupiscent passion.” In the same vein as the “mirrors,” however, the 
retention of male power and authority in the face of love seems to be the 
main order of business; see note 3 of chapter 3 for relevant references. 

  77  Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics , 53. 
  78  Rāmin’s admixture of love and hate – or, thought differently, his flattening 

of them into one and the same thing – has a fascinating parallel in Thomas 
of Britain’s  Tristran , when the eponymous hero rages at himself for loving/
hating Isolde of the White Hands; see Gottfried von Strassburg,  Tristan  (tr. 
Hatto), 305–6, 309. 

  79  For a review of the widespread practice of sport hunting among the elites 
of Islamicate societies, often on a massive and ecologically devastating 
scale, see Foltz,  Animals in Islamic Tradition , 37–9; for the pre-Islamic Iranian 
context, see Shahbazi, “Hunting in Iran i. In the Pre-Islamic period.” 

  80  Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 140; Meisami, “Kings and Lovers,” 
5–6.  

  81  The figure of the estranged lover ( ʿāsheq-e gharib ), a minstrel who 
sings and tells love stories, went on to become a transcultural icon in 
the Caucasus and Anatolia, with both literary (textual) and historical 
(performative) actors taking on the role; witness the  Gharīb-nāma  (“Book 
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of the Stranger,” w. 1330) by the fourteenth-century poet ʿĀshık Pāshā 
(see Pifer,  Kindred Voices , 123–34), or the story of ʿĀshık Gharīb, who dies 
on the path of love to his beloved Shāh-Ṣanam and is then resurrected by 
Kheżr (signalling strong resonances with  Varqa & Golshāh ), which was 
eventually made into a film ( Ashik Kerib , 1988) by the celebrated director 
Sergei Parajanov. For more on this figure in its Anatolian, Armenian, Azeri, 
Georgian, and Iranian contexts, see Başgöz, “Turkish Folk Stories about 
the Lives of Minstrels”; Başgöz, “The Structure of the Turkish Romances”; 
Nikaeen and Oldfield, “The Azerbaijani Ashiq”; Üstünyer, “Tradition of 
the Ashugh Poetry and Ashughs in Georgia.” 

  82  Pifer, “The Age of the  Gharīb ,” 28; see 19–20 and 24–7 for further discussion 
of the dialogic and relational aspects of the  gharib . 

 5 History: The Death of Romantic Love 

   1  Interestingly, even the “frame tale” of  Vis & Rāmin  – the parts of the 
poem set in Gorgāni’s life – have the poet beginning his work in the 
spring (Nowruz) and offering it to his patron in the fall (Mehragān); 
see 27/14–15 and 540/102. This may suggest another level of allegorical 
synchronization between the diegetic time of the story and the historical 
time of the storyteller. 

   2  Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination , 90; Bakhtin,  Speech Genres and Other Late 
Essays , 12. 

   3  Steven Smith notes that Bakhtin’s claim about the absence of temporal 
change in the Greek novel is complicated by one of its earliest exemplars, 
 Kallirhoe , whose eponymous protagonist does indeed age from a “girl” to a 
“mature woman” (61/3.8); time is certainly not reversible in this case. See 
Smith, “Bakhtin and Chariton,” 168–73. 

   4  Eslāmi-Nodushan, “Vis-o Rāmin va Shāhnāma,” 19: “ Hich ketāb-i dar 
zabān-e fārsi nist ke mānand-e vis-o rāmin ānqadr be shāhnāma nazdik-o ānqadr 
dur bāshad .” An important study that demonstrates the considerable 
overlaps of world view between  V&R  and the  Shāhnāma  is Ringgren, 
 Fatalism in Persian Epics . 

   5  For more on the reception and afterlife of the “Ten Letters,” see Cross, 
“The Lives and Afterlives,” 526–9; Gandjeï, “The Genesis and Definition.” 

   6  For other examples of oaths and ordeals meant to confirm the heroine’s 
immaculate state, see  Kallirhoe  112/8.1, 123/8.8;  Leukippe & Kleitophon  
280/8.13–14. See also the case of Fenice in Chrétien’s  Cligès , whose body 
suffers a gamut of horrible tortures that “leav[e] visible marks all the 
way down,” only to be fully healed by her nurse’s miraculous ointments, 
leaving her “healthier and livelier than she ever was before.” See Chrétien 
de Troyes,  Cligès , 380/5968, 398/6296–8 (Staines 159, 163). 
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   7  Ballengee, “Below the Belt,” 161. This entire chapter (130–61) offers 
invaluable insights into how the body in the Greek novels resists and 
complicates both Bakhtin’s notion of adventure-time and Konstan’s thesis 
on sexual symmetry. 

   8  See, e.g., Hādi and Naṣiri, “Sākhtār-e tashbih”; Rostami, “Barrasi-ye 
vizhegi-hā”; Tājbakhsh and Ḥasanpur, “Sabkshenāsi-ye dahnāma.” 
The regular length of the compositions suggests that they were laid out 
according to a systematic framework: the exordium runs at a hundred 
lines, and each subsequent essay is 50, 51, 50, 50, 52, 50, 51, 50, and 47 lines, 
ending with a final letter and peroration clocking in at 72 lines. 

   9  Between these two bookends, the fourth letter contains another complex 
pattern that brings three phrases – “don’t you see” ( nabini ke ), “in the hope 
of” ( be omid-e ān ), and “forever” ( hamisha ) – into compound anaphoric 
clusters. See  V&R  373/13–32 (340–1); Morrison’s more literal prose 
translation (249–50) makes the syntactic sequence a little more visible. 

  10  To be fair, whether these rhetorical techniques actually moved Gorgāni’s 
audience the way they seem to have been intended is ultimately a matter 
of conjecture. Indeed, the eminent Iranian scholar Moḥammad Jaʿfar 
Maḥjub finds fault with these very lines for their repetitive nature; 
see Maḥjub, “Moqaddema,” 67. 

  11  For the three uses of  allāh  in  V&R , see 389/38–9 (cited in the body) and 
382/9. In contrast – based on my searching of the digital text hosted by the 
TITUS project –  khodā  appears 141 times and  yazdān  104 times. 

  12  For descriptions of Bilqis and her demonic/jinni ancestry, see Kisāʾī,  Tales 
of the Prophets , 310–17; al-Rabghūzī,  The Stories of the Prophets , 2:365–7; 
al-Thaʿlabī,  ʿArāʾis al-majālis , 523, 534. In an interesting discussion, 
Bürgel observes how the shared rhyme between Vis, Bilqis, and Iblis is 
used to suggest further associations between Vis and the demonic on 
top of her already ambiguous descent from Jamshid; see Bürgel, “Die 
Liebesvorstellung,” 79–80. 

13  Kottman, Love as Human Freedom , 6. 
  14  Ferdowsi, Shāhnāma , 6:229/525–654, 7:456/4446–517 (Davis 677–681, 822–

4). For further discussion and analysis of these testaments, see Fouchécour, 
 Moralia , 38–58, 85–100; Askari,  The Medieval Reception , 153–69. 

15  Kottman, Love as Human Freedom , 154. 
  16  Askari, “A Mirror for Princesses,” 124. For the Vis-Rāmin debate as 

a  monāẓara , see Moḥammadi-Badr and Mahdizāda, “Taʾammol-i dar 
taḥavvol-e monāẓara,” 182. For more on Asadi Ṭusi and the  monāẓara , see 
Abdullaeva, “The Origins of the  Munāẓara  Genre”; Foruzānfar,  Sokhan , 
443; Khaleghi-Motlagh, “Asadī Ṭūsī”; Seyed-Gohrab, “A Treasury from 
Tabrīz,” 141–3. A famous Middle Persian debate poem is the  Draxt ī 
Asūrīg , on which see Brunner, “The Fable of the Babylonian Tree”; Shaked, 
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“Specimens of Middle Persian Verse”; Tavadia, “A Rhymed Ballad in 
Pahlavi.” 

  17  For a brief discussion of the  paraklausithyron  topos, see Cairns,  Generic 
Composition , 6. I thank Dick Davis for bringing this thematic connection to 
my attention. 

  18  Text and translation from Tibullus,  Elegies , 6–7. 
  19  I hesitate to suggest that the connection between the  paraklausithyron  and 

this scene in  V&R  is anything more than the coincidence of a shared topos, 
though there may be some history of addressing the locked building that 
has yet to be fully traced in Persian and Arabic lyric poetry. For some 
intriguing suggestions on what this shared poetic history might look like, 
see von Grunebaum,  Medieval Islam , 309–18. 

  20  Khaleghi-Motlagh, “Asadī Ṭūsī.” For more examples of  monāẓara  pairings, 
including “rose and wine,” “cypress and water,” “wine and hashish,” 
“sword and pen,” “earth and sky,” “sight and hearing,” “poetry and 
prose,” etc., see Seyed-Gohrab, “A Treasury from Tabrīz,” 142–3. 

  21  For Goethe’s claim about the lack of drama in Islamicate literatures, see 
Goethe,  The West-East Divan , 228; its echoes can be heard centuries later 
in overviews of Persian genre like ʿEbādiyān,  Anvāʿ-e adabi , 20–3, 27–30, 
and Shamisā,  Anvāʿ-e adabi , 50–4, 157. Some examples of scholarship that 
have challenged this view include Beeman,  Iranian Performance Traditions ; 
Beeston, “The Genesis of the Maqāmāt Genre,” 10–11; Chelkowski, 
 Ta‘ziyeh, Ritual and Drama in Iran ; Guo,  The Performing Arts . 

  22  For these elements of drama (specifically tragedy), see Aristotle,  Poetics , 
71/§19.1450a. 

  23  For descriptions of the use of platforms and curtains in giving audience, 
see Neẓām al-Molk,  The Book of Government , 14, 121–2; Bayhaqi,  History , 
1:113–14, 2:246; Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 7:478/161 (Davis 828). 

  24  For this and other proverbs used in the text, see Gorgāni,  V&R  (ed. 
Rowshan), 501–10; Maḥjub, “Moqaddema,” 58–63. 

  25  Al-Masʿūdī, Les prairies d’or , 6:373 (Lunde and Stone 111). 
  26  Incidentally, Rāmin’s response to Vis’s ten-part letter similarly lurches 

between apology and remonstrance, as though he cannot quite decide 
on the account he wants to give of his actions. First he declares, “I am a 
sinner” ( gonāhkār-am , 420/10), then immediately backtracks, “Although 
this sin isn’t originally mine, it’s also wrong to blame you for it” ( agar 
che in gonāh az bon marā nist • gonah bar to nehādan ham ravā nist , 420/11 
[388]), then turns around the accusation: “The sin is yours, but I say you’re 
sinless” ( gonāh-e to-st-o guyam bigonāh-i , 420/17). These inconsistencies 
thus seem to be a consistent facet of his character. 

  27  Asa, Haug, and West,  The Book of Arda Viraf , 184/§55. For further 
discussions and references to the Zoroastrian vision of Hell as a cold, dark, 
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and malodorous place, see Gray, “Zoroastrian Elements,” 173–4; Kłagisz, 
“An Iranian Vision of the Afterlife,” 445. 

  28  The zamharīr  is mentioned in the Qur’an as one of the torments from 
which the people of Paradise are shielded (76:13). For an overview of its 
broader treatment, see Tottoli, “The Qur’an, Qur’anic Exegesis and Muslim 
Traditions.” 

  29  For two versions of Kay Khosrow’s “occultation,” see al-Ṭabarī,  The Ancient 
Kingdoms , 19, and Ferdowsi,  Shāhnāma , 4:367/3044–75 (Davis 471–5). The 
significance of this event in the Middle Persian literature of the medieval 
Zoroastrian community gets careful consideration in Vevaina, “The 
Ground Well Trodden,” 172–82. 

  30  On the use of camphor in treating the dead, see Aʿ lam, “Camphor”; Boyce, 
 Zoroastrians , 120–1; van Ruymbeke,  Science and Poetry , 127, 137. 

  31  Kottman, Love as Human Freedom , 151. 
  32  Not surprisingly for such an enigmatic passage, we find some significant 

textual divergences in the manuscript tradition. The second verse ( nagofti 
az gashi bā hich kas rāz , 465/5) is especially prone to variations, including 
 nakardi bā kashi bā hich kas sāz  (“we [lit., our body] would never get along 
with anyone in joy”) and  nakardi az kazhi bā hich damsāz  (“we [our body] 
would never get along with anyone out of [our/its] crookedness”). The 
Georgian  Visramiani  provides an instructive comparison: “If indeed it 
were not so with men, no one could caress with great appetite; none could 
become enamoured of anybody, nor give himself up to grief and death. 
And if they were not deceived in this thing, Fate could not have so turned 
as it did in the case of Vis and Ramin. After an unexampled affection there 
befell an equally unparalleled, merciless abandonment one of the other.” 
T‘mogveli,  Visramiani , 342. 

  33  See Asmussen, “Āz.” The demonic embodiment of  āz  continues in the 
 Shāhnāma , 6:77/1110 (Davis 612), where Alexander is told that Greed ( āz ) 
and Need ( niyāz ) are two demons, “one emaciated and dry-lipped, the 
other sleepless at night out of [wanting] more.” 

  34  For more discussion about the paradox of ennoblement through 
submission to love, see Barry, “In the Worlds of Nizāmī,” 100–2, 106–8; 
Kappler, “La beauté ,” with a diagram on 328. 

35  Kottman, Love as Human Freedom , 5–6. 
  36  Ibid., 27–70. 
37  Kappler, “La beauté ,” 323. 
  38  Miller, “Embodying the Beloved,” 5. 
39 Jahān-afruz  is one of Rāmin’s main epithets, occurring some eleven times 

in the text (and twice for Shahru), with many of those occurrences 
clustered in the snowstorm episode. Kappler notes this association and 
suggests it establishes Rāmin as a “solar hero” with close ties to Mithra, 
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possibly with Buddhist overtones as well; see Kappler, “Présence du 
mazdéisme,” 46; Kappler, “La beauté ,” 321, 324. For more on Avicenna’s 
allegories of felicity, see Stroumsa, “Avicenna’s Philosophical Stories”; 
Stroumsa, “‘True Felicity’”; and for translations of the works mentioned, 
see Corbin,  Avicenna and the Visionary Recital , 186–92; Faris, “Al-Ghazzali’s 
Epistle of the Birds”; Sohravardi,  The Philosophical Allegories and Mystical 
Treatises , 1–7; Aʿṭṭār,  The Conference of the Birds . Matthew Keegan discusses 
the allegorical significance of the bird in Keegan, “‘Elsewhere Lies Its 
Meaning,’” 31–4. 

40  Kappler, “La beauté ,” 321. 
  41  I put “dragon” in scare quotes simply to avoid making too close an 

association between the Persian  azhdahā  and the dragon of medieval 
European literature or modern Euro-American fantasy, especially in light 
of Samuel Lasman’s troubling of this equivalence; see Lasman, “Dragons, 
Fairies, and Time,” 200–8. 

  42  The other highly visible interventions of fate in  V&R  include the boar that 
kills Mobad and the sudden flood that sweeps away the Nurse’s talisman. 
For a thorough survey of the different names, manifestations, and attitudes 
towards fate in  V&R , see Ringgren,  Fatalism in Persian Epics , 20–3, 63–5, 
69–72, 87–90, 102–6, 120–3. 

  43  For a study of silence in Rumi’s poetry, see Keshavarz,  Reading Mystical 
Lyric , 49–71. 

  44  For more discussion of this act of mutual submission, and the shift from 
external force to inner transformation, see Kappler, “La beauté ,” 322–4. 

  45  Ibid., 318, 325–6. Emphasis added. 
  46  Kottman, “Quid Non Sentit Amor,” 522–3. 
  47  Smith, “Bakhtin and Chariton,” 185. 
  48  Kappler, “La beauté ,” 305; Kottman,  Love as Human Freedom , 10, 28–33. 
  49  To give a sense of scale, the conclusion of  V&R  takes up about 750 lines or 

8 per cent of the poem, in comparison to the 2,000 lines or 20 per cent of 
the poem that is occupied by the letters and debates preceding it. 

  50  On the concept of poetry as “licit magic,” see Bürgel,  The Feather of 
Simurgh . 

  51  Vis does become the official sovereign over her ancestral home of Media, 
including the provinces of Azerbaijan, Arran, and Armenia (527/95–6), 
but this does not grant her much visibility in the story’s conclusion. 

  52  Yūsuf Khāṣṣ Ḥājib, Wisdom of Royal Glory , 187–8; Neẓām al-Molk,  The Book 
of Government , 185–92. 

  53  For a discussion of how the “taming” of Guenevere – who, like Vis, 
“refuses the knight” – “liberates” Lancelot in ways that correspond quite 
closely with  V&R , see Krueger,  Women Readers , 54–67. 

  54  Davis, “Women in the  Shahnameh ,” 83. 
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  55  Askari, “A Mirror for Princesses,” 126. For examples of the prominent role 
that women played in the Seljuk court, see Peacock,  The Great Seljuk Empire , 
178–81; and for further discussion of Neẓām al-Molk’s bitter rivalries with 
some of the female members of the ruling family, see Bosworth, “Political 
and Dynastic History,” 76–7; Safi,  The Politics of Knowledge , 67–74. For 
some helpful examples of scholarship that engage with romance from 
the perspective of women readers, modelling approaches that might be 
productive in this case, see Egger, “Looking at Chariton’s Callirhoe”; 
Krueger,  Women Readers . 

  56  For examples of “crown-holding” women in the  Shāhnāma , I could suggest 
Māhāfarid, grandmother of Manuchehr; Farigis, mother of Kay Khosrow; 
and Homāy, mother of Dārāb. There are also two queens at the very end of 
the Sasanian period, Borāndokht and Āzarmdokht, who briefly rule Iran 
in the absence of any male relatives; for a discussion of these figures, see 
Khaleghi-Motlagh,  Women in the Shāhnāmeh , 22–6, 45, 60–2, 73–8. 

  57  On the “crown-bestower” in the  Shāhnāma , see Davidson,  Poet and Hero , 
132. For discussions of Arnavāz, Shahrnavāz, and Farānak as they relate 
to institutions of sovereignty and good religion, see Lewis, “Shifting 
Allegiances,” 392–408; Pierce, “Serpents and Sorcery,” 361–2. 

  58  Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 140; cf. Kappler, “ Vîs et Râmîn ,” 77. 
  59  As noted in chapter 1, Marijan Molé even went so far as to claim that 

 V&R  was partially written in response to and as a commentary on 
the sometimes fraught relations between Ṭughrıl Beg and his male 
relatives, such as Chaghrı Beg and Ibrāhīm Yınāl. See Molé, “«Vīs u 
Rāmīn» et l’histoire seldjoukide,” 12–17, 26, 28; and for more on the 
internecine politics of the early Seljuks, see Peacock,  The Great Seljuk 
Empire , 50–1. 

  60  The word ṭūbā  occurs only once in the Qur’an as a blessing given to the 
righteous (13:29), but many hadith, biographies, and exegeses give it a 
more concrete form as an immense and bountiful tree in Paradise. For 
more information, see Waines, “Tree(s).” 

  61  On the connections between history, politics, and ethics in the  Shāhnāma , 
see Askari,  The Medieval Reception ; Meisami, “The Past in Service of the 
Present,” 253–63. 

  62  Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry , 187–92; Meisami, “Kings and 
Lovers,” 6–7.  

  63  For a useful overview of the various ways truth could be verified in 
medieval Islamicate writing, see Zadeh, “The Wiles of Creation,” 25–7, 
32–5. Lasman proposes “speculative fiction” as a way of theorizing the 
relationship between the past, the imagination, and the production of 
knowledge in Lasman, “Dragons, Fairies, and Time,” 16–35; for more on 
this topic, see the epilogue. 
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  64  For more on romance time and subjectivity in the western European 
context, see Knapp and Knapp,  Medieval Romance , 6–12. 

  65  “Lived examples” comes from Meisami’s translation of Mohammed 
Arkoun’s discussion of the  Tajārib al-umam , which he describes as “a 
collection of  lived examples  destined to illustrate the elucidation of 
[Miskawayh’s] theoretical treatises”; in this way, we can imagine Gorgāni 
as expanding the parameters of what might count as exemplary material. 
See Meisami, “The Past in Service of the Present,” 253n13. 

  66  Abbott, “A Ninth-Century Fragment,” 155; for a discussion of this quote, 
see the section “Of Legends and Legerdemain” in chapter 1 of this book. 

 Epilogue 

   1  To compare the text of Gorgāni’s exordium with Avicenna’s “Sublime 
Sermon,” see Gorgāni,  V&R  (tr. Morrison), 1–4; Akhtar, “A Tract of 
Avicenna,” 220–2 (Arabic text in 232–3). 

   2  Fackenheim, “A Treatise on Love,” 219. Fackenheim and von Grunebaum 
both comment on this “positive” reintegration of bodily desires into the 
process of spiritual perfection in Fackenheim, ibid., 211; von Grunebaum, 
“Avicenna’s  Risâla ,” 234 col. 2. 

   3  Ingenito, Beholding Beauty , 301–51. 
   4  Harb, Arabic Poetics , 30, 42, 52. 
   5  Meisami, “The Past in Service of the Present,” 264, quoted also in chapter 1. 
   6  Harb, Arabic Poetics , 29. 
 7  Hämeen-Anttila, Khwadāynāmag , 145. 
   8  Lasman, “Dragons, Fairies, and Time,” 227. 
   9  Zadeh, “The Wiles of Creation,” 29–30. 
  10  On the interplay of pleasure and the imagination, phantasy and 

philosophy, time and subjectivity, “possible worlds” and the “posited 
world,” and the “novel emergent” of perception and perspective, see 
Knapp and Knapp,  Medieval Romance , 3–23, which theorizes romance in 
western Europe in ways that resonate strongly with the points made in 
this epilogue. 

  11  Nilsson, “Desire and God Have Always Been Around,” 260, 251. 
  12  For some studies and introductions to this genre, see Ashtiany, “Al-

Tanūkhī’s  al-Faraj baʿd al-shidda  as a Literary Source”; Khalifa,  Hardship 
and Deliverance in the Islamic Tradition ; Weiner, “Die  Farağ baʿd aš-Šidda -
Literatur.” Ulrich Marzolph has recently proposed that the  Faraj baʿd al-
shidda  motif also provided an extraordinarily productive framework for the 
circulation of tales in the “middle literatures” in the premodern Muslim 
world; see Marzolph,  Relief after Hardship , 42–6. 

  13  Bray, “Isnāds and Models of Heroes,” 13. 
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  14  Behzadi, “Standardizing Emotions,” 817. 
  15  Hägg and Utas, The Virgin and Her Lover , 249–50. 
  16  Some examples of “mini-romances” used in the homiletic masnavis of 

Aʿṭṭār and Rumi include the story of Shaykh Ṣanʿān in Aʿṭṭār,  Manṭeq al-
Ṭayr , 286/1191–1601 (Darbandi and Davis 57–75); the tale of Marḥuma 
in Aʿṭṭār,  Elāhi-nāma , 131/484–792, translated in Newman, “Attar’s ‘Tale of 
Marhuma:’ The Woman with a Manly Heart”; and the King and the Slave-
girl episode in Rumi,  Mathnawí , 1:36–246 (Mojaddedi 1:6–17). As Austin 
O’Malley notes, Aʿṭṭār may well have composed an independent romance 
of his own as well, the  Khosrow-nāma ; see O’Malley, “An Unexpected 
Romance.” 

  17  J.-C. Bürgel also notes the air of ambivalence that hangs about the ending 
of  V&R  in Bürgel, “Die Liebesvorstellung,” 90. Tim Whitmarsh makes a 
similar case for the “uneasy settlement” of the ancient Greek novels, held 
in a state of tension “between two contradictory principles: one drives 
us relentlessly towards the end, the other threatens to maroon us in an 
endless state of narrative wandering”; see Whitmarsh, “Desire and the End 
of the Greek Novel,” 140. 

  18  Keegan, “Commentarial Acts and Hermeneutical Dramas,” 87. 
  19  For two landmark studies on the hermeneutics of ambiguity in Islamic 

intellectual history, see Bauer,  Die Kultur der Ambiguität ; Ahmed,  What Is 
Islam?  

  20  Kinoshita, “Romance in/and the Medieval Mediterranean,” 189. 
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